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PUBLISHER' S PREFA (TE.
Previous

to

discovery of anaeszlietics, Animal
deservedly come to attract general

the

had

Magnetism
public attention, and probably no other work did so
much to popularize the system as this of Deleuze's in
its earlier editions.
It had by repeated editions attained
lation iu this country,
being established that

great

and, by its aid,

circu-

a

large

a

science

was

only

to prove a
promised
curative agency in sickness and disease, but to

not

great deal of pain and suffering from the

banish

a

human

family.

Under the iniiuence of Magnetism important and
protracted surgical operations have been effected
without the slightest knowledge of pain to the patient, and with no evil eifects; but our hospitals and
the medical faculty at large adopting the application
of anwsthetics, Magnetism ceased to be made available in practice, save by a few. But so many fatal
accidents, to say nothing of the large number of shattered nervous systems, have resulted from this danger~
ous agency, the public are
beginning to inquire if
there is no substitute, and hundreds now endure pain
rather than

assume a worse

alternative.

from time to time had calls for this

Having

which has been

out

of

print

for many years,

work,
we re-

ll!

.

3121301

iv

PUBLIBHEB'B

solved, if

could find

PREFACE.

oifer to the

public
republication. Through the
kindness of our friend, Dr. George M. Bourne, of
California, we were finally able to obtain one from
the private hands of John McGraith, of San Frana new

we

edition

by

a

copy,

to

its

cisco.
We take

especial pleasure in presenting this book
public at this time, believing it will supply a
great public want, that it merits a general public apto the

probation,

and that the benefits under its direction

will be manifold.

_

We

recommend the moral tcne of

especially
the author, as his only desire seems to have been,
that he might be a blessing to his race by teaching
them the art of relieving pain and suffering. If there
are those who would make an evil use of their Magcan

netic powers, there can be no better way of counteracting it than to place such infomation in the hands
of the

people

as

will enable them to understand its

power and induence themselves, and in this way prevent and restrain any improper use of the principle.
Nmw Yosx, March, 1879.

TRANSLATOR'S

PREFACE.

Since the Hrst edition of this work was printed,
practice of Mesmerism has been greatly extended,
and it is observable that every advancement has conirmed and substantiated the statements made by the
the

professional gentlemen who confided to
publication of their observations. The Appendix, which contains them, is still retained, though
enlarged by additional notes and letters, which canliterary

me

and

the

part of the

not fail to increase theinterest of that

work.
It will be

perceived that the views and opinions of
gentlemen vary; a circumstance not to be regretted, since they harmonize in their facts. Their
character insures respect. And no man possessing
common honesty or a decent sense of
propriety will
these

go abroad and report that few scientific
vicinity believe in Mesmerism.
The character of Dr. Charles

men

Poyen,

in this

who intro-

duced the

subject into this country, was naturally
viewed with suspicion, and by many misunderstood;
yet the complete

success

of the

enterprise

in which

he embarked has taken away all motive for the one,
and all pretence for the other. He labored zealously

and

unselfishly,

and

ever

demeaned himself in such
U

vi
a manner as

1.'l.L'N8LATOB'5
to

rnnnscm.

V

justify the vindication which

in this volume.

He will

soon

return to this

he found

country,

finishing his medical course in Paris
As no great pains were taken to circulate the first
edition of this work, several small, cheap and 111digested works have been published in diierent
places, containing instructions chiedy derived from
Deleuze, without acknowledgment; and mingled
with precepts either doubtful or absolutely injurious
in their tendency. The price of this edition is therefore reduced, in order to place it within the reach of
all who wish to profit by the experience of Deleuze.
after

T. C. H.
Paovmnrcm, August, 1848.
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LIFE OF DELEUZE.
The life of the author of this work was translated by alady
from the elaborate volume of Doctor Foissac. Whoever
reads lt, will tind his contldence irresistibly drawn towards

by the evidence of a character in which it is delightful
confide. Whatever may be our opinion of Mesmerism,
which Delueze has practised
gratuitouslyjor more thanhnlf
a. century, we cannot refuse to accord to l'i`ni'§ncefity~ of
mind and nprightness of intention. His various works indicate acareful and scrutinizing spirit, dictated by asingle-mindedness which rarely leads into mischievous error. We trust in
him ass guide, because we see his caution; if he does not bring
conviction to his theory, he drives suspicion from his motive.
And he ls little to be envied, who suiers 'a vulgar prejudice
to inlluence his judgment, when a subject of-the first importance, supported by the practice and testimony of Dsleuze, claims from him as a professional man a serious and
careful investigation.
him
to

Josmrn
Lower

tary

Fmmcrs Dszuwza was born at Sisteron,
1768. Desirous of pursuing a millhe came to Paris in 1772, intending to study math-

Pnrur

Alps,

career

in

March,

ematics; but the nominations
tered the

infantry,

not

having

taken

place, he

with the rank of sub-lieutenant.

en-

Three

years after, the corps in which he served being disbanded, he
left the service and devoted himself to the study of the natural
in

sclences. While residing in the country near Sisteron,
1785. he read for the' ilrst time an account of the cures

performed at Buzancy, in which he put
he

suspected

icule

on

the

no

confidence; indeed,

designed to bring ridMagnetism. But hearing that one

them to be fabrieations

partisans

of

xl!

xiv

LIFE

or nnnnzm.

of his friends (M. D. d'Aix),
lightened mind, had been to

a man

of cool

reason

and

en-

Mcsmer at M. Servan's, and
on his return to Aix had succeeeded in producing somnamlmlism, he resolved to visit him and ascertain the truth.
see

"

"

l performed the journey on foot," said he,
botanizing
I went, and arrived at Aix the second day at noon, having
walked since four o'clock in the morning. I immediately
as

lmparted

friend the

object of my journey, desiring
thought of the progidies I had heard;
he smiled, and said coolly, 'Wait and see for yourself; the
patient will be here in three hours!
to my

him to tell

me

what he

"At the end of that time she arrived, and with herseveral
persons who were to form a chain. I joined this chain, and
in a few minutes saw the patient asleep. I looked with as-

tonishment, but falling asleep myself in less than tlfteen
minutes, I ceased to observe. During my sleep I talked
much, and was so much excited as to trouble the chain. Of
this I had

laughing

no

recollection when I awoke and found them all
me.
The next day, instead of sleeping my-

around

self. I observed others, and desired my friend to teach me
the processes.
On my return home, I attempted to magnetize the sick who

were in the neighboring
careful not to excite their imaginations,

villages. I was
touching them

under various prctexts, and trying to convince them of the
effect of gentle frictions. In this way I obtained

salutary

very curious and beneiicial results, which strengthened
faith. In the autumn, being in the city, I applied
to a young physician, a man of much merit, who to the wisdom that sometimes doubts added the desire to be convinced
some

my

own

by

actual

experience.

I

patient, and if I eiected
clusive

requested
a cure.

proof; suggestlng

he

him to obtain for

me

might consider this

at thesame time that the

a

con-

subject

critical state, lest fatal consequences might follow from my inexperience. He introduced
to me a young woman who had been sick seven years, sufshould not be considered in

a

fering constantly great pain, and being much blpated; having also a local swelling externally, in consequence of the
great enlargement of the spleen, which she showed to us.
She

was

removing

not able to walk

the

or

lic down.

obstruction, circulation

I succeeded in

was

restored, the

un`

xv

or nnauzn

and she was enabled to
attend to her customary duties. When I touched her, sho
slept, but did not become a snmnamhulist. Soon after, an in-

swelling gradually disappeared.

timate friend of mine

(Mr. D.) magnetized a young girl of
sixteen, who became a somnambulist. She was the daughter
of very respectable parents. I assisted in the treatment of
this

patient,

and I have

never

known

a

more

perfect

som-

nambulist.

She dictated remedies for other sick persons
as well as for herself.
Bhe presented most of the phenom~
ana observed by M. de Puysegur, M. Tardy. and the members of the society at Strasburg.
nomena I could not have imagined
adlrm that I

saw

Among these
explained.

or

were

I

can

pheonly

them, and after this it is impossible for me
illusion, or the possibility of ieception."

to suppose the least

From this time M. Deleuze neglected no opportunity to
multiply and observe facts, relieving and curing a great
number of persons. Two years after, in 1787, he returned to
Paris, and pursued with renewed ardor literature, science,

philosophy, and particularly botany.

In 1798 he

was

chosen

assistant naturalist of the Garden of Plants; and when the

professors belonging to the establishment united in 1802 in
publishing the Annals of the Museum of Natural History,
he was appointed secretary of that association!
M. Deleuze was tlrst known to the learned world by his translation of "Dai-win'n Loecsof the Pla1us,"in 1799, "I7t¢mpaan's
Seasons," in 1801-6, at which time he published his" Eudas-us,
or %llN1'8dtlb7U on the Study of the Sciences, Letters and Philosophy," 2 vols 8-vo; Paris,1810. The varied knowledge displayed
in his writings, the soundness of his doctrines, his exquisite
judgment, his style. so clear, so simple, and at the same time
soelegant, place him among writers of the tlrst rank; and
his book, the best of those intended for the instruction of the
young, has received from the learned praise the most flattering and honorable.
Yet notwithstanding his various duties in the Garden of
°
Several oi time great natnralists of Europe have written upon the sunlect of Heemerlsm. among them Nees Von Esenoeck. mentioned ny.Da-

tense, pages wt and KB. His great work. Genera Ptantsrum Flora Ger
IIIIIIIGO," printed m 1889. in N TOIIINQ, is advertised in uonuon at £4 pu
vomma.-'l'l.al'a.
'

xvi

urn or

nnuwzxz.

Plants, he did not neglect this new order of physiological
phenomena, until now despised by the learned. He did not
say. like Fontenelle and others, "If I had my hand full ot
truth I should be careful how I opened it ;' but during the furious contest occurring between the partisans and the enemies of

Magnetism,

he

was

contented to observe in silence; and waited
was over, in order to publish his
Grits?
"

until the excitement

cal

History qf Magnetism," the result of twenty-nine years of
investigation and reflection. This work appeared in 1818,
forming an era in the annals of science, and is now translated
into all the

took

a

principal languages

different

course

of

Europe.

from those who had

In this work he

preceded him.

I shall not, said he, permit myself to form any hypothesis,
hut shall state what has been witnessed by myself and by
men

worthy of credit. After a general sketch of the history
discovery and the obstacles opposed to it, he devotes

of the

very remarkable article to the examination of the proofs on
which the new doctrine is founded. He Brst lays down prii.

a

_-

ples of indisputable correctness, concerning the probability
ot' testimony, and applies them with equal logo and sagacity
to the examination of the proofs of Magnetism.
He shows
that its etfects have been attested'by thousands of witnesses,
in whose ranks are found physicians, savans, and enlightened
men, who have not been afraid to brave ridicule in obeying
the voice of conscience, and fulfilling a duty to humanity;
that those who have published their opinions, and by far the
larger number who make their observations in silence, and
content themselves with avowing their belief, when questioned on the subject, have all either witnessed, or actually
produced the phenomena of which they speak: while among
the adversaries of Magnetism. not a man can be found who
has examined the subject in the only proper way, by experimenting for himself with thc most scrupulous attention, and
in exact accordance with the prescribed directions.
With the same powerful reasoning, he has treated of the
means by which Magnetism acts, of the methods of producing it. of the intiuence which the faith of the patients and
the comparative power of magnetizers may have upon the
a-iilcacy of the treatment. In speaking of the therapeutical
application of Magnetism, he points out the cases in which

LIFE OF DELEUZE.

'

XVII

may hope for success. and shows that, provided thc proper
precautions are taken, its employment can never be injuriIn the description ot the phenomena of somnambulism,
ous.
we see that the author brings them forward with reserve,
that he endeavors to rob them of their marvellous character,
and to show that they are not in contradiction to the laws of
nature* His explanations of them agree perfectly with the
Let us coniine ourselves,"
principles ot sound physiology.
says he, "to what observation teaches, and take care that
No one has insisted so much as
we do not go beyond it."
M. Deleuze on the dangers to which Magnetism may give
rise, and the means of avoiding them. His advice acquire;
thamore value that it comes from so pure a source, and that
never in the midst of the most eager discussion, has the moot en.
oenorned calumny dared to fast a doubt on the veracity of (lu
meant, or the honestv fit' the magnetker.
The second volume of the "Critical History" fully justi.
Iles the title of the work. It is devoted to an analysis and
examination ot the writings which have been published con'°"'~'iug Magnetism, of which there are nearly three hundred.
M. Deleuze has fulfilled this dimcult task with greatdiscernwe

'

ment.

"

His researches show that the adversaries of

Magnet¢

ism have in vain

attemped to shake the foundation of the
doctrine, and the authenticity of the facts on which it rests.
It is to be decided," says hc, in conclusion, "that the science
of Magnetism should be associated with the other branches
of human knowledge; that after having proved the existence of the agent, we should ascertain the part it plays in
the operations of nature; and having classed its facts according to the degrees of probability, we should place them beside the other phenomena of physiology, that we may decide
whether they depend upon a new principle, or upon a modi"

'

tication of

Among
favor of
"Answer

already known."
writings which M. Deleuze has published in
Magnetism we should particularly notice, iirst, the
to the Author of Haperatitiomand Impoetures qfPlu1one

the

* An able
paper in relatior to this subtest smeared in the Boston Hedleal and Sunz'cal Journal of October wth, 1877. It is from the pen of Ben
pmin Hllke-ll, I D., of Baath Boston.

xviii

.rim

oaophsrs," M. l'Abbé
ing stated objections

nsnsauzn.

or

Wurtz de

Lyon,

in

which, after hav

renewed from the thtr
teenth century, he examines the causes which opposed the
reestublishment of religion in France. Second, "Defends qf
Magnethm against the attacks made upon it in the Dtbtabnarg
ry' Medical Science," Paris, 1819. This work, chiefly devoted
to an examination and criticism of the article, "Magnet
which

hm." of M. Virey, at the

seem

same

time answers, in the most

the declamations, sarcasms, and even
coarse abuse, in which men of merit, blinded by rooted
prejudices, have allowed themselves towards observers who

satisfactory

manner,

only actuated by
being useful.

were

the love of truth, and the desire of

M. Deleuze proves that these adversaries knew nothing
Magnetism ; that they father upon its partisans absurd

about

that they pass by in silence' the n'ost convincing
and that forced at lust to admit indispu' ible phenom-

opinions;

proofs;

they attribute them to a cause incompe ent; to produce them. We should know little of M. Deleuze, did we
suppose for an instant that he protits by his advantages, and
ena,

hui-ls buck upon his calumniators the ridicule and contempt
with which they wished to overwhelm him. His argument is
a

model of

Among
is

one

and

politeness.
might adduce, there
pass over in silence. M. Virey says, p. 404 of
Magnetism/'Should Mesmer, or one of his

dignity,

reason

the instances of this which I

I cannot

his article on
most. able successors, throw

a

horse

or an ewe

into

somnam-

bulism, then I would recognize the empire of universal Magnetism." To this strange demand, M. Deleuze contented

replying : Everybody knows very well. that M.
Virey will never be convinced if he must first witness such a
phenomenon as this.
After having addressed the leamed world in his "0ritz2'al
History," M. Deleuze wished to draw up a system of rules,
which should place the subject within the reach of all minds.
This end he has attained by publishing his "Practical Instruction," Paris, 1825. Men versed in its phenomena will
iiud in this book the results of a consummate experience.
Those who have as get seen nothing, and who desire to
"

himself with

"

assure

themselves of the truth of the facts, will draw from

`

Lum or

thence all the
with

knowledge
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necessary to avoid milstalces, to obsoru

gifs to their practice a salutary darection.
Since that period M. Deleuze has published nothing concerning Magnetism, although he has still in his hands rich
materials upon which some physicians who have read them
agree in hestowing the highest praise. Such are, an Essay
on Pneoisaon; several very curious modes of treatment; the
remainder of the articles on Van Helmont; and several dissertations on the most important questions of Magnetism.
Upon the death of M. Toscan, in 1828, he was appointed
He is a
librarian of the Museum of Natural History.

projlt,

and to

member ofthe Philomathlc

Society,

as

well asof several

leamed bodies, both in France and foreign countries, and
for fifteen years has drawn up the annual reports of the
Philanthropic Society, of which he is secretary. Such is the
of M.

ascendance which the wisdom and private virtues

him, that in the discussions of the Royal Academy of Medicine, his name has
never been pronounced withdut the most honorable epithets;
Deleuze

acquire over

all who know

always olted him as authority. His rare
qualities, his pleasing and instructive conversation, have

the commission have

gained

him many friends among the most celebrated of me

lcnrnod, Levaillant, Duperron, Cuvier, de Humboldt., etc.;
and in the unanimous opinion of his contemporaries, he divides with M. le Marquis de Puysegur, the honor of having
defended and

propagated

one

of the most beautiful discov-

eries of modern times.
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a
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which it has

which

8 vols. in 8
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8. A treatise
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5.'Beveral historical euloguims of learned naturalists and

celebrated travellers, inserted in the Annals and Memoirs of
of Natural History, from 1808 to 1881. Also,
several essays, one of which, on the introduction of or-

the Museum
namental
manner

plants, has

been mentioned in

in the poem of

"

The Three

a

very

flattering

Engdoms of Nature," by

Delille.
6.

Lastly,

several articles inserted in_ the Moniteur and
on works of Natural
History and Belles

other_ journals,
Lettres.

.

Dr. Mialle thus writes ln 1886:

"

A

new

erahaa commenced

fm' Magnetism. Authentically recognized by the Royal Aca.I~
my qf Medicine in 1881, and rega/rded by tlu eommauaon, as

`

urn

or

nxumuzx.

xxi

'a very curnbua brandt
qf psychology and natural hialoryf at
has taken rank among positive trutlu.
Tho rMng ganzrahbn
via be promptto culticatethonewjidd Iaaaopentothcm.

What ourer gudie can they tako than the man who by tha
ruperabfily of his inlelhyence, the sagacity of hu concluuona,
llnd I/w example qf lui# whole Iqff, Ima rn pawgfyfully amtnl
buled (0 the triumph of Uni noble discovery!"

f
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INTRODUCTION.
Several persons have requested me to publish, upon
subject of Magnetism, plain and simple instruc-

the

tions, free from

all

direct those who

agent, and who
I

am now

are

going

and proper in all cases to
convinced of the reality of the

theory,

are

to

at a

loss how to make

fulfil this

use

of it.

task, solely with the

view of being useful.
It is not the object of this work to convince

men

who, otherwise well-informed, still doubt the reality

Magnetism; it is intended chiefly for those who
not engaged in medicine, physiology, or physics,
who believe upon oral testimony, without having seen
any person magnetized, and who, being persuaded
that I lgnow more than themselves upon the subject,
of

are

wish to try my method, in order to succeed, as I have
had the happiness of doing, in curing and ameliorat~

ing the ills of

principles

their fellow-creatures.

which I believe

I shall

lay down

true, without entering into

any discussion to prove their truth.

I shall avoid

pronounclng upon that which appears doubtful; and
it I sometimes err in the mode of explaining things,
my errors.
have

appertamlng solely

adopted

to

ring them to the

connect the
same

theory which I
phenomena by refer-

to

the

cause, will not aifect the indi23

L
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..

cation of the

phenomena

means to

and derive

be taken to

advantage

produce these

from them.

I

shall not stop to detail facts in support of my doctrine. I shall limit myself to the citing of a few of
those which I have

myself observed,

whenever

exam-

ples shall appear necessary to the better understanding of my subject.
For the purpose of obtaining a more orderly arI shall divide this instruction into

rangement,

chapters.
I shall first

lay

down certain

principles,

in

order_ to

make my instructions more plain and simple. If my
manner of announcing these principles be somewhat
hypothetical, there can be no change in the results.

Thus, I shall employ the expression magnetic jluid,
because I

believe

in the existence of

ture of which is unknown to me; but

the existence of this

Magnetism
inanimate
without

in

or

iiuid,

the

na-

deny

iiuid, who compare the action of

living beings

bodies,

a

those who

to that of attraction in

who admit

a

spiritual influence,

cannot, on that account,
contradict the consequences to which I shall arrive.
a

particular agent,

The

knowledge of the processes, and of all the conditions necessary for the efiicient use of Magnetism,
is independent of the opinions which serve to explain
phenomena, and of which, up to the present time,
susceptible of demonstration.
first
chapter shall contain an enunciation of
My
the principles which are general and applicable to all
the

none are

cases.

In the second chapter, I shall teach the various
processes which are employed in magnetizing, when
lomnambulism does not take place.
In the third, I shall speak of the indications which
_

'
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the iirst

perceivable

efects afford for the choice of

processes.
In the fourth, I will

give

information

conceming
by
Magnetism
may be augmented, either by communicating the
magnetic virtue to certain bodies, or by putting Magthe

auxiliary

which the force of

means

netism in motion and

circulation, so that several permay at the same time experience the action,
under the direction of one magnetizer.

sons

In the
of the

fifth, I shall

treat

of

somnambulism,

and

of

proceeding with somnambulists.
In the sixth, I shall speak of the precautions which
the patient ought to take in choosing a magnetizer.
In the seventh, of the applications of Magnetism
to various diseases, and of its association
with
manner

medicine.
In the

eighth, of the dangers of Magnetism, and of
of preventing them.
In the ninth, of the method of developing and fortifying in oneself the magnetic power, and of
drawing from it all the advantages possible.
In the tenth and last, I shall speak of the studies
which are appropiate to those who wish to acquire a
profound knowledge of Magnetism.
Persons who read these ten chapters in course, will
observe that some things said in the first are repeated
the

means

in the others in almost the

same

terms.

I would

repetitions, if I considered my
literary production. I have left .them thus,

have avoided these

work

as a

that those who consult

only one article, may find all
subject in question, with-

the advice relative to the
out

my

already
If,

in

being obliged

to

refer them to what has been

said.
some

places,

I

permit myself

to

speak

in a

26
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it is not because I hold my own opin~
ions in too great esteem; it is merely for the purpose
of being more clear and precise, and of not leaving

dogmatic style,

in

uncertainty

whoever shall consent to take

me

for

No person feels the imperfection of the
work more than myself, since there must be in it
a

guide.

many omissions. I will receive with gratitude any
critical observations addressed to me, and will profit
in the correction of my faults, and in adding
second
edition whatever may appear to bl
my
wanted in this first essay.

by them
to

Among the men who have devoted themselves to
practice of Magnetism, there is a great number
who have more intelligence and more knowledge
than myself. I have a lively desire that the reading
the

of this work may determine them to execute the
plan I proposed to myself, better than I have been
able to do it. I invite them to take from my instructions all that appearst to them worthy of being
preserved, and not to quote me except to rectify the
errors

which may have escaped my diligence. Our
good. This wish unites us, it identi-

wish is to do
fies

speak-one with another. When sucus
enjoy it equally, whoever may
be the author of it. It is possible for self-love to be
gratified in the discovery of a truth, but never in
having done good deeds.
A physician who has already become celebrated
would perhaps increase his reputation by publishing
a
good worl; upon Magnetism. He would call attention to an order of phenomena which belongs to ann
cess

us-so

is

to

obtained, let

mated nature; he would found a school; he would
find disciples among his brethren in the profession.
This kind of

success

isimpossible for

us.

Our adver-

mrnonucnon.

saries condemn
ercise
have

a
no

us

27

without examination, and

great influence upon

they expublic opinion. We

among those to whom we
and the greater part of them

partisans except

have rendered

service,

dare not raise their voice.

Happily, 'their

number

increases every day; and that should sustain our
courage and our hopes. Let us continue, then, to

work in concert, to spread abroad the knowledge of
Magnetism, without disputation, without fear, and

without the spirit of system. Let us banish the
abuses and the dangers which may attend the use
of it. Let us collect the materials of a beneiicent
science. The time will arrive when a man of genius
will reunite all these materials, and rear an edifice
which time cannot overthrow.*
.,

»

_1

*This was written in 1&5. Since that time, ln 1,,theRoyalAcademy the Royal Academy
of lledlcine, through their commlttee, whose report is worthy of study as
a model of accurate philosophical investigation, pronounced upon the sub-

opinion which has changed the popular feeling ln France in relaIts existence, as a peculiar faculty of the human mind, ls no
longer a matter of question among men of science who have witnessed lts
phenomena. The extent of its utlllty ls now a question worthy of profound investigation, and not to be settled by men who never think, and
who declde without looking into its merlts. Theses on Mesmerlsm have
been written in Paris, by candidates for the degree of M. D., one~of
which, ln 1842, was dcdlcated to Prof. Orllla, Dean of the Medical Academy.
0rl.la and Ango--names of which France has reason to be proud-have
devoted attention to this subject. The former, on witnessing some of its
results, declared that they ought to be proclaimed to the would _hom Urs tap
qf the Frnwlt Institute. Dr. Lordat, ln his recent work on Human Physiology. assigns to it a high place among the phenomena appertalnlng to
man's organization. The evidences in favorof its utility are so abrmdant
m European works of
hlgh authority that an ignorance of its true history,
which ls notto be found in the Encyclopedias. may be deemed singular lu
men of good Information, and disgraceful lf they suifer themselves to
oppose it through lncurlous prejudice. In this vlclnity lt receives the support of medical practitioners of nnqueanonablc slull. It should always be
ject

an

tion to it.

the hands of such, or administered under their dlrectlon. To promote
object, and to recall the public attention from the cnrlous phenomena
to the true use of it, the translator has given the instructions of the vener

rn

this

able Deleuze

an

English dress.
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faculty of exercising over his felsalutary induence, in directing towards
them, by his will, the vital principle.
2. The name of Magnetism has been given to this
faculty: it is an extension of the power which all
living beings have of acting upon those who are
l. Man has the

low-men

a

submitted to their will.
8. We

and
use

4.

we

perceive

make

this

no use

of

faculty only by
it, except

as

far

the

results;

as we

will

to

it.
The first condition of

action, then,

is to exercise

the wilL
5.

As

we

cannot

comprehend

how

a

body

can act

upon another at a distance, without there being something to establish a communication between them, we

suppose that a substance emanates from him who
magnetizes, and is conveyed to the person xnagnetized,
in the direction given it by the will. This substance,
which sustains life in us, we call the magnetic fluid.
The nature of this fluid is unknown; even its existf
29
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demonstrated; but everything
exist, and that warrants us in ad-

has not been

ence

occurs as

if it did

mitting it while we are indicating the means of em~
ploying Magnetism.
6. Man is composed of a body and a soul; and the
inliuence he exerts participates the properties of both.
It follows that there are three actions in Magnetism:
first, physical; second, spiritual; third, mixed action.
It will soon be seen how easy it is to distinguish the
phenomena which belong to each.
7. If the will is necessary to direct the Enid, belief
is necessary to induce one to make a firm and steady
of the faculties he possesses. Confidence in the
power we possess makes us act without eEort and
without distraction. As to the rest, confidence is
only the consequence of belief: it difers in this only
use

-one

whose

believes

himself to
reality
dqes not
he

be endowed with

a

power

doubt.

8. In order that

one individual may act upon anthere
must
exist
between them' 9 moral and
other,
as
there
is between all the memphysical sympathy,

animated body. Physical sympathy is
by means which we shall indicate; moral
sympathy, by the desire of doing good to one who
desires to receive it; or by ideas and wishes which,
occupying them both equally, form between them a
communication of sentiments.
When this sympathy
bers of

an

established

is well established between two

they

are

individuals,

we

say

in communication.

9. Thus the first condition of

magnciizing

is the

will; the second is the confidence which the magnetizer has in his own
powers; the third is benevolence,
or

the desire of

may

supply the

doing good.

One of these

others to a certain

point;

qualities

but

to

have

-1--.-.-1-YY.

'
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the action at the

same

time

energetic

and salutai y,

the three conditions must be united.
10. The magnetic Huid may not only act directly
upon the person whom we wish to magnetize, but it
may also be conveyed to him by an intermediate

body, which we have charged with this fluid, to which
we have given a determinate direction.
11. The direct action of Magnetism ceases when

magnetizer ceases to will ; but
given by Magnetism does not cease in

the direction

the

the most
renew

that case, and
circumstance sometimes sufiices to

trifling
phenomena

the

which it first

produced.

12. A constant will supposes continued

attention;

but attention is sustained without eHort, when one
has entire confidence in his powers. A man who
makes towards
to

avoid

a

designated goal

obstacles,

tion; but this

to

sort of

move

is

always

his feet in

attention is

so

attentive

proper direcnatural to him
a

be easy, because he has first determined his
movement, and feels in himself the force necessary
to continue it.
as

to

magnetic iiuid, being relagiven it, will be salutary only so
far as it is accompanied with a good intention.
14. Magnetism, or the action of Magnetism, springs
from three things: first, the will to act; second, a
sign, the expression of that will; third, confidence in
the means employed.
If the desire of doing good
13. The action of the

tive to the direction

be not united

to the

will to act, there will be

some

edects, but these effects will be irregular.
15. The fluid which emanates from the

exercises

a

it follows that

health.

magnetizer
patient; hence
the magnetizer ought to bein good
influence exerting, in the course of

physical

This

iniiuencc upon the

l

I
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time, an eH'ect upon the moral condition of the pa
tient, it follows that the magnetizer ought to be
worthy of esteem for the uprightness of his mind,
the purity of his sentiments, and the honesty of his
character.

The

knowledge of

this

principle isequally

important

for those who

who

subjects of
faculty of magnetizing

are

magnetize
magnetism.

the

16. The

and for those
_

exists in all persons; but all do not possess it in the same degree.
This difference of magnetic power in 'various individuals arises from the
others in moral and

over

superiority which some have
physical qualities. Among

the moral

qualities are, confidence in one's own power;
of
will; facility in sustaining and concentratenergy
the
the sentiment of benevolence,
attention;
ing
which unites us to every suifering being; strength of
'-'l,

enabling one to remain calm in the midst of
alarming crises; patience, which prevents
uneasiness in a long and painful struggle; disinterestedness, which makes one forget himself, and devote himself to the being whom he attends, and
Of
which banishes vanity, and even curiosity.
the
the
first
is
good health,
physical qualifications,
next a peculiar power, different from that which
raises burdens or moves heavy bodies, and of which
we recognize the existence, and the degree of energy
in ourselves, only by the trial we make of it.
r

most

17. Therefore there are men who have a magnetic power vcry superior to that of others. It is so
great- in some persons, that they are obliged to moderate

it.

18. The

cess

magnetic

virtue

develops

itself

by

exer-

person uses it with more facility and sucwhen he has acquired the habit of exerting it.

cise, and

a

GENERAL
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Although the magnetic tluid escapes from all
body, and the will suiiices to give it direction, ti:
external organs, by which we act, are the most proper
to throw it oif, with the intention determined by the
19.

the

»

will.

For this reason,

of

eyes to

our

our

will

can

we

make

magnetize.

often

exert

an

magnetizer, being produced

our

hands and

The very tones of the
by the vital energy, act

upon the organs of the patients.
20. The magnetic action can be

great distances; but it

of

action when the communi-

well established.

cation is

use

The word which indicates

acts

in that

conveyed to
only

manner

persons who are perfectly in communication.
21. All men are not sensible to the magnetic
and the

same

persons

less so,
in which they

are more or

the temporary

dispositions
Magnetism generally exercises no
to

sons

in health.

it in

a

state of

The

same man

good health,

of it when ill.

There

of

is not

Magnetism

are

will

very
with

action;

according
are

found.

influence upon perwho was insensible tl

experience

the effects

diseases in which the action

perceived;

there

are

others in

which it is evident.
it

to

We do not yet know enough of
determine the cause of these anomalies, nor to

pronounce beforehand whether Magnetism will or
will not act. We have only certain probabilities in

it; but that should not create an objection
reality of Magnetism, since at least threefourths of the patients feel the edects of it.
22. Nature has established a communion or a
physical sympathy between certain individuals. It is for
this reason that many magnetizers act much more
promptly and more eflicaciously upon certain patients
than upon others, and that the same magnetizer does
not
agree equally with all patients. There are even

regard
to

the

to
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of them who

some

are

nxcxmxsu.

powerful

more

over

certain

Some persons think themselves insensibla
to the action of Magnetism, because they have not

maladies.

magnetizer congenial to them.
magnetic virtue exists equally, and in the
same degree, in the two sexes; and women
ought to be
preferred as magnetizers of women, for several reamet a

23. The

sons, which

we

shall mention.

Many persons feel much fatigue
magnetize; others do not feel any. This
24.

to the movements that

vital

principle

endowed *ith

himself ia the

are

made, but

to

when
is

not

they
owing

the loss of the

magnetic fluid. He who is not
great magnetic force would exhaust
or

course

of

time,

if he

were

to

magnetize

for several hours.

Generally speaking,
every one in good health, and not enfeebled by age,
:night undertake the treatment of a single patient,
and give him a sitting of one hour each day.
But
one
has
not
the
for
every
magnetstrength necessary
izing several persons, nor several hours in succession.
ever"

.lay

As to the rest, the
the less he is
as

more one

fatigued;

much force

is necessary.

as

25. Children

exercises himself in

because he
»

years of age
have witnessed the

over seven

very well, when

they

They act by imitation,

with

an

it,

employs only just

entire

magnetize
operation.

confidence, with

determined will, without eEort, without being distracted by the least doubt or by curiosity, and they
a

very well and very quickly
They learn to magnetize as

they
they

are

have

an

casual ailment.

walk, and
they
him
for whom
soothing
aiection; but they ought not to be perit, because it would injure their growth

moved

mitted to do

remove a

by the desire of

and weaken them.

learn to

GENERAL VIEWS

Confidence,

26.

the

magnetizer,

ited.

Une

can

AND

which is

an
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essential condition with

is not necessary in the person magnetact equally upon those who believe,

.nd upon those who do not believe, in Magnetism.
It suffices if the patient yields himself up passively,
making no resistance. Nevertheless, confidence con-

tributes
to that

to

the ff(-aciozwness of Magnetism, as it does

of most remedies.

27. In

general, Magnetism

and eilicacious

nature

in

a more

senszoie

upon persons who have led a
and who have not been agitated

simple and frugal life,
by passions, than upon
of

acts

manner

has been

those with whom the

course

troubled, either by habits of luxury

by remedies. Magnetism does no more than to
employ, regulate, and direct the forces of nature.
The more the course of nature has been interrupted
by foreign agents, the more diflicult it is for the
magnetizer to re-establish it. Magnetism, therefore,
cures much more promptly, and much better, persons
or

who reside in the

country, and children, than those

who have lived in the

medicine,
persons.
over

and whose

when

world, who have taken

nerves

Magnetism

them, present the

has

most

irritated.

are

much

Nervous

gained empire
singular phenomena, but
once

especially radical cures.
Magnetism, having for its object the development of what physicians call the _forcw medicutrices
that is to say, the seconding of the efforts that nature
much fewer cures,
28.

-

makes
cures

to

to

relieve itself, and
which it is

the

disposed-it

facilitating

of the

is essential

to act

constantly in aid of nature, and never to oppose it.
Vhence it follows that people ought not to magnetlze

through curiosity, nor to exhibit the power with
they are endowed, nor to produce surprising

which
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convince the

for the purpose of doing
it is thought to be useful.

but

solely

cases

where

incrednlous;

good,

and in

It follows also that the

magnetizer ought to employ his power with economy.
He ought to be exempt from vanity, from curiosity,
from interest.
One only sentiment ought to animate
him -the desire of doing good to him wvhose cure he
undertakes, and with whom he ought to occupy himself wholly, all the time he is magnetizing him. He
ought not to search out any extraordinary effect,
but to know how to take advantage of the crises
which nature, sustained by Magnetism, produces of
itself, for promoting the cure.
29. Although the choice of this or of that process
is not essential in order to direct the action of Magnetism, it is useful
it

habitually

to

without

embarrassed, and

be

motions it is
30.

When

adopt a method. and to follow
thinking of it, so as never to
to lose time in searching what

proper to make.
has acquired the habit of concentrat-

most
one

ing his attention, and of abstracting himself from
everything foreign to the object he has in view, he
will feel in himself an instinctive impulse to convey
the action to this or to that organ, and to modify it according to circumstances. It is necessary to obey this
impulse, without searching into the cause of it.
When the patient yields himself entirely to the action
of Magnetism, without being distracted by other
ideas, it often happens that a similar instinct causes
him to indicate the processes which are the most
proper for him; the magnetizer should then sufer him.
self to bedirected.
_

Magnetism often excites pain in that part of
body where the disease is located. It renews old

31.

the

GENERAL

and

VIEWS LSD

These

slumbering pains.
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pains are produced by
triumph over the

the eiorts which nature makes to

malady. We ought not to be troubled on their account; they are but transient, and the patient always
finds himself better after having experienced them.
This is what distinguishes the pains which are called
critical from those which are produced by the progress

of the disease.

32. YVhen any crisis takes
ous
we

place, it is very dangerinterrupt or trouble it. We will explain what
mean -by crises, and designate the various kinds of
to

them.
33. Before

undertaking a magnetic treatment, the
magnetizer ought to examine himself. He ought to
ask himself whether he
the

patient,

or

can

continue

it,

and whether

those who have influence

over

him,

will put any obstacle in the way. He ought not to
undertake it if he feels any repugnancc, or if he fears
to catch

To act

the disease.

ehicaciously,

he should

feel himself drawn towards the person who requires
his care, take an interest in him, and have the desire
and the

hope of curing,

or

at

least

relieving

he has decided, which he should
he ought to consider him whom he

soon as

ly,

him.

As

do

lightmagnetizes as

never

his brother, as his friend; he should be so devoted
to him as not to perceive the sacrifices that he
upon himself. Any other consideration, any
other motive than the desire of doing good, ought

imposes
not to

induce him to undertake

34. The

good

faculty

to our

of

a

treatment.

magnetizing,

or

that of

doing

fellqw-creatures by the influence of the

will, by the communication of the principle that sustains our health and life, being the most delightful
and most

precious

that God has

given

to man,

he

83
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to

regard

the

employment

of it

as

a

religious

act, which demands the greatest self-collectedness,
and the greatest purity of intention.
Hence it is a
of profanation to magnetize for amusement,
through curiosity, or through the desire of displaying singular efects. They who demand experiments
to see a spectacle, know not what they demand; but
the magnetizer ought to know it, to respect himself,
sort

and to preserve his

dignity.

CHAPTER II.
or nm Paoczsszs IN .uvumt HA GNETISI

The

chapter

principles
are

we

have

given

in the

essential, invariable; and, in all

preceding
cases, the

efiicacy of Magnetism depend upon their
application. The processes of which we are about
to speak are not alike employed by all magnetizers.
Many of them follow peculiar ones; but, whatever method they
pursue, the results are nearly the
The processes, however, ought to be diversimme.
iicd according to circumstances.
Ve are often determined in the choice, not only by the kind of
disease, but by a regard to convenience and other
circnmatances, and even by the desire of avoiding
what might appear extraordinary.
What I am
about to say is useless to persons who have acquired
the habit of magnetizing. Let them continue to follow the method which has constantly issued in tho
comforting or curing* of their patients. I write
for those who, not yet knowing anything about it,
are embarrassed in the exercise of a faculty whose
existence they do not doubt; and I am about to teach
them the manner of magnetizing which I adopted
after having received instruction, and after having
power and

*

amgfor-ting and curing, because every method hsvlng
object the production of surprldng edlects, or to show the power d
the msgnettzer, is essentially vicious.
39
I add the words

for its
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collected and made observations
years.
YVhen
him

during thirty-Eve

_

sick person desires you to attempt to_eure
by Magnetism; and neither the physician nor the
a

mdke objection to it, if you feel the desire to
second his wishes, and are resolved to continue the
treatment so long as it shall be necessary, settle with

family

him the hour of the

exact,

not to

sittings, make

limitlhimself

to

an

him

promise

attempt of

to

a

be

few

days, to conform himself to your~advice in relation
to regimen, and not to speak of the undertaking except to persons who ought naturally to be informed
of it.
When you
treat the

are

once

thing seriously,

persons who would be

agreed,
remove

and determined to

from the

patient all
keep near
(one only, if it

do not

troublesome;

you any except necessary witnesses
can be so), and request of them not to occupy themselves at all with the processes you employ, nor
with the effects that
in the intention of
range things
that nothing

so as

follow,

but to unite w1th you
to the patient.
A.

doing good
not to

be too cold

nor too

warm,

in

shall interfere with the freedom of your

movements, and take
terruptions during the

precautions
sitting.

to

prevent all in~

patient to Bit down in the þÿ ¬&8i68t
posipossible, and place yourself before rum, on a
a little more elevated, so that his knees may be

Cause: your

tion
seat

between yours, and your feet by the side of his.
Demand of him, in the first place, that he give him.
self up entirely; that he think of nothing; that he do
not trouble himself by examining the effects which
he

experiences;

hope;

that he banish all

and that he be not

disquieted

fear, and indulge
or

discouraged

if

PROCESSES IN

the action of
`
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Magnetism produces

in him

41

temporary

pains.
After you have

brought yourself

to a state

of self-

collectedness, take his thumbs between your two
fingers, so that the inside of your thumbs may touch
the inside of his.

Remain in this situation from two

five minutes, or until you perceive there is an equal
degree of heat between your thumbs and his; that
to

being done,
them to the

you will withdraw your hands, removing
right and left, and waving them so that

the interior surface be turned outwards, and raise
them to his head; then place them upon his two

shoulders, leaving them there about
will then draw them

the

a

minute; you

the extremity
along
of the fingers, touching lightly. You will repeat this
pass* five or six times, always turning your hands,
and sweeping them 0E a little, before reascending;
you will then place your hands upon the head, hold
them there a moment, and bring them down before
the face, at the distance of one or two inches, as far
as the pit of the stomach; there you will let them
emain about two minutes, passing the thumb along
the pit of the stomach, and the other fingers down
the sides. Then descend slowly along the body as
arm

to

far asthe knees, or farther; and, if you can conveniently, as far as the ends of the feet. You may repeat
the

processes during the greater part of the sitYou may sometimes draw nearer to the patient,

same

ting.

place your hands behind his shoulders, descending slowly along the spine, thence to the hips,
and along the thighs as far as the knees, or to the

so as to

* I
employ here tha word pass, which is common to all magneuzers ll
sig-miles all the movements made by the hand in pamng over the body.
Whether by slightly touching, or at a distance.
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After the first passes, you may

feet.

dispense

with

putting your hands upon the head, and make
succeeding passes along the arms, beginning
the shoulder; or along thc body, commencing at

the
at

the

stomach.
Vhc|> you wish to put an end to the sitting, take
draw towards the extremity of the hands, and

care to

extremity of the feet, prolonging your
passes beyond these extremities, and shaking your
fingers each time. Finally, make several passes transversely before the face, and also before the breast at
the distance of three or four inches: these passes are
made by presenting the two hands together, and
briskly drawing them from each other, as if to carry
off the superabundance of tluid with which the patient
may bc charged. You see that it is essential to magnetize always descending from the head to the extremities, and never mounting from the extremities to the
towards the

head.

It is

obliquely

on

when

this account that

they

are

we

tum

the hands

raised again from the feet to

descending passes are magnetic; that
is, they
accompanied with the intention of mag'
The
netizing.
ascending movements are not. Many
shake
their tingers slightly after each
magnetizers
This
pass.
method, which is never injurious, is in
certain cases advantageous; and for this reason it is
good to get the habit of doing it.
Although you may have, at the close of the sitting,
taken care to spread thc fiuid over all the surface of
the body, it IB proper, in finishing, to make several
passes along the legs from the knees to the end of the
the head.

The

are

feet.
more

These passes free the head.

conveniently, place yourself

front of the person whom you

are

To make them
on

your knees in

magnetizing.

PROCESSES

I think it

IN
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the passes that are
from those which are made

proper_to distinguish

made without

touching,

with the touch, not only with the ends of the fingers,
at
but with all the extent of the hand,
the same time a slight pressure. I give to these ast

employing]

the

name

of

magnetic jrictions.

They are often
arms, the legs, and

use of to act better
upon the
the back, along the vertebral column.
This manner of magnetizing by longitudinal passes,
directing the fluid from the head to the extremities,

made

fixing upon any part in preference to others,
magnetizing by the long pass, (magnetisér d
grands cfmrans.) It is more or less pmper in all cases,
and it is requisite to employ it in the first sitting,
when there is no special reason for using any other.
without

is called

The fluid is thus distributed into all the organs, and
naturally in those which have need of

it accumulates
it.

Besides the passes made at a short distance,
are made, just before finishing, at the distance

others

of two

three feet.

They generally produce a calm,
pleasurable sensation.
There is one more process by which it is very
advantageous to terminate the sitting. It ;o'sists in
placing oneself by the side of the paticnt, as he
stands up, and, at the distance of a foot, making with
both hands, one before the body and the other behind,
or

refreshing,

seven

and

or

and

eight

passes,

commencing above the head,

descending to the Hoor, along which the hands
are
spread apart. 'This process frees the head,
re-establishes the equilibrium, and imparts strength.
When the magnetizer acts upon the patient, they
are said to be in communication
(rapport). That is
to say, we mean by the word communication, a peculiar
and induced condition, which causes the magnetizer to
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influence upon the patient, there being
a communication of the vital principle

an

between them

This communication is sometimes established very
This depends
soon, and sometimes after a long trial.

upon the moral and physical conditions of the two
individuals. It is rare not to have it established at
the first

sitting.

perceive
When

Experienced magnetizers generally
place.

it in themselves when this takes
once

the communication is well

established,

the action is renewed in the

succeeding sittings at the
instant of beginning to magnetize. Then, if you wish
to act upon the breast, the stomach, or the abdomen,
there is no utility in touching, provided it is not found
more convenient.
Ordinarily Magnetism acts as well,
and even better, in the interior of the body, at the distance of one or two inches, than by the touch.
It is
take
at
the
to
commencement
of
the
enough,
sitting,
the thumbs

magnetizc

the distance of several feet.

distance is

at a

Sometimes it is necessary to

a moment.

at

more

soothing, and

Magnetism

some nervous

perbear any other.
In making the passes, it is unnecessary to employ
to
any greater muscular force than what is required
sons

cannot

lift the hand and

prevent it

from

falling.

The

move-

should be easy, and not too rapid. A pass from
the head to the feet may take about half a minute.
The fingers
to be a little separated from each
ments

ought

other, and slightly bent,

so

that the ends of the

fingers

magnetizcd.
fingers, and especially by

be directed towards the person
It is

by

thc onds of the

thumbs, that the Huid escapes with the most activity. For this reason it is, we take the thumbs of
the
the

patient

in the first

We are at rest.

place,

and hold them whenever

'1'his process

generally

sumces to

es-

Pnocl-zssns

tablish the
is

also

is
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communication,

to
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strengthen

which there

other process.
It consists in placing your
fingers against those of the patient, so that the

ten

one

inside of your hands are brought near to the inside of
his, and the balls of your lingers touch the balls of
The fluid seems to How less copiously from the
his.
back of the hands than from the

inside;

and this is

for

turning the hands in raising
them, without carrying them off too far from the
of the

one

reasons

body.
The processes I have

now

indicated

are

the

most

regular and advantageous for Magnetism by the long
pass, but it is far from being always proper, or even pos
sible, to employ them. Vhen a man magnetizes a
woman, even if it were his sister, it might not be proper
to place himself before her in the manner described,
and also when a patient is obliged to keep his bed, it
would be impossible to make him sit, in order to sit in
front of him.

In the first case, you can place yourself by the side
of the person _whom you wish to magnetize.
First,
take the thumb, and, the better to establish the comone hand
upon the stomach, and
the other upon the back; then lower the two hands
opposite to each other, one down the hack, and the

munication, place

other

distance down the fore part of the body,
to the feet.
You may magnetize the two arms, one after the other, with one hand
one

at a

hand

descending

only.
In

the

patient cannot raise himself, take your
lis he-al in the most convenient manner;
take his thumbs, make several passes along the arms,
case

station

near

and, if he can support himself upright, several along
'he back; then, not to fatigue yourself, use only one
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it upon the stomach, and making lonpasses, at first slightly touching through
the clothes, then at a distance.
You can hold one

hand, placing

gitudinal

hand fixed upon the knees or upon the feet, while the
is in motion.
Finish hy passes along the
and
transversal
legs,
by
passes before the head, the
other

breast,

and the

fluid.

\'hen the communication is

stomach,

to scatter

the

superabundant

established,
himself

one

the
magnetize
by placing
patient°s bed, and in front of him; then
directing, at that distance, both hands from the head
to the feet, dashing them aside after each pass, so as
not to conduct the fluid to himself.
Ihave produced
somnambulism by this process, without establishing
the communication by touching.
This is what I have to say about Magnetism by the
long pass, with which it is always proper to commence,
very well

can

at

foot of the

and to which

has

a reason

Let
out

a

person may confine himself

for

employing

until_ he

other processes.

consider the circumstances which

us now

point

particular

processes.
When any one has a local

establishing
action to the
hands

over

a

pain,

communication,

suffering part.
the

arms

that

to

it is natural, after
carry thc magnetic

It is
we

not

by passing

undertake

to

the

cure

a

by putting the hand upon the stomach
that we can dissipate a pain in the knee. Here are
some
principles to guide us:
The magnetic fluid, when motion is given to it,
sciatic; it

is

not

draws along with it the blood, the humors, and the
:ause of the
complaint. For example, if one has the

headache, owing

to

the

cold, by making

a

tendency of

the blood to the

the feet very
few passes from the head to the

head. it the forehead

be

hot

and
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feet,

and others

along the legs,

and the feet become

If

warm.

the head
one

hasa

relieved,

is

pain

in the

shoulder. and the

magnetizer makes passes from the
shoulder to the end of the lihgers, the pain will descend with the
the

at

or

hand; it stops sometimes at the elbow,
wrist, and goes olf by the hands, in which

a slight perspiration is
perceived; before it is entirely
dissipated, a pain is sometimes felt in the lower part
of the bowels.
Magnetism seems to chase away and
bear oil' with it what disturbs the equilibrium, and its
action ceases when the equilibrium is restored. It is

useless

to';earch

suiiicient that

the

out

causes

of these

us

when

no

experience
accordingly,

conduct ourselves

to

reason to

The

facts; it is

has established them for
we

have

do otherwise.

following rule,

with

some

exceptions,

may

thence be established:

Accumulate and concentrate the
the

suiering part;

magnetic lluid upon
pain towards the

then draw od' the

extremities.
For

do you desire to cure a pain in the
Hold your hand upon the shoulder for
several minutes; then descend, and after having quit-

example,

shoulder?

ted the ends of

the

fingers,

recommence

patiently

the-same process. \'ould you cure a pain in the
stomach? Place your hands several minutes upon the

stomach, and descend

to

the knees.

You will

accu-

mulate the liuid by

ing

them down,

the

pain

at

If your

place
some

the

holding your hands still; by bringyou will draw away both the iiuid and

same

patient

time.

be troubled with

an

obstruction,

your hand upon the seat of it; leave it there for
time, either immovable or making a circular

motion, and

draw it

along

towards the extremities
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If the obstruction does not occupy
present your fingers near, without

because it is

principally hy

the

points

a

great space,

uniting them,
that the fluid

Turn them aside when you bring them
escapes.
and
then wave them towards the extremities.
away,
You may be assured that the motions you make exwill operate sympathetically in the interior

ternally
of the
into

patient's body,

If any

a

blow behind the

head,

contusion, take the head between your

a

conveying the action of your will to the
Then bring your hand down
of the injury.

hands,

two
seat

along
is

has received

one

producing

or

wherever you have sent the fluid

it.

the

back, if the contusion is behind the head;

down the fore part of the body to the knees, if it
in the front of it; or along the arm, if it is on the

side.
to the

You will thus prevent the blood from tending
will avoid the danger of inliamma-

head, you

tion, and probably render bleeding unnecessary. If
you wish to cure a burn, chilblains, or a felon, follow
the

same

may be

eral,

process.

applied

contact

that passes

The

examples

I have

just

cited

I think that, in genconcentrate the action, and

to most cases.

is useful

to

short distance

preferable for establishing
maintaining
magnetic currents.
are
frictions
Magnetic
employed with advantage in
of
the
limbs.
pains
In the headache, if the pain be very great, and it
there be heat, after having placed your hands upon
at

a

and

are

the

the head for

some time, withdraw them, as if you believed the fluid you have introduced to be united tc.
that of the patient. that the mingled fluid stuck to

hands, and that
B\»<icg your lingers,
your

in separating your hands and
you could draw it 0E again; it

rnocsssns

nv
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is, ineiect, what you will see verified. If the headache proceed from the stomach, this process alone
will not succeed; it will be necessary to act upon the
stomach. If the blood tends to the head, it will be
requisite, as I have said, to draw it down, and repeat
the passes over the legs and over the feet.
I have said that the fingers, brought

near

and

towards the part, act more powerfully, and
concentrate the fluid better, than the extended hand.

pointed

one' other process, the action of which is
much stronger, and which may be employed with
success for local pains and for obstructions.

There is

Place

a

piece

of linen, several times

of woollen

folded,

or z

cloth, upon the suffer
the mouth above it, and breath;
cotton

fragment
ing part; apply
through it; it excites a lively sensation of heat; and tht
breath, which is charged with the magnetic Huid, intro
or

duces it into the system. It is also observed that the
heat is not merely at the surface, as that of hot iror
would

be, but it penetrates

into the interior.

Aftei

having employed this process, make the usual passes
to draw 0E and expel the pain.
Blowing cold air from the mouth at a distance produces a refreshing effect. It helps to dissipate the
heat, which is withdrawn by presenting the fingers,
taking care to separate them as you draw them 05, in
the usual

manner.

The head may also be cooled by putting' the palm
of the hands upon it, and holding the lingers elevated
and separate.

The fluid passes 0E at the ends of thc

lingers.
It is often

draw a pam far from the
you will succeed solely by
A pam
it oif progressively and gradually.

part where

driving

impossible

it is

to

fixed; and
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upon the top of the head will be lessened at first ul
the centre, by waving the hands downward and outthe right and left. At every pass, a portion
dislodged and carried off. It will take more
or less time to dissipate it entirely.
I will not here relate the details given by M.
Kluge, Professor in the Medical School of Berlin,
upon the various kinds of manipulation* What has

ward,

on

will be

been said sudices to indicate the processes that may
be employed when no perceivable effect has been produced. I will merely add, that the action is more

lively

and

the

penetrating by

that is when

digital manipulation-

presents the ends of the Hngersthan when he presents the bands open and the fingers

straight,

one

so as

terior surface.

to have the fluid pass from all the inManipulation with the open hand at

a distance is a process generally used to soothe; it is
often sudicient to appease the sharpest pains. 'l`he
fingers, united to a point, concentrate the action upon

the part towards which they are directed.
I am now going to recapitulate, ln few words, what

I have said upon Magnetism with the long pass, by
indicating the processes which are the most convenient at the commencement,

nation of the
1.

during,

and at the termi-

sitting.

Establish the communication

by holding

the

thumbs, placing the hands upon the shoulders, and

making 'passes along the arms with a light pressure,
and placing the hands upon the stomach.
2. Direct
the current from the head to the

feet,

or

at least to

Touching is useless. 3. Make passes, or
magnetic frictions, along the legs, to the extrem-

the knees.
else

glii

°

In the German work entitled.

Icons," Vienna, 1815.

"
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ity ol the feet: soothe the patient by several passes
distance with the open hand:

and, finally, throw
superabundant fluid, by a few transversai
The first sittings ought to be about an hour
passes
:n duration, when there is no reason to
prolong or
abridge them. I say the first sittings, because a part
of the time is consumed in establishing the commuex a

vii the

As

nication

soon

as

lished the action of

first moment; then

quarters,

tained,

provided

a

that has been

once

well estab-

is manifested at the

Magnetism
sitting of half

an

hour,

the labor commenced is

three-

or

duly

sus-

`

will be suiiicient.

lt is necessary to order the treatment in the most
uniform and regular manner possible. The sittings

must be periodical,

and

equal in duration.
self-collected;

netizer must be calm and
iniiuence must be

The mag-

all

foreign

banished; all curious persons

ex-

eluded, and

also every other witness except the one
chosen at first.
There must be a similar degree of

magnetic power exerted at each sitting, and the mode
of procedure first adopted must be continued.
Neverwhen
the
theless,
patient experiences sensations,
these often determine the operator to vary or to modify the processes. This then, is the place to speak of
these

the indications they aford of the
proceeding:*
Before entering upon the details, I think it important to combat an opinion which appears to me entirely erroneous, although it is maintained by men
weli versed Jn the knowledge of Magnetism; namely,

effects, and,of

manner

-

of

l.

'Many magnetizers experlcnce sensations which ought of necessity .A
govern them in the choice of processes. Bun as this precious faculty ls na:
tommon to all, 1 shal. in another chapter speak or the means of developing
L m ourselves, and ot the advantage: arising from it.
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that the processes

they

serve

only

to

are

in themselves

fix the

ind§ferent,'

that

attention, and that the will

People have been led to adopt this idea
phenomenon which some somnambulists present, and by the application of a particular
case to a general theory.
There are some somnambulists perfectly concentrated,whose interior faculties are so energetic as to act
upon themselves by their own power, and conformably to the will communicated to them by their magnetizer. The magnetizer causes a headache or a sideache to cease, simply because he wills it. There are
likewise men endowed with such magnetic power,
that they can act upon patients who are very susceptible, and in perfect communication with them, while
directing the action upon this or that part, by the
thought and by the look; but these cases are extremely rare, and no conclusion can be drawn from
them for ordinary practice.
The processes are nothing, if they are not in unison
with a determined intention. We may even say they
are not the cause of
_the magnetic action; but it is inthat
disputable
they are necessary for directing and
and
that they ought to be varied acconcentrating,
to
the
one
end
has in view.
cording
Somnambnlists point out for themselves processes
altogether different, according to the seat of the disease, and when they advise a patient to,havc recourse to Magnetism, they take great care to prescribe to him the processes he ought to employ. It is
certain that, by proper processes, and not by the will
only one is able to displace a. pain, to make it dealone does all.
at

the

scend,

sight

to

dissipate

of

a

accelerate the circulation of the blood, ta
an obstruction, and to restore the equi

PROCESSES

librlum.

There

IN
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are cases

when

one

his hands upon the
would do much injury by holding

by placing

stomach.

tions,

are
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does much

good

knees, though

he

themlong upon the
Numbness, heaviness, disagreeable sensa
produced by charging the head too much.

It is often necessary to scatter the Huid at the close
of a sitting, and to withdraw it by the extremities, in
order

to

relieve him who is

W'hen I said that

a

overcharged

with it.

method diiferent from mine

equally well, I intended to say-that
might modify the processes according to
his own views and practice; but not that he could
omit them, or employ them in a manner contrary to
the general rules. For example, various magnetizers
act equally well by passes, more gentle or more rapid;
by contact, or at a distance; by holding the hands to
the same place, or by establishing currents. But it
might

each

succeed

one

is absurd to believe
feet

by placing

There

one

can

the hands

are some

general

on

cure

chilblains

on

the

the breast.

processes that are employed
are others that are sug-

It the commencement; there

or
by the effects irst proWe shall discourse of these in the next

gested by circumstances,
duced.

chapter.
NOTE I.
I have often remarked that persons who are not in the
habit of Inagnetizing think they ought to exert a great deal
of force; for which purpose, they contract their muscles
and make efforts of attention and will. This method is not

;ood;

it is often

injurious.

When the will is calm and

con-

stant, and the attention sustained by the interest we take in
the patient, the most salutary effects ensue, without our gw

Ing ourselves

the least

essary to make

a

pain. There are cases when in is ncc
eifort, to oppose a false direction, ta

violent
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vanquish

an

obstacle,

uaassrlsm.

to sustain

or

terminate

crisis.

a

Wt

may then have need of extraordinary power; but it ts never
at the commencement of a treatment that we are obliged to
to it.
A person ought not to
processes; he will experience
from the loss of the vital tluid.

have

recourse

by magnetic

fatigue himself
fatigue enough

NOTE II.

I have said that, at the close of each sitting, it is proper to
relieve the patient of the superabundant fluid, by making
transversul passes, and passes beyond the extremities; and
have hinted that it is sometimes better to

patient, instead of charging

from the

other; but I
the

ease

1 will

neglected

where that

explain my

\'hen there is

great irritation,

a

draw oil'

the duid

him with that of

to insist upon this

negative method is
on this subject.

an-

point,

and to show

of great

importance.

views

great excitement of the nervous system, a
tendency to indammatiou, you will al-

or a

ways produce a soothing eifect in drawing away the Huid.
It also frequently happens that the ailment is drawn away

with the tiuid.

Thus, in the inflammation of the brain, it is

proper to begin the passes at the lower part of the head, to
draw it out either by the sides or by the top.
I will cite a
remarkable fact, to which I was an eyewitness.
M. H-, a mate of a vessel, went several days ago to see
M. N-, of whom I shall soon make mention. About tive
years ago, he had a stroke of the sun
since that period he has frequently felt

head.

One

day.

when this

M. N; thought of

filling

(coup

de

solcd),

and

violent pains in the

pain caused him intense suiering.
a glass with magnetized water. of

covering it with linen cloth, so thnt, in turning it over, the
water might not spill out; and he
applied lt thus inverted,
to the back

part of the head of M. H-_ who loaned down

for thnt purpose.
Then he made passes from the head to the
tumbler to draw off the fluid and make it enter the water.

M. Hi felt something pnss frnm his head towards the in.
verted glass.
He told me it was just like drawin out a Une
stream of

water.

In tive minutes, the pain

I do not know whether it will

ever

reascii

entirely.

return; but there is

no
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doubt that the
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will succeed in

causing
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it to dis

appear.
You

might, in many circumstances, apply this process,
ought to be accompanied with the proper intention I
believe that if, after the operation, any one had drunk the

which

water contained in the

disagreeable

glass, he

would have

experienced very

effects from it.

NOTE III.
A short time after Mesmer, who explained all the phenomena of Magnetism by causes purely physical, some persons,
going into the opposite extreme, substituted, in the place of
M le (Pcecalzer de Bar.
this theory, a system of spirituahsm.

barin,

a very pious man,
mystical ideas, pretenlded

but

probably

too much devoted to

that all processes were useless, and
that faith and the will were sutllcient to operate prodigies.

adopted his opinions had recourse to prayers at
patients' bedside, and often succeeded in curing them.
The success they obtained proves nothing to support their
principles; and the state of concentration which this method
demands might give rise to bad consequences. Our spirit is
the principle of voluntary movements; it gives impulse to the
nervous fluid; but so long as it is united to organized matter,
it is destined to act extemally, by the aid of the organs,
either immediately, or by the emanation which is conveyed
to a distance, like the rays from a luminous body.
I have
interdicted myself from all theory, and I would have been
silent upon the opinions of the spiritualists, if there were not
at this time men of good inventions, who, disdaining Magnetism. undertake to treat pntlcntsby practices which they
think more powerful and more etilcncious. They obtain
cures, undoubtedly; they produce ecstatic somnambulism;
and their somnambuhsts are persuaded they are inspired
This may lead into errors, and disturb the imagination not
omy of the patients, but also of those who consult them
Let any one recall the singular ideas entertained by those w|o
Those who
the

witnessed the somnambnlists of Suede, and be will see that
nothing can be more contrary to reason. Let us not, then,
consider somnambulism

as a

supernatural

state. in which
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they have celestial visions and inspirations' but let us see in
our faculties, and perhaps the develop

it the extension of

ment of an interior sense, which is active when the externaz

slumbering. Let us employ Magnetism as ameans
aiding nature, of reanimating strength. of establishing the
equilibrium, of facilitating the circulation, anal let us not imagine that man can give, to himself or to others, the power of
working miracles. If no other advantages were derived from
the processes than that of curbing the imagination, it would
senses are

of

still bé necessary to make

I

use

of them.

CHAPTERIII.
01' THE EFFECTS AND THEIR [,'YI71('.-1 TIONB.

Of the Effects by which the Action of Magnetism is manlfestml_ and of the Modiilcations which the Observation oi
these Effects indicates in the Processes.

upon whom Magnetism
to
either
does
peculiarity of constituact, owing
to a want of analogy
or
of
kind
to
the
disease,
tion,
with the magnetizer; but this is very rare. It is less
rare that the communication cannot be established
some

patients

until after several

sittings;

There

a.re

not

sume

five

that

Magnetism

whence

one

cannot

does not act, till after

a

pre~
trial of

days.

In order to found this presumption, even after this
lapse of time, it is not enough that the patient has
felt nothing when you have attempted to magnetize
It is to be considered whether he has experihim.
enced no change in his condition; whether he does
notiind himself better, or whether his disease is not
rendered worse, by pursuing the ordinary course. It

frequently happens that Magnetism gradually re-establishes the harmony of the system without producing
any sensation, and its iniiuence is perceived only in
In that case, you ought to
the restoration of health.
continue zealously to follow the processes I have
pointed out, without troubling yourself about the
1

5
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in which the Magnetism acts, and without
for
seeking
any apparent eifect.
By making eiorts of
the attention and of the will, and trying processes

manner

are thought more active, you would fatigue
yourself uselessly, and perhaps disturb the gradual
and peaceful course of nature.
The happiest thing that can happen to him who
for the first time attempts to magnetize, is to em
counter a subject who is not insensible to the action
of Magnetism, and who, nevertheless, feels only slight
If the first patient whose
and gradual effects from it.
case is undertaken is absolutely insensible to the action, one is apt to imagine he has not conducted the
process aright, or else he doubts his own power; and
in proportion as one doubts it, it really becomes en-

which

If

feebled.

one were

at

first

to see

wonderful eiects

he would be apt to yield to curiosity and
enthusiasm; and the attention would be drawn from

produced,

the essential

object,

which is

To

cure.

a

magnetize

well, it is necessary to be very attentive, to be surprised at nothing, and to observe the eiects produced,

only

the better

to

direct the action of

The instruction which I here

cipal object
opinions, to
for

want

of

to

Magnetism.
prin~

has for its

give

pre_vent false ideas and exaggerated

which persons

experience.

are

They

liable
who

to

be

adopt

exposed
princi~

my

ples will not lose confidence in their powers because
they havefnot at first succeeded; they will not be precipitated into exaggeration because they have seen
surprising things. They will know how to modify
both the influence of their will, and the processes
which they first employed.
There

netism is

patients in whom
displayed in two nr

are

the influence of
three

Mag-

minutes; other:

v
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long time. There are some
constantly increasing; others
who experience at the first time all that they will experience in the course of a long treatment. We
in

whom thc eEects

a

are

with persons who obtain from it, the
results the most remarkable and salutary,

sometimes meet
first

day,

finally become accustomed to it, and receive
advantage nor the least impression.
The effects by which Magnetism manifests its action are greatly varied; sometimes only one effect
takes place; sometimes several show themselves together, or successively, in the same patient. When
these efects have been once produced, it is very common to have them promptly renewed at each sitting.
They change sometimes, in proportion to the change
wrought in thc malady.
but who
not

the least

I will

monly

now

describe the eiects which

are most com-

exhibited:

The magnetized person perceives a heat escaping
from the ends of your fingers when you pass them
at a little distance before his face, although your
He
hands appear cold to him if you touch him.
afterwards feels the heat through his clothes, nn
some

parts,

in all parts of his°body before which
`He often compares it to water,
warm, iiowing over him, and the sensa-

or

your hands pass.

moderately
tion precedes your hand. His legs become numb, especially if you do not carry your hands as low as his
feet; and this numbness ceases when, towards the
close, you make passes along the legs to the toes, or
below them. Sometimes, instead of communicating
heat, you communicate cold; sometimes, also, you
produce heat upon one part `of the body, and cold
upon another.

There is often

induced

a

general

6G
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warmth, and
Pain

a
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perspiration

more or

less considerable.

felt in the parts where the disease is seated.
These pains change place, and descend.
is

Magnetism
shut

such

in

them,

causes

the eyes to be closed. They are
that the patient cannot open

a manner

he feels

a

calm,

a

sensation of

tranquil enjoy-

ment, he grows drowsy; he sleeps; he wakes when
spoken to, or else he wakes of himself at the end of
a

certain

'he

times

hears the

time, and finds himself refreshed.
enters

into

somnambulism,

magnetizer,

and

answers

Some-

in which state he

him without awak-

'

ing.

As the state of somnambulism ought entirely to
change the manner of magnetizing, and as it does not
take place except in a small number of cases,we shall
speak of it in a chapter by itself. Now, we are
merely describing what occurs when there is no somnambulismi, and pointing out the conduct to be observed in various circumstances.
I

said,

in the

preceding chapter, that
Magnetism is,

eiects of

one

of the

ordinary
dislodge
pain, and make it pass down in the direction of
the current given to
the fluid. If, when this is disit
does
not
at
first reach the extremities, you
lodged,
will succeed in forcing it thither in the subsequent
sittings. But there are cases when this result requires uninterrupted action.
For example, if the gout were seated in the head,
and if, in descending, it is arrested at the breast or
most

to

the

the stomach, it is essential to continue the action
t1l it is conducted to the feet.

The

un-

displacement of the malady is always a proof
eliicacy of Magnetism; but this displacement
sometimes produces very sharp pains: instead of beof the

EFFECTS
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ing troubled about these, it is necessary to magnetize
during the succeeding days, until they are entirely
dissipated. I once saw a lady who had a catarrh,
with a severe cough.
At the first sitting, the catarrh
cured; but there remained

was

in her limbs violent

pains, which lasted three days, because she did not
again have recourse to Magnetism.
The action of Magnetism is sometimes accompanied
with nervous movements, and very often a disposition
to yawn;' sometimes the patient experiences pains at
the stomach, and nausea, which is even followed by
vomiting; at other times, he experiences `colic pains.
These crises ought to give the magnetizer no disquiet. He ought to know how to calm those which are
nervous, and to aid the tendencies of nature.

It sometimes

happens that the patient desires to
sitting prolonged, sometimes to have it suspended, because he feels a species of irritation. In
have the

these cases, it is well
as

to

follow his inclination

as

far

possible.

I here repeat, that what I have just described are
insulated eifects, exhibited in various circumstances,
with various

rarely

individuals,

united in the

Now let

us see

at

different

times; and

are

same case.

what modifications the observation

of these effects

ought to suggest in the processes:
If the patient feels the sensation of heat or coolness from
your lingers, content yourself with mag~
netizing with long passes. If the action of Magnetism excites pain in any organ, concentrate the action
upon that organ, in order to draw it away afterwards.
If there be manifested any heat or heaviness at the

head,
If

attract it to the

knees.

Magnetism produces

a sense

of

sulfocation,

or an
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lungs, make passes, beginning below
continuing to the knees.
If eolics take place, and if they indicate, as thev
often do with Women, that the circulation ought to
be accelerated, avoid letting the hands stop at the
irritation of the

the

breast,

and

breast, or even at the stomach; carry the action to
thc sides, and below them; make passes along the

thighs,

and let the hands remain

some

time upon the

knees.
If the

along

patient

have

pains

at

the

back, make

passes

the vertebral column.

If you see any nervous movements, calm them by
your will, first taking the thumbs or the wrists, ann
afterwards making passes at the distance of several

inches,
If

or even

of several feet, with the open hand.

Magnetism seems to act too powerfully, moderate
more soothing, by making

the action, and render it
the passes at a distance.
If the

patient sleep, let him sleep tranquilly while
magnetize him. When you wish tc
yourself, take the thumbs of the patient, or plact

you continue to
rest

your hands upon his knees.
If the sitting has been long, and you are obliged to
quit, rouse the patient gently, by telling him to awake,
and

by making passes transversely across the eyes.
If the eyes are closed fast, not attended with sleep,
open them by transverse passes, but not till the termination of the

sitting.
being roused, the patient feels anew the
desire of sleeping, you will leave him to sleep alone,
taking precautions that no one shall trouble him.
Here I ought to observe that the magnetic sleep is
of itself essentially restorative.
During this sleep,
If,

after

nature, unassisted, works

a

cure; and it is often sufii-
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equilibrium

and

cure nervous

complaints.
When you have ended the sitting, you will agree
patient upon the hour when the next one

with the

shall take

It

is

same

place,

and you will endeavor to be exact.

advantageous to magnetize every day at the
hour, and, above all, not to change the hour

upon for many days in succession.
Should the patient whose treatment you have

agreed

un-

dertaken appear to have any contagious disease, you
will take care to be always active while near him, so as

always

to

impart,

to sustain your

and not to

attention,

and

receive; that is to
employ your will,

say,
that

you may constantly throw olf the fluid from you.
You will also avoid, as much as possible, immediate

sitting, if you have the oppor-will
cause
tunity, you
yourself to be magnetized for
some minutes with the long pass, to free
yourself
contact.

After each

from the bad fluid with which you may be charged.
If you cannot do this, you should pass your own
hands

along your arms, to withdraw it and shake it
If you experience fatigue, the open air, and
especially the sun, will in a few minutes restore your
oE.

energies.
You should not

magnetize when you have eaten
heartily,
during digestion; but it is often useful
to take something before the sitting to increase
your
strength. He who undertakes a treatment ought to
uve
temperately, avoiding all excesses, and to guard
as much as
possible against all things which tend to
interrupt or disturb the exercise of his physical and
and

moral powers.
1 have laid it down

netism

as a

produces crises,

principle, that when Magdangerous to interrupt

it is
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I will now explain what is meant by crises:
Physicians give the name of crisis to every sudden
change which, supervening in a disease, modifies its
them.

progress or character, and enables
result of it.

us

to

foresee the

These crises appear to be the effort of nature to
free herself of the morbiiic principle. They are salu-

tary

when

they operate completely; they are injuripatient has not strength to sustain
them. They are manifested by symptoms; such as
a removal of the seat of the malady, a remarkable
change in the pulse, evacuations, excretions, eruptions,_the gathering of hurnors, pains in certain parts,
ous

when the

nervousimotions,

In

etc.

generally operate
called the critical

on

acute

diseases, these crises

determinate

days,

which

are

days.

Mesmer says there are no cures without crises. If
by this he meant that the patient does not recover
his health except by a
as to
require no notice.
sudden

wrought by

of state, it is so clear
that the cure is

change
If he

change

meant

manifested

by

evident

symptoms, it is not always true; for many diseases
are cured
by slow and gradual amelioration, without
any one's
assumed

being
a

day by day,
diseases

able

and

are

cause

the

cure

moment

when

they

A fever diminishes

ceases; and ahundred other

entirely

that of the attack.
which

mark the

soothed and

determine the

diseases,

to

favorable character.

disappear

when

no one can

cessation, any more than
But it is true that, in most acute
of the

takes

place by

an

evident

change,

all at once, in the state of the patient.
Magnetizers have given the name of crises to the
occurs

remarkable

produces

changes

which the action of

upon these who

are

subjected

Magnetism
to

it,

or

to
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that state which is different from the natural one,
they are thrown by its influence; and as,

into which
of all the

changes of state which are produced by
Magnetism, somnambulism is the most singular and
most characterized, they have generally designated
it as a crisis, and they have called somnambulists
The

expression, thus limited, loses much of the sigusually given to it.by physicians; but it

nification
suiices

to

be informed of

it, that it may

not

be mis-

taken.
I

this

thought

explanation

let the reader understand the

down.

Ve

The

come to

the

necessary, in order to
principle I have laid

application:

action has put your patinnt into a
state different from the ordinary state, which
displays
itself

magnetic

divers symptoms, such as sharp pains in a
sense of sufocation, nervous
movement, spasms, a considerable perspiration, the

by

part of the body, .the
of

opening the eyes, drowsiness, sleep,
You ought to allow the crisis time
develope itself; to calm the spasm by degrees; to

impossibility

somnambulism.
to

concentrate

then

to

the action upon the seat of the pam;
taking care that nothing check

draw it oE,

dissipate by little and little the
sleep, if it be too much prolonged.
But you ought never to wake your patient suddenly,
nor permit any one to trouble him; nor ought you to
quit him until the singular state into which you have
thrown him has entirely ceased.
The term magnetic state has been given to every
state diEerent from the natural one, and resultmg
from the magnetic influence.
This word is more genthe

perspiration;

drowsiness

or

to

the

eral than the word crisis, and

is

not

equivocal.

You
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ought

to avoid

leaving

the

patient

so

long

as

he is in

this state, during which a crisis really occurs;
essential not to disturb the process of nature.

When

It is

patient is put into a profound sleep, if he
by any one who rouses him roughly, he
feels much evil from it. I have seen this thing produce convulsions or violent pains, render the return
of somnambulism impossible, and even change to
such a degree the condition of the patient that he
could not aftewards endure the action of Magnetism;
a

is touched

and it
and

necessary to leave his restoration to time

was

'

regimen.

Persons who have been for the first time put into
been, known to lose, all at once,

somnambulism have
the

of

faculty

entering

into it

again, by being rudely

roused from it.
GENERAL RULE.-Whenever any crisis is manithe magnetizer ought to develop it, to second

fested,

the work of nature, and not to quit the patient until
at an end, and until he is brought back to

the crisis is

his natural state.

It is important to have the magnetizer free from
anxiety, on account of the pains which he may excite
in the abdomen, and which are often renewed during
several sittings; these critical 'pains will disappear
of themselves,when nature has re-established harmony,
and triumphed over the obstacle which is the cause
of them.

I

_

here

ought
to.speak of _an eiect, happily very
rare, but of which it is proper to forewarn those who
are
commencing the practice, so that, if it takes place,
they may not be alarmed, and commit any act of imprudence.
It often happens that the first impression of Mag

nrrsacrs nm 'mmm _INDICA'I`l0NB.

netism

produces

sive-motions,

ing

or

of

a
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crisis, accompanied with convullimbs, andiits of laugh-

stiffness of the

crying.

In this case, it is essential that the magnetizer be
not alarmed.
He ought first to take the thumbs of
the

patient,

and tell him to be calm; then he should

make passes along the legs and feet, and withdraw
himself in order to magnetize him at a distance by
the

long

pass.

If hc

approach,

no one to

keeps himself collected, suEers
merely the necessary pre-

takes

cautions, and trusts in his own powers, and the action
of his will, the crisis will terminate, and the person
will not be

and

perhaps retain
passed.
If he wishes to continue to magnetize him, which
will be very proper, he must, at the next sitting, as
soon as he has put himself in communication
by holdthe
him
the
thumbs,
ing
magnetizc
by
long pass, with
the intention of soothing, and not augment the action
too fast, taking care not to produce any violent shock.
Above all, it is important for the magnetizer to have
a mind free from all
inquietude, to act as if the patient were as free from it as himself, and to banish all
witnesses who might trouble him.
The eEect of which I am now speaking is so rare,
magnetized
but

a

fatigued,

faint recollection of what has

except in

nervous

and convulsive diseases, that I have

produced it myself but three or four times, in the
course of a practice of
thirty-five years. I know very
well that it has taken place many times, and been atnot

tended with bad consequences; but it was in the
hands of persons who magnetized to make experi-

ments, to exhibit phenomena, and not with calmness
and the pure intention of doing good.
I should

hardly

have dreamed of

noticing

this ef-

il
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to

give

seen

an am

example of it,
of, the better to

an

ount

this work is not

myself unrlcrsiood, although

intended to report facts in support of what I advance:

I

desired, several days ago, to instruct a lady
to magnetize her daughter, while laborunder
a slight but
ing
long-seated disease, the cause
was

who wished
of which

was

unknown.

I caused the mother to sit

by my side, and, to show her the processes, Iattempted
to magnetize her daughter, who experienced not the
slighest effect.
The mother having told me that she herself had
been once magnetized, and felt the necessity of closng her eyes, I wished to see if I could act upon her.
After trying the long pass four or live minutes,
ind placing my hand upon her stomach, she cried
"

out,
ute

Oh, what

af ter, she

her limbs

an

agreeable

sensation !

"

One min-

seized with convulsive movements;
stifened; her neck became swollen;

was

were

back, uttering shrieks. I
thumbs, and repeated to her, several times,

and she threw her head

took her

"

I made passes
authority, "Be calm!
along the legs. I then withdrew a little, to magnetize by the long pass.
Finally, keeping at a distance, I attempted to make transverse passes, in order
with

a

tone

of

Her apchase away the Buid.
fit
then
but
a
succeeded,
laughing
pearance
changed,
which lasted several minutes. She gradually became
draw off and

to

calm.

did

not

well, and that

She told 'me she felt very
believe she had sufered.

Now, if Ihad called in any
had been

it is

frightened,
magnetized would have

one

to

probable

hold

her,

that the

sufered for

or

she

if I

lady thus
several days.

EFFECT§

If it is
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produce convulsivc movements by
generally employed, after the instructions given by M. de Puységur, it is not rare to meet
with persons upon whom Magnetism produces a nervous irritation which leaves them, after the
sittings,
rare

to

the method

uneasy state of
who are thus

feeling. When you meet with
susceptible, it is proper to make
use of the most soothing action, and to act from a
distance.
If, after three or four sittings, the same
efect takes place, you may presume that Magnetism
is not good for the patient, or that the fluid of the
magnetizer does not agree with him, and you ought
not to persist in it.
One might merely try, two or
three times, other magnetizers.
Many things remain to be_ said about the indicam an

subjects

tions which may direct one in the choice of procesess.
These indications are of two kinds; the first are
furnished

by the state of the patient, and will naturally find their place when I speak of the application
of Magnetism to various diseases; the others belong
to the sensations which a practised and attentive
magnetizer frequently experiences. I shall not discourse

of these

last, until I have mentioned the de-

tails relative to the

employment of Magnetism, to
crises
produces, and to the precautions that
to
be
taken
to obtain salutary results.
ought
But,
before ending this chapter, I ought to say a word
upon the advantages one might obtain from a very
feeble magnetic action, exerted by persons who
have no idea of it, and by processes much more simplc than the ones I have described.
the

it

We often see, in the most laborious class of peoto whom we presume that Magnetism

ple, patients

would do the greatest

good,

and whose treatment it-
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impossible

for

us

to undertake.

I will now explain

how, and to what extent, we can make their relations
and friends supply our place for their service.

Although I have thrown all the light I could into
explanation of the processes, it would be useless
to cause it to be read by peasants and laborers, who
are never
occupied in anything but their work.
They would not understand it, or at least they would
But one might give
not know how to apply it.
them verbal instructions which they will perfectly
comprehend, and which will suiiice to put them in the
way of doing more or less good to the patient who
inspires them with a real interest. Here is the way
the

to edect it:

Say

-

to the person who appears to you to have the

greatest affection for the patient, and who is with
him the most, that he can soothe him by making
slight frictions; that these frictions make the blood

circulate; that the heat which escapes from the
hand is

salutary; that by holding the hand upon the
suffering part, the pain is lessened; and that, by
passing the hand over the body, he may draw off

the disease. Tell him that one person may communicate health to another who is sick, as we communicate disease to a. well man, when we ourselves are
diseased.

You

can

even

assure

him that the heat

produced by breathing through linen cloth is very
good to relieve an obstruction, and that blowing from
the mouth at a distance assists in soothing a local in~
a

tiammation.

You may add that the processes you

teaching produce no effect when _the person who
employs them is thinking of anything else. If the
persons to whom you address yourself are pious, you
are

have

a sure means

of

sustaining

their

attention, of

EFFECTS

directing

their

AND

will,
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and of

exciting
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their confidence.

It is to recommend to them to pray to God for the
restoration of the patient, while they are engaged ln

acting upon him. When they are persuaded that
you give such advice through goodness, and that you
do not doubt its eiiicacy, you will have little trouble
in making them follow it. Then show them how
they ought to put it in practice, by magnetizing for
a quarter of an hour, and gaining the assistance of
the person you are instructing. While you are making this essay, guard well against seeking to produce
any phenomenon. Try only to soothe pains, to
bring heat to the extremities, and ease to the patient.
Finally, wam them that, if the patient should fall
asleep during the operation of passing the hands over
him, they must not awaken him. It is desirable that
no phenomenon
may be manifested so remarkable as
to astonish the one who is magnetizing him, but
merely such eifects as augment his confidence.
Among the persons whom you have thus instructed,
you will meet with some who, after a few days,
will magnetize very well, without any suspicion of
what they are about.
Ignorant people being often disposed to have
faith in the eiiicaciousness of certain practices, one
might point out to them, as a curative means, a par~
ticular sign, or a form of prayer, objects which have
received the benediction of a priest, or a sort of
amulet. But this is what no one ought to do, because
it is practising deception upon them, and the paramount obligation is, to say nothing which we do not
believe to be true; besides, the abuse of means, in
nocent in themselves, may keep up ignorance and
favor superstition.
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I have
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obtained the most

frequently

happy results
just pro

from the sort of instruction which I have

The action of

posed.

doubtless

of

more

Magnetism,

thus

directed, is

feeble than it would be in the hands

acquainted with the power of it; it
produce surprising effects, but it is salutary,
and accompanied with no danger. I have often seen
a man
soothing the pains of a wife, and a wife sooththose
of her husband, by conforming with siming
and
confidence to the directions I had given
plicity
them. Two examples may be cited:
one

who is

does not

soldier, whose case has been deOllivier, in his work "On the Spine
and its Diseases," was paralyzed from the hips to the
feet. He could walk only by the aid of crutches, and
1.

Oudin,

an

old

scribed

by

his

trembled

legs
pains in

fully

at

M.

continually.

the Hotel

He had most violent

He had been treated

the loins.

Dieu,

unsuccess-

afterwards in the fourth dis.

pensary of the Philanthropic Society, when I directed
his wife, although she was very feeble, to make slight

frictions,

almost without

his feet.

From the first

very cold and

touching, from his hips to
day, the feet, which were

white, grew

warm

and

red,

as

when

applied, and, a few days after, the legs
ceased to tremble. The pains in the reins were always very sharp, when the physicians apprised me
that the disease originated in the spinal marrow. I
then told the woman to apply frictions along the
reins, drawing towards the legs; and very soon the
pains were entirely removed. Oudin is not cured of
his paralysis, but he suffers no more; he can even
make use of his legs, and is infinitely better.
smapisms

2

are

The wife of the

ment was

oonined

man

who takes

to her bed

by

care

of my apart-

violent

pains,

at-

nrrncrs

nm 'rannz

tended with fever.
she

was

pointed

I went to
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see

her, and, perceiving

very sensitive to the action of Magnetism, I
out to her husband how he ought to proceed

in order to relieve her.

The benefit which he at first

produced imparted confidence to him, and in fifteen
days his wife was cured. She then came to thank
I asked her if she still sufered pain. She reme.
plied, Only in the shoulder. When it was very severe,
"

her husband caused it to pass away; but it returned.
and he had not time every day to bestow care upon
I then

her."
was

much

placed my hand upon her shoulder, and
surprised to see her close her eyes, and a

few minutes after fall into the state of somnambuI

lism.

spoke

to

her; and this is

a

summary of

our

conversation.
7'

1'

"
"
"Are you asleep?
WV hy- do you
Yes, sir.
sleep?" "I do not know." "Do you see what the
matter 'is with you ?"
(After a little redection.)
"

Nothing

shoulder."
"

You

long

a

is the matter with

me but the
pain in my
What must_ be done to relieve you?"
now doing what will cure me."
"In how
"

`

are

time?"

"Three

days."

"

If,

when you

awakened, I tell you to come three or four
"
Yes, sir."
cessively,'wil1 you do it?"
I then caused this

woman to come

first and the second

four

somnambnlism

days

days.

are
suc-

The

day
renewed;
day she suiered no more, and it was diflicult
to produce an imperfect sleep.
The fourth day she experienced absolutely nothing; and since that time she
was

the third

has not been ill.
It is very remarkable that the husband, who had
idea of somnambnlism, did not cause it to occur,

no

although his wife was
not produce it myself

much

the

disposed to it. I did
day I went to see her, be~
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cause

I did not intend it, and because I avoided act-

upon her head.
The kind of instruction which I have

ing

given is parmothers who have young
taught seems to them analo-

ticularly appropriatc
Vhat they are
what
to
they are naturally prompted to do in order
gous
to soothe them when they suffer; and as they identify
themselves with the object of their solicitude, and as
nothing can withdraw them from the will to do good,
it is enough to excite their confidence, and they will
unite all the qualities requisite to the eilicacy of
Magnetism.
to

children.

NOTE.

Among the edects of the magnetic treatment, there is one
of which it is proper to be premonished, and which I omitted to mention. I will now supply that omission.
patient has an issue, it frequently happens that it
sittings. This ought to give the operator
no anxiety.
It is a proof that the humors have taken another
I directed the treatment of a lady who had been
course.
When

a

closes after several

very ill for many years. Two issues, which she had been
advised to keep open, closed in a few days. She was at Hrst

alarmed

at

it;

lk weeks she

Z
`

.Ivy
I

but very
was

soon

she found

restored to health.

herself better,

and in

O

CHAPTER IV.
or rms' Acczssolzr Jtmivs T0 INCREASE THE 1.4 GNETIG
.w2'1oN, AND or THOSE' BY WHICH THE
DIRECT A CTIDN IS SUPPLIED.
`

communicate his Huid to many
objects become either the conductobjects,
ors of his action, or proper instruments of its transmission, and produce magnetic effects upon persons
with whom he is in communication. He can also, by
means of some one of these auxiliaries, and without
The

magnetizer can
and these

fatiguing himself, conduct the treatment of many
patients at the same time, when they are not somnambulists.
These auxiliaries

water, woollen and cotton
etc., which havebeen magnet-

are

of

cloth, plates
glass,
ized, magnetized trees, and magnetic troughs or
reservoirs. The chain, or the union of many persons
holding each other by the hands, and in harmony,
under the direction of
the

one

magnetizer,

is also among

auxiliary means.

Magnetized water is one of the most powerful and
salutary agents that can be employed. The patients
made to drink of it, when the communication is
established, either at or bot ween their meals. It car-

are

ries the

magnetic iiuid directly

thence into all the organs.
which nature is disposed,
~

into the stomach, and

It facilitates the crisis to

and, therefore,

sometimes
75
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excites the

perspiration,

and sometimes

the

MAGNETISH.

sometimes the

circulation of

evacuations,

the blood.

It

strengthens the stomach, appeases pains, and often
supplies the place of several mcdicaments.
To magnetize water, take the vessel which contains
it, and pass the two hands alternately from the top
to the bottom of the vessel.

Introduce the fluid at

the

opening of the vessel, by_ presenting the fingers
close to it, several times in succession. Sometimes
you may breathe upon the water, or stir it round
with the thumb.
You may magnetize a glass ~of
water, by holding it by the bottom in one hand, and
with the other

throwing the fluid upon the glass.
one process which I employ in preference,
in order to magnetize a bottle of water, when I am
certain it is not disagreeable to the person whom I
There is

It consists in

magnetize.

the bottle upon my

placing

knee, and applying my mouth to the nose. I thus
throw my breath into the bottle, and, at the same
time,I make passes with both hands upon all the surI believe this process charges
It is sutiicient to

face.

is not necessary.
the hands.

One may
three

magnetize
a glass

minutes;

unnecessary
out

to

a

pitcher

would

ployed

with

attention,

made

a

or

It is

was

pointed
everything else,
they were not em-

if

a

determinate will.

produce eiects so
having deceived my-

water

afraid of

wholly convinced until I had
experiments. Magnetlzers, in gen-

not be

thousand

eral, have

minute.

like

and with

magnetized

that I

marvellous,
self, and could

one

repeat here that the processes

magnetizing water,
be absolutely useless,
seen

of water in two

of water in

for

I have

strongly; but it
magnetize it by

not made

suiiicient

use

of it.

They

would
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spared themselves much fatigue, they could
dispensed with many medicines, they would have
hastened the cure, if they had accorded to this means
have
have

all the confidence it merits.
In intemal

diseases, especially, magnetized water
astonishing manner. It carries the Magnetism directly to the organs aiectcd. You give,
for instance, a glass of magnetized water to one who
has a pain in the side; some minutes after he has
acts

in

an

drunk it, it seems to him as if that water had descended to the seat of the disease. For eight days
in

succession, I have purged

ized

water.

The effect

was

a

patient

the

same

with magnetas if she had

taken the

ordinary medicine, with this differenceoperation was not attended with colic. Doctor
Roullier says that one of his patients was thus purged
iive or six times a day for more than a month, and
the

that the

evacuations, the consequences

of

which,

ordinary medicine, would have justly excited
alarm, procured ease and a return of health. I knew
a
patient who was cured in the same manner. I have
seen magnetized water entirely overcome inactivity
under

of the intestines which had lasted many years.
Magnetized water is a very great help in convales-

gives strength; it restores the tone of the
stomach;
digestion easy; it throws oi
from the system, by perspiration or otherwise, everything which resists the entire re-establishment of
cence.

It

it renders

health.
A

man

of merit, whom I have

now

the satisfaction

numbering among my friends, was afected with
colic pains in the stomach and bowels, for which he
had, during seven years, in vain employed all the
remedies of medicine. They came on by crises which
of
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lasted two

oz

days, and retumed every week.
sixty leagues oE, and he came to

tnree

His residence

was.

Paris

some

seek

to

cation

MQGNETIBH.

He

to me.

further advice.

inspired

me

and I undertook his treatment.

ting, I made
It produced
told

me

him drink

a

glass

He made

appli-

with much interest,
After the third sit-

of

magnetized

water.

He
very great heat.
that it seemed to him as if he had drunk a
in his stomach

glass of spirits of

wine.

a

Two minutes

afterwards,

through the whole system, and
was followed
a
by
gentle perspiration. From that
moment I caused him to make use of the magnetized
water; and in fifteen days I had the pleasure of delivering him from all his sufferings. He then wished
this heat

was

"

home.

to retum
am

diiused

going

to

make

could travel in

a

I
a

very well," said he, "but I
decisive experiment. I never

am

carriage

without

a

great deal of

I gave him two bottles of magnetized water,
and advised him to drink of them by the way. Ho

pain."

hardly been a half hour in the carriage before
began to feel ill; he then drank a glass of the
water, and, during more than four hours, he felt no
further inconvenience. By thus drinking, every four
hours, his glass of water, he reached home without
the least fatigue. Yet he was not entirely cured;
and there remains in him the principle of disease,
which it is perhaps impossible to destroy. But his
wife magnetizes him when it appears requisite; and
in the
evening, when he finds himself indisposed, she
gives him a glass of magnetized water, which soothes
had
he

him, and makes him pass the night well. Vhen he
is obliged to travel, the magnetized water always
renders him the same service; and this experiment
has been

repeatedly

tried for five years.

`
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water has

Magnetized
as a

been

employed successfully

lotion for wounds.

strengthens them,

In affections of the eyes, it
and generally producesa sensation

like that of water in which have been mixed

drops

of

of wine.

spirits
produced

Baths of

few

water

1.-xi-1.-llent effects.

have often

I have several times made the
bottle of

magnetized
ting
patient, who, while in bed,
a

magnetized

a

experiment of putthe feet of

water at
was

constantly

a

cold at

feet; and, in certain cases, I have seen it excite
great dcal of heat, and bring on a perspiration.

the
a

'I"he bottle

here only as every other magnetized
Nevertheless, the result of this experiment was remarkable, because a bottle of water
ought to produce cold, and not heat, as it often hap-

object

acts

will.

pens when the
crisis.

patient

Patients often

is not

perceive

disposed

a

to

this sort of

peculiar taste in the
they distinguish it
magnetized.

magnetized water, and generally
very well from that which is not
I

thought

I could

see

that the taste which the paspecies of remedies

tient fonnd in it indicated the
of which he had need.

For

example,

if he found

it bitter, and yet drank it with pleasure, it gave
grounds of presumption that bitter things were

salutary to him. I have not made
frequently enough to state it

tion

mention

it, because,

easily verify
Vhen the
than two

supplies

or

I

am

a

in many cases, any

fact.
one

I
can

it.

magnetizer cannot give his patient more
sittings a week, magnetized water

three

the direct action.

,continued

this observaas

some

The

use

of it must be

time after the treatment has ceased.

certain that with

epileptics, or

persons at-

1
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tacked with

a

disease

nervous

which,

to

those who

not physicians, appears to be

epilepsy, magnetized
water, continued for many months after some sittings
of direct Magnetism, has caused the fits to disappear
entirely.
I believe that the'water given to the patient to
drink ought always to be magnetized by the same
are

person who has undertaken the treatment., This is a
consequence of the principle I have laid down, that
a

patient ought

sons

not to

who have not

a

be magnetized by many perperfect congeniality w1th_ the

magnetizer, and that, the fluids of various indihaving the same quality, and not acting
the same manner, We ought not to unite their ac-

first

viduals not
in

tion.

.

Some very remarkable phenomena confirm this
opinion. Somnambulists distinguish very well when

object has been magnetized by several persons;
and this mixture of divers fluids is sometimes insup-

an

portable

to

them.

VYe do not yet know how long the magnetized
water preserves its virtue, but it certainly retains it
for many days, and numerous facts seem to prove it
not to have been lost after several weeks.
Never-

theless, when

one

lives

near

the

patient,

every day the water
which he makes use.

to

maguetize

or

it is proper

other drinks of

'

Some

food, also, may

be

magnetized

in the

same

manner, and especially liquid food, such as milk
and broth. Many persons, with whom milk does

agree, like it very well when it has been mag~
netized.

not

It appears that magnetized water exercises no inHuenee upon persons who have never been magnet

si

accnssonv name.

ized."

It

marked effects

generally produces

after two

or

three sittings.

only

In order to have the

Buid of the magneuazer act. upon the patient, the
established; and it 18 never

communication must be

established except
lation.

by

direct and immediate

maniplr

I have extended my observations upon magnetized
much, but those who make use of it with

water very

confidence will discover that I have not said
upon the

advantages

ought

add that there

it

to

appears

to

exert

to be derived
are some

no

action.

from it.
on

enough
Yet I

whom

persons
The number of

these, however, is very small.

Magnetized reservoirs, or troughs, are vessels
magnetized materials, and provided with
conductors to direct the Huid which they contain.
The most common mode of constructing them is the
following:
Take a wooden vessel, two feet high, larger or
smaller according to the number of persons to be
placed round it, having the bottom elevated an inch
from the door by the projection of the sides. Place
an iron rod in the centre, to serve-as the
principal
conductor, having a diameter of half an inch, or of
one inch, descending to within two inches of the bottom, and rising above the trough two or three feet.
The lower end of this iron rod should be firmly fixed
in a glass foot, or in a jug, so that it may retain its
filled with

' Some
observations, recently communicated to me, have convinced me
that my conjecture was false, and that magnetlzed water does sometimes
act ln n very ctllcaclous manner upon persons who have never been mag
nctlzed. l can cite. among other instances, that of a woman who had been

troubled for

u

rong time with

dyspepsla, who

was

promptly cured by this

means.

Objects magnetlzed can ln the same degree exert n very salutary action
although un communication hu been previously established.

l
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vertical

position.

Put into the vessel bottles of magrnagnetized substances cork

netized water,

or

them, and

run

through

projecting

two or three

such

a manner

other

each cork

a

piece of

iron wire

inches; and arrange them in
that the neck may be near the central

conductor, and communicate with it by

the iron wire

the cork.

second range

which

pierces

Then

of bottles above the first.

is

large,

order;

you
put
the neck of one
This

If the

or

trough,

two ranges of bottles in the same

can

the other.

place
baguet,
a

being placed

being done,

in the bottom of

you will Bll the vessel

with water, white sand well washed, pounded glass,
and iron filings, all well magnetized. Place upon it a
cover

in two

opening

pieces,

fitted

closely together, having an

in the middle for the central conductor.

At

short distance from the

circumference, at points
corresponding to the spaces between the bottles, you
will pierce several holes, for the purpose of thrusting
into the reservoir iron conductors, bent and movable,
a

which

are

raised and lowered at

pleasure,

so

that

one

may direct them against any part of the body, and
pass the hands above them, to draw off the fluid. And,
you will attach to the central conductor cords
of cotton or wool, which the patients may twine

lastly,

around their bodies.

Although everything that is placed in the reservoir
magnetized beforehand, the reservoir is to
be regularly magnetized, when its construction has
been completed, before the cover is placed upon it.
When this operation is first performed, it takes a
considerable time-nearly an hour. It is even proper
But
to repeat it three or four days in succession.
when once the reservoir has been well charged, it is
readily charged again, by the magnetizer's holding tht'
has been

ea

Lccmssonr imma.

_

I do

central conductorinhis hands several minutes.
not know whether reservoirs filled with water

with the

easily charged

fluid than those

magnetic

which contain between the bottles
iron

glass,

filings,

that these last

only pounded

but it is certain

simply sand;

or

are more

proper and convenient, and
them the preference. It is diiii-

are more

for this reasonl

give

cult to

prevent the water's escaping from the baquei,
might become foul in the course of time. The
magnetizer ought always to charge the reser-

and it
same

voir.
I will say

no more

voir, because we do
when

we

case we

wish to

ought

about the

large magnetic

have

to

not

magnetize

to have

ourselves

to

furnished with

an

a

reser-

them except
a great number; in which
recourse

great deal of leisure, and de-

Magnetism. He who does this
ought to procure the principal works published on
this subject, and to study them with care.
But a large bottle filled with magnetized water,
vote

forming
minated
up the

iron wire inserted into the cork and

a curvature

of from three
is

to

six

inches,

little reservoir which

by knob,
magnetic action,
a

a

ter-

keeps

and may be very useful.
this bottle occasionally with-

The

magnetizer charges
takiug out the cork.
Some magnetizers think

out

from the reservoir

that the fluid which

with

comes

emanation of the
brings
substances which are contained in it. Many facts
to authorize this

it an

opinion; it is not yet proved,
subject for experiment. You might
put into the reservoir aromatic plants, carrninative or
tonic, according to the end proposed. You might
also try whether a bottle well magnetized, and filled
with medicinal matters, would act more omcaciously
seem

but it remains

a
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than
not

~

of pure water.

one

be

Such

should

experiments

neglected.

The water contained in bottles

placed

reservoir, and put in communication, by

upon the
an
iron

wire, with the central conductor, becomes magnetized
of itself.

You might

place on

the

top of the central conductor

small cap of iron or of wood, in which you have put
rilk or cotton, which will become very strongely maga

netized.

W'e

»

now come

of the mode of

to discourse of

using them,

magnetized objects,
they

and of the effects

produce.
Tissues

wrought

in silk

or

cotton

thread, the leaf of

tree, plates of glass, gold, or steel,* and other magnetized objects, placed upon the seat of the pain, are
si

often sufficient to

ease it; but they produce no eEect
magnetic action has been established. I have
very often seen magnetized socks produce a warmth
of the feet which could not have been obtained by

until the

These socks preserve their virtue
any other means.
four
or
five
during
days. It then grows feeble and
is lost.
A magnetized handkerchief, carried upon the
stomach, sustains the action during the interval of the

sittings,
ments.

and often calms spasms and nervous
Sometimes the headache is dissipated

move-

by

en-

veloping the head during the night with a magnetized bandage.
I ought to 'speak here of the use which is made of
plates of glass magnetized, both because I have often
succeeded, by means of them, in calming, with sur,

*

Metals whose oxides

are

dangerous

must not be

used fur this pu
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prising ease, local pains in the viscera, and because
application is usually accompanied with a.
remarkable
very
phenomenon. Dr. Roullier is, I
think, the first that has mentioned this phenomenon,
although it had been observed by other magnetizers.
their

He thus expresses himself : "In some
I have caused my patients to wear a

of mag-

upon the pit of the stomach. I prefer
lenticular shape, about an inch and a half in di-

netized
a

circumstances,

piece

glass

neck

by a ribbon. This,
magnetized, will commonly adhere to the skin,
the

ameter, attached to
when

and remain there several hours."

duced its
til

e&`eet,

magnetized

when

we

make

it

falls,

The

anew.
use

of

a

Vhen it has proagain adhere un-

and will not
same

piece

of

thing

steel,

or

takes

place

the leaf of

a

tree.

Some persons are very impressible, and fear that
any other than their own magnetizer should act upon
them. A magnetized object often suilices to repel
all

foreign

of

it,

I have

influence.

which could not

seen many examples
attributed to the im-

be

agination.*
It

now

fonnerly

remains to
much

used,

of the chain-a method

speak

and which is the most eifectual

the power of Magnetism, and
in
it
circulation, but which, though it has
putting
great advantages, has also great inconveniences. I

of all for

am

going

augmenting

to

explain

what it

is, how it

is

formed,

and

under what circumstances and conditions it may be
useful.

If you have near you many persons, in good health,
who have mnlialcnce in Magnetism, who feel an xn°

To produce this edect,

rr n

medallion,

set

in

gold

1
or

gold ring
in

Is

crystal,

wom on

is

placed

the tlnger ot the
about the neck.

patient,
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and who wish to aid you in the
them
in
a circle.
Let them all take
cure, arrange
each other's hands, holding on by the thumbs, so that
terest in the

patient,

he who is

with the left

the right of the patient may touch him
hand, and he who is on the left may touch

him with the

right hand.

on

You will form

a

part of this

when you wish to make passes with your
two persons by the side of you will place

chain, and,
hands, the

their hands upon your shoulders or upon your knees.
If you place yourself in the centre, your two neighbors
will approach each other, so that the chain be not interrupted. The magnetic fluid will soon be in circulation, the patient will feel the effect strongly, and
your power will be considerably augmented.
But to have a chain good, it is necessary that all
who compose it should be thoughtful only of the
patient, and unite constantly with you in intention;
without this condition, it is more injurious than bene'

Some persons in the chain often feel the

ficial.

eiects of the

magnetic action; they faint, or go to
But that does not counteract the eiects so

sleep.
much

single

as a

act of

You should avoid

susceptible
contagious

take
that

the chain

patients

It would be dan»are

tainted with

might

be made

use

of in

families,

when

be found from four to six persons who
lively interest in the patient, and who desire

are
a

irritation.

diseases.

The chain

there

nervous

put persons there who

to

gerous

of

inattention.

admitting into

to

Magnetism

The chain

may be of advantage to him.
as far as possible, be composed

should,

of the same persons. If a new individual be admitted
into it, especially after it has been once formed, he

ought

first

to

be

placed

in communication.
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the chain have often been

employed

This is done after arranging the
around
the
reservoir.
patients
They are directed to
For the following reasons.l do not
form a chain
at the same

time

approve of this method:
When several patients meet round the
for the purpose of
netic tluid,there

baquet.

it is

the action of the magconcentrated, without any direct

receiving

communication between them; but when a chain is
formed, it is that the patient may receive the influence

of all the persons who compose it; whence it
ought to be in good health.

follows that all of them
These two

means

should, therefore,

be

and in different circumstances:

separately,
agree equally with
advantages and its
mands

a

all

patients,

and each

inconveniences.

This

employed
they do not
one

has its

subject

de-

few additional observations.

baguet has a milder and slower acl
manipulation, persons attacked with
severe diseases, which do not spring from morbid inaction, are exposed to crises which should be soothed
apart. When these crises occur, they may have inBuence upon the other patients, and even be com~
municated by sympathy or by imitation. We know

Although

the

tion than direct

how violent these crises may become, when we
member how they were in the time of Mesmer.

re-

It

in true, we did not then understand how to calm
them, and the same accidents did not take place at

it is always proper to take precauand if you assemble a large number around
thc baquet, it is necessary to have several magnet~

Strasburg; yet
tions;
izcrs,

and

one

of them should have

with medicine.

practice

of

I think then

Magnetism,

an

acquaintance

that, in the domestic

it is not necessary to make

All
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use

of the

for

baquet

for such diseases

as

nervous

affections, but solely
fevers, dropsy, en-

intermittent

largements of the glands, rheumatic pains, debility,
sluggish circulation, etc. In these it would be very
useful to the patient to go every day and charge
himself with Magnetism at the baguet, previously to
being magnetized by direct manipulation.
As to the chain. several conditions are

which

are

pose it

oughtto

be such

No

by

one

his

often diiiicult to fuliil
be in

good

requisite,

1. All who com-

~

health.

2.

They

should

interest in the sick person.
3.
of them should interrupt the action, either

as

have

curiosity,

an

or

by

the desire of

exerting

a

par~

ticular influence.
All these conditions
treatments

having been fuliiilled in some
pursued, I have obtained
energetic and very salutary efects; but

which I have

from it very
when one of these conditions

be

more

injurious

fails,

I have known it to

than useful.

In diseases of the

lymphatic system,

in those of

inaction, etc., it is doubtless beneficial to have recourse to the chain, if it be
possible to form a good
In disorders of the nervous system, or of cerviscera, disorders whose treatment exhibits
crises, and especially in those where somnambulism
one.

tain

takes

place,

it is

tient should have

absolutely necessary that the
near him
only his magnetizer,

paand

the person he has chosen from the commencement to
assist at the sittings.

It is essential that the
should
not

reign

in

a

be obtained

single will,

to

perfect harmony
magnetic treatment; and this canunless all things are directed by a
most

are in unison.
whattreatment,
magnetic

which all the others

Hence it follows that, in

a
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ever

may be the number of the

patients

and of mag

netizers, there ought to be but one chief. to whom
all those who co-operate in the action shall be in
Submission

during

the

If he who has estah

sitting.

lished the treatment, and charged himself with
direction, has for co-operators persons better
formed

or

more

powerful

than

invite them to take the

himself, he

lead;

and

its
ln-

must not

they

must

be

very cautious not to exert a direct induence. They
will regard themselves merely as the aids and the

instruments of the
der his

leader, and must magnetize undirection, following the processes which

he

points out to them. The observance of
especially important when there are
namhulists. I speak of this in my chapter on
rule is

this
som
som-

nambulism.
I

ought

made
make
to

not to iinish this

an

a

long

cone, ten or

about five lines in diameter
the

the other.

chapter

instrument of which the

which it gave occasion.

form of
at

without

saying a
magnetizers
much use in former times, and of which they
little use at present, because of the pleasantries

word of

It is

a

at

one

It is held in such

end in the

large
straightened iingers

palm

touch

steel

wand,

twelve inches in

end, and
a

of the

way

length,

two lines

as

hand,

in the

to

have

and the

it at their extremities

This is used to direct the iiuid

at a

distance,

to fix the

action of the five united

fingers upon any particular
point. It is also used in magnetizing water; which
is done by plunging it into a vase half its length,
and stirring it round in the water. This wand is
not necessary, but it is often convenient, and sometimes very useful. I have seen a patient who felt
in his chest all the movements that I made while

Q
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it towards him.

found the action too

I have

seen

others who

powerful.

Some

magnetizers make use of wands of glass in
shape of a spindle: they are as good as steel
wands; perhaps they are even preferable*
Some have occasionally employccl iron wands artificially magnetized, like the compass needle; and they
think that they act with more power; but they certainly do not agree with all patients. I do not recommend them. The wand is designed to direct and
concentrate the magnetic fluid, and not to modify it
by a foreign influence.
The magnetizer who makes use of the wand ought
the

to have one of his own, and not lend it to any person,

charged with diiferent fluids-a preimportant than it is commonly thought

lest it should be
caution
to

more

be.

* The
conducting power of glues wands ewddently proves that there is no
mnlc_;} between the fluid ol' Animal Magnetism and the electric or galvanic

fhids.

CHAPTFR V.
or
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It is

a

up or rm Usa ro az np: or nz

well-known fact that certain persons walk,
sleep; and that when they

speak, and act, in their
are awakened, they have

no recollection of what
they
doing. These persons are called somnambulista; that is, sleep-walkers; and the state in which
they are is called somnambulism. The disposition
to walk in the sleep has been considered as a nervous

have been

afection, which

we

should endeavor to counteract,
might spring from it.

because of the accidents which

The apparent resemblance between spontaneous
are often pro-

somnarnbulism and the crises which

duced
ter

by Magnetism

magnetic

name

might

has induced

somnambulism.

have been

A

men

to

more

found; but

as

forty years, it is useless
Magnetic somnambulism, which

received for

call the lat-

appropriate

this has been

change it.
call simply
somnambulism, because that term cannot be equivocal, in this work, is a mode of existence during which
the person who is in it appears to be asleep. If his
magnetizers speak to him, he answers without waking; he can also execute various movements, and when
to

we

he returns to the natural state, he retains
brance of what has passed. His eyes are

generally understands those
munication with him.

only

who

are

no remem-

closed;

put

in

The external organs of

he

com~
sense
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all, or nearly all, asleep; and yet he experiences
sensations, but by another means. There is roused
are

intemal sense, which is perhaps the centre
others, or a sort of instinct. which enlifzhtens
him in respect to his own preservation.
He is sub
in him

an

of the

magnetizer, and this in
or injurious, according
to the disposition and the conduct of the magnetizen*
Somnambulism presents phenomena infinitely varied. A description of them may be found in a great
number of works published upon this subject. This
is not the place to describe them. My design is
solely to teach the means of obtaining the most useful results from this crisis, without exposing one-

ject

the iniluence of his

to

fluence may be either useful

'

self to the least inconvenicncc.

Of all the discoveries which have excited attention,
antiquity, that of somnnmbulism

from the remotest

certainly gives

us

the most

and the faculties of
it has drawn

tion of

two

man.

insight into the
phenomena to

The

nature

which

attention demonstrate the distinc-

our

things;

the two-fold existence of the inter-

nal and the external man in

all

single individual. They
spirituality of the soul,
the objections raised against its

immortality. They

make evident the truth known

ofer

and

direct

a

an answer

proof
to

ancient sages, and

to

Bonald,

that

man

is

a

of the

an

so

well

expressed by

intelligence served by

M. de
organs.

advantage cannot be too highly appreciated, especially in an age when audacious minds do not fear
to employ the researches of psychology to shake the
certainty of the interior sentiment which reveals to
us the
dignity of man, his supremacy in the order of
This

*

There

rue.

are

exceptions

to the character here

given, but they

are

extremely
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and his moral

creation,

the basis of social

liberty-a

sentiment whichis

tice of virtue,

and which engages to the pracpointing out to us, in a future life,

the

of

by
development

life,

our

earthly existence,

and the

recompense of sacrifices made to obey the dictates of
conscience.
On the other hand, somnambulism makes
known to us the

of curing diseases which are
relieving those which are not. It
serves to rectify the errors of medicine, as well as
those of metaphysics.
Finally, it points out the
origin of a great number of opinions prevalent ante~
rior to the experiments which have coniirmed their

curable,

means

and of

correctness; and it restores

to

the order of nature

a

multitude of facts which
to

examine, either

had altered

some

philosophers have disdained
because ignorance and credulity

of their

in the dark ages, they
dation of superstition.

The

circumstances,

were

made to

or

because,

serve as

the foun-

discovery of somnambulism having been made,
renewed, in our time, without our being
prepared for it, and the application which can be
made of it demanding a meditative mind, great pru~
dence, severe manners, religious dispositions, gravity
of character, positive knowledge, and other qualities
which do not accord with the amiable levity and excitable imagination of Frenchmen, it may be doubted
whether its sudden propagation has not produced as
much evil as good, and whether it would not have
been better that this marvellous phenomenon had not
been at first observed, and that people had confined
themselves merely to Magnetism as Mesmer taught
it, and as many persons before him practised it,
without knowing whether they employed a particular agent, or a faculty common to all men. But it
or

rather
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impossible that they who devoted themselves to
practice of Magnetism should not be struck,
sooner or later,- with a phenomenon which would not
fail to present itself. It was equally impossible that
they should not have been seized with enthusiasm at
the sight of the wonderful things which accompany
it, and made it a secret. It was, finally, impossible
that men who were strangers to the true principles
of Magnetism should not seek to produce the same
Wonderful things, to exercise their power and satisfy
their curiosity, and should know how to confine themselves within proper bounds, to avoid dangers and
errors.
Hence it has resulted that Magnetism has
often been employed, not to cure diseases, but to prowas

the

cure

And

somnambulism.

faculties and

people

have

as

somnambulists have

of

knowledge which we have not,
imagined they ought to know everything,
means

and have consulted them

as

oracles.

If,

instead of

had examined the

enthusiasm, they
pheby the lights of physiology, they would have
perceived the danger of pushing too far a state during which an inexplicable change occurs in the functions of the nervous system, in the play of the organs,
and in the manner of perceiving and transmitting
sensation; that the more the sensibility is exalted,
the more ought they to be on their guard against what
might increase that exaltation; that at the extremity

yielding

to

nomena

of the

self,

ing

course

which

nature

has marked out for her-

and which she has
the

harmony

strength to run over, preservof all the faculties and the control

of reason, an immense field is open to the imagination, in which illusions take the place of truth; that
sornnambulism is

only

is necessary to make

a

use

frnnsient crisis, of which it
without wandering from the
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for which nature has

design

produced it;

and that

somnambulism too much prolonged would give
habits which would not be in accordance with our

dinary destination,

and of itself would become

a

us
or-

dis-

ease.

I will not insist upon these considerations, the development of which would carry me to a great extent.
I propose to teach what it is necessary to know in
practice, without entering into any discussion.

Somnambulism is known ; it presents itself often in
; let us see what are the means

the' magnetic practice
of

always deriving

and

avoiding

from it the

greatest advantage,

all misuse of it.

The first advice I shall
to

give is, that you never seek
but to let it come natusomnambulism,
produce

rally, in order to profit by it when it takes place.
Many magnetizers, in order to produce it, charge
the head very much ; and, by this means, they often
succeed in obtaining a forced slumber, a reflux of
blood towards the brain, and partial crises, which
are of no utility. This method is not without danger,
It is much better simply to employ Magnetism by the
long pass, and not to charge the head more than the
If nature is disposed to this crisis, the
other parts.
fluid will, of itself, be carried to the brain, and the
tendency to somnambulism will be manifested by the
patient's being in a state of tranquillity, by his closing
his eyes, and by his sleeping. You may then, without any

lingers

pass the extremities of your
six times at a short distance before his

inconvenience,

five

or

eyes, in order to give more intensity to his sleep.
You may then ask him how he is, or whether he

sleeps well. Then one of these three things will take
place-he will wake, he will not answer, or he will
answer.
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If he

awakes,

and you must
course of that

somnambulism has not taken

place;

think any more respecting it in the
sitting. If he continues to sleep, with-

not

there is

to suppose he

out

answering,

ing

into the somuambulio state.

reason

If he

is

answers

enter-

with-

waking, and, after his waking, has no recollection of your speaking to him, the somnambulism is
out

reaL
In

case

the patient continues to

sleep without

hear~

ing you, you will continue to magnetize him as I have
pointed out; and you will wait, before you put him a
second question, until the moment before that at
which you think the sitting should be terminated.
If he makes no more answer to this question than

the

to

first, you

if you

will leave him to

merely

it necessary to
make transversal passes

him to

awake,

judge

in

sleep tranquilly;

or,

him, you may
distance, bidding

rouse

at a

gentle voice, and not commanding
him with a tone of authority.
If the patient makes a sign that he understands
you, yet without answering, you will beware of urging
him to speak. It is a happy thing for him to be by
a

himself, and ac-custom himself to
condition, and to arrange his ideas. You
will merely ask him to let you know, by a motion of
the head, whether he desires to be awakened, or to

himself,
his

to

collect

new

sleep longer;
as

possible

to

and you will conform
his wish.

You will continue in the

yourself

same manner

as

much

during

the

succeeding sittings. Yet if this state of mute mmnambulism is prolonged, you will inquire of him
whether he hopes very soon to acquire the faculty ot
speaking; whether you magnetize him well; if he
finds himself better fo:

it; and

you may make all in-

M
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quiries

of him which he

can

answer

oy

a

sign

and

without efort.

Have

a

perfect command of yourself, be patient,
employing your will to iniiuence your
speak, or to make his somnambulism more

and beware of

patient to
profound.

Have but

one

intention, entertain but

one

facilitating the cure; and leave nature
to employ, of herself, the increase of power which
you give him.
wish-that of

It may happen that his somnambulism will not profarther; but this is of no consequence; it is not

ceed

your
cure

object
him.

to render him

a

If somnambulism

somnambulist, but to
necessary-if his

were

constitution rendered him

susceptible of it-this state
spontaneously develop itself. Merely observe what peculiar precautions this demi-somnambulism requires; such as, not suiering those to approach him who are not in communication with him,
not to
oppose him, not to awaken him roughly, and
to continue to
occupy yourself about him.
If your patient speaks, and to the question, "Do
you sleep ?" answers, "Yes," he is a somnarnbulist;
would

but it does not follow that he is endowed with clairvoyance.
Some persons have

distinguished

shades of somnambulism.

many
It is useless

degrees

or

to

occupy
need for mo

your time with all that, and there is no
to enter into this examination, to point out to you
the surest and the most simple path, and to instruct
you how to draw all the advantages possible from
somnambulism, at whatever degree it may occur.

When your somnambulist shall have given an afanswer to your first question, "Are
you

iirmative

nleep?"

you may address others to him.

These
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questions should be simple, clear, well adapted, and
they should be made slowly, with an interval
between them, leaving the somnambulist all the time

concise:

he wishes to reflect upon them. If you have been
able to suppress your curiosity, which is always more
or

less

injurious;

astonished to

if you do not suffer yourself to be
who is asleep answer you with

see one

propriety; if you have no other end in view but the
doing of good; if you do not think of collecting observations-you will put only those questions which
necessary. The response made to the first one
will suggest others to you, always in relation to the
means of curing the
patient.
are

The

following may serve as an example of the
questions to be first put to your somnam-

series of

bulist.
"Do you feel well ?"
"Does my manner of

proceeding agree with
"Will you point out any other mode?"
"How long shall I let you sleep Y"
"How shall I wake you ?"

you?"

"

When shall I magnetize you again?"
"Have you any directions to give me ?"
"Do you think I shall succeed in curing
These

questions

will

assuredly

be

you?"
enough for

the

day, when somnambulism has been induced. At
the next sitting, it ought to be induced sooner; but
you will not try to bring it on immediately, by charging the head. You will first employ Magnetism by
the long pass; and, when your somnambulist assures
you that he is sleeping, you will let him have a little
time longer to collect himself.
Then, after having repeated some of the preceding
questions, you may ask him whether he sees where
first
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his disease is: if he says yes, you may request him to
describe it; if he says no, you may persuade hlm to
look for it, observing to keep his attention to the
You will take

point.

tions in such
can

care

a manner as

to

form your ques»
suggest replies which he
not to

make without reflection,

through indolence,

or

pleasing you; you must let him be oc~
wholly with himself, with his disease, and

the desire of

'zupied

with the

means

Wheh he has
of the

nature

of

`

cure.

once

of his

explained

to you what he

disease, of its

thinks

causes, of its

con-

sequences, of the crises he expects, you should ask
him to search out the remedial means proper to be

pursued
listen

in connection with

You should

Magnetism.

attentively; you should take notes of
what he tells you, if you are fearful of forgetting it.
to him

You should ask him whether he is very sure of the
eifect which his prescriptions will produce; and if in
them there is found

improper,
jections.

anything which appears to you
should
make known to him your obyou

'

You should

especially

take

well of the crises which

are

care

to

to

inform

bring

that you may not be alarmed at such

yourself

the cure,
he has an-

on
as

nounced, and that you may know well the mode of

soothing

them.
_

You must be exact in

magnetizing him at the houi
indicated by him, and by the processes which he
judges most appropriate. You must ask him what
things you ought to let him forget, what things it is
proper to warn him of, and what means it is proper
to take to induce him to follow out his own prescrip-

tions.
When

ne is

awake, you should

let him be

entirely
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being

a
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somnambulist, and not_let him

suspect that he has spoken, provided he has not of
himself expressly recommended that you should inform him of
in

regard

him

to

to

it, either

anything

follow

thing useful,

to

inspire

him with confidence

that disturbs

a course

of

him, or

regimen,

or

to

induce

to do some-

which when he is awake is counter to

his inclination.

But, in this

him what he believed

case, you will

merely

tell

necessary to know,
and you will entreat him not to speak about it to
any person. It is very rare that a patient has the
curiosity to be informed of what he has said in a
state

absolutely

of somnambulism.

happens,

when the

I believe,

also, that it

magnetizer, during

lism, has forbidden him

to

never

somnambu-

meddle with it after

waking.
I have indicated the kind of conversation you
ought to hold with your somnambulist. I cannot insist

too much upon a point on which chiefly depends
developement and the direction of his faculties.
I cannot give any advice in relation to the details,
because it would not be equally applicable to all
But there is a general rule from which you
cases.
ought never to depart; which is, never, on any account, to permit any question of eurosity, any attempt to prove the lucidity of your somnambulist;
to speak to him solely of his disease; to direct all
his attention to the means he ought to adopt for the

the

restoration of his health.

IIis

cure

is your essential
not desert it

object, your principal aim; you should
for

a

moment.

I know that
fidence of
means

one

may sometimes

profit by

the

con-

somnambulist, to combine with him the
of correcting his faults, and of rendering his
a
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conduct

more

ciations; and,

regular;
in

fine,

the elevated moral

to

break oif

apply
sensibility
this,

will not

somnambulism.

In

the rule I have

prescribed;

greater extension.

dangerous
ordinary

one

For it is

asso-

his

to

to

state

which he exhibits in

depart from
merely gives it a

he

then,

in

effect,

a

ques-

curing a moral disease,
more
destructive than a physical one, and which
often aggravates the latter. You are doing right,
since you have really no other object in view, no
other idea, than the intention of doing good to him
whom you magnetize, and do not engage him except

tion about

preventing

or

in that which is most essential to him.

The faculties of somnambulists

surprising penetration
of

may be

are

limited.

regarded

as

Their

the efect

concentration upon one single class of sensations,
upon one order of ideas; the more their attention is
a

distracted

give

to

by

various

the essential

subjects,
object.

the less of it will

they

If your somnambulist appears to meddle with
do not promote his return to health,

things which
employ your
not

hear

him;

will
and

withdraw him from them; do
especially do not appear as if you

to

astonished at the

were

proofs

which he aiords of his

You will excite his

lucidity.
very dangerous;

vanity,

and that is

for when you have once awakened
in him this sentiment, to which somnambulists are ln

general

very much inclined, you

can no more

upon anything.
In the state of somnambulism, the moral
ls

ordinarily

lists

are

much

often

more

disposed

lively,

depend

sensibility

and the somnambu

to abandon themselves to th»

the sentiments which have affected them

ideas

or

their

common state.

in

Endeavor to withdraw them
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from

these,

which

There

at least do

or

might

favor this

are

some

not say or do

anything

disposition.

somnambulists endowed with

a

surprising clairvoyance, which is extended to objects
that are very distant, and entirely foreign to what
interests them in the wakeful state.
nambulists

of

precaution

course

rare; and it is

are

and

reserve

only

that

But these

with

we

som-

great deal

should have

I shall return to this

to them.

a

re-

after

subject
ordinary

'finished what I have to say about
somnambulists.

having

It would be advantageous to the somnambulist to
be' alone with his magnetizer. As in most circumthis would be inconvenient

stances

will be careful to have

always

only

one

or

improper,

witness,

you
who is

to be the same person, and who takes an in-

terest in the

witnesses,

You will banish all useless

patient.

all who

especially all the
cessity, distract

are

excited

by

mere

curiosity,

and

incredulous.

All such must, of neattention.
He who is conyour
scious that another is watching his motions does not
act with the same

freedom,

as

single-mindedness,

and the

same

he does who thinks himself alone.

The

idea of the

judgment which the spectators will form
seizes him from time to time, in spite of himself, and
prevents him from concentrating all his faculties
upon a single object. The more you are observed,
with the less advantage will you magnetize.
If there is a physician to whom you have imparted
your attempt to pursue a magnetic treatment, and
whom you have also engaged to attend when wanted,

you will

certainly

have

a

desire to let him

see

your

somnambulist, either to convince him of the efects
which you produce, or to give him an opportunity of
_._

--¢l

1.-»

--__¢

l__.

._i_

,_

___

--~4
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forming an opinion upon the character of the disease;
but guard well against yielding to this conceit,
which appears to have a useful purpose, though
it really has its source in vanity. Nothing is more
hurtful to

a somnambulist than the presence of a
who
is not familiarized to the processes
physician
and the phenomena of Magnetism. The physician

and the somnambulist do not
do not

in the

speak

the

guage; they
somnambulist would wish to convince the
see

same

same manner.

physician;

he will conduct his conversation with much
he will seek to

all

answer

didiculties;

lan-

Your

address;

he will lose

that

simplicity which is necessary for his clairvoydepart from the line which nature has
traced out for him; he will make use of all the resources of his wit; and, in the same degree, he will
cease to have the faculties which are really useful to
him. Give an account to the physician of what
takes place, and you will do well; but limit yourself to a simple and sincere relation of facts. What
he does not believe on your authority, he will beance; he will

lieve

no

better when he

experiments;
jurious.

and every

sees

it, unless he has made

experiment

is

extremely

in-

_

To the

reasons

all kinds of

which I have

witnesses, I

can

given for excluding
another, which is

add

stronger than the others.
There is in most somnambulists a development of
sensibility, of which we can have no conception.
They are susceptible of receiving influence from
everything that surrounds them, and principally from
living beings. They are not only aiected by phys~
ical emanations, on the eiiluvia of living bodies, but
also, to a degree much more surprising, by the
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thoughts -and sentiments of those who surround them,
or who are busy with them.
-

If you

alone with

somnambulist, and any one
is permitted to enter, the somnambulist generally
perceives it. Sometimes the person who enters is
are

a

indifferent to him; at other times he feels for him
either a sympathy or an antipathy. In either case,
it diminishes his concentrativeness.

sympathy, his

If he entertains

attention is

divided; if an antipathy,
he suffers. If the stranger is incredulous, and suspects the sincerity of the somnambulist, or makes a
jest of what he sees, the somnambulist is troubled,
a

and loses his
the

lucidity.

somnambulist,

Enid of each

and,

as

one

and

If many witnesses surround
occupied about him, the

are

of them acts upon his organization;
are not in harmony, he

these various Buids

experiences

discordant effects from them.

If you

have around you only the the persons vho desire the
cure of the patient, and if you magnetize them all

put them in communication, and all are in good
health, the somnambulist may not be in the least disto

But it will be didicult to prevent many of
occupying themselves with

quieted.

the spectators from often
other things besides the

patient. For, every time
themselves
with
something else, they
they occupy
will break the communication; and these interrupproduce shocks (secousses),
tranquil reign of somnambulism.
tions

among the

which disturb the

There is sometimes

one who inspires the somparticular afection, of the most ex-

spectators some

nambulist with

a

alted kind; and that would turn him aside from his
attention to himself: the will of the magnetizer being
no

longer

and the

active he does not exert the

somnamotznsm

takes

an

sam"

irregular

control,

character
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The greater part of somnambulists, even in the hands
of good magnetizers, have lost a portion of their

faculties, because many persons in succession have
been

permitted

to see

them.

At the close of the

preceding chapter, I said that,
in a magnetic treatment, there ought to be only one
will active, to which all others ought to be subordinate.
This rule is especially to be observed when
have
somnambulistst M. de Puységur has not
you
failed to

call

informed

magnetizers do

attention to

this;

and yet many well-

not pay suiicient

regard

to

As to those who try it for the first time, it is
almost impossible that they should feel the impor~
it.

it, and that

tance of

even

the desire of

enlightening
doing more good
path which would
accomplishment of

themselves upon the means of
should not mislead them from the
conduct the most
their

surely

to the

object.

It is proper to enter into
head.

some

details upon this

When a person, who has no experience, obtains for
the first time some of the singular eEects which gen-

erally precede

lucid

somnambulism,

he

thinks it

would be useful to get acquainted with an experi
enced magnetizer. If he finds one, he entreats him
to come

and assist at the

sittings, to give

him instruc-

This conduct, which is dictated by a very
praiseworthy motive, is, nevertheless, in need of pre~
tions.

caution; and I cannot point out the precautions ex
cept by recalling attention to two phenomena, the
reality of which a great number of magnetic experi.
ments

1.

demonstrate.
or the persons who are in a
state, feel the influence of those who ap

Somnambulists,

magnetic
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of those who have

an

active

`

will.
2

Persons who

are

in the habit of

magnetizing

naturally emit the iiuid from them, and act powerfully, even without a determinate mtention, upon
those who are in the magnetic state.
From this it follows that the presence of a magnever a matter of indifference, and that,

netizer is
in certain

circumstances, it might be more hurtful

than

curiosity. If the magnetizer disapproves of any of your processes, if he
counteracts your action in any manner whatever, he
that of

will

one

do

who

an

comes

out of

injury to your somnambulist. This
can always be avoided if he is warned

inconvenience

against it,

if he is attentive to

himself, and if, on your

part, you take the necessary precautions.

When, then, you desire to consult with a magnetizer, and call him in to see your somnambulist, this

magnetizer
you;

must

put himself in communication with

submit his will to yours; must beware of
alone; must occupy himself only in concurring

must

acting
in the

good you wish to do; must not seek the rea.of the processes you employ; must not pretend
direct you in anything; so that nothing shall affect

son

to

your somnambulist except through you. When the
sitting is ended, the magnetizer can make his obser-

vations,

and

give you advice; and, after having reprinciples he has given you, you can

Bected upon the
adopt and make

use

of them.

In my Critical History, book first, chapter fourth,
I have related what took place the first time I pro-

duced somnambulism.
vited

a

magnetizer,

great power,

to

a

I

was a

pupil

instruct

of

me

mere

Mesmer,

novice.

I in-

and who had

how to make my

som-
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nambulist

He

speak,

came to see

him;

he did not

him; and yet he exercised such an influence
upon him, that the course of the somnambulism was
entirely deranged, and my young somnambulist, who

touch

had exhibited for several

days

the most extraordi-

ceased to manifest his different fac-

nary clairvoyance,

ulties, to acquire suddenly that of expressing himself
by words, and made no progress afterwards. May
the instruction which I
the

numerous

now

to avoid

give cause others

faults I committed before I

acquired

of my own!
here enter into many details relative to
the essential character of somnambulism, the general

experience
I might
cause

of the imnumerable modifications it presents,

the distinction between the states of

sleep,

and

delirium,

another; but I resolved

of these states to

from all

theory,

wakefulness,

and to the transitions from

and limit

myself

to the

to

one

abstain

giving

of

precepts which I believe correct, without explaining
the reasons of my adopting them. I will then simply
say:
If
you

yourpatient become a somnambulist, have near
only the witness whom you admitted at the com-

mencement, and who is in communication with you.
Refuse absolutely to show him to any curious person,
and let no one approach him, except when it will be
of utility, and with the precautions which I shall soon
indicate.

Put

relate to his
as not to

to him

except such

as

health, and graduate these questions

so

questions

no

fatigue

him.

Do not seek for wonderful

all means, from relating those
which you have seen. You can give yourself this
satisfaction when the treatment is ended; but, until

eiects; refrain, by

then, you ought

to

think only of the

cure.
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If your somnambulist prescribes remedies for himyou will contrive with him the means proper to

self,

be followed to induce him to take them when he is

awakened.
If among the remedies there are some that you canprocure, or whose application presents too great
diiiculty, you will induce him to substitute others.
not

If he request you to magnetize him at an hour or
under circumstances which render it impossible to you,

you will explain to him the reasons that oppose it, and
determine him to search out the means of supplying
your presence, at the moment when he thinks it
would be necessary to him.
Some somnambulists, after having announced that
condition is very serious, consider it with a sort

their
of

indifference, and

the trouble of
ifest

sight

a

do not wish to

looking

for

give themselves
remedy. Others mani-

a

reluctance to examine their disease.

The

in their

of the disorder which

they perceive
aifrights them. When this is the
not partake of the fears of your som-

internal organs

case, you must
nambulist. You must exert the power of your will to
determine him to a very scrupulous examination of

his

complaint, to consider,witl1out affright, the interior

of his own body,
efforts

to

as

if it

discover the

were

means

not his own,

of

cure.

and

to

make

if you are calm,

and know how to exert your will, your somnambulist
certainly obey you; he will recover himself, and

will

explain to
moving it.

you the actual danger, and the means of rePerhaps you will not succeed in curing him:

but you will procure him all the soothing influence possible, and you will know to what you ought to direct

your efforts. D0 not lose hope, even when he assures
you that his disease is incurable. Somnambulists have
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often

said,

ble to

at the first

found the

sittings,

them from

rescue

means

that it

was

impossi-

death, and afterwards have

of restoration to health.

When your somnambulist gives you a description
of his disease, you must listen Without interrupting
him. You may afterwards request him to explain
more

not

clearly,

and

more

in

detail, what you

about

were

You may
which you ought to be

able to understand.

things

interrogate him
acquainted with
duty well, but you

in order to

perform your own
should go no farther.
Ask him no anatomical questions. He perceives the seat of his own disorder; he
sees

the lesion which exists in

that he

sees

the

situation,

the

one

part; but it is

rare

form, and the tissue of

his organs, especially of those which are not affected.
If you make him talk beyond this, you will obtain

only vague and perhaps erroneous views.
He will not make a mistake either in foretelling a

from him
in

pointing out a remedy, or in describing the
produce; but he could easily give you
explanations which would be ridiculous in proportion
to the interest you display in hearing them.
You do
not interrogate your somnambulist to dissipate your
doubts, for you ought not to have doubts; if you have,
yon would magnetize very badly; nor is it to satisfy
your curiosity, fgr this would withdraw you from the
principal object; nor is it, finally, to acquire a knowledge of physiology, anatomy, or medicine; for what
a somnambulist says, is not applicable to
any but himself. Confine yourself to the knowledge of what is
crisis,

effects it will

requisite for his restoration, and take care not to let
imagination dwell upon things foreign to this object. If he bnsies himself about persons absent,
bring him back to what concerns himself, without
his
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permitting yourself to wonder at the faculty he possesses of seeing at a distance, and without seeking new
proofs of this faculty.
Some circumstances authorize the magnetizer to
admit

some one to

which make it his

ples,
such

his treatment; there are also some
duty to do it. I will give exam-

and show how

one

ought

to conduct himself in

If your somnambulist often mentions to
you aperson who interests him, and desires you to
bring him in, and you see no inconvenience in doing
cases.

it, you may yield to his wish. Thus a woman in thc
magnetic state might be continually dwelling upon
her daughter, whose state of health gives her anxiety,
and to whom she wishes to

give

advice.

Do not

re-

fuse to let her enter, and put her in communication.
The same might be said of a husband, or an intimate

friend.

s

If your somnambulist gives proofs of remarkable
lucidity, and amrms that he is able to know the disease

of

another,

tion would not

as

well

as

his own, and if a consultayou could consent to it,

fatigue him,

in order to render service to

has confidence.

one

who desires

But these consultations

it,

ought

and

to

be

rare, and you

ought never to permit two to be held the
same day.
You ought also to avoid trusting the direction of many patients at a time to a somnambulist. He can hardly take the same interest in all, identify himself alternately with each, and manage them
well. As to the rest, it depends upon the faculties
of the somnambulists.*
to avoid
*

fatiguing

In all cases, it is necessary

them.

the power of attention, dlller proln dmerent somnsmbulists, and in the same somnamhulists at
various times.

The

sensibility, the clsirvoyance,

dlglously

_
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Before introducing a patient to your somnambulist,
you will let him touch something that the patient has
worn, so that he may tell you whether he feels any
repugnance to it, and whether he sees any danger in

being put

When you
will
patient, you
require him to
of his health; and if the conversation

in communication with him.

have introduced the

speak only

takes another turn, you will oppose it.
You will not permit any one to give your somnambulist any token of gratitude; he should not be

by any other desire than that of doing good.
You will not sulfer your somnambulist to be magnetized indiscriminately by any person. The sommoved

nambulists who

are

in communication with several

magnetizers
by losing their lucidity.
If indispensable business forces you to interrupt
end

the treatment of your somnambulist, have an understanding with him to find some one to supply your
place. Should the interruption be only for a few

days, the magnetizer taking your place should act
only in your name, according to your views and your
method, and under your direction. If the interruption is to be of long continuance, you should give up
your somnambulist entirely.
If your somnambulist has caprices, you will oppose
them by letting him know your will, without dispute.
Never suffer him to get the upper hand of you. You
ought to yield all that will conduce to his good, and
resist his fantastic notions.
attentive and

benevolent,

but

You
a

a.re

just

for him

and

an

inflexible,

providence.
If your somnambulist has mental troubles which
means of

aggravate his malady, seek with him the

easing

them.

You will console

him, and profit by

II2
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his confidence to relieve his

anxieties,

and

destroy

If he has any inclinations which you disapprove of, employ your ascendency in vanquishing
them.
the

cause.

You must avoid, most

into

carefully, penetrating

the secrets of your somnambulist, when it is not evidently useful to him to have these secrets known to

you. I need not add that, if he tells you anything
which he would not have told you in the ordinary
state, you will never permit yourself to impart it to
any person, not even to your most intimate friend.
1 have already said that, if the somnambulist prescribes for himself remedies which appear improper
for this state, the

upon his iirst

magnetizer ought
suggestion. I ought to

not to

depend

insist upon this

point.
It is very
self

a

rare

that

a

somnambulist orders for him-

which would be

remedy
regard

mistakes in

pen, for there are
happen but once in
sudicient

injurious

to

him,

or

doses; yet this may hapinstances of it; and though it

to the

a

thousand

times,

it would be

a

for

takingthe greatest precautions.
explain the possible causes of 'mistakes,
and the means of preventing the consequences.
The state of somnambulism is not always accompanied with a perfect clairvoyance; and that clairvoyance, when it is manifested in the most surprising
I

am

reason

going

to

manner, is often relative to

and variable in its
cise of

it,

a

intensity.

the somnambulist

certain order of
For the proper
must

ideas,
exer-

concentrate

his

faculties upon a single object, without distraction,
without trouble, without the intervention of any
foreign iniiuence to change the direction of his mind.

It is necessary that the interest he takes in the ob-
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ject

which

his mind, should determine him
attention, to vanquish his indolence,

occupies

make eiorts of

to

and free himself from all the

One

state.

might

tell

me

prejudices of his ordinary

that the interest which the

somnambulist takes in his
with him

will

see

over

his

own

own

body

more

health will

prevail

consideration; that

every other

distinctly

else; and, if there be in him

an

than

he

anything
faculty,

instinctive

he will exercise it upon his own wants. This would
appear to be the case, but it is not always so.

Many somnambulists,
cess

of

benevolence,

either

are

more

through vanity or exfond of being busy

about others than about themselves.

willing

Others

are un-

disease and the conseOthers, again, seem to set litcure.
They think they shall

to examine their own

quences it may have.
tle value upon their
be more happy when their souls shall be freed from

bondage of matter. The magnetizer, instead of
being amazed at this species of exaltation, should
employall the power of his will to bring it to an end,
and to induce the somnambulist to be occupied only
the

with his

own

health.

All that I have said in this

chapter tends to show the importance of these principles; and if my readers have confidence in me, they
will keep themselves free from enthusiasm, which is
much more dangerous than incredulity.
But suppose a somnambulist is occupied only about
his own physical state, and his own cure; suppose his
clairvoyance is real, and he speaks from his actual
perceptions, and not from anterior impressions; he
may, nevertheless, commit an error in the treatment
he prescribes for himself. This is owing to a cause
to

which it is proper to call attention.
happens that a patient, when put into

It often

a
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state of

somnambnlism, is afllicted at the same time
diseases, and that the

with several very dangerous
treatment which is proper for
another.

The

somnambulist

one

at

is not proper for

first is

employed

upon the organ the most aiected-the most severe
and painful malady; he fixes his attention upon that

which

gives him the most uneasiness, and, in conseprescribes remedies for himself, without examining whether they are not otherwise injurious. I
have lately seen an instance of this. A somnambulist
whose lungs where aifected, and whose stomach was
much impaired, ordered for her stomach a remedy
which would have probably aggravated the disease
of the lungs. The magnetizer made some observations to her about it; she agreed that these observations were just; she put of the use of the remedy
she had prescribed for herself; and, Hfteen days
quence,

afterwards,
I

glad

am

medicine I

thought

allows

lungs
fact,

she cried out, of her own accord, " How
that you did not permit me to take the

cured.

me

of

to

taking;

make

use

now

the state of my
She was, in

of it."

She would not have

been, if the magIt
prudent.
may be laid down
when
the
somnambulist
is atthat,

netizer had been less
as a

general rule,

tacked

by several diseases, he is naturally induced to
fix his attention upon that which appears to him the
most serious.
Some

precautions will now be given by which you
preventing the dangers springing
precipitation, or from blind con-

may be sure of
from too much
fidence.

When your somnambulist prescribes for himself a
remedy which appears to be unsuitable to his con.

dition,

you will make your

objections

to

him; you
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will engage him to examine the state of his organs
successively, and with the greates. attention, and

give you an account of them. You will request him
to explain the reasons which have induced him to
choose the remedy in question, and to describe accurately the effects he anticipates from it., You will
present him the medicine, and make him touch and
it.

taste

should

You will request him to tell what a dose
be, not only by the name of the measure or
but

weight,
persists,
It

you the quantity which he
after all these precautions, he

by showing

wishes to take.

If,

depend upon him.
impossible to me that,

you may

seems

somnambulism,
criminal

an

in the state of

individual should entertain

project of put/ting

an

ence; and I could not believe

end to his

that, after having

fully examined a deleterious substance,
reject it. Yet if it should happen that
tion of

own

the

existcare~

he would not
the

prescrip-

somnambulist may put his life in imminent
the magnetizer, it is evident, ought not to

a

danger,

conform to it.

Repeated proofs

of great

clairvoy-

purity of intention are, doubtless, powerful
motives of confidence. But they do not give us the

ance

and

entire

certainty,

make

use

of

an

which alone may authorize
unknown means, where an

us

to

error

would be attended with fatal
Somnambulists

remedies of which

consequences*
prescribe for themselves
they have heard, or of which they
often

' An
epileptic patient, who was under magnetic treatment st the Salpéhiére Hospital, declared the only means of curing her would be to exclte in
her, in the most critical circumstances, and by vlolent means, a sudden

would naturally put her life ln the greatest danger. For three
months she insisted upon the same thlng. They dually resolved to follow
her Advice. and the result was s cure. But they who dld this were sble

frlght, which

physicians.

They knew the desperate

state of the

patient; they had

never
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have formerly made trial.

might

In

substitute others much

place

more

of these

eiiicacious.

one

You

should then call their attention

to what appears
for
and
discuss
the motives of
them,
proper
their choice.
more

Many things might

be added in relation to the di-

rection of somnambulists; but I think they will be
naturally deduced from the principles which I have
laid down.
I return to the

manner

of

applying

the processes

when sornnambulism has been induced.
The somnambulist always indicates the processes
which are proper for him; so that there can be no uncertainty about them. These processes are sometimes very laborious and very fatiguing to the magnetizer; they demand from him patience, courage,

and

devotedness; yet they

velop

and

happily

terminate

are
a

indispensable

crisis, essential

to

de-

to the

but this is very seldom. The greater part of
the time, nature labors alone during somnambulism,
cure:

and you have no need of doing anything more than
to hold the thumbs of the somnambulist, or place

your hand upon his
him.

knees,

or even

to be

busy

about

You need not

rnagnetize him longer than he judges
useful,
days and at the hour he intirnates. If
it is essential not to interrupt a crisis at its commencement, it is often injurious to prolong it beyond
on

the

the necessary time.

seen

duce

her make mistakes; they judged that the shock indicated might pro
s salutary crisis, which could not be obtained by any other means;

and their profession authorized them to calculate the chances of dangei
and success. A maguetizer, who was not a physician, would not have beer
able to assume such a responsibility.
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There
of too

are

somnambulists who fear the

strong

a

I have

light.

caused themselves to be

but there

are

others who

seen some

impression

of them who

bandaged across the eyes;
experience fatigue by clos-

ing the eyelids, and who request to have their eyes
opened. The magnetizer succeeds in doing this by
making passes across the eyes, without its diminishing
the intensity of somnambulism. The somnambulist.
then

seems

to

essary
dicates.

to

be in his natural state; but it is necover him with the precautions he in-

watch

There

somnambulism

are

can

cases

be very

when this

useful,

as

non-apparent
shall

we

soon

see.

When

we

wish to ask the somnambulist

a

question,

it is necessary to explain our will by words. Good
somnambulists understand the will without our speak-

ing

to them.

when there is
and it is

a

terdict all

where it is

But
no

why

should

employ this mode
experiment;
one ought to adopt, to inwe

need of it?

It is_a.n

rule which every
experiment. I agree that there

expedient

to

employ only

are

cases

the influence of

For instance, there may be near you a
third person, and you perceive your somnambulist,
who thinks himself alone with you, about to say
the will.

things which this third person ought

not to

know:

you will impose silence by your will.
At the close of the sitting, when you wish to waken

your somnambulist, you will first make passes along
thc legs to free the head; then you will make some
"
Wake ."'
across the eyes, to open them, saying to him,

The eyes often remain shut after the somnambullst is
awakened. You will bring them from this condition

by patiently passing your fingers many times
them

Then you will

disperse

across

the fluid from the

l
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head, and
crosswise
oE.

it

from the rest of the
at a

body, by

distance, in order

You will have the

passes made
and shake

to scatter

precaution to continue this
perfectly roused

until your somnambulist shall be
from sleep.
a

It is of the very greatest consequence to establish
demarcation, well defined, between the state

line of

of somnambulism, and the natural state of wakefulness.
The somnambulist, when he is awakened, ought
preserve nothing-positively nothing-of the sensations which he experienced, nor of the ideas which

to

occupied him, in somnambulism. Somnambulism,
prolonged beyond the necessary time, imparts a nervous susceptibility, which is attended with great inconveniences; it ought to cease after_ the cure. If it
should continue and renew itself spontaneously, it
would itself be
I have

a

disease.
noticed that it would

already
always be expedient, as far as possible, to let the patient remain
ignorant that he has been a somnambulist; and that,
excepting certain very rare cases, it is proper never
repeat what he may have uttered; for it would
establish between the ideas of the natural state

to

and those of somnambulism

a

relation which is

con-

natural order, and which equally alters the habitual faculties and the somnambulic

trary

to the

faculties.
own

If you know how to control yourself by
will, your patient will never be informed

your
of anything which you think
him.

ought

to

be

kept

from

Somnambulists, perfectly abstracted, whose interior
acquired great energy, are often found
in a frame of mind of which you might avail yourself
faculties have

advantageously

to

make them followa

course

of

regi-

OF

or to

men,

contrary

SOMNAMBULISM.

make them do

things
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useful for them, but
The mag-

to their habits and inclinations.

netizer can, after it has been mutually agreed upon,
impress upon them, while in the somnambulic state, an
idea

or

a

determination which will iniiuence them

in

the natural state, without their knowing the cause.
For instance, the magnetizer will say to the somnam"

You will return home at such an hour; you
will not go this evening to the theatre; you will clothe
yourself in such a manner; you will take your medi-

bulist,

withoutbeing obstinate; you will take no liquor;
will
drink no cofee; you will occupy yourself no
you
in
such a thing; you will drive away auch a
longer
fear; you will _forget such a thing." The somnamcines

bulist will be

naturally

induced to do what has been

He will recollect it without suspectit to be anything more than a recollection of

thus perscribed.

ing

what you have ordered for his benefit; he will have
a desire
for_ what you have advised him, and a dislike
Take advantage of
to what you have interdicted.

empire of your will, and of this concert with him,
solely for the benefit of the patient. Your will.
probably acts merely in modifying his, and you might
obtain from him the performance of indifferent things,
to which he would devote himself to please you; but
this would be contrary to the spirit and design of
Magnetism.
this

You may often find it in your power, while your
patient is in the somnambulic state, to induce him to
take
have

a

medicine for which he has

seen a

lady,

who had

a

I
a repugnance.
horror at the sight of

leeches, cause them to be applied to her feet during
somnambulism, and say to her magnetizer, "Prevent
me from
looking at my feet when I awake." In fact,

,__L
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never

suspected

that any one had

applied

leeches

her.

Many somnambulists are endowed with inconceivable address, and can perform certain operations as well
as

the best surgeons. I am acquainted with a lady,
state of somnambulism, opened a swell-

who, in the

ing
it

beneath her

was

breast,

and dressed the wound until

healed.

This address of somnambulists
others

as

well

as

to

can

be useful to

themselves, especially when it

with

there

is

cases,
accompanied
clairvoyance;
I
even, when they can render the greatest service.
will instance a midwife, who, having become a somnambulist during a disease for which she caused herself to be magnetized, preserved the same faculties

after her restoration to health.
to

exercise her

profession,

if the

are some

When she is called
case

appears to pre-

diliiculties, she goes to her magnetizer, who
her
into somnambulism, and opens her eyes.
puts
She declared to me that, in this state, she could act
with much more address, strength and certainty. In
January last, she in this manner very successfully desent any

livered of three children

dangerous.
Among the phenomena

s.

woman

whose state

was

very

presents, there is

which somnambulism often

from which persons might,
under certain circumstances, derive a great advantage. It is that of absolute insensibility. There are
one

many somnambulists that one could pinch and prick
One of the somvery hard without their feeling it.
nambulists that

ceived

were

in the

impression

from

Salpétriere Hospital

re-

bottle of sal volatile apto
her
when
nose; and,
plied
experiments in Magnetism were applied at the H6tel Dieu Hospital, moxaa
no

a

OF
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applied to two somnambulists, who were not
by them. Persons have concluded, from
these dangerous experiments, that, if asurgical operation were neccessary to a patient susceptible of Magnetism, it might be done without causing pain; and
it is true in certain cases. But, although this insensihility is displayed by nearly all somnambulists who
have been at the Hotel Dieu and the Salpétriere,
it is far from being general.
I arn even inclined to
think it would never occur, if the magnetizers did
not overcharge their subjects, and if they took care
to preserve the harmony of the system.
My somwere

awakened

nambulists have

never

exhibited it to

On the

me.

contrary, their sensibility was more delicate than in
the natural state; the contact of a body not magnetized was disagreeable to them; and the touch of a
stranger gave them
also certain

that

great deal of pain.

and have been

convulsions,

roughly

a

touched

I

am

somnambulists have

by

experienced
awaked, by having been

some one

who

was

not in com-

munication.
I know that

a

magnetizer

can

by

his will

paralyze

any limb of his somnambulist; but he ought never to
permit himself the trial of this experiment. As to
the rest, if

a

patient has need of

an

operation

that is

should learn from him whether it

painful,
ought
tobe performed during somnambulism, or during the
natural state, and what precautions ought to be taken
we

to

insure

success.
_

organs of sense and
of those of motion, united to the exaltation of sentiment and of thought, is sometimes a symptom that
The absolute

insensibility of the

life is

The

drawing towards the brain and the epigastrium.
spirit seems then to disengage itself 'from the

5

l
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organs, and the somnambulist becomes
the will of the magnetizer.
This state, to which the
ercaltation, has been

netic

of ecstasy, or maggiven, and which many
name

German authors have considered
of

independent of

as

the most elevated

Magnetism, exceedingly dangerous. You
suddenly wake one who is in it, and .f you
should succeed in doing it, he would remain in a
state of excessive weakness, and perhaps of paralysis,
state

is

could not

which you could not put an end to without great exertion. I cannot, then, recommend too strongly to
magnetizers to oppose the development of this crisis.
I believe

self,

even

about his
care

that it would

if the somnambulist
to

when he
I shall

own

free the
sees

return

hardly ever present itto busy himself only

were

health, and if one were to take
head, and to re-establish harmony,

the limbs sti&`en and become insensible.

hereafter to this

subject.

The details into which I have entered appear sufiicient to make you acquainted with somnambulism,
it frequently presents itself in the course of a magnetic treatment, and with the means of directing itto a useful purpose, and of avoiding its inconvenl
as

said, with sufficient distinctness
crisis, if you oppose the workings of nature,

I have also

ences.

that this

might

become

as

hurtful

as

it would be

salutary if

you have the wisdom to listen to her and aid her. I
know that some instances of success obtained by im-

prudent
are

rashness

rare.

might

be cited; but these instances
can never be a disad-

VVise cautiousness

vantage; and when we desert it, we expose ourselves
There remains, then, nothto the greatest dangers.
essential to say upon the application of somnambulism to the treatment of diseases, and when I com-

ing
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writing this chapter

it did not enter into my
farther.*
I
resolved
to pass over in siplan
go
lence the extraordinary phenomena. I thought that
menced
to

those

who had

not seen

analogous

would

regard
reputation would
not
to me, but might also put an
obstacle in the way of my doing the good which I
wish to do; for people will be guided by the counsels of a man subject to illusions no more than by
those of a man void of good faith. But after having devoted retlection to it, I thought it my duty to
yield to more important considerations, and to elevate myself above the fears excited by self-love.
I
of
am determined, then, to
a
speak
very singular
state, because it may bc presented to others as it has
been to me and to many of my friends, and which it
is important to know, that it may not be confounded
with the exaltation, of which I have already pointed
out the danger, and that its development may not
and that such

visionary;
only be aillictive

me as a

ones

a

be counteracted.
I

am

first

going

to describe the

bulism of which I wish to
one

ought

to

speak.

species

of

somnam-

I will then tell how

conduct himself with those who have

reached that state, if he would derive any
from it, to them or to himself.

advantage

*
Various somnambnllsts exhibit very dlterent phenomena; and the only
distinctive and constant character of somnsmbulism is the existence of a
new mode of perception.
For instance, there are abstracted somnambu-

lists; there

are

traction like

others who

are

not.

magnetic needles;

Some of them exhiblta

others have

species

of at~

only the internal faculties.

Some of them have all the sensations concentrated at the eplgastrlum;
others make use of some ol' their senses. There nrc, tlnally, some of them,

who, after waking, preserve for a certain time the recollection of the impresslons they have rt-eelved, and of the ideas they have had during the crisis.
I

was

obliged

to llmlt

myself

to

explain what

takes

place

most

commonly,

and to teach what lt ls necessary to know to assist nature, and to derive from
somnambalism the greatest advantage.

.lL
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In this state the circulation is

regular,

the heat is

body, and the members preserve
The somnambulist is so thoroughly

all the

equal through
sensibility.
in communication with his magnetizer as to read his
thoughts, but receives no impression through the
organs of sense. It is no longer the sensation which
produces ideas; on the contrary, it is the ideas which
produce sensations. In the ordinary state, everything parts from the circumference to reach the centre; in this, everything parts from the centre to
their

reach the

circumference;

sometimes extends

to

and this

circumference

illimitable distances.

not this which characterizes the

of

But it is

degree
speak. It is the absolute indifference to what appertains to terrestrial objects, to the
interests of fortune, or of reputation. It is the absence of the passions and the opinions by which one
is governed in the ordinary state, and of even all acquired ideas, of which they can very well preserve
the recollection, but to which they no longer attach
importance. It is the little interest that they take
in life; it is a novel manner of viewing objects; it is
a quick and direct judgment, accompanied with an
somnam-

bulism of which I

intimate conviction.
have lost the faculties

impressions

and notions which

do not reach

observes in

The somnambulist appears to
by which we are directed; the

him; but, during

regard

come

from without

the silence which he

foreign to his soul, he
development of a new light,

to what is

feels within himself the

whose rays are darted upon all that excites in him a
real interest. At the same time, the sentiment of
conscientiousness is aroused, and determines the

judgment

which he

uambulist possesses

ought
at

the

to

form.

same

Thus the

som-

time the torch which

or somumstrnxsu.

~
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him his

gives

his way.

product

light, and the compass that points out
This torch and this compass are not the
of somnambulism; they are always in us,

but the

distracting cares of this world, the passions,
and, above all, pride, and attachment to perishable

things, prevent us from perceiving the one and consulting the other.
When the somnambulist has reached this degree
of exaltation, his manner of speaking is almost always diiferent from that which he has in his ordinary
His diction is pure and simple, elegant and
state.
precise; his manner unimpassioned; everything announces in him a state of tranquillity, a distinct
view of that of which he speaks, and an entire conviction of its reality. You perceive in his discourse
not the least

of what is called excitement

siasm; and I insist

on

this

point,

or

enthu

because those who

what

spoken of this state without having seen it
supposed it to have a character opposed to
it really has, and which even serves to distin-

guish

it.

have
have

In this

situation,

new

with

ligious ideas,
fore occupied.
Providence.

during

ney,

essary for

sees

in

everywhere

the action of

everlasting mansions.
soul, the liberty of man,

our

him evident truths.

He

re-

it was never be-

This life appears to him only
which we ought to collect what

us

to

are

which, perhaps,

I-Ie

of the

pendence
ity,

the mind is filled with

is

a
is

journec-

The indeimmortal-

convinced that

God hears us; that prayer is the most eficacious
means of obtaining his aid, and dissipating the .us
around us,

tage.
well

or

at

Taking
ae

least of turning them to our advan.
to make :mr labors in earth, as

care

the troubles

we

experience.

acceptable

to

Q
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God, appears

him

to

a means

of moral

improvement

Charity is for him the first of virtues-that which
affords us the easy means of expiating our sins, and
which often sutiices to obtain their remission.
much

He is
himself

with it that he

forgets
penetrated
others, and no sacrifice for the sake of doing
good costs him too much. This sentiment of benevolence is extended to all, and he make supplications
for those who hold opinions the most opposite to his
Sometimes the prodigious diiference he perown.
ceives between his new manner of viewing objects
and that which he had in his ordinary state, the new
so

for

lights

which shine for

which he finds himself
the horizon which is
him that he is

dictated

by

a

him, the new faculties with
endowed, the immensity of

before his eyes, persuade
what
he says seems to him
inspired;
voice from within; what he sees is

spread

shown to him; he

regards himself as the organ of a
superior intelligence, but this does not excite his
vanity. He delights to reflect in silence, and he
speaks to you only to say things useful for your
moral direction.

Happy

the

who has chanced to

man

nambulist of this kind! for there is

bringing

forth from

faculties I have

fabricated

by

an

just

ordinary

described.

nature;

we

can

meet a somno

means

of

somnambulist the

It is

a

easily

horologe

disturb its

movements, but

we can neither set it a-going, nor
regulate it, because we are unacquainted with its
springs. \'e must consult it, but we must not per-

mit ourselves to touch it for the purpose of accelerating or retarding its motion.

If, then, you
manifest itself,

see

the

state

of which I

you should listen

speaking
attentively to your
nm
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somnambulist.

You will put

no

question;

for the

you design to direct him, you will cause
him to leave the sphere in which he is; you will tum
moment

aside his faculties from the

object

for which

destined, and transport him into
field of illusions. The power of your

an

are

they

immense

will, however

great it may be, cannot force him to see beyond the
circle in which he is placed. If you mingle your
ideas with his, your conjectures with his perceptions,
you will obscure his clairvoyance. The only mode
for you to pursue, is to favor its development and its
application. It is the confidence and the simplicity
that you show, not by your. words, but by the disof your soul, which has need of no expres-

position

sion in order to be

perceived

and

recognized by

him.

Without doubt, some person will say to me, "But
where is the proof that this state of my somnambulist is not owing to a peculiar disposition of his

imagination,

which

causes

him to mistake chimerical

ideas for correct notions?
reason to

shall I

grant him

assure

myself

a

Ought

I to withdraw my
And how

blind confidence?

of the truth of what he tells me,
opinions in order to hear his

if I do not combat his

replies,
worth ?
I will

and

appreciate

answer

from
to

you in this

advising you
adopt the ideas

somnambulist.

good

their

correctness

and

their

"

sense must

ion must

spring

is necessary to

manner:

I

am

very far

in order
your
and follow the instructions of a.

to renounce

reason

On the contrary, your reason and
combine the whole, and your decisfrom their proper exercise. But it

point

out

two

conditions.

While

your somnambulist is giving utterance to his ideas.
you will let him speak without interruption. You

l
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will not

only make no objection, but you will banish
from your mind all those which suggest themselves
to you.
You will not exert your will to influence or
direct him.

You will not demand of him

an

explana

tion of what he has told you, except when you have
not well understood.
You will not desire to know
what he wishes to teach you of his own accord.
You
will also try not to be astonished at what appears to
you extraordinary. You will not seek to penetrate

You will,
into that which appears incomprehensible.
above all, avoid putting your somnambulist lo the

proof, and taking indirect means to ascertain his
clairvoyance. You will listen to him with sen v`o|~~
getfulness, conlidence, and simplicity, as a child ustens to a mother when she relates things to form his
heart and his understanding, while amusing his mind.
But after he has re-entered the ordinary state. and
you are away from him, you will recapitulate all he
has told you; you will examine the connection of his
ideas; you will appreciate the correctness of his

reasonings;

you will weigh the
You can then

his instructions.

ishment at the

degree of utility m
indulge your aston-

penetration with which he
sincerity of his wishes

has read

at the

your heart;
real happiness;

at

tor your
the exactitude which he has shown

speaking of a past event with which he
acquainted; at the probability of his pre
of the future, which lt is useful for you ro

you while
was

not

visions

know.

But this astonishment should not produce
The more marvellous a fact us the more

conviction.
we

ought

being seduced by appearances lo
impression they hrst make upon us. and

to fear

mistrust the

search out the circumstances that may give them
i

natural

explanation.

a
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Many somnambulists,

when their faculties

exa:ted. have been known to read the
to have
þÿ0[D ¬l'8,

were

thoughts

of

to be

previsions,
exempt Lrom vanfty,
and moved solely by the desire of enlightening

to be the dupes of illusions which
mingled with the most luminous perceptions.
You ought, then, to ascertain that his opinions are
not produced by old impressions on the memory, by
the prejudices of early youth, by lectures or conversations which have formerly acted temporarily upon
his mind; iinally, that no exterior influence has contributed to impart a peculiar character to his manner
of viewing things* If, in all he tells you, there is
nothing which cannot be verified, you will evidently
perceive that he is not deceived, that the torch by
which he is enlightened is not an ignis fatuus. Then
your confidence will be excited by a train of facts
and observations which determine your reasoning;
and not by discourses more or less eloquent; by ex~
hortations more or less afecting; by phenomena
which are inexplicable, but which are seen elsewhere;
nor by images and
descriptions more or less calculated to move you. It should be only after this ex-

others; and yet
are

'
'lhere are sornnambullsts who ret:-ace with surprising faclllty the ideas
which they received m their ln!ancy, and upon whom these ldess exercise
more control than those which they have since acqulred.
A very lucid

somnambullst. magnetized by M. de Lausanne, sllorded me a remarkable
instance of this phenomenon. She was a woman about forty years old
She was bam at St. Domingo, from whence she came to France at the age
of sixor sevm years, and she had never afterwards been among Creolea.
As soon as she was in the somnambulic state, she absolutely spoke nothlng
but the

peculiar dialect (pawls) which she had leamed from the negress
In these recollections of infancy, in this return towards the tlrst years of llfe,we must search for the cause of the oplnlons or
some somnambulists.
There are some of them who seem to forget the notions they have acquired by reason and observation, as they retrograde by
who had nursed her.

lsgreestawssdstheperlod wheuthslrmlndswere

butsssmootbtableta.

l
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amination, made in the spirit of redection and in
solitude, that you should form your judgment. It is
essential that your belief should be supported by
facts well demonstrated to your own mind, so that
no objection may afterwards present itself which
has not been settled beforehand; because this belief,
far from being a fugitive opinion, ought in certain
decide your conduct.
happens that your somnambulist enters
several times in succession into the same state, you

respects

Then,

to

if it

will continue to hear him without any expression of
thanl-:fulness or approbation, but with a desire to
he will tell you; and perhaps you will
guide who will not lead you astray.
at least, convince you of the existence of an

profit by what
find in him
He will,
order of

a

things different from the present order, and
bring you acquainted with the source of pure
and durable felicity, which nothing external, terrestrial, and transient, can impart.
The species of somnambulism which I have just described is extremely rare, and many persons will think
that, in a work designed to teach the use of Magnetism, I ought to have abstained from speaking of
it, because there is little probability of its being pre-

will

sented to my readers. To this I answer, that, if this
state is rare, it is our own fault; it doubtless supposes

unusual

development of the soul's faculties; but
development frequently takes place, and nearly
all those who have practised Magnetism have had it
an

this

more or

less in their power to observe it.

not been attended with that pure

have

seen

examples,

lucidity

If it has

of which I

it is because they have disturbed

turned aside the natural tendency.
I am persuaded that, out of ten somnambulists, who, left to
or

themselves,
thrust into

would reach this state, nine have been
false direction. Their astonishing fac-

a

ulties have then made them

paths in
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,

run

the vast domain of the

it has resulted

that, among

over

a

thousand

imagination.

Hence

those who have had op-

see this extraordinary somuambulism,
regarded it as the result of a communication with spirits; some, asa gift of prophecy; others,
asthe eifect of the soul's exaltation; others, again,
as a transient
insanity. Sometimes we perceive in it

portunity
some

to

have

illusions of the strangest kind, without any real foundation; sometimes a mixture of superstitious notions

with very

astonishing previsions; sometimes metaphoric language and incoherent images; and people
have formed various judgments of this state, according
as
they were most struck with what was presented of
light and truth, or of darkness and illusions. Nothing of this would have existed, if the somnambulist
had been well directed, or, rather, if he had not been
led astray by the ignorance, the vanity, the curiosity,
of his magnetizer; if the natural chain of his ideas
had not been interrupted, to occupy him in subjects
which were absolutely alien to him.
The greater part of my readers will, without doubt,
judge that I labor under an illusion in relation to the

phenomena of which I have just given an account;
and I ought the more to expect it, because I would
not myself believe until I had been an eye-witness.
I did not perceive their reality till very late, and long
after I had published my Carrxcu. Hrsroxzv; but
then

they

and I

am

were frequently renewed before my eyes,
well convinced that I should have seen them

sooner, if I had conducted myself with more singleness of
purpose. Those who will follow the instruc
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tions I have

will have the

given

same

happiness

that

I have had, and this consideration alone has deter~
mined me to give them precautions, by taking which

they

profit by the favorable circumstances, and
slip an opportunity which does not occur when

will

not let
we

search for it. but which

we

may seize when it

comes in our

way.
I ought further, to mention that this state is rarely
much prolonged 3 and that the magnetizer has no
power whatever

inanifes* itself

to

reproduce it,

you what he deemed
ceases. or at

voyance
things of the

when it has ceased to

When the somnambulist has told

same

tell you, his clair

important

to

least is

longer engaged upon
profit by the

nature.

no

You must

moment.

I do not

pretend in any manner to discover the
phenomena about which I have spoken
one
can
Every
explain them as he chooses. The
wisest way is not to search for an explanation.
For
in our
waking state we can very well recognize, by
the effects, the existence of anew faculty in somnamcauses

of the

bulists; but

we can no more

determine the

nature

of

they who are blind from birth can conceive
the phenomena of vision
Perhaps some one will ask of me, whether the som
nambulists of whom I speak could not give us some
light on the dogmas of religion, on the choice between
the various forms of worship, and on certain quesI can
tions which have unhapplly divided mankind.
I
do
not
But
answer
that
believe
can.
merely
they
it is too essential an object to forewarn my readers
against a curiosity always useless and often danger
ous ior me to neglect adding some observations in
this place to the principles I have already laid down.
it, than
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These details will also
the

easily distinguish

serve

to make them

species

the

.more

of somnambulism to

which I have called their attention.
I have said that the somnambulist is illuminated

by

a

light

which

it received its

human

our

spirit

received from God when
This

existence.

education,

foundation of all

shows to

religion,

man

as

light,

anterior to

that which is the

the conscience unveils

to him that which is the foundation of all

morals;

but it teaches him revealed

than it

does

positive

What
dence

are

dogmas no

more

laws.
the truths which

the somnambulist?

are

shown with evi-

The

existence, the omnipotence, the bounty, of the Creator; the immortality of the soul; the certainty of another life; the
recompense of the good, the punishment of the evil,
which we have done in this; Providence, the necesto

sity and the etlicacy of prayer, the pre-eminence of
charity over the other virtues; to which is joined the
consoling idea that those who have preceded us on
earth, and who have merited the enjoyment of eternal happiness, hear our wishes, take an interest in us,
and may be our intercessors before God; the profound conviction that God never refuses to enlighten
us

in what

we

ought

to

know, when, submittted

to

His will, we ask aid of Him; the firm persuasion
of the utility of worship, which, by uniting men
render

homage to God, prescribes rules and
all, by which they pray in concert to
practice
obtain the blessings of Heaven. These are the ideas
common to all religious somnambulists.
They go not
which
is
in
a
to
beyond that,
urge you,
general manfulfil
to
the
duties
which
ner,
religion imposes upon
you. But, when you are once imbued with these-

to

to
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principles, will
tion,
you
"

you fail to have the

to know what you

ought

to

ought

means

of instmo-

to believe and what

practice ?

But," says

some

would like very much

one, "I

interrogate my somnambulist, and profit by his
knowledge, to dissipate this or that doubt, to answer
this or that objection."
You will gain nothing; you
will even lose the advantages which you might de~
rive from his lucidity. It is very possible that
you could make him speak upon all the subjects of
your indiscreet curiosity; but in that case, as I have
already warned you, you will make him leave his
own sphere to introduce him into yours.
He will
no longer have
than
other
resources
yourself.
any
He will utter to you very eloquent discourses, but
they will no more be dictated by the internal inspirations. They will be the product of his recollections, or of his imagination; perhaps you will
also rouse his vanity, and then all is lost; he will not
to

.

re-enter

And how

the circle from which he has

wandered.

you suppose that a light which is innate in all men should throw its rays beyond that of
can

revelation 'P

ognize
are

in

Is it not

enough that it brings us to recadvantages of this revelation? If you
obscure labyrinth, your guide makes use of

the
an

his torch; but as soon as he has conducted you to
the place where the light of the sun is shining, his
torch is useless.

If,

in

embarrassing circumstances,
duties, your somenlighten you, but if you say to him,

you have to decide between different
nambulist may
"
Is it permitted

he will

me to

avoid

paying

such

a

tax?"

"

Consult the laws."
answer,
I know very well that somnambulists have been,
and are now, known to discourse about religion, and

merely

;_..i-_._
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...___

|

..._

.___

__
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about the socia' organization; but

even

they do not
just spoken, the
imagination controlling all their other faculties; their
manner of utterance, and the
expression of their
resemble those

ol

whom 1 have

features, stamp them as enthusiasts. The two states
confounded, if you will but qonforrn to the

cannot be

have given.
Moreover, these somnambulists
influenced
evidently
by the persons who surround

!'lll6? 1
are

them, by the
The

errors tc

which

circumstances in

which

they

are

which

they are placed.
subject, the illusions of

the sport_ the extravagances which
they utter result from a nervous excitement which
they would never have experienced, if the faculties

they

had been

are

naturally developed,

in

silence, solitude, and

freedom from external intluence.*

Many enlightened men among those who are engaged in physiology, and who have some notion of
tne phenomena of Magnetism, will not fail to allirm
that the state which I have described is
°

I have ssld that the

somnamhullst,

oixly one

when arrlved at the

of

hlghest degree

of concentration, sometimes imagines himself to be lnsplred; but he can
impart no idea of the beings to whom he thlnks he owes this lnaplratlon.

When s somnambulist has vlslons they ought to he considered as phantoma,
like those whlch are witnessed in dreams. Bodles only have forms. If
splrlts could communicate with ua, It would he by exerting an Immediate
inllnence upon our souls. Socrates, who believed himself lnsplred by a
good genlus, allrmed that we could no more see lt than anything else which

(Hoe P!utarch,"77u Damon Q/Socmla," aedlon 85.) He said that
could havean internal voice, because thought ls manifested to us only

is divine.
we

D! |lll8'1l8°,
In somnamhnllsm the sensibility which ls proper to the organs of the
Internal lite is exalted from the latent state in whlch it ls ; lt becomes per-

ceptlhle, and these organs are then the instruments

of

our

soul,

as

Doctor

Bertrand has very well stated lt ln his Treatise on Somnamhullsm. But this
we enjoy
new mode of perception may lead us into error, as does that whlch
in the ordinary state. It is then important to dlstlngnlsh what appertalns
to the natural development of the intellectual faculties and the motlous furnlahed by the new instruments, from what may be produced by the imagination or hya forelgn inlluence. I have endeavored to impart the means to
avorld confounding these two classes of phenomena.
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the varieties of

ordinary somnambulism,

which dif-

fers from others in the concentration of mind upon
religious ideas, and that this does not prove anything
to

establish the truth of the

who enter into that state.

question, because it is not
inquire into the nature of

opinions

held

by

those

I will not discuss this

design of this work to
magnetic phenomena,
nor to prove the truth of the notions they impart to
1 have merely intended to point out how the
us.
peculiar state which I have made known ought to be
the

the

observed when it occurs, and.what line of conduct
to be pursued so as not to trouble or change

ought

its direction.

Those who

see

it

as

I

have,

and take

the proper precautions, will soon decide for themselves as to the degree of confidence to be placed in
it.

I wished to teach the mode of

avoiding

the

ourselves; but I do not prespringing
tend to point out the sure characteristics of truth.
I have told when and how the facts might be obfrom

errors

served; but it is for each one to draw from these
facts, by the use of his own reason, the consequences
which appear to him the most probable and the best
founded. I will merely call attention to the fact,
that the doctrine which
est

of

state

ment),

have laid

ticism

as

tolerance

tions,

sornnambulists,

concentration and

down, is

as

from materialism,

high(isola-

far removed from mysmuch opposed to in-

as

incredulity; that it makes no innovamerely confirms opinions uttered at all

as

and

in the

abstraction

to

by some of the sages; that, far from proscribing philosophy, it brings it into accordance with religion, finally, that, whether it be regarded as the
product of the imagination, or as inspired by the intimes

ternal sentiment,

we

are

forced to agree that ths
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consequences flowing from it inspire a-high idea of
the dignity of man, favor the happiness of individ-

uals, and

society.
more

tend to establish peace and harmony in
pleasant, it is delightful, to have one

It is

reason

for

another

expecting

that Providence watches

over

will have

with

to believe

life,

us, that

our

ailiictions,

resignation,
recompense;
that all men, the children of a common parent, ought
to be united by the bonds of charity; that those

supported

who

have preceded

take

interest in us; and that the good 'will one
be united in a communion of sentiments and en-

us on

our

wishes, and

an

day
joyments,

where the

the torch of truth
of

earth hear

a

our

of pure aEection, and
unobscured, will crown the desires

souls, which

delights

were

created for

who

are

knowledge

and

iove.

Among

the

men

engaged

in

Magnetism

there are, unhappily, some materialists. I cannot
conceive how it is that some of the phenomena of

they have been witnesses, such as the power
seeing at a distance, prevision, the action of the
will, the communication of thought without the aid
of external signs, have not appeared to them sudicient proofs of the spirituality of the soul. But,
finally, their opinion is opposite to mine; they are
sincere, because they have no object in sustaining it;
they are better instructed than I am in the physical
sciences; my arguments cannot change their manner
which
of

of seeing, and I should be very presumptuous if I
Battered myself with the idea of overcoming them in

the warfare of

opposition.

Well

persuaded that they
phenomena to
they had ob-

in error, I ought to wish for new
enlighten their minds. Perhaps, if
are

served the

development

of somnambuhsm in all its

Limru.
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simplicity,
their

if

they

had exercised

somnambulists;

imagination

or

rueurnsu.

their

if

they

vanity

no

influence

over

had not excited their
in

requiring

extraordi-

nary things of them; if they had left them to the
natural order of their ideas-they would have ob-

altogether different. I invite them to
path I have traced out. It is an experi~
ment worthy of their sagacity, as it is of their courageous frankness, to retract their first opinions, if
they are ever convinced of their having embraced an
tained results

follow the

error.

.

In relation to the

employment

of

and

Magnetism,

the management of somnambuhsm, I believe I have
given all the directions necessary to persons who are
It all con~
not already enlightened by experience.
sists in having but a single end in view-that of rendering service, of devoting yourself to the patient

undertake, to make an entire
personal considerations, to free yourself
from all self-interest, from all vanity, from all curiosity; but, I must confess, the requisition is severe.
He who, by the desire of the family, and with the
whose treatment you

sacrifice of

consent

of the

treatment of

a

from all other

physician, has taken charge
dangerous disease, ought to

of the
abstain

labor, except what the duties

of his

impose; to be indlierent to the pleasantries of worldly men; to be silent in regard to the
phenomena he witnesses; to renounce almost all diversions, to avoid that which may cause lively emo
tions; to husband his strength habitually, so as to
employ lt, when lt is required, without the fear of
fatigue, finally, to occupy himself continually about
the patient who has placed in him his confidence, and
condition

to consider him

as

the counterpart ot himself.

'
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What shall

indemnify

him for

so

much

pains,

for

many sacrifices? The satisfaction of having done
good. There is nothing beyond such enjoyment. If

so

the services you have rendered are
if you are exposed to pleasantry, to

soon

forgotten-

ridicule, and even
to the accusation of charlatanry-you will remember
that you have God as the witness of your actions,
und that you are happy enough in having Him as the
only one who deigns to charge Himself with your
reward.
it may be seen that the
requires the possession of rare

After what has been

of

practice
qualities,

Magnetism

said,

and that the love of

the sole motive for

engaging

doing good

in it.

should be

It is also evident

that

great prudence should be exercised in the choice

of

magnetizer.

a

NOTE I.
I have stated that somnambnlists do not every day exhibit
same degree of clairvoyanoe; but I forgot to mention

the

that

they sometimes lose it in respect to this or that patient
they have long been in communication, while at
the same time they show a great deal of it in relation to others.
This anomaly is singular; but I have, unfortunately, seen
many instances of lt. I will explain.
In severe chronic diseases, it happens very frequently that,
with whom

at the tlrst

consultation, the somnambulist

ishing manner,

sees, in an astonthe anterior state, and the actual state, of the

patient He points out the remedies which drst produce
alleviation, and, some days after, such an amelioration as to
make
is

us

consider the cure as certain. Everything he tells
and our confidence appears_to be well founded.

reanzed,

But

the condition of the patient changes. He
The somnambulist continues to prescribe remedies which do not produce the intended effects. He no
in

the

sequel,

grows worse
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intuition. He conjectures. he
gropes in the dark; he seeks to remedy the accidents which
he had not foreseen; and we llnd too late that We should not

longer judges by instinct. by

have

depended

upon him

blindly.

It is expedient, then, to conduct ourselves with the same
prudence and the same circumspection during the whole
continuance of the treatment; and we ought not to persuade
ourselves that the somnambulist will commit no mistakes in
the second

or

the third

month, because he

fectly succeeded, during

the iirst

days.

saw

As

well, and per-

soon as

the

som-

nambulist ceases to announce beforehand, with exactitude,
the eifects of his remedies, and the crises which occur, we
no longer to place dependence on him.
It is entirely
futile to ask the somnambulist for an explanation of what
has befallen him. The greater part of the time, he is not m

ought

condition to

give it; but he ought 'netefr to make a mislako m
qf the efecta which will occur. What I have
now said applies more particularly to somnambulists by profession. A sonmambulist who is charged with the cure of
one or two patients, with whom he identities himself, almost
always preserves his clairvoyance unimpaired; or, if he loses
it, he perceives the loss, and gives notice of it.
the announrenwnt

NOTE II.
The Treatise on Somnambulism published by Doctor Bertrand is the first work, er professo, upon the subject, and the
only one in which it has been examined in its numerous reversed

publication, we recognize a man profoundly
study of medicine, physiology, and metaphysics.

In this

lations.
in

the

The author compares natural somnambulism to that which
is exhibited in many diseases, to that which arises from the
excitement of the imagination, and to that which originates
ln the magnetic treatment; and he proves that they all pre-

analogous phenomena, and are referable to the same cause.
He also reduces to the natural order many facts which have
been attributed to supernatural causes; and he arrives at this
sent

highly important conclusion, that, if the world had at drst
known the phenomena Of magnetic somnambulism. they
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would not have attributed to the devil those which the pretended sorcerers exhibited; to a celestial inspiration, those
which

were

witnessed among the prophets of Cévennes; to
Paris, those which were witnessed at

the influence of Deacon

Saint Médard.

But he

seems

to me to make

a

mistake in

what he says upon the action of Magnetism, and upon the
principles of that action. He has searched into physiology

for the explanation of phenomena which depend upon a different law; he has generalized the observations which were
proper for his purpose; and he regarded as illusions facts less

surprising

than the

ones

cord with his theory.
the facts which have

he has seen, when they did not aca witness of
many of

If he had been

passed under my eyes-if he had examined the evidence in favor of most of those which have
reported by enlightened men-he would not have thrown
pretensions of the magnetizers.
I would not have permitted myself to make critical observations upon this work, if I had not judged it suhlciently tnstructive and important to make it a duty to advise the read~
ing of it.
I would also add that M. Bertrand, though he is not endowed with great physical energy, has cured hy Magnetism
been

aside what he calls the

very

severe

not in any

and very inveterate nervous diseases. This does
degree demonstrate the truth of his ingenious

theory. but it proves that he possesses many of the qualities
which constitute

a

good magnetizer.

CHAPTER VI.
or PBzw.4UT1oN zzv THE vzzozcw or A zu aymrlzm.

Of the

Precautions

magnetized,

in

to be taken

Regard

by Patients who

to the Choice of

a

wish to be

Magnetizer,

and

the Success of the Treatment.

After

having pointed out, to those who wish to
practise Magnetism, the principles which ought to direct them, the processes they ought at first to employ,
and the conduct to be pursued in case somuambulism
occurs, I think it also my duty to give advice to persons who, being ill, wish to try Magnetism forthe recovery of their health, and who do not know in their
society any person in whom they have an entire

own

confidence.
It is unnecessary for me to observe that, in slight
and recent injuries, such as a bruise, exposure to the
air, a headache, pains in the stomach, aud,brieiiy,al1
those which do not

require

a

treatment

prolonged

for many days, you may dispense with the precautions I am about to indicate.

Look out, in your

friends, for
the

reality

believe
seen

in

its

of

one,

own

who,

Magnetism,

family, or among your
lf he is not convinced of

may be

at

least disposed to

it, from the testimony of those who have

effects, and from the desire of havlng in

himself the
142

some

means

of

soothing

the distresses of his

l lil-
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fellow-men,

physical

and who

ioins

to this

and moral

disposition

essential for

of muul

magnetiz-

quahtxes
good health, discretion, the love
of good, a character tranquil and firm, and having
leisure to give you the attendance requisite for your

ers, that is to say.

`

restoration.

It is always of great advantage to have a magnetizer in your own family ; the ties of blood contribute,
*by a physical sympathy, to establish a communication.

The confidence and

friendship

which exist be-

tween a husband and his

wife, between a mother and
and between near relations, have al-

her daughter,
ready produced that aifection and that devotedness
which ought to unite the magnetizer to the mag-

netized, and which authorize
-

the continuance of these

sentiments when the treatment has ceased.
I have said that women ought to be preferred to

m_agge_tize,JLome.n;
out

the

I say more; it

IB

that

(leaving

declares it a.
plain good
alone
indifference) they
ought to be

case

where

matter

of

charged

with xt.

The

sense

reasons are

these.

1. It is clear that the

magnetic processes never
to persons of the
embarrassment
the
least
present
same sex, and when a man magnetizes a. woman, he

obliged to be attentive lest any of the processes
decency or the common usages of life. A
man, for example, cannot place himself opposite to
is

wound

a woman

and fix his eye;gppn her; if any crisis
obliged to call on a woman for the pur-

occurs, he is

pose of administering to her wants.
2 When Magnetism is accompanied with

nambulism, it _generally imparts

the

som-

somnam-

a very lively affection for her magnetlzert
this aEection continues in the wakeful state.

bnlist

and

to

I
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even

after the treatment is at

wel!

that

this

attachment_

an

end.

is of the

I know very
kind as

same

that which

we feel for near relations, and
implies
injurious to the best sentiments. But
contrary to all propriety, that a_ygzn_g_wor&1n should
`lYave'a very lively friendship for any other mwlian
her father, lui-` uncles,.o1; her brothers. It she has
this sentiment, she is obliged to moderate it, andg;
peclally not to express it, if she regards propriety,
no

idea

_

3. Chronic diseases

are

sometimes attended with

symptoms in regard to which
lence, and about which even a

,

1

modesty compels siphysician is obliged
to conjecture, for the want of being informed. They
often spring from secret chagrin, mental troubles,
constrained feelings, etc.
The somnambulist has,
and ought to have, an entire confidence in her magtizer; but as she does not lose the sense of propriety,
there are many things about which a woman in that
state will not dare to speak to a man.
There are
also many questions which a man cannot ask of
a woman, much advice that he cannot
give her,
many particulars of which he cannot discourse.
4. Finally, Magnetism sometimes produces, in
nervous diseases, spasmodic movements, and other
crises, of which it is not proper for a man to be a
witness, and in which he cannot employ the processes
best calculated

to

soothe them.

Thus

they who have said that, to avoid all the in
conveniences of Magnetism between persons of different sexes, it suflices that both the magnetizer and
the magnetlzed possess an honesty and delicacy
above all suspicion, have not considered the
All I have now said
its true point of view.
out

allusion to the fear that

Magnetism

thing
is

in

with

will create
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morality forbids.*
things being equal,
magnetizer
for a woman is her husband; for a husband, his
wife; for a young lady, her sister or her mother.

sentiments

or

attachments which

the best

All other

One other consideration makes it desirable that

should iind

woman

a

magnetizer

in her

own

a

family,

among the friends she most frequently sees, and
with whom she is most intimately connected. The
or

motives I

going to mention will no longer exist
practice shall be generally spread, and
when physicians shall advise the use of it; but in the
actual state of things, they are important#
am

when the

*

I

owe

several of these retlectlons to Madame Chambon de

Montana,

who, by practlslng Magnetism after the instructions that I have given her,
hs obtained such success as her ardent charity merited. M. Chambon de
Montana was, ln 1784, one of the doctors of the faculty who pronounced
agalnst Magnetism. He had then seen nothing. I showed hlm some facts.
and his old

prejudlces

did not prevent him from

yielding to the evidence.
patients for whom the

His wife has many _times ahicd him in savlng
resources of his art appeared to him lnsumclent.

Unhapplly, Madame de Montaux lsof delicate health, her physical powers
donot correspond with her moral energy, and the practice of Magnetism
causes a fatigue which she ls always too late in percelvlng.
After a treat~
a malignant fever, which she had cured, by joining, at the request
ofher husband, Magnetism to medicinal remedies, I have seen herso ill
that she could hardly have been restored without being herself msgnetlzed.

ment of

0'ne very extraordinary thing, which I cannot account for, ls, that she commonly takes the disease of the person she msgnetlzes; not that the cows
of the disease passes to her, but that she has, for several days, the sensation
and symptnms of lt. I have seen an instance of it ln an attack of the gout,
and in an ophthalmla, which are not contagious diseases.
By reflecting upon the cfects she has produced, and on those she has ex
perlcnced, Madame de Montaux has discovered of herself the prlnclples of

Magnetism;

and she has drawn from th

the most useful results.

She

has written down her observations, and shown me her manuscript, by
which I have prodted. I have there found very just remarks, slngleness or

purpose, and, above all, the love of order, and

good. It ls the
published under
Iforaland PbluicalRdsctloruupontheAdvan¢ag¢a qfllon-

same character
:hctitleof'

a

zeal for

which has been observed In the work she

archy."
+ The reader may bear rn mind that these observations were written
many years ago. A great change has sluce taken place ln the opinions of
mme: science mregand tothis subpct.-Tram.
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It is almost

impossible, especially in a small town
day and pass an hour with a
woman, without people's perceiving it, and discovering the reason. Then inquisitive persons ask the
magnetizer many questions which embarrass him;
for

a man

and,

to come each

if the disease be not

oredulous will

a

very

severe

one, the in-

ill-placed pleasantries. Indiscreet persons will talk to the patient about the
method she has chosen to pursue, and give her inquieindulge

in

A woman does not like to draw observation.
Those who surround her, and who approve the use of
Magnetism, have much trouble in preventing her from

tude.

experiencing some inconveniences. Doubtless there
ought to be no mystery in the practice of Magnetism; but it is useless to speak of it to those who do
not believe in its reality.
As
are

soon as

you have chosen

willing to place confidence,

person in whom you
and he has consented

a

to bestow care upon you, you will entreat him to

read this little work
read

it,

he

adopts

attentively.

If,

after

having

its principles, and continues willing

to render you the service you require, you will entreat
him to speak of it to no one except to those of your

friends to whom you can impart a secret, in order to
avoid the talk of the incredulous, and especially the
solicitations of the curious, who may desire to assist
at the

upon

You will arrange things so as to fix
hour convenient for him and for you; betreatment once commenced should never be

sittings.

an

cause a

interrupted.
When you have made an agreement with him, and
given you his word not to try any experiments

he has

upon you

through curiosity, but to

act

solely for your

restoration, you will abandon yourself

to him

with

cuolcn or .A uaazmrrznn.
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entire confidence, and,

as you are sure of his discrewill
conceal
from
him nothing which relates
tion, you
to the cause of your disease.

If you have

already taken remedies, and have a
impart to him your determination,
physician,
him
to
it a secret. Entreat him to
keep
requesting
consent to your employing Magnetism as auxiliary to
medicine. I do not doubt, that, even when the physician looks upon Magnetism as a chimera, and attributes all its eiects to the imagination, he will consent to observe, from time to time, the changes which
this new agent works in you; to combine and modify,
consequently, the remedies he prescribes, and even to
suspend the use of those which do not appear to him
absolutely necessary, in order to judge better of the
you will

new means you wish to try.
It is essential to inform your physician of the intention you have formed; because he may attribute

inliuence of the

the crises which

scriptions
In
often
the

Magnetism may produce to the prehe has himself administered.

severe maladies, the action of Magnetism is
insuflicient; it must be aided by medicine, which

physician alone can prescribe. Magnetism someproduces an eEect similar to what we desire

times
of

a

medicine, which then becomes useless.

For in-

stance, you wish to administer an emetic at six o'cloclr
in the morning; you will magnetize at five o'clock;
the eEect takes

place without giving medicine. Some
prescribed opium at night, to lessen sharp pains
and restore sleep; after the magnetic sitting, the
pains have ceased, the patient sleeps peaceably, and
You do
you do not give him the opium prescribed.
right; but would not the physician have cause to be
injured in his feelings, if you did not let him know
have
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that you did not obey his orders, and if you make 3
mystery of the motives which have induenced you?
In

case

of lucid

somnambulism,

the advice of the

physician is no longer necessary; but it is no more
than right to inform him of the phenomena you have
obtained; and it is even your duty to give him an opportunity to be enlightened upon the eiects of Magnetism, so that he may, as occasion requires, connect
with it the resources which study and experience have
rendered familiar to him.
I have
measures

ing

now

which

pointed out
ought to be

atreatment:

we

will

the resolutions and the
taken before

now see

how

commenc-

we

ought

to

conduct ourselves when the treatment is commenced.
If you are put asleep, and your magnetizer prescribes remedies for you, you will follow them with
entire security, observing his directions exactly, without

the

asking

reason.

He

will_

not

prescribe

rem-

edies, until he has made you become a somnatnbulist,
and satisfied himself that your somnambulism is ae-

companied

with

clairvoyance.

This is

subject

a

on

which you ought not, by any means, to concern yourself until after your restoration. You will not be in
the least alarmed at any crisis or transient indisposition, and you will mention them unreservedly to your

magnetizer.
If you do not sleep, one of these three
you will feel no edects, you will

occur:

either relief
have

or some one

of the

things will
experience
encouraging eiects I

you will grow
In the first case, you will try

described,

or

worse.

nearly

the second case, you will continue with

long

as

your

magnetizer

is

not

wearied;

case, which is very rare, you will

month;

in

patience

so

a

in the third

renounce

Mag-
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netism after

some

days,

to make

use

of

ordinary

medicine.
But it

requires careful attention before you can
certainty, that the disease is rendered worse.
might be deceived by appearances, and renounce Magnetism at the moment when it is on the
point of doing the most good. 'A physician who has
studied and practised Magnetism would assuredly
not err in regard to the nature and the consequences
of the eiects it produces; but such a physician is
not readily found.
I am going to make some obsera
from
which
vations,
person might form a judgment
to
according circumstances, and conduct himself with
all possible prudence, without being disturbed by
say, with
A person

ill-founded fears.
In

describing

the effects

by which Magnetism mani-

fests its action, I have said that it frequently brings
on very sharp pains.
These pains prove that it acts
powerfully; they are necessary to subdue the disease.
you experience sufferings, you will have the
fortitude to bear them, without speaking of them to

lf, then,
any

one.

You will

regard

them

as

the

proof

of

a

salutary action; you will not even ask your magnetizer to calm them. If you have not beforehand
taken the firm resolution of resisting the first pains
that it

causes

you to feel-if your magnetizer has

not confidence and force of character

enough

not to

be alarmed about them--xt would be better for you
The impression first made, being
not to commence.
no

longer sustained and regulated, becomes mj urious.
acknowledge that Magnetism has been known ao

I

excite a nervous irritation and an uneasiness,

which

continue after the sittings, without being followed
by any crisis; and there is cause to suppose the tluid

] bc
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of the magnetizer unsuitable.

But this irritation and

this uneasiness do not resemble the

pains of which I
speak_ nor the convulsions which occur in nervous
diseases, and which the magnetizer can always quiet.
In the succeeding chapter, when I shall treat of
the application of Magnetism to various complaints,
1 shall enter into a more particular examination of
the circumstances in which it is proper to suspend
the

use

of it.

During

the continuance of the

ment, you should be careful
men, to avoid

excesses

and of

of all

magnetic

to follow a mild

treat-

regi-

kinds, watchings, fatigue

and all that

can excite
lively
tranquillity of the spirit.
You should make use of magnetized water, so long
as you can without exciting the attention of others.
If you experience a considerable amelioration in
your health, and people of your acquaintance take

of

body

mind,

emotions and trouble the

that account, tell them the
you
employing; wait until your restoration is sufiiciently advanced, so that no doubt may
notice

of

means

it,

do not,

on

are

exist in relation to the eiiicaciousness of

Magnetism.
consoling, to Hatter ourselves
that we shall obtain a complete cure; but we are far
from always arriving at this result. In long-seated
maladies, it frequently happens that a person, at
first, is conscious of an improvement of health, which
It is

as

useful

as

it is

continues, but does not increase; then, after several
months of treatment, he may cease being magnetized
every day, withdraw himself gradually from the sit-

tings, and iinish by having recourse to Magnetism
only when he feels a renewal of the pain, which may
be easily dissipated.
Avoid being magnetized when it is no longer nec-
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essary. If yon continue after being cured, or
after having obtained from Magnetism all the

even

good

it can eiect, you will become habituated to it; and
this is at great inconvenience to persons sensible to

its

action,

and

especially

to those who are

suscepti-

ble of somnambulism.

_

_

Although Magnetism consists in the influence exercised by one individual over another, many magnetizers think that
true-but
certain

only

in

one can

regard

magnetize himself;

it il

to certain persons and to

cases.

When

a

man, in the habit of

niagnetizing,

has

a

for

example, in the arm, the leg, or the
stomach, he can dissipate or relieve it, by attentively
employing upon himself the magnetic processes. But
to do this, he must be in good health.
When a person has a general disease, a
fever or an organic afection, it is plain that he cannot draw the remedy from
local

pain,

himself,

since the duid of which he makes

the necessary

longer
Among

use

has

no

qualities.

the persons who have been magnetized
many times, there are some who can, of their own
accord, throw themselves into the magnetic state. I
think it

faculty they ought never to employ;
because, by exercising it, they acquire the habit of
concentration, which may fatigue the nervous system,
and become very injurious, as we shall say when we
come to speak of the dangers of Magnetism.
I think I ought not to finish this chapter without
answering a question often addressed to me.
In the present state of things, say some persons, Magnetism is so little known, that many patients cannot find, either in their family or among their friends,
any one who can, or who is willing to magnetize them.
a

I
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Among those to whom one would voluntarily make
application, some are incredulous; others believe
in the reality of the agent, but not in their own power;
others lack leisure; others have not the physical condition and the health necessary to follow up a treatment.
Many physicians have confidence in Magnet-

ism, but

the

practice

it.

occupations
Can

of very few
obtain a

not

we

permit them to
magnetizer for

whose

cares we could be grateful, and whom we could
recompense for the sacrifice of time ?
To this I answer, there are at Paris many persons
entirely devoted to the practice of Magnetism, and

who, when they

are

not

already charged with the
ready to visit those who

of many patients, are
them a call. Among

cure

give

have much
most

these, there

who

experience,
happy faculties, and

are

I know

seat of the

ingly.

the

they

a

lively

attach-

undertake the

of them, who perceive the
and modify their action accord-

some

disease,

I know

who

who form

ment for the persons of whom

charge.

are some

endowed with

some

of them who pass into a sort of
which they magnetize

demi-somnambulism, during

with much discernment and eiicaciousness.

The per-

speak have not chosen the exercise of
asalucrative
profession. After they themMagnetism
selves have been cured by it, they have endeavored to
render service to their friends; and they who have witnessed their success have engaged them to continue
it. Thus obliged to renounce every other means of
sons

of whom I

subsistence, it is very
livelihood in their

necessary for them to find

a

occupation.

enough that any one is known topracmagnetism, to induce us to make application
him. It is proper, in the first place, to find out

But it is not
tise
to

new

whether he

motives,
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really has, independently of

all interested

a

decided

inclination

for the

practice;

whether he has any instinctive faculties; whether he
possesses the moral qualities desirable in a friend;

whether he has not

already engaged

in

taking charge

of many patients; whether he is not devoted to other
occupations which distract his attention. Supposing
satisfied in all these respects, we
to him to try his influence

might have
beforehand,
and afterwards to put ourselves wholly under his
care, if we received benefit, and if the physician who
approved having recourse to Magnetism decides that
it produces salutary effects.
Then the person to be magnetized should look upon
the magnetizer as a friend, and treat him as such; for
if they have no affection for each other, it is impossible to establish a perfect communication. Although
the magnetizer receives fees, just as a surgeon would
we are

recourse

when he has

come

to dress a

wound, he should not be

moved by this motive, but by the desire of

although the patient pays
ought not to show himself less
and

doing good;

for the service, he
sensible of the care

bestowed upon him. The relation may cease at
the termination of the treatment; but, so long as
it lasts, they ought to bein confidence and friendship. If the patient becomes a somnambulist, he
should have

near

him

a

relation

or

a

friend, who

will take note of what he says in the somnambulio
state, and who will apply to a physician to know
what is to be

of

his

olairvoyance. No
sittings than
the one first chosen. The magnetizer, on his part.
should agree never to mention any of the phenomena
which take place during the treatment, provided he
thought

other witness should be admitted to the
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authorized to do

it; but

when the treat-

might publish those of them
whose publication might be useful, observing the
precaution of suppressing the names, and of concealing the circumstances which might designate them,
ment

an

end,

he

What I have said of the communication established
by Magnetism between the operator and the recipient,

and of the iniluence temporarily exercised by the forthe latter, shows clearly enough that, in the

mer over

state of society, it would almost
always he
inconvenient for a man to be magnetized by his do.
mestic. That can be done when he has anentire con-

present

fidence in, as well as friendship for, his domestic, and
the domestic entertains towards his master the affec-

tion, the respect, and the devotedness that he would
It is not unfrequent that a
a father.*
waiting-woman magnetizes her mistress with as much
zeal as intelligence, without overvaluing herself on
account of thegood she does her.
have towards

I have many times seen domestics, who had become
somnambulists, magnetize exceedingly well while they
s-

_

*

H. le Marquis ds Puységnr has had for forty-ive years in his service a
04118 dcchambrs by the name of Kbuult. who takes his place in his magnetic treatment, and who, in concert with him, has accomplished surprising
Hs has

magnetized the msrqnls, with as much success as seal, in
indispositions. He ls an excellent man. Being instructed
and perfectly convinced by seeing his master magnetixe, he msgnetlns with
much calmness and energy. without searching into the reason of the elects
that hs produces. M. de Pnységur thus expresses himself on this subgcct.
m a note to the work which he published in 1811:
This clever man .s the
sams that I had for an assistant magnetizer lr: 1784 and 1785. and ofwhom(
speak in my memoirs of that perlod. His attachment to me for more than
thirty years, the esteem and frlendshlp which I have for him, establish becures.

several severe

"

tween

us

that unlnon of Intention and of will which ls known to be

essary for the

so neo-

unity of the magnetic action."

Itls unnecessary to observe that this note is as honorable to him wlu
whois thc subject of lt. Whysrr not such example!

wrnw it as to him
mon

lrcquentf

-

CHOICE
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in the somnambulio state.
to have
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near one

a

It is

a

somnambulist

great advanto

whom

we

may have recourse; but, whatever gratitude we err
tertain towards him, we ought as much as possible to

conceal from him the fact that he is

a

somnambulist.

especially important not to let him suspect
magnetizes while in the somnambulic state.

It is
he

that

NOTE A.
There exists with some individuals a magnetic power truly
of which I do not pretend to know the cause.

prodigious,

but of which I think it my duty to say a word;
quest those who are naturally endowed with itto

Urst,
use

to re-

it with-

ostentation, without endeavoring to produce astonishing
eifects, but with simplicity. with prudence, and solely with a
view to do good; secondly, in order that, under certain ctr~
out

cumstances, people may apply to persons of whom they have
heard marvellous cures related; thtrdly. in order that they
may be well satisded of the circumscribed and limited nature
of the power to which I refer; so that he who can perform
certain things will not succeed in obtaining eiects less sur-

prising,

which

are

not of the same kind.

For instance, many magnetizers induce somnambulism with
very great facility, and do not hope for success, except from
this crisis, while others scarcely can effect xt, yet do not do
the less good. Some of them cure certain diseases only' others

soothe

or cure

indiierently

all that

are

curahle.

Some of

only by the will, without any apparent magnetic
process; and they can even exert this action at a distance:
they put themselves in communication with the patient who
applies to them, by uniting intention with him, and by the in»
terchange of thoughts and sentiments Finally magnetizers
have been known, who, possessing an extraordinary power
make no use of it except to produce astonishing phenomena
without any utility. These tast expose Magnetism to nth
cule; they drive wise men from the subject, they turn.sn
I cannot too muon
arms to those who consider it dangerous.
them act
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persons attached to the good doctrine never to gn
these curious experiments; they will derive no in-

persuade
and

see

struction from them. and

themselves with

having,

they

in

will have

some

degree,

reason

to

reproach

authorized them

by

their presence.
To give an idea of the

magnetizers
them, I will
this

special faculties with which some
use they should make of
relate succinctly what determined me to reflect on
endowed, and of the

are

subject.

Last year I had occasion to form an acduaintance with M.
le Compte de G-s, and he has become a friend of mine.
He communicated to me his observations, and gave me a
chance to witness many facts, which proved to me how much
Such are these
his power excels that of most mugnetizers.
of which I am going to give an account:
1. A young woman suffered much from an obstruction peShe
culiar to her sex, which had existed for several years.

made use, without success, of medicinal remedies, of such as
were indicated by somnambulists, and she had been magnetized by several persons. M. de G-s having been en-

treated one day to magnetize her, he did it with all the
energy of which he was capable; and in an hour he obtained
a crisis which they had in vain attempted to produce, and
which

was necessary for the re-establishment of her health.
2. A very clairvoyant somnambulist was
suddenly attacked
with a burning fever, accompanied with delirium.
She ex-

perienced colics, vomitings, suffocating sensations and severe
pains in the head and in the loins. Her magnetizer could
lleilllel' calm bel'

they

were

Il0r

throw her into somnambulism.

in the most

While

lively alarm,

he went to request M. de
G;-s to come to his aid. Three hours of continued action
sufllced to dissipate the fever and the
pains, to hringona

tranquil sleep
strength

which lasted all

to such a

degree

herself in condition to

give

me an

3. A

come on

account of her

woman.

night, and

that the next

to

day

re-establish her

the

patient found

foot to the Ja/rdin du Roi to

cure.

whose husband had cured her of several ind1s~

positions by rendering her

a somnambulist, and in whom he
induced this crisis with the greatest ease, was run over by a
carriage, and received very severe contusions on the head
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and

on

the side: she

was soon

aflllcted with violent

pains,

which her husband could not drive away. This state lasted
three days, when one of his friends, who knew M. de G-s,
upon him to try his skill. The patient soon entered
somnsmbulism; but she declared~she saw no remedy for
There is," said she,
a swelling in my head,
her injuries.

prevailed
into

"

"

Magnetism only augments my suierings." M. de Gés
tried in vain to inspire her with confidence; and it was in
and

against her will that he persisted for three hours
producing very painful crises, but of which he perceived
the necessity. He finally succeeded in freeing the head and
He restored her tranquillity, and she assured him
the side.
there was no more danger, and that she owed her life to him.
The next day he gave a second sitting, and became satisfied
some sort

in

that the

cure was

complete.

When M. de Gia a.ssists'at a somnambulic treatment
which has for its object the restoration of the patient to

health, he thinks it would be indelicate in him to exert his
induence otherwise than in subordination to that of the magnetizer. But if he sees that this magnetlzer desires to try ex,

to the end of Magnetism, he is capable of
annihilating the action; he need not even be present for this
purpose; provided he has once been put in communication,
he acts, although he is in another apartment, and without the
magnetizer or the somnambulist's having the least suspicion

periments contrary

of it.

We perceive that such
hands of

a man

energy, if it

a

power would be dangerous in the
but it would lose its

capable of abusing it;

were not

moved

principally by

the

love

of

doing

M. de G-_s. besides great physical force, possesses
all the moral qualities which can render his action salutary;

good.

and I would

enlarge

upon this

point, if he

were

not to read

what I say of him. He succeeds very easily in producing
somnambulism; but this is only when he wishes it; and he
magnetizes without bringing on this crisis, when he judges

it necessary. and when he is not certain of
continue the treatment.
I will

now

give

an

being

account of faculties very

at

.iberty

to

different, but

not less remarkable.

M. 114, who holds

an

othco in

a

little

village

not

fa!
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from Paris. had no idea of Magnetism, when. at the begin
of last year, he read the first volume of my
Hintary. His son having then been :l for four years, he tried to

ning

magnetize him, and he cured him. His cook had rheumatic
pains; he dissipated them. The latter told several persons
of her acquaintance, and very soon several patients came to
request M. N_- to cure them; he succeeded in doing it.
The number of these patients soon became so considerable
that, not being able to treat them Bll with direct manipulation, he constructed a baquet, at which he tinished by connecting a dozen or fifteen in the morning, and as many in the
afternoon. He devoted some minutes to each one of tnem.
to direct the fluid; he soothed those who experienced crises,
by taking them apart from the rest. But. notwithstanding
the desire he had to

plete

somnambulism.

accomplish it, he never produced comMoreover, he went to the houses cl

the sick, who could not come out of doors.
Things were thus when he came to tlnd me, to tell me what
he had done, and to ask my advice. Although he expressed
himself with the greatest

simplicity. what he related appeared
extraordinary. that I desired to ascertain the facts.
I went to pass two days with him at his house
I conversed
with the patients whom he had cured, and with those who
to me so

were

I advised him

under treatment.

to

substitute, for his

baquat filled with water. a dry baquet, in which should be
placed bottles iilled with magnelized water; and, three months
after, I retumed to pass three more days with him, to Bud
out the results obtained since my first visit.

I will not here relate the cures performed by this treatment; it will sndice to say, that, among those subjected io
tt, many had inveterate diseases, which had resisted medlcinal remedies, and that the small number of those who were
not restored to

perfect

health

were

considerably relieved.

But here is what may be considered as more remarkable.
M. N- is exempt from enthusiasm, and he exerts over his

patientsamora.
tlons of his

baquet feet

own

calm

ls congenial with the dlsposlspirit. All who place themselves round his
Their imagination
and agreeab.e sensations.

influence which

Thev

attached to their

is never

excited

take

interest in each other

an

are

magnetlzer and
is perceptible

This influence
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ln their character and their habits. A woman one day said,
I did not dare to be alone at night; I was afraid of thunder;
Neither do I,"
I was afraid of mice : now I fear nothing.
"

"

"

four at the same instant.
responded
Aitnougb there is no decided case of somnambulism, many
are in a magnetic state, which struck my at
of the
three

or

patients
tenlion, and which M. N- did not himself suspect they
see the magnetic lluid; some of them even perceive the cur
When M. N- magnetizes a glass filled with
rents of it.
water, they see a luminous vapor enter the water; and this
water, which they drink with avidity, is for them an excel~
Some of them perceive when M. N-- ap.ent remedy.
and I have seen a child, eight years old, whom he

proaches;
magnetize

mother, indicate the
the path he had
and
apartment,
taken. M. N- sometimes makes the relations supply his
he inspires in
place with the patients; and the confidence
those to whom he gives a few simple instructions enables
at the house of his

used to

moment when he left his

them to succeed very well.
We see that the action exercised

greatly

netic treatments.

by M N-- difers

have seen manifested in other magHe dissipated some slight adections in two

from what

we

It seemsas though a curative fluid con
three minutes.
tinually emanates from him, and as though he needs only to
use asimple act of the will to direct it.
If I had a friend
seriously ill, I would advise him to address himself to this

or

excellent

man.

Nevertheless, M. N-tnc fatigue to which he

has not great
has

physical force, and
subjected himself has several

times affected his health.

He cm see no og suffer without
himself with him, and devoting himself to his
good service. More than forty patients owe their restoration
to him.
No person can suppose that any other motive than
charity could have determined him to consecrate to the rellef

identifying

aiiiicted alr his leisure time
Yet he has not been able
escape malicious inslnuatnons. Some persons have endeavored to detach from him those who came to ask his assist
ot the
to

by telling them he could not do things so extraordinary
by the influence of the devil. Several persons have given
hun notice that, if he continues to receive patients, they wih

ance,

but

il
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denounce him

as a

charlatan_ and that he will lose his otllee.

have also troubled the quiet of his wxfe, who found
herself happy in the good she saw him do. And finally, to

They

preserve his peace, he has been
labors.
1
the

appeal

to

enlightened

have correct ideas of

or

magnetic

are many of them among
eminent in society, who
I hope they would not re-

men

Magnetism.

fuse to undertake the defence of the

have made known, if he had

to end his

there

men:

ecclesiastics, and among

obliged

to

man

whose sentiments I

repel the attacks of ignorance

of envy.
NOTE B.

Probably

there is not

a

city

nor

village

in North America

where there could not be found at this time-1878-one
more

ily.

magnetizers

Usually

one can

or

be found in every fam-

CHAPTER VII.
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DHEASE8, .un

ITS cozvzwcrlolv WITH MEDICINE!

From the time of
medicine has been

Hippocrates

practised by

secrated their lives

to

study,

to our own

men

days.

who have

con-

who have called

to

their aid all the natural and physical sciences, and
who, endowed with the talent of observation, and

with

indefatigable zeal, unite to their own expericontemporaries and that of their
predecessors. Innumerable facts have been collected,
discussed, and compared. A positive foundation has
been established in anatomy; in the knowledge of
external signs which indicate the alterations of va~
ence

that of their

rions organs; in that of the constant action which
certain substances exert over the human body; in
the

comparison

of the eiects obtained

by

various

modes of treatment; in the classification of diseases;
and in some general principles, founded upon experi~
And yet
ence, in relation to which all are agreed.

medicine is still uncertain.
in the schools for

Although

it has been

thousand years, phytaught
sicians do not agree either about the causes of disThe sclence,
eases, or the choice of proper remedies.
has
and

two

changed a hundred times since the days of Galen,
opposite opinions have reigned successively in

the schools.

There is

hardly a

disease which has not
161
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been

vanquished by diierent means: there is no sysunsupported by facts. The method preferred
in one age has been rejected in another; and, at the
same time, diferent sects have been seen to
oppose
each other, each one professing to have discovered
the true way. Some physicians have declared themtem

selves for the medicine that is to be; others, for
as it is.
Some are for using few remedies;
others advise having recourse to many. The most
medicine

active medicines have been cried up with enthusiasm,
condemned as dangerous, according to their

or

agreement with the doctrines of the leader of this or
Even at the present day, when the

that school.

science of medicine has been

taught; when
collected,
classed, and compared; when pathologic anatomy
has arrived at the highest degree of perfectionphysicians are still seen to diEer in opinion relative
to the use of bleeding, leeches, purgatives, and Peruvian bark, in this or that disease. The pupils of one
master, doubtless very skilful, maintain that, up to
his time, no one has properly understood medicine;
while those of another school, acknowledging that
he has shed great light upon the nature and the seat
of many diseases, and confessing thc success he has
himself obtained by his method, consider him, nevertheless, as a rash innovator, whose principles, too
much generalized, may be erroneous and dangerous.
Magnetism doubtless has a curative power truly
prodigious. But in what cases ought we to have reIn what manner ought we to modify
course to it?
its action, to give it the degree of energy which cirWhen ought we to employ it
cumstances require ?
alone? When and how ought we to associate it with
so

well

the most exact observations have been

HAGNEHBH IN

other remedial means?

ordinary medical
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What modifications of the

ought it to introduce?
palliative? When as a radical
cure ?
In what cases will the efects it produces
authorize us to believe it will operate a perfect cure ?
When does it act

treatment

as a

Are there

no cases where it
Are
may do mischief l'
there none where it is absolutely insuflicient? Ought it

be

to

employed equally
What

eases?

are

the

in chronic and acute dis-

diseases,

which it will most

in these two

classes,

and most

readily
surely cure 'P
Should the crises resulting from its action be always
considered as salutary effects ? As many somnambulists desire to be magnetized only during a certain
number of

minutes, and

at intervals more

or

less dis-

thence to conclude that persons easily
'ought
aifected, but who are not somnambulists, can receive

tant,
any
too

by

we

injury from an action too much prolonged, or
frequently renewed ? and, under this supposition,

what symptoms shall

the duration of the
and

a

we

determine the

sittings?

thousand others

season

and

All these

questions,
not less important, cannot
positively solved; and he to

yet be satisfactorily and
whom these do not present any embarrassment is
either an enthusiast, who breaks down all difficulties,

ignorant as not to know them.
Magnetism cannot take its rank among the sciences,

or so

and present a doctrine of which application may in
all cases be made, unless it is taken up seriously, and

its efects upon various temperaments and diseases
understood, together with its mode of application as

adapted

to

each

patient.

Hence it follows that it would be rash to

depend

upon it alone for the cure of severe diseases, except
in some desperate cases, where other means have been
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thoroughly tried without success. I am far from ad~
vising you to trust in Magnetism exclusively: I advise you to recur to it solely as an auxiliary to other
treatments.

I will here add

a

moral

consideration, which

I have

It is this: If.

laid down in my Critical

.n
History.
withdangerous malady, you rely upon Magnetism
out consulting your physician, you take upon yourself a great responsibility; and, if the patient dies,
you will have cause for self-reproach. Medicine ita

self could not have raised him: this may be true; but
you would have followed the ordinary course; you
would have done what has always been done; and
you would not be troubled with the fear of having
neglected more edicacious means than the ones you
have employed; relations and friends would not be
justified in blaming you for having made the patient
follow

a

Ought

treatment of your own choice.

it thence

to

be concluded that

one

should

be very reserved in the application of Magnetism?
that we should not have recourse to it except in
slight affections, or in desperate cases? Not at all.
On the contrary, we ought to make use of it every
time we can, observing to be prudent, and not to dis-

card

everything

else.

I know very well that

cases

will be

found, where

Magnetism, employed alone, with unbounded confi-i
dence, with all the energy possible, would have cured
a patient; but he is not cured, because the
magnetizer has moderated the action too
has not
cause

much, because

he

devoted himself to him, and be~
he has used in connection therewith medicines

entirely

which neutralized

how shall

we

or

counteracted

determine

its

influence.

beforehand whether

But
we

uacxnrisu
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ought

to' renounce all other means?

better

to

And is it not

expose ourselves to the danger of not doing
all the good possible to the patient, than run the risk

leaving him to perish by renouncing the methods
generally pursued? A man who is wearied of medicine by useless attempts-who, not having received
of

any relief from remedies, is determined to take no
more of them-may well devote himself exclusively
to

Magnetism,

nares
a

of

a

and to claim for that purpose the
or a friend; but none other than

relation

physician

has the

right

to

give

him such advice.

I believed these reflections necessary to quiet the
enthusiasm of those whom many astonishing cures
have

persuaded that Magnetism

can

triumph over

all

diseases; that it is the medicine of nature, and the
only medicine truly salutary.
I will

lay

down what I consider the best rules for

practice; iirst, by examining the derangements of
health in general, and then the various diseases.*
'In slight and recent indispositions, in those which
are not absolutely attended with danger, and when
the object is to dissipate a local pain, to prevent the
consequences of a contusion, to promote the circulation by restoring heat to the extremities, to accelerate
a cure

which nature is

operating alone, you might
without any other precautions
I have pointed out, and without the

employ Magnetism
than the

ones

apprehension; the only inconvenience might be
having succeeded.
For example, one has a headache, you try to dissipate it; a woman has colic pains, you drive them off;
or if an accident has recently arrested the progress
least

that of not

°

Before

giving this chapter to the printer, I submitted

K seven! physicians.

'

-

it to the

judgment
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circulation, you make the~blood take its natural
You magnetize for a iluxion, a whitlow,
(mal efaventure), for a slight wound, for a sprain,
for a rheumatic pain, for the stomach-ache, for diiiiof

course.

culty of breathing, etc., etc. There is no need of con~
sulting any one; it is enough if the patient desires
it. Continue it as long as you think it useful, and,
if you do not

succeed, you

are

not to be astonished

at your want of success, but

hope to be more successful another time.
I have nothing to say upon
these kinds of indispositions, except that the magnetizer should set himself to curing them the most
promptly, and as completely as possible, by simply
aiding the action of nature, without searching for
any phenomena, without permitting any experiment,
without dreaming of displaying the power with which
he is endowed, or of proving to the incredulous the
reality and the eiliciency of the means he employs.
I wish to speak of diseases for which, if we did not
have recourse to Magnetism, it would be requisite to
follow some other treatment; and I say it is prudent
to impart to a physician the resolution which has been
taken to try Magnetism, and to entreat him to observe
the eiects which this new agent produces, in order
thereby to modify the treatment. This is a general
rule; let us now discuss particular cases.
Although we have not yet a great number of observations made by able men upon the eifects of Magnetism, there are some of them, however, well established, and from which conclusions may be drawn.
There are also some which prove the peculiar emcacy
of this agent in certain cases. I am going to enter
into some details on this subject.
In Germany, Sweden, Prussia, and Holland, the
'

.
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physicians have attended to Magnetism; they have
published the facts which they have witnessed and
have drawn instructive results from them, but, as I
acquainted with the languages in which they

am not

written, I have not

have

been able

to

read their works.

I am, therefore, obliged to limit myself to the ob~
servations I have been able to collect in French, Latin.
and

English books, to those which have been comme by enlightened men, and to those
which I have myself made, to serve as the basis of
my principles. I am at least sure that I shall not go
beyond the truth, and that no one can reproach me
with having pushed my confidence too far. I invite
physicians who have studied Magnetism to rectify
my ideas, and to lay down rules, by the aid ot which
municated to

may act with more boldness.
Cures of almost all diseases, effected

one

ism, have been cited; but

by Magnet-

would be wrong to conclude from them that Magnetism is a specific for all.

'1'here

many individuals on whom it acts very
and perhaps not at all, as there are others
extremely sensible to lt. T/zerq/ore it cannot

are

slightly,
who

are

be said that

only

it

Magnetism

cures

that it has cured these

or

this

or

that

disease;

but

those tndwzduals who

by it, which is a very different thing.
those
who have written upon Magnetism
Besides,
have generally related cases wherein they have prowere

attacked

duced remarkable

eifects, without speaking of those

in which its action has been

powerless.

Thus the various relations which have been
of

cures

efected

by Magnetism

are

published

well calculated

us the inconceivable power of this agent;
but they do not enable us to understand either the
limits of this power, or the obstacles which prevent

to reveal to

l
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,

fuli effect.

In

regard

this,

to

»

we

can

obtain in#

experience,
by that
it
having practised
along time,
have not forgotten the unsuccessful trials they have
made, or the desperate cases in which they have
struction only from
or those who, after

or

our own

succeeded.

But, though

we

cannot ailirm beforehand whether

individual will be affected

by Magnetism, and
by it, yet we know
what diseases have most frequently yielded to its action, and in what manner we ought to modify its
use to draw from it all the advantages possible.
1 am going, then, to speak of various diseases, and
to point out the line of conduct which appears to me
the wisest according to circumstances, and the cases
wherein, from experiments made during forty years,
you may be most warranted in expecting success.
an

whether he will be beneited

There

are

two

great classes of diseases-the acute,

rapid in their progress, and which, when
dangers that they exhibit in their development
are surmounted, terminate at a known
period, and are
succeeded by convalescence; and the chronic, which
which

are

the

are not

limited in

and whose

duration, whose course is uncertain,

and symptoms vary,_ without our
any very certain means of judging from
them the probability of a cure. These diseases somecrises

knowing

times prove fatal in the end; more often
existence painful or languishing.
Some

ble; bnt

in

regard to
epoch

mine at what
nounces

death

no one
a

of them

crisis will

they

render

are

incura-

can we

occur

deter-

which

an-

'

or a cure.

The conduct of the rnagnetizershould be altogether
different in these two classes of diseases.

In

acute

diseases,

call in the

physician

assocn gg

nncsrzrlsu

nr
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you can, and follow the prescriptions that he gives;
but tell him you desire to try Magnetism as auxiliary;
I do not think a sensible physician would take it ill

passed your hands over the patient with the
curing him. If he regards the practice as
absolutely us,~less, he cannot regard it as dangerous,
provided it does not hinder you from administering
that you
desire of

the remedies he has ordered.

If you obtain any

re»

markable

eifects; if you produce any crises, such as
perspiration, evacuations, etc.; if you allay the fever,
or the pains-you will let the physician know it, rehim to observe it; and you will continue to
advice, until you have the happiness of ob-

questing

follow his

taining well-marked somnambulism, accompanied
with lucidity; for in this case, the physician can enlighten you, and indicate to you the questions which
you should put to your somnambulist, but the
nambulist should be heard in preference to him.

som-

You will

attentively observe the sensations experipatient, as you are establishing the currents of the liuid, and slowly making passes over all
the body. These sensations, which often indicate the
enced

by

the

of the

disease, will intimate to you when to
lessen, or to increase your action, and to
direct it, in preference, to this or that part. The inseat

modify,

to

dications fnrnished by the physician may also be very
useful to you, by engaging you to create a reaction
towardsa particular point, to the advantage of an
essential organ dangerously threatened with attack.
You will take care to magnetize thoroughly all the
drink which is

given to your patient. You will examine whether the action of Magnetism is agreeable
to him.
cease.

In

Try

case

it disturbs

to make

use

him, it is necessary

of the

to

simplest processes, in
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order to

your patient neither trouble, inquiastonishment. If your physician is not
well convinced of the reality of Magnetism, you

etude,

cause

nor

should avoid magnotizing in his presence. The desire you have to produce perceptible and convincing
efects might withdraw your attention from the prin-

and be

injurious to your patient. If
you
fatigued, if your strength is exhausted, discontinue; you should not magnetize him
If the inquietude which the state of your pamore.
tient causes, or the want of rest, has brought you into
a state of nervous excitement, cease;
you will do him
harm. Wait until your tranquillity is restored, and
your confidence banishes your apprehension.
cipal object,
are

too much

If you have within reach a somnambulist who has
you proofs of clairvoyance, you may
consult him; but you should make it arule not to fol-

already given
low any

prescriptions without the consent
physician. _It may happen that the somnambulist will say the physician has not well judged the
character of the disease, and that you have good reason to
suppose he says the truth, from the description
of the circumstances which preceded the manifestation, and of the symptoms displayed by the patient,
of which he had not the least knowledge. In this
You should
case, you will find yourself embarrassed.
have an explanation with the physician, preserving
the respect due to him, but speaking with frankness
of

one

of his

a

and

confidence,

and entreat him to institute

a new ex-

If he does not agree, call in another physician to consult with him. If the physicians reject

amination.

the advice of the

you ought to rely
be
your own opinion. I
upon them, whatever may
one
make this
exception-when the physicians pro-

somnambulist,

auorrnrrsn
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nounce the disease desperate, and a perfectly disinterested somnambulist answers for the cure, and supports his assertions by arguments and proofs.

During convalescence, you should sustain the
strength of the patient by Magnetism.
Neither during the disease, nor during convalesTwo
cence, should we magnetize too long at a time.
or three sittings of a half hour, or of three-fourths of
an hour, ought to be enough in almost all cases; and
you will fatigue yourself uselessly by devoting more
time to it.
I say "in almost all

cases," because we sometimes
ought 'to keep up

meet with circumstances where we

the movement

impressed, or terminate a crisis comThus, the gout being carried to the head,

menced.

and you have contrived to make it descend to the
breast, it is necessary to continue until you have
drawn it to the feet. But then the eiect produced
suiices to

out what

the

instruction.

point
necessity of

ought

to be

done, without

In the most violent acute

diseases, Magnetism has
quiet nervous movements, spasms,
and the attacks of pain, to free the head, to put an
end to the comatose state, to produce salutary crises,
and to put the patient in a condition to use the remedies ordered by the physician, which it was before
impossible to administer.
Several physicians, who have caused Magnetism to
be employed under their own eyes, have declared to
often been

seen

to

that it has been of great assistance to them in
facilitating the administering of remedies, and insurme

ing

their

_It

eiiiciency.
happens

often

very low,

and

can

that

patients who are reduced
hardly breathe, are revived after
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being magnetized one hour: they feel new strength;
they experience a sense of ease which surprises them;
they even request to have some nourishment, which
the physician can give them without inconvenience.
Almost always, when Magnetism produces good, the
pulse becomes regular. The change is so observable
that the physician can always be convinced of it.
Magnetism very often assuages a fever, or at least
its paroxysms; it puts a stop to the delirium; it imparts strength at the same time, when it diminishes
the

agitation

of the

nerves.

But the violence of the

fever sometimes opposes the establishment of the
magnetic communication; it appears to repel the ac-

tion, when this action has

not been

previously

estab-

lished.*
There is
acute

no

readiness

those kinds of

disease;

severe

acts with the most

Magnetism
It truly operates prodigies in
diseases. It does not always act; but

and eflicacy.

when it does
trices.

doubt that it is in the most

diseases that

once

act, it hastens the

it sustains and

It

develops
rapidly brings on the

determine the

the

course

forces

of the

medica-

crises which

are

to

cure.

It is of great aid in

malignant fevers:
strength; m the latter,
it regulates the motions. It quiets the nerves in nervous fevers; it gives strength to the stomach, and
produces evacuations in bilious and gastric fevers.
I would not dare to advise recourse to Magnetism
in the former, it

putrid

sustains

and

the

practised Magnetism with great success. loud ine
fevers, he had obtained good cdects by a process which
I ought to mention. it consists .n dipping the hands into water ncldulated
with vinegar. and then making long passes with the palms of the hand;
He assured me a,hat,by thismeangnesoothed me paroxynnmndoftenpxv
'

A

that,

physlclan,

in

who has

very violent

Juoxrnsn nr nismsn.

when

a
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very great inflammation, accompanied with a
disturbance of the f unctlons, indicates the

general
necessity of retarding the movement of the blood.
and of weakening the patient. Magnetism, properly
applied, is soothing, since it re~establishes the equilibrium; 'but

generally

it is not less true that it is a tonic, and
accelerates the circulation of the blood,

and augments the vital action.
in case of a general irritation,

Nevertheless, we can,

magnetize by the long
with
at
a
the
distance,
pass
palms of the hands, and
with the intention of soothing, taking care to throw
ok' the fluid from the sides. If the magnetizer perceives a burning sensation in his hands, he can, from
time to

time,

moisten them in acidulated water.

When there is
the

sore

throat,

merely

a

local

inflammation,

as

in

nt is easy to turn the blood from the

direction it has taken:

by drawing the iiuid towards
legs and the feet, the upper portions ot the body
I have cured a quinsy under the eyes
are disengaged.
of a physician whom I had invited. 1 magnetlzed on
the second day of the disease; the inflammation was
stopped; and on the day following, the tumor could
be opened without employing any other means.
In certain inflammatory diseases, which -are seated
in the most essential viscera, Magnetism, employed
at the time of the attack, can perform wonders in re
establishing the general harmony, and bringing about
a
crisis.
Many experiments prove that it has
cured
promptiy
pleurisies which commenced by a
the

ln
side and the spitting of blood.
the palm of the hand

sharp pain in

the

this case,

begin by placing

we

upon the seat of the pam: We let lt remain there
some time; then we spread the pain by making passes
at a

distance

with the open hand.

We continue this

j__L
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durins

hours and. ii the pain is not dissipated,
considerably lessened or if we have not
brought on a salutary crisis, such as a general peral

Ol

two

:east

spiration we have recourse to more prompt means.
The time which passes between the instant when the
physician is sent for. and the instant when he is en-

abled to

come

to the house of the

ascertain whether

it

can

are

Magnetism

subdue the disorder.

not

necessitated to

join

acts

patient, suffices

And It is
some

to

well, and whether

seldom

that

we

other remedies to

magnetic treatment, and it belongs to the physito prescribe them.
I have known Magnetism to cure veryf speedily,
and by an action aitogether peculiar, very severe inHammatory diseases. Here is an example:
A-lady, about fifty years old, had an iniiammation
of the stomach for more than a month. They had
employed leeches, and all the remedies recommended
by able physicians; yet the condition of the patient
became every day more alarming. Her son, a medical student, having come to consult me in relation
to the employment of Magnetism, I advised him to
make use of it by holding only for a short time his
hands upoh the stomach, and making many passes
along the thighs and legs. Two days after, the young
man came back to tell me the
pains had quitted the
stomach, and were lodged in the bowels, which
troubled the physician.
I assured him that he had
the

clan

rendered himself master of the

disease,

and that he

could make it descend to the extremities.
the tollowlng

day

she

In fact,

experienced slight twinges

in

tnlghs. afterwards m the legs, and the abdomen
was entlre.v heed from inflammation.
During the

the

disease,

the stomach had lost its

digestive energies.

auanrrrsrr
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As there was then no more irritation
they acted strongly upon the stomach
cation of the

lost,

was

hands,

restored.

be feared,
by the appli-

to

and its usual tone, which it had
patient, having been weak-

The

by leeches and by dieting, had a very long
period of convalescence, but her health was perfectly
established in the sequel.
One might collect from the works on Magnetism,
and especially from those which have been published
by the physicians of Germany, a great many instances of cures eifected in acute disease by the magened

netic treatment.
this

subject:

I should make two observations

lst. To form

an

opinion

on

of the curative

power of Magnetism, we should depend solely upon
relations given by physicians, who have been enabled
to

judge

the character of the

disorder, the severity

of the symptoms, and the progress of the cure. 2d.
We should not attribute to the action of Magnetism
alone the
been

cures

of diseases in which the

has

patient

somnambulous, and still less those in which he

has consulted

somnambulists, because
by remedies.

then the action

has been aided

I have sometimes

seen

to

recite

an

proper
M. Boismarsas,

acute

diseases cured

the moment when

Magnetism alone,
reached the highest degree
at

of violence.

they

by
had

I think it

instance of this kind.

an

old soldier, afterward

guard

of

Vendome, havwith exbeen
attacked
the
cholera
morbus,
by
ing
the orand
convulsions,
cruciating pains, vomitings,
in
and
to
had
been
resorted
remedies
vain,
dinary
the monument erected in the Place

they entertained little hope of saving his life. M.
Després, one of the physicians called to the consultation, proposed to try Magnetism, which he had known

Al
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to succeed in

analogous case; the 'other physihaving consented, although they expected nothfrom
it, he came at once to look for me. I soon
ing
saw that the patient was sensible to the magnetic
action; and his wife perceiving the effect I had proan

cians

duced, I

told her she could

cure

her

showed her how to set about it.

husband,

and I

The

the convulsions ceased at the first

vomitings
application of

and
the

hands; a slight sleep soothed him, he took no more
medicine, and in five days the patient was restored.*
I do not
we

pretend

to

should obtain the

conclude from this fact that
same

result in all similar

cases.

I

merely conclude from it that the soothing action of
Magnetism can readily restore the equilibrium; and
this is a reason for trying it in the most violent diseases.
Ve are sure it cannot be injurious when properly applied, but its eiiiciency, less or great, depends
upon

a

number of circumstances which

preciate.
Among
of the

we cannot

ap-

the

most

proofs of the power of Magnetism, one
convincing is, that it has been known to

rekindle life at the very moment it seemed to be exas
oxygen gas relumes the brand upon

tinguished,

which there remains

portant organs
able to

perform

their

of short duration.
°

only

are so

a

feeble spark.f

much altered

functions,

But there

as

to

When imbe

no

more

this return to life is

are cases

M. J. Dupotet has already reported this fact in his
tlu Héld Dieu in ISN."

when such
"

a

&:podtion d the

Eb:p¢r|ment¢ made al

1* There are several examples of It in German writers. A very remnrknbe
ls found inn work entitled " Tha Russian in Park," printed in 1814, by
Bnrba, 2 vols. 12mo., at the %d page of the ii:-st volume. The anecdote
there related is the exact truth. The author, who was an eyewitness, put
the recital of it into my mouth, although I had not recounted lt to any perone

lon.
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power has been able
in

desperate

a

to save a

patient

who

appeared

condition.

If the French

physicians would take the trouble to
published, to submit them
examination, and join them to their own

collect the facts hitherto
to

a

critical

observations,

gard

we

should

soon

have surer data in

re-

to the eliicaciousness of

Magnetism in acute disemploy it with prudence,

eases; at present we must
and as auxiliary to medicine.

Let

us come

to

chronic

'

diseases.
The
orless

patient

applies to you has a disease more
he has tried various remedies, or

who

inveterate;

he has not yet tried any.
If the disease is recent, and if the

undergone

any treatment, you

services of

a

can

has not

patient

dispense with

the

physician; provided you do not wish to
obtain his opinion upon the nature of the disease, upon
the chances and means of cure, in order to appreciate,
in the sequel, the eiects which Magnetism shall have
produced.
As the progress of these diseases is slow, there is
inconvenience in deferring the use of remedies;

no

and this for various

yourself
Magnetism; in

assure

course

place,

are

to

due to

the next, to avoid

disturbing the
by foreign agents; finally, that
trouble or annoy the patient, who ought

may
abandon himself

entirely

to

you.

Continue this

month, even although you obtain no apparresult, and with stronger reason if crises occur:

for about
ent

changes

effected

of nature

nothing
to

In the iirst

reasons:

that the

a

case you see the essential symptoms of the
disorder grow worse. In general, the curative action
displays itself sooner the less inveterate the disease is.

except in

lf the

patient

has

already taken medicines,

you will
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prevail

with him to leave them of for

order to observe

netism.

more

fatigue

There

and

to

a

few

days, in
Mag-

thc action of

Substitute for his drinks

You will recommend
avoid

carefully

magnetized water.
temperately, and

him to live

excess

of all kind-1.

diseases which

are both
very severe
and very long seated, the origin and principal seat of
which are not well ascertained, which have for a long

are some

time resisted all the

whose symptoms beevery day
alarming, and which excite ap~
for
the
life
of the patients. For these
prehensions
come

remedies,

more

diseases, people generally desire

to

try Magnetism as

last resource; but it is in relation to these that the
magnetizer ought to reflect much, and take the most
a

measures

before

charging

himself with the treat-

ment.

First, he must ascertain whether the patient is
firmly decided to continue the treatment all the time
necessary, perhaps for more than six months, and
whether the persons who have influence or authority
him will not endeavor to oppose this decision.
For in this kind of diseases, when the action is once
well established, and the crises are at hand, it is very
troublesome to struggle against obstacles, and danover

gerous to interrupt the treatment. lt is also necessary for the magnetizer so to arrange matters as to

have the treatment

regular, to have it regarded as the
important alfair for himself, for the patient, and
for the family of the patient, until a cure is eiected.
Finally, the patient must make it a point of honor to
give all his confidence to his magnetizer, to take advice from him only, and to follow exactly the regimen
he prescribes.
If, as I have always recommended, he wishes to

most
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avail himself of the information and skill of

a

physi-

cian, it is essential to choose one who is acquainted
with the eiects of Magnetism, that he may not order

remedies which

might oppose the development of
physician ought not to assist at the
treatment, provided he is not familiar with the various phenomena of
Magnetism; he may see the patient in the intervals of the sittings, and favor the
magnetizer with his observations. But he should
never be admitted for the
purpose of satisfying his
curiosity, or of augmenting his belief. It is proper
for the magnetizer to have a good substitute ready,
~in case any circumstance, such as sickness, or a necessary journey, imposes a suspension of his duties for
And it would be very advantageous,
some days.
crises.

This

that, until

a

cure

taken should be
or

intimate

kept

eiected,

whom

mystery of it.

in whom

the treatment under~

secret from all but the relations

friends, with

cannot make a

physician

is

we

have

ought
imparting

we

In

confidence,

not and

it to the

we

should

request him, in like manner, to say nothing about it.
The precepts I here give are very rigorous; but
there

when

are cases

.application

they

important. Their
according to circumthe severity of the com-

are

very

may be modified

stances, and

according

to

plaint.
Let

us now

enter into

various chronic
In

diseases,
torpid diseases, in

some

which

details relative to the
are

the most

common.

those of the

lymphatic sysemploy Magnetism with all the energy possible.
Aid yourself with the chain, if you have the means
of forming one.
Many examples of the cure of dropsy are given m
tthesbooks; I have myself cured it in three instances.
tem,

_
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crises of perspiration and of
You may, nevertheless, second nature by
light sudorilics or diuretics, in selecting which you
should consult your physician, and magnetize them

Magnetism produces

diuresis

thoroughly. They will then take eiect, although
they have ceased to exert any action, if they have
been given in large dosesbefore the magnetic treatment.

Magnetism is
glands.

sovereign remedy for enlargements
seen the glands of the
breast, when much enlarged and very painful, cured
by it, when the most able physicians and surgeons
had advised their extirpation; and I have been successful in that way myself. I have seen some of
them which would not entirely disappear, but would
be reduced to very small size, and which, remaining
of the

a

I have often

in this condition for several years after the treatment
had ceased, have not caused the least pain or incon-

When the action is established, it is proper
blow upon the affected parts through a linen
cloth several times folded, when it can be done with-

venience.
to

fatigue.

out

lessen,
and

a

crisis

Generally,
comes

local pains.

This crisis is

alarm;
ploy Magnetism by
no

cause

of

when the

on, manifested

until it has
the

long

gland begins to
by inflammation

transient; it

creates

passed,

you may empass, to lessen the pains

and the inflammation.

enlargements of the viscera,
powerful of all remedies. You
Magnetism
should present the points of the fingers, moving them
round to spread the fluid, and then drawing it OE;
In obstructions and
is the most

or

you may use the breath,
is sometimes very long.

as

ment

perienced

in the region of the

before.

Critical

The treat-

pains

obstruction;

are ex-

but the

HAGNl'l'IBH

patient grows better
dissipated grad ually.
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day, and the obstruction is
obstructing substance may
be thrown out of the system, by using laxatives. Insensibility to Magnetism proves the cure to be complete.
each

The

But when the obstruction of
arrived 'to such

a

point

that it

essential organ is
performs none of its
an

functions, and its tissue is destroyed

or
entirely
changed, Magnetism may be dangerous. By rousing
the sensibility, by exciting a lively movement in the
obstructed organ, it may produce a crisis beyond the
ability of nature to support; and the patient will die

much

sooner

than he would if the obstruction had

I have known

remained inactive.

In order to avoid this

sort.

sult

a

incurable;

and in this case, you
You might,

undertake the treatment.

not

however, attempt,

two or

three

times, not to concen~
obstruction, but

trate the fluid upon the seat of the
to magnetize by the long pass, to

patient

is

comes a

this
con-

who will determine whether the ob-

physician,

struction has become
should

examples of
liability, you should

see

whether the

susceptible of somnambulism;

for if he be-

somnambulist, he will tell what ought

to

be

do not know but he may be cured.
Magnetism has wrought astonishing cures in scrofu-

done,

and

we

lons diseases.
prove it.

inveterate,
are

The

history

of Greatrakes suffices to

When these diseases
much

hereditary,

I

long seated and
patience
required. When they
doubt whether they can be radically
are

is

cured.

_

Ulcers which have exhausted the
medicine have

frequently been

I will mention

a

A woman,

healed

resources

of

by Magnetism.

few instances:

fifty-eight

years

old, had

an

ulcer

on

the

182

leg,

A.wm.u.~
and it

tions.

was

'
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apparently

But two months

top of her head

healed

by topical applica-

afterwards, there

swelling,

rose on

the

which

having acquired
the size of an egg, burst, and poured forth a greenish,
purulent, and faetid matter, mingled with clots of
'corrupted blood. Soon after, the bones of the head
exfoliated, exposing an orifice; the ulcer increased,
and the physicians judged it incurable. The patient
a

about live years in this state. She suffered continually. She was deprived of sleep, and desired
was

nothing but death, when M. le Chevalier Brice, a geo~
graphical engineer attached to the postodice department, wished to make trial of Magnetism, of which
she had no idea. At first, he quieted the violence
of the pains; he restored sleep; he produced crises;
and, notwithstanding the strong repugnance which
this frightful malady naturally inspired-notwithstanding the fatigue he experienced-he had the
courage to continue, and the happiness of succeeding
after four months of uninterrupted care.
The cure
he
still
her
once a
being accomplished,
magnetized
week for several months.

This fact is still

more

of

attention, because it was not attended
worthy
with somnambulism, nor with any phenomenon calcu-

curiosity. This woman constantly
magnctized water, and took no medicine.
She was one day magnetized by a very strong man,
who put her asleep; but this proved to be injurious.
The four facts following just took place at Corbeil,
lated to excite

made

use

of

the correctness of which I went thither to ascertain:
1. A

woman

who had

cured in

an

ulcer

on

the

leg

for ten

thirty-five sittings.
years
2. A man, seventy-five years of age, who for the
last three months apprehended the necessity of havwas

nusxnrrsx

'ing his leg amputated,
large as his hand, which
is
a

now

almost cured.

quarter of
3. A man

an

IN
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of

account

increased from

The

is

opening

an

day

ulcer

al

to

day,

no more

than

inch in diameten*

who had been

wounded,

had been trou-

in consequence of it for two years,
which had been dressed with lint. This sore was
bled with
closed in

a

a sore

few

days.

4. A soldier lost

an arm

in service in 1813.

Last

winter the wound opened, and he suEered much. He
was restored to health with such rapidity as
greatly
to astonish him.

"

I have traveled much," said he to

me, "but I never saw the like of this."
In pulmonary phthisis in the last stages, I do not

believe that

Magnetism can

efect

a cure:

it is

beyond

its power to regenerate an essential organ which is
almost destroyed. If there is a cough, oppression,
of

breathing, or weakness, it eases the res~
cough, restores the strength, dipiration,
minishes the suierings, and quickly brings on an obdidiculty

lessens the

relief; but it does not prevent the progress
disorder; perhaps it is even to be feared that, by

servable
'of the

augmenting the activity, it acclerates the Hnal crisis.
It is requisite, then, to use much moderation and prudence and to continue the use of Magnetism only so
long as the patient desires it, and feels its soothing
influence.
It is proper to try Magnetism in
this fever be of a nervous kind, we
ceed in

by
*

an

a

slow fever.

restoring the equilibrium; if
interior snppuration, the cure is

If

perhaps
produced
not very prob-

can

suc-

it is

H. de Puységnr has just published ansoconnt of an analogous fact; bu
patient. having become somnnmbulic, prescribed remedies for himself,
md his curowu not whollyowing to the magnetic action.

lhs
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able, unless

we can

the action is borne

induce somnambulism.

directly to

the seat of the

But-as

disease,

powerfully aids medicinal remedies, and even has
particular edicaciousuess.
Asthmatic attacks are almost always soothed by
Magnetism; and 'I am persuaded that this disease
could be entirely driven oif bya prolonged treatment.
it

a

We -have

chronic

seen

vomitings,

wonderful efeets in casual and
when all medical

means

have been

thrown aside.

M. Barbier, who resides at
years afilicted with this cruel

Rheims, was

for twenty

malady. He could not,
keep the lightest food upon

for a quarter of an hour,
his stomach. He followed my advice in having reOn the second day, the vomcourse to Magnetism.

iting ceased, and a treatment of two months established him in perfect health.
Two girls, one of whom had been troubled in this
manner

were

for fifteen months, the other for ten months,
at the Hbtel Dieu; both of

lately magnetized

them ceased to vomit after the second

sitting.*

diseases, if there be a prostration of
strength, inaction, or torpor, Magnetism is a sovereign specitic. It acts without producing apparent
In

nervous

crises.
If there

are

quiets them;
singular.

spasms, convulsions, etc., it generally
and it often produces crises more or

less

If there is

°

a

general irritation,

an

excitement of

the nerves, or a nervous fever, it frequently happens
that it does not act; sometimes it aguments the irrita*Secths"Eb1»odtionf¢f&=psr|rna¢HnAn|malMaqndinn|adodlh|
M¢¢lDlouatPorla.du1~|ng1l||m0nUuV0c¢obu',N0wmbr¢ndD¢q
Nr,lM,by.lD||p0¢d.'
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tion.

ln

general,

part of

it is less edicacious in the

nervous

called vapors, and in the greater
other diseases when they are long seated,

affections which

are

and when many remedies have been taken, it produces singular phenomena; but this does not prove
that it will

speedily.

cure

The

the

more

readily,

somnambulism of

or

the

persons

more

whose

nerves are very delicate present strange crises, and
traits of marvellous clairvoyance, but the patient

whose

imagination

is very excitable, and whose at~
by a thousand objects, does- not

tention is distracted
see so

distinctly

prudence;

remedy. With
require calmness and

his disorder and its

such somnambulists

we

most

it is with these that

be dazzled

wonderful

we

should most fear

and led away by
by
especiaily necessary to be attentive,
curiosity.
that the patient do not remain in the magnetic state
during the interval between the crises.
Of all disorders, the most frightful in its attacks,
the most formidable by the dangers to which it exto

results,

It is

poses, and the most inaccessible to remedies, is prethat which offers the most convincing proofs

cisely

of the power of Magnetism; I mean epilepsy.
It is
not because we are sure of triumphing over it.
If
many

epileptics

have been

radically cured,

with

many others the violence and the frequency of the
attacks have been diminished merely; and I have
found such in my own practice.
But it is certain
that in the great number of
epileptics who have been

under magnetic treatment,
many more perfect cures
have been obtained from it than from medicine. We

should, therefore, never hesitate to employ it. The
attempts may be fruitless, but they are not attended
with any inconvenience.

In many other

long-seated

185
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diseases, you ought
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not tc commence

,

a

treatment

un-

ti. you are sure
continuing it: if you have excited
essential
to bring it to a close; but in
it
is
a crisis,
this one, the worst thing is to leave the patient in the
of

state in

A

which he is.

good magnetizer

speedy stop

will

attack of

to an

hardly ever fail to put a
epilepsy but he would

do wrong to conclude from this that the cure of the
disorder is easy The treatment of epilepsy demands
on

the part of

the

magnetizer, great conddence,

courage perseverance, and devotedness.
Epilepsy may be hereditary or accidental, long~
seated or recent. It may originate in a defect of

organ1zat1on,in
tem. in an

derangement
irregular movement
a

of the

nervous

of the blood

the humors, in the suppression of
in several other causes; therefore

an

sysof

or

evacuation,

we cannot

or

know

yield to the magnetic
being generally irregular,
and renewed at epochs more or less distant, they
may be suspended for a longer or shorter time without having the cause destroyed.
But we have more
reason for confidence when the attacks are
frequent
than when they were rare, Before the employment of
Magnetism. For example, he who had attacks every
day may be regarded as cured if he passes two or
three months without having any ; while it is necessary to wait a year to form a similar judgment in
relation to one who had these attacks only once a
beforehand whether it will

treatment.

The attacks

month.
Hence it follows

that, when

the

patient

is freed

from his

netizing
troy the

attacks, it is necessary to continue mag~
him, in order to prevent the return and des-

cause

of them. When several of the epochs

xaemrrisn

at which the

ns
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his attacks

away without his having the least symptoms of the disorder, we may discontinue magnetizing

have

passed

him every day; we may at first let a day, then two
days, then three days, and Hnally a month, intervene
between the

sittings; but we should constantly conof magnetized water, which ought to be
from
the iirst day of the treatment, and a
employed
time
after
long
discontinuing the sittings. It would
tinue the

be well,

use

also, for

the convalescent to carry about him

object magnetized,which the magnetizer will take
care to charge, from time to time, with the Huid.
Somnambulism has been frequently induced in cases
of epilepsy. If it occurs, the magnetizer knows what
he ought to do and what he ought to expect.
He is
even almost sure of curing the patient, provided he
conforms himself to the principles 1 have given for
an

the direction of somnambulists.
I am acquainted with a young lady of twenty,who has

had attacks of

epilepsy ever since she was nine years
of age. They were very frequent at certain periods,
and had been unsuccessfully treated by able physiIt is three months since she had recourse
Magnetism. From the first month, the attacks be-

cians.*
to

came' weaker and less
ond

frequent;

at the end of the sec-

month, they entirely disappeared, and her health

good as any one can desire. She interdicted
herself all sorts of medicine, and declared it necessary to magnetize her two months more, every

is

now as

to

other day,

and that without this the disorder would

return.
°

Ihsve read four ot the consultations

given by diferent physicians.

In

the um. three, the malady is designated by the name of symptomntmc or
sympathetic epilepsy: in the fourth, it was called an incurablc hysterlc af-

(cation.
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Unhappzly, she imagines that Magnetism makes
sleep three hours every day of natural sleep. She

her

does not believe in somnambulism.
is

cured,

and her mother has

her continue

a

She says she

great trouble in making

treatment of which she is wearied.

As the disease

by an accident, and as
given proofs of great clairvoyI
do
not
doubt
that
she will be radically cured,
ance,
she
docs
not
interrupt her treatment before
provided
the termination of the period she has assigned.
In the diseases which physicians call hysteria affections-diseases which are long, painful, variable in
was

caused

the somnambulist has

their symptoms, the seat of which is in the abdominal viscera, and which medicine herself despairs of-

Magnetism exerts the most powerful and the most
salutary action. It produces wonderful eifects, and
the clue is generally wrought by singular crises, sometimes very violent, and about which we should not
be alarmed. It is in this malady that we most fre-

quently obtain a very lucid somnambulism, attended
with extraordinary phenomena; but we should not
forget any one of the precautions I have mentioned.
The magnetizer ought to restrain his curiosity; preserve his self-possession; interdict to himself
all exthe
avoid
exciting
imagination
periments; carefully
of the snmnambulist; prevent him from attending
to things foreign to his health; not Hatter his vanity
by appearing astonished at his clairvoyance; not
yield to his caprices; watch that he follows a suitable
regimen; not push the magnetic action beyond what
is necessary; and absolutely break all communication
the ordinary state.
between the magnetic and
somnambulism
Vhen in this disease
naturally ceases,
it is a proof of the perfect re-establishment of health.

mcwnrrsu IN
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I here repeat several things which I have said in my
chapter on somnambulism: but it is because there is
disease in the treatment of which the

magnetizer
exposed to be carried beyond bounds by the
wonderful phenomena, and because there are none in
which such deviations are more dangerous.
The hypochondriao affection is nearly allied to the
hysteric aifection, and yields in the same manner to
Magnetism, but with this difference-the cure is
often effected without apparent crises, and by a gradno

is

more

ual diminution of the symptoms of the disease. The
strength, the gayety, the appetite, the complexion,

good bodily condition, return by degrees. The
effect takes place in chlorosis, or leucorrhcea.
Magnetism is qfectual in all kinds of paralysis.
It almost always restores the sensibility, and re-establishes the movement: but sometimes sharp pains
appear as the sensibility returns. It is then necessary
for the magnetizer and his charge to have patience.
In palsy of the limbs, it is proper to make magnetic
frictions. If Magnetism acts in a perceptible manthe

same

ner, and appears

it

by
Paralysis

you should seek to aid
prescribed by the physician.

insuilicient,

the remedies

of the organs of motion is sometimes atpains, which the magnetic action can

tended with

oE, without restoring motion.

drive

of the lower limbs often

springs

The

from

an

paralysis
affection

of the

spinal marrow. It is then necessary to magnetize, commencing at the back, and conducting the
action along the thighs to the extremities of the feet.
I have
I did

magnetized

a man

who

was

in this condition.

him, but I greatly relieved him. After
each sitting, his feet were red, as if they had been
not cure

served with

a

mustard

poultice.

In

paralyses

which

~I9`0

urruu. xuemrrxsu.

originate in the disorganization of

a

part of the brain,

I presume that a cure is impossible.
In the "Relations of Cures eiected in

France,"

you will _find more than sixty of paralysis; and in
this number only three are mentioned as somnambu-

lists.

I make this remark because

fully
Magnetism
place, the patients not having been somnambulists, they did not prescribe remedies for them~
selves, and they owe their health to Magnetism alone.
In the next place, when people wish to publish magnetic treatments, they prefer to choose the ones
which have presented singular phenomena; and since
they have cited sixty cures of paralysis, it is probaproves the
In the first

etlicacy

of

ble that there have been ten times

nothing

more

than this disease.

as

many.

Magnetism speedily soothes spasms, by re-establishing the equilibrium. In spasms, especially when
they proceed from a moral cause, a concentration of
the vital power generally takes place towards the interior of the body, which becomes evident from the
coldness and paleness of the extremities. These
spasms ordinarily terminate in a diuretic movement,
which the magnetic action favors, while, at the same
time, it brings back the heat towards the parts which
were
deprived.
Recourse should be had to Magnetism in cases of
mental alienation.

will

cure

I do not, however, believe that it
this disorder when it is hereditary or of

long standing, when it springs from a defect of organization, and when there is a continued state of
phrenzy. But when the disorder is accidental and
recent, there is much reason to hope for success. As
a
proof of this, I will mention a fact of which 1 was
a

witness.

mnerrrrrsu ne
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A young man, twenty years
be placed in a lunatic

old, became

so

insane

His amicted

as to

asylum.
family made application to a man who possesses in a
high degree all the qualities which constitute a good
magnetizer. He went to see the young man, and
after reiterated attempts for three days he succeeded
in putting himself in communication, to make his
presence desirable, and entirely to soothe his fits. In
fifteen days, the cure was complete, and there remains no symptom of the excitement which preceded
the frenzy.
Persons whose minds

are

alienated

are

often known

sensations in the presence
of certain persons who have a natural dominion over
them, and to whom they submit without resistance.
to

experience pleasurable

These

the persons who would most readily succuring them. Those whose presence fright-

are

ceed in

accomplish it. It is
probable
people whose its are
one
irregular,
might producea soothing influence followed with sleep, and eventually with somnambnens or

repulses

them will not

that with most insane

lism

then their restoration is almost certain. Ifhe
the magnetizer
may chase it
away by an e&'ort of the will. I know very well that
the greater part of the trials of this kind wguld bg
fruitless; but here the thing is so
and

;*

has

prevalent idea,

a

medicine has

neglect

a means

When
with
-

'

°

important,

so

few resources, that we should not
whose success is possible.

women are

scirrhosity

or

threatened, in an essential organ,
ulceration, Magnetism is the best

__.

The

history of the disorder and the cureof

U! Y-he Marquis de Puységur, lsone of the

the young Hebert published

most curious and most instructivoworks that can be consulted In relation to the
power of Magnetism to

ealmthe sgitatiouof
from it.

qdng

thenerves, uultostoptheuts

of

msdneswhieh
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and the

believe

most active

remedies: but I do not

ol ah

It will Dflllg about

a cure

if the disease has

made much progress
In this case, it first dissipate;
lne pa1n_ and restores the strength; but the disease
reappears afterwards and grows worse, notwithstand
ing all the care bestowed upon it.

Many inconveniences, and also some severe disproduced in women by a suppression oradis-

eases are

turbance in the
has

subjected

frequent, the ehicacy
numerable facts.

circulation

of circulation to which natLu'e

course

them

In these cases, which are very
of Magnetism is proved by in-

It almost

sooner or

later_

always establishes the
according to the length

the appearance of the disorder. It is
direct the action from the sides to the

on time since

requisite

to

feet_ letting

the hands rest

You will avoid
when you
You will

are

putting

about to

thither.

Somnambulism

the

at the knees.*

stomach, except
the

long passes.
putting them on the
a tendency of the blood
being frequently displayed

disease, you may expect

reason

care not

the

commence

head, for
this

on

avoid

particularly
fear of causing

in

a moment

them

to obtain

it; but for

just hinted at, you must take good
provoke it, by concentrating the action

1 have

to

When the desired effect has been
upon the brain.
produced, you will content yourself with lightly magnetizmg so as to establish the general harmony of
the

system.

fevers, you should first employ the
long passes upon the arm, then the application of the
hands upon the stomach, from whence sweep off
ln intermittent

towards
'

the feet.

You should choose the moment

Tlssprocessouglunotlobeclnployeunl

ltluozpmfllncy.
I

than il

num to

itil
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when the attack commences. You will often have
the satisfaction of arresting the ague fit the 'dust time
you

try, and the fever only will take place with great

heat.

You will also

magnetize

on

days

when there

will not be any attack. Fevers very frequently cease
after a few sittings, say from three to six. It is

magnetize several days more, and give the
patient maguetized water to drink, to prevent the return of the complaint.
proper to

In pains of the stomach which proceed from debility, the application of the hand upon the stomach

heat which is tonic and curative. If there
is any irritation, this process is not proper; you
should then act at a distance, with the most soothing
creates a

processes. If the stomach is coated with bile or with
aordes, which may be discovered by the state of the

tongue, you should

dispense with an emetic or a
purgative, provided Magnetism does not immediately
excite one of those motions, which often takes place
not

with persons very sensitive to i_ts action.
To cure the headache attended with cold

feet, put

your hands upon the head for several minutes, continue with the long passe; and make repeated passes
over the limbs.
The feet will become warm; the

head will be

free.

If the headache be

accidental, it

will not return; if it is habitual, make use of magnetized socks. The megrims which_ have their seal
in the

stomach, yield

upon the

region

nervous are more

to

the

application

of that organ.
diilicult to cure.

of the hand

Those which are
You may make a

trial of various processes, and draw the fluid from the
head, by conducting it towards the sides. If the
pain is periodic, if it has existed for years, if it is the

consequence of

a

blow,

if it is

produced by

a

gather-
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in the

disease,

head,

ought to be considered as a chronic
prolonged attention. In this
it OH on a sudden; but
throw
easily
it

which exacts

you could
danger, if you do not continue your treatment many days in course, in order to destroy the
In general, when we
cause, by bringing on a crisis.
have dislodged a periodical pain, it is essential to
continue the use of Magnetism, until the epoch when
an attack is expected to return.
The cure cannot
take place except by a crisis, which must not be left
imperfect, and we have no grounds for supposing it
to have been eEected until we see that the expected
attack has failed to come on. The sudden dislodgement of a humor, which has been fixed a long time in
an
important organ, may bring on a serious disorder
when we neglect to sustain and direct the movement
we have first given.
Pains produced by a stoppage of th-e perspiration
are almost always cured by Magnetism, the most ordinary eEect of which is to re-establish the perspiration, The ills causedby the suppression of a local
perspiration, as in the feet, the hands, etc., disappear
ln the same manner by the return of that perspiration, which may be effected by drawing towards the
extremities. You must take some care to keep up
this perspiration.
In rheumatisms, sciatica, etc., the pains are sometimes considerably relieved, and even carried oi, at
the first sitting; at other times, they are merely dislodged. They are most generally soothed or dissipated by degrees, after a treatment of greater or
smaller duration. Rheumatism is generally chronic;

case,

there is

but it may be classed with the acute diseases, be accompanied with aviolent fever, and impose the neces-
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sity of a medical treatment analogous to that of inflammatory fevers. In this case we should magnetize
at a distance, drawing beyond the extremities, and by
the most soothing processes. We should hasten to
call in a physician, who, from the effects first produced, will judge whether he can dispense with having recourse to other remedies. It is in acute rheumatism that, upon certain subjects, Magnetism operI
ates in the most prompt and surprising manner.
have seen patients, who were aiected in every limb
with pain so lively that the slightest touch was insupportable to them, become so much relieved, after
half an hour of magnetic action at a small distance,
that I could give them frictions without their experiencing the least unpleasant sensation. But when the
pains are thus assuaged, we should not imagine the
disease to be cured.

This cannot be done without

crisis,
prolonged
ready said, it belongs

treatment ;

or a

and,

as

a

I have al-

physician to declare
order entirely to dissipate

to the

what it is proper to do in
the

inflammation, to prevent the recurrence of the
pains, and to destroy the cause of the disease.
I ought to add that, of all the diseases treated
by

Magnetism, rheumatism
success

has been

is the

one

in which the most

obtained, although somnambulism

has been very rarely produced.
I
not know whether it would cure
the gout
seated
the foot or the hand, when there are

do.

rn

chalky

but I have seen 5 51; of thc
gout, so violent that the patient could not put his
foot to the
earth, relieved by one sitting, and so
cured by three that the
pains have not returned for
eighteen months. I have also seen a somnambnlist,
in fifteen days, cure her
for a
concretlons

(nodus),

magnetizer, who,

long
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time. suffered with the

gout in the knees and in the

For this purpose she merely employed passes
along the legs, continuing them each day for a quarter of an hour,
As it is only six months since this
feet.

cure was

wrought,

I cannot affirm that the

list does not mistake in

again

saying

somnam-

the disease will

never

return.

When the gout has mounted into the head

or

the

chest, Magnetism readily brings it down to the feet.
Three experiments of this kind, which I have lately
made, were perfectly successful. It is true that the
patient was very sensible to the magnetic influence,
and

perfectly in communication with me.
Magnetism would be an excellent remedy
in scorbutic affections, produced by bad air, by
bad diet, by obstructed evacuations, etc. When
I think

this

affection is

constitutional, and has .reached

its last stage, if the cure is possible, it must at least
be very ditiicult; but the magnetic action will

greatly aid the power of medicine. The magnetizer
ought to employ an energetic and well-sustained
action.
Diseases of the eye are so numerous and so various, that they are become the special object of

study
sively
takes

with

a

class of

physicians

who attend exclu-

them, and who judge that the treatmnet
long time, and that the cure is very uncer-

to
a

Magnetism is better suited to
them than any other remedy, because Lt directs its
action immediately upon the organ of vision, and
tain.

I believe that

In most cases, it acts
bleeding, purgatives, and

penetrates into the brain.
more

eflicaciously

blisters.

strength.

than

If the eyes are weak, it imparts to them
In ophthalmia, it dissipates the miiam~

Y".
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mation, by turning aside the humor which has a ten~
dency to the eyes. In an incipient paralysis of the

optic nerve it would
sensibility to it.

be well to restore motion and

I have many times seen cures effected in a few
days, of ophthalmias for which the most skilful

had

oculists

it necessary to make a compli~
The processes should be varied
to the nature of the disorder.
If there is

judged

cated treatment.

according
an

inflammation

it of

:

we

we

should seek to lessen it and draw
equilibrium. If there is

establish the

of action

(atonie) we act directly upon the eyes
the fingers united at the ends, or,
rather, we hold the thumbs over the eyes, and place
the fingers upon the temple. It is expedient, in all
cases, to bathe the eyes with magnetized water,
which almost always excites a peculiar sensation.
0ne might also, for a quarter of an hour and several
times a day, hold in his hand a bottle of magnetized
water, presenting the mouth towards the eyes at the
want

by presenting

distance of

When

point, or
plain we
gutta

a

quarter of

an

inch.*

disease of the eyes has reached a certain
when it springs from organic injury, it is

a

cannot

succeed in the

remedy.

In the

serena, when blindness had been total for

fifteen
years, I have, at the end of
the faculty of seeing the light, and of

certain

objects.

The

pupil

days,

seven

restored

distinguishing
sensibility,

recovered its

which caused it to contract; but I could go no further; and when_I ceased to magnetize, at the end of
six months of

patient attention,the blindness returned

1...i._1-_-

*

In

speaking of msgnetized

water ln another

out this process, from which I have
an

seen

chapter, I forgot

remarkable effects,

lnllammation in the lnteriorot the nose.

to

point

especially

in
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by degrees.
long standing,
ceeded in

If the disease had not been of such
it is probable that I should have suc-

curing

it.

I do not think it would be

possible

to

destroy

a

well-formed cataract ; yet I saw, at Corbeil, a woman
whose total blindness was attributed to a cataract,
and who was cured in a fortnight.

Opacities in the cornea of the eyes (taiés) have
frequently made to disappear. I am acquainted
with a woman whom this disorder, produced by the
smallpox, had deprived of the use of one eye, and
who recovered it while being magnetized for anbeen

other disease.

Here is another instance to prove
may sometimes succeed by continuing with
patience, although at first we may have produced no
that

we

efect.
M. Paul

Geritz, a physician and a professor in the
Georgicon, at Keszthely, being at Pesth,was
consulted in relation to a girl eight or nine years of
age, who, in consequence of the smallpox, had one
eye entirely covered with a film so thick that she
could not see the light.
He judged, as did all the
physicians who had been consulted, that, the disease
being incurable by the ordinary means, it was useless
to administer remedies; but, the child having inspired him with much interest, he resolved to undertake her treatment with Magnetism.
During two
months, the action appeared absolutely powerless;
Institute

the third month, the film grew thinner; and in the
succeeding one, the cure was complete. M. Geritz,
during his recent visit to Paris, related this fact to
me, and authorized

me to cite it.
.For two months, I magnetized a young woman of
seventeen, who had had, ever since her birth, a film'
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right eye, and whose left eye was so feeble
that she could not read or work by the light of a
The film was
wax candle without much fatigue.
upon the

made

considerably thinner, and I do
entirely disappeared, if

it would have

not doubt that

I had not been

obliged to discontinue the treatment. As to the left
eye, it acquired, and it has preserved for ten years,
all the strength she could desire.
Accidental deafness yields to or resists the magnetic treatment, according to the cause which proThe most

duced it.

appropriate

process consists in
into the orifice of the ear

the

directing
Magnetism
by the 'fingers united to a point,
it, to

and

by blowing

determine thither the currents.

have sometimes been

into

Deaf mutes

successfully treated; apparently
originated in torpid action

when the deafness has

(atonze)

or

obstruction, and

not

in the absence

lesion of any essential parts of the organ*
buzzmgs and pains in the ear, they are often
ted with

surprising quickness.

the toothache when

or

the

As to

dissipa-

It is thesame with

nervous.

I have not yet spoken of a class of diseases, some of
which are chronic, others acute. These are cutaneous

phlegrnasias; as the smallpox, the measles, the chickenpox, biles, ulcers or carbuncles, pimples in the face,
scald head, etc. I believe Magnetism a remedy for

smallpox and the measles, it hastens and
the
regulates
progress of the disease and faciliates
the eruptions.
If by accident the eruptions strike in,
all.

In the

°

It ls possible to feign an imperfect somnambullsm in presence of pertake no precautions toverify the reality ; and I recollect having
been for three days the dupe of a person whom I thought incapable of desons who

ceiving me ; but whatever address the pretended somuambullst may have,
you may discern the deception at the nrst examination. The faculties peculiar to sornuambulists cannot be successfully imitated by any one who does

aotpossessthem.

,_

_

__

_
p
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which is very dangerous, it makes them reappear.
There are many instances of it.
In biles, if you magnetize at the moment the miiamation commences, it is possible to reduce it by
_

the circulation and

faciliating
crisis.

producing a slight
already formed, you may lessen
greatly hasten the maturity, by em-

If the bile is

the pains,
ploying a

and

local action.

I have several times made

the attempt with complete success. For a felon,
ought to make passes along the arm as far as the

we
ex-

of the finger, upon which we concentrate
the action, and then draw it olf from the end; and if
we make use of a soothing or a drawing cataplasm,

tremity

should take

magnetize it well. For`pimples
employ the long passes,
and repeat the passes over the legs.
There are possibly cases wherein Magnetism would
not succeed in curing the scald head; but it will always be well to try it before having recourse to
we

in the

care

face,

to

we

medicinal remedies.

should

I have

six years cured in two

seen

a

child of five

or

months, by the long passes,

the trough (baquet), and especially by magnetized water, which was a powerful drastic.
It is probable that the use of Magnetism in tetters,
and similar affections, would be attended with good

by

results, especially

purgative.

if

magnetized

water

acts as

a

_

The state of pregnancy ought never to be an obuse of Magnetism.
In this state, it can

stacle to the
even

render the greatest service. It has often been
remedy serious accidents,-which occasioned

known to

fear of premature accouchement.
It has also been
seen to render the pains of childbirth more easy;
which may be readily supposed from its increasing

the
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-

strength,

and

quieting pains

and nervous crises.

I believe that, in the state of pregnancy, especially
during the early months, passes ought not to be
made

give

along

the

the blood

thighs

a

and the

legs.

movement which it is

They might
important to

avoid.
After the birth has taken place, Magnetism may
still be of great utility, particularly in re-establishing
the natural course of the milk, when it has been inThe choice of processes
circumstances, and can be determined

terrupted*
I have

ples

depends upon
by the princi-

given.
a very laborious accouchement, the
child exhibits scarce any sign of life, be-

At the close of

newly-born
cause

it has not

strength

to

move

the

inspiratory

which is necessary to establish the respiraIt would then perish for want of air, if peo-

muscles,
tion.

ple

did not succeed in

exciting

this movement

by

various means; such as frictions, and the introduction of air into the lungs. M. Thiriat, Professor of

Obstetécs, has ascertained by experience, that Mag-

produces the desired eEect very speedly. He
employed it by blowing upon the chest through

netism
has
a

linen cloth.

the

He supposes, with some reason, that
would be very eiiicacious in recall-

same means

ing persons to life in cases of asphyxia. [See "Bibliotlzéque Jllagnétique," tom. iv. p. 149.]
Magnetism drives away most of the pains of
children at the breast; it gives them strength, and
favors the development of their organization.
Mothers employ it by a natural impulse when they
see their children suffering, and succeed in soothing
°nisplalnf.hatweshonldabstainfrom lhgnetismwhsnwewishtollt
l°llll|l¢l7\P-
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them.

would have much

They

more success

if

they

had entire confidence in the power with which
ture has endowed them.

In

general,

children
As

netic action.

are

soon

na-

very sensible to the magthey have experienced

as

benefit from it, they perceive that he who has magnetized them has the power of curing them by the
processes they have seen him employ, and they are
eager to demand the same assistance when they find
themselves nnwell. A child of five years, that I see
every day, having been stung in the nose by a bee
while I was walking with him, I took away the pain
in a few minutes. Ever since that, he comes to ask
me

to cure

him,

plaint.
A physician

whenever he has the

who

slightest

com-

has, for eighteen months, folWolfart, at Berlin, tells

lowed the treatment of M.
me

that this celebrated
twice

sitting
after having
and the

mothers,

hold them

them,

magnetizer

by

the

who carry them in their arms,

hand, he makes several passes

which the children

also told

me

used to have

a

week for very young children; that,
placed around the trough the nurses

a

regard

or

over

delight. He
seeing any of
sitting. Finally,

with

that he did not recollect

them cry during the time of the
he said that, at the hour of the treatment, the
children that had been carried thither many times,

their gestures and their cries, their debeing conducted to the place again.
Among the numerous facts which prove the speedy

testified, by
sire of

and efiicacious action of

Magnetism upon
will record two, which I have verified:
A child of eighteen months,'a girl, had
which caused her much inconvenience.

children, I
an

orgelet,

Her father
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took ,her upon his knees, and magnetized her. put~
ting his hand over her eyes. The child immediately
fell

gelet

asleep. One hour after,
had disappeared.

awoke, and

she

the

or-

Madame -_, of Chalons on the Marne, had a
child of six years, whose bowels were extremely loose
for a long time. All imaginable means had been

employedto remedy this weakness. His mother at
length began to magnetize him. At the first sitting,
Magnetism produced an extraordinary evacuation; at
second, there was another movement of the
kind; and at the third, the child was cured.
the

continued the treatment several

periencing

any

days,

sensation; and he

same

has not since had

the least symptoms of his complaint.
Surprising eiects have often been obtained
means

of

rickety;

or

demand,

trived mechanical

having
a

for

long time, the well-conour days,
joined to interphysician related to me, that,

means

An able

nal remedies.

who had

by

upon young persons who were
who had defects of conformation, which

Magnetism

seemed to

after

She

without his ex~

attended

a

of

unsuccessfully

a

Magnetism, and was much astonished
months,the vertebral column
restored to its proper position.
I knew a girl, twelve years old, whose lumbar vertebrae formed a considerable projection; a respectable clergyman, who had first administered the communion service to her, advised her mother to magnetize her, and he charged himself with the direction of
the treatment. In a fortnight, the vetebraa recovered
their natural position. This girl had a fever, and
internal' pains for two years; she had consulted many
made

a

trial of

lady
spine, he

young

considerable curvature of the

to see, at the

end of some
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physicians, and taken much medicine. Magnetism
constantly relieved her, but it could not cure her.
I saw, at Corbeil, a girl of fifteen years, who, from
early infancy, had one leg shorter than the other by
six inches, and acallosity at the hip as large as the
fist. In six weeks of treatment, the callosity diminished one half, and the leg lengthened three inches;
at the same time, she recovered her strength.
I will
duced

not

say

more

in relation to the effects prodiseases, and to the

in various

by Magnetism
application which

mode of

ing

to

circumstances!

Ithink

preferable, accordgeneral observa-

I return to

tions.
I have said

that, in

unite confidence to will.

order to

succeed,

we

must

But it is useful to be fore-

warned that the power which we employ has limits
we cannot
pass. In many chronic diseases,

which

known to be incurable, because they attack an essential organ, and have made much progress, Magnetism
often produces a change which astonishes us, and
after which

we

do not doubt that

we

have obtained

mastery of the disease, and that it will be cured in a
short time; but the patient very soon relapses into his
° One of the founders of the
Mngnetlc Society which existed at Puls,
and of which M. le Marquis de Puységur was president, proposes to publish
anexposltlon of all the cures cliccted ln Fmnce from the time of Mesmer
nntli the present. This work, the manuscript of which I have read, will
form two octave volumes, with analytic tables. The works from which its su-

thorltles are extracted make more than sixty volumes. One may therein
und all that can throw llght upon the klnd of diseases, the mode of treatment, and the crises which have brought relief, ora cure. The compiler
chiefly intended to give an account of cures made by physicians, or under
their direction. The number of those who have given their testimony is
than two hundred and titty. This collection of facts will save the trouble of scurchlng for them In n great numhcr of books, some of which an
very dlfllcult to und, and nearly ull of which contain useless details. or tho
oi-les more or less hypothetlcal.--[This valuable work was published ln 1%
more

-Tumi.)
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former state, and

perishes at last.

It is because

Mag-

netism, which cannot triumph over an organic aifection
in

an

advanced stage,

dissipates at

diseases; it gives strength, it

first the accessory
sleep, it quiets

restores

the nerves, it puts an end to pains, it diminishes
but the essential malady always exists; it

swellings:

afterwards reappears;

Magnetism has less influence,
patient ordinarily loses all confidence. This
is no reason for not making a trial of Magnetism; but
it is a reason for not iiattering ourselves, for not declaring as certain the cure of a long-seated disease,
because we have produced in a. few days a notable
change, and an amelioration which we could not have
obtained by all the medicinal remedies.
Besides, there are many diseases which are constiand the

tutional,

which

or

originate' in

the

blood,

or

which

principally attack the nerves. In these, Magnetism
may act beneficially without destroying the cause.
We should not, therefore, expect more from it than
can perform.
One would be wrong in supposing

it

he

might

find

a

better

magnetizer,

or

might

succeed

active processes. It is necessary for the paby
tient to know how to resign himself to living with
more

his enemy (as the vulgar saying is), and for the magnetizer to have the courage to continue a treatment
which does

more

tended with

good

than any

inconvenience.

the nature of the
be

malady,

other, and is

not at-

himself

Governing
by
might cause himself to
an hour
daily, or not have

one

magnetized a quarter of
Magnetism except when the need of it is
felt. How many people of my acquaintance owe to
Magnetism a supportable existence, without flattering
themselves with the prospect of being restored to
recourse to

perfect

health!
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It

happens pretty frequently that,

after

having at

first a very perceptible amelioration, Magnetism ceases
to act, or at least to manifest its action; then the patient becomes dissatisfied;- he renounces it, and has
recourse to medicine.
This is very prudent, in case
he has not yet taken any; but I ought to observe
that I have never seen a disease, for which the re-

of medicine have been

sources

exhausted, and

which

has afterwards been aided
new

medicinal

by Magnetism, cured by
remedies, after the aid of Magnetism

has been renounced.
On the contrary, a disease has been known to be
weakened, and to be finally cured, by Magnetism,

long time, when the patient dared no
please himself with a. hope of restoration. I
am going to cite an instance:
A young woman, very interesting, born in Paris,
and married in one of the provincial towns, was for
three years tormented by the tic douloureux. She
had consulted several physicians; she had tried a
after

a

more

to

very

great number of remedies, and made great
Peruvian bark.
state.
a

Having

journey

Her stomach
had

an

was

opportunity

which she made to

ln

to see

Paris, I

use

of

very bad
her during

a

advised her to

try Magnetism, and I made trial of it for two months
in succession. I put her asleep several times with-

producing somnambnlism.
05 the pains when she had

out

mg

never

prevent their

home, I

return.

I succeeded
an

in

attack,but

driv-

I could

When she returned

made her husband engage to continue the
During two years, he magnetized her al-

treatment.

most every

day,

without

being

able to :ure

the attacks became less frequent and less

painful; and
magnetized water, of which she made constant use

the
`

her, but

_
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rendered her

digestion very easy. Finally, at

the end

of four years, she was, by the perseverance of her
husband restored to perfect health.

The subject of which I have just treated is susceptible oi great development. When able physicians
shall have studied Magnetism, they will be able to
us new light upon the modifications which the
and the symptoms of dilferent diseases require
in the application of this agent. Nevertheless, the

give
seat

details into which I have entered appear to me suilicient for the direction of persons who wish to em-

ploy their faculties in the doing of good.
sought to inspire conlidence, I have taken
care

of'

more

to maintain that confidence within the limits of

prudence.
no

If I have

still

I have traced out,
repent having made use
auxiliary to medicine.

By following

one will have

Magnetism

cause

as an

It remains for

me

the

plan

to

to make two

observations,

one

of

applicable to all the severe diseases which
been cured by Magnetism, and the other to

which is
have

those in which it has exerted

I have said

patient,

that, when

one

a

great influence.

has restored health to

and when the convalesence has

a

terminated,

it is necessary to cease magnetizing. But people
have remarked, in many diseases, that, a year after
the cure, they have experienced disagreeable feelings,
or some

symptoms which

rouse

their

concern

lest the

of the disease may not have been entirely destroyed. When, therefore, we have ended the treat~
cause

ment

dent

of

one

of these

diseases, I think

have

it

a

very pru-

Magnetism
about a year has elapsed since
for
the termination of the treatment which brought on
the cure. This is not always necessary ; but, in the
precaution
a fortnight, when
to

recourse anew to
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you would do well to follow this mle,
you are not far from the magnetizer to

uncertainty,
especially if

whom you owe your restoration.
When Magnetism has established
tion between the

ized§
which

call the

we

when he is
the

communica-

a

and the person magnetwhen the latter has entered into the state

Magnetizer

a

magnetic state; and,

somnambulist-there is

magnetizer may act
a
vigorous effort

makes

upon him at
to that end.

a

no

above

all,

doubt that

distance, if he
I

ought

to

ob-

that the exercise of this power exacts the
greatest precautions, and that we never should permit ourselves to make use of it for mere experiment.
serve

It

is, without doubt,

can

make

tant

our

action

very curious to try whether we
perceptible to one who is dis-

from us, and who _is not conscious of

our

at-

tempt; but it may be attended with many inconven-

iences; it may
When there is
is to excite

velop

or

give rise to mischievous results.
somnambulism, the inconvenience

even
no

demi-crises, which

sustain.

Upon

we

can

him who is

neither de~

susceptible

of

somnambulism, there is danger of producing that
state when the patient is with persons who are not
in communication with him, and who, by touching
him, or by seeking to awaken him, may do him injury. I have said that he who would magnetize
ought to free himself from all curiosity; and it is,
in this case especially, highly requisite to make the
application of this principle.
Yet there are cases when the magnetizer should
make use of the faculty which he has of magnetizing from a distance; but this should be after having
taken all the proper precautions, and never through
motives of curiosity. Your patient has sharp pains;
'

All
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you presume they will prevent his sleeping at night;
you have discovered that you can assuage these pains
by your presence; occupy yourself with him, and

magnetize him by the thought, with the sole intention
of soothing him; it is probable you will succeed in it.
If your patient is a somnambulist, ask him, when in
the somnambulic state, if you could do him any good
by acting upon him at such an hour. If he makes
you engage to do it, then take the proper precautions,
so that
nothing may interrupt him; tell him at
what hour he ought to be alone, or with the person
who is accustomed to assist at the sittings, and to
whom you have imparted your intention. Thenceforth you have nothing to fear, and somnambulism,

brought

on

at

the hour when nature has need of

will do him much

it,

people will say that
somnambulism has been brought on by the imagination of the patient, and not by my thought and by
my will. People will say nothing about it; for you
ought not to tell any one of the phenomena, at least
until after the cure. But I should not know myself
whether I have really acted upon him. Of what
consequence is that? Do you magnetize in order to
convince yourself, or to cure your patient? If to
cure him, it is indifferent whether you cure him by
your own influence, or by that of his imagination.
Besides, you have no need of searching for extraordinary phenomena to fortify your own faith; and if
you have a somnambulist very susceptible, chance
will oier you

so

good.

But

many wonderful

facts,

so

many

convincing proofs, as to astonish you. Once more:
When you magnetize, it is not for yourself; it is
solely for the patient who has delivered himself over
to

your care, your benevolence, and your aiection.
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It has

frequently happened

that

a

magnetizer has

somnambulist, who had
been obliged' to separate from hirn, and that the
patient has written, while in the somnambulie state,
a detail of his crises, and what must be done to
continued the treatment of

linish the cure.*

a

This will
and

always
docile

succeed with

a

somnambulist.

prudent magnetizer
But if the precautions have been badly taken, if the
magnetizer neglects to occupy himself with his patient at the appointed hours, it would be better, a
hundred times, to break the communication, and
abandon the patient to nature.
With many subjects we may renew somnanibulism
by means of a magnetized object. This facilitates
the action of'the magnetizer, but it does not.dispense with the necessity of thinking about the pa
tient in order to sustain and regulate the crisis.
They who are not acquainted with the phenomena
of Magnetism will consider as absurd what I have
just said; but they who have once recognized in
themselves the influence they can exert upon their
somnambulists would be exposed to commit imprudences, if I did not warn them of the danger. It is,
therefore, my duty to make known what I know to
be the truth, without troubling myself about the opina

ions of the incredulous.

I do not ask of the perwhom I address this instruction to take my
word for the reality of the extraordinary phenomena.
sons

I

to

merely request

them to follow the advice I

give

them, whenever these phenomena present themselves.
'

-

I possess several letters written in u state of somnambnllsrn. They
snperlor to those which the same persons write ln their ordinary
only as It respects depth of thought, but also elegance of utyll
and choice of expression.
much
lute, not
are

A__L
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NOTE.
A

physician

of the

faculty

of Paris has

_

just

sent me an ob-

servation which I think it useful to publish, because it
lates to a disease ol' which I have not made mention.
A constant

aertayo

and

an

accidental chorea cured

re-

by magnet-

hm.-Mademoiselle Si, aged thirty-eight years, experienced, on the 17th of October, a violent fright, which suddenly

changed the state in which she was, by producing a suppression. Twenty-four hours after, there were heaviness in the
lumbar regions and in thc lower parts of the abdomen, headache, loss of appetite, irregular motion in the arm and the
leg on the right side. These motions greatly resembled the
Saint Vitus's dance. The physician employed, for the space
of three months, all the appropriate remedies-leeches, sedatives, anti-spasmodica, sulphate of quinine, etc. He considered the stomach and the abdomen to be better; but he
could not succeed in dissipating the vertigo, in re-establishing
the course of the

blood, or in quieting the nervous motions.
The patient, who was much afllicted, demanded whether
Magnetism would not be useful in these circumstances. The

physician

advised her to try it. He ceased giving medicines,
her to live temperately.
They com-

and recommended
menced

her in the middle of

January, only three
a sitting. The
patient drank nothing but magnetized water. At the beginning of February, the nervous symptoms were gradually disappearing, and totally disappeared by the middle of the
month.
The patient recovered her freshness and gayety, the
times

a

magnetizing

week, and twelve

or

tlfteen minutes at

blood retook its natural course, and in the month of March
was restored.

her health

CHAPTER VIII.
or THE INCONVENIENCES.

THE Aucszs AND

GEBS or HA 0NE1'.'S.l{,

TH DAR

AND 0F TUE Hams

OF PREVENTING THEM

The opposers of Magnetism, after declaring that
not exist, have declaimed against the dangers

it dpes

I will not stop to prove that what
have said of the processes employed to put it
in action, and of the eiects it produces, is very far
from the truth, and that the anecdotes they have
which attend it.

they

cited to render it odious

are

entirely foreign

to lt.

I

agree that Magnetism has been sometimes abused,
and is still liable to be abused again. But a danger
ceases

to

be

important

when

we

are

warned of it,

and have easy and certain means of avoiding it.
Magnetism is an agent of inconceivable power. Its
utility depends upon the way in which it is employed;
and in this it is like

fire,

the

use

of which is not

in-

terdicted for fear of

conflagration.
They who will conform to the directions laid down
in the preceding chapters, will never have occasion
to fear the least inconvenience from the use of Magnetism.
the

Yet,

importance

many of my readers may not see
of the precautions I have recom-

as

mended; as others may be alarmed by what has
been said of the bad consequences of some treat'
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as others, inally may reproach me with l1BV'
misstated the motives of those who condemn

ments;

ing
Magnetism-I think it proper to devote an article
to recapitulate and develop what has been said on
this subject. Iwould rather fall into repetitions than
leave the least uncertainty about things which are
essential. I am now going_to point out the inconveniences, the abuses, and the dangers of Magnetism; and I will show that all, without exception,
will be infallibly avoided by applying the principles
which I have established.

To obtain

more

order and clearness in this discus-

sion, I will consider Magnetism under three points of
view; and I will speak, first, of the moral dangers
which may attend the practice; secondly, of the disorder whicha wrong direction of this agent, or the
of some essential conditions, may produce in the
animal economy; thirdly, of the inconveniences which
spring from a blind confidence in somnambulists, and
want

from the

erroneous

opinions to which a person is
by a sight of extraordinary

sometimes conducted

phenomena.
JW"-Oftlw Hora! .Dangers of Hamwlhm, and of the HMM
of obvlattng them.

In

describing the processes, I said that we might
employ light frictions, the application of the hands
upon the chest, upon the heart, upon the knees, blowing with the mouth, looking steadily at the patient,
etc.; but I also said that these processes, pointed out
asthe most active, may be laid aside for others, which,
sustained by the will and the attention, will be equally
eilicacious. When a man is desired to magnetize a
woman who is ill, he ought to avoid whatever
may
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wound the most

scrupulous modesty,

least embarrassment, and

spectator

even

He will not

improper.

seem

or cause

the

whatever

might to a
place himself

directly in front of the person whom he intends to
rnagnetize; he will not request her to look at him;
he will

merely

ask her to abandon

the iniiuence of the

action;

during some moments,

herself entirely

to

he will take her thumbs

and he will then make passes
It is unnecssary

distance, without touching her.

at

a

to

observe that

some one

friend, ought always
If the

to

of the

family,

be present.

or a

female
_

processes are attended with any init is neither in society, where one is

magnetic

conveniences,

obliged to avoid impropriety of conduct, nor in the
public treatments, where all things are ordered in a
decent manner. It is in the hospitals-and I ought
to fix the attention of superintending physicians upon
this point; not that they should restrain the employment of this salutary agent, but that they should direct and oversee the method of employing it; for it
will be their fault if anything reprehensible should
be mingled with the good which ought to be derived
from it. I will explain:
Physicians and medical students attached to the
hospitals are now beginning to try the action of Magnetism. They choose, in preference, young women or
young girls attacked with nervous diseases, because
they believe them more susceptible, and more likely
to present curious phenomena.
As they are accustomed to touch indiscriminately all the patients, either
to ascertain the seat of disease, or to dress their
wounds and ulcers, and as they never have any other
idea than that of fulfilling the duties with which they
are charged, they do not suspect that the
magnetic

DANGER! Ol'
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processes demand a particular reserve, and precau~
tions taken beforehand to banish everything which

might act upon their imagination or upon that of the
patient. I am willing to believe that they respect
themselves so much as never to permit the least thing
injurious to modesty, and to repel every thought
foreign to the end proposed ; but the very efort
which is made to chase away an intrusive idea turns
aside from the object which alone ought to occupy

one

the attention.

They ought, therefore,

to distrust

themselves ; to dread equally the impressions which
they can experience, and those which they can pro-

duce; and

to take measures in

advance,

so

that

no-

purityof influence which has,
at the same time, both a physical and a moral eEect.
These are the counsels which I ought to give in re-

thing shall trouble the

lation to this

subject,

known, established,

nn

Magnetism is so generally
practised, as to render them

until

and

unnecessary.
When a physician intends to

magnetize

a woman

bed, the clothes ought to be kept over
If she can rise, she ought to be clad in the most

who

keeps

her.

decent

her

manner.

to take her

cept

The physician will not touch her ex-

thumbs,

or

to

make frictions

along

the feet outside of her garments. All the passes
will be made at a distance. It is often necessary to
concentrate the action upon an organ ; for example,
upon the solar plexus, the -liver, or the spleen. In
this case, he will present the lingers
point, or else he will make use of a

rod,

a nurse near

the bed

person should enter
permit himself

not

to a

steel

touching. It would be proper to
during the sitting. No
the room. The magnetizer should
to make any experiment ; and, if

in order to avoid

have

brought
glass or
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he obtains
about her
will

give

somnambnlism, he will ask the patient only
disease, and the means of curing it. He

an

account to

the chief

physician

of the

re~

sults of the treatment.

It may

happen

that

a

nurse, endowed with intelli-

gence and kindness, may perceive, with her own
eyes, the eliicacy of Magnetism, and feel the desire
and the power of doing
magnetizer will excite her

good. In this case, the
confidence, and get her to

place, after giving her suitable instructions
how
proceed. He will always recommend to her
The time is not yet arrived for
not to speak of it.
nurses to consider the exercise of Magnetism as one
of their most important functions.
I have here spoken of the employment of this
agent in the hospitals, merely because several trials
have been recently made of it there.* I suppose
that, if the young physicians continue to occupy
themselves with it, they will not neglect to learn the
take his
to

conditions essential to the

they

success

would make to furnish

therapeutic

a.

of the trials which

powerful auxiliary

to

medicine.

employment of Magnetism in
society._
precautions already pointed out will
suilice to banish all the inconveniences attending
it, when it is merely intended to make use of it
several days, and when neither somnambulism nor
magnetic sleep presents itself. But there must necessarily be many others in chronic complaints which
appear to require a very long treatment, and whose
Let

us

return to

the

The

*It ls now used In them very extensively In many psrts ol' Europe. Bi!
Dsvld Brewster says that the medical colleges in Germany have professors
whose business lt ls to deliver lectures on this subject, in ill connection
with medicine. I have leamed the same fact from an intelligent Germsh,

and from several travellers- hum.
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is

cure

preceded by

crises

and by

a

netic state.

-

In these kinds of diseases,

persons of different
less the

decided mag-

principles

sexes

ought

Magnetism between
proscribed, un-

to be

and morals of the two individuals

prevent the fear of an improper influence. The only
men who can undertake the treatment of a
young
I have told
woman are the father or the husband.

place. I think it useless to go
I ought only to point out the
greater
I
to
what
have
given as a general rule.
exceptions
These are to be sought in the advanced age of one
of the parties, and in the diiference of circumstances
in which they are found.
the

reason

in another
details.

into

I foresee that
tradiction with

some one

myself.

will seek to put me in conYou have," says one, " a

"

hundred times uttered the wish that

physicians only
Magnetism ; how, then, can
magnetized unless by men ?" This is my

would make
women

be

use

of

reply:
It is to be desired that

experienced physicians only

with the direction of the magnetic treatments ; but it is one thing to have the direction of a treatment, and another to perform the
should be

charged

manipulatory processes.
A physician might gather
voir

round

a

magnetic

reser-

great number of sick persons of all ages and
of each sex, and devote his cares to each one, accord-

ing

a

to

with

a

circumstances ; yet he cannot charge himself
direct treatment, but by observing all the

proprieties, by banishing all the possible dangers,
He
and preventing even ill-founded suspicions.
must, therefore,

place

to

cause

magnetize

a

another person to take his
patient, and choose for

female

`»f
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this purpose a woman instructed by him how to proceed, and having equally the confidence of himself
and of the
I say

patient.

more:

recognized,

When

Magnetism

when it shall become

medicine-and this time is,
-the

physician

who has

an

shall be

generally

essential part of
perhaps, not far distant
an

extensive

practice

will

have two treatments, one for men, and another for
women.
He will thus avoid aiording occasion for

improper remarks.
As Magnetism establishes confidence and friendship between the magnetizer and the patient, the
precaution of interdicting the use of it between persons of different sexes is not the
only one to be taken,
especially in regard to young persons, being, as they
If the
are, more susceptible of new impressions.
father or the mother cannot themselves magnetize
their son or their daughter, they ought to know the
character and the principles of the person who performs the oilice for them, not only because opimons
are communicated by intimacy, but because, in
long
treatments, and particularly when somnambuusm oocurs, the magnetizer will at length, even without has
own knowledge, exert a moral influence capable of
modifying the temper, the sentiments, and the principles of him to whom he restores health. As to the
rest, persons who, without any selfish motive, undertake the treatmentof a disease, are urged by the desire of doing good ; and charity supposes almost all
the virtues.
What has been related of the

dependence

which

somnambulists have upon their rnagnetizer, has given
rise to ill-founded prejudices against somnambullsm.
But this

dependence

is

only relative.

It -has

neces-
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limits, and

sary

cannot have the consequences

which

have dreaded.

some

his reason,

'l`he somnambulist preserves
and the use of his will. When he per-

that the magnetizer designs his benefit, he
yields to him; and, fortified by him, he determines to
vanquish a bad habit, to resist an inclination or an
injurious fantasy, to take a medicine to which he
feels a repugnance, and which he has judged necesHe profits by the ascendency of the latter to
sary.
work for himself, and to put himself _in an advanceives

tageous position, which may be continued in the

waking state. Sometimes he obeys the orders of his
magnetizer in things that are indiierent, because the
desire of satisfying him predominates over the reluctance which be experiences; but the magnetizer
could not obtain from him either the revelation of

a

duty or his interest to conceal,
nor things essentially contrary to the principles of
honesty, to which he is attached in the common
A reprehensible act of volition would cause
state.
which it is his

secret

him to

revolt, and throw him into convulsions*

The experiments which have been made to show
that one could make somnambulists obey his will,
have

always

any moral

been

experiments of curiosity, without
danger, but very imprudent, since they

'
lr. Passsvant expresses himself thus,
several remarkable facts :

citing

in support of his

opinions

"

Exterior agents may, in spite of ourselves, carry disorder into our physical organization, but our moral constitution depends only upon our will.
Thus so long as a man wills to be free he remains so ln somnambulism, as
much

ln the

ordinary state. One might wound or kill, but he could not
being without his consent."
Yet suppose the posslblllty of a lethargic somnambullsm, and the existence of a being sumciently depraved to take advantage of lt ; wc need not
inquire whether any danger might result, lf we observe the rule laid down
shove-that s woman, when magnetized, ought always to have a female
as

demomllze

n

frlcnd

her.

near

human

X

_..»-
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the

patients uselessly, and may prevent
People will absolutely interdict
them when Magnetism shall be so well known as not
to astonish by its phenomena, and when they are
well convinced that it is a sort of profanation to employ for amusement a faculty which God has given
ua to do good to omg/tellow-creatures.
I will finish this article by a remark worthy of attention. It is that, among those who are induced by
curiosity to attempt Magnetism, some renounce it as
soon as their curiosity is satisfied ; and some, on the
fatigue

their restoration.

contrary, attach themselves

more

and

more to

the

curiosity is extinguished. These
last are captivated solely by the pleasure of doing
good. The enjoyments of the mind are enfeebled
by the loss of novelty; those of the heart become
more lively the longer we have
enjoyed them. The
practice,

source

as

their

of the last is inexhaustible.

the Dangers that may occur to the Animal Econ~
omg/, either by the Abuse or the Jllaapplteatdon of Haganhm, and of the Jleana of avoiding them.

Second-Of

Those who have wished to

ploying this agent
their observations
which would he
cine.

they
or

Since

the fear of

means

em-

have based

upon very specions reasoning,
if applied to ordinary medi-

unjust

Magnetism

has

a

have said that this action

injurious, according

to

powerful action,
ought to be salutary

very

the nature of the disease.

tonic, it will augment the evil when there is
much excitement; if it is soothing, it can pro-

If it is
too

inspire

curative

as a

duce

a

no

good

results in

a

torpid

state

of the system.

The defenders of this agent have answered that it
cannot be compared to medicines which have in
themselves

a

determinate property.

Magnetism,
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say they, acts upon the whole system; it seconds the
eiorts which nature is making to throw off the prin-

ciple of the disease. If it soothes, it is by re-establishing the equilibrium; if it strengthens, it is by recalling the vital duid into the organs in which there
is

a

deficiency.

The

answer

is dictated

apparently true;
employed in all
traneous

by the theory which is most
Magnetism were
freed
from all exand
purity,

and I think that if
its

principles,

jurious.

it could not in any

case

be in-

_

Some privileged beings exist who are endowed with
lively faith, which never hesitates; with a confidence exempt from pride; with acharity so expansive that they forget themselves, and are identified
with the suffering being. The union of these qualities puts them into a state for employing this agent,
during which they are directed by an instinct more
a

sure

than all the calculations of

of their soul
of the

predominates
patient. It excites

over
or

reason.
The power
all the interior forces

soothes them at will.

Their action, sometimes insuilicient, will be always
more or less
salutary. But I ought here to consider

Magnetism
and by the

as

it

can

be

practised

at

the present

time,

persons to whom this instruction is ad-

dressed.
an abstract theory.
experience, to know if, in certain circumstances, Magnetism has not done some evil. Let
us listen to those physicians who condemn the use of
it, not to dispute with them, but to profit by whatever truth may be found in the motives of their opinion. Innumerable facts, collected for forty years,
have demonstrated in general the curative power of

Let

Let

us

us

not, then, dwell upon

consult

7
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But has it not sometimes

Magnetism.

produced ef-

fects contrary to what people have desired to obtain?
If it be true that it has, we must examine in what
circumstances

ought
ought
I

they have occurred, to

what causes

and what

be attributed,

to

they
precautions we

take to prevent the recurrence hereafter.
persuaded there is hardly a disease which, by

to

am

itself, is of

a

nature to be

aggravated by Magnetism

But it may happen that Magnetism does not agree with this or with that indi-

properly employed.

vidual, either because of peculiar temperament;
cause

there exists no

magnetizer;

or

sympathy

or

be-

between him and the

because the latter has too strong an
or because the action

action, which produces trouble;
is too feeble, so that it induces
it cannot

a

struggle

in which

because he does not know the

triumph;
application which is useful. In these circumstances, it is prudent not obstinately to struggle
against obstacles, unless the patient is forced by a
or

mode of

kind of instinct to demand its continuance.

There

certain persons on whom Magnetism causes a nervous irritation.
When this is perceived, it would be
are

well to magnetize at a distance, with the intention of
soothing, and withdraw one's self gradually from one

end of the apartment to another; you will even draw
by transversal passes; you will not give

of thc fluid

yourself

any

uneasiness;

but you will stop if~ you do

not make a state of calmness succeed this first nervous

shock.

We know

by

the somnambulists

that, in

cer-

tain cases, Magnetism ought to be employed with
much reserve, and that its application ought to vary

according
force,

to

circumstances,

in the duration of the

of the processes.

either in the

sittings,

When there is

an

or

degree

of

in the choice

exaltation of the
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system, it is prudent to moderate, or even to
suspend the action.
The species of nervous irritation of which I have
spoken does not in the least resemble the pains which
Magnetism produces or renews in an aEected organ.
These pains prove the action of Magnetism, and result from its efforts to expel the principle of disease,
and they often make known the seat of it. It is cus~
tomary to continue these critical pains for a certain
nervous

and to calm them

as well as we can before the
You
sitting.
may expect to see them renewed at the following sitting, and sometimes in the

time,

end of the

intervals, until there is

atfrighted

account

on

of them.

lively pains,

often excites

sensibility in

longer an obstruction to
Buid; and you need not be

no

the free circulation of the

In palsy,

Magnetism

because it re-establishes

the limbs before

restoring

movement to
`

them.

This leads

ruption
to

of

sustain

a

a

me

to

speak

of

a

real

danger--the inter-

commenced, and the omission
crisis which has been excited, and which
treatment

develop and terminate without being
by Magnetism. This danger is nothing in
recent indispositions; but it is very serious
and
slight
in organic and long- standing diseases.
A person
do
much
mischief
with
might
by magnetizing
energy
only once to drive of an internal pain caused by a
tumor, or by a humor which, for many years, attacks
an
organ at certain periods. When a person has deranged a movement which was established, or excited
a contrary movement, it is necessary to regulate it so
that it may not bring on any disorder. The accidents
which have occured by the rude interruption of a
treatment ought not to be attributed to Magnetism,
nature cannot

aided
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but to the

magnetizer. I shall
by citing two examples. The first is that of a lady who for twelve years
had a violent headache every month. One day, when
I was at her house, and she was suffering much, I re-

make

of the

imprudence

myself

better understood

lieved her of the attack in half

ing month,
for

the headache

an

hour.

The

having returned,

fo1low~

she sent

I relieved her as before. The next day she
very well; but two days afterwards she had in-

me.

was

supportable pains
with

in the

body.

She

was

attacked

violent fever, which lasted six weeks, and of
which she was cured by
medicine. Since
that time she has not had a return of the headache.
a

ordinary

I do not doubt that this acute disease was produced
by the humor displaced by me; and that it would not
have taken
at

place, if,

in order to

when I drove of the headache

continued

I had

first,

produce

to

some

The second fact is

magnetize her foramonth,

crisis.

still

more

remarkable.

It

clearly proves that one ought not to permit himself
to attempt the action of Magnetism, except when
he is
A

ing

sure

of

girl

of

had

in the

a

it as long as it is necessary.
who
lived in the country, havsixteen,
fall, experienced, for several months, pains

head,

continuing

and became

completely blind, having

the gutta serena. Persons who took much interest
in her caused her to be placed under the care of able
oculists.

She

was sent

where all the remedies

forthwith to the Hotel

were

essayed.

She

was

Dieu,

finally

declared

incurable; and, as her parents were without
fortune, she was sent to the Salpétriere. She was
there for three years, when a medical student, who
was

magnetizing

a

the house of that

lady, proposed to her to come
lady, telling her he had hopes

to

of
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curing

her.

and

some

she

was

She

of her

accepted the
acquaintances

offer with

gratitude;

undertook to

see

that

attended thither every day. She came then
to the 1ady's house, and he who had oEered her his

magnetized her with energy for an hour, by
putting his hands upon her head. She experienced
an extraordinary sensation, which, nevertheless, was
not painful; but the following night she was attacked with violent pains in the head. She returned
to the house of the lady, but she did not 'rind the
magnetizer, who had left word that unexpected circumstances obliged him to suspend the treatment.
The pains increased from day to day. They 'finally
became insupportable, and were accompanied with
a fever, which continued every evening and a part
of the night. The poor girl was sent to the iniirmcares

ary, where many remedies were administered to her
without ei'fect.- She was eleven months in this suf-

fering condition, when some one requested me to
magnetize her. She came to my house every day.
I employed Magnetism by the long pass, and made
passes along the legs, which became at 'first so benumbed that she could not

move

them.

After five

sittings, she was restored; and, since that period, she
has enjoyed good health, excepting her blindness.
This is the same girl whose treatement I continued
for nearly a year, because the effects which I had
produced after the cessation of the pains made me
hope to restore her sight. I spoke of this in the
preceding chapter. It is evident that the pains in
the head were critical pains, produced by Magnetism,
and that they would have ceased in a few days, if
the crises had been sustained. Perhaps, at that time,
vision might have been restored.
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In

certain organic diseases which are very severe
long-seated, the eforts of nature to take a new
direction may produce the most painful and alarming crises. If the magnetizer is frightened, if he
interrupts the action, the patient runs the risk of
succumbing. In these cases, happily very rare, it
and

would be necessary to have

a

somnambulist suiii-

crises, to describe
ciently clairvoyant
the manner of developing them, and the results
which they ought to have. The magnetizer would
be equally assured, if he were directed by a physician versed in the knowledge of Magnetism. If this
aid be wanting, I can only recommend confidence
and courage. I have seen the interruption or the
to announce

false direction of

a

treatment

the

have,

in the

course

of

time, the most fatal consequences; but I have never
seen a serious accident follow a violent crisis, the

development

of which has

not

been hindered.

Many person* fear that Magnetism excites
vous commotions, and even convulsions because
recall to mind the eifects which
first

by

baguet,

But at the time when Mesmer

Mesmer.

connected

were

ner-

they
produced at

patients

for the 'first time around the

he knew neither the

means

of

directing

the

agent that he employed, nor of calming the crises;
and since 1784, the true principles of Magnetism

being

well

much noise

known, the scenes which
longer reproduced.

are no

once

made

so

But it is well

to say here in what case

nervous crises may occur,
and how all their inconveniences may be avoided.
Magnetism really produces nervous crises in dis-

orders of the

nervous

for the cure;
of nature to

system; but they are necessary
the consequences of the eiforts
a bad direction and re-establish

they
change

are

__

_
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the

equilibrium.

them;

The

he calms them

his will.

patience
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magnetizer does not interrupt
by a soothing action, and by

Let him not be troubled-let him have
and the desire of

crises the

patient

lt is very essential
attacks which it

doing good-and

after the

will find himself better than before.
to know that

gives

the

it accelerates the progress,
disease.

Magnetism renews
strength to support; but
to destroy the cause of the

Magnetism also excites nervous motions when people make use of it out of curiosity, to exert its power,
or to obtain singular eEects; when its action is concentrated upon the head, or when an extraordinary
force is employed suddenly, while the subject resists
the action; when, instead of being tranquil, the operator is himself agitated.
Do not magnetize unless
you are yourself in a state of calm, and nothing disturbs the employment of your faculties. Employ
your force gradually. Have no other desire than
that of curing, and you will never excite the least
trouble in the one you magnetize.
If, in a treatment wherein several persons unite in
chain, or around a magnetic reservoir, a nervous
crisis displays itself, the patient attacked by it should
be instantly taken from the chain, and led to another
place, that he may be calmed. It is known that nera

attacks are communicated by imitation or by
sympathy: and this is a reason for not exposing the
other patients to them.
I ought here to reiterate a condition essential to
the success of every treatment; namely, that the
magnetizer must be in good health. Rheumatic
pains, nervous affections, and especially organic dis~
eases, are communicated from the magnetizer to the
vous

_._'

/,
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magnetized, with facility proportioned to the
thcroughness of the communication between them.
In the state of disease, the vital fluid may be vitiated,
or at least morbiiic principles
may be thrown of
with it
I willadd, that in the magnetic communication there is established a sympathy between the
person

similar organs of the two individuals; whence it
follows that a person whose lungs are delicate cannot,
without

danger, magnetize

one

any

whose

lungs

are

aHected.*
Hltherto I have

which

we are

spoken only of the dangers to
exposed in magnetizing, without pre-

cautions, persons who are not somnambulists. Those
which spring from somnambulism are still greater.
'Io avoid them, it is necessary to know them, and I
Wlll

therefore point them out.

1 have ]ust said that

a

magnetizer

whose health is

essentially bad may communicate the disease to the
person whom he magnetizes. This thing is especially
to be feared
seen

the

struck

ln

I have several times

somnambuhsm.

of it.

proof
forcibly.

me

Iwlll

merely recite a fact which
lady, who for a long

A young

time had a very serious nervous disease, was mag
netized by a friend of her family, who rendered her
She very soon had
a somnambulist the first day.

favorable crises, and her health

appeared

to

be

sen-

slbly amehorated. She flattered herself with the
prospect of obtaining a complete cure, when her magnetlzer

larynx.

was

attacked with

As he could

house, he sent every

an

indammation of the

longer
evening to
no

go out of his own
the patient a mag~

The magnetize. who enjoys good health sometimes sympatheticnlly ex
the pains ol his patient. Dlll. he does not catch the principles or
the disease, the reason ol which ls, tual, as he throws the luld from Nm
sen, he is active, md not passive; heglves, mddoss not receive.
*

perlences

'
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.aetized

handkerchief, which renewed somnamculism

.for two hours. The young lady was very soon attacked
with the same disease, accompanied by the most alarm-

Happily, another magnetizer came to

ing symptoms.

her aid-a circumstance which did not prevent her
'from being in the greatest danger when the former
one

and

died. And it was only after a very long treatment,
making use of all the remedies which her clairvoy-

ance

suggested,

that .she

was

perfectly re-established

in health.

I will not here return to the accidents that may result from temporary inprudences; I confine myself to
a succinct summary of what I have said on this sub~
Never

a crisis.
.Do not su_17'er your
be touched .by any one who is not in
communication with him. .Do not put him in com-

ject.

somnambulist

interrupt
to

munication with any one, except it be for some good
purpose, and when he desires it. Avoid magnetizing
him in presence of many persons.
Occupy yourseif
solely with his health. Follow the processes which he
indicates to you. Do not _flztigue him with experiIf you neglect these precautions, you will
diminish his lucidity, retard his cure, and do him an
injury. Yet this injury may be ordinarily repaired by
proper cares; and the greater part of magnetizers are
ments.

not

instructed

The

on

dangers

this

point by

of which I

their

am

own

about to

happily, much less frequent. They are
by a momentary fault of the magnetizer,
abuse of his own power. They are, with

experience.
speak are,
not

caused

but

by

some

the

indi-

viduals, the natural consequences of somnambulism;
and, as they are very serious and diiiicult to remedy,
the

magnetizer ought to conduct himself
infallibly to prevent them.

manner as

in such

a
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Persons who have been for
bulists have been known

to

a

long

preserve,

time

even

somnam-

after their

restoration to

health, a nervous susceptibility which
impressible in the highest degree; and
the slightest action of Magnetism may cause them
to fall again into an imperfect somnambulism. Some
of them have been seen to be habitually in a magnetic state.
This is a great inconvenience, and you
must avoid it by observing the.following directions:

renders them

Do not magnetize your somnambulist any longer
than he tells you it is necessary. Never speak to him
after he awakes of what he said in somnambulism.

sitting, disembarrass him of the
charged, and wake him per~
fectly, so that there may be no intermediate point
between the ordinary and the somnambulic state.
As soon as your patient is cured, refrain absolutely
from the desire of preserving in him the somnambulic faculties; will, on the contrary, that they cease,
until a new complaint renders them useful to him.
Somnambulists who are no longer ill are generally
poor somnambulists; and the tendency to somnambulism is not in accordance with the ordinary habits
of life. Many magnetizers preserve somnambulists
after their cure, and they hope through them to render service to other patients; but it is wrong to have
confidence in such somnambulists. They are often
made use of for experiments of curiosity. They are
exhibited to persons who interrogate them upon
various subjects. All this docs no good. It does
In

terminating

each

Huid with which he is

not even convince the

incrcdulous; and this presents

many inconveniences.
I know that some exceptions to this rule may be
cited, and that somnambulists, when thoroughly

DANGER8
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cured, have been known to preserve, for many years,
a surprising clairvoyance. This phenomenon is very
infrequent. It has its source in moral and physical

dispositions, independent

of

the

'magnetizer's

in-

iiuence, since persons who have never been magnetized have been seen to be naturally in a state similar
to that of the most

bulists;
and

extraordinary magnetic

but this state demands

requires

so

much

somnam-

much management,
discretion, and disin-

so

prudence,

terestedness, to derive advantage from it, that a wise
man will not seek to produce it, or to sustain it by

magnetic

action.

But the inconveniences of

a

somnambulism too

prolonged, and made almost habitual, are
nothing, compared to the dangers to which one is
exposed `by turning somnambulism aside from the
single end to which it should be directed; that is, by
exciting the faculties of somnambulists, to obtain of
them surprising things, from which, they can derive
much

no

adirantage,

fecting

either to their health, or to the perqualities. There is not the

of their moral

an abuse of
Magnetism may
carry trouble into the nervous system, and derange
the imagination. If you exact of your somnambulist
things which are difficult and contrary to his will ; if

least doubt that such

you' should

wish to act upon him in such a manner as
or spirits; if
you compel
him to go into distant times or places, to discover
things lost, or to announce the future, to tell you

to make him see the dead

what numbers will be fortunate in
which he knows

a

lottery-a thing

better than you; if you interroabout
him
political affairs, etc., you will do him
gate
much mischief, and might even make him idiotic. If
no

this should occur, it will be your

own

fault;

it ought
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be attributed to Magnetism, but wholly to your
Sornnambulism will never produce the

not to

temerity.

least disorder when not abused; and we are sure of
abusing it when we employ it solely for the pur-

'not

pose of

leaming

nambulist,

or

the

to the

means

of calm, during

state

doing good

nel,

are

freely;
purified

the

som~

a

which all the forcesof nature

put themselves in equilibrium.
then Hows

to

with whom he consents

Somnambulism of itself is

interest himself.

to

of

patients

The stream of life

its waters, united in asingle chanin their tranquil current; but if

you build dikes, it will overflow its
duce the greatest disasters.

banks, and prop

In many works on Magnetism, and
those which have been published in
authors

of

especially in
Germany, the
have distinguished diiferent degrees or states

somnambulism, the

most

elevated of which has

been called ecstasy, or magnetic easaltation. I spoke
of this extraordinary state in the preceding chapter.
I

ought here

to state

that it is very

dangerous,

and

that, in the hands of amagnetizer who lacks force,
coolness, and experience, and who is governed by the
desire of witnessing marvels, it may be attended
with the most fatal consequences. When this state
has reached a certain degree, the magnetizer has no

longer any control over it. If, then, you see somnambulism taking this direction, it is necessary forthwith to oppose it; and if you fear you shall not succeed, you should renounce the treatment. It is
never

at the first time that this state becomes suili-

manifest for the will of the

magnetizer to be
danger has never been better exposed than in a pamphlet entitled "Lfemoire
mr le .Magnétisme animal,
présenté d l'A.cadémia do
ciently

ineliicient.

I think this
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Berlin," 1820. This is from the pen of a distinguished physician, and I knew the man whose som
nambulism was the subject of his observations.
'

I believe that the accidents which have sometimes

resulted from somnambulism have

cept when

it has been

pushed

too

never

far,

occured

or

ex

when its

beneficial and restorative action has been counter
acted.
15414-Of the Dangers to which Persons ecpoee themselves
who place too muah Confldenoe Cn Somnrnnhulhu.

enthusiastic

magnetizers have a blind faith
They believe them infallible, both in the judgment they give of their own
disease, and in that which they give of the diseases
of others. If the remedies ordered by them do not
succeed, they suppose it is because the prescriptions

Many

in their somnambnlists.

have not been followed with sufficient exactitude; if
the remedies have done mischief, they regard the
mischief

as a

necessary crisis.

As

they

have

some-

inconceivable wonders, they have become
credulous, and this credulity makes them lose all prudence. Even when a. mischance arrives, they contimes

seen

tinue in the illusion.

There are, without

dowed with such

a

doubt,

some

lucidity,

somnambulists

that when

they

en-

have

been

Z)

placed in communication with a sick person,
they clearly explain the origin, the cause, and the
nature of the disorder, and prescribe the most suitable remedies by indicating the eiects they ought to
produce, and the crises which are to be expected.
They announce a disease which will develop itself
in several
to be

They

months,

and the precautions which

ought

taken when the first symptoms are perceivable.
even see the moral condition of the patient,
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'

penetrate his thoughts, and give him appropriate
advice; but these somnambulists are rare; and even
those who have

clairvoyance

given proofs of this inconceivable
always preserve it, and do not

do not

possess it except at certain moments.
It often happens also that the-clairvoyance of somnambulists is not extended equally to all objects;

they see very well things which no person in the ordinary state could conjecture; and they do not perceive others which

physician

a

would notice at the

of the eye.
Let us not doubt of the faculties of

first

glance

but let
in

us

be the

a career

more

in which

prudent, since

we

do not

somnambulists,
engaged

we are

see

the rocks and

quicksands.

-

In order to avoid all the

dangers

of

a

blind confi-

dence, observe the following directions:
When you have been so happy as to meet with a
somnambulist who has given proofs of his lucidity,
present your patient to him, sustain his attention,
and let him

perfectly
he points

speak

without

interrogating

him.

If he

describes the symptoms of the disease; if
out the origin of it; if he speaks of reme-

dies which have been employed, and of the eEects
they have produced; if he sees clearly what it is
impossible to divine, and especially what you are
ignorant of yourself, as it has often happened to
me-it is evident that he is well acquainted with
the disease, and this knowledge will be very useful
to you.

Then you will request him to
ment to be

out the treat-

pursued.

If this treatment exhibits

jurious,

point

and if it does not

nothing that can be
oblige the patient to

inre-
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nouucethat which he is already pursuing, and from
which he has experienced relief-if the somnambulist aflirms that the medicines which he points out
will produce such or such an eiect, and that the
will be cured after

patient
such

or

with the

having experienced such
prescriptions

will follow his

crisis-you
most rigorous
a

exactitude.

But if, among the remedies indicated, there are
some which, in certain cases, might do mischief, you
will apply to an enlightened physician, who, if he be
not a partisan of Magnetism, may be at least exempt
from prejudice, and you will submit to him the ad-

vice of

the

in

he

case

somnambulist,
no danger

sees

which you will follow'
in it.
You will not

put your somnambulist in consultation with the

physician, provided the physician is not himself a
magnetizer; for, in talking with him, the somnambulist may yield to his vanity, and say things not
prompted by instinct; but you will combine what he
says with what the physician in whom you repose entire coniidence tells you. By this means, you
will have

does not

risk to run; and, even if the treatment
succeed, you will have no cause for self-

no

reproach.
There

are

profession
enemies of
their
the

at Paris

somnambulists who make a
for a fee, and the
giving
not
do
fail to say that
Magnetism

of

advice

somnambulism

contrary,

is

ber of them with the most
I have collected

I have examined
me

in

no

I

pretended.

and I have examined

a

uncertainty

on

among themselves in the

a

can

ailirm

great

num-

scrupulous

large nurnher

in such

a

of

manner

this head.

degree

attention.

facts, which
to

leave

They

diifer

as

of~ their faculties

886

ummm. anemnssas.

and of their moral qualtities; but all are really
somnambulista*
Among those whom I have observed, there is not
one that I have not known to commit
errors; but
there is not

that has not exhibited to me
proofs
clairvoyance. '1`his olairvoyance has appeared to
me imperfect and limited on several occasions.
At
other times, they have
me.
astonished
singularly
For instance, I have conducted to the houses of these
somnambulists patients whom
they could not have
kl°W"» and of whose state I was myself ignorant;
and I have seen
them, after a quarter of an hour of
concentration and of
silence, divine the origin, the
cause, and the stages of the diseases, determine the
seat of the
pains, discover what no physician could
perceive, and describe with exactitude the character,
the habits, and the inclinations of those who consult
one

of

them.
very

I have
severe

seen some

of them who have cured

acute diseases

and inveterate chronic

disorders, by boldly changing

the treatment

pursued

up to that time.
Each of the somnambulists of whom I speak has
methods of investigation peculiar to himself. The
attention of some is at 'first struck with the most se-

rious

evil; others examine separately and successively
all the organs, commencing at the head; and .t is only
after having viewed them apart, that they endeavor
to determine their
___

sn is
son;

been for three

influence.

There

are

feign 'an imperfect somnambullsm in presence of perprecautions to verify the realliy;and I recollect having
days thc dupe of n person Whom I thought incapable of de-

pqsllble

whq mke

reciprocal

..

to

no

but whatever address the pid-Ended !°l1l18lHb1"F¢ ml! NW.
you may dlscem the deception at the dnt enmlnlllvn- T1¢ fl¢1lU¢l
psmmm to mimmimusu cannot be successfully imitated by my 011° 'M

ceiving me;

los not possess them.
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of them

to make this

who,

examination, do
hand the pulse
nothing
of the patient, while with the other they feel over
all the body; they thus perceive by sympathy which
are the aEected organs, and they sometimes
experience the pains of the patient so much as to sufer
some

more

considerably

than to touch with

after the

one

sitting.

Some of them consult for persons who
and unknown to them. Some hair of the

something
the

which he has

stomach,

for

absent

the

skin,* suhices to put them
communication with him, that they

next to

in such close
will describe

worn

are

patient, or
several days on

exactly

moral condition.

and

minutely
pretend

I do not

his

physical
they do

that

and
not

often deceive themselves; but I have seen them many
times succeed, in an astonishing manner, in cases
where

they

had

nothing to guide them, and where
they were consulted had char-

the disease for which
acteristics too

rare

for them to

come

at

the truth

by conjecture or chance. If he who consults has for
his aim, not to enlighten himself, but to put the
somnambulist to the proof, it is possible that, without knowing it, he will exert an influence which will
furnish him with new reasons for his inc_redulity.
To what I have just said of the somnambulists

by
profession, in reference to their varying faculties, I
ought to add that I have noticed in many of them
Some of them take
much uprightness and sensibility.
the most lively interest in their patients, and magnetize with zeal. I have seen them carefully distinguish between what they thought themselves sure
of, and what they thought merely probable, and
hneoeuarytoenvelopthese thlngsinpapenand not
packet opened, when itil |1l£llfbdf0ulB!0Dl1llllbU1|lf.

'Il
thc

to have Nd
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refuse to'

give

a

consultation when

feel themselves to be in

possession

they

did not

of suilicient clair-

voyance; or, when the state of the_patient appeared
desperate, they would not declare the opinion they

had formed

respecting

it.

_

The part which these somnambulists have taken,
of giving consultations every day, which fatigue
them, obliges them to take care of themselves, and
It is proper that they
for their trouble and the sac-

renounce

all other business.

should be

recompensed

rifice of their time.
to

The persons who apply to them
to acquit themselves of the

be able

very glad
obligation, if they have received good advice; and as
no one designs to deceive them,
they have no reason
to complain, if they have merely satisfied their curiosity.
This is what I had to say to justify an abuse which
will exist so long as Magnetism is not practised in
families, under the direction of a physician, and
which, in the actual circumstances of the case, ought
not to be condemned*
But without pretending to
make any particular application-without disapproving what exists-I ought to show that somnambulists
by profession, those especially who succeed in throware

._

_;

°

Some men, who have not taken -the pains to lnform themselves ot the
services rendered every day by the somnambullsts of whom I speak, would
have the pollce forbid their giving consultations. Such n measure would crea thousand times more serious than the ones sought to be
obvlsted. ln the llrst place, these somnambulists could no longer find a magnetizer who, by s disinterested zeal, would consent to dlrecr. them and sustain their strength. In the second place, those of the somnambulists

ate lnconvenlences

who have the most

delicacy would think they ought to renounce a practice
to them.
Finally. those who, ln spite of the law, would
continue to see patients, having risks to run. would demand s higher price
for their services, and requlre secrecy; and the persons who obtsln s consultation from them would not dare to submit lt to a physician, for fest of
compromising their obligations to the somnambulists.
which ls lnterdlcted
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Ing themselves into the crisis, ought in general to inspire less confidence than those of whom I spoke
farther back, and who, in the waking state, are ignorant of the faculties with which they are endowed
during sleep. What I am about to say is supported
by the true principles of Magnetism, and confirmed
by numerous observations.
In order to have a somnambulist judge correctly
the state of a disease, he must in some sort identify
himself with the patient; for the motive which determines him ,to identify himself with a suffering being can be .no other than the sentiment of pity, or
the love of good. It supposes a forgetfulncss of
one's self, and personal interest must necessarily alter
its purity.
When somnambulism, by being too much prolonged, becomes a habit, there is established a communication between this and the ordinary state. Instinct no longer acts independently. The acquired
ideas, recollections, prejudices, interests, are mingled
with that species of' inspiration which develops
in the somnambulist a faculty absolutely foreign
to those which we enjoy in the common state.
Professional somnambulists are rarely in a state of abstraction (isolés), from which it is to be presumed that
they have not reached the degree of concentration
which ordinarily precedes perfect clairvoyance. As
they see many patients in the course of the day, the
impressions which they receive change their nature
at every

moment, and it is diiiicult for them

tif y themselves

for whom

alternately
they are consulted.

ease, to describe its
not

all.

with each

symptoms,

Besides,
to

one

to

see

the dis-

origin, is
required to point

divine its

The somnambulist is also

to iden-

of those
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out the treatment.
The faculty of seeing remedies.
is very diferent from that of seeing diseases, and is
not always united with it.
It may also be remarkcd

professional somnambulists have a pharpeculiar to themselves. They order, according

that many
macy
to

circumstances, a

they

are

certain number of medicines which

they have made use
prescriptions often apthings.

acquainted with,

because

of them, and their complicated

pear to embrace useless
The lncidity of somnambulists varies from
moment to another.

only

with the desire of

when

he perceives that

dowed with

netizer,

"I

one

A somnambulist who consults

relieving

a

sufering being,

he is not for the moment

perfect clairvoyance, says
do not see well to-day.

en-

to his mag-

The

patient

return, and try to find me in a more favorable
condition. I am not well acquainted with the dismust

ease; I cannot devise the

remedy.

such to be the case; but I

am not

I suspect such or
certain, and I can-

permit myself to say positively," etc.
The somnambulists who receive in succession

not

eral

sev-

patients, each one at the hour they have appointed, think themselves obliged to answer the
questions put to them, provided they do not experience too much fatigue; they rarely think of examining themselves, to be sure of their own lucidity.
They would not willingly deceive you; but they_depend upon the first sensations they feel, and prescribe remedies after the habitudes they have ,acquired. As they desire you to entertain as favorable an opinion of their lucidity as they themselves
do, they are dexterous in the manner of expressing
themselves. If they perceive that they have erred,
they endeavor to rectify their judgment, and to per-
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suade you that you have not well understood them.
When they do not discover the essential disease,

they almost always conjecture some of the symptoms;
and, if you appear surprised at it, they profit by this
discovery to direct themselves and to augment your
confidence. If the remedies they have ordered do
not produce the efects they expected, they do not on
that account think hemselves in error; they find pretexts for excusing their error, and plausible reasons
for modifying their treatment. All this may take
place without any misgivings, and with an entire

honesty

on

their part; for

of

interest influences

our

decisions,

and

our

viewing things,
our
knowing it.
Somnambulists of this species have often gone to
see physicians who are prejudiced against Magnetism, and who wish to sustain their incredulity by
experiments. 'They have almost always succeeded
in putting them at fault; and they have thence concluded that all those who profess to have acquired
proof of the lucidity of somnambulists are dupes. If
they had known the principles of Magnetism, they
manner

our

our con°

duct, without

would not have drawn this conclusion.
lists of whom insidious

questions

embarrassed; and if vanity,

are

Somnambu-

asked

are

much

the fear of

avowing
ignorance, determines them to answer, they
make efforts, they are troubled, they speak at random, and very soon they are put in contradiction
with themselves by some one better informed than
they are. Besides, in order to have a somnamlrulalst
lucid, he must be sustained by the conjdence and the
will of the person who magnetizes him, and he who
or

their

is put in communication must desire to receive useful advice from him. If he is exempt from all inter-
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est-if he preserves his independence-he will tell the
one
are

who

comes to

consult

him,
his,

not in accordance with

and whose intentions
"

I cannot consult for

you; I am not in condition to answer your questions."
But in the contrary case, it is natural that he should
employ the resources of his wit to supply the in~

stinctive faculties which fail him.*
as

Yet these somnambulists may be very useful; and
I have said, there are some of them who are en-

dowed with the most astonishing faculties, and whose
of heart raises them above every other sentiment. Even those whose clairvoyauce is very im-

goodness

perfect have, at certain moments, and as it were by
dashes, a surprising lucidity. One might apply to
them, not to put them to the proof, but to hear their
advice with attention, and to derive from it some inIt is not during the sitting, but it is

formation.

afterwards, that we ought to weigh, combine, and discuss what they have said, in order to judge of the
of confidence which

degree

out the conduct you
can

ought

they
to

merit.

I will

point

pursue, and which you

do without fear.

If you decide to consult one of these somnambulists,
do not limit yourself to the inquiry whether he has

given proofs

of

lucidity;

endeavor also to find out

whether in his conduct he has

worthy

of esteem.

always

somnambulist will not deceive
°

shown himself

We cannot be certain that

himself,

a

but it is at

Whst I ssy here is founded upon fscts which have been relsted tn ms,

and not upon my own observations. I never permitted myself to consult
somnambnllsts to put them to the proof. I have not even gone to -no
houses of any except those whom l knew to have given evidence of clsirvoyance.

It

the truth.

very proper to employ insidious means to learn
It discovers itself to him who searches for it with perseverance

seems to me not

'

and honest intentions.

`
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least necessary to be assured that he is incapable of
deceiving others. If the soinnambulist has a sensible
and

enlightened

one

motive for confidence.

man

for

a

magnetizer,

this will be

lt is desirable for you not to be,known, directly or
indirectly, to the somnambulist, in order to be sure

nothing of your disease; but this is
always possible. In all cases, when you have

that he knows
not

been put in communication with him, you will not
inform him of what you suier; you will answer yes
or no to his questions, without testifying the least

surprise.
order, if

If he describes the symptoms of your disorigin, if he finds out what

he discovers its

could not be known
some reason to

his senses, you will have
clairvoyance, and you

by

believe in his

will take note of all the remedies that he

prescribes

you. It is not until he has Rnished telling you
what he has seen and perceived, and what he advises
to

you to do, that' you will permit yourself to invite
him to direct his attention to any particular organ,
him upon anything which disquiets
I
after having quitted him, and
that,
you.
suppose
reflected upon what he has told you, you will be entirely satisfied, and even astonished, at the judgor

to

interrogate

ment he has formed of your condition.

then address

yourself

to

a

candid

mit to him the advice of the
you take the remedies
that there

is a

somnambulist has

the somnambuhst
mistakes in
Wlli

seen

and sub-

somuambulist, before

prescribed;

complication

You will

physician,

for it may happen
of_ which the

of diseases

but

sees

one.
It may also be that
the disorder very well, but
the remedy.
The physician

regard to
certainly imd In the

advice of the somnambulist

perceptions calculated to

enlighten him;

but it be~
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longs

to him to

appreciate them,

and to

modify

the

treatment in consequence.

When
for

a

himself,

lucid somnambulist
we

his

prescriptions.
patient, in whom

If he is
he takes

remedies

prescribes

should conform ourselves

charged

exactly to
only one

with

interest, and

to

whom he

himself, he ought to be heard with great
confidence; and you will follow his advice, provided
devotes

there appears to be nothing in it of a dangerous
character. The physician is solely to approve or to

disapprove. But
have just spoken,

with the somnambulists of whom I
the

physician ought to preserve his
and
direct
the treatment, while he profits
supremacy,
the
of
the somuambulist, and makes
intelligence
by
use

of the remedies

indicated,

if he

sees-

therein

no

I

inconvenience.
If reason permits

depend solely and unreservedly upon
by profession who has
given proofs of lucidity, it is only when physicians
have declared the case to be beyond the resources of
their art, and that they know no means of curing
the patient which has not been tried.
As much as I love to contemplate somnambulism
in its purity, when the soul, disengaged from sensation and all terrestrial interest, sees nothing without her but what is enlightened by the torch of
charity-it is painful for me to consider it as a complicated faculty, of which I know neither the principle, the direction, nor the limits, presenting itself
with vacillating and diversified characters. But the
details into which I haveentered appeared to me
a

us to

somnambulist

necessary, because this work is not destined solely
for persons who wish to practise Magnetism to do

good,

but also for those

who, having heard

of

cures
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by somnarnbulists, come to consult them
having the least idea of the circumstances
which favor or trouble their clairvoyance, and without being acquainted with the precautions which are
necessary to distinguish between their instinctive
efected
without

notions and the illusions to which

they

are

often

ex-

posed.
Somnambulists may give erroneous views to those
who consult them with too much confidence, not

only in regard to the treatment of diseases, but also
in regard to things not less important. I have seen
persons who, at sight of the somnambulic phenomena, were led to the adoption of most absurd and
I know that a thorough
extravagant opinions.
knowledge of somnambulism places one beyond the
reach of this danger; but there are few persons who
have sudiciently studied this state to _escape being
dazzled by its phenomena, and to distinguish what
is produced by the imagination from what is perceived by the new faculty developed or revealed by
the

interior sentiment.

I should wander from the

path before me, if I stepped aside to enter into many
details on this subject. It should suffice for me
to trace the route you ought to follow, so as
be led astray; yet I will make a few observain the first place, which will render the just-

simply
not to

tions,
ness

and the

importance

of my counsels

more

per-

ceivable.

developed faculties of
ordinary state; such as
seeing without the aid of the eyes, hearing without
the aid of the ears, seeing at a distance, reading the
thoughts, appreciating time with rigorous exactitude,
and, what is still more astonishing, having a presage
In somnambnlists there are
we are deprived in the

which

N6
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of the future.
lists

an

which

But there is often with somnambuexaltation of the faculties with

extraordinary

endowed.
Thus, among them, the
may assume a prodigious activity; the
memory may recall a thousand ideas which were entirely eEaced; the elocution may become so elegant,
we

are

imagination

so

pure,

brilliant,

so

to seem

as

spiration.

exercise of the faculties
as

well

the

product

But all this does not exclude

as

that of

our

peculiar

to

The

somnambulists,

ordinary faculties,

attended with certain

of in-

error.

has need of

conditions, in

order to
being
and
habit
us exact notions.
have
Experience
give
taught us to recognize these conditions as it regards the external senses. We know that for our
eyes to impart to us a just idea of the form and color
of objects, these olsiects must be situated in the light,
at a certain distance, and that the rays of light reflected from them must not pass through a medium
which distorts the images. On the contrary, we are
ignorant of the qualities necessary to the free unfolding of the new faculty of the somnambulist.
Further, this faculty acts alone, while the testimony of each of our senses is rectified by that of
the others.

As to the exaltation of
were

exalted

together,

our

ordinary faculties, if all
same degree, har-

and to the

mony would be preserved, and man in somnambn~
lism would bo in all respects superior to what he is
in the
is

ordinary

exalted,

least

more

harmony

state.

if not

But it is not

so.

One

faculty

the expense of the others, at
than the others; it predominates, and

no more

exists.

It sometimes

happens

that

the sway, which is a happy circumstance; but this is precisely what strikes people
reason

bears

at
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least forcibly. The astonishing fact is, to hear a
somnambulist display much information upon a sub-

ject
and

to which

people

have heard

he had heretofore

or seen

at a

before his mind with

very

extreme

tain associations between
to

paid no attention;
things, which he may
distant period come up

do not reflect that

him, which

vividness;
become

objects
imperceptible to

are

that

cer-

perceivable
preju-

us; that the

dices of his childhood operate afresli upon him in all
their power; that his imagination can realize the
phantoms it has created; that the facility of associat-

ing

his

ideas, of expressing them in the most delight-

ful manner, of investing them with all the charms of
poetry, of joining them with some unperceived

truths, which

he

causes

to

shine with the

brightest

not, by any means, a proof of the truth
of what he believes and of what he says; that the
faculty of prevision, the most inconceivable of all,

splendor-is

never

extends but to

a.

certain number of

objects;

that it is conditional; and that, if there are facts
enough to prove its existence, there is not a case
where

reckon upon the exactitude of its apfinally, that all the faculties of the mind

we can

plication;
can

draw

tion has

man

far from the truth when their exalta-

destroyed
them,

reign among
tain thesupremacy

the

equilibrium

which

ought

to

and which is necessary to mainof reason.

how we may prevent somnambuinto error, and preserve ourselves
from the influence of their illusions over us. The
only infallible means is, not to let them busy them-

We will

lists from

now see

running

anything except the subjects in relation to
experience has taught us they have lights
wnieh we cannot have; that is, in regard to their own

selves

which

on
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health, and the health

of those who

perfectly

are

in

communication with them, and to interdict them absolutely from all religious, metaphysical, and political
discussion.
The precept I here

is not in

give

contradiction

with what I have said farther 'back relative to

som-

nambulists, who, of themselves, and without being
invited, expose the fundamental ideas of religion.
These ideas

inherent in the human

soul, which
knowing the cause
and the end of its existence; without ascending to
its origin; without perceiving its relation to other
souls free from matter. The existence of God, Providence, the immortality of the soul, are proved to
us by the order of the universe, and especially by the
are

cannot know itself without also

inner sense; and the knowledge of the essential principles of morals is the result of the unfolding of our

intelligence.
For the view of the order of the universe will be

the

more

clear, the inner

sense

will be the

more

quick, the unfolding of intelligence will be the more
regular, the more the soul is disengaged from all terrestrial interest, the more estranged from all passion.
.And this is the reason why the somnambulist, abstracted and concentrated in

spect,

more

enlightened

than

himself, is,

we.

But in

m

this

regard

re-

to

things which have been revealed to man, or which
have been taught us by tradition, it does not belong
they have merely
gift that we have. Their disposition to
piety might edify us, but if we make them reason
about mysteries, their imagination will be exalted.
and they will give in to all sorts of errors; they will
no longer draw consequences from innate principles,
to somnambulists to instruct us;

the

same

nuromis

but from the

hypothetical

prejudices of childhood, or
They will conduct

views.

ideal world, where,

reality

will be

the aid of

as
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in the actual

from
us

some

into

an

world, illusion and

mingled, not to be separated except by
and experience. Even when, in this

reason

ideal world, the somnambulist sees what is concealed
from us, he cannot communicate it to us, more than

give to those who
phenomena of vision.

we can

the

are

born blind

an

idea of

I know that many persons have been led to embrace
the reveries of what is called illuminism, by the confidence

they have had

in

mystic or ecstatic somnambu-

The way to escape from this danger is, not to
let the somnambulist wander into the regions of fan-

lists.

tasy, and

to limit

to what we are

to us what it behooves

curiosity which
punished.

to

religious doctrines,

to believe.

God has revealed

ourselves,

required

us

to

as

know, and the indiscreet

would go beyond this will be

always

Ecstatic somnambulism is often exhibited without
induced

They who enter into
manifest,
points, a clairvoyance which would appear miraculous;
they do not
exhibit less in the strangest errors; and they have ex-

being

this state

by Magnetism.

upon certain

erted the most fatal influence upon those who have
had the imprudence to listen to themas oracles.
If it is dangerous to consult somnambulists
upon
the dogmas of religion, it is not less so to consult
them upon political affairs. I have seen men, otherwise well informed, become the dupes of their visions
and their predictions.
your

never

permitting

I cannot too much recommend
them to enter upon such a

course.

The

metaphysical acumen of certain somnambulists
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is sometimes very surprising. Doubtless it is better
than that of the materialists, but it does not repose
upon a solid basis. It generally conducts us to systems

analogous

to those of the Alexandrian

school,

of the Eclectics of the third century, in which sub
lime truths were associated with senseless creeds.
or

give themselves up to this species
ordinarily lose the most important faculand
the
ties;
proofs of lucidity which they exhibitin
relation to certain things of a useless nature merely
serve to mislead the judgment of those who mistake
Somnambulists who

of research

their visions for realities.
I have

seen

clairvoyance

persons who had certain proofs of the
of

a

somnambulist consult him about

the conduct of their domestic

aEairs, and suier

guided by him; and I have also seen
them by this means take imprudent steps. I do not
deny that a somnambulist may sometimes, and in certain circumstances, give excellent advice, because of
the penetration he possesses, and even because of
his ability to foresee the issue of an event which is in
progress; but for this it is necessary for him to speak
of his own accord, yielding to his instinct, without
being excited, without being solicited, and without
reasoning. A very good somnambulist, who is in
thorough communication with you, will tell you,
"Beware of such a person; he is deceiving you; or,
"Do not undertake such a journey; the result will be
themselves to be

"

unfortunate."

This merits

if you argue with

you, except that of
facility in conveying his
over

some

attention.

him, he will enjoy

no

having more wit,
thoughts.

But,
advantage
and

more

I repeat it for the last time-if you desire to avoid
danger of the induence which somnambuiists may

the

exercise

over
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you, do not consult them

except about

what

appertains to their real interest, and about
what they may know better than you, namely, upon
the means of re-establishing their health, or of directing their moral conduct.
In many ~works upon Magnetism somnambulism
has been represented as a state of purity, in which
man is superior to the passions, and would reject the
slightest thought which would wound decency or the
moral

sense.

Those who have sustained this thesis

supported by some facts; but the principle genabsolutely false. Many somnambulists
the
passions and the inclinations which they
preserve
had in a waking state. There are some of them who
are

eralized is

would sacrifice themselves for

others;

there

are some

profoundly selfish; there are some who are of
angelic purity, and these would go into convulsions
if the magnetizer had a thought injurious to modesty.
who

are

Some may be found who preserve in somnambulism
the depravity which they display in the ordinary
There

state.
own

cure

are some

of them who calculate their

interests, and profit by what is told them to prothemselves some advantages. Vanity and jeal-

ousy are sentiments very common among them.
It follows, from all I have just said, that the greatest wisdom and the

for the

greatest prudence are requisite
good management of somnambulists, and for

preventing their gaining an ascendency over the magnetizer; that he ought at ways to preserve his supremacy, and yet not to maze use of it except to retam
them in subjection, and never to excite them, finally,
that this state, in

some

hands, be attended

plain

and

upright

sort

supernatural,

with many

men

be

may,

dangers

teariess,

an

But

bad
ict

let them but ex

l
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an

unshaken will for

somnambulism

only

for the

good:
object

let them

employ

for which Provi~

dence has destined it ; let them repress their curiosity,
the spirit of proselytism, the rage for experiments;

letacompassionate charity, an unbounded confidence,
be the only motives of their action-and they will
never

have any

thing

to dread.

CHAPTER IX.
DF Ti IEAN8 OF DEVELOPING HY OUBEELVES THE IAGNETIC' FA CULTIES, AND OF DERIVING ADVAM

TA GE R801 THIS DEVELOPHEN 71

When Mesmer announced his
not

divulge

a

discovery, he

would

secret of which he thought himself the

sole possessor, unless they would allow him a certain
number of select students, to whom he could ex-

theory, and at the same time teach them
application. But to let the world
know how vast and important that theory was, and
to establish his priority of discovery (pour prendre
date), he published its fundamental principles in
twenty-seven propositions, the proofs of which he
reserved, and the development of which he promised
to_ give, and also to explain its consequences, as soon
as they had consented to arrange the matter, and to
take the measures he judged proper to prevent the
abuses of his principles, and the robbing him of the
glory of having discovered them. These propositions
plain

all his

the mode of its

were

trary

Several of them seemed convery obscure.
to the received principles of physics.
They

and yet the practice of Magnetism has been attended with the greatest success.
This proves that they were not so imtheir
author thought them; and that the
as
portant
have

never

been

clearly explained,

effects which he produced, and those which his

pupils
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produced,
Yet

we

were

not

MAGNETISI,

to his doctrine.
assertions of Mes-

essentially allied

cannot but agree that the

mer merit the greatest attention, if not for the general system of physics with which he associated his
discovery, at least as far as it relates to the proper
action of Magnetism, its power, its efects, to the

directing and strengthening its action,
utility derivable from it, especially in the
treatment of diseases; for Mesmer was both a good
observer and a learned physician.
The
twenty-seventh of the propositions of Mesmer
means

of

and to the

commences

in this

manner:

"

This doctrine will put

the

physician in the 'way of _forming a correctjudgment of the degree of each irzdividual's health."

People have not suiiiciently reflected upon this
proposition, and they will search in vain in most of
the works upon Magnetism to discover how it leads
the physician to decide in relation to the state of the
i

sick.
Mesmer also

"Experiment

said, in the thirteenth proposition;
proved the eacistence of a subtilo

has

matter, which penetrates all bodies without

apparently
proposition has been left
unexplained, as well as the twenty-seventh.
Mesmer afterwards spoke much of the currents,
and no account has been given of what he meant by
the term. The supposition of currents passing and repassing through bodies, as that of the poles, appertains to the general system of Mesmer, and I agree
that it is useless to look into this subject now; but if
we can ascertain, by experiment, the flowing of a
subtile fluid, and if the name current is given to this
emanation, the nature of this emanation, the degree
losing

its

activity."

This

of force with which it escapes, and the

cause

of the
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direction it takes,
lems

which

are

ought

physical

to be

and

physiological prob-

examined with the greatest

I

care,

The

phenomenon mentioned by

Mesmer has been

great number of his scholars. It was in
to M. d'Eslon, who fixed upon this
known
particular
of almost all those to whom he
attention
the
subject
known to

taught

a

the

practice

was common to

of

Magnetism.

This

knowledge
Society

several of the members of the

Strasburg; and yet, in the numerous memoirs
they have published, they have spoken of it
only in a vague manner, as of a thing knowii to all
the world by an oral tradition, which it is therefore
useless to explain. I have myself scarcely said anything upon this subject in my "Critical History,"
at

which

because I did not well understand its nature, and not
being endowed with the faculty of perceiving in

myself

the diseases of

others,

and not

having paid

attention to the action of the currents, I could not
speak of it from my own experience. I have since
some manuscripts of M. d'Eslon, in which the
question has been treated of; I have also read a
manuscript work, written thirty-six years ago, by a
highly-intelligent gentleman, an excellent observer,
and who, having first been instructed by M. d'Eslon,
had added much to the knowledge he had acquired
as 'a pupil; and I am convinced that what I had
neglected to look into was a very remarkable phe-

read

nomenon, the observation of which is the most useful
in the practice of Magnetism.

M. de Lausanne

recently gave a long extract from
just cited. It forms the first

the manuscriot I have
volume of thc

work entitled "The

Princqoles of Jlfagnctism,"

Processes and

2 vols. 8vo.

1819.

I in-
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vite those who wish to practise Magnetism to read
this work with the greatest attention, and to exercise themselves patiently in the method taught by
Of course, I cannot here lay down all
principles, nor give their explanation. I must

the author.
the

limit

myself
phenomenon,

to let the reader

know the

principal

and the indications with which it fur-

nishes us, the better to succeed in the treatment of
diseases.
It is well known that

good somnambulists

discover

the seat of the diseases of persons put in communication with them, sometimes by experiencing, sym-

pathetically, pains in the part of their body corresponding with that which is aiected in the patient;
sometimes by passing the hands over them, and examining with attention from the head to the feet.
It is also well known that without any instruction
they magnetize much better than they do when

awake,
most

and that

they give

magnetic

fluid the

the seat of

diseases,

to the

suitable direction.

This

faculty

of

perceiving

ought to give to the
iiuid, does not belong exclusively to somnambulists;
it is also developed in many magnetizers, when they
are attentive to the diierent sensations
they experience, either while magnetizing various patients, or
while carrying the action of Magnetism upon any
organ of a patient with whom they are in communiand the direction which

we

cation.
I know many magnetizers, who, when they hold
their hand upon the seat of an internal disease, perceive a pain which extends to the elbow; their hand
is

benumbed,

and

even

becomes swollen.

feot diminishes with the

disease;

it

ceases

This

ef:

with the

OF DEVELOPING

cure:

and its cessation indicates that

longer

no

I

saw
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Magnetism

is

necessary.

physician experience this sensation the
attempted to magnetize. 'With others it

a

first time he

does not show itself until after reiterated attempts.
I have not observed It
tions have not

intervals,
of

and

myself; because my occupapermitted
magnetize except by
when I was induced to vt bythe desire
me to

alleviating a sick
perceived in

I have

think I should have
notice the

in

causes

person.
various

Yet

some

eEects which

circumstances, make me
acquired it, had I taken care to

which

them.

produced

The delicate tact which enables

seat, and sometimes the

nature

us

to

of the

perceive the

disease;

to

crisis which is in progress; to iudge of the
moment when a crisis will terminate; and to choose,
foretell
as

a

by instinct,

the processes best calculated to direct

well-being the most useful of all the
faculties to the magnetizer, I am going to treat suc»
cinctly of the mode of acquiring it, and of making
the action

What I shall say is not the result of my
experience, but of the explanation which many
magnetizers have given me of the method pursued by
use

of it.

own

themselves, by whom I have

seen

wonderful

cures

ef-

fected; of my conversations with the late M. Varnxer.
with many pupils of M. d'Eslon, and many members
of the Society of Strasburg; of the theory explained
m

just cited; of some observations
English work of Dr. de
finally, of the examination and com-

the work I have

which I extracted from the

Maineduc;*

and

*

I have no longer this book in my possession. It was published at Lon~
don, nearly thirty years ago, in an octave edition. The author therein unfolds a curious, but very systematic theory ; and it demands of those who
wish to practise Magnetism a knowledge of things which do not appear to
me at

all necessary.
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parison

of

nessed,

and of all those which I have been able to

a

great number of facts which I have wit-

collect.
_

When

a man

of

exertion

magnetizes,

his

in

will,

he puts
a

state

himself, by

the

diierent from

his habitual one; he concentrates his attention upon
a single object; he throws on' and directs beyond himself the

nervous or

vital

iiuid;

and this

new

manner

of

being renders him susceptible of new impressions.
He first perceives a change operated in himself by
the action in which he is engaged. He then experiences, by the reaction of him whom he magnetizes,
various sensations which affect him

cording
he is

to the

degree

of

more or

less,

ac-

with which

susceptibility
to the degree of atrecognize and distinguish

endowed, and according

tention which he pays to
them.

'

change which occurs in us when we act magnetically-that is to say, when the passes we make
are magnetic-and the feeling which
persuades us
The

we

are

in communication with him whom

we

wish

magnetize, are things which it is impossible to
describe, but which they who are in the habit of
magnetizing, and who have observed what passes in
themselves, recognize with certainty. This disposition is composed of a determined intention, which
banishes all distraction without our making any eiort;
of a lively interest which the patient inspires in us,
to

and which draws
fidence in
to_our

has

our

success

us

towards

him;

and of

a con-

power, which leaves us in no doubt as
in alleviating him. W'hen experience

you that you are susceptible of this feelif
ing, you do not perceive it after you have tried
a quarter of an hour, it is useless to continue; the

taught
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eEorts of will that you could make would be un~
availing. You will try two or three time more on
the

and you will

following days,

cease

if you have

success; for then it proves that you are not
state to magnetizc, or that your action does not

no more

in

a

agree with the person on whom you wish to act. On
the contrary, if you perceive in yourself amanifesta-

tion of the
persevere;

disposition
for,

of which I

when the

extremely probable

patient

speak, you should
nothing, it is

feels

that you exercise upon him

a

real action, whose eEccts will be manifested in the

sequel,

either

by

some

crisis

or

by

an

amelioration of

health.

Besides the
are

also

change in the moral dispositions, there
signs purely physical, or some sensawill indubitably assure the magnetizer

some

tions which

that he has established

cises

a

magnetic

warm; it

a

action.

seems as

communication, and

exer-

his hands

Commonly

if the vital action

were

are

carried

outwards.

I have been

intimately

connected with

a man

who

very energetic and a very salutary magnetic
power. When he had begun to act upon any one, he

had

was

a

obliged

hour,

day

or

in

a

to

continue

nearly three-quarters

of

an

otherwise he found himself the rest of the
When he had once put
state of agitation.

himself, it was necessary
let it pass off in the _direction he had given it. He
ceased, if at the end of a quarter of an hour his
hands were not warm. In the last case, he was sure
the fluid in motion within
to

that he had not acted; in the
contrary; and I have never
at first the

first,

he

seen

him

was sure

of the

deceived,

al-

patient experienced nothing.
though
I am acquainted with a lady, who, when she begins
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magnetize, experiences much heat in the hands
a
sitting of three-quarters of an hour (more or
less, which depends upon whether the person she
magnetizes draws oi more or less of the fluid), her
to

After

hands become very cold. Then she acts no more.
The same thing takes place when she magnetizes

Her

water.

after

faculties

magnetic

hour of repose,
the open air.
an

re-established

are

when she walks

especially

in

Some

maguetizers feel, at the end of .several min~
correspondence which is established between
their two hands, so that when they place one upon
the stomach of the patient, and the other behind his
utes,

a

back,

it seems to them

other.
the

if their hands touch each

'

patient.

Let

as

This sensation proves that the fluid penetrates
us now come

to

the eiects

the reaction of his

produced
patient.

upon the
These ef-

magnetizer by
fects occur only when the communication is well established. They can manifest themselves to a greater
or less degree by three phenomena of a diiferent order. The iirst of these phenomena is very ordinary,
and known to a great number of magnetizers. The
two others do not show themselves

to those who have made them

an

distinctly. except

object

study; perhaps it is even necessary to
dispositions to acquire the knowledge
I here stop

a moment to

author of the work

pointed

tell the

published liv

of incessant

have peculiar
of them.

means

M. de

out to establish the intimate

which the

Lausanne

has

communication

which is necessary to the end which he proposes,
namely, the examination of diseases

Place
of your

yourself in such a manner that all the parts
body may be as much as possible opposite to

'rms

or Dmvnnorme
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corresponding parts of the patient): body, and
by the thumb six or eight minutes, directand concentrating your attention upon
will
your
ing
him. Then make very slow passes along the arms
and before the body, from the head to the feet, or at
least to the knees. Withdraw yourself by degrees
the

hold him

to make passes at first at the distance of an inch,
to your hands only the
then at several inches,

giving

force necessary to sustain them,
well all your sensations.

continuing to observe

Here I will tell you what you will experience, in a
more or less sensible, perhaps at the Erst

manner

time, perhaps at
haps only at the
whether there

the end of
end of

are

eight

some

ten

sittings, peram
ignorant

I

persons who have not the necessary
To determine this,

temperament

to obtain this end.

it would be

requisite

have

or

months.

attained

to

know whether

they

who

it, have not,

like me, failed in
patience and perseverance in their researches, and
whether the habit of magnetizing without taking nonever

tice of their sensations has not hindered them from

following
These

the necessary course to develop them.
the three phenomena, and this is the ad-

are

vantage derivable from them:
1. While

your hands
distance of three

drawing

slowly before your
or four inches, and
patient,
holding your fingers slightly bent, you will feel, either
at the ends of the lingers, or at the palm of the hand,
diierent sensations, as they pass along before the affected organ of the patient. These sensations will be
either of cold, or of prickly heat, or of slight pain, or
of numbness. They will indicate to you the princicipal seat of the disease, and consequently the part
upon which you ought to direct the action.
at the

,
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2. You may

experience

a

feeling

of

pain or a

dim-

culty in the internal organs of your body,correspQnding
affected in your patient. This
noticed in many somnambuaction
sympathetic
lists. It is evident that this sensation intimates to
ns the seat and the nature of the disease.
I will add

with those which
is

are

a

thing,

one

the

reason

of which I will

soon

If you experience pain, in an organ 'on the
on the left of your body, you should first
little and little

by

to

explain.
right or
approach

render the sensation

more

strong, and then withdraw yourself gradually to the
distance of two or three feet; for it may be that the
afected organ of your patient may act at a little distance upon the organ in you which is

his

spleen,

for

instance,

opposite; that
action be felt
make
its
may

upon your liver; but by withdrawing yourself, you
may be sure that the sensation will be transferred

analogous organ on the left.
something more important,
which has been unhappily too much neglected in our
day. You will perceive, as it were, a vapor which
escapes from certain parts of the body of your pafrom the

right

to the

3. And here there is

tient, and takes
act

upon you

a

as a

This vapor will
force which will attract or

certain direction.

slight

repel your hand, and which will conduct it from one
place to another, provided you abandon yourself entirely to its action.
These

are

what

are

called the currents.

The fac-

perceiving them is often acquired only after
a time, longer or shorter; but when they are once
recognized, you will follow them naturally; you magulty

of

it were, by instinct; you will assist nature
by carrying the vital action upon the deficient organ;
you will augment or moderate your force at will. It

netize,

as

-ss.;
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is

by these currents that the analogous organs of the
magnetizer are sometimes afected.
The currents will enable you to perceive a crisis
which is at hand. They also indicate the moment
when it is

for then calmness is re-estab-

terminated;

withdrawn far from the

you
body, and
They
you feel nothing further to attract you to it.
also enable you to discover the principal focus of the

lished;

are

disease, and they direct you

to follow all its ramificaA very severe disorder of the liver, or of the
or of some other viscus of the abdomen, s

tions.

spleen,
often accompanied with no pain in that organ,
it produces either headaches, or ophthalmias. or

but
ear-

aohes, or appearances of an affection of the chest.
The currents conduct you to the part where the
cause of the disease resides;
they direct your action,

they

can even

to be

indicate to the

the remedies

physician

aid and favor the work af nature,

employed
by Magnetism.
to

excited

It is almost useless to say that, to observe the curcarefully, the magnetizer must be free from

rents

distraction;
has

once

them,

but it is well to remark

habituated

himself

he needs to make

no

to

that, when

he

directed

by

being

eEort of attention to fol-

low them.
I

am

acquainted

with

a man

who

closely allied

was

He perceives the
disorder of those whom he magnetizesg be expeto him whose

riences

work I have cited.

beforehand,

and sometimes in

a

very

painful

manner, the crises which they are soon to experience,
and which he develops in them. When he is in com-

munication, he examines successively all
the

patient's body;

trates his

attention.

the parts of

he shuts his eyes and

He very

soon

concen-

perceives

his

l

'

a*
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hand to be

it

as

were

wrapped

in

vapor, the

a

cur-

which he follows

involuntarily, and this vapor
conducts him by diferent routes, to the place where
I have sometimes seen him magnetize
it must stop.
renf oi

several hours in succession

He does not

cease

until

the crisis is terminated.
I wili enter into

no

further details

currents, because those who shall
the

ought

experience they
add something

to

will

soon

secure.

are

nails,

or

is

phenomenon

in the
more

fingers, at the roots
palm of the hand, because this
frequent, and it is good to be

of the indications thence to be

cording

But I

relative to the sensations

felt at the ends of the

which
of the

aware

them will read the work I

perceiving

cited, and then conduct themselves according

the

to

of

faculty

have

concerning the
have acquired

once

to the

them.

opinions of
I am going

derived,

ac-

those who have observed

What
to say on this subject is
extracted from the work entitled " Princapes du

Magnétisme,"
"A

and from that of Dr. de Maineduc:

sensation of cold almost

always indicates an
enlargement, inaction, or a stagnation of the humors.
Yon must at first exert a gentle
and soothing action, augment it gradually, concen=
trate it upon the spot that
produces coldness, and
then spread it out to re-establish the equilibriumi
If
obstruction,

the

an

patient feels

a sensation of cold from
your hand,
should continue until you have changed it into a
sensation ot gentle heat, in which you will not
always

you

succeed
"

sion

A

at

dry

of the

the circular

'becomes

the iirst

and

sitting."-Prén. du lllag.
burning heat announces a great

ten-

fibres, and inflammation. You must use
motion, to spread the fluid, until this heat

gentle

and moist."-Ib£d=

~

\

d

or

nzvnorme

'nm
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"The pricking sensations at the ends of your fingers indicate the existence of a humor more or less
Sorid, if they are felt when you hold them before the

visoera; they
what is

they

are

are

the

proof of an irritation, and of
acrimony in the blood, if

called

commonly
perceived when

you touch the head

or

the

arm."-Ibid.
"Numbness at the ends of your iingers indicates
You must then magnetize with

want of circulation.

activity,
"The

to re-establish the currents."-Ibid.

sometimes feels

magnetizer

movement in his hands and
a movement

of the

fingers.

patient's blood,

evacuation, which you

must

a

iiuctuating

This indicates
and

an

incipient

favor, by making passes

the sides and

thighs."-Ibid.
(glaires) in the stomach or
lungs, the magnetizer experiences a sensation of
thickness and stiffness of the fingers.
Sometimes he
feels at the ends of the fingers a circular pressure,
as though a thread were bound round them."along
"

When there is sordes

Haineduc.
"When the nerves have lost their tone, he pera weakness in his fingers and wrist."--Ibid.

ceives
"

obstructions, the magnetizer has a sensation
acrimony, dryness, contraction, and formication,
if there is no inflammation; and of heat, if there is
In

of

iniammation."-Ibid.
"

Contusions

produce heaviness

and

swellingin

the

hand."-Reid
"The presence of

worms

in the

excites formication and

fingers."-Ibicl.
pinching (pincement)
I will say no more on this subject, because, if it
appears to me indisputable that the sensations experienced by the magnetizer indicate the seat of the

I

/I

/e
I

I
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I
I

disease,

it

very doubtful whether he can, by
its character.
determine
them,
We are indebted to M. Babst for the knowledge
of the means of exploring the nature of a disease in
means

seems

of

which he has

always

succeeded.

He has observed

that, when' he puts his

hand upon the seat of the disis raised. In consequence, after be-

ease, the pulse
ing put in communication, he draws his right hand
slowly before the body of the patient; he holds, at
the same time, his left hand closed, so as to feel
the pulsation of the artery in the thumb, and directs
all his attention to that hand. When the pulsations

accelerated, he stops; and if the acceleration
continues, he concludes that he has found the seat of
are

the disorder.

I have tried in vain to experience this
I
but
advise
effect,
magnetizers to observe it. It
seems to me that a person
might feel more distinctly
the acceleration of the arterial movement,
ing a linger of the left hand upon the

by plactemporal

artery.
The

theory

of much

treated of in this

utility

to the

whom this instruction is
them will be

chapter

will not be

greater part of the persons

addressed; but

to

many of
the faculties of
as

disposed to acquire
speak, I thought it my duty to point out the
Let not others be dismeans of developing them.
on this account; by conforming to the prinquieted
ciples I have given, they will be always sure of doing much good.
Magnetism, considered as a means of relieving
our fellow-men, of aiding the action of nature, of
facilitating the crises, of assisting ordinary medicine,
is an instrument of charity which all men of good
intentions may employ with success, without any
which I

or

study,
ences.

nnvnorrnc 'run

without any
One might

often induces

us

knowledge

of the

say that
to exercise it;
even

of

practice
everything,
dance with

thing
proof,
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an

physical

sci-

innate instinct

and

perhaps

the

of

observing everything,
explaining
admitting nothing which lacks accorour
acquired notions, of rejecting everyof

of which

our

senses

do not aford

a

direct

everything not found in the philosophy
we have adopted, is much less favorable to the exercise of this faculty than a benevolent simplicity unaccustomed to investigation and discussion. Why
do children whom we have seen magnetize, magnetize
with success? They do not account for what they
do, but they believe they will, and they perform
cures in proportion to their
strength.
Yet Magnetism presents phenomena which may
enlighten us upon our physical organization, and
upon the faculties of our soul. It is an action in
living beings resembling attraction in inanimate
matter.
This action hath its laws. Let physicians,
physiologists, and metaphysicians unite to study
them, and they will soon make a science whose appliand

cation will add much to

which

knowledge
that bind

which

men

they

are

are

the

various branches of

destined to

together,
exposed.

strengthen

the ties

and diminish the ills to

CHAPTER X.
or Im' s1'UDm's BY wmv!! A Pzxsozv XA Y PERFWCT HI!
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Magnetism
view-either

may be considered under two points of
as the mere
employment of a faculty

which God has

given

us,

or as a

science whose

theory

embraces the greatest problems of physiology and
psychology, and whose applications are extremely
varied.
Hence it follows that the persons who are engaged
subject may be divided into two classes:

in this

_

The 'first class comprehends those who, having rec»
ognized in themselves the faculty of doing good by
Magnetism, or, at least, hoping to succeed therein,
use of it in their families or
among
their friends, or with some poor patients, but who,
having duties to fulfil or business to follow, do not

wish to make

in circumstances where it appears
them necessary, without seeking publicity, without
any motive but that of charity, without any other aim

magnetize except
to

than that of

relieving sufering humanity.
composed of men who, having
leisure, wish tw join to the practice of Magnetism
the study of the phenomena it exhibits; to enter
largely into it; to establish treatments for taking
care of many patients at a time; to form pupils capable of aiding them; to have somnambulists who

curing

or

The second class is
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enlighten them; to examine closely, compare,
phenomena, in such a way as to establish a regular code of laws, whose principles may
be certain, and whose consequences, extending daily,
may lead to new applications.
This class is separated from the preceding by a
great number of degrees, which must be successively

may

and arrange the

I

mounted before
he

can

one can

command

a more

find himself situated where
extended horizon.

I there-

fore advise those of the former class not to think of

passing beyond

their limits unless

they are masters
preliminary knowledge. Their lot is very good; they are strangers to
the vanities and the inquietudes which attend new
attempts, to the uncertainty which springs from the
condict of opinions and of various points of view
under which things are presented to us; they taste
of their

own

time, and have

without mixture

or

some

distraction the satisfaction of

doing good. May they be so wise as not to meddle
theory, or to search for extraordinary
phenomena! Let them continue to employ, with confidence and self-collectedness, the processes by
which they have suceeeded, without any other design than to benefit thc patient in whom they are interested. When they have obtained a cure, they will
speak of it unboastingly, so as to engage other persons to employ the same means.
The instruction I
am
is
sutiicient
to
direct
them m all
publishing
will
not
even
need
to
have
recourse to
cases; they
to
circumstances.
it, except according
As to the persons who desire to belong to the second class, I advise them to consider at first the extent of the career they will haveto run.
It is better
with any

not to enter

it,

than to stop

in

the midst of their

en-
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terprise. In what appertains to the practice, a prudent simplicity is preferable to science. In what relates to theory, imperfect notions expose us to dangerous errors. The laborer who cultivates his farm,
as his
fathers did before him, collects every year the
price of his labors. Should he give way to an inclination to pursue an experimental method, he
before he is enlightened by his own

might he ruined
experience.

It is not in my power to
the

knowledge they ought

the need of it.

I

impart
to

to

others much of

have; but I perceive

superiority of those who
possess it;
point out the mode they
must pursue to acquire it, and especially the disposition of mind which is requisite to direct its application to the object in view.
I think it useful, therefore, to end this work with
see

the

and I could

some

advice

into the

to

region

those who wish to elevate themselves

of which I have

only

had

but the chart of which is well known to

the relations of those who have

glimpse,
through

over

it with

I suppose the men Whom I
address to be entirely convinced of the power

more or

now

run

a

me

less

success.

of

Magnetism, and to have recognized in themselves
faculty of using it, and of producing the most
surprising and the most salutary eiects. Without
this first condition, what I am going to say would be
to them absolutely useless.
It is desirable that persons who wish to study this
subject thoroughly, should have at iirst some elementary notions of physics, of anatomy, of physiology, and of medicine, in order to appreciate the
facts, and to avoid being duped by the errors which
the

are

found in various books.

There is also

a neces-
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for them to be versed in that part of philosophy
origin of ideas, of the develop~

sity

which treats of the
ment

and of the relation of the various faculties of

the soul,

so

that the view of certain marvellous facts

precipitate them into false systems.
Supposing a person to have the dispositions, the
faculties, and the preliminary knowledge, of which
I speak, he must read in order what has been written
upon Magnetism. I think that they who are not acquainted with foreign languages may commence with
Critical History," not because this work is
my
not

may

"

worth

more

sents in

a

than many

mass, and

others, but because it pre-

gives

an

idea of the

history, the

proofs, the processes, the phenomena, the application
to the cure of diseases, the means of avoiding the
inconveniences, and, finally,

because it contains

succinct notice of all the books which have
in France upon the
was

same

subject

at

a

appeared

the time when it

published.

To those books, which I have classified, may be
added "Les Annales du llfagnétisme," "La Biblio-

théque

du

llfagnétisme,"

and other works

recently

of which it is easy to procure a catalogue.
You should not neglect to inform yourself of the

printed,

objections made by physicians, and of the explanations they have given of the phenomena, the reality
of which they do not deny.*
"
° You will
nnd, ln my Defence of Magnetism," some references to most
of the articles in which lt has been attacked. Those objections which it is
essential tn know were afterwards collected, and presented, with much

talent, in the article

"

Mesmerlsm," ln the Encyclopaedia. I owe thanks to
great politeness with which he has spoken
of me. I do not think myself deserving of the enloglum he passes upon
me; but I think, rf his srticle had not been composed before the publication of my Defence of Magnetism," he would have found In lt a solution
of most of the dlmculdes he proposes; md I would have voluntarily depended upon his judgment.
the author of the article for the

"

A
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You will consult the works

on

medicine and

physi-

ology, in which the authors, treating of questions
foreign to Magnetism, have been led to assent to its
action and to the effects it produces. Such is the
work of M. Georget, entitled
Physiologie 'lu Sys"

téme Nizrveux."

You will also examine into the

ture of the diseases in which

some

of the most

na-

ex-

traordinary phenomena of Magnetism are spontaneously presented, as may be seen in the work of Dr.
Pététin, and in the history of Mademoiselle Julie, by
M. le Baron de Strombeck.

You will
of Van

not fail also to read the 'nine dissertation

Helmont,

the

by Thouret,

in his

he read them

"

of

Maxwell, Wirdig,
time, who are quoted
Recherches et Doutes," although

writings

and other authors of the

same

superiicially.

But the instruction

to

be obtained from

French

and Latin books is

nothing compared to what may
be obtained by those who are acquainted with foreign languages. The Dutch work of the celebrated
Dr. Backer, of Groningen, contains excellent precepts
and very curious facts; and the German works of

Kluge, Wienholt, Wolfart, Eschenmayer, Passivant,
Ennemoser, Kieser, and Nees-von-Esenbeck, are an
inexhaustible mine.

All these authors agree to the
regard to method and ex-

differ in

facts; they
planation; they have combined the knowledge acquired by Magnetism with what they have drawn
same

from other

sciences;

and several of them have

as-

theory of Magnetism with the most elevated philosophy. Ennemoser has much erudition;
and, although not much of a critic, he points out
traces of Magnetism in the historians and philosophers of antiquity. Kluge was the first to give a
sociated the
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classical

work,
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in which

phenomena are compared
explained by very ingenious hypothesis, based
chiefly upon anatomy and physiology. Wienholt
collects a great number of facts, carefully observed
and ingenuously discussed. Wolfart has published
in succession all that he has observed, either in his
individual practice or in his public treatment, in
which he is aided by several of his pupils. He has
thrown great light npon the application of MagnetHe adopted, expanded,
ism tothe cure of diseases.
and rectified the theory of Mesmer. Eschenmayer
admits the existence of an organic ether, spread
everywhere, and much more subtile than light. In
other respects, he is a metaphysical spiritualist.
Passivant unites his theory to the most touching and
His work carries
sublime religious sentiments.
head
and
the
heart. Kieser
to
the
to
light
charity
is a bold and systematic genius, who searches for the
explanation of the phenomena in a very singular
theory of the general system of nature. Nees-vonEsenbeck, and the authors of "}12ermes," modified
the hypothesis of Kieser. Without adopting the
opinions of these various authors, you will at least
derive this advantage from the study of them,
namely, the certainty of the principles in which
they all agree, and the facts upon which they
equally depend, which have been observed with the
and

greatest
In

a

care.

studying these various works upon Magnetism,
we ought not to lose
any opportunity to make obser
vations for ourselves. I ought here to lay it down
as an
important principle, unhappily too much neglected, not only by those who are pursuing these investigations by themselves, but still more by those
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who have undertaken the task of

by

enlightening others

their

writings.
In all sciences, we should commence by the most
simple principles, and pass, by degrees, to such as are
complex. The solution of the highest problems in
physics would be unintelligible to him who is ignorant

of the laws of motion and the action of electriand caloric.

It is the same in the study of this
city
You
should
subject.
begin by closely examining the
most simple and the most common eifects, such as
are daily produced with perfect facility, such as
merely prove that Magnetism produces influences
which are peculiar to itself, before you think of taking notice of the striking phenomena, such assomnambulism; for these are complicated by several causes
which it is first necessary to study separately.
While reading works published upon Magnetism,
you should not neglect to form acquaintance with
persons who practise it; to see, test, and collect new
phenomena; to distinguish what is common to all,
and what is peculiar to'each of them. You will endeavor to discriminate, in the various phenomena

which the
which

same

somnambulist often presents, those
the action of the magnetizer, from

originate in

those which may have been produced
the will or by the imagination of the

or

modified

patient;

by

those

owing to a very great excitation of the
of
sense, from those which announce the deorgans
velopment of a peculiar sense; finally, those which
demonstrate a clairvoyance more or less extensive,
which

are

displayed only in regard to real and senobjects, from those where the same clairvoy-

but which is
sible
ance

is clouded with illusions.

ine whether there is not

a

You will .also examforce pervading

magnetic
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nature, which acts upon men when disposed to receive

it, and when voluntarily placed -in circumstances that
may concentrate and direct it.
After having collected a great number of phenomena, you should endeavor to class and compare them,
and to establish a theory resulting from this
comparison, if, perchance, we have arrived to the point
where it would be truly philosophical to form a theory.
Up to the present time, nearly all the writers who

have wished to

lay

down

founded them upon

some

general principles
facts of the

same

have

order,

without

regard to other facts, to which they are not
applicable. This is very natural, for the reason that
the somnambulists of the same
magnetizer have generally a certain analogy among themselves, because
of the

identity

Hence,
only to

to

of the iniuence exerted

discover

have

general laws,

over

them.

it is necessary

not

many facts with your own eyes, but
to have collected a great number of others, which are
to

be

seen

carefully proved,

scrutinized.

and all their circumstances
-

As to the curative action of

dently

Magnetism, indepen-

of the indications which somnambulism has

been able to furnish, we cannot know how far it extends-in what diseases and upon what temperaments
it is most emcacious-until physicians shall have submitted to the

patients

magnetic treatment a great number of
they have examined before the treat-

whom

ment, to determine the nature of the disease, and to
know if it be curable by ordinary means, and, after
the treatment, to judge of the changes that may have
been produced. Yet the multitude of cures effected
in

a

short time

by

the

magnetic practice,

in certain

disorders whose character is well marked, such

as

'
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rheumatisms, intermittent fevers, glandular enlargements, contusions, etc., is a proof of its eiicacionsness

in diseases of the

I have

same

kind.

kinds of knowledge to
requiring attention, if you
wish to examine the general subject of Magnetism
to determine the rank it occupies among the grand phenow

pointed

out the

be acquired, and the objects

nomena

to

of animated nature, to discover its laws, and
applications. But I have not yet spoken

fix its

plan to be pursued to gain skill~in the pracwithout which the notions drawn from books

of the

tice,

amount to

nothing.

I have

merely

said it is

neces~

sary
pass from the most simple to the most com~
plex facts, and this is all that the method of study
to

has in

proper for

Magnetism

appropriate

to other sciences.

dor one has for the work, the

common

In

with what is

these, the

more ar-

in vanquish-

activity
ing obstacles, the more desire of discovering truth, the
greater will be his progress. In the investigation of
Magnetism, these qualities would be more injurious
than useful, if they were not united with much reIn the physical
serve, patience, and moderation.
sciences, and

even

in

more

medicine, there

are two means

of

acquiring knowledge-observation and experiment; in the practice of Magnetism, there is but
one-for he who magnetizes ought never to make
experiments. He should let the phenomena present
and develop themselves, and note them down after
each sitting.
The most difiicult thing for a magnetizer who
wishes to gain instruction is, that he must have in
himself, as it were, two persons, who must not exist
together, but successively; one to act, and the other
to reason.

Aunnimr
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While you

are magnetizing, you must occupy yourwholly with the cure of the patient to whom you
have devoted your time. You must not investigate;
you must not take note of anything; you must withdraw from all prejudices, opinions, and knowledge;
even reason itself ought not to be busy; the soul
ought to have but one faculty active-the will to do
good; the mind but one idea-confidence of success.*
But after the termination of the sitting, you will

self

recall to your mind what you have seen; you will
take note of it; you will combine all the circumstances, search into the causes, and try to reach results
which will be

The

succeeding obsermagnetizer, while act-

should have unbounded

confidence; he should

more

certain,

vations eoniirm them.

ing,

as

doubt of

nothing. But when he takes note of the
phenomena presented to him, he should be distrustful, doubtful of everything, and admit no fact except
upon incontestable evidence; no principle, unless
supported by a series of observations congruent with
themselves, and which are not contrary to any of the
truths of physics and physiology.
This self-denial is a thing very dimcult to men habituated to observe coolly and to men who suier themselves to becarried of by the imagination; and this
is the reason why men who possess' simplicity of
character and little knowledge of the subject are
often
*

more

proper to

cure

diseases, than those who

You must conform to this preoept not only when you are yourself magyou are admitted to see phenomena. You must

uetialng, but also when

than unite intentions with the

msgnetlzer, and look on attentlvely without
anyjudgment. ln sword, you must conduct
yourself when you assist at a magnetic sitting, just as if you were carrying
on the pmccss yourself, with this single dlderence, that, when you are
merely a witness, you must not exert your will but in subordination to that

permlttlng yourself

or the msgnetizer.

to form
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sciences, and especially than those
lively imagination.
Greatrakes, the Irish gentleman who was so successful in curing various diseases, was neither a leamed

are

versed in the

who have

a

man nor an

enthusiast.

Many rustics and matrons, who believe they possess
the gift of healing-some of them, bruises; others,
the

toothache; and others, attacks of fevers-often
succeed; and if they were more enlightened they

might

not succeed

so

well.

Vhen I laid it down

netizer

ought

to

ment, I wished
which

one

to

principle

speak solely

individual

nation from

as a

that the mag-

interdict himself from all

experi-

of the direct action

exerts over

another

by

an ema-

himself, imparted by his will

and by
appropriate processes, and of the natural develop~
But
ment of phenomena which this action produces.
this principle is no longer applicable, or at least it
the

should be

modified, as

it respects modes of treatment,

directing, strengthening, and concentrating the action which Magnetism may exert of
itself, when once put in motion. Upon this subject,
a man who has well studied the particular efiects of
this agent, and who has an acquaintance with the
physical and natural sciences, ought to permit himself
various trials, to ascertain the best means of employing an agent which is, perhaps, diffused through all
or

the

nature.

tion of

means

of

instance, what relates to the construcbaquets, or magnetic reservoirs; to the direc~
For

tion of extensive treatments; to the employment of
the chain, and to the precautions it requires; to the
influences exerted by certain substances; to the prop-

erty which certain substances
a

particular quality

to

the

of imparting
passing through

have

fluid

0
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them;

the

to

question whether there
magnetic fluid* or

which insulate the

are

bodies

retard its

action, and others which are conductors of its action, or concentrate it so as to render it stronger; to
the diiferenoe which the seasons, the hour of the

day,

the presence or the absence of the light, the temperature, the state of the atmosphere, etc., can make in
the effects of
of

Magnetism; and, finally,

bles.
made

prudently,

but

frequently,
Let

all the circumstances.
a

to the action

upon animals, and even upon vegetaAll this cannot be known except by trials

Magnetism

and

no one

taking

note of

be in haste to form

for it is easy to select facts in support of
hypothesis as one might desire to imagine,

theory;

such

an

without

having

this

scafolding

for the erection of

of

plausible proofs

solid edifice.

It is necesall
to
collect
the
known
time
facts; to
long
to
class
and
to
remain
to
in
them,
arrange,
group,
doubt in relation to the causes, until we see a theory
spring spontaneously from their arrangement, and
serve

sary for

a

until the

applications

theory lead

to results

and the consequences of this
seen and announced before-

hand.
A
in
he

a

s

of

distinguished learning hasjust published
Germany a work, in two volumes octavo, in which
considers Magnetism in all its relations. He beman

magnetic lluld

may be, as Van Helmont thought, and
agent which penetrates all bodies. The secentdlscoverles of
M._(Ersted, of M. Ampere, and of many other celebrated physlcians; the researches of Messleurs Provost and Dumas, and of various physiologlsts, upon the lnlluenee of electrlelty ln the phenomena of the animal
economy; the observations of M. de Humboldt upon the electric gymnotus,
etc., may give us some light upon this subject. But the problem does not
consist in this; lt ls ln the power which man has of directing this nuld. of
modifying lt, of communicating to it such or such a virtue. This problem I
belleveto be incapable of solution, because our external senses teach ns
nothing about tha internal principle of llh.
*

as

What

Kisser

we

cull the

believes,

an
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Magnetism two diferent actions-~
depends upon a vital principle spread
throughout nature, and circulating in all bodies; the
other, the same principle, modiied by man, animated
by his spirit, and directed by his will. He thinks
that the first sort of Magnetism, which he calls tellurism, or siderism, can be employed without the concurrence of the human will, and solely by the action
of certain mineral or vegetable substances. According to him, a baguet regularly constructed can, without having been maguetized, act upon a patient who
comes to place himself there every day for a certain
time, and produce, in the course of time, most of the
phenomena obtained by the magnetic processes. I
invite philosophers to examine this theory. My ignorance of the German
language does not permit me
to judge of it; but the testimony of Kieser is of great
weight; and if, as I suppose, there is reason to reject
his theory, there is none at all to deny the facts upon
which he sustains it, and which are certainly worthy
lieves there is in

one

which

of attention.
This is not the

place

to enter into

greater details

upon the researches to which a person should devote
himself when he wishes to study Magnetism as a
science.

He who has this

object in view will learn,
by reading
published, what things ought
most particularly to iix his attention.
I merely reo~
ommend to him not to neglect anything; to consult
the works of the enemies of Magnetism as well as
those of its partisans; to search out, in the books of
historians, philosophers, and physicians, phenomena
analogous to those which the practice of Magnetism
brings to our view; to separate them from all the hypotheses to which they have given birth, and not to
the works
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be

hasty

in

the works

adopting general principles. By reading
upon Magnetism in the various

published

schools, from Van Helmont
shall

281

,

to

the present

time,

we

perceive that there are efects which have
been exhibited everywhere, always with the same
characteristics; and phenomena which are presented
only in certain schools and by certain magnetizers
and which one might vainly seek to reproduce himself. These phenomena ought not to be rejected;
the most of them are real, though often attributed to
chimerical causes; people have drawn erroneous con
soon

clusions from them, and you cannot use too much care
distinguish facts in themselves from the colors

to

with which

they

have been invested

by enthusiastic

and credulous narrators.
I have now pointed out the road for you to follow.
if you would reach the elevation from whence you
may behold the subject in all its extent,`penetra.te
its

depths, see through the veil which covers some
mysteries, free it from what does not belong

of its
to

it, and determine

of

nature.

there

are

the part it acts in the drama

But upon the route I have traced out
stumbling-blocks of which I should wam

you, because it is essential to avoid them if you
would make a just application of the knowledge you
have acquired by reading and observation.
one would gain but vague ideas
if he had not been first convmced, DY

I have said that
from
his

books,

experience, of the power of Magnetism.
phenomena of somnambulism which it oifers are

own

The

truly wonderful and instructive,
to

get

a

conception

and it

is

impossible

ot them if you have not seen

of them with your own eyes. The various relations that have been given contain facts so unlike
some
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in appearance, that you cannot perceive the tie which
connects them-so marvellous, that you are dazzled,
and know not

on

what to rest your faith.

When

produced these extraordinary phenomena yourself,
you are at least convinced of their
reality; and you might employ the time which you
would, perhaps, have uselessly sacrificed in satisfying
yourself by reading, in examining its successive
you have

once

Even in this case,
requisite, to dis-

stages and its circumstances.
much attention and

criminate,
of

prudence

are

in the discourses and in the

somnambulists, what appertains

perceptions

to the

exaltation

of the senses, to the nervous susceptibility, to the iniiuence of acquired ideas, to the errors of the imag-

ination, from the manifestation

the

development
faculty, absolutely foreign to those which
we enjoy in our ordinary state.
I have many examot
somnambulists
endowed
with
an astonishing
pies
clairvoyance, in the exercise of their new faculty applied to things positive and within their scope, who
would speak at random if asked by what means they
were enabled to see, and especially when requested
to speak on subjects which excite their imagination.
I would compare somnambulism to a microscope which
causes objects at its focus to be distinctly seen,
though imperceptible to the naked eye; but, on this
side of or beyond the focus, the rays cross each
of

a

other. the hues become
ages

are

wholly

more

distorted.

there is

contestable;

The
as

clairvoyance

of

it

concerning it; but it IS in each individobjects, and confined to a cerof ideas; and it is only by comparison

been related

limited to certain

tain order

no

brilliant, and the im-

is, is not less inexaggeration in what has

somnambulists, inconceivable

ual

or

real
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between great numbers of facts, in which truth has
separated from illusion, that you will be en-

been

perceive the extent of which itiis suscepis its origin, and what are the conditions
what
tible,
If two magnetizers
which favor its development.

abled to

were

each to form

the facts exhibited

a

theory

by

of somnambulism from

their

respective

somnambu~

lists, it is very probable that those theories would
I go further, and aiiirm
not resemble each other.
that, by reasoning from

some
phenomena considered
separately, a person might form not only the strangest
hypotheses, but might also be induced to deny even
the reality of Magnetism.

I have told you to how many

errors

you may be

exposed by an incomplete and limited examination
of the phenomena. I ought now to advert to those
which spring from an inconsiderate application of
the branches of knowledge which do not belong to

Magnetism.
I

am

convinced that

a

person will

never

make

a

real progress in the science of Magnetism when he
looks for its principles in other sciences. To explain

magnetic phenomena by
galvanism, by anatomical

the laws of

electricity

or

considerations of the func-

tions of the brain and nerves, would be very much
like explaining vegetation by crystalography. It is
men and physicians to know
profound knowledge of physics and of
physiology will never lead them to the discovery of
the theory of Magnetism; yet this knowledge will be
useful to secure the observers from many errors, by
enabling them to distinguish what belongs to Mag-

essential for learned
that the most

netism from what is due

ing

them the

means

to

other

causes, by

of verification,

furnish-

by authorizing
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them to
to

reject

well-known

all consequences
laws.

essentially contrary

physical

Magnetism, considered as an agent, is entirely different from the other agents of nature. It has its
own

laws, which

as

identical with the laws of

science,

a

it has

peculiar

which cannot be known except by obser~
idea of which can be caught from known

principles,
vation,

not

are

Considered

matter.

no

certainty; but I
permit myself
opinion, common with
me and many enlightened men, but which I merely
propose as an opinion:
The theory of Magnetism is based upon this great
principle, that there is in nature two sorts of ele~
ments, radically different in their characteristics and
properties-spirit and matter; that these two elesciences.

So much I

can

here to add

ments

act, the

one

say with
an

upon the

other, but each

one

pos-

sessing laws peculiar to itself. Among the laws that
regulate the action of matter upon matter, many
have been successively brought to light by observation, determined by calculation, and verified by experiment: such are the laws of motion, of attraction,
of electricity, of the transmission of light, etc. It
is not so with the mind; although the existence of
our

soul has been

faculties

are

demonstrated,

and many of its
a mystery, its

known to us, its nature is

organized matter inconceivable, and most
by which mind acts upon mind are unknown. Living bodies which are composed of mind
and matter* act upon living bodies by the combi-

union with

of the laws

recognizing only two elements in msn, lt would perhaps
distinguish three-the soul, the body, and an intermediate
element, which is the principle of llfe. This was the opinion of them
clents, who designated the lust as the 47111-il, or the charlot of the sod
(char do Pémc.) This is also the opinion of most somnambulllta who have
*

he

Instead of

more exact

to
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nation of the

peculiar properties

of the two.

It is

peroeivable that there are in this action two distinct
elements, and a mixed element. The knowledge of
the laws that govem them constitutes the science of
Magnetism; and it is only by observing, contrasting,

comparing the various phenomena, that we can
discovery and the elucidation of these

and

arrive at the
laws.

Hence it follows that those who would establish

a

upon the properties of matter,
search
for it wholly in the faculties
those
who
and

theory

of

Magnetism

of the soul, strike equally aside of the truth. Magnetism, being an emanation from ourselves, directed

by volition, partakes equally of the two elements
which compose our being.
This is not the place to enlarge upon this idea.
The object I proposed to myself being to teach the
practice of Magnetism, it is rather to restrain than
to excite the persons who wish to study it profoundly,
that I have permitted myself to lay down the route
they should follow, and the didiculties they must
vanquish to eiect their object. Longer details
would be useless; I will therefore merely sum up,
in a brief way, what I have said in this chapter.
To practise Magnetism, you have need only of
will, confidence, and charity; and all the books
which have been written since

ing

it

as a

discovery

have been treat-

men

would add

nothing

essential

to

reached the

highest degree of 4-lalrvoysnce. It will be perceived that "III
metaphysical question ls foreign to my subject. I speak of lt merely to
avoid the lmpumtlon of not knowing lt. That there are ln sentient bolugs two elements essentially diilerent, ls an inconlestsble tact: one is
`

matter, the other ls
The

prlnciple

not.

of llfeis distinct from matter, because it ls

which acts upon matter and organizes
intelligence, for plant: are alive.

a prlnclplo
lt; ls dlstlnct from the principle of
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the principles proclaimed by M. de Puységur;
namely, an active will to do good; a firm belief in
our power; and an entire conjidence in employing it.
To examine into the cause and the similarity of the
phenomena, you must have first acquired, by your
own experience, an entire conviction of the power
of the agent. Next, you must have gained a general
acquaintance with the natural laws, then of the organization of man, and of the various conditions in
which he is found; and, finally, you must rise to
another class of ideas, in order to become acquainted
with the inliuence of mind upon organized matter,
and to explain how one man acts upon another by
his will.

Let

us

thank Heaven that the exercise of

a

faculty

sublime, as that of Magnetism, demands
only singleness of faith, purity of intention, and the
so

useful,

so

development
us

with the

spires
them.

us

of

a

natural sentiment which connects

sufferings bf

our

fellow-men, and in-

with the desire and the

What need have

we

hope

of

relieving
wavering
eiiicaciously

to consult the

decisions of the mind, when we may act
the impulse of the heart 1

by abandoning ourselves to

APPENDIX.
NOTE I.
This work

appendb: of

was

each

recdvedat the

originally published

in three

parts, and the

part embraced such communications

as were

its

publication. It was then intended to
make a new arrangement of these and the tranelatofs notes as
soon as another edition should be put to
press ,° (mt, on rejkctsbn,

timeof

itseemebetterto
ones

prcservetheoriginalformandtoadd

thenew

at the conclusion.

1? must now appear to every one conversant with Lkemeriem,
that many of the arperiments detailed in this Appendix must
have beeninjurabvu tothe eulgiectsqf them, andcanjindnoez-

except in the ineapenenee of those who permitted them, and
in their strong desire to convince scientific menqf the powerqf
this agency, then recently introduced to our notice. It is, howsuse

useful to let them remain, since t&y tend to lessen the pubcuriosity to see them repeated, in proportion to the authenticity by which they are supported; and since they establish, by
the most respeetabk testimony, the fact of the wonderful injtuenee
whabh may be exercised.
To that portion of the correspondence
to which physicakins of high standing have contribuwd. we must
look for the kgttimate arerciee of this agency. In such hands,
ith destined to produce much good, as an auzilsbry to medicine.
ever,

lw

NOTE

II.-Page

A child about nine years of age,

s4.

attending

the school of
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Miss S-, in this city, was, about a month ago, during an
intermission, found to be asleep in the school-room. One of
the young scholars came and gave information. Miss Sand others tried to rouse her, but, not succeeding, they beA young medical student, a son of Commocame alarmed.

dore John Orde
that she was in

Creighton, being
a

magnetic sleep.

called in,
A little

perceived
girl, about ten
by bursting into
soon

years old, betrayed her agency in the matter
She was so much territled at the result of the mistears.
chief, that Miss S- called her into another room, soothed
her distress, and told her she need not be frightened; she had
only to go to Anne, and ask her to wake up. This was done.
She merely spoke to her, and she came out of her magnetic
state, with that smile upon her visage which is peculiar to
those who are gently roused from it.
The child had been once before, and only once, put into
It was effected in about live minthe somnambulic state.
utes, by a
business.

lady

who had

1 learned these

never

particulars

before tried her hand at this

from Mr.

Benjamin

Cozzens and

Mr. Joseph Balch, Jr.
An instance of the power of magnetizing without manipulation, and causing sleep at the _first trial, is afforded in the
of a woman who, being in a nervous state, was put to
sleep for the first time by her husband, in the course of fl!
teen minutes, without her knowing anything of his intention.
she sitting at one part of the room, und he in another. When
she was asleep, he went into an adjoining room, out of her
direct vision, and, taking down a book, began to read it..
After being some time in the magnetic state, she was awakened. She related correctly what he had done, and evinced
the usual proofs of clairvoyance.
The gentleman is a resident of this city, a friend of mine, on whose
veracity I can
depend.
Dr. -_, of this city, informed me that one of his daughcase

ters, seven years of age, put her little sister, between two and
three years of age, into a deep magnetic sleep, so that her
mother could not

rouse

her.

Some time afterwards, she

was

very eager to experience the effect again, and cried because
she was not permitted to be magnetized. See page 202.
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An instance occurred of

one

boy's putting another into
me by an eye-witness of

state, which was related to
fact. It took place in this city.
same

Nom

III.-Page

the
the

54.

The power exercised
not the least

over the imagination of the patient is
singular thing connected with the subject. The

of all

experiments of this kind depends upon the conmagnetizer has over his own imagination, as
well as upon the strength which belongs to it. Along practice will enable a man to call up a clear conception of the
article which he wishes to administer; and he will succeed in
proportion to the cleamess and strength of this conception.
other things being equal.
A glass of water being held in your hand, you will cause
the magnetizer to be called into another room, where a person
whom you select will whisper to him what you wish to have
it taste like. The magnetizer returns, fixes his mind upon the
glass of water, to impart to it the desired quality, and requests
success

trol which the

the somnambulist to take it from your hand and drink it. He
drinking. The somnambulist

will then ask him what he is

fails to tell, if it be anything with which he is acquainted. It may be he is but slightly acquainted with the
liquor whose taste is induced into the glass of water: in this

rarely

evidently involved another condition to render the
satisfactory, viz., the patient must know the article attempted to be imposed upon him.
An empty glass does as well as a full one. A peach may
thus be transformed into an apple, a pear, an iron ball, etc.
A handkerchief folded may be changed into a child, a cat, or
a dog, and thrown into the lap.
In the tlrst case, it will be
fondled; in the second, thrown oil' with violence, or caressed,
as the feeling or the
prejudice may happen to be.
case

is

trial

Nor is it the fact, aa some suppose, that the effect is produced merely upon the imagination of the patient.
Any
medicine which the magnetizer can form a strong conception
of may be administered in this manner, and will be accompained with all its usual effects. as if it were really taken.
This is a well known and common fact.

Q
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This

to the design of this note. At page 54, menmagnetized water. An explanation of its uses.
and of the manner of preparing xt, will he found on the 76th
page. Water is magnetized by making a few passes along the
vessel containing it, stirring it with the thumb, and accompanying the action with the steady exercise of the will. as to the
effects which it shall produce. This experiment diiers from
the ones described above, since they were to influence the
taste merely.
In the present case, the taste is not altered
The patient generally
much, and sometimes not at all.
distinguishes it from other water by a peculiar sensation which

brings

me

tion is made of

"

it excites in the stomach."

NOTE IV. -Page 102.
'

Cmmvonncn.-This term is used to denote the faculty
peculiar to somnambulists and epileptic persons,which enablu
them to see things near,and also things distant,without appearing to use the eye. It seems to be a more expressive word than
any in the English language that could be brought to convey
its meaning, because the idea meant to be conveyed is peculiar;
and we must either limit a familiar word to one of its signiflcations, invent a new one, or adopt that which is already introduced, and is appropriate in the technology of Magnetism.
Its literal signiilcation is, clear-sighudness; its technological
signiilcation is, clear-sightednesa in tlw somnambulib state.
Somnambulists, when they wish to examine an object attentively, generally press it lightly against the epigastrium The

translator has

seen one case

where the seat of vision

was on

part of the head; and another, where it was on one
side of the head, near the organ designated by Spurzheim as
The objects exammed, such as bank-bills.
alimentiveness.
and the superscriptions of letters, are always neld with me
blank side next to the seat of vision, so as to be read from
the back

right

to left.

Stephen Covill, of Troy, New York, being desirous of
testing the clairvoyant power of one of our somnambuiists,
and being withal a sceptic, nothwithstanding the evraence
offered by the statements and by the thorough convictions of
some of his own friends, wrote a sentence upon a piece of
Mr.
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paper without the knowledge of any other person, enclosed
it between two thick cards, folded them all up in a deep-blue
sheet of paper,to prevent the transmission of llght,took the precaution to sea. it with his own ses' and a number of wafers,
and put the whole into a larger sheet. directed to Mr. Isaac
Thurber Mr.Thurber presented the letter, sealed, as it came,
to Miss Brackett,whilc 'the was in the somnambulic state,in the
presence of Mr. Henry Hopkins anda number of others,
and

her to read the contents without breaking the
Miss B. took the letter with her on retiring for the
In the morning she gave the following as the sent

requested

seals.

night.

tence contained

therein, which Mr. Hopkins

wrote down at

her dictation.

"Noother than

theaye qf Omnipofence

can

readthtbinthw

******

envelopement.

18873

was then sent back in an envelope, the wall not
been broken, with the above sentence written upon the
outside of it. There was something where the stars are placed

The letter

having

which she could not read.

This number will be

published before an answer can be rc
In the second number it shall be made
The following letter
known, whatever may be its purport.
may serve to show on what basis we raise our confidenceceived from

Troy.

'

Sm: Previous to the experiment of Mr. Stephen Covill, of
Ihad done this thing to try the clairvoyant power ol
Miss B.
I wrote this sentence on a. sheet of paper, 'Animal

Troy,

Magnetism maybe rendered useful," and carefully folded up the
sheet

so

that the

writing

covered with three thicknesses,
I then directed it to Dr. Capron,

was

sealing

it with four seals

with

request that he would find

letter

a

ano

out the contents of the

write the same on the back of it.

in it.

No person but

Dr

Capron brought it the next
day tr mv ccurtine room, and it was opened in the presence
of a number o' witnesses
The writing on the back correspondec exact.y with the writmg inside,and the seals had not
mysen anew what

was

been broken.
'

On another occasion,~Miss B who, by the way, is per~
bnind in the natural state, as Mr. Jesse Metcalf will in
_

iectiy
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form

you-for she has resided many weeks in his familyrecognized a lady of her acquaintance in a house about a
quarter of

a

mile oi.

and then

morning,

Miss B. had
in

only

to that house was, to see

who, I knew,

was

there

spirit.
if she

on a

never

been there till that

My object in sending her
would recognize that lady,

visit.

Yours,
"Isaac Tmmmn."

In order to prove whether a somnambulist can really visit a
where he has never been before, and describc the pres-

place

ent appearance of things there, many trials have been made.
One of these was made by a young lady in this city, who sent
a
a

somnambulist to the residence of her father, and received
satisfactory description of it. After the sitting was at an

end, she invited the patient
latter had been told

to go home with her: and

as

tho

remember, when awake, what she had
when in the magnetic state, she readily told at the door

seen

of several

rooms

to

what she had

seen

within.

Still the suspicion very naturally remained, that the somnambulist derives all his notions from the mind of the person
in communication, which, though it be an astounding circumstance, would induce us to view the subject in an en
tirely different light. To try this, I one day put an old spikc
into a gun-barrel, and placed it about four or tive feet from

writing-desk, against the wall. I then sent a note to Dr
Brownell, who was with one of his patients in the somnambulic state, requesting him to ask her what was in a gunbarrel lying on my desk. The lad who carried the note did
my

not know its contents,

immediately

came

came

rel

stating that there was no gun-barmy desk; but that there was one leaning against the
short distance from it. Other facts aiording similar

from Dr. Brownell,

on

wall

and did not go into the house, but
In about thirty minutes, a line

back.

a

proofs are abundant 12
had probably never been
A still

more

1; proper to state that the
in the room before.

gun-barrel

is exhibited in the

following

interesting; proof

relation, which, I am authorized to say, is true in all its important facts, and is known to have created a great sensation
at

Fortunately the witnesses are gentlemen of high
and of seientihc attainments, whose words are the

the time.

standing,
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currency of truth. The relation is extracted from
article in the " Salem Gazette."

a

long and

interesting

"Dr. B-, of Providence,

operated

upon

a

young

lady,

who, during the period ot' magnetic sleep, frequently left the
and could see and hear without the aid of eyes or ears.
She could tell correctly the time by a watch, though envel-

body,

oped in acloth, and at the same time havinga bandage over her
eyes. The doctor had a patient, sick, as was believed, of the
liver complaint, and bade the girl, who was sitting near him,
go (in spirit) to the man`s house.` Arrived, she, at the doctor's
request, described the house, that there might be no mistake,
and then entered. 'What do you see?' asked Dr. B. ' A
'Now I want you to tell me what ails him. First
man sick.'
look at his head; is that well?' 'Yes.'
'How do you know 'P
Do you mean to say that you see the internal organization?
'Is the liver, heart, etc., well?'
'Yes.'
Yes; it looks just
the same as yours, or anybody's else.'
'Well, do you see
'

Yes, there is an enlargement of
anything wrongt'
spleen.' Several questions were then put to confuse her,

the
und

also to ascertain if she kmw, what the spleen was, and where
situated; to all which she gave satisfactory replies. Still the
incredulous.

But now comes the proof. In four
died; and Dr. B., having obtained pennission
to institute a post-mortem examimtion, called on every physician in the city, and narrated the story of the girl. In presence of several of them, the body was subsequently opened,
when, to their surprise, the girl was right-all that ailed the
doctor

days,

was

the

man

man was an

enlargement of

the

spleen.

say to this fact? It is substantiated bethe possibility of r. doubt, as may be leamed by any one

"What shall

we

yond
passing through Providence. téhall we set it down among
the list of curious coincidences, or admit that the girl actually
possessed a supernatural sense of vision, and that, for the
time being, her immortal spirit, released from the body,
roved freely and at the will of the operator?
"As in the state of einen, the fact is

in the well-attested

case

of the famed

no more

strange than

Springdeld

somnumbu-

admit that the soul, in this case, saw without the aid of the eyes, why not admit that, in certain states

list.

Now, if

we

'
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of the nervous system, other senses or faculties of the mind
may also act independently of their material organs? We
know the soul thus exists after death, and why not in the
state of temporary death caused by Animal Magnetism?
What know we of the nature of that deathless spark within
And if

us?

we

the next room,
the

same manner

dreds of miles
"But

some

allow that it may, without the body, enter
cannot deny the possibility that it may in

we

as

annihilate time and space, and travel hun-

easily

say, 'We

and

quickly

as

it

can so

many feet.

cannot believe that God has

given

It is out of tho
power to the human will.
common order of nature; it isa miracle; we cannot believe it."
But who can set bounds to the dominion of the human will?
such

a

dangerous

Man-before the steady gaze of whose eye the forest-king
trembles and tlees; whose power extends to the huge dwellers
in oceau's unfathomed intlnite; man-at whose nod the giant
oak, which for centuries has braved heaven's thunderbolts,
falls prostrate, and rises again in beauty to adorn his mansion;
his will upon the everlasting rock, and it becomes
highway is earth, and air, and ocean; whose
:servant is the lightning; whose intellect spans earth and encirwho
as

lays

wax; whose

cles heaven; thinking, reasoning, godlike man-who can set
bounds to the nntried power of his mysterious will? Who
'
shall say to it, Thus far shalt thou come, and no farther' 2
"
Now, though, in the above-mentioned cases, our will

operates through

tangible

means, tlw

facts, were they
alleged fact that
this same mighty agent, operating through the nervous
system, produces all the wonders of Animal Magnetism. If
actual experiment demonstrates thefaet, fools may laugh, but
wise men believe; and, believing, bow down and adore with
deeper reverence that Great Being from whose almighty will
more

not so common, are

as

wonderful

as

the

these millions of human wills emanated."
On

reading

this communication, which

nearly accorded

with what I had heard stated, I conversed with Dr. B., who
is one of our oldest physicians, and asked him whether the
statement there made was correct.

He

replied

that it was, in

substance; but some of the particulars were imperfectly stated.
He gave me the following account:
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The patient lived more than a quarter of a mile from my
I requested a somnambulist, then at my house, to
if she could tlnd such a man, at the same time pointing

residence.
see

out to her the situation of the

from' the

room

house, which

was

not in

sight

where we continued all the time.

She saw him.
in the third room

in what room, she replied,
Bhe was then requested to describe the
situation of the furniture in it, in order to discover whether

On

being asked

back from the street.

she had got into the right place, and whether her clairvoymight be trusted to at that time: she described it very

ance

exactly.
I then told .her my patient had been sick-a long time,
and desired her to examine him, and tell what the disease
"

was.

"She said, 'He looks so bad I do not like to do it.'
I re'Never mind that; it looks bad to you, because you

plied,

have not been accustomed to

looking

at the interior of

a

body.'

"As I

supposed him to be affected with a diseased liver,
with indigestion arising from a diseased state of the

and

stomach, I asked her to look at the stomach, to
diseased; she answered, 'No.'

see

if thatwas

"

'Is the liver diseasedt'

"

'Well, examine the whole intestinal canal, and

'No.'
see

if

there is any disease there.'
"
'I do not see any,' said she.
"

'Examine

the

them!

'Nothing is

kidneys!

the matter with

.

"Not knowing what other part to call her attention to, I
requested her to look at every part of him.
1' After some little time, she says, 'His spleen is swelled;
it is
"

enlarged.'
'His spleen!

spleeny,

we

'

said I; 'when

wo

speak of a person who is
complaint. What do

suppose he has an imaginary

'

you mean?
"
Said she, 'The part called the spleen is
'
"
How do you know it is enlarged?
"
It 18 a great deal larger than yours.

enlarged)

'

'

"

'Do you

"

'How
'It is

"

seo

large
a

mlnel'
is his

'Yes.'

spleen

'P

I
'

great deal longer and thicker than your hand!
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"I then asked her to put her hand where the spleen is sitShe immediately placed her hand over the region of

uated.
the

spleen.

"I

She
not

then asked her what the

shape of the

stomach

was.

replied, that it was like a flower in the garden. I was
acquainted with that flower, and do not recollect the name

she gave it.
"I then requested her to recollect all about

this, saying, I

wished to talk with her about it when she awoke.

"After she

came

out of

asked whether she

She remembered it.

person.
"

the somnambulic state, she was
having examined the sick

remembered

'

'

What part did you tell me was diseased?
After a little
'
consideration, she replied, I believe I told you the spleen is

enlarged/
"

'How

"

'

"

'

came you to call it the
I do not know."

apleml"

Did you

ever hear any description of the internal organs,
'
'No.'
any plates of them?
'Should you know the plate representing the stomach,

or see
"

if you were to see it?'
"'
I think I should, if it looked like it.'
'I will go into the library, and bring out
"

some

plates,

to

whether you know the intemal organs."
While I was gone into thc library, she sald to nlady pment, Every once in a while I saw duids pass from his stomsee

"

'

ach into his bowels."
"

On

with the volume of

plates. in order to asreally distinguished the diierent organs,
plate somewhat resembling the stomach, _and

returning

certain whether she
I showed her

a

asked her if that

said, 'No.

'

was

Turning

what she
to several

saw

for the stomach.

plates

in

She

succession, she de-

clared that neither of them resembled the stomach.
"

Then

turning

to the true

plate,

as

xt'

accidentally,

while

open the leaves, intending to pass it by, unless she
noticed it-she immediately cried out, 'That's it; that's what

throwing
I

saw
"

for the stomach!

I then conversed with her in

relation to the other visoera:
and she gave a very correct description of them, as she had
done in her sleep. I asked her if she had conversed upon the
-
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subject,

or seen

clared she

any

never

of the internal organs.

plates

She de-

had.

"Seven days after this, the patient was taken more seriously ill, and died on Saturday, the third day following.
"On Monday, a post-mortem examination took place, previous to which I invited all

the

physicianf

whom I could find

in the

city.
"Eighteen
physicians.

were

persons

present, of whom sixteen

were

"I then stated all the

particulars of the examination by
requested the physicians to exif they could discover the diseased

the somnambulic

patient,

amine the

to see

spleen

body

and

from external examination.

They,

with

one

voice,

declared they could not.
"I then opened the body, and, to the utter astonishment of
the physicians present, found the spleen so enlarged as ta
weigh _fifty-seven ounces. Its usual weight is from _four to nil
ounces.

"No other disease

tiammation, which,
fore his death."

was

no

came on

a

general indays be-

about three

*

NOTE

Among the

perceptible, except

doubt,

V.-Page 219.

somuamhulists that I have seen, there has been

peculiar delic icy exhibited while in the magnetic state.
Though the mtgnctizer undoubtedly possesses the power of
a

changing the appearance of things to their perception-such
as turning an apple into a walnut, and water into lemonadeyet he, probably, cannot destroy that native sense of propriety
which seems to be quickened in the somnambulist.
l.ii._T

°

"

Mn. Taons C. Hanrsuonxt

"Bm: In the account you have given, from conversation with
ms, of the
discovery of the diseased spleen, you have stated that all the physicians
present at the post-morlem examination declared they could not discover,
by external manipulation, any enlargement of that orsf-»n. Two of those

gentlemen

have since told

me

that th'-v.

indi'ld:mllv_ did

not make such

examination.

I therefore heg you would make this correction in your
lecoud edition. A general Invitation was given to examine the body. If

there

were any who did not do lt. it was presumable that
with the examination of those who took that trouble.

they were satisfied
B."
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m

Foissac says, page 392, that
when M. de
1784, the control which he exercised over

he

was

atlrighted

at

the

thought

that

Puységur

saw,

somnambulists,
others might tum

But all his _patients
aside this power from its holy intention
rleclured to him that they preserved in that state their judgment and their reason; that

designs

of the

they perceived very quickly the
and that these could readily cause
The authors I have cited in the preceding

magnetizer,

them to awake.

_'paragraph are of the same opinion. My somnambnlisls have
told me exactly the same things. If, th H, some instances of
will say that
a contrary nature are thrown out against us,
Magnetism has been the pretavt, and not the cause, of these
disorders; because it does not take from all those who practise
it the vicious propensities of their hearts, and all the abuses
of which complaint is made would have existed as much
without it

as

with it."

NOTE

VI.-Page

95.

The gentlemen who have practised Magnetism in this counto the observation of the same general rules

try have arrived

which govern the more experienced practitioners of Europe.
This is the more remarkable, since they have been obliged to

depend upon the experience which they gained from their
own practice, through a want of proper means of information. This fact, about the consequences of making short
passes before the head, which M. Deleuve calls charging it
too much, was observed to me by one of tnem who had never
read on the subject.
.11

NOTE

-n

VII.-Page

66-122.

It is not to be wondered at, then, if

some

rough attempts

made to rouse a somnambulist, by persons who doubted the
reality of the sleep, have effected thc object and thrown a
temporary suspicion upon Mesmerism itself. as though it
professed to do what it could not perform. One instance of
this kind has sometimes

produced strong scepticism

in the

minds of many persons. Hence it is proper to know that
there is always a liability, though a very slender probability,
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of

having

a

the curious
can

gain

patient waked by such means. Unfortunately,
phenomena must be exhibited, before Magnetism

converts to faith

in

its curative and restorative vir-

satisfied with hearing about the power possessed by somnambulists of visiting in spirit the houses of
their neighbors and friends; each one claims the privilege of

tues;

and

few

are

own house, and hearing his own furniThey want the proof of Didymus; and when
they have obtained it they depart in wonder and astonishment, like the woman of Samaria from the well of Sychar.
and relate what they have seen, to excite the wonder and as»

sending

one

into his

ture describcd.

tonishment of others.

Hence they who merely hear of these
phenomena form an estimate of the subject not from its real
utility, but from its curious nature. And there is some danger of having its curative and restorative powers overlooked
in the rage of curiosity
When this rage shall have subsided
the magnetizers will have leisure to pursue their avocation
without interruption. And the maasainu qf the bevwvoknt Deleuze, who forbade such evporimenla, will command the respect

and W attontzbn wlubh

tJte_1/_dean-oe.

NO'l'E

VIII.-Page 121.
PARA 1, mls.

The translator has himself witnessed the exertion of this
paralyzing power, both upon patients who were in the mag

sleep, and upon others while they were not. He has
not, however, seen a person paralyze the limbs of another
who had never been'put into the magnetic sleep by him
u.
netic

to be a necessary condition that a perfect commumca
tion shall have been established at some previous time
The
power which is gained by the practice of Magnetism is, how~

seems

great, that it may be found
kind, without this condition

ever, so

of this

to be eiectual in atrial

When the patient is in the state ot magnetic sleep. this
the limbs, ofthe muscles of the face, of the tongue
and of the eyelids, has been produced in the presence or

paralysis of

many persons, who tried all means to detect imposture or mistake. The magnetizer would act, by the will merely, upon
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the part indicated on a slip of paper thrust into his hands, he
continuing at the distance of eight or ten feet from the perwhose limbs

son

gers whom

we

to be

were

aulible word.

single

Nor

paralyzed, and not uttering a
this effect produced by stranUn the contrary, they are our

was

do not know."

we have pnrxeet confidence as to their
and
who have uevcr been known to be
of
purpose.
integrity
devoted to tricks of legerdemain and diablerie.

own

citizens, in whom

'

"

"

Bm; In the

which I

am now

Pnovmxucn, August 25, 1837.
Practical Instruction in Animal Magnetism,"
publishing in English, the author mentions

the power that some magne tizers have of paralyzin g the limba
But the instance which
0' a patient in the magnetic state.

you recently related to me is so much more extraordinary,
that 1 wish to obtain from you, in writing, a statement of the
facts in relation to it, with permission to make use of it in a
I shall esteem it

note.

a

valuable addition to the authentic

appendix of
respectfully,

matter to be en1braf~ed in the

that work.

Yours

' '

"

Dr. Ti-towns H. WEBB."
"

"

DEAR Sm:

My

time has been

to have rendered it

as

impossible

so

each number of

T. C. Hanrsnonn.

Pnovmlucl, Sept. 1, 131.
occupied, oi late,

much

for me, until the present

moment, to reply to your note of the 25th ult.'
now I am so circumstanced as to be unable to do
wnte a very brief
'-

and

even

more

than

reply.

ln conversation with Mr. Daniel Greene, of Pawtucket,
as you probably well know, is the most
powerful, as he

who

extensive, magnetizer in this country, 1 inquired if he were able to magnetize, and thereby obtain contro, over a smgle lamb, whilst- the rest of the body remamed in o
has been the most

He said that he had done it in the case of
with whom you are acquainted, and would attempt
another patient that wc were going to see that after

1aatura.slafe.

Miss .l,
it

on

noou,`1f
'

remind(-il of it.

The individual alluded to had

never

been

magnetized but

three times, and did not present avery striking exemplincatinn
oi the usuui magnetic phenomena.
After trying various ex

periments, that consumed several hours,

we

left the house,
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having forgotten

the

subject

But, upon recollecting it,

we

matter of my

interrogatory:

returned, and the patient

re-

seated herself upon being reqiiested so to do, without any
reason being given her for making the request.
"Mn Greene then went thr<»ug.| the usual manipulations
dozen or twenty times, 4-outining them to the space
reaching from tho top of the left shoulder to the extremities
of the lingers on the same side.
He afterwards requested her
some

to raise the left hand to the head.

There

was

was shown

She said she could not.

evidently a powerful effort made to do this, as
by the working of the muscles inserted into the

upper portion of the shoulder; but the limb remained powerless and motionless, not obeying the dictates of the owner's
will.

She

was

which

was

done

asked to raise her

right arm to the head,
perfect ease and free~
dom. Again she was directed to stretch out the left hand,
but unavailingly. It was completely paralyzed-devoid of
motion and sensation.
I gave it a severe pinch, nipping
with the thumb and linger as hard as I deemed it prudent
to, leavingdeep impressions with my nails.
Upon inquiring
if it did lot hurt her, she, with an incredulous smile, observed
that I had not done anything to her.
I then, without saying
anything, pinched, in the same manner, though less severely,
promptly, and

with

the other hnnfl. when she drew back from

me

with

a

sudden

start, and

complained that I hurt her. The arm, to one lifting it. was a perfect dead weight. I poised it on my fingers,
and Mr. G. restored it; and there was a very marked difference in it and about it, as it passed from the
magnetic to the
natural state.
"

To a person not acquainted with the magnetizer, magnetizee and the gentlemen present * there will of course appear
upon the subject of Magnetism. in what is
here detailed- but to those of us who had previously examined

nothing conclusive
other

patients, and satistled ourselves of

the existence of

a

power by means of which, to a certain extent, one individual
may obtaln mental mastery over another. the experiment was

satisfactory.
'

Mr Benjamin Hathaway, of Providence, and Mr. Abner Jones, of New

York,

were

present.
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Should

a

suitable

_

opportunity hereafter present, I may
singular eases which I

furnish you with a statement of some
have witnessed. In the mean time,
"

I remain, yours, etc.,
Tnous H' WEBB'
"Mr. Triouas C. ll.~|t'rsrrouN."
ll

Among

the persons who have

possessed

this

extraordinary

power, Gassner deserves especial mention. A brief notice of
him may be fotmd in the volume of Doctor Foissac, page
446.

I will translate

a portion of it:
Joseph Gassner, hom at'Braz,
Buabia, 1727, having been delivered by

"John

long-continued disease,

in

the circle of

exorcism from

which had resisted all the

a

resources

of the medical art, persuaded himself that the greater part of
human intirmities might be attributed to no other cause than

demoniacal possession, and that they should be treated with
exorcism He began by curing the sick persons of his dwn
but very soon Switzerland, Tyrol, and Suahia sent
theirs, and he cured four or Eve hundred a year. After
having gone over different provinces, he established himself
at Ratisbon, under the protection of the lord bishop (pn`m-eéréque.) The number of persons resorting to him wns so considerable, that he often had ten thousand of them encamped
Gassner regarded faith as
in the neighborhood of Ratisbon.

parish;
him

an

It was rare to have the
essential condition to be cured.
delivered from their aillictions at the drst. exorcism.

patients

He consecrated to them several hours, and often many days.
When he wished to act upon a patient, he made him place
himself on his knees before him; he almost always touched
the afected
Sometimes he rubbed his hands upon his

part.

the case.
upon hls neck, but it was not always
"Gassner had the power, by his will, to make the pulse
of his patients vary; he made it small, grent, strong, feeble,

waist

or

slow, quick, irregular, intermittent; and iinauy, just as tne
who were prusent requested of him. He pcm

physicians

lysed their limbs; caused them to weep
or agitated them simply by expressing
rather, mentally.

tc

laugh; and soothed

his order

rn

Latm,

or

"He thus operated the most extraordinary cures They
found a small number of persons to contradict the iacta
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But, strange to tell, the celebrated De Haen,* one of the Hrst
physicians of his age, not conceiving bow Gassner had been
able to perform such cnres,concluded that haapofwer was derived
from the devil. He, however. ilrst argued the question
whether they could have been done by sympathy, or by Magnetism. but he declared be did

well versed in occult

things.

no°

philosophy

to

know any

perform

one

sutllciently

such wonderful

-

"About this time, Mesmer published his tlrst observations.
On his journey to Munich, being consulted by the Elector of

Bavaria, in relation to the cures of the curate at Ratisbon,
he recognized in his exorcisms the presence of the virtues of
Animal Magnetism, the nature and the properties of which it
was

reserved for him to make known."

Mesmer himself

was

endowed with the

same

degree of

power, which whether exerted in the form of exorcism

or

of

manipulation, would have exhibited effects equally remark
able
From the notes reported by Thouret, in his
Recher~
"

che.:

Doutes," I shall translate afew instances:
"Mesmer, being one day with Messers. Camp# and
d'Ei, near tbe great basin of Meudou, proposed that they
ez

should pass alternately round to the other side of the
while he remained in his place.
He made them

basin,

plunge

a

into the water. and plunged his own into it. At this
distance, M Camp; experienced an attack of the asthma,
and M. d'Ei a pain ln the
side, to which he was suhjcct,
Some persons have been seen who were not able to
sustain
the experiment without
fainting
one dal' Mesmer was
walking ln the woods of the country beyond Orleans. Two girls, taking
advantage of the
freedom of the country, went ahend of
the company to chase
him
He began tc run
bufsuddenly turning round, he pre5""'e'|
hw Cane .towards
cane

"

farther

Immediately

they could

them, forbidding them

to

come

their knees bent under them, and

no: advance,
One evening Mesmer went into the
garden of M. le
Pnnce de Soublse with six
He prepared a tree,
persons.
and asnort time after, Mme la M. de
i, and Mesdemoiselles
"

'

D; Hain,

nndar whom Mesmer studied.

Lrrltirnlx.
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de Pr -and P

1

fell senseless. Mme la D -de T

-

the tree without power to leave it. M le C -_de
Mons was obliged to sit down on :1 bank, not being able to

held

on

sustain himself

M.

on his limbs.
I do not recollect what eEect
very strong man, experienced, but it was terriMesmer than called his servant to take away the bodies;

Ang---,

ble.

but, I do

a

not know how it was,

although

well accustomed to

this sort of scene, even hc found himself in no condition to
It was necessary to wait a long; time for each one to
act.
come

to himself."

NOTE

IX.-Page

120.

In the report of the committee appointed by the Royal
Medicine at Paris, and read to that learned body

Academy of

in 1831, may be found the following statement:
"
You have all heard of Q fact which at the time fixed tho
attention of the Chirurgical Section," and which was commif-

nicated to it :nt the session of

April 13, 1829, by M. Jules Clothought it their duty to embody it in
this report, as one of the least equivocal proofs of the power
of the magnetic sleep.
It relates to Madame Plantin, aged 64
years, living at 151 Rue Saint-Dennis, who consulted M. Cloquet, on the 8th of April, 1829, about an ulcerated cancer on
her right breast, which she had had many years, and which
was complicated with a considerable enlargement of the
axillary ganglions. M. Chapelain, the physician of this
woman, whom he had magnetized for some months, with the
intention, as hc said, of reducing thc enlargement of the
quet.

The committee

breast. had been sible

to obtain

no

other result than

a

very

profound sleep, dm-ing which her sensibility appeared to be
nnnihilated, but the ideas preserved all their lucidity. Hs
proposed to M. Cloquet that he should operate upon it while
she was plunged into the magnetic sleep.
M. Cloquet, considering the operation to be indispensable, consented tn do it
nnfl it was agreed that it should take place on the following
Sunday, April 12. The two evenings previous, this woman
was magnetized several times by M. Chapelain. who disposed
.

'The Academy was, ln 182), divided into three sections-Rfcllclne. Sur
gery, and Pharmacy.-Trans.

5'

.,
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her, when in somnambulism, to support the operation without fear, and even led her to speak of it with composure,
while, as soon as she walled, she repelled the idea with
horror.
"On the

day appointed
half-past ten

for the

operation.

M.

Cloquet,

on

his arrival at

o'clock in the morning, found the
patient dressed, and seated in an arm-chair, in the position
of a'person peacefully wrapped in a natural sleep. It was

nearly an hour since she had returned from mass, which she
always attended at the same hour. M. Chapelain had put her
into the magnetic sleep since she came back. The patient
spoke with great calmness of the operation she was about to
undergo. Every arrangement having been made for the
operation, she undressed herself and sat down upon a chair.
"M. Chapelain held thc right arm, the left arm being suffered to hang by her side. M. Pailloux. a student at the
Saint-Louis Hospital, was charged to hand the instruments
and to make the
the

ligatures.

1-`irst

au

incision

was

made from

above the tumor, to the inner side of the breast.
The second, commencing :t the same point, separated the

armpit,

tumor

below, and passed round

to meet the first.

M.

Cloquct

dissected the enlarged ganglions with caution, on account of
their proximity to the axillary artery, and took ot! the tumor.
The time consumed in the operation was ten or twelve
minutes.

"During all this time, the patient continued to converse
tranquiily with thc operator, and did not exhibit the slightest
sign of sensibility: no movement of the limbs or qf the features, no change in the perspiration, nor in the wt?-e, no emotion, not even in the pulse, were manifested; the patient did
not cease to be in the state of self-forge-tfulness and passive
insensibility, in which she was several minutes before the
operation. They were not obliged to hold her: they merely
sustained her. A ligature was applied to the lateral thoracic
artery, which was exposed during the extraction of the gang
lions.
The wound was closed with sticking-plaster, and
was put on the bed, still in the state of
somnambulism, and left there forty-eight hours. An hour
after the operation, a slight hemorrhage ensued,wh|ch did not
continue. The first dressing was removed on the succeeding

dressed; the patient

`
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Tuesday, April

14.

The wound

was

cleansed and dressed

patient manifested no sensibility nor pain. The
pulse preserved its natural beat.
After the dressing had been put on. M. Chapelain awoke
the patient, whose somnambulic sleep had lasted ever since
one hour before the operation, that is to say, for two days.
This woman did not appear to have any idea or any impression of what had passed; but, on learning that she had been
operated upon, and seeing her children around her, she experienced 'a very lively emotion, which the msgnetizer terminated by putting her asleep immediately."
The following names were appended to this report:
Bourdols de la Motte, President; Fauquier, Guéneau de
Mussy, Guersent, Itard, J. J. Leronx, Marc, Thillaye,
anew; the
"

_

Husson.

NDTE X.
"

Paovmllwl, August 81, IW.

"

Sm: In compliance with your request, expressed in a note,
dated the 24th inst, I herewith furnish you a statement of the
case of somnambulism which I have under my charge, to ap-

pend
"

as a note

to the work you have in progress.

Numerous professional engagements at this time will ren-

necessarily very
Thisbrevity, however, is

der the statement
character.
are

a

brief

and

less tobe

general in its
regretted. as you
particulars from

alfle to obtain statements of many of the
respectable gentlemen, who have witnessed the

numberof

case, and who could command more time to devote to

making

particular experiments.
"

and

Miss L. Brackett, the

subject

of this case, is

a

respectable

intelligent

young lady from Dudley, Mass. Four years
since, when about sixteen years of age, she had the misfortune
to have an iron weight,
weighing two or three pounds, fall
from

aheight

upon the top of her head. The injury which
considerable as to deprive her of her reanumber of months, during which time she was sub-

she sustained
son

fora

was so

ject to the most violent spasms,and other serious derangements
of her

nervous

system.

From the immediate effects of this

injury she gradually recovered,

and at the end of the year her
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general health was partially restored.

improvement in her general

ever, the

Notwithstanding,
health,

an

her eyes, which commenced immediately after the
of the injury, and which threatened total blindness,

growing

worse.

how-

atlfection of

reception
daily

was

The disease with which her eyes

were

af-

fected is called amaurosnls; it is an aiection of the optic
As is usual in cases
nerves, often of a paralytic character.
of amaurosis, the loss of sight was very gradual; and it was
not till the end of two and a half years that it was entirely

Simultaneously

destroyed.

with the loss of

sight, she

sus-

loss of voice, which was so complete, that for dfteen
months she was unable to utter a single guttural sound, and

tained

could
"

a

only whisper

in almost inaudible tones.

her state, in respect to her eyes and vocal organs, when I tirst saw her, about the middle of May last; and
her general health, though somewhat improved, was still far
This

was

from
"

being good.
Considering her

case as a hopeless one, arrangements had
by her friends to send her to the Asylum for the
-Blind in Boston, in hopes of her being able, after finishing her

been made

education,

to obtain a livelihood as a teacher

other similiar institution.

stopped,
with

When

on

in that

for the purpose of making
friends which she had residing in this

some

or some

her way to Boston, sho
avisit of a few days,

city.

Being

in attendance, at the time, in the family of one of her friends,
I was requested to see her and examine her case, rather as a

curiosity, than from a hope that I should
prescribe a remedy for her deplorable malady.

matter of

be able

to

In the

course
means

of conversation with her,I found that all the usual
in such cases had been perseveringly employed by the

physicians, without material benefit.
being, at this time, a considerable excitement upon
the subject of Animal Magnetism, and being myself engaged
in investigating it with a view to its remedial elfects, and having become fully convinoml of its salutary influence upon some
diseases, especially [hose nf a paralytic character-it occured
to me thatit might be beneticiallv practised in this case, upon
the supposition that her complaints were dependent upon a
paralysis of the nerves supplying the affected organs; and
I accordingly, as a demier resort, proposed a trial of it. The
most skilful
"

There
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following day, having consulted

her friends and obtained

their consent, she desired me to make an experiment. The
ilrst sitting occupied about forty minutes, before she was
thrown into

a

profound magnetic sleep.

On this occasion

she manifested many of the usual phenomena of that state.
Bhe walked about the house, drank her tea. etc.. with as much
ease

and confidence

the full

she could have done

as

had she been in

sight, and in a waking state.
From the time of the tlrst experiment to the present date,
being three and a half months, she has been magnetized daily,
sometimes twice daily, with the exception of thirteen days at
possession

of her

"

one

time, and three

she has been

four at another.

or

The number of times

magnetized, therefore, considerably exceeds one

hundred.
"The

magnetic phenomena, though very astonishing at
more and more so from day to day.
Whether
it were in consequence of the magnetic state becoming more
and more perfect the more she was magnetized, or whether,
by becoming better acquainted with the subject, we learn to
elicit those phenomena with the better success, it is dimcult
to determine; but it is probable that it is owing to a eombina.
lirst, became

tion of both these causes.
"
The somnambulic. or perhaps

more

properly the magnetic

have been of several ditierent kinds, and each
kind manifested in several diderent ways, The first and most

phenomena,

obvious of these phenomena is what the French term c1airvoy~
mental vision, or vision without the

a/noe-clearsightedness,
use

of the visual organs.

first, in her being able

This wonderful power is manifested,
object that is presented to

to see any

magnetic sleep, though totally blind when
Experiments have been varied and multiplied almost

her when in the

awake.

indefinitely,

to prove the existence of this power

and with

you have had frequent. opportunities to witness.
Objects, when examined by her, are never held in a
direction to be seen with the eyes, but are laid down upon the
entire success,

as

top of the back part of the head, from which point she has

generally

seen,

ent times.
sec

objects

though

the seat of vision has varied at differ-

She has been able, though with more exertion__ to
that were enclosed in boxes_ trunks, and watch-

cases; to read letters that

were

folded,

etc.
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"

this povcr is manifested in the ability to see
In the
a distant city, for instance.

Secondly,

obiects

present-in

not

this power, another seems to be necessary--that
as it has been called, or ot' transporting her-

exercise ct

c' .occmo..cn
se.x

hom

This she says she does

to another.

one place

thrcugh the air.
_Another description of phenomena, which may be called
those oi intelligence, ns- manifested in the somnambulist's
understanding the will of the magnetizer, or of the person
'

To test this
with whom she may be in communication.
power, 1 have made a great number of experiments, which
She can, for inhave been almost uniformly successful.
stance. be willed to have in her hand various kinds of

cakes,
be

wines,

changed

from

one

etc, ;

or

'

netizer.
'

fruits,

any other things may
to another at the will of the mag-

animals, birds,

phenomena which seem to partake
more of a physical character than those above mentioned, as
witnessed in the attraction which takes place between the
hand of themagnetizer and the magnetized, and also as witThere is

nessed

in

a

class of

the attraction and

repulsion

in the

application of

I do not wish to be understood to
the artificial magnet.
mean that this phenomenon certainly partakes of a physical

character, though the sudden, powerful, and apparently inaction of the muscles seems to favor this opinion.
On the contrary, it must be admitted that the patient, in
this case, not only understands the will of the magnetizer,
but observes all his actions; and therefore these motions
may

voluntary

voluntary and

be

in obedience to his will.

Or,

in

using

the

magnet, a powerfull intluence may be produced upon the imaglnation, and those effects may be occasioned by the imagination

acting upon an excitable nervous system.
The want ot time and opportunity on my own part, and
the desire to have as many distinguished and scientific persons see and
investigate this casein their own way as has
been consistent mth her convenience, have prevented my
'

making experiments
stveiy

ne

termine,

calculated to establish this

ther have I

sntidactorily

reference tc

things

for the

same

whether all the

not

present,

as

point

conclu»

reasons, been able to
senses

is the

can

case

de-

be used in

with vision
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though,

from

"

In

recent

some

doubt of the fact.

speaking

observations, I

have

myself no

.

of the

magnetic phenomena,

I

case.

Many others, differing materially

only to
particular

mean

refer to those which have been manifested in this

from these, have

been observed in other cases, of which it is neither necessary
Should I, hownor proper that I should speak at this time.
ever, ever tind
a

more

it' convenient`to communicate to
digested history of

detailed and better

the

public

this

case-

which is my present intention-I shall attempt, after giving
the result of my investigations, to follow out the classification of the phenomena which I have here merely glanced at.

By pursuing this mode, perhaps we may arrive at some rational theory. At present, however, until a greater number
of facts have been established, and more clearly arranged, to
attempt to theorize appears to me to be entirely futile.
In conclusion, it gives me great pleasure to be enabled to
say from my own observations, that, however interesting
Animal Magnetism may he when considered in relation to
science, however interesting as matter of curiosity and
wonder, or however interesting itsmay be as a means of discovering the condition of our absent friends, or the machiua~
tions of our enemies, it is still more interesting as the means
It
of mitigating the sulfering incident to human nature.
will be recollected I have stated that, when Miss Brackett
came to this city, about the middle of May last, her general
health was far from being good; she was totauy blind, and
unable to speak excepting in the lowest whisper. Her conHer health is
dition is materially diflerent at this time.
good; her vision is partally restored; and she speaks in her
"

natural tone of voice.
"With much respect,

"Yours, etc.,
G. Carnes."

"Mn, Taoms C. Hanrsnoas.

Pnovrnnwcn, August ID, 1887.

~

Henry Hopkins states that Miss
his family, as an invited guest, four or
Mr.

ent times.

she first

He is satisfied that she

came

to live with him.

Bracket: has lived in
tive weeks, at dider-

was

totally

blind when

Her voice, when he ilrst
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became

acquainted with her, was so low and weak that it
ditlicult to hear her speak.
Her eyes were very much indamed and painful; the lids

was

scarcely open; they were easily affected by the light,
painful. She has since improved very much in
her eyesight.
Her eyes have assumed a healthy appearance;
they are not troublesome. She can even lay aside the green
shades which she used to wear, without experiencing inconvenience, except in a very bright light. She as now able, in
the natural state, to discern the outlines of objects, such as a
were

to be

so as

book,

or a

fan, for instance.
a very great improvement in her appetite,
ap-

There is also
pearance, and
most

general health.
daily by Dr. Capron; and

ment is to be attributed.

She has been

magnetlzed alimprove-

it is to this that this

Her natural chcerfulness and elas-

ticity of spirits have improved with her health. In the
magnetized state, she enjoys a walk as much as any one, and
often walks in the garden among the ilowers. lf she wishes
to examine any flower very closely, alw lwlds it just behind
hor head, 'near the top, without taking of lwr bofmcl; in this
To look
manner she holds whatever things she examines.
at any picture hanging up in a room, in a house where sho
has not been before, she steps into a chair, and brings the top

of her head towards it.
Mr.

Hopkins permits

me

to

publish the above

statement.

Mr. Jesse Metcalf says he has known Miss B. about two
months.
She has resided in his family, at diferent times,
He was not acquainted with her when she
Providence, and could not understand her very
well at Brat, because her voice was very feeble; she did not
speak, except in low whispers. Her health was quite delicate,
and her appetite poor.
Her eyes appeared to be quite inflamed; it was necessary to keep the blinds of the room al.
most always closed, and the lamp where it could not shine so
as to pain her
eyes. While at his house, she has generally
about four weeks.

first

came

been

to

mngnetized every day.
magnetized state ten or

She would sometimes remain

in the

twelve hours, during which she
would walk about the house as well as any other person; but
when she

was

in her

ordinary state,

she would have to gropo
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about, and feel her way. In the magnetized state, she enjoys
vision, looking at objects with great pleasure, especially pictures, portraits, etc. This makes her delight in being in that
She describes such things very accurately.
state.
Mr. Metcalf says that her general health and her appetite
very much improved. When in the somnambulic state,

are

wvalks along the streets with perfect ease, and hears any
She has been to meeting
person she is directed to very well.
three times with his family in that state, and could rememshe

ber

some

parts of the discourses, having heard them very

well.
When Dr.
tells her to
some

Capron

answer

member of it.

persons;
one else.

nor

can

leaves her in the

and

converse

magnetic state, he Drst
family, or with

with all his

She cannot then talk with any but these
anything addressed to her by any

she hear

She cannot, when in that state, hear the conversation between any two individuals.
She can only see their lips move, and wonders they do not
talk. She cannot even hear _the person with whom' she con_

verses, when he talks with

only

anybody

when he addresses her.

else.

Miss B. is

She hears him

intelligent, has

re-

When
and is cheerful and pleasant.
in the nuzgnelizrrl state, she fan (ell l.fIl1Il("(iI:ll¢fL|/ in what part qf
the house energy 1Il('lIl»bPI' fy' the family flu, u-illzout moving or turn-

ceived

a

good education,

ing from lwr wrt. Mr. M. has eleven in the family, including Miss B., who is now staying with him.
Miss B. says the walls of the house. as do all other walls,
She can see through them, and
appear t/o be transparent.
can see them, and describe what kind of paper, or

yet she

is on them. Miss B. is of pleasing manners, and is an
invited guest in his house, where she has interested all the

paint,

family.
Mr. Metcalf

permits

me

to

publish

this statement, which he

made at my request.
Unless she is magm-tizvd. she cannot enjoy the pleasure of
reading. and this is one cause of her being so fond of remaining magnetized.
While she was residing at the mansion of Stanford Newel,
Esq., she found there Hannah More's Private Devotions,"
_

"
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a

small work which has been

printed

since she became blind.

This she took with her when she retired

one

night; and in

restored to the natural state, she
observed that she had been reading most of the night. There
One of the ladies of Mr. Newel's
was no light in the room.
the

morning, before she

family

soon

was

discovered that

by giving

out the first line of

several of the poems, she was able to repeat the whole, verbatim In this manner she had learned at least twenty of the

pieces.

I have

seen

It is the

the book.

flue-type edition

of

Messrs. Crocker & Brewster; Boston, 1836. This exercise
doubtless has a tendency to retard the progress of her cure;
but the natural activity of her mind makes it didicult for her
to sit

idle.

NOTE XI.

The following paper
tleman at the head of

was

one

drawn up by LL B. L_-, a genour noblest literary institutions,

of

from notes taken at the time of

adds much

experimenting.

One

was

drawn up.

are

stated

so

minutely,

which

are now so

well known to be

attendant

on most

experiments of the kind.

of

carrying

such minuteness too far in this

danger

thing

value; and that is, the early date at which it
This serves also to explain why circumstances

to its

There is

no

subject,
since those who are familiar with its phenomena,_and those
who are not, are equally prone to form hasty conclusions,
without sutilciently considering thc great variety of phases
they present, and the intricacy of principles they may involve.
To make theories is very easy; but to bbserve facts requires
patience and caution. Hence `we hear men, every day, in
regard to this subject, speak dogmatically, as though they
had established everything they utter by a careful observation of the facts as they exist; whereas its acknowleged diniculties ought to make us more cautions, and more willing to
bestow care upon it. This paper was not intended for publication:
'

"

Pnovmxwcx, 18th month,

"To assist the memory of the writer, and for the gratitica
tion of a few of his particular friends, the following brief ac
eount of Animal

Magnetism,

as

witnessed and

practised by
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himself, has been penned. It contains a simple statement
of certain phenomena produced upon one individual by another, principally by the agency of the will, assisted by cer~
tain manipulations, known by the name of 'passes'
The
attention of the writer was tirst called to the subject by perusing notices published in Boston papers of wonderful effects.
caused by Bugard and others, such as producing a sleep so
profound that a tooth could be, and actually was, drawn.
without occasioning any painful sensation. Far from putting
confidence in these statements, but little was thought of the
subject, till an intimate friend gave him some account of a
lecture he had attended (perhaps the evening previous), on
Animal

Magnetism, by Charles Poyen. He was unphilosophical enough to exclaim, 'I do 'not believe it !'and to
attempt to prove its fallacy by its strangeness. This circumstance is mentioned to show that the writer

ing prejudiced in favor of what
to be a humbug.
"

As, however,

it became the

was

then

was

far from be-

generally believed
-

of conversation

general topic
questions of this sort-' What do you think, Mr.-,
of Animal Magnetismf'
'Dost thou think. Mi, there is
anything in Animal Magnetism? were repeatedly asked. to
which, of course, he could give no satisfactory answer, he
and

as

the conclusion to embrace every opportunity for gam
mg information which could lend assistance in forming a
judgment. Far from finding an associate in his immediate
came to

circle, he undert.ook the investigation alone.
"To carry into edect this resolution, Charles Poyen's lectures were attended. his experiments at Pawtucket witnessed.
and dually the Report of the French Commissioners read.
(It is proper to remark that the experiments at' Pawtucket
lt seemed to be the opinion
were far from being satisfactory
of the experimenter, that the obiect in commg was rather to
behold wonders than to investigate. There was aoparently_
therefore, no exertion to remove whatever might Tead to sus#
picion of artitlce.) But still being unsatisfied, the only way
remaining seemed to be for the writer to experiment for him-

self, which he did,
about

;

as

follows.

attempt.-Individual, L-- 'I`-- a young 111811,
twenty-three years of age, in good health, except oocaf

"First
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sional dimculty of digestion.
Time, twenty-ive minutes.
Edects, nothing worthy of note.
"Second attempt.-Subject, time, and eiect same as last.
"Third attempt.-Subject, a young lady, about seventeen
years old, in good health, said to be nervous. Time and effect same as above.
"Fourth

attempt.-Subject, time,

and eiect

asbe-

same

fore.
"Fifth attempt.-Subject, a young lady, about eighteen
years of age, apparently in good health. Time, twenty-tive
or thirty minutes. Eliects, drowsiness and great
ditilculty of

keeping
"

the eyes open ; dow of saliva to the mouth.
attempt.-Subject, G~_- C-, a lad fourteen

Sixth

years old, subject to attacks of croup. Knew nothing more
of Animal Magnetism than the name. Of good endowments,
and an innocent and aifectionate disposition.
"

12th mo.,

13th-Time, efects, etc.--He was called to the
about 5 P. M., seated in a rocking-chair, and
told that he was to be magnetized, and that all he must do
was to sit still, and keep his eyes open as long as he could, to
writer's

room

which he assented.

his brother

The

There

was

no

manipulations

one

were

in company except
the same as those
'

mentioned in the French report under the name of passes!
Notwithstanding repeated laughter from the brother, yet

scarcely five minutes had elapsed, before evident effects were
produced-an incessant tremor of the hands, and, occasionally,
motions of the feet.

Ten minutes, convulsions

increased,

in the hands and arms; lids partly closed, with
constant motion resembling rapid winking.
Fifteen min-

particularly

utes, convulsions continued; lids closed, but still in motion.
Twenty minutes, little change during the last ive minutes ;

occasionally sudden convulsive motions of the whole body.
magnetizer now despaired of producing sleep, supposing
the nervous system to be affected by the imagination, and mistaking the convulsive motions of the eyelids for voluntary.
The process ceased. The brother, with a laugh, exclaimed,
But no reply was obtained. The magnetizer'George.'
How
'Art thou sleepy, George 7'
'Yes,' replied G. C.
One minute."
S. A. (a
long before thou wilt be asleep Y'
teacher) was called in, and requested to ask him a question,
The

'

'
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which he did repeatedly, without getting any answer, till the
magnetizer mentally directed him to reply, when he answered
immediately. The company were completely astounded. It
appeared to be the general wish that he should be waked.
His eyes remaining closed, he was, however, asked how muny
there were in the room; to which he replied correctly.
A
knife was held before his forehead, and he was requested to
name

it.

'A

Reply,

knifv.'

'How

dost thou know?

'It

His brother,

has iron aboutit.'

being requested to wake him,
endeavored to by shaking him, speaking his name aloud, etc.,
but in vain.
Come, George, it is time to wake up,' said the
magnetizer, taking him by the hand. He immediately
rubbed his eyes, and arose from his seat. The trembling of
his hands still continued, but ceased in a few minutes.
Said
'

he felt well.
"

Second

sitting.-Commenced magnetizing about 7 r.1r
sleep was produced, accomHe went to sleep
as before.
He was
of his class. twenty-ive in number.
_

ln twelve minutes, profound
panied by convulsive motions,

in presence
asked how many there were present; to which he replied,
without hesitation, 'Thirteen.' (W rang.)
The great ease

with which he

comprehended

at this

remarkable.

sitting

sutlicient to

is

cause

him to take

present; and by the

the
A

or

same means

will of

the

magnetizer

single mental request was
reject the hand of any one
communication with those

readily established and broken otf. Several
articles, as knives, pencils, ctc.,`were presented to diderent
parts of his head, which hc named, generally, correctly. At
this sitting, and most of the following. he mnnifested great
'What is it, Georgeil'
uneasiness at the presence of iron.
(A key being held by his forehead.) 'A key,"-at the same
time withdrawing his head. After repeatedly endeavoring
around him

was

vain to awake him, his schoolmates retired; when the
magnetizcr left him for a few minutes, to invite the superin~

in

tends-nts and teachers to witness magnetic sleep. Upon the
turn of the magnetlzer, being asked who was present. he
the names of several of the teachers. (Right.) And

rt

repeated
being asked
the

names

quested

whether any women
of most or tne females

to ten what was

were

in the room, he

spoke

present. Again he was re.
held by his head, which he did,
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and invariably took or rejected the hand
of any one, at the will of the magnetizer. He would also
converse, or not, according as he was commanded to or not,
by the thoughts of the magnetizer. S. A- requested him
to rise and walk with him, which proposal being mentally

generally correctly,

opposed by the magnetizer, he could not be prevailed upon to
comply, till the magnetizer, in accordance with the wish of
S. A., expressed by a sign, wilkd that he should rise; when
he immediately arose.
Magnetizer offered his arm, which
was accepted.
Magnetizer asked him if he perceived a comb
before his face; to which he
replied in the atflrmative. (A
comb.) Being requested to remember the comb after the
sleep ended, hepromised to do so. Finally, all being perfectly satistied that he was completely subject to the will of
the magnetizer, and that he alone could awake him, 'Come,
George/ said the magnetizer, 'it is time to get up.' He immediately rubbed his eyes and awoke. Being asked if he
knew what he had done, he replied, 'No,'
(hesitatingly.)
Something about ac0mb.' He thought he should not rememberthe comb, as he did not sec it distinctly. Upon presenting
llc said he
two dissimilar ones, he immediately selected it.
had some recollection of a key, and that he knew it to be a
key, because he felt a bunchqf attractrbn, a Zine qf attractabn, and ating ofatt1°act'|2m.'
"12th mo., 14th-Third sitting-Pulse seventy-nine, sleep in
nine minutes, lids closed. Magnetizer put the questions, and
'

'

received the

'I can't

room?'

D
in the
which follow. Is I
Dost thou feel pleasanti' 'Yes.'
him."
'

answers

--

-

'

see

'How many are present, George?'
'Thirty-eight,'-moving
his head ronnd as if to count them. (Right) 'Dost thou
No.
'Dost thou count me?'
count thyscll"?'
'No.'
'

'Dost

thou count Jonathant'
in the

eight

room

count Samuel?

cite

this

(Tlwfe
excepted.)

'No.'

besides the three

WWC
'

thirty-

Dost thou

'What lesson art thou to reSpelling! (Right) 'From what

'Don't know.'
'

morningi'
Philadelphia Expositon' (Right) 'What smell
What is thisi'
has thief'
(A shell
(Ammonia) 'Acid.'
being presented.) 'Paper.' (Paper being near in magnetizer`s
other hand.) 'What is it, Georgef' (The paper being re'Feel
anything? (Being pricked
moved.) 'A shell.'
book?'

'
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unfler the nfiil with

a

'What

festing sensation.)
'

'What with?
'

(Right)
'

'A

What

What is this?

'

pin.)

(At the

time maui.

same

'Pricking

ma'

'

pricked thee? 'J-- Si/
Steel."
(A tile being presented.)

'Who

pin.'

'

thist'

IS

Yes.'

is the matter'?'

`

Some copper about it.`
'How many in the roomt/'

(liare`s aerometer.)

'What is this?'

'

(Button.) 'Button.'
seventy." (Bm-ing eighty.) What time is it? (Being
tive minutes after nine.)
How dost
Quarter of nine.'
Who has ttf'
'Moses' (The
thou tell?
By watch!
What time dost thou say it is?
No-a
magnetizer.)
little past nine.'
Wilt thou wake, George, in just three
Yes! (He fulfilled his promise to a
minutes from now?
second.)
'

'

'

About

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

6 P.

M.

'

'

'

.

°'N. B. Pulse somewhat increased
"

12th mo. , 18th-Commenced about

half-past

Sound

At this time, magnetized readily
sleep in four minutes.
obeyed the will of magnetizer, and generally told correctly
what

was

held before him.

He manifested much uneasiness

at the presence of

iron,

about the

He told the number of
prevous sittings.
some of whom had come in after he was

same as

correctly,

persons

put asleep.
minutes.
"

He

was

In two and

etc.

,

as

before.

Convulsivo motions

to wake in two and
quarter minutes sleep ended.

requested
a

half

a

About flve minutes

after, he was again put to sleep in
minutes, by the will alone of the magnetizer, who sat at
the distance of four feet.
Lids fixed, but not ¢l05¢d_ Hi;
shut them at the wish of the
magnetizer, accompanied by a
motion of the hand downwards.
Ile told the number in the
two

correctly, and answered various questions put to him
by others, when permitted by the magnetizer. Convulsive
motions entirely ceased.
Magnetizer stepped to a distant
part of the room, and mentally requested magnetized to
come to him.
He complied.
Finally, he was requested to
awzike in just ten minutes, which he did to a second.
Lastly, mag-netizer retired to an adjoining room, and
room

"

willed him to sleep in

experiments.

to

he

one

fully

and

a

half minutes.

satisfied that he

was

After

asleep,

a

few

mag-

uetizer wakerl him.
"

12th

mn..

10th.-Fifth

sitting.-G. Ci was explainingto
a question in algebra, after

his teacher the method of solving
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which he

knew

was

to solve two others to tlnish his lesson.

Ha

ndthing of

the intention to put him asleep. Magnetizer
seated himself in a room at least seventy feet dalatant, between
whom and the magnetized theme were as many as three stone and

bricli walls, besides several partitions.
route from one to the

other,

seven

'1`o take the nearest

doors

to be

are

passed

through, tive of which were shut. The process of magnet
izing continued about two and a half minutes, when magnetizer went to ascertain the result.

lle

found

magnetized

his sum, but manifesting a tixedness of counteAfter he had gone through the explanation, which,

explaining
nance.
as

his teacher informed,

rather

singularly accomplished,
following. G. R--, a
no answer.
Magnetizer
adjoming room, and magnetized about.a
was

he commenced upon the questions
teacher, spoke to him, but could get
then

stepped to an
longer. On returning, he
Magnetized still sat engaged about
minute

open, and he

was

could perceive no change.
his lesson. His eyes were

free from convulsive motions.

said, 'Come, George, wake up'

ing.

'When art thou

sums

done.'

No

reply

or

Magnetizer
sign of wak-

'

wake up? 'When I get my
of! his cravat, and laid it
aside; being asked the reason, he said, 'It is warm.' Magnetizer, feeling some anxiety at his inability to wake him,
rendered him some assistance, at the same time telling him to

going to
Magnetized took

finish his lesson

soon

as

as

he

could, and then

to wake.

Several attempts were made to deceive him, that he might
get through sooner; but one only succeeded, at which time
he was looking in his book for the answer. As soon as the
questions were solved, he rubbed his eyes and awoke. Being
questioned, he said he remembered nothing that had occurred,
not

having seen

the

quarter past 8 P. M.
but just as we were

magnetizer before that moment since a
We proceeded immediately to the table;
leaving the room, he inquired for his cra-

vnt, not recollecting that he had laid it aside.
netizer told him he had interrupted him some

After tea, mag.
the after-

during

noon, and wished to know if he had finished his lesson.

replied, 'I

He

do;' entirely forgetting
that he had solved them during his sleep.
have two

more sums to

"Sixth sitting.-Sleep produced in half

magnet

was

brought

near, when

a

minute.

A bar

magnetized manifested great
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uneasiness.

said

net.'

not

Magnetizer
'Why dost thou

'What is Et, George?" 'Mage
'It hurts.' "Which
suni

sit

'North pole,' (right)--at the same
pole is toward thee?
time moving his head towards it.
'How dost thou know!`
'It pulls.'
Upon reversing the poles. ne instantly started
back as if touched by a hot irou. 'Which pole is it?`
'lt pushes'
'South.' (Right) 'How dost thou know?`
This experiment was several times repeated, with the saute
result. In a word, it was impossible to deceive him.
Whether the magnetizer or any other person held the magnet, he invariably moved his head toward the north, and from
the south pole, even when it was presented at the distance ol
eight feet. Indeed, he showed, by words and various move
ments, that he was not at all pleased with the experiment
Magnetizer extended his hand towards him, to which he
moved his head. Being asked how it felt, he replied, 'lt
pu.lls.' It seemed to be rather agreeable to him than otherwise. Magnetizer then withdrew his hand and brought his
head near to the forehead of the magnetized at which he

manifested the_same uneasiness as at the south pole oi the
magnet. The novel thought occurred to the magnetizer. that

perhaps himself might

be

magnetized, negatively

oy induction.

He therefore concluded to form the circuit and know the re~
suit. It was formed by placing the hand of the magnetizer
upon the head of the magnetized, and the hand of the magnetized upon the head of the magnetizen Just as the conmade. the

nection was

being

received

an

electric

netizer.

I-

H+ tried

Magnetizer-' What
shocks.'

is

the

the

The connection

haps tive) taking

magnetized

sprang

shock_ though nothing
same.

matter,

was

made

hold of hands.

was

with the

if he had

as

felt

by mag-

same

result

Georgel' 'Giving me
by several persons (per-

Still the shocks

were

felt.

To ascertain whether the will of the magnetizer was at all
concerned in the production oi the shocks he walled that the
magnetized should feel cold. where the connection was made
Glass proved
But in vain; the shocks were felt as before
not to be a non-conductor
On being waked. he had no
recollection of what had occurred but complained that he

felt
"

as

if he had been

receiving severe eiectric shocks
sitting -Magnetzzer at least

12th mo., 25th.-Seventh

ofu
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half males distant.-Time, 6 P. ax.-Perfect sleep in ono
Magnettzer directed him to shut his eyes; also, to
tell one present, J L. B-, that he was coming, and then
proceeded to join the company. At the same time, magnet
ized whispered something which was not audible. A comand

a

minute:

munication

S--,

the

being tnus established between him and J. L.
following questions were put and answers

received:
is the

"'Where

magnetlzert'

'Coming.'

'Where

was

he

'In a house, and sitting'
when he put thee to sleep'?'
(Right) It may be proper here to remark that G. C- was
informed that he was to be magnetized some time during the

evening, but not at what hour. Neither did he know whether
How
the magnetizer was at the institution at the time or not.
'

dost thou know?' 'I saw him.' 'Has he an umbrellaf'
'
How dost thou know?
'I feel he has his hand on
Yes'
'

'

'

it.'
'

No.'

Canst thou

see

thou

_'Canst

what direction

is

the streets, or the lamps in the streetsf'
the bridgef'
'No; it is dark.' 'In

see

het'

(Magnetized placed

his hand upon

forehead, and then moved it towards the place at which
How dost thou know he is in
he said the magnetizer was.)
'I feel him pull.'
that direction?
(At the same time manifesting uneasiness at what he called the pulling of the magnetizer. The last two questions were often repeated, and the
same answers as often received.)
Shall I stop the pullingt'
his

'

'

'

'

Is he walking
(Magnetizer does not now
How many are there
recollect whether he ran any or not.)
'Four.
in the room, and who are theyf'
J. L. Si, J
C-, B. B-, and.myself.'
(Two entered while he was
asleep.)
"Magnetized was shocked, as at the last sitting. When
mngnetizcr had approached about one mile, he wished him to
ape tk to J L. S- and C. W. Ji, supposing them both
to be present.
About the same- time, he took J. L. Siby
'

Thou canst not stop lt;

or

no one can

'Running,

runningt'

stop it.'

now.'

'

the

hand, and with

W

J-_'

.

to feel for some one.
Si what he wished, he replied, ' C-

the other seemed

Being asked by J L.
At the

same

time, magnetizer wished him

to

but the two individuals just mentioned, when
lm r-cased to answer the questions of J. C--, his brother,

speak

to none
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with whom he had been

conversing, without any directions
During the early part of his sleeping,
he made various gestures, supposed to indicate a wish to
hurry the magnetizer, saying at th; same time, 'Fasterl fasterl'
"At thirty tive minutes past six dclock, magnetizer arnved, and found magnetized asleep, in company with J.
from the magneuzer

C- and J. L B-_

Of his

own

accord, onthe

entrance

he put out his nand, smiled, and seemed
glad to see his friend. After a few moments inconversation,
the sleep of the magnetized was terminated by the wall of the
of the

magnetizer
'

magnetizer."
-

NOTE XII.

To Messrs. A. V. and C. C. Potter, to whom I am indebted
for many opportunities of seeing and trying interesting experiments, I take thlsoccasion to express my thanks. The former

gentleman, in addition to all other obligations, has furme the following account of his experience as a mag~

nished

netizer.

It is very observable, to one who has had a chance
acquainted with the statements of foreign writers,

to become

striking similarity of conclusion between them
magnetizers, in cases where it was almost impossible for the latter to obtain the notions of the former.
This is certainly a prabri proof oi the strongest kind in favor
of the reality of Magnetism, and of the universality of its
principles; and it should be an inducement, to such as have
leisure, to investigate the subject, until those principles are
as clearly demonstrable as those of
electricity. I would remark that Mr. P. differs from some others in regard to the intuitive knowledge of time, which is claimed as one ofthe facthat there is
and

a

our own

ulties of somnambulists.
wakes every

He has

morning precisely

even now

a

patient who

at the hour he tells her to the

evening previous-a fact which I learned from Captain James
This younglady,
Brattcxlc, in whose familyshe now resides
whose case is a very pc-cnlinr one, cannot see while in the
magnetic state. Her waking up at the hour indicated by her
magnetizer is a strong objection to his own hconclusion.
which is, that somnambulists borrow their notions of time
from the thoughts of others, or see it on the nearest wntch
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other

or

"The Hrst

lady,

This case, however, has occurred

time-piece.

the article below

was

written

good subject I
twenty-three.

of about

since

:

ever

obtained

married

was a

At the dfth

sitting, of about
forty minutes each, she became sound asleep. I asked her,
after a few questions in regard to her feelings, whether she
could see anything out of the room where she was sitting.
She replied that she could.
I asked her the time by the
clock in the other

room.

She said, twenty-two minutes past

abht;

upon looking, I found it to be correct to a minute. I
knew that she had never been in my shop, where men only
had been employed. Iasked herhowitappesred. She gave
a

correct account of its appearance.

was

any

one

supposed
at

a

in at the time.

that there

was

were

three.

I

there, it being evening, and

was no one

time when it

thither, and,

I then asked her if there

She said there

I went

generally closed.

directly

astonishment, 1 found three of my apprenOn my return I took an out-of-the~way road,

to my

tices st work.

and sat down upon
would observe it.

drag for a few moments, to see if she
When I returned, she told me exactly
where I had been, what way I returned, and observed that
the short time I sat upon that drag could not have rested me.
a

I asked her to tell the number of persons in the room
directly over where we sat, it being occupied by another
family. She answered, There are seven ; Mr. Day. his wife,
and two children, a small girl who lives with them, and two
"

'

ladies that I do not recollect to have seen before? I sent
up the maid directly to ascertain the fact. While she was
she
gone, I asked the patient what she said, and to whom
She replied that she spoke to Mr. Day, and asked
spoke.
him what time in the

evening

it was, and

no

one

but him

made
"

reply.
The girl asked

the number in the
the

the time of
room.

same as my subject.
she did not know. The maid

subject

as a

pretext

was

reason

to ascertain

not in the room when my

told the number in the chamber,

of my sending her
"I took a number of small

the

night,

She stated the number precisely
There were two ladies there whom

on

such

things

an

nor

did she know

errand.

from the

shelf, and

en
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closed them

perfectly tight in my hand, and she told what
they were. I took my watch and covered it as closely as
possible in my handkerchief : she mentioned the time to a
minute.
I took a piece of blank paper, and marked one or
two capital letters with a lead pencil, and placed them between the leaves in the

middle of

a

book.

She had

no

dim-

telling what they were. She would frequently tell
time of day by a dozen watches that were in the room,

cult y in
the

`

being taken from the fob.
indisputable proof of their seeing to a
great distance, although they frequently fail in experiments
without their
"

1 have the most

of this kind.

I had

a

great dilference in the veracity of sub-

jects, owing partly, I think, to their vanity and desire to answer every thing that is asked them, and partly to their inability at times to distinguish small objects. They sometimes appear to draw largely from their imaginations and
preconceived opinions. They are apt to get into this habit
after being magnetized a great number of times. I consider
the information obtained from
most correct.

new

subjects

to be much the

r

"Two gentlemen came to see one of my subjects one
evening; they had passed Newport thatafternoon, and had
observed some things to test her clairvoyance. They sent
her into a room of a house there, to which she and myself
were total strangers, where she found an old gentleman asleep
in his chair.
They said it could not be otherwise than eorrect,

;lcep

as

it

fixed habit for the occupant of the house to
evening in his chair.

was a

nt that time in the

"She gave a minute description of every house and
they directed her to. On asking her the time of

which

by

the clock at

and both hands

Newport, she
hung directly

astonished at its correctness,
the clock when they passed
renmrkf-d that it would be

Newport
ject hnd

is

a

room

night

said that the clodc dk! not go.
down.
The gentlemen were

they saw them taking down
through in the afternoon, and
perfect test of her clairvoyanee.
as

miles distant, and n place where my subbeen.
I do not mention this as an insulated

thirty

ncver

fact. but ns one that will not admit of contradiction, not only
from the nature of the proof, but the character of the witnesses, they being the Honorable Judge Durfee and Judge
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Staples, both of our Supreme Court, and Horace Manchepter,
Esq., attorney, of this city.
"I have had gentlemen from Boston, Salem, Newport,
Taunton, New Bedford, New York, and other places, who
have witnessed experiments of seeing to a great distance;
and in such cases I have directed my subject to go (as we term
it) to their respective places of abode, and have generally
enforced the most perfect conviction.
1 sent a subject to New York that was never in the city.
She gave a most correct description of Trinity Church, the
"

monuments in the

enclosure, their situation, and the whole

of its internal structure.
Bee in Wall Street
the
a

description

is correct.

few books and

some

I called it

although

I then sent her into

(Mr. Vernon's).

She said she

money.

a

store.

a

broker's of.

He informs

me

that

nothing except
not see any goods,

saw

She could

Mr. Vernon

was

an

entire

myself, as well as to the somnambullst.
A good clairvoyant will never fail to tell the denomination of a bill, the supcrscription on a letter, or any sentence
distinctly written, even if it is folded so as to bring the writing on the inside. I have lately been trying some very interesting experiments, in connection with two or three gentle
men, upon the faculty of clairvoyance, which 1 should not
feel justified in laying before the public in their present unstranger

to

"

tlnished state.
"I have found that all my

clairvoyants can tell the time;
asking them how they tell, they will say they see
some neighboring clock: such as that in their own house, or
the nearest church. I said to a patient of mine one evening,

but upon

'Can you tell what time it is ?'
She said, 'l%; our clock
does not go.'
Upon looking, I found the clock had been

stopped fifteen minutes-two hours after she had been put into
the magnetic sleep.
I have told them to wake by a prescribed
time, and have found them very

they

would wake before half the

"There

accurate.

At other times,

period had elapsed.

subjects, however, that are very exact
waking, very rarely varying more than six
I have told others to
the prescribed time.

are some

in their time of
seconds from

wake in four minutes, and

sleep again; they would

in

wake

four minutes
in

more to

three minutes,

or

go to

less, and

Y
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go to sleep again in the same time-1 have told others to wake
ln four minutes by a certain clock Jr watch. and go to sleep

time; they would wake at me exact time and go
minute, or one minute and a na.I wo soon. So
that I am convinced, not only from the artificial divisions of
time, but from a great number of experiments, that they

in the
to

same

sleep

either

one

see some

timepiece,

or

guess at its duration."

Nora xm.
p

SOINAHB ULISI

No

who reads medical works is

ignorant of the fre
of natural somnambulism. A hundred
cases could undoubtedly be quoted from the best authorities.
A remarkable and well-authenticated one recently appeared
one

quent

occurrence

the "Boston

in

Medical and

know whether to class the

Surgical Journal." I do not
following relation, which I tiud
Pliny's "Natural History." with

in a very old translation of
facts or with dctions. Does not its resemblance to what is
known to take place in induced somnambulism authorize us
to

consider it

as

having

some

foundation in truth?

"We read in Chronicles. that the ghost of Hermotimus
Clazomenius was accustomed to abandon his body for a time,

and, wandering up and down in far countries, used to bring
home news, from remote places, of such things as could not
possibly be known, unless it had been present there; and all
the while his

practice
were

body lay,

his mortal

as

it were half dead in

a

trance.

This

long, that atlast the Cantharidle, who
enemies, took his body and burnt lt to ashes.

it continued

so

by that means disappointed his poor soul when it came
back again. of that sheath as it were. or case, where she
meant to bestow herself."--Pliny b. 7 ch 52.
and

some similarity between the above relation and
following, which is extracted from Watsons "Annals of
Philadelphia, page 235, edition of 1830,

There is

the

'

"The good people of Caledonla have so long and exclusively engrossed the faculty of second szgfu, that lt may justly

surprise many

to learn that we also have been

favored with

V
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at least one case as well attested

ns

their

instance of Eli Yarnall, of Frankford.
hrst peculiarities, he in time lost them.

perate habits, became
He

man.

young

own.

I refer to the

Whatever

were

his

He fell into intem~

wanderer, and died in Virginia,

a

a

born in Bucks county, and, with his
to the neighborhood of Pittsburg.
There,

was

family, emigrated
when a child seven years old, he suddenly burst into a -tit of
laughter in the house, saying he saw his father (then at a dis~
tance) running down the mountain side, trying to catch a jug
whiskey which he had let fall.

of
to

He

saw

him overtake it.

home, he confirmed the whole story,
the great surprise of all. The boy, after this, excited much

When the father

came

wonder and talk in the

nfter this, the

Friend, with

Two or three years
Robert Verree, a public
from Bucks county. I

neighborhood.

family was visited by
other visiting Friends

have heard, in a very direct manner, from those who heard
Verree's narrative, that he, to try the lad, asked him various

questions about circumstances then occurring at his own house,
in Bucks county: all of which he ascertained to have been
really so at that precise time. Some of the things mentioned
were these, viz.; 'I
see your house is made partly of logs
and

partly of stone; before the house is a pond, which is now
let out; in the porch sits a woman, and a man with gray
hairs; in the house are several men," etc.
"

When Vcrree returned home, he ascertained that his millbefore his house had been just let out, to catch musk-

pond

rats; that the man in the porch was his wife's brother, Jonathan; that the men in his house were the mowers, who had
all

come

in because of

every iota

was

exactly

a

shower of rain.

In short, he said

realized.

"

The habit of the boy, when he sought for such
facts,
sit down, and hold hishead downwards, his
eyes often
shut; and after some waiting. declared what he saw in his
was to

visions.

He has been found abroad in the tields,

sitting

on a

stump and crying; on being asked the reason, he said he saw
great destmction of human life by men in mutual combat.
His

descriptions

tles, though

all of which he
of the

answered

he had

to sea tights and
army batthe sea, nor ships, nor cannon,
described as an actual looker-on. Some

exactly

never seen

fully

Friends, who saw him, became anxious for his future
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welfare, and, deeming him possessed of

a

peculiar gift

and

a

of him up. He was
therefore committed to the mastery of Nathan Harper, engaged in the business of tanning, in Frankford. 'Dhere he

good spirit, desired

to have the

bringing

excited considerable conversation; and so many came to visit
as to be troublesome to his master, who did what he
could to discourage the calls. Questions, on his part, were

him

therefore shunned as much as he could. He lost his faculty
and fell into loose company, which of itself pre-

by degrees,

vented serious people from having any further wish to inter-

rogate him.

inquiries which were usually preit may be stated that wives, who had missed
their husbands long, supposed by shipwreck, for instance,
"

To instance the kind of

sented to

him,

would go to him and inquire.
He would tell them, it is said,
of some still alive, what they were about, etc. Another case
was, a man, for banter, went to him to inquire who stole his
and he

pocket-book;
one

out of

a

man's

was

answered,

pocket when at

the

no

'

"His mother would not allow him
lest he should

thereby lose

the

to divine for

gift, which she

derived.
"These

one; but you stole

vendue;-and it

was so.

money,"

deemed heaven-

_

are

strange things.

I

give

these facts

as

I heard

them."
The above
to be

were cases

observed,

that such

of natural somnambulism; and it is
subjects are frequently in condition

to talk with any who address them.

This

was

the

case

with

Springfield somnambnlist, who was recently thrown into
induced somnambulism by a gentleman of this town, as will
be seen by his letter, published in this Appendix! It is laid
down by some writers on Magnetism, that the diseases which
produce the one may be cured by the other. Where sonmambulism is induced by the magnetic process, the magnetizer
gains such a mastery over the patient, as to turn his clairvoyance to a useful purpose; which is, to look into the nature of
the disease which made him naturally subject to this crisis,
the

'

been done in the cats of the Uxbridge eomnsmbulist.
bum, as I am told byDr. Parsons, to be exceedingly snsoeptble tn
we action of Msmstlun.
°

She

'lime

was

same has
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and to point out its proper remedy. Not only so but Mag
netism alone, without other aid, restores such persons to
health. and then generally

In

one

papers

cuases

to act upon them.

of the numbers of "The

published by

Magnetizer,"

Joumal," the following description of
be found.

lt is

in the

the translator

designed

a

I confess that I
to the

am

series of

Providence

magnetic sitting may
imagination of the

to convey to the

reader who has never seen anything of
conception of the real power exerted, and
cited by its contemplation:
"

a

"

the kmd
of the

a

correct

feelings

sometimes astonished at my

own

ex-

indtf

singular phenomena exhibited by my friend. whik
he tb an the magnetic sleep. He is this evening sitting beside me
sn his arm-chair, u'hiIc I am at the desk pinning thine observations.
& has been asleep about an hour. No one is present but
myseljl He is immorable-in his deep and placid serenity. His
breath is scarcely heard; the pattering of the ramfdrops against
the easement comes with thrilling dzstinetness of sound to break
the stidness of the room; and, now and then, the lightning, which
leaps from the riven cloud, sends forth its rolling thunder in the
But these cannot arouse him from his slumber
distance.
There is on his eountenanee that grullike tranquillity which the
anesent artists strove to efrpress in the reprasentattkms of their
fabled deities. His eyes are closed; he feels not mortal toueh;
the surgeon might sever his sereral joints, and the exquisite nerves
qffeeling shall not conrey the intimatnm to the brain. There is
no restless movement, no ner:-ous zrritaton, as in ordinary repose.
In min has Carbs, 'trho has ;11st entered. called htm by has
H2 answers not. How shall he hear the some offrurua
name.
ship who hears not the eoiee of thunder? Hts ears are sealed -ls
The mysterious will hath closed the avenues cf
with seven seals.
mteuagenee in the mortal body. But from this dreary death of
sensation, how quzkklg is he ro@ ! By a simpw volition I cause
hun to see, to hear, to recognize, ercrythzng about him. I can
tend him forth instantly, through the thielc darkness of night,
into distant lands, and cause him to bring ua timings of our
His spirit scents to delight in :his activity; has
absent frzends.
intellectual countenance brightens up with various emottons. Hs
glides along the surface of the earth and ocean, as rapid as the
ference

"
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and eoerandanon, asdifeunt seenssorrssl
his attention, he bursts out into involuntary aeclamations of
pleasursor surprasmqfjoyorsorrow. Themile that tells of

lombentborealis;

ludibrous

ssyht sboceasaonallyseen topbyooerhisfeatures.
Powedulfeeling 0
in every lineament.
He abweepingooer adeath-bed scene which
he accidentally witnesses in a distant city ; and he cries aloud, with
Heisgone, poor man!
thegenerousferoorofeseited sympathy.
Me has no proteetaonfor her orphan children-but God !'
Instantly by a power. which is more mysterious to myself
than] think it seems to others, I replunge him into the profoundest
skep. I sprinkle the waters qfLetheowrhhspirit. Has muscles
loss the# tension; has limbs, their elastwiy; his sensesforggst
their aflee ; the placid serenity ofslumber settles upon hisfeatures,
and he becomes as ooad of sensation, of motion, of volition, as the
beautzful creations of Canosa, or thestony victims of Medusa."

some

Anon, the hot

tears oourse down his cheek.

'

"

It is sometimes necessary tosend a somnambulist to examine
This has been practised to some extent here; and it

the sick.

when Magnetism becomes more exGreat caution should
this country
he used, in such cases, to test the clairvoyance; and it seems
proper to give some hints tc those who seek direct evidence

practised much
tensively appreciated in
will be

1. If you send them
of this power from somnambulists.
give them time enough tt- look round after you have

away

assures

that there

yourself

is no mistake in the house to
2. It you are in communicat ion, keep
free from excitement, and attend to what

which you send them.

yourself per*ecuy

8. Observe
the somnambuust says
not wearying the somnambulist by
manifest

scepticism

carefui, as'tar

or an

simplicity of conduct:
asking questions which

intention to embarrass him. 4. Be

not to ask unimportant questions:
properly trained. does not yiew your
.nterrogslcnes as intended to test his clairvoyance, but to
obtain Enrormation oi things as they are.
Apollo himself, in
une raimy tranuuiuity of his soul. took lt in high dndgenn,
says Piutarch tr be interrogated about so many tritles. Be~
as

poss-hae

fo. thc somunmbuiist, it

lines

mem

can.

L

most

somnambulists imagine you tc be present with
they go, and think you can see aswell asthey

wherevet

It therefore

requires

caution and

skill,

not

only

to ob-
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tain infomation from them, but also to direct their attention
to the proper

objects.
Marquis de Puységnr says, in
cherches Phynblogtlgues wr l'Homme,'
The

his work entitled

"

Re-

"

There are
page 428;
somnambulists whose active energy makes them almost spontaneously perceive all that can be useful and salutary to
themselves. There are also some who are inert and indolent,
whose intuitive faculties are not manifested unless their dee
velopment is aided. A somnambulist: may be compared to a

person having very good eyes, who is unexpectedly placed upon
His vision would
an eminence rising from a vast plain.
over a great extent, without distinguishing anything.
He would wonder at all things, without remarking any; and
the most beautiful situations, the most interesting objects,

sweep

would often be the very ones to which he would pay no
attention. It is exactly so with many somnambulists. If you
do not arrest and ilx their attention upon that which ought
particularly to interest them, they will often observe nothing
in the vast and indetinite domain of their
-

perception."

-1;

NOTE XIV.
na mzmm soumuzrvzzsrs.

The somnambulist

edge of

what 'the

always appears to have a perfect knowlmagnctizer is doing. If he occasionally

loses trace of him, it is because some other person is in communication, and absorbs his whole attention. But the magnetizer generally keeps his control over his patient, even

though

at a distance from

sink into

a state

of

him: that is, he can cause him to
he can make him answer the

insensibility;

question of one person, and return no answer to the question
of another; can make him lose the power of seeing any one
present; can make him call for any particular article of food,
can

wake him

will.

It is evident

vimng

suddenly, etc.,-all by the mere power of the
happens that such experiments fail: but
that the patient commonly has the faculty of di~

It sometimes

magnetizer. He seems to be drawn
intense impulse. He can almost always
I have known one somnambulist, who,

the will of his

towards him

by

an

tell where he is.
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when left

tarily

the

by

physician that magnetized her, would volunthrough all his professional calls, and give s

trace him

correct account of them to the persons left in communication with her. At the same time, she would mention how
many and what description of persons were in the several

pretty

rooms

of his

I could

patients.
discover

never

an

architectural

scriptions given by somnambulists
are

sent.

never

anomaly

in the de-

of the houses to which they

It is not proper, however, to conclude that they
an error, though I have made many exof the kind.
I will explain my meaning.

commit such

periments

Somnambulists frequently get into the wrong house, and frequently givea wrong description when they get into the right
house; and it requires some tact to draw from them a correction of the errors into which they fall at the first sight, aswell
as to discover the cause of their
beingled into the commission
of such

errors.

But when they get into a house, or imagine they have got
into one-which neither they nor any present have ever been
into-they will give such a description as will be congruent
in itself, whether it be true or false in respect to the house

supposed to be visited. Thus, if the somnambulist describes
the dreplace in the parlor as being on the north side, and a
door as being on the right of the fireplace leading into the
room back of the parlor, he will, when carried into that back
room, make the iireplace there correspond with the position
of the chimney previously indicated in the description of the
ilrst

As

room.

soon as

I took notice of this congrnency, I

varied the

experiments very much, to ascertain whether it is
always so. After examining one room in a house, in relation
to the position of tho windows and the grates, I proceeded
to the second

or

third story in

one

of the back rooms, to get

description of it; then down into the yard, to get _a description of the back png of the house; then into the front
yard, to look into the parlor window, and describe the
situation of things from this new point of view; then to one
a

side of the
which

we

house,

had not

to look in at

a

window into

yet been; then into

a room

a. room

in

in the second

story, directly over the room back of the parlor, and theireplaoe was found to be on the south side, exactly corresponding

APPINDII.
with the rest of the
tried

by

me

description.

when I

was

336

'

This experiment has been
communication with the

not in

somnambulist, but conducted it through a person who was
in communication with them, in respect to buildings which
neither of

us had ever seen.
But it may be said the somnambulist, having a good idea
of the manner in which houses are generally built, could not
fall ln a matter of that kind. and if he merely imagines hima distant house, he would not he so obscure in
imaginary perceptions as to make such an architectural
error, for the imagination must grasp the whole object atonce
in all its complexity. Besides, there is also reason to believe
that the somnambulist borrows the whole description from the

seli' to bein
his

model in tbe mind of the person in communication with him.
To all this it may be replied that innumerable examples
are given, some in this book, of the power not only of transition, but also of transition and clairvoyance united, which
were properly verided.
And, in the next place, these trials
were, some of them, made when the person incommunication
had no particular knowledge of architecture, and no intima-

tion of the

design of the experiment.
explanation.

Hence

we

must

adopt

the obvious

If you wish to carry asomnambulist to your own house, or
a friend, it is not necessary for
you to trace
out the path for him to travel; at least I have found it so in
all the trials I have made, and they are many. Just take the
to the house of

hand of the somnambulist,
observing tirst to request to be put
in communication with him. You must
remember. by the
way, that it requires much circumspection on your pnrt in
making the proper advances, especially if the somnambulist
be a woman and you a stranger.
After
in commu-

being put
nication, take his hand, and ask him if he will go with you
to your house; (you need not tell him
where, or in what direc

tion it is); and if he
says he does not know the way, tell him
If he consents to go with you, carry
you will go with him.
your mind home, and he will soon be there with you. Bid
him let you know when he arrives. He will enter the house.
and will

surprise you by the correct description which he will
give you of lt. At the same time, if you have ordered some
one

of your

family

to make

an

arrangement of the tumiture

386
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nrnzzmrx.
particular

room, without

letting

you know what the

an

rangement is, you will probably discover that he does not derive his ideas from your own mind. You may, however, influ~
his mind, and mislead him.
He will sometimes make
wonderful mistakes in some things, while he is wonderfully
correct in others,
He who is acquainted with the mode of
ence

proceeding

will

frequently, by attending closely

tions, discover the

cause

to their

mo-

of their mistakes.

I have known' several cases analogous to this. You send a
somuambulist to examine the house of a friend. He describes
the house correctly, and your friend correctly.
He says

your friend is sitting at his desk in his
satisfied that all is right; but on writing

You go oil'
account, and receiving an answer from your friend, you are astonished to
learn that he was not at home on the day in question. How
did Somnambulus contrive to
if he did not

see

him?

study.
an

give such a description of him
following letters present in-

The

stances of the kind to which I refer.
_

mol DOCTOR nanrsnonn.
"

"

Dun Sm: In

compliance

Paovmlxclt, September 1, 1887.

with your

request, Icheerfully

submit to you an account of an experiment in Animal Magnetism, made a few evenings since by Mr. William Grant, at his

High street. The person magnetized
Similar experiyoung lady, a relative of the family.
ments had often been rnade by him, and it was by particular
father's residence, in

was a

request that he consented
dividuals

on

to

this occasion.

gratify

the

There

curiosity of

were

a

few in-

present, Bishop

Brownell, of Connecticut; Dr. Brownell, of this city; Major
Lomax, of the U. S. Army; Mr. E. Dyer, Jr.; Mr. Potter, and
myself, Mr, Grant placed himself in front of his patient, and

nxing his eyes steadily upon her, she soon gave evidence of
neing in the magnetic sleep. As it seemed to us among the
most interesting and extraordinary facts, in connection with
¢his subject, that the person magnetized could visit mentally,
and describe, distant places and objects, we concluded to test
her powers in that way. The mngnetizer was accordingly
requested to direct her to Newport. She soon signided her
arrival, and was directed from the landing, through the town,
\;
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to the residence of Major Lomax.
door into the entry, and then into

gave such

Passing through

the front

of the side rooms, she
of the interior, the furniture, and
one

description
satisfy all present that she was not exercising
the Yankee prerogative of guessing. Major Lomax had previously intimated to me that, if she would hit upon and defamily,

as

scribe

a

serve,

as

a

to

particular article of furniture in his house, it would
forcibly as anything could, to remove his doubts,
inasmuch as the article in question was rare, probably what
she had

never seen.
She was now directed to return to
the entry, and enter the room on
the opposite side. As
soon as she had entered the room, she declared it to be
aparlor; and immediately her attention was arrested by an object
which she said was a musical instmment.
She was told to

upon it; but she said she could not, because it was covShe was asked what the covering was, and answered
it was green baize.
She now went through the motions of

play

ered.

untying the covering, lifting it from the instrument, and lay~
ing it aside. She was now told by Mr. Grant, who did not
know what the instrument was, and who alone was in communication with her, to strike the keys; but she declared
there

keys. She now drew, her hand rapidlyacross,
strings of an instmment, at the same time
turning her ear, and listening with apparent surprise and
pleasure. She next took hold with her thumb and dnger, and
as

were no

if to vibrate the

motioned

as

if to

spring

the chords.

She

was

asked what

the instrument was, and answered that she could not tell;
that she had never seen anything like it before. To the question if it were a guitar, she answered that it was not; that

she had

seen a

guitar; that this

h

more

strings, and

was

not like one; that it

had

larger. This description,
Major Lomax assured the company, corresponded with the
fact. There was in the parloraharp of large size, and it had
a covering of
green baize cloth. Upon subsequent inquiry,
it was ascertained that the harp had been on that evening removed from the front parlor to the one immediately in the
rear, communicating with the tirst, however. by means of a
door." The gentlemen were assured tlmt the young lv-dv
many

was

much

-11

It ls asserted by all clairvoyants, that walls always seem to be transparent. When told to pass from one mom to another through the partition or
°

a

fastened door, they appear to tlnd

no

dllllculty in doing lt.-Trans.
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had

never

Arranmx.

been in

Newport,

and she

also

was

a

ta

stranger

them.
"
It should be remarked, in conclusion, that this statement
has been submitted to Major Lomax, and hashis concurrence.
"

"

Yours, very respectfully,
"Is"°

MB. T. O. Hamm-loan."

Hmnnom'

FBO! mtv. mmnanxcx A. unmv.

Tnlsnar Momma, October 8.
"

happy
can

reply to your note of yesterday, I am
any atatementqf facts in my power, nor
objection to the use of my name in con~

Mr Dam Sm: In
to

give

you

I have the least

nection therewith; sincel mean that it shall be a statementot
facto, and neither more nor less.
"
Somewhere about two months since, I asked Miss Brack-

(the blind lady), in an interview at my own house, she
being in the state of magnetic somnambulism, to go with me
ett

I guided her to the house of a brother-in-law,
to Boston.
and she described with remarkable accuracy much of the
arrangement of the house, the furniture of the drawingAs I understand you, in your present inquiries,
rooms, etc.
to seek illustrations of

the

uncertainty

which attends the

relations of somnambulists when they are at a distance in
spirit, and of the singular errors and illusions to which they
Miss B. said there
are liable, I condne myself to this point.
wingentleman in the front parlor standing near the
reading a letter, and upon requesting her to describe
him she described the occupant of the house as accurately
as I should have done to any inquirer. She said, indeed, that
was a

dow

was
was very thin, when I should have said he
the top of the head, and that he wore spectacles
which had not silver bows, when 1 should have said they
had
bows.
seeking to know how far these state-

his hair

bald

on

Upon
gold
corresponded with

ments

cupant of the house
8 o'clock

P.

M.),

not

was

the facts, it

found that the

oc-

(half-past

at home between

half-past

having been

8 o'clock and 8 o'cloek.
Again she said that

was

not at home at that hour

a man was spreading a cloth on the
and
parlor, and a little black boy came in,
the hour when
about
was
indeed
It
talked
together.
they

lloor in the back
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family might have beenpreparing
evening meal;'but it was found that nobody inter-

the male domestlc of the

for the

rupted him.
"Upon leaving
the church

on

the house, she crossed the street to inspect
While apparently engaged

Church Green.

examining its exterior, she of a sudden drew herself
an air of
great dignity, saying, °I`ll thank you

in

up with
to' mind

your own business] or words to that effect.
What nowt' I asked. She replied, 'That. boy is troubling
'
met'
I, as if I saw him, commanded him to desist.
There,
'

-

laughing at you," said she. 'Well, then I'll kick
him,' I rejoined, accompanying the words with a suitable
movement of the foot. 'Ah, you've made him cry now,' she
he is

replied.
"After this, upon returning through the streets, she eom~
of being jostled by the crowd; although,

plained constantly
as

1 afterwards

learned, there

was

nothing

to cause any un-

usual crowd at that time.

"In this interview, Miss B. exhibited the

faculty

ot clair-

voyance, in my house, with perfect accuracy. I do notremember a single error in regard to the things around her in
several distinct rooms.

And,

as

I before hinted, the extemal

appearance of the house at Boston, its entry or hall, both
drawing-rooms, the china closet. and many articles of furniture, both what they were, and where placed, she also dc-

lcribed

as

well.

"very truly yours'
"Fannmucx A. Fannin."
FROI DOCTOR JOHN FLINT.

"Bos'rorr, October !, Wt.
'

DEAR Sm: I have been

so

much

engaged

since my

re

Providence, that I have not until now found leisure
comply with your request; and even now I fear I shall be

turn from

tc

a very succinct account of the state ot
things on my return to Boston. In your note of the 28th
September, you wish to know if Miss Brackett was correct In
You will perhaps recolþÿ|' ¬|Btl0h
to the tlre in Pearl street.
lect that she did not say there was a tire; but after having
visited my house, on going into the street she made this re

able to give you but
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so many people's runnlngf' and
then observed, 'There is a lamp raised upon a pole.'
And,
on requesting her to follow them, she soon said she was ln

mark: 'What ls the cause of

Pearl street, but that the people were returning. There was
no_ alarm of tire on that evening; neither could I ascertain
that there

was

any disturbance in the streets for several days.
a friend, Mr. E., was passing the evening

Finally, however,
at my

house, and in conversation incidentally remarked that

disturbance at a neighboring house a few evenings before, and that the watchman sprung his rattle; consequently many people were collected in the street. Uponmaking particular inquiries respecting the evening, I ascertained,
for a certainty, that it was on the evening, and at the very time,
we were in communication with Miss Brackett.
That alamp
was taken from the engine-house-it being next door to the
watch-house-on the alarm being given by the watch, I think
very probable. The fact, however, is not known. Miss B.,
you may remember, would not give any account of my parlors, but answered all questions by saying, 'You can see as
there

well

was a

as

I can.°

Neither

was

I much

more

successful

on

visit

ing the olllce; for she dismissed that with two or three remarks, such as, You are not very neat;' 'It looks nearly as
had as Dr. Cnpron's;'
vvliich, sub road, was satisfactory evi'

dence to my mind that she must have seen it. I then prevailed upon her to step into the kitchen; and upon inquiring
lf any one was there, she answered that there was a girl about
twenty-llve years of age, dressed in a small iigured pink calico
dress, and that she was mixing bread or cake, and that no
one was with her.
Immediately upon my return, I inquired
of the girl whether she mixed any bread or cake on Tuesday
evening, and she gave a decided negative answer; but said
she mixed bread on Monday evening. I then left her. Mid
concluded that Miss B. must have been mistaken. The girl
soon followed me into the parlor, with eyes as large as tolerably-sized teacups, and exclaimed, 'Why, yes, Sir. I did
bring some dough from the cellar into the kitchen, and
worked it over, and put it into the closet." Upon asking her
what time in the evening, she said, 'Between half-past 9 and
10 o'clock;' which corresponds with the time when Miss B.
was on her visit to

Boston.
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"With regard to her giving you cistern-water* to drink,
a tm wash-bowl, and her remarks
concerning the dog,

from
I

was

fully salisied of

and have lound

the correctness of her statements

no cause to

alter my

opinion since my

then,

return.

You will recollect, upon leaving my house, I took her to
visit the house of a sister of mine, Mrs. G-, and upon

troing, as I supposed. into the parlor, she evidently took another door leading from the same entry, and went into Mrs.
G 's chamber.

For, after giving her

a

reasonable time to

iook around, she says, "If you will get up, I will pin your
.dress for you. Your brother is in the other room, and
wishes to
a

see

She likewise remarked, that there was
(Mrs. G.), about eighteen months

you."

child in the bedwith her

old,
°

Mrs. G.

was

In orderto obtain

in bed at that time, and her little

a more

particular description

of

things,

girl,

I said tolllss

B..-Dr. Film and myself being both in communication with her-" Lot us
slt down here in the parlor

|;lrl

to

bnny

me some water."

I wish you would have the goodness to ask the
Miss B., immediately gilding down into the

kitchen. made the request; but, after wattlng for s reply, she added,
"I shall have to do it myself, for she will not answer me." She remrned,
Here lr
and with her lingers snanged astf she were holding s dish, said,
.s
the grr would not answer me." I drank. She took the vessel, and
There, I
carmng r' to the place from whence she took lt, she exclaimed,
"

"

Hartshom water out or the wrong pump: this ls thegoofl
water
I gave him the hand basin to drink from." Dr. Flint inqnlred
where sh- go. 1 and she descnbed the cistem-pump, and said she found
"
the basin hanging up by the side ot it
But," sald she, the other pump
hasgoodwatertnigfor drewsomeandtasted lt. I hope you wthexcuse

have

given

Mr

'

me

sn'

"

Dr. Flint, several of whose friends from Boston were present, sssureu
me, sshs has ln this letter, that the descrlptlon of the relative position of
the pumps, etc., was accurate.
It may as well besdded in this

place, that it was necessary for each of us
lady's hand, or to touch her person, otherwise
thecommunlcatiou ls entirely destroyed. Once, when I wished Dr. Flint
to converse with her alone, I withdrew my hand from hers.
saying, bedore
I wonder he should go od so," sald
releasing lt, I will return directly."
Ill B. During the time the two were in conversation, I rctalned my seat,
and on taking herhand again, she asked me where I had been,
observing,
I wonder you could leave me in the house of a stranger."
But when a somnambullst is not sent abroad, it is not by any means neoesssry to retatn the hand. You may be in communication, though at any
part of the room. Sometimes he is told to converse with all who are present. Thenhehearseverythiugaddresseddlrectlyto hlm,butnot theoonvumttlan ol others. [See Note X.]
to have hold of the young

"

"

"
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about four years

B.
'

old, with her.

I would

remark, that Hhs

respect to the color of Mrs. G. 's hair.
I fear I have not given you s. sufiiciently minute account

was correct

with

of the nmtter, but want of time must be my excuse.
If
there are any particulars upon which you would like a more

detailed account. I slmll he happy to furnish them.
"I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your friend and servant,
"

"ML Tnolus C. Han'i'saon.N."
i

'Joan Fnnvr.

.

NOTE XV.
In note fourth of part drst, I detailed the experiment of
Mr. Covill, of Troy, in New York; and as no reply had been
received, I promised to make known the result in this part.
As the whole has been laid before the

Btone's

"

public in Colonel
Brigham," I will merely add, that Mr.
received a letter from the gentlemen in

Letter w Dr.

Isaac Thurber has

which confirms the truth of Colonel Stone's stateMiss B. read the sealed packet in the following man-

question,
ment.

'

ner:

"No other than the eye

of Omnipotenca

"*' *'

moelopement.
The true

can read dub in this

1887."

reading was-

"No other than the aye of Ommpotenea can read this
tence in thai envelope.
Troy, New York, August. 1877."

sen-

"Pnovmn'cl, Octoberb, 157.

"DEAR Sm: About three weeks since, I received a letter
from Rev. Richard Stone, pastor of the First Congregational
Society ot West Bridgewater, Mass, enclosing one addressed
to Miss

Brackett, with

a

request that she would read it with~

breaking the seals. As he is a particular friend of hers.
she was easily induced to do xt, though such communications
have generally been read with reluctance, as it requires great
exertion to read through several thicknesses of paper, as is
frequently necessary.
"1 addressed a imc tc Mr. Stone, giving Miss Bracketfl
out

ct the letter directed to her, and have just received
þÿ| ¬8.(|D§
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an answer

from him, in which he says, 'Your letter con

taining mine, with the seals unbroken, came safely to hand
and, to my gratitication, it was read correctly.'
Should you consider this fact of any importance, you are
at liberty to make such disposition of it as you may think
"

Yours, with respect,

proper.

H

"Mr, T. C. Ha.n'rsnon.N."

G' Cnmn'

v

Experiments
fact that

of this kind have been tried

some

somnambulists have the

opaque substances is established
Note X.]

through

[See

frequently. The
faculty of seeing
beyond a doubt,
_

NOTE XVI.
When a somnambulist has anything in his hand, the magnetizer may will him to give it to any person in the room,
and it will be done accordingly, though not a word be said
If another individual attempt to take it by
by insinuating his hand between the object
and the hand of the person to whom it is oiered, the som-

by any

one.

grasping it,

or

nambulist evades him with the rapidity of thought, and

places

it where he

was

requested

to

place it.

I have

seen

several persons try in this manner, all at a time, to seize the
With almost inconceivable
object, but without success.
dexterity of evasion, the somnamhulists retained their own
hold, and conveyed the charge in safety.

What is equally singular was related to me by Mr. Potter.
A patient of his, with whom I am acquainted, when she is in
the somnambulic state, though she does not see, that is, has
no

clairvoyance,

when

requested

to

hand any

olgicct

to

an-

other, though the magnetizer endeavor to exert no mjluence at
the t£me,un'll notgive itup taany buttlw person destgnated.
She does not oier any explanation of this herself, but says
she always knows when the right person presents his hand,
when he says nothing. This has been witnessed by
several of my friends. The case of this young lady is a
strong one to prove the alleviating power nf Magnetism.
She is under the medical care of Dr L. L. Mller.
[Sec a
even

note at the end of the

Appendix]
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NOTE XVII.

Somnambulists frequently display ingenuity and

acuteness

thought which are very striking. An instance may be
given which was related to me by Dr. Cleveland, of Paw-

of

tuxet.

Professor Yates, of Schenectady, and Rev. Mr Dumont, of
been admitted by him to see a patient of his,
After various experiments
while in the somnumbulic state.
of the lady one of the gentlemen,
to test the

Newport, had

clairvoynnce
dispel the lingering mist

of

incredulity, opened
requested her to read
but at length said she would
it.
On being desired to do so,
read one on the opposite leaf.
she pointed her finger to the following passage, and read it:
Except ye ace signs and wonders, yo will not belkin/ "-John
perhaps

to

and, pointing
She declined wading it;

the Testament,

to

a

verse,

"

iv. 48.
_

NOTE XVIII.

_

Phe following passage is extracted from one of the letters of
Lafayette to Washington. As it was written in English, the

perceive the peculiarities which stamp it as the
It is found in the
a foreigner.
Jlkmaira, Corproduction
respondence, and Manuscrhsts of General Lafayette, published
by his Flzmily," 8 vols., justjssued by Messrs. Saunders & Otley,
reader will

"

of

New York.
"

A German doctor, called Mesmer, having made the
greatest discovery upon Animal Jllagrwtism, he has instructed

scholars, among whom your humble
the most enthusiastic.

I know

as

servant is called one of

much

as

any

cnnjuror

ever

did, which reminds me of our friend's at Fishkill interview
with the devil, that made us laugh so much at his house; and,
before I go, I will get leave to let you into the secret of

Mesmer,which, you may depend upon,
discovery.

is a grand philosophical
`

"

NOTE XIX.

Soxnnsmbnlism will

'probably give

the death-blow to

su-

345
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atleast in some of its forms. The superstitious are
they who, through ignorance, attribute natural appearance!
and events to a supernatural cause, and are the least likely
to have faith in the power of this agcnt.
Prepossessed, as
they generally are, with the opinion that a supernatural influence is exerted in all uncommon things which they cannot
account for, they are unwilling to listen to one who refers
them to a principle whose laws are but little known. They
see all history full of unaccountable relations, and they look
upon the attempt to explain them rationally as daring, and
Such is the case with some very conscieneven impions.
tious, but very weak people.
They do not consider that
Omnipotence is displayed as much in the extraordinary ap~
plicatlon of known principles as in the application of those

perstition,

which

are

hidden from us, and that the idea of

tion of natural laws does not of

necessity

a

contraven-

enter into the

sig-

nitlcation of the word miracle.

The word mimeulous, meaning wondngful, may with propriety be applied to every sxer
tion of Divine power which surpasses our ordinary experience. But if it
such

people,

it

were

necessary to quiet the apprehensions of
be stated that the least miracle re-

might

corded in

Holy Writ is beyond comparision greater than any»
by this agent. The turning of water into
wine, and the healing of the sick by the touch, are the only
things that are approached in semblance by the magnetic aotion. To atilrm that the two things are the same, is an assumption not warranted by a careful attention to the facts.
And if, in the two cases, the same agent is employed, we
cannot help perceiving a vast difference in the efects
produced. In one, the cure is instantaneous; in the other,
long and tedious. In the one, there is no failure; in the
other, there is uncertainty.
The tree that is caused to spring from the earth instantaneously to a great growth, and the one that throws out its
branches one by one, gaining its maturity in a hundred years,
may both be sustained by the same laws of vegetative growth,

thing

eilected

accelerated in

one

case, and not in the other.

»Yet the first

instance of miraculous power exerted. and the
other follows the course of nature in its slow development.

exhibits

an

It is not, therefore,

a

derogation from

the virtue of recorded
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miracles to mpposs
principles by which
is

we

have obtained

they

were

a

faint

performed.

glimpse of tha

but the
i

supposition

gratuitous

The crude and ill-digested state of our KIIl0VQ|6dgB on this
subject, the wonderful eRects which have been produced, and
the suggestive energy with which they are fraught, have led enthusiastic men into a wide and boundless field of speculation.
They imagine there are no limits to this power. because they
cannot tix them.

They

are

like the first discoverers of Nootka Sound. who

laid it down
cause

on

the mist

their charts

prevented

as a

their

vast inland sea.

seeing

the

simply beopposite shore.

do mischief to the cause of truth by rash attempts to
sustain unfounded theories; and they are they who have
broached the doctrine to which allusion has been made.

They

When

examine the

subject coolly, we shall tlnd in it
practised for centuries. Witchcraft.
magic, exorcism, and sorcery will soon be capable no more
of perplexing the minds of men; for superstition will be
known no more. As the progress of astronomy dispelled the
dread inspired by eclipses and by comets. which "from their
horrid hair shook pestilence and war," so may the discovery of
this new power in the human mind destroy the lingering rem.
nants of superstition, while it also rescues from the reproach
we

traces of whalhas been

of utter falsehood many

a

Nom

tale of barbaric times.

xx-Page 145.

Tnmsmsston or Pam. -The transmission ofthe symptoms
from the magnetizer to the magnetized is frequent, and it is for
this reason that Deleuze considers good health indispensable
in a magnetizer. In the case of Madame Montaux, we see the

opposite eiect taking place. If this occurs more frequently
than we are aware of, it may account for the peculiar oppression and weakness which some persons feel after magnetnzing. And if there be any truth in the theory of a duid. the
directions given by Deleuze to flirt the fingers at the terminaa pass, in order to throw it off from ourselves, derive
additional weight from this circumstance. and are worthy of
being implicitly followed in cases of contagious disease.

tion of
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I have known

a somuambuhst, when in her natural state,
aM1cted with a violent side-ache, in consequence of
sitting down and taking tre hand of a patient then being

to be

manetized

for that

magnetic iniiuence
izer

did not

Her

complaint

susceptibility

to the

great that, although the magnetdirect his attention to her, she was the iirst of
was so

the two to fair into the

magnetic state.
thing has been observed by the celebrated physiologrst George! He says that, whenever he put his somnambulists in communication with a sick person. they immediately
experienced a pain, an uneasiness, and sometimes a sharp
atfection, in the corresponding organs.
The

same

Nora Xxx. -Page 159.
Tm: Maemrrrc FLUID.-I have heard patients say they can
the magetic fluid, as did those of M. N.
Whether this

see

illusion of the

is an

imagination,

or

whether there is in

reality

Hurd, has long been a matter of question among' the learned.
M Bertrand, in his work on somnambulism, rejects the
a

Ile says that the idea originates or
0]ll|!f1. of its existence
is perpetuated in tne minds ot the magetizers, and is thence
transfused into the minds of their patients. That such maght
be the case, were there no fluid, there cannot be much doubt;
but it has
to see the

frequently happened that patients
tliud when they who magnetized

iiuidxsts.

And it

have

professed

them

were not

must also be remembered that the

tion of somnambulists cannot be

imaginn
permmwntly aiectcd in regnrfi

object As soon as the will of the operator ceases to act,
For instance, he may
ob|ect returns to what it really is
cause a lady s won k
bag to have the appearance ot aenud nud
he may induce the patient to caress it as such but the mo
to

an

tne

ment he

withdraws his attention from the

to its proper appearance

anri she

hugs

subject,

the iiiusicn

it returns
no

more.'

If you try this experiment and tina out that every impression
oi that kind is of necessftv transient, wid there not be some
*

I

am

assured

whom neither he

by Dr. Clc-eland.of Pau-tuxet,
nor

any other person has

ever

that he has

succeeded in

experiments of this kind, though they have been often tried.

one patient
deceiving by
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dimculty ln adopting Bertrand's notion 1 Besides, lt requires
a positive efort to induce a deception of any kind, and many
who try to do it fail, because they have not exerted suihcient
It would therefore seem impossible
energy of conception

for

a more

that such

opimbn among magnetizers

a

fluid does

exist, to produce an illusion so strong as to deceive their
somnambulists, and make them constantly atilrm the same
in regard to its existence.
It should, however, be borne in mind, as somnambulism
presents so great a variety of phases, and is attended with such

thing

of powers,

diversity

we

theories, especially such

cannot be too
as

cautious in adopting

tend to foreclose all further in-

vestigation of the points in question.
It ought to be stated here, that some

'

somnambullsts do not
see any fluid, even when their attention is drawn to it.
If any one thinks this a strong objection to the theory ofa

duid, let him remember that somnambulists vary greatly in
the power of clairvoyance; and not only so: the same individual has it at one time very weak, and at another time very

strong.

place

It is ditiicultto conceive how any eiect can take
a material medium.
It may be granted that

without

somnambulism may, under certain circumstances. occur by
the mere power of the imagination , but this does not by any
means

admit the conclusion that the
phenomena

able to the

same

cause,

or

are

attribut-

that the 'will and inliuence of

another's mind do not

produce any effect when they are ex~
Polarity may be given to an iron rod, heated to acertain degree and held in a certain direction, by a smart blow
at one end with a hammer; and the rod may acquire polarity
erted.

by

the silent

if left in the

operation of nature in the course of a long time,
position. But if, from the latter fact, we

same

infer that the hammer had
are

guilty

of

an

no

agency in the former one,
to the

absurdity altogether analogous

we

one

hinted at above.

Allowing, then,
vxnuntatw

of

the

conceive how it

that the eifect is

magnetizer, and

can act

without

a

produced by
that

lt

medium,

the ei:

is ditllcult to
we

should not

reject an opinion which is supported by the authority ot
perhaps nine-tenths ot the European writers on the sub
ject, unless we can present the apology of a thorough in

'
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Vestigation.

We may hold it in doubt until lt ls proved

to be correct.

But we could give mother reason in favor of the theory.
The passes are always made downwards to produce an eiect,
and upwards or transversely, when we wish to lessen the

magnetic action

or relieve it entirely.
Let any one try the one for the other, and the result may
assist him in perceiving the force of the argument. If rt pa-

tient requires the manipulations ln order to be put to
sleep,
and you cannot elect it by the upward passes, is it not a
proof that the imagination does not play the-most important

producing the magnetic sleep? Of course, it must
forgotten that some magnetizcrs make no passes at all
with very susceptible persons; but since thc passes are
gen~
erally requisite, we may argue from the gencral fact.
Sitting once with a somnaxnbulist while she was in a magnetized state, she observed .o me, You could magnetize
very
well; you can magnetize my hand;" at the same time' she extended her hand towards me.
I took her lightly by the
wrist, and, with my other hand, made several passes along
her hand from the wrist to the ends of the lingers. It was
paralyzed. I suspected she had done it voluntarily, for I have
heard of their doingit of their own accord,* and I had determined not to exert any will during the manipulation. Several
persons in the room came to examine the hand. "Now bring
itbsck again,"sald the somnambulist.
Well," said I; and
I began the passes in the same direction as before. The rigidity of the lingers and the tension of the muscles became expart

in

not be

"

'

treme.

She seized my wrist_ and, with considerable violence,

-ill

'Miss A-_, a young lady magnetlzed by Mr. William Grant, of Provhas the power of paralyzing elther of her own arms or lingers, when
she is in the naturslistate, and that by the mere force of her own will.

idence,

While Miss A-

was on a

visit in New York, Dr. David L.

Rogers called

upon her, stating his desire to investigate the subject. and his utter disbelief
in its power.
Miss A. being in the natnrai state, Mr. Grant, in order to convlnee him that he possessed this power, requested Dr. Rogers to msgnetizs

the lower partof one of her arms. The Doctor took hold of the forearm,
and at the same time, ss he afterwards declared, willed to have the shoulder
paralyzed. On asking the question, it was found that she could move the
forearm very well, but, on requesting her to move her shoulder, it was com

plstsly paralyzed,

so

that she could not

move

it.
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me change the direction of the passes from the tlngers
the wrist; and eight ur ten of them restored the hand to
This is a question which may one day be
the natural state.
satisfactorily settled; and. perhaps, it involves important con~

made
to

siderations in

regard

the processes employed

to

in

curing the

sick
'

NOTE XXII.-Page 1s1.

_

Bcnornna.-Mr. Daniel Greene, of Pawtucket, has Men
successful

in

diseases of this class.

tients, thirteen years of age,
cured of the

king's

a

I have

seen one

of his pa~

somnambulist, whom he has
'

evil.
._

Nora

;-i

XXIII.-Page 185.

Errmazrsv.-Miss -, of this city, has been successfully
treated for this complaint by Dr. BrownelL He began to
magnetize her in the month of January last, and has continued the treatment up to the present time. This young
woman has exhibited some of the most striking traits of

clairvoyance. Among the many individuals who have had an
opportunity to witness them are Rev. John A. Clark, of
Philadelphia; Rev. Drs. Yates and Potter, of Schenectady;
Rev. A. Kaufman, of Charleston, S. C.; and Dr. Joshua B.
Flint, of Boston. In the consultations she has had, she has
been successful in pointing out the' causes and tlie seats of
some diseases; andso much confidence has been inspired in
the correctness of her observations, that few who know the circumstances would hesitate to rely upon them in cues of dislocation, of diseases which affect

the

bones,

etc.

She is not

a

and is not, therefore, liable to
the suspicion which is involved in the consideration of pecuniziry interest.
"

somnambnlist

by profession,"

In order to state this

case

correctly, I have just been to see
following particulars in the

Dr. Brownell, and gathered fhe
course of conversation:

epileptic fits about six years.
in their attacks, but afterwards

She had been troubled with

They

were

at first

irregular

`
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they

frequently

came on as

as

once

a

fortnight, and

some-

week; and they were very severe. She has
been under magnetic treatment about eight months, during
times once

which

a

medicinal remedies have been administered.

no

At the tirst

hour,

no

At the

sitting,

which

apparent effect

second, sleep

lasted about three-quarters of an
produced by the manipulations.

was

was

induced in about twenty minutes.
sitting, she

At the third, in about ten minutes. At the fourth
was put into the magnetic sleep in a minute, the

magnetizer
eight feet oif, and making no motions of the
which time nounanipulatory processes have been

about

standing

hands; since

'

used.

generally awakened by making the reversed passes;
easily roused by the volition of the magnetizer. If she
told to wake up at any given time, she is punctual in doing

Bhe is
but is
is

it.
his

Dr. Brownell
own

once

left her in the somnambulic state at

house, and in communication with several visitors,

her to wake up at 5 o'clock.
He then took the Fall
River steamer, which started at 8 o'cloek, intending to be absent about twenty-four hours.
While on the passage, about
ten miles down the river, fearing that the visitors at his house

bidding

might, by their experiments and conversation with her, prevent the patient from waking at the speciiied time, and being
desirous of trying the extent of his influence, he told the Rev.
Frederick A. Farley, who was in the boat, that he mtended to
"

cut oil' the communication between them."
On his return,
he learned that she had ceased speaking at dfteen minutes
before 4o'clock, after which no one in the room could get any

replies

to

the questions which

were

asked her.

On

waking

up at the appointed time (5 o'clock), before the visitors had
retired, she gave as a reason for her conduct, that Dr. Brow-

nell had told her not to answer them.
The health of this younglady appears
tablished.

She has not had

mencement of the treatment.

clares that she is
the glisoi-der.*

an

now

to be

epileptic flt since

fully
the

es.

com-

magnetic state, she deand shall have no return of

In the

perfectly cured,
_

'Thiscaseoccurred morethanfive yearsago. Dr.Browue1lceased the
tnatment on her assuring him, whllein aomnambullsm, of her complete
restoration, and future exemption from the attacks. Sue said 't would be
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NOTE XXIV.-Page 196.
Bnmmmes.-In the

appendix

to the tirst

part of this work,

articles hi relation to Miss Lorain;
Brackett, which the reader will recollect. Since those articles were publlshed, I have received, among other foreign

I have inserted

books on

some

two large volumes, containing an alpha.
etfected in France, from the time of Mesmer to the present, to which Deleuze refers in a note p 204
Among these cures, which, by the way, are duly authenticated

the subject,

betical list of

cures

by the names of physicians, patients, and witnesses so that
they may as justly claim our attention as any on record, there
are several performed upon persons totally or partially blind.
It will be recollected that Mesmer had nearly succeeded in
restoring perfect sight to Mademoiselle Paradis 'at Vienna,
and would doubtless have succeeded thoroughly, had he been
permitted to remain secure from the attacks ot' bigotry and
ignorant malice. The whole of that case is detazied at length
in these volumes.
Many others also maybe found under the
heads of Oécité, Goutte Sereims, and Ophthalime. I cannot refrain from translating two of them.
"M. Hebert was at Paris in January i814_ among the
conscrlpts destined to join the grenadiers of the guard
Certain writings which had been given nim to do at the barracks, and in the performance of which he had already
passed several nights, occasioned an inflammation of the
right eye. Having gone to pay a visit to M. Dncommun.
He consented. but
the latter proposed to magnetize him.
with the air of a person who piaced no faith in it. The
next day ne returned, with his eye still more red than it was
the

day

with

a

before.

The two
mun

M. Ducommun put

succeeding days,

went to

He

not

having

him, and found him

domestics, neighbors,
nalia.

mm in

somnambulist, who prescribed eechcs

was

a

seen

on a

communication
at the

him

M

temples
Ducom

bed surrounded with

nurse, and ml the medical

told that M. Hebert had

passed

parapher
a

very bad

injurious toprolong the treatment. Her brother H: Thomas M Parker
recently informed me that her nealth nas continued very good; and ner an
pau-mee seems fully to Justlty the useruon. 6568)
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that he had had

a frightful delirium; that four perhold him; and that the physician had de.
clared him to be affected with a nervous malignant fever.

night:
sons

could

hardly

He

approached the bed gently, and placed his hand upon the
pit of his stomach. scarcely touching him, and saying
nothing At the end of several minutes, M. Hébert was in
somnambulism, and could tell the cause of his disorder.,

It
the optic nerve, which, irritated by the indammation of
the eye, had conimuannicated the samo irritation by sympathy
In the evening, M. Ducommun
to all the nervous system.
was

the patient sitting near the tire, alone
The latter had told him he had been better

returned, and found
with his

nurse.

during the day. He approached him, put him to sleep by
touching his stomach, and made him write down the state of
He ordered for
his health, and the remedies proper for him.
a copious bleeding on the right arm, leeches at the

-himself

temples, clysters, bathing of the feet, barley-broth (sirvp d'orgeat) for drink, etc. When he was awakened, M. Ducommon showed him his prescription, and told him to
request
his physician to bleed him the next morning, if it appeared
to him proper.
'He will be so much the more willing,' replied Hébert, 'as he told me this morning such was his
intention/
"The next day, February 3d, M. Ducommun arrived, and
'
asked the patient the effects of the bleeding.
The physician would not do it.'
'Why? he ordered it himself! 'Yes;
but when he knew that I had been magn etized, and that my
own prescription, given in
somnambulism, had been presented
to him, he was excited against you, and he went
out, declar-

ing

he would

never set

foot in the house

again'
grieved by this disappointment; but
he put M. Hébert asleep, who told 'him to send for a
surgeon
merely to bleed him. As soon as the patient was bled, he
"

M. Ducommun

was

experienced relief. On the 5th, he caused leeches to be applied at 9 o'cloclr in the morning. On the flth. he was much
better; he ordered for himself clysters and foot-baths; and
dually, on the 27th, he said the eye was cured, and that it
was only
necessary to cover it with a bandage to protect it
from the cold.
"The next

day.

hc wrote to his father

an

account of

hll
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disease, and the singular circumstances of his cure- and, as
nothing prevented his going out, he came to pass the evening
at M. Ducommun's, and to be msgnetized.
Three or four
hours had hardly passed away, when he perceived a foreign
body introduced into his weak eye, which had there caused
He prescribed for himself an emola little globule of blood.
llent and cooling poultice; and, in case the blood were not
dissipated at the end of two days, a leech was to be applied
to the eye directly on the alfected part.
."The next momiug, the mistress of the house where he
a servant to M. Ducommun, to inform him that

resided sent

M. Hébert had just been arrested by two agents of police,
who, without hearing his expostulations, and without regarding the state of his disease, had compelled him to dress himself forthwith, and carried him away with the poultice over
his eye. M. Ducommun ran immediately, but he could ohtain no infomation from the persons in the hotel. No one
had thought or dared to ask these :ments whither they were

He went to the police oihce, withinformation; he went to the houses of all the friends
of the prisoner, without introductions. Finally, after dfteen
days of fruitless search and painful expectation, he received
a letter from M. Hebert, in which he announced to him that
he had been arrested as a refractory conscript; that, without
more ample information, they had cast him into a cold and
damp prison, where he had nothing but straw for bed and
covering; that the fever had seized him anew, hnd the ophthalmia had returned; but, nevertheless, the symptoms had
diminished by degrees, and he was cured; but had lost his
right eye entirely!
"On the reception of this distressing intelligence, M. Ducommun wrote forthwith to General the Baron Préval, to obtain leave of absence for M. Hébert, having still the hope of
restoring sight to him. The General had the goodness to

conductingM. Hébert.

out any

grant the request.
"
Hébert hastened to the house of M. Ducommun. After
many explanations of his adventure, and its sad results, and

°
Many examples of the danger
given lnthis work.- Tram.

of

interrupting magnetic

treatment

an
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after the examination of his eye. which appeared to be very
but which was insensible to the impression of the
strongest light, the latter magnetized him. Hébert was no

good,

in the magnetic state than he burst out into the most
emotions
of anger and despair.
Wretches 1' cried
lively
he ; ' to treat me like a vile criminal l to throw me into
sooner

'

l to refuse

prison

of theirs!
" '

What

me

If 1

all aid I

injustice

! what
'

not

am

infamy

dead, it isno fault
!'

breathe out my
In the wakeful state I command
rage and my chagrin.
myself; but I injure myself by doing it. This tends to console me, and dissipate the sadness into which I am plunged.'
"When his passion was calmed, M. Ducommun demanded

My friend,

be calm.'

Ah, sir_ let

me

He examined it with
whether his eye was irretrievably lost.
attention, and said, no; there were three days left to commence a new treatment ; and if it were not done in that
space of time, there were no human means capable of curing
'
it.
How many days are required to accomplish a complete
cure
"

'

'I'

As

Twelve!

soon as

he

was

awakened, M. Ducommlm told him

to

go and ask leave of absence for a fortnight, to enable him to
bring him xmder treatment, He obtained it the next day,

and returned in the

evening with

what had befallcn his son, had
he lived.

his

come

father, who, alarmed at
from Merlerault, where

"

When the elder Hébert was gone, M. Ducommun put the
young man asleep. The crisis occurred ashe had announced
it, but much weaker than the first one. 'Do not abandon
'
me,' said he to his magnetizer. If you do not treat me yourself I shall

never recover

'

my health."

What must be done

'
to your eye to commence with Y'
Recall the ophthalmia ;
is
ln
the
condition
of
a
limb
broken and unskilfully
my eye

set, wlich ought to be broken anew!
we now

to commence

to-morrow!

'

Why

a new

not

a

'

How much time have
'

treatment T'

longer

time ?'

'

Until 12 o'clock

Because there still

remains

a trace of the last inflammation, which would cease
epoch. If it were completely passed the eye would
be radically cured, and I should be one-eyed for life ; but by

at that

means

of the remains of this inflammation, not apparent it

ls true, but which nevertheless exists, I will recall the dis-
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ease; I will treat it

last

as

the

pain

as

it

ought

to have been

and the intlammation

treated, and

disappear, the sight

s

will

return,'
"

He then said it

was

necessary to put

a

handful of

coarse

boiring water, to place his eye above the vapor, and
continue this three days, in order to bring on a speedy in

salt into
to

tlammation.

ing

M. Ducommun observed to him, that, accordchemistry. the salt does not volatilize with

to the laws of

the steam, and, in consequence, the irritation he wished to
I am sorry for c.hemistry,' said
produce could not occur.
'
he, but I assure you the water will raise a part of the salt,
'

which will irritate the eye and bring on an inflammation.
"
This etfect took place as he had predicted.
he ordered for himself the following
fresh egg till it is hard, take oi! the shell,
cut it into two equal parts, take away the yolk, put in the
place of it a piece 'ol' white vitriol as large as lv pea, moisten

"The fourth

day,

collyrium: Boll

a

spoonfuls of rose-water, put it into a
liquid through the linen, and
daily into the aiected eye.
"This collyrium, three drops of which were put into the eye
by the end of the Ruger, as he had directed, was the only
remedy employed in the cure. On the Hfth day, the patient
said he could see the light, if one would uncover his eye a
The experiment was made for my own satisfaction;
moment.
but only once. On the tenth day, the inflammation began £0
diminish, the pain was not so sharp. and he could bear daylight for a few instants. On the twelfth, he was perfectly
the whole with four

tine linen cloth, press out the
use it to make three injections

He then ordered for himself theuse of green spectacles for two months, because his eye would be still feeble and
delicate all that time, on account of the various treatments
which it had received.

cured.

"Some

days

after his entire cure, he gave notice to M.
clalrvoyance in less than

Ducommun that be should lose his
two

days.

'Will

as

1

am

well.'

sorrow at

cease

you

sleep when you wish

to

sleeplt'

'No; I shall always

to; but I shall cease to see so long
At these words, M. Ducommun Iestitled his

losing

me

him at the moment when he had

M. Hébert redected

an

instant; all

a

sick

at once he uttered

son.

a

cry
of joy, and informed him he had just found out how to preserve
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his

clairvoyance

while in health.

He afterwards told him

be done for this purpose, put off the execution
of it till the next day, and made him promise never to teli

what

was to

this method to any person, not even to himself, when he
should awake. The next day, after he had been put into somnambulism in pursuance of his

own

direction, he assured

us

he should be

clairvoyant so long as he was in good health;
but, by a change in the ordinary laws of Magnetism, he
should see no more when sick, provided the same means were
not employed which had then just been used."
"M. Ducommun adds that he never saw a somnambulist
less fatigued with holding consultations, more prompt and
correct in seeing diseases, or more sure in pointing out the
remedy or the treatment. Such was the superiority of his
clairvoyance, that other somnamhuhsts asked his advice.
We once had occasion to see M. Hébert in somnambulism;
"

,

he

was

wounded in the knee, and at first consulted

one

of the

celebrated physicians in Paris M. D--_ Not being
satisdcd with his advice, he came to M. Ducommun to be
most

magnetized. As soon as hc was in somnambulism, he mentioned thc consultation of the doctor, and told us in what
respect appearances had deceived him. Then he detailed the
cause and the eifects of his disease, and pointed out the remedies with the greatest readiness and the most entire conti-

dence."
The

nexticase

which I shall translate is that of the Mar-

chioness of Ronsses, aged forty-flve years, at Paris, in 1818,
under the charge of M. B--, a member of the Society of

Magnetism, originally published

in the

"

Brhltbtlulque du, Mag-

nétalnne," No. I6, p. 47.
"On the 26th of June, 1816, Madame la. Marquise des
Rousses, coming from mass at the church ot Saint Sulpicc,
where she had had a long fainting tit, while in the midst of
the Petit-Bourbon street, was suddenly struck with an attack of the gutia aerena.
She was conducted home by her
attendants, and had lost her sight. A large blister was ap'

"

'

'
We know) says the compiler. that the execution of this
a terrible nervous crisis! "- Trans.

preceded by

means

wl
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plied immediately

The next day

to the back of the neck

cxpenenced something like an
electric shock she saw something flash before ner eyes and
she fainted again
Recovering her senses, she perceived that
ali hope was vain, she was totally blind
when 't

was

removed

she

"

During the first months of her disease the marchioness
experienced inconceivable pains n the uead. The disease
without being apparent, manifested ftseil a.I at once by s
swelling so extraordinary in the musc.es of the back cart of
the head, that her head dress was moved by the violence ot
their contraction

Not able to endure the hed she thus

three months extended upon a sofa, and without sleep
M. l'Abbe d'A-- T- had then occasion to see her. Be

passed
ing.

mugnetized

her: but

indispensable

continue the treatment

moved into the country.
"Finally, after two years and

turned to Paris in the

tion.

netize

she

obliged

him to dis
re
_

a

half of

she

suiering,

re

July. 1818, and stopped
By good fortune, she
met M. B-, to whom she spoke of her sad condiTouched with her misfortunes, he proposed to mag

rt the house of

there

afairs

Her health grew worse. and she

her.

was

She consented

in somnambulism.
in

developed

a

of

beginning

M. l'Abbe

singular

d'A-

it, and

to

Her

manner.

in

a

few minutes

clairvoyance was gradually
One day. consulting with

herself about the fate of her son, who had been absent ten
years, she saw him arrive from America, and land at Calais

three
was

days

not.

afterwards.

as

some

It will be

seen

that this circumstance

might think, althogether foreign

to the

She caused M. B-_ to
write a letter to her son, and with her own hand added to the
letter two lines, while shc wus in the soinnambulic state, and
announced the time when an answer would arrive. The an
treatment of Madame des Roussos.

swer

did_ not

arrive at the time

specified! and

of Madame des Rousses caused her to

the

inquietude

quit the country-seat

where she lived, and where M. B- used to go every week
M. B-_an
to magnetize her, and she returned to Paris.
rived at her house with
*"M.
adaira

a

somnambulist. M. Lemaire,

des Roussos remained but

a

few

obliged him to go suddenly to Havre
his answer from arriving ln dna season."

days

at Calais.

; and this la what

a

young

Important
prevented
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soldier, of twenty-three years, blind also, in consequence ol
a

gun-shot

wound in the head.

M.

B;-put

the two in

communication, and made them examine each other`s

case.

Madame des Rousses told M. Lemaire that he would see well
enough to walk. And he, in his turn, assured her that the
same cause which had deprived her of sight would restore it,
'

viz., the blood.

A

strong excitement," said he, 'will give it an
Yes, it is true; and I see
all the humors flow out by the ears. This excitement will
be occasioned by the presence of my dear son; and I shall
I must go thither; I must depart immedi~
see him at Havre.

impetuous tendency

to the head]

'

ntelyf Instantly Madame des Rousses employed herself in
s-arching the places where the hacks usually stand. She
l»oked at them all, and iinally found some in the Bouloy
'

street.

There

are

ascertained it to be

two
a

left,' said she.

fact.

Some

one

went and

Filled with confidence in Divine

Providence, Madame des Rousses departed the same day for
Havre, and, some days after her arrival, she had the happi-

embracing her son. The impression of this moment
an extraordinary edect upon her organs.
She
seemed to herself absolutely light-headed. The second day
she experienced in her head the most violent pains, and especially on the night of the 20th and 21st of October. Finftlly, between 4and 5 o`clock in the morning, after a moment of horrible sufferings, she heard, as she thought. the
report of a pistol close to her ears. She fuinted and ~remnined in a profound stupor until 8 o'c1ock in the morning,
ness

of

produced

when
"

some one

entered to call her.

found her inundated with

blood, and with a very
black matter, which had flowed from the ears during the
sleep which had succeeded her fainting fit. She put her

They

hand to her head, and,

raising the bandage which she kept
constantly over her eyes, she perceived with rapture that the
sight was restored to them.
"The physician, who was immediately sent for, was confounded by an effect so extraordinary. He declared that the
flowing which had taken place through the ears ought, aooording toa/ll the rules of the a/rt. to have been diffused over the
back part of the brain, and consequently to have occasioned
'

the death of the

patient.

Madame

des Rousses did not recol
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lect, in her ordinary state, that she had two months before
announced this eiect, and that from this moment she had requested M. B--not to go beyond the ears at each pass, in
order to concentrate the action of the tluid there.
"

Since her return to Paris, she has been magnetized many
times, and has ordered for herself the few medicaments
which were necessary for the completion of the
B-- attended her to one of the sittings of the

M.

cure.

magnetic

society, in order to remove all. doubt in respect to this case.
While there, Madame des Rousses, in compliance -with the
some one of the members, took the first volume preAt present, her
sented to her, and read without hesitation.
sight is so strong that she can read, work. or write, even

desire of

without the aid of

glasses.

"

We have entered into some details in regard to the Marchioness des Rousses, because we have had the happiness 'of
her many times. We were present when she made the
relation of her treatment in somnambulism. It is impossible

seeing
to

imagine anything

more

touching and interesting."

NOTE XXV.

presented with letters from various
physicians, which cannot fail to be highly interesting, not
only from the nature of the cases whose treatment is described, but from the high characters of the authors in their
own profession.
Most of the intelligent physicians of the
country are turning their attention to this subject, with a
desire to become acquainted with its claims as a remedial agent;
The reader is here

and,

so

far, it has sustained itself

who have

approached

to the satisfaction of all

spirit. These letters embrace
stated in Deleuze, and have thus

it in this

percisely such cases as are
stamped the "Practfbal I7t8l'l'|lCf7b7|»"

with marks of its intrinsic

value.
mom nocron CLEVELAND.
"

"DEAR Sm:

It

gives

me

much

t

Pswrnnr, October 2, t887.

pleasure

to

comply

with

your request that I would communicate to you for puhlicaf
tion the results of my experience and observations in Animal
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Magnetism

as a

I

of disease.

theraputic agent in the removal or mitigation
the more willingly disposed to submit the

am

following cases, from the iirm conviction that many persons
are laboring under severe indisposition, and who might
be relieved, hesitate about having recourse to this agent. because they have not sutiicient evidence of its oower.
If, by
communicating them, I can induce such persons to have confidence enough in it to make a trial of its eflicacy, I will also
suggest the propriety of applying to some magnetizer who
has an acquaintance, not only with the diseases to which we
who

are

liable, but also with the complicated machine upon which
peculiar sympathetic movements

he is to act, and with the

which

are

constantly going

on, and

are ever

liable to be

ex-

cited therein!
"

First Cius.-The first

Miss

case

I will

present is that of

possessing a constitution originally iirm, but
recently much impaired by disease, affecting principally the
nervous system.
Neither the patient nor myself had ever
seen any manlpulations,aud she knew nothing of Magnetism.
even by name, as it was then but recently introduced to public
notice in New England.
"About the iirst of January of the present year, she was attacked with an indammation of the lungs. Her nerves became
so

-,

much excited

them,

or

of

as to

ordinary means of quieting
was fast sinking for the
noise, even the snapping of the Ure,

baffle all the

producing sleep.

want of rest, the least

She

throwing her into painful spasms.
"
Having beard of the effects of

Animal

Magnetism in cases

of this kind, I gave it atrial, which resulted in procuring more
quiet sleep, in tive successive hours. than she had experienced
in

as

many

preceding days,

But it took

me an

hour and

a

by Dr. Cleveland is worthy of attention. It
magnanlmlty to rlse abore the tear of havlng
selush motives attributed to us, when a sense of duty obliges us to tall what
we believe to be an Important truth.
It will be found, when Deleuze is
thoroughly studied, and when the subject of which he treats .s better
*

The observation here made

requires

no

little exertion of

known, that his cautions on this head are not the remit of tirnidity, but of
well-informed fear, lest lt should be abused by the ignorant. Hts character
and his long practice have justly made the "Practical lndruct¢0n" tns text

book 01 all European practitioners.
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half before she
rewarded

was

was

by

put into this sleep, and my perseverance

the most

clairvoyant

somnambulism at this

first essay.
This wu repeated daily, with the same happy
edects in relation to the repose which she enjoyed; and she
became convalescent.

A iirmness was imparted to the
despaired of imparting by the usual medicinal means; and although she is not restored to perfect health,
her life was, in my opinion. preserved wholly by the salutary
influence of the magnetic practice.
"Dr Eldridge, of East Greenwich, Dr. Perry, of Newport.
Dr Clevelandf of Pawtucket, and many other physicians, have
had an opportunity to see this patient. Her clairvoyance is
very luc1d_ and_ while in the magnetic state, she reads any
book with faci|ity_ though every precaution be used to bansoon

nerves.

which I had

.

dage
"

and

secure

her eyes.

Case second.-I

was

called to attend Miss

-,

and found

her

labonng under a severe attack of the tic douloureux. I
pursued the ordinary course of treatment for four days, withou: atiording her the least alleviation. On the evening of the
fourth day, I resorted to Magnetism. After an hour and a
half complete relief was obtained. Owing, however, to the
disturbed state of her mind perfect sleep was not induced,
though I have good evidence of her not having closed her
At
eyes one hour for the three preceding days and nights.
the end of seven hours, the pain returned, though it was less
violent

I

saw

her

soon

after, and removed it

as

before, in

one-fourth part of the time. In ten hours, it returned
when, by a slight eiiort, it was permanently removed.
nambulism did not

again,
Som-

occur.

"Casa third.-On the third

day

of last J une, I

was requested
thirty and forty
years of age_ from whom, and from her attending physician,
Di L L Miller, 1 obtained the following history of her reShe had been laboring
cen: and her then present situation.
for three months under an affection of the liver. During this

to visit Mrs.

17

of

Providence,

between

time she had not iefz her chamber, had become considerably
emaciaterl and was daily losing her strength. Her nervous

system had become so much deranged that she could not see
ber friends, could not sit up but a few minutes at once, and,
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~

tlme, she was suffering for the want of sleep. This
of sleep was the occasion of my being called to

at that

deprivation
see

her.

"

I found that the

principal

cause

of her

sufering

was

accumulation of bile, which nothing but powerful
doses of calomel could remove. From this she experienced
temporary relief, although she said it rapidly exhausted her
the

large

In short, she appeared to be convinced that she
could not continue long, and was aatisiled that this was also
'
the opinion of her physician.
Now,' said she, if you can,
by the aid of Magnetism, adord me any alleviation from my
present sullerings-if you can ln the least smooth my passage

strength.

'

to the tomb-it is all I can

expect!

"The tlrst attempt to procure sleep proved successsful in
thirty minutes; and, though she slept but one hour, she felt
much refreshed, it being the ilrst she had had in forty-eight
The next morning, I found she had passed a comfort-

hours.

night. I then magnetized her again, which had the efprocuring a copious evacuation of bile, adording her
all the relzkjl witlwut being attended with the debilitating efecls,
qf calomel. Magnetism was continued several days, followed
by the same results, and thus rendering the use of cathartics
able

fect of

Her health soon began to improve, and at the
unnecessary.
end of two weeks she was able to ride out. I discontinued
my visits on
fast enough.
tion to

being
She

assured
was

Magnetism, and
again,

should resort to it

by

her that she

was

getting

well

confident that she owed her restorashe

recently

assured

if she found herself

me

that she

relasping inh,

her former miserable condition.
"

Can

fourth.-Mrs. W-, about thirty years old, wa.,
hypochondriasis. I cannot give a better acher situation than by giving Dr. Cullen's description

adlicted with
count of

of this

disease,

in the present

as

every symptom therein described obtained
'The state of mind peculiar to hypo-

case.

cbondriasis/ says Dr. C., 'is characterized I y lnnguor, listlessness; a want of resolution and activity with respect to all

undertakings; a disposition to seriousness. sadness.
timidity, as to all future events. an apprehension of
worst or the most

unhappy

state of

things;

and

the
and therefore,
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slight grounds of apprehension of great evil, such perpeculiarly attentive to their health, to even the
smallest change of feeling in their bodies; and from any un~
usual sensation, perhaps of the slightest kind, they apprehend great danger, and death itself. In respect to these feeling and fears there is commonly the most obstinate belief
and persuasion)
"Considering Mrs. W- a suitable subject to receive
benefit from Magnetism, I obtained permission to make use
of it, though she was entirely sceptical, and thought the
whole process of Magnetism ridiculous and chimerical.
On
the Hrst trial, August 12th, 1837, I lwd the satisfaction of inducing magnetic sleep in less than five minutes, and it con~
upon
sons

are

tinued tive hours.
'

"When she awoke, the favorable
was`evideut to all the family.

ance

change

in her appear

Isaw her the second

day after, and she appeared to be much improved. She was
magnetized again, with the same effect as before.
"As her place of residence is _flea miles from my own,
I had an understanding with the husband and family that
she should retire precisely at 9 o'clock, or before that time,
in the evening, and I was to magnetize her as soon after as
would be convenient, without regard to the place where I
might be at the moment. My attempts to magnetize her
under the above circumstances were perfect-ly successful, not
only in inducing sleep, but also in the entire removal of all
those unpleasant symptoms enumerated above.
She is now
enjoying better health than she has for the last four years,
which blessing she and her friends attribute to the influence
of Animal Magnetism. Yours respectfully,
HML T. C. HARTEHORN.

"THOMAS C

n

-

FROM DOCTOR CUTTER.
"

Nssniu, N. H.. September 19, IW.
"Mr. Tuoms C. Haarsuonn:
"
Sm: Yours of the 14th came to hand three days since;
but, being engaged extensively in the practice of medicine, I
have not had an opportunity to reply ere this. Although not
habituated to
cause

writing for

of truth may

the

require

public

our

eye,

yet sometimes the

observations and expetienee
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however limited, to be made public, our private feelings to
the contrary notwithstanding. For the last four years, 1
have felt

interest in Animal

an

Magnetism.

For the

last

few months, I have been practically engaged in its investigation. I am convinced that it is based upon truth,
I have come
or, in other words, that it is a real science.
to this

conclusion from sober reflection and observation.

As all truth is of value, and none need fear the truth if
their conduct is right, this may be made a blessing to our

country.

"My

attention has been directed principally to its use as a
I have attempted but few of the

remedial agent in disease.

which may be performed
upon persons in a magnetic sleep, except .for its therapeutic
power; I do not underrate them as connected with science;

many interesting experiments

but the investigation and treatment of disease is my business,
and in this 'I use Magnetism, and deem it of much utility.
Among the number that Ihave magnetized for disease, there
have been more than twenty perfect somnambulists. Some
of them excel in pointing out and describing disease; and to
this I have directed their

attention, among my patients.

of several cases of examination of patients
I will briefly relate two.
'

Out

by somnambulists,

"

Sept. 10, 1837, I put Miss M., a somnambulist, living in
family, into a magnetic sleep, for a headache, as she supposed. In about hall' an hour, Mr. Samuel F. Jennes came
to my house, by previous appointment,
accompanied by Miss
Martha Dunn, aged twenty-four, who has been deaf and
dumb for twenty-two years. This was caused
by sickness.
Health is now good; formation of head apparently perfect;
my

intellect very

good.

to examine Miss D.

said that there

I requested Miss M., the
somnambulist
After a little time, the somnambulist

was a

nected with the

nerve

could not hear

or

reddish-yellow body

in the

brain,

con-

that went to the ear; and that Miss D.
talk.
I asked Miss M. if Miss D. could

I then asked the somnamsee; she replied that she could.
bulist if Miss D. could smell; and the reply was, that she
could.

The somnambulist and Miss D. had no knowledge
of each other previous to the examination; no person in my
family knew of the examination previous to its taking place.
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Subsequently, Miss

M. informed

of deaf persons,

the

"

or

cause

me

that she knew

nothing

of deafness.

Aug. 19, 1837, I put the same
sleep; and, by appointment,

netic

somnambulist into
my

respected

a magand talented

friend, Dr. Bartlett, mayor of

Lowell, came in with his lady,
I then sent a short distance for Mrs. Collins, who had a child
about nine months old, which had been adlicted with incipient cataract in both eyes for four months.

previously had

Mrs. Collins has

three children

similarly diseased, who died
head. The child, being asleep,

young, with disease in the
was examined by the somnambulist, who
there

soon

said that

something in the body of the chlld's eye that
prevented its seeing well. She further said that this was
caused by the nerves of the eye being diseased in the brain.
was

I am certain, as Mrs. Collins had
recently'come into town
from Lynn, that Miss M. could not have known of the
child's eyes being diseased previous to the examination; and
no

person in my house knew of the examination

its

occurrence.

"

For

some

Magnetism

months I have been in the

previous

practice

of

to

using

in the treatment of many

diseases, among which
I may name tic douloureux, rheumatism, cephalalgia, bronchitis, pneumonia, hepatitis, tonsillitis, spinal irritation,
hemorrhoids, delirium tremens, ulcers, and paralysis. With
the

exception

and in these

of three cases, the results have been salutary;
induence was induced by Magnetism.

cases no

The effects of

Magnetism

I have noted

some

I have found to be

various, and yet
general; among
which I may name increased activity of the capillary circulation, warmth and free perspiration, removal of pain, and
results which I term

somnolence. The last is not so common as the former. I
will relate a case or two of diseases, and their cure by Magnetism. I shall relate only three, in which I am certain im~

agination

did not

cause

the result.

-

.

"EleazerBarrf-t, aged about forty-five, for eight years past
has been aiilicterl vith

a

paralysis of

the

right

arm.

For the

space of three years, he has been suffering from pain in the
back of the head, attended with dyspncea and cough. Some
months

to

sleep.

since, out of curiosity, he challenged me to put him
I magnetized him at his house, and produced sleep
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in about Bfteen minutes.

The warmth of the skin and the

circulation of the

vessels

spiration

Irepeated

removed; mobility and

"

was

irritable ulcer

about two inches.

on

became

dyspnaza
sensibility were
the

paralyzed arm. I have obtained
cases of paralysis.
Miss R. McIntyre for about
an

much =nc-reased

arm

warm

per
and

l`he pa.n :n the head
and cough. were

.t four times.

neck, and chest together with

with

were

free, and the paraiyzeu

was

swelled.

capillary

the

restored to the

resuit in two other

same

two years has been amicted

the ankie the diameter of which

The

pain

has been

so

smart

as.

much

of the time, to prevent sleep; and it caused much swelling of
the foot.
She made application for medical aid to many

9

good surgeons, but received no benetlt. June 29, 1837, Miss
M. applied to me to try the eiIects of Magnetism.
Without
attempting to produce sleep. I magnetized the ulcer and foot.
The immediate effect was the cessation of the excruciating
pain, a visible diminution of the redness around the uicer
The foot. which
followed by a subsidence of the swelling.
had been for months cold, became warm. Without any
other means being used, the ulcer rapidly healed. and is now
Her health has not suffered by the healing of
interesting phenomenon and fact. of the red-

entirely well.

This

the ulcer.
ness

attendant

subsiding

on

surrounding the ulcer
Magnetism, has
place, among whom I may

the inflammation

under the immediate action of

been witnessed

by many in this
Dr. Ebenezer Dearborn. of Nashua, and Drs. Bartlett
and Kimball, of Lowell.
"
If the magnetic power whatever it may be, immediately

name

removes

the

pain,thc swelling, the redness_ and the heat ntinflammatory areola of this ulcer why will it not

tendant on the

the same manner in inflammation of the brain, lungs, stomach, liver, or any other organ? Some other facts which have
in

come
case.

quiry

under my notice, lead me to believe that such is the
Facts like the above open an interestmg field of inforthe

wish that

philanthropist and

some

the scientific

investigating physician

of

inquiry,

of

suiering humanity.
"I have perused with

and make

public

ms

much

physician.

I

would enter this field

observations for the beneilt

pleasure

the drst number oi
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and philanf
your translation 0? the work cf the venerable
thropic Dexeuze. With pleasure I can give my testimony in
favor of the truth of many ofhis statements in thatwork, and
3 presume tha' most uf the statements which I have not verifled are equally correct
Yours respectfully'
._

"CALVIN Curran."
'

Fnou 'rms sum
"

-

Nasrnn, N. H., October 8, 1857.

Mr Txouas C. Hanrsaonn.

SIR

"

now

In

briefly

with your respectful request, I will
few observations in addition to my for-

conformity
detail

a

To render this agent more useful, it
desideratum to convince people that we
could act upon local and definite parts of the system, the other
parts remaining uninduenced. Although this requires a
greater effort, on the part of the magnetizer, than to aKect
mer

has

communication.

appeared

tne whole
to

my

to me a

system, yet I have succeeded in this, in many cases.
satisfaction, and producing an entire conviction

own

utility of Magnetism in many beholders.
In two instances, I have succeeded in curing complete
paralysis of the limbs of persons who had not been previot the
"

ously

magnetized,

these

cases

and this without any somnolence; and in
were unbelievers in Magnetism.

the individuals

These experiments are important and interesting, as they
show the abuity which good magnetizers possess to act upon
the diseased organs of the system without altering the state
of the normal organs. which very much enhances the value
oi Magnetism as a remedial agent in disease; for it is well
known to physicians that, to cure diseased organs, the medicine given often induces functional disease in some other- organ of vital importance; and happy is it for the patient, if
the functional disease thus induced does not become organic.

Ii

we can

show, by careful experiment and observation, that
eHects, is true,

the above statement, in relation to the local

certainly the
be despised.

remedial power of Magnetism is a boon not to
As it is probable that many cases of fatal die-

case commence
as

probably

with

only

an

irritation of'

some

this irritation is at its commencement

organ, and

merely

an
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increase of the

sensibility, inducing

an

influx of fluids to

the part, and as the direct and apparently specidc effect of
Magnetism is to lessen the sensibility and vascular activity
of the organs, might we not expect relief by the use of Magnetism in irritated and inflamed organs? This relief I have

obtained in irritated

and

liver, stomach, and limbs.

inilamedbrain, bronchia, lungs,
Iwill here mention that the pa-

tients whom I have magnetlzed for the above-named diseased
organs, make use of the same language to describe the etfects

Magnetism upon them, as in case of magnetic paralysis of
the limbs; and the consecutive warmth and perspiration are
the same in both cases. Hence l infer that the action of
of

Magnetism upon
as

the

upon the limbs.

important and vital drgans is the same
me an interesting tleld of in-

This is to

quiry.
"

I will

now

detail

a case or

two.

"Mrs. Ober, a respectable lady of this town, had been afflicted with an inveteratecutaneous disease, of about eighteen months'

ble

This

standing.

was

attended with

an

intolera-

sleep was often prevented, sometimes for many days and nights in succession.

itching,

to so

great

an

extent that

At the request of the family, and in particular of her son,
Benjamin Ober, of Montville, Maine, I magnetized her in

Dr.

the month of June.

This I repeated several times. She begood somnambulist. To the surprise of all, the intolerable itching was removed irnmediately, and returned no
more.
Under the use of Magnetism, the cutaneous eruption
subsided; but in a little time I ceased to magnetize this lady.
In August, she died of dysentery.
came a

"

June 9, 1837.- I was called to attend Mrs. Fern, of
village, as accoucheur. She had been in travail about
forty~eight hours, and her labor pains had been somewhat irthis

She had obtained no sleep for three nights. At
her request, and in presence of Mrs Lawrence and Mrs. Weston, I magnetized her. She went into a magnetic sleep in

regular.

less than

one

Mrs. Fern

minute.

I would mention that I had nevcr

seen

previous to this evening. Her sleep was very
quiet. She slept about three hours. and then awoke very
much refreshed. To my own surprise and the astonishment
of all present, we observed this curious and interesting fact
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and

phenomenon, viz., that the cpectjic and regular uterine can
attending acwuchment continued with perfect regularity. After she came out of the magnetic sleep, she was much
refreshed, and it was apparently of benetlt to her.
The following are the names of some of those who have
been magnetized by me for diseases. Eliza Barrett, Abigail
Marshall, Deacon E. Barrett, Mrs. Sargent, Mrs.
Wynn,
Ober, Flora Fuller, Sarah Mevens, Mary Russel, Mary M.
Kean, Mrs. Ames, Miss Tarbell, Mrs. Adams, Rebecca McIntyre, Miss Woodbury, Mrs. Fern, Mrs. Smith, Samuel Lawrence, Sally Putuey, Mrs. ShurtliE, Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Reed,
Miss Noyes, Miss Brigham, Mrs. Merrill, Miss
Phelps, Susan
Hartshorn, Moses Saunders, Abigail Gage, Almira Cartee,
Mrs. Butler, Hannah Conrey, Martha
Dunn, Miss A.dams,
tractwno

"

Miss Dustin, Mrs. Wilson. Mrs. Cutter.
"
I name only those on whom the

magnetic action was well

marked.
not

I have

susceptible

as

of

yet found only

two individuals who were

magnetic inlluence_

"

A list of all who have witnessed
my
would ull an entire sheet. I will name

magnetic experiments
only Drs Bartlett and
Kimball, of Lowell; Dearbom, of Nashua; Ober, of Montville, Maine; Rev. Messrs. Pratt and Smith, of Nashua; Rev.
Mr. Porter. of Lowell; Rev. Mr. Carpenter, of Milford; and
Rev. Mr. Pease, of Hudson.

To this list I could add some

hundred of other citizens.

ll

"

Yours'

C.C`U'l'l'EB.

Write me relative to the third number soon, as I
new and interesting cases daily, some of which I
would communicate if desired. Use any part of the above
am

P. S.

having

you please."
mon nocron carnon.

"Paovmnox, October 10 181.

"Dinan Sm: As you have requested that, should anything interesting occur in my practice in reference to the
subject of Animal Magnetism generally, and especially when

remedially employed, I would communicate the same to append to the second part of the work you are publishing, I
have hastily drawn up the following statement of a few
cases which have fallen under my

observation.,

Should you
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consider them of sumcient interest to enhance the value of
your publication. you are at liberty to use them.
It is not pretended that Magnetism has acted

as a

specitlc

any of these cases, but that it was a valuable auxiliary in
the treatment of them, and that it may be employed as such
in

in the treatment of diseases

admit of
"

a

generally,

does not, in my mind,

doubt.

the evening of the 25th of last month, I
requested to visit Mrs. L., in High street, who, on the
previous morning. had had a severe paroxysm of the fever
and ague
Upon inquiry, I found that she was attacked by
this disease in its usual form the fore part of August, soon
after returning from a journey in the westem country. She
immediately put herself under the care of skilful physicians,
and followed their prescriptions about two weeks; but the
progress of the disease was not arrested, medicine in this
She was advised
case not having its usual benedcial edects.
to
to
have
recourse
one
of
her
Magnetism, and
physicians
by
Mr F was sent for to magnetize her. Having magnetized
her once to establish the communication, he commenced the
second operation as the cold stage of the paroxysm was beginning In about twenty minutes, the patient began to feel
more comfortable
in thirty, the cold stage had entirely
passed off, and was succeeded by an agreeable glow of
heat
The paroxysni, in this instance, was very much shortemd in al. its stages, and she was soon materially improved,
though she took but little medicine after this time.
Mr, L her husband, seeing the beneficial edect of these

Uasajirst.-On

was

"

,

was induced to continue the treatment himself. by magnetizmg her daily, and on some days several
times.
Whue this was continued, she had no return of the
disease , but Mr L 's business calling him again to the west, the

two

operations,

treatment

had

a

was

relapse

discontinued, and

of it in

1D

a more severe

about three weeks she

form.

The fever

was

of

the tertian

type, the paroxysms returning every third day,
and constantly increasing in severity, except an interruption
of three
'

she

nr

four

When I tirst
was

days.
saw

auileriug

her, about ten o'clock in the evening,

from

a

violent headache.

For

several
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hours previous, she had been delirious, from the
the fever

Understanding

that

Magnetism

intensity of

had been of

ser-

former occasion, I thought it proper to make
atrial of it, and was gratified with the success of the experi~
ment.
Her headache was cured in a few minutes; she bevice to her

on a

the fever

tranquil;

came

in some measure

subsided; and in

short time I left her

comparatively very comfortable.
The following day, though somewhat more comfortable,
her state did not diifer materially from what it had usually
been on the days when she had been exempt from fever.
I
called on the third day,at the hour when the paroxysm was expected to return. The cold stage had begun. The hands
and feet were cold, and purple under the nails; the surface
generally, and especially the nose, was cold and contracted.
The shaking had not yet commenced.
"Being anxious to put in requisition all the means in my
a

"

power to arrest the paroxysm, I gave a dose of Dover's
powder, and immediately began to magnetize her. During
the tlrst twenty minutes, there was occasionally a shudder
cold, when she began to feel warm and comforta-

from the

ble; and, in a few minutes more, the cold stage had entirely
subsided, instead of lasting two or three hours, as it had pre-

viously done.
at the

The Dover's

powder produced slight sickness
The suconce moderately.
and sweating stages were almost entirely pre-

stomach, and she vomited

ceeding

hot

vented, and she was as free from fever and distress when I
left her, an hour after my arrival, ns she had usually been on
the

of the intermission.
It must he admitted that the medicine givenin this instance probably had some agency in arresting the disease; but

days

"

magnetized her, the same
produced, although she took no medicine at that time, and that, notwithstanding she left ol! taking medicine entirely, the paroxysms did not return ns long
as she continued that treatment, it must certainly be admitted tlmt Magnetism was the most efllcient agent employed.
It is now thirteen dayssince I was called to her, and she has
if

we

recollect that, when Mr. P.

eiects

precisely

were

had no recurrence of the paroxysms except the one I have
mentioned. Magnetism has not been trusted to alone in this
case,

though it has frequently been practised, particularly
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for

the

lt has

headache,

never

to which she has

failed to relieve in

been subject, and which

very few minutes.
been somnambulic, she has

a

"Though Mrs. L. has never
generally put into a magnetic sleep, which has
very soothing and restorative. She is now nearly free
been

been

from

disease.
"Oau
where

second.-The second

Magnetism

Mrs. C.

This

has been

case

which I shall mention

employed

to

advantage,

is that of

of the most violent distress in the
relapse of fever, which partook of

was a case

head, dependent upon a
the irritative rather than of the

inflammatory or typhoid charhead, which was somewhat different from the common headache, returned with great
severity every afternoon. The usual remedies, though per.
severingly employed for four or tive days, had failed to give
much relief.
My success tn the case of Mrs. L. suggested to
me the propriety of trying Magnetism in this, and I accordingly proposed it. At this proposition, Mrs. C. smiled with
a look of incredulity, having never had the least confidence
in the existence of such an agent. She consented, howacter.

This aiection of the

ever, to make

lieved, and,

a

trial of it.

In tive minutes, her head

at the end of twelve or

tifteen,

was

was re-

quite free

It did not lzeturn again that afternoon. She
magnetized several times, with a similar result.
case, it was not carried so far as to produce sleep,

from distress.

has since been

"In this

though there is no doubt that this eiect would have been
produced, had the operation been continued long. Mrs. C.
has now no doubt of the magnetic influence.
Case third.-ln December last, I
a young lady who had for

requested to visit
nearly two years been
subject to epileptic tits* During the first yonr. she had only
three or four; but during thc sv-f-ond they had become more
frequent, so that she had had Ihr within the two weeks immediately preceding my tirst visit. She was put upon such
a course of medicine and measures as are usually prescribed
in such cases; but with only partial success, as she continued
"

was

Miss M.,

f-f»

to have a tit every two months until

May.

gilli.

*

Bea Note XXIII.. for another ease of

epilepsy.

`
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"A trial
almost

was now

made of

Magnetism, and

discontinued.

She

medicines

were

occasionally magnet-ized for six weeks, at tlrst by myself, and afterwards by
another, gentleman. The whole number of sittings may have
been twelve or fifteen. While this treatment was continued,
wholly

was

and for three months afterwards, she had no recurrence of
the Hts. Two weeks ago, however, she had a return of the

disease.
"

Sleep

not induced in this

was

is

fully

patient, though the mag-

The young lady herself
very apparent.
sensible of the benefit derived from it; and, had the

netic influence

was

treatment been

persevered in,
prevented.

I

am

persuaded

a recurrence

would have been
"

Case

fourth.-The

next

I shall mention is that of

case

Miss O., who, if I mistake not, was the tlrst somnambulist in
this city. This young lady, who had been in delicate health
was atllicted with a most distressing spasmodio
cough, recurring periodically every evening. Most of the
articles of the materia medaba had been employed for this
cough. without the least benent, but Magnetism never failed

for ,four years,

to silence it in

than two
ber of
"

was

a

very short time; on some occasions, in l
as was witnessed by a considerable num-

minutes,

the physicians

of this

place.

Case jifth. -Some time in the
called upon

had been for

a

course

of the last-

spring,

I

and extract some teeth for a Indy, who
number of weeks tormented with that worst of
to go

all torments, the teethache.
It was her desire to be put into
the magnetic state, that she might not be sensible of the pain
of extracting. To gratify her, I made the experiment, with
little confidence of success, I acknowledge. I continued the
about half an hour without producing sleep. Being

process

fatigued,

I discontinued

tracted in the
were so

it, and advised her

to have them ex-

state; but, to my surprise, her teeth
relieved from the pain, that she consid-

waking

effectually

ered the operation of extracting unncessary.
Three months afterwards, she informed
"

had
"

no

return of this troublesome

Can mirth.-While

visiting

a

me

that she had

affection

patient in

the

westerly part
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of the

city

a

few weeks since, Mrs. J.,

a

lady apparently

in

delicate health, came into the room, who, as I was informed,
had been magnetized, and manifested several of the phenom.
of somnambulism. After having some conversation with
her, I was anxious to see the character of her somnambulism,
and she consented to let me magnetize her. I put her into a
state of somnambulism in a very short time, not exceeding
sna

tlfteen minutes.

only
the

Considering

that she had been

magnetized

in several months, and then hy a diferent person from
who Brat put her asleep, I found her powers some-

once

one

what

extraordinary.

In the

evening

of the

following day, I

called upon to prescribe for this lady in a case of violent
pains of a spasmodic character in the stomach and bowels.
was

I gave her

knowing

immediately

dose of

a

anodyne medicine, and,
her, I thought

the induence Magnetism had had upon

it proper to try it.
About ten or twelve minutes after I commenced the manipulations, she was entirely free from pain,

though

not

asleep.

"I left her at the end of half an hour, with directions to
repeat the same kind of medicine she had already taken,
should the pain return. She afterwards informed me that it
did return soon after I left, and that several doses of the
medicine were taken, with only partial success. Had the re-

lief, in the Brat instance, been wholly dependent upon the

anodyne, it is rational to suppose that the operation of the
succeeding doses would have been more prompt than that of
the tlrst, as the anodyne was accumulating upon the system.
"

It is proper to observe, in this

place, that this lady subseevening when I tlrst magnetized her, she was threatened with the indisposition for
which I was afterwards called to prescribe. and experienced
an alleviation, though she did not mention it at the time.
"After receiving your note, I called upon this patient to
quently informed

learn the

me

or

that

me

the

case
some

previous
time

the tlrst of

of Brown

April last, she
University. She did

netism, and submitted
who

on

particulars of her

And she informed

March,
Mr. H.,

that,

to it rather to

in

to my seeing her.
the latter part of

magnetized by
Magconvince the gentleman,
was

not believe in

advocate of it, of his error, than from the expec~
tation of receiving any beneiit from xt; but, to her very agreewas an
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surprise, after these few experiments, she found herself
nearly cured of an lnveterate palpitation which had for sevable

eral years rendered her life miserable and apparently precarious.
So severe indeed was this affection, that she had not for
a

year

or more

eighth

un

of

a

been able to ascend

a

Hlght

mile, without stopping

of stairs.

to recover

or

walk

from the

agony occasioned by the exertion.
'It is now six months since she
ing which time she has been
with the exception of a few
or

was tirst magnetized, durentirely free from the complaint
slight attacks within the last six

eight weeks.
"Case seventh.-The 20th of

September, I received a message
gentleman who has a painful affection of
the hip and back.
Having, a number of times, been re~
lieved from his excruciating suierings by being magnetized
by Mr. P., he was desirous of continuing this treatment,
with the hope not only of relief,'but of a permanent cure.
Upon examination, I found his disease to be one not likely
to be cured by Magnetism alone, and advised him to an emcient surgical course of treatment. I, however, magnetized
him a number of times, and always with some mitigation
ef his suRerings. He was not put into a sound magnetic
sleep, but the IDHUCIJCB was certain.
to visit Mr D.

a

"

'

"

Casa eiyhth.-I

magnetized

affection of the whole
pains

in

a

young

lady

for

a

distressing

system, attended with erratic
the head and eyes, wakefulness, and disturbed and
nervous

The optic nerves participated in this
degree that she apprehended a total loss
of vision. She was frequently annoyed by the appearance of
dark motes floating before her eyes, and other ocular spectra,
as is frequently observed in cases of mclpient amaurosls
The number of sittings was twelve; and the benetlt to her

unrefreshing

slumbers.

aliection to such

general

health

a

was unequivocal.
Her nervous system was
strengthened, and her slumbers became calm and
restorative. The effects of Magnetism in this case were some
what peculiar; for, though her physical system was com
pletely under its influence, her mental faculties continued
When appar
walleful, and her senses were unusually acute
ently in a sleeping state, she was perfectly conscious of her

soothed and
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situation, which is not usua!
s

eep
This
'

case

Magnetism

is

reported

upon the

in

somnambulism,

to show the

or

in

ordinary

influence exerted

by

system generally, and especially in affec-

tions of the nerves.
"

Cane nmth.-- In

answer tc an inquiry in your note of the
respecting the health of Miss Brackett, it gives me
much pleasure to in form you that, notwithstanding an alarming general indisposition of two or three weeks' continuance,
She' believes herself capable
her vision is stil! improving
of walking the streets safely without a guide. she can judge
of the comparative size of even small objects, and readilydistinguish coiors when there is a strong contrast.
"Her present indisposition has proceeded from an accidenIt has been of a highly inflammatory nature. and,
tal cause
when she was in a waking state, attended with great pain and
suffering. Under these circumstances, Magnetism has bken
invaluable to hcr, as it has never failed to render /wr insennlzk
to mjfaring, and has wholly superseded the disagreeable ne~
cesslty of gzving opiates She is now convalescent, and we
hope soon to see her not only in the enjoyment of good general health, but in the full possession of that most useful aa
well as delightful of our senses-vision.

8th instant.

"The subjects of all the
intelligent persons, living in

above
this

cases are

respectable

and

and most of them may
have a particular interest in

city;

be referred tc should any one
obtaining further information in relation to them.
'°

"Mr

With much respect,

,.

G_ Cnmom

T. C H.uz'rsnoaN."

NOTE XXVI. -Pages 100-118.
'

Deleuze remarks, in the chapter on somnambullsm, that
interior faculties have acquired great

Bomnambulists whose

energy, are often fcund_in a frame of mind of which you
might avail yourself advantageously to make them follow a
:curse ci

to

regimen,

or

their inclinations.

dc

things

useful tc-

them, but contrary

The magnettzer can, after it has been
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upon, impress upon them, while in the soman idea or a determination which will

mutually agreed
nambulic

state,

iniluence them in the natural state, without their knowing
the cause." He then gives instances to show in whatcases
this influence may be exerted. Following up thisdntimation,
the author of the following letter, whois acquainted with this

workin the

has arrived at

original,

some

important

results in

verification of what Deleuze and other writers have stated in
reference to this curious branch of the
FBO! DR.

ROBBINS.
"

"

subject.

Uxanman, October 8, 18812

Dram Sm: I had the pleasure, some days ago, of receiva copy of the tlrst part of your work, and the accompany-

ing
ing letter.

I

particularly pleased

am

with the execution and

the whole character of this specimen of the performance. I feel

that, when completed, it will render the subject strong in
ample evidence both of its power and its utility. You are
at liberty to publish the subjoined article, if it meets your
purp°°°'

"

Yours,

respectfully,

"Mr. T. C. HARTSHORN."
UOBREUTIDN

QF

'

HJ' W' Romans'

_

TE HABITS OF SOJHVAHBULHTS.

The intluence which the magnetlzer, with the consent of
the somnambulist, is able, through his somnamhulism, to
exert upon his waking state, may be readily proved by a

experiments of pure curiosity; but the magnetizer
indulge in such kind of experimenting. This
power may, however, be frequently rendered highly useful in
correction of habits-and those not only bodily, but mental.
The following instances whore the writer has, with some
success, employed this intlucnce for the benefit of his patients,

variety

of

should seldom

may

serve

magnetizers

as

illustrations of this power, and may induce
recourse, in all similar cases, to its

to have

exercise.
One individual, of
much þÿ8E ¬CfA`§d
with

a highly-nervous temperament, and
dyspepsia, had at times a craving almost

irresistible for certain fruits and aliments, which were sure
to distress her stomach and aggravate her nervous symptoms
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Having, upon my tlrst essay of Magnetism, with great facility
induced somnambulism, I resolved to make trial of this power,
with little confidence, however, in the success of the attempt,
impossible as it had been to restrain her in the use of those

I accordingly enjoined upon her, in the most impressive manner, not to indulge herself in their use. The day
following, having procured an apple, she wished to eat it. but
found herself under the control of a mysterious influence,
which rendered it morally impossible.
It seemed to her that
a person told her, while asleep. not to eat such things. "And,"
articles.

said she,
mer."

"

I do not think I shall be able to eat

one

all

sum-

I soon found that I had not included in my prohibition one
important item, namely, tea-in the use of which she had for
years been in the practice of freely indulging, and which I
believed to exert

so

that I had for

long

a

her to abandon

it,

unfavorable

an

influence upon her

nerves.

every means to induce
but without success. I therefore issued
time

employed

the order; and, as every law has usually its appropriate pen~
alty, I annexed it, as follows, namely, that the use of the

quantity should be followed by nausea. The experiperfectly successful, all succeeding attempts to take
As long as she
tea being followed by distressing sickness.
remained in the family where she then was, she continued
smallest
ment

was

or the interdicted articles of food.
I was, two months afterwards, informed that those habits remained eorrected, and it is to be hoped that they are perma-

unable to take either tea

nently cured.
Another somnambulist I had observed to have the habit of
air into the stomach in the act of

conveying

practice tended
sometimes experienced at

Suspectiug
which she

that the

her to swallow
be seized with

no more

air,

the stomach, I directed

or, if she

in the throat.

swallowing.

to increase the distress

did eo, that she should

This

pain was actually
observed, by the inmates of the family where she was boarda

pain

to seize her twice on the day following, and she afterwards informed me, in somnambulism, that she believed she
was getting cured of the habit.
A third patient had long indulged freely in the use of tea

ing,

and codes, and they had become,

1

as

she

supposed, absolutely

`
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necessary to enable her to continue her labor. Endowed, as
she was in her somnambulism, with the faculty of prevision
of

a

character almost

perfect in regard

to the exacerbations

disease, and the effects which were to result from
diierent agents, I desired her to examine the influence of tea
and coiee upon her system. The rcsult of her examination
was an acknowledgment of their bad effect, and her consent
of her

own

that |. should break her of the habit of

using them. I accordingly issued the prohibition; accompanied with the pen*
alty that they should taste unpleasantly, and be followed by
nausea.
The next day, to her utter_astonishment (for she
retained, while awake, no trace of what had occurred in her
somnambulism), both her tea and coffee were not only ofensive to her taste, but the forced introduction of small quan
tities into the stomach, from the conviction that she could
not do without

them,

was

followed

by distressing

sickness of

The various attempts which she has
at intervals made to take them have for months been followed
considerable duration.

by

the

results.

same

subsequently pursued in regard to
long been in the habit of using this article
in considerable quantities.
The result of her examination
of it during her somnambnlism was, that it was decidedly
prejudicial, but that its use ought not to be at' once abandoned. She accordingly consented that I should restrict her
to the use of six pinches daily.
I did so, adding the injunction that whatever she should take beyond the prescribed
number should seem extremely nauseous and offensive.
She
assented, but went on, for some time after waking, in its use
At length, after taking a pinch, the sudden conas before.
A similar

snuf.

course was

She had

tortions of her countenance, and her strong exclamations of
and disgust, plainly indicated what had occurred.

loathing

She had unwittingly transgressed her limits; she had taken
the prohibited pinch, and could take no more during the day.
The following day, she could take it; but her passion for
it daily diminished, as she was several times dreadfully an-

noyed by the seventh pinch. The habit was
broken, and but a tride in comparison has been
eral months.

magnctized

thus

entirely

used in

She attributed the eiect to the constant

water.

sev-

use

of
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From the

following example,

that certain habits and

we

should be

weaknesses,

led

to suppose

especially mental,
might be corrected by the same means, which, unfortunately,
One of my patients
are applicable only to somnambulists.
more

had always been unable to see any one in convulsions, or in
great distress, or to assist in rendering the necessary attention
If obliged to be present upon such occasions,
the effect, both upon her mind and body, was severe and dis
tressing. She told me, in her somnambulism, that she had
to a corpse.

exerted herself

strongly

to overcome this

weakness, which

of much mortiiication and inconvenience to her,
I acbut without success, and she begged me to assist her.

was a source

cordingly pursued, in this instance, the same course as before. Apparently assured now, in hcr own mind, of the cure
of her falling, she thanked me in the most grateful terms;
and, although totally ignorant, while awake, of what had
occurred

in

preparation

her

for

a

somnambulism, she assisted
funeral

without

at the

next

any exhibition whatever of

her former weakness.

These facts, like others appertaining to Animal

Magnetism,

will doubtless appear of a very extraordinary character, and
fail to gain the credence of those who have not examined the

subject in the true spirit of philosophic investigation; but
they are continued by many writers on the subject. A work
entitled
Cures Etfected in France by Animal Magnetism,"
details various similar facts. To those who wish to apply
"

the science to use, these facts may serve to fumish hints
which may lead to highly-useful results. It would give the

writer

pleasure

to exhibit the evidence of these or any

facts of interest in his

didly

to

possession
investigate the subject.

other

to such as may wish can-

.__i;;-._

NOTE XXVII.-Page 120.

Iivsmssrnnmrr

'ro

Pam.-The following

letter from Dr.

Esten, surgeon dentist of this city, gives the particulars of
operations performed by him while the patient was in the
somnambulic state.

L
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"Paovmlxcx, October 1.
"Dam

Sm. I»

Some time

during

Brownell that

.881

comply with your request.
the last summer Iwas Informed by Dr

cheerfully

of his patients

one

was

at his house in the

magnetic sleep. and was lDVll80 to call and see ner I ac
cepted the invitation, and found the lady sleeping After
some curious experiments. she was
awakened.
She iequested me to examine her teeth which she said she had un
fortunately broken oi! by a fall and expressed a desire to
have some new ones inserted.
Upon examination, I found
her teeth badly decayed and broken. and informed her that
would be necessary to have the roots of some ofthe broken
teeth extracted, and others cut olI to a level with the gums
before she could have artidcial ones inserted. It was accord
it

ingly agreed that,
done, while she
called in

on

was

suitable occasion it should be
Several weeks after, I was again

some

asleep.

by Dr. B., and found

the lady sleeping very com
easy chair. I immediately extracted the roots
of four front teeth, which had been broken ot!. without

in

fortably

an

awaking her,
rather

or

severe

a

even

one,

disturbing

as

the teeth

her repose.
The case was
broken down so low

were

that I could not take hold of them with

and

was

obliged

pair of

a

forceps,

to take them out with a hook which I use

a purpose.
On examining them about a week after
I fotmd it to be necessary to remove one more. She was put
asleep, and I extracted the tooth. She appeared not to know

for such

what I

was

did not

doing,

this,

on

from her mouth.
which

was

or

It

and manifested
on

was

laid in her mouth.

'Does what hurt?'

with Dr.

signs

of pain.

She

occasion, spit the blood
removed by a towel, the corner of
After I had extracted this #ut

tooth, Dr. B. asked her whether

saying,

no

the former

it hurt her.

She afterwards

B., and, after being magnetized,

She

replied by

to my omoa
had the two cencame

tral mcisors cut oi to

a level with the gums, and holes were
drilled into the roots of them preparatory to insertmg arn~
tlcial ones. Sho afterwards had seven artiiclal teeth .n

serted

The operation was. not all performed at one time
or three different sittings.
Every part of the

but at two

usually attended with any
asleep and. according to ati

work
was

pain was done wnile she
appearanzcs and her own

I
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testimony,

she

was

not sensible of any

pain.

She

was sev-

Dr. Brownell, during the most painful
part of the operation, if it hurt her ; she always replied by
'
saying, Doa what hurt P'
"
W. T. Esnm.
"Mr. T. C. Han'rsaomr."
eral times asked

by

The readers of the

"

Boston Medical and

Surgical Journal"

detailed at length by Dr. Benjaf
min H. West, in the twenty-second number of the fourteenth
volume of that valuable work. The operation was performed
will remember

a

similar

case

by Dr. Harwood, surgeon dentist, on an epileptic patient of
Bugard, an accomplished French teacher of that
city, in the presence of Professor Treadwell, of Harvard
University, Drs. Ware, Lewis, Lodge, A. D. Parker, Esq.,
and Messrs. Ware and West, medical students. The latter
gentleman, the writer of the article, had previously extracted amolar tooth from the same patient, who was a girl
of nearly thirteen years old, without producing the slightest
indication of feeling on her part.
The Taunton
Whig, of September 13th, gives an account
of a similar operation, by Dr. Nahum Washburn, upon an
intelligent young gentleman, now a medical student of that
Monsieur

"

"

town.

The character of the witnesses who

cludes the

possibility

of

a

rectness of the relation.

doubt in

regard

It is somewhat

Taunton almost all the somnambulists

are

named pre-

to the literal cor-

singular

that in

are men.

"A gentleman who had a carious tooth was desirous of
having it extracted while under the magnetic induence, and
He was put into a state of
seated himself for that purpose.
perfect magnetic sleep in the course of tive minutes, at a distance of

eight feet, by

a

friend, who had magnetized him

many times before. In that state. he remarked that the room
was too light, and a silk handkerchief was therefore bound over
his

already closed eyelids. Being then asked if he wished to
have his tooth extracted, he answered that he did. After a
lapse of a few minutes, the magnetizer, standing at a distance, willed him to open his mouth, which he did, asking,
at the

same

"The

time, if it

magnetizer

was

wide

enough.
an adjoining

then retired to

_

room, and

9

_
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operation was performed during his absence! I was
the patient, watched him closely, and did not observe
any sign of suiering. There was not the slightest contraction of a muscle, either of his face or limbs, during the operation; no change of the countenance, or of the respiration.
His whole body remained as perfectly composed as in the
most quiet natural sleep. A bowl was placed under his chin,
the

near

but he made

etfort to free his mouth from the blood

no

which flowed out between his

turned, and willed him
"

He

inquired

lips,

until the

magnetizer

re-

to do so.

'what made him

spit so much;' and shortly
running down his throat.'
replied, after tasting, that he

of the 'stuff

after

complained

Being

asked what it was, he

'did not know!

"He

was

magnetizer

permitted

awake in ten minutes.
considerable movement
three minutes longer.
"

sleep a few minutes more, when the
adjoining room, and willed him to
In precisely that time, there was a
of the eyelids. The sleep continued

to

went into an

Soon after

blood in

tlnger

a

awaking, he observed the bowl containing the
by his side, and, immediately placing his
the cavity, asked, with the appearance of great

chair

upon
if his tooth had been extracted.

surprise,
he

was

not until then aware that the

He declared that

operation had been

performed.
'

The tooth

was

alarge

one, had two stout

fangs, and

came

*Dr Cleveland, of Pawtuxet, mentioned to the translator a cnrloua fact,
which fullyagrees with what has been asserted in a previous note, namely,
the somuambullst always appears to know what his magnetizer is doing.
Having put one of his patlents into the somnsmbnllc state, for the purpose
of perfonulng a slight surgical operation, he found that he could not do it

himself, because the patient. though lnsenslbleto the touch of others, exhlblted towards himself a perfect consciousness and sensibility, which he
could not annihilate long enough to continue the operation. The moment
his mind was Hxed upon the object, lt was withdrawn from the exertion of
the will, so that consciousness and sensation instantly retumed to batlle hls
purpose. I' may he further observed that, ln Cloquet's exclslon of a cancerated ulcer, mentioned ln part llrst, the patient was magnetized by mother
person. It this should be discovered to be a general principle, we shall seo
bne

more reason

sustained.

for Deleuze'a

instruction to keep the intention well
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out

hard.

unusually

under
"I

It

was one

of the molar teeth of the

jaw.
have shown this communication to Messrs. C. R. At-

wood, Hiram M. Barney, Samuel C. West, Horatio Gilbert,
Francis S. Munroe, and Jonathan Hodges, who were present,
and to Dr. Nahum Washburn, who operated, and have their

authority to
of the

state that it is

an

accurate recital of the incidents

G.

scene.

"

I

NOTE XXVIII. -Page 102.
Drsrnvr Cmmvouncs.-The

following

letters

are

in-

serted for the purpose of gratifying a rational curiosity in regard to the wayfarings of the spirit in somnambulism. Others
will appear in the third part. They are from gentlemen who
are well known in this quarter, and their authority is second

produced. The redecting mind will
activity of thought, and the
most sensual
to be kindled into a spiritual flame,
though it flicker and he temporary in its rising. That the
human spirit hath power to leave the body, and take cognizance of things distant in space, is but an elementary truth in
this branch of psychology. He who cannot grasp the evito none which

ilnd in them

dence

on

can

be

enough
enough

to excite

which it rests, with a firm hold, will find himself
between belief and incontinence of

constantly vacillating

faith; but be who has once weighed it, and sutiered the conproduce its legitimate etiect, will tlnd his notions
of things to come quickened and informed, and be happy in
the comezbusmss of immortality. For, if we are convinced
that the spirit can be absent, or partially absent, from the
body, and, while deriving little or no sensation from it, be
engaged in real scenes in other climes, we are furnished with
the aliment which strengthens our conceptions of a separate
spiritual existence, so that the doctrine of a future state appears to be consequent upon our nature, if not susceptible of

viction to

direct

proof.
mon E.

L.

rnornmonu, nsq.
"

DORTOF. October 8, 1887.

"Dun Sm: I have just received your

note of the

80th
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a request that I would send to you some acexperience in Animal Magnetism, while on a
You are perfectly welvisit to Providence in August last.
come to all my experience, and should be still more welcome
The facts which I have to
were it of greater importance.

ult., containing
cnunt of my

state

are more

general

in their character, and of

course

less

respects, than they would have been
On this account, they
had I not been so limited in time.
their
may not be thought of sufficient importance to require
I
if
be
others
furnished,
may
judge
may
publicity, asmany
from what I have heard related by others, which are much

satisfactory,

in

some

circumstantial, and therefore more generallyinteresting.
"Hearing from many sources of the wonders of Animal
Magnetism previous to my visit to Providence, and being
anxious to satisfy myself of the real or visionary character
of these phenomena, on' my arrival there I obtained an introduction to Dr. Capron, who, upon being made acquainted
with my wishes, very politely expressed a willingness to
gratify my curiosity, and appointed a meeting for this purpose on the afternoon of the next dn y. At the time appointed.
I was introduced to Miss Brackett, the interesting young
woman whose case you have laid before the public.
After
the process of magnetizing had been completed, he, at the
request of Dr. Capron, rose from her chair, to which she had
been previously led in a helpless state, walked through the
more

with the greatest confidence, avoiding the chairs which
stood in her way, and passed into the next room. In a few
moments she returned. equipped for g, wa]k_ and, ac¢0m_
room

Panied by 0110 of the family. but' without any assistance,
passed rapidly down a flight of stone steps into the street, and
disappeared. The change from sightless helplessness to
clear-sighted confidence was remarkably striking. In a few
moments we followed, and, on stopping at the house vrhf-re
she had been directed to go, we found this blind
ydung lady.
now endowed with more than nnturnl
sight, running through
the house like a young girl let loose from school on a holiday, and examining pictures in a very novel manner, by
placing her back towards them.
"After being seated, she, at the request of Dr. Capron,
agreed to accompany him to Boston ; for, being a stranger,
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to her, and unaccustomed to such odd ways of travelling, I
did not feel myself competent to lake charge of her. The
journey to Boston was accomplished in about one minute,

said, through the air, on a line with the railat the depot in Boston, she was directed
through several streets, complaining all the while of being
jostled by the crowd, to my residence. She described correctly the external appearance of the house, and, upon enter-

passing.
road

ing,

she

as

On

arriving

three members of my

correct manner, even some

unusual, which, upon my
been correct.

family
some

Boston, I found

return to

to have

I also ascertained that the individuals of the

not described

cause,

family, in a very particular and
particular points of dress quite

by

her

were

however, nothing

absent at that time.

more

From

could be extracted from
'

questions being, You can see them as
well as I.'
As she appeared to be so lmcommunlcative, a
second meeting was appointed to take place on the evening
of the following day, which I attended with a friend, Mr.
Nathaniel W. Brown, of your city, being the only indivld~
uals present at this experiment, excepting the members of the
family.
Miss Brackett appeared to be in the magnetic sleep when
we arrived.
In a few moments after, Dr. Capron, having
other engagements for the evening, left the house. placing
her, the

answer to

all

"

B and myself in communication with Miss Brackelt.
directing her to wake at half-past 9 o'clock. As some
time was consumed in visiting Mr. B.'s house, which resulted
very satisfactorily to him, there was something less than an
hour left at my disposal previous to the time set for the terMr

and

mination of her sleep.
gether insufficient for

This, you

must be aware, was alto-

as it is impossible,
hurry anything; and this, joined to that
unwillingness to describe formerly alluded to, renders the facts
obtained less particular and numerous than I wished. However, although not fruitful in particulars, this experiment
in the most strik~
may he found to illustrate some principles
ing manner; and this, after all, is the principal object.
"The same process was employed in accomplishing the
jonmey to my house in Bostonas before, and her description
a

full

experiment,

in these cages, to

of its external appearance

was

1

in the

same

words.
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Upon entering the house, she described a painted carpet,
s very peculiar table, which were in the entry.
As she

said there

was no individual in the lower part of the house,
I invited her up-stairs into the parlor. In this room, without
any kading questions being put to her, she described many of
the principal articles of furniture, ornaments, and pictures,

in the order in which
such

they

are

that each article

placed

in the room, and in

immediately recognized
by me, although her descriptions were general.
"Upon entering the room, I asked her to tell me what
a manner

there

was

pleased her. She immediately comfigure with her hand, as if passing over
a solid, smooth substance.
'What are you looking at ?'
Why, this portrait.` 'What kind of a portrait is it ?'
How heavy isit 7'
Why, it is white; how smooth it is l'
'lt is very heavy.
I should think it was marble.'
'What
in it that

was

menced

describing

a

'

'

'

kind of

shelf does it stand upon Y'

a

upon any shelf; but on a
This was her description of

projection

'It

does not stand

from the

fire-place."

marble bust, weighing not far
standing upon a Doric stove which

from

a

one hundred weight,
projects into the room. She distinguished diierences of
size, tigure, weight, color, and surface (as smooth or rough),
in the articles which she described; and, although many
things were omitted, and some only partially indicated, not
tlwslayhhst mistake was made, although many attempts were
made to mislead her. The subject of two pictures, which
she very obstinately refused to give me a description of, she
In this room
very readily described to me when she awoke.
she recognized my daughter, and said she had seen her be-

fore, but could find
asked her

no

other person in the house. I then
chamber, and look for the children.

to pass into the

mor.nent's pause, she stooped over, and turned her
if turning down the clothes of a bed, and said there

After

a

hand,

as

was a

child

asleep;

but that his head

At this sho seemed

with clothes.

was entirely covered
quite disturbed. She said

very uncomfortable, and that 'it was not
covered up.'
"As there was now very little time to spare, I said, 'Let
us go down stairs; perhaps we shall now be able to tind the

the child

healthy

was

to be

rest of the

so

family! In

a

moment she

said;

'

Good-evening]
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asking her

On

whom she saw in the room below, she described
ihdlviduuls, two of whom she recognized as having seen the day before and the other as an elderly Quaker
,ady whose very peculiar dress she described with the great
three

This was the
accuracy and with considerable humor.
my experiment as the time fixed by Dr. Capron for

est

czosc ot

her to awake

was near

at

haud, and I hastened

to

conduct

I arrived at the end of my imag
the time expired, at which moment she

her back to Providence.

mary gourney just as
awoke
On my return home, I ascertained that all her de
acriptwm retatmg to the £1|dt'm2'luala qf my family were perfectly
correct
'

Al the time of

our

supposed visit, my daughter was alone
exception of the children, who were

in

the house-with the

in

bed-and sitting in the room where she was described to
The other three members ot the family did return about

be

the time at which

experiments concluded, and were in
Furtherby Miss Brackett.
visiting the little boy on her retum, found
our

the lower room, as described
more,

him

in

Mrs

F

on

precisely

distressed the

the uncomfortable situation which
invisible visitant.

so

much

sympathetic

'You will

excuse me from making any observations or ofAs
opinion upon these remarkable phenomena.
facts. you are perfectly welcome to them, and to make what
use of them you please; being satistled that all remarkable

fering any

facts, but particularly those of
any known

principle.
"

a character not referable to
should be made public.

Yours

truly,

"Mr, T. C. HABTBHORN."

"

E. L. Fnormxennr.

FROM HONBIEUB B. F. BUGABD.

'

"B°"°x'0°mb°' 10' Im'

Mr. T. O. Hanrsnonnz
"
DEAR Sm: I do not delay

a moment to answer yours of
At another time you shall hear from me again;
at present, I will relate a tact about a somnambulist.
About three months ago, I went to the house of Mr. L.,

the 7th inst.
"

to

spend

an

evening.

with them their

son

I found him and his

A., Mrs. C.,

a

French

lady at home, and
lady, and Mr. G.,

890

nrmnm

friend of mine. Mrs. C. not feeling very well, one of the
company suggested to me that I ought to magnetize her.
Having offered my services to relieve her in that way, she
a

accepted the oier. I put her asleep in less than tive minutes.
As it generally, though not always, happens in such cases,
she answered all my questions.
"This lady has come to this country with her husband,
leaving in Paris her mother and three children. After a little conversatlon, during which she drank some tea, I sent her
home to Paris, to look after her family there.
She answered
a question in relation to their health, by saying that her eldest daughter was not well, but was affected with sore eyes;
that a certain physician was in attendance, whom she named
distinctly, but whose name is at this moment out of my
memory; that her second daughter had a cold, and that 'her
little son was perfectly well.
'

"

Upon asking her whether her mother had attended
during the day, it being Sunday, she replied that she
attended in the morning, but not in the afternoon. On being
requested to look at the clock, and tell the time, she replied
without hesitation, '4o'clock;'
and on making the calculation myself, I found lm- to be correct*
church

"I
She

soon

was

by the mere exertion of my will.
having taken any tea, and although

after awoke her

not

aware

of

she put the question to every one in turn whether she had
taken any, she remained unconvinced of what shehad ac-

tually done.
"

About tive

or

six weeks after this

experiment, Mrs. C.

received a letter from her mother, confirming every pa/rtahular
she had said concerning her children.
"I would observe that, when awake, I asked her what
thought it then was at Paris. She was obliged to

o'clock she

calculate, and, in giving the answer, she was far from being
positive. If any one desires to know who these persons are,
whose initials only are given, I shall at any time be ready to
*

I have tried this

the west.

experiment by sending several somnambnllsts hr to
a correspondence between the time and the

The result showed

longitude, though the slgnillcatlon of
of them.-Truss.

the latter word

was

unknown to two
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glve them, together with

such additionail proof

as

may be

wanted.
"

I

am

your obedient servant,

"B. F. Buelmn."

mon nlrvmnlum E. n. HALL.

"To Mr. T. C. Hurrsnonn:

"PB°'m"°"D°°°mb°' 1' Im'

"Dum Sm: You wish
my experience and
ism.
I have been

me to write you something about
opinions on the subject of Animal Magnetunwilling to say anything publicly about

that of which I know

so

little; and I should decline

now,

if

had not

already appeared in several journals with~
out my permission, and in support of facts not correctly
given. It was so in the reference to me which the appendix
to your first number contained, afterwards quoted by Colonel
Stone, although there was no exaggeration, A man's own
opinion may be of little importance; but truth is of great
importance on all subjects, and especially as to matters of
observation and fact. I feel willing. tLcrefore, and feel it to
my

name

be due to others, to say, in brief, what I have
I believe.

seen

and what

by giving a view, first, of the princialone, but many observers in this city,
have examined this subject, and then of some of the results,
There seems to be an imso far as they can be called results.
pression abroad, and here also, with many, that those of us
who have not had sufhcient confidence in our own wisdom,
nor seen sudicient cause in the facts ofered, to pronounce
this whole affair an imposition, or reject it as an absur"I

can

do this best

ples by which,

not I

dity, are altogether believers
dupes. I am not concemed
lievers, I do say.

portion

of the

and

dupes.

to say.

How far

That

we

are

we

are

not be-

I believe I may say it of a very large
in this place, though I am not

intelligent

authorized to speak for others. What is exactly intended,
in saying that we are not believers, will appear from what
follows. 'It may not beuseless, to this or any cause, to speak
of

principles

of evidence-the kind of

which all matters of this kind should be

inquiry and test to
subjected-and thr-

distinction between inquiring and believing. Candor and f-rt-_
dulity are too often confounded. The tlrst is one or the

l
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noblest of traits, most rare and most useful; the last is one
of the most common and most hurtful.
Let me recommend,
this subject, the perusal of some pieces ascribed to Judge
Williams, of Taunton, published first in a paper there, and
afterward appended to a pamphlet by Charles Poyen, as written by 'a member of the Massachusetts Bench."
on

reality of that which is called Animal Magnetism is
question of fact. As such I view it; as such alone
attach any importance to that which is said or done

"The

purely
do I

a

new or old; whether it agree with
oppose them all; whether the wise
in France of the last century, or those of the present,

about it.

Whether it be

preconceived opinions
men

believe or

disbelieve;

or

whether the marvellous powers here sup-

posed, if real, would do most good or evil; whether the
possessed nuns,' the Salem witches,' and the old wives,'
of all ages and both sexes, have not wrought as great won'

'

ders

as

'

the modern somuambulists-are all

questions

of

it is true, and proper inquiry, but utterly impotent, if not irrelevant, in settling a question of fact. Then,
as to fears or hopes in regard to the truth of Animal Mag-

lively interest,

netism, I have neither.

I have not the least solicitude that

it should prove either true or false. I know it is either
true or false, whether proved so or not, whether I believe or reIf it be false, it will do no
any man, or all men.
If true, it will do good; for all truth is good,
and does good. Its interference with any other truth is an
impossibility. It is not in the power of Animal Magnetism,

ject,

or

great harm.

anything else, known or unknown, to destroy one particle
religion, or nature, or man. Tmrrr-rs are never
destroyed. They are not of man: he can neither create nor
annihilate the smallest of them. They are of God, and they
are imperishablc.
There is but one question and one investigation, in this or any subject, that should awaken great
anxiety, or be deemed <-ssvntinl-What is truth?
Now, in seeking the truth in regard to Animal Magnetism, there seems to me to have been too mu:-h credulity, a
The public at large are irwredutoo easy faith, with many.
lous, and they ought to be. Some of them, to be sure. are
very weakly incredulous, from self-conceit, or obstinacy,
But many are wisely
or timidity, or
blank ignorance.
or

of truth in

"
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lncrednlous.

A

mind

healthy

will

never.

as

it cannot,

believe that which is wholly strange, intrinsically improbable,
and not yet supported by evidence adapted to its nature or
to its magnitude.
And much of the evidence
oiered in this case, and relied on, is neither of the kind nor
degree that the case demands. I have seen many trials,
where the truth of everything was almost taken for granted,

proportioned

and the

and

merely looked on with open
subject' was of course asleep, and
insensible to all sounds and sights, they have openly said and
done everything, and then wondered that she knew it! This
is singular folly. It is child's play. The true principle in
testing such supposed wonders, is to take nothing for
granted; no, nothing. I go to the examinations without asmouths.

men

women

Bupposing

the

'

suming a single fact in the case, but rather distrusting everything until it is proved. The whole matter is improbable,
i. e., is opposed by all we have ever seen, and all we know.
I have a right, therefore, to institute the most rigid and suspicious scrutiny on every point. I will not believe because
the operator is an honest man, and the subject pure and true.
That I do not dispute, and it is to be taken into the account.
But it does not of itself prove much in a case like this. The
best men in the world may he deceived, and so may the

Nay, such is human nature, that in certain circumstances, the best and wisest may deceive others, however unintentionally. I will not believe even my own senses,in matters
so unaccountable, until I have had frequent opportunities of
wisest.

examining.

I hold that

anything

which is

pouible,

is

more

person should see without eyes, and
travel without moving.
I demand, therefore, for such facts,

probable

than that

such evidence

as

a

it is not

possible

to

evade

or

resist.

Bo long

be any evasion or other explanation, my own
mind will not receive the appearances as facts, whether
others receive them or not, whether I wish to receive them
as

there

or

not.

can

"I distrust all appearances that may be feigned, or in
which imagination may be the sole agenf; and the power of

imagination

is almost

indefinite.

I distrust all

answers

given to leading questions. A very great portion of the
questions which I have heard put to supposed somnamhu-

L
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lists, have been suggestive.

Idistrust all infomation

given,

when that information could have been obtained either from

carelessly dropped in the room, or from personal inprevious knowledge of objects and places. To
make out a case of actual clairooyance, or of mental locomotion,»there must be not only no probability, but no possibility of any of the above helps or explanations. Nor can 1
conceive of but one kind of proof of this particular power.
That proof is the conso inconceivable and inexplicable.
sciousness of holding in one's mind a fact unknown to all
others, proposing the inquiry ourselves in the most guarded
manner, without any suggestion, or hint, or help of any kind,
and then hearing a true and unequivocal answer. It is little
to hear others ask questions, when you know not what
communication there may have been previously. It is insuiiilcient to be told even that letters were read, through bandages and envelopes many, if you know nothing of the actors,
hints

tercourse and

even

if you believe their assertions.

For letters have been

read, by peculiar processes, without being opened; and
letters have been opened and returned so well sealed, that
the writer himself could not detect any appearance of
change. So that, while I disclaim all suspicion of foul play
in the
not

cases

of this kind

occurring here,

I insist that

they

are

the power of seeing through opaque subwhere the letter is not for a moment lost

positive proof of

stances, except
sight of by the writer

If it is not lost sight of
or operator.
openly read, and its contents correctly told, then is this
also evidence of the highest kind; supposing, as before that
but

the writer is

sure no one

but himself knows what the letter

contains.
not for their

peculiar value, but
feeling and principles of evithis place have brought to inns subject

things are said,
explanation of the kind

"These
in

of

dence which many in
They show that, so far at least, there has been no verv great
credulity or liability to he deceived. And I believe l may
add-to

speak

now

more

definitely

of the results-that,

whether deceived of not, some of us have not been satished
I know of few intelligent observers of Animal Magnetism an

Providence who look upon the subject as settled, or who
wish to be considered as any other than interested and candid

»
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inqnirers. If there are those who
between inquirers and believers, or

know not the diierence
who think that the

only

the scoifers, we must be excused from going
into any argument with them or about them. It is violating
all probability and all common sense, to suppose that hun-

wise ones

dreds of

of

are

men

and women, of every profession and station,
and at least respectable informa-

unimpeachable veracity,

tion, without any concert, compensation, or assignable motive,
should engage in the same childish attempts at imposition,
produce the same strange results, and in diifereut places beor subjects on a large scale, for no earthly
pleasure of being duped! Then, to crown the
wisdom of such a supposition, it is only necessary to take a
single case; for instance, that of a young woman, of good
sense and character, feigning total blindness for a year or
two before she hears of Animal Magnetism. in order to be
prepared for it; subjecting herself to all manner of priva»
tions; denying herself the agreeable privilege of seeing,
working, eating, walking, or doing anything with com~
fort; falling repeatedly, in this pretended blindness, so as to
receive serious injury, and remain for weeks in severe pain
and dangerous illness; then all at once contriving, her eyes
come

operators

end but the

still closed and covered, to walk about easily and to see correctly; not for her own comfort or gain, but only for the
public entertainment or public suspicion; her family, physi-

cians, and friends at home, all the while asserting her actual
blindness, and all with whom she lives being unable to detect in hera single appearance of
insincerity, or even power
of mahvgemeni; yet all an imposition! Believe it who will.
Find its parallel or explanation, if possible, in any case of
witchcraft or delusion, or rather,in1position; for it is im-

portant to distinguish. Delusion there may be, of some
kind, in this very case, and every other; but imposition
there is not, if any evidence can be trusted, or any fact

proved by testimony

or

observation.

"This is the iirst result to which I
there is

intentional

am

brought,

viz., that

deception in this matter. I do not say
that none who have ever engaged in Animal Magnetism have
been deeeivers, or that there has been no wilful deception in
alingle instance here. I mean simply that, as a general, it
no
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not a universal fact, the circumstances of the case forbid |
suspicion of fraud. Self-delusion there may be. But an attempt to delude others, any kind of collusion or impodtion,
artitice, management, humbug, there is no reason to suspect.
Those only who exhibit themselves for money give room for
any such suspicion; and they may not have been guilty.
In the most remarkable cases we have had, in almost every
case that I have seen or heard, there has been an utter absence of all ground for suspicion of motives.
Nor have I
known of more than one observer who has imputed bad motives; and he has given more evidence, in his book, of having

practised

than of

having detected

fraud.

"A second conclusion to which I have
most

This

inquirers, is in favor of the realty
follows, indeed, from a belief in

concerned.

But it deserves notice

universal now,

ln

come,in common with
of the magnetic sleep.
the

honesty

of those

conviction almost
the minds of those who have given any alas

a

tention to the

subject. There is no reason for the least doubt
that a peculiar sleep is produced by certain manipulations,
differing widely from common sleep. accompanied often by
a suspension of sensibility, and sometimes by a remarkable
activity of mind and power of communication. So far as
this constitutes Animal Magnetism, I doubt if there are many
informed minds, in this or any city, or any country, who
doubt its reality.
"
Of all beyond this, there are many who doubt, and there
-

is

reason

for

great ditlidence and

caution.

In all that per-

mind upon another without words
or signs, i. c., the power of simple volition-and all that is
meant by clairecg/ance, especially the faculty of inspecting
tains to the action of

human bodies, and
no opinions which

convictions.

one

visiting in spirit distant places-I
can

be called

conclusions,

or

have

absolute

Much of the evidence adduced in support of
I
me wholly insumcieut.

these wonderful faculties, is to
do not mean that it is suspicious

unimportant, but insutiiseen evidence, at times.
which in itself was irresistible; fncts which I defy any man
But the powers
to account for on any known principles.
themselves which these facts tend to prove are so amazing,
so utterly incomprehensible and tremendous, that my mind
cient to

produce conviction.

or

I have
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demands

more

evidence, repeated

stance, and tested

by

all orders of

;n every
men.

vanety of circum-

before .t will

or can

fully beheve. Then, too, there are so many failures made
by every somnambulist, so many inequalities. inconsistencies, and perplexities, that it becomes the part of wisdom. if
not of necess1ty,to suspend judgment and wait for greater
revelations. Inequalities, it is true and failures. are no
proof of the absence of the power, They belong to all
states of

mind, and

occur

often

even

in the natural sciences.

They weigh something

in favor of the

And at all events, until

we

honesty

of the

parties.

know what the power is. we have
laws or conditions, to say that it must

no right to prescribe
always do this or never do that. We ought only to examine
the more closely and widely on this account, and draw in-

ferences and pronounce judgments with extreme caution.
"'But they are facts] you say-'what will you do with
I can only say I know not what to do with them.
themt'
Facts they are, so far as I can discover. I have witnessed
them, I have tried them severely, I have been compelled to
admit them in some cases. The evidence has sometimes, in
some few instances of my own observing, been as high and
complete as I can conceive. But the cases have not been sailiciently numerous and varied, the evidence not sntliciently
tested, to sustain belief in such monstrous capacities. I
will believe anything, or more properly, I must believe any
and

everything,

that is

proved.

whether I understand its

not, whether I can reconcile it or not with my preconceived notions. Its relations, its purpose, its uses, and
consequences, I leave with Him who gives all powers and
ordains all truth. But it must be proved, and the proof
must be proportioned to the nature and magnitude of the
nature

or

to be established.
You may wish me to refer to some facts. It cannot be
necessary, and I have already been too iong. In the particular case with which my name has been connected. I had Miss
B. wholly under my own control. I questioned her about places

thing
"

objects which she had never seen, and some of which, as
they then existed, no creature but myself could have known. I
proposed the questions in the most guarded manner. I had
and

never

been satisfied before, and I did not expect to be then.
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But, if not satistled, I was confounded. She deaoribeddabtant
olpecta, whose position in some cases I had just changed, when
ezuterwe an other cases I did not then know or believe, so truly,
so wonderfully that I could only ma/reel.
Al other times, the
has done the same in regard Io my own house, and houses in
other towne and States,
Then, as to her power of seeing
(not taking her blindness for granted, though unquestionable).
1 have med at in various ways, and am convinced that she sees
either by some other organ than the eye, or with such rays
of light only as can penetrate all substances, if there a.re any
such

I have

seen a

seakd

LEAD, whzbhletter she

in

letter, contaimng a passage enclosed
heldattheadeqfher headnot more

a moment, au. nr mom, then gave itbaek to the writer,
afterward wrote what she had read in it; lheletter was
opened In my presence, and the two writings agreed in eoeryword,
Of her power, or
there being two dtfererwet in spelling only.
that ot' any somnambulist, to examine bodies and describe
diseases in others, Ihave seen no satisfactory proof. But one
of our hrst physicians, who has published nothing on the subject, has recently told me of a case of his own which is enough
to silence, it not convince, most sceptics.
I regard the whole subject as a matter of curious study.

than

and

"

It has

no

claim to be called

a

science, for that denotes

some-

thing known and settled. It is hardly a subject for lecture!
or public discourses, much less for exhibition and
prodt. It
should be subjected to private and quiet examinations, scientitlc inquiry, patient, rigid, unsparing experiment, yet candid
and kind.

If it will not bear this trial, let it fall. If it will
There is much doing now, I am
told, privately and encouragingly. Yet it will not surprise
me if the whole matter dies away soon, and is not revived
again for years. I am not sanguine about its progress or its
let

us

learn what it is.

benefits

If wisely pursued, neither weakly trusted nor weakly
scorned, whatever of truth or delusion it contains will appear
in good time
As yet, I believe little, but hope something.
and fear nothing.
With great regard,
'~

"E. B. Ham."
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mon 'rms REV. EL
"

"

nm.

Roxaunr, November 21, 1887.

Mr. T. C. Huvrsnonus
"
Dam Sm: I shall give you a simple narrative of what
passed in my presence, on the evening when Miss Brackett
was put into the magnetic sleep and conducted to
my place
of residence in Roxbury, as the fact: appeared to mo, leaving

you to make such a use of it as you may think proper, and
others to draw whatever inferences from it they please. If

charged with too great minuteness, I will only say that my
desire and purpose is to state the whok truth, without coloring
or reservation.
"

Intending to visit the Mansfield mines in my August vacawas induced, by friends in Boston, who had
recently

tion, I

witnessed the powers of diierent somnaznbulists, to go

Providence, and seek

an

opportunity

to

see

them

on

to

myself.

One of these friends

kindly obtained for me the letter of intropresented to you by me from your brother in Boston,
in which he simply mentioned my being 'a brother teacher] and
one anxious to see the eiects of Animal Magnetism, from
other motives than those of mere curiosity. Not a syllable
was said, and 1 am sure no one could have conjectured, about
the objects I should wish to have described, and which were
described by Miss Brackett with a promptness, accuracy, and
particularity which amazed me. You must remember, also,
duction

that, in the course of my conversation with you, I had avowed
myself, as I really was, before trial, a sceptic on the whole
subject, to be reclaimed only by evidence which should seem
to me irresistible; and a determination to watch, with the
closest

scrutiny, every circumstance, look, and movement,
might pass before me; and I distinctly remember that
this was, also, your evidently sincere and repeatedly expressed

that

desire.
"

Meeting accidentally with my friend Mr. Joseph Harrington, Jr., of this place, who assured me of his strong desire to
witness an exhibition of somnambulic

clairvoyance,

if it

ex-

isted, I requested, in your presence, the privilege of having
him accompany me, which Mr. Metcalf, at whose house Miss
B

was

then

residing,

very

kindly

and

politely granted.

arrrrrinri.
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After

calling, with Mr. Harrington.

on

Dr. Capron, the mag~

to wait on him and
solicit the favor of seeing his patient in the magnetic sleep,
and having the hour tixed upon, we went to Mr. Metcalf's ai
half-past 7 P. M., and were introduced to Miss Brackett. Dr.

netizer, stating the motive which led

Capron

me

in, with several other gentlemen and ladies,
successively introduced; and, in a few minutes,
he proposed to commence the process of magnetizing, after
1 had placed a rocking-chair where I pleased, and Miss B.
had been led to it in the perfect attitudes of blindness, by
who

soon came

were

Miss Metcalf.
"

In order to prevent unfairness

or

collusion between the

parties, I requested that lamps might be placed near, and
directly before, Miss B., and took my seat at her side. Dr.
Capron readily complied with my request, but said that, as
her eyes were still, as they had been for several days, inflamed.
it would be necessary to put a bandage, or cotton, before
them, to prevent the effects of too strong alight. I proposed
the latter; it was brought, and, in our
presence, rolled into
balls, and inserted bctnccn the spectacles she wore and he!
eyes, in such a manner that it fu-ould have been impomhk for
her, eten with the best eyes, to see a 'ray of light. This cotton
was watched, and it remained in itsplaee through thewhole thne.
Of the process of magnetizing, I will only mention one or
After Miss
two phenomena which I have not seen stated.
Brackett was apparently in a profound sleep, Dr. Capron requested us to observe the effect of pointing his fingers towards, but without touching by several inches, her hand.
At first, her arm and hand were gently agitated, the agitation
increasing as his fingers approached, until her hand was
drawn or attracted with- violence up to the magnetizer's.
The experiment was repeatedly tried on the right and left
hands, according to the direction, in CMI? instance ruccwfully,
and with the name result, without a word spoken, or sign
given, which could have indicated which hand would be
approached. We were then requested to tryvhe same experiment

ourselves, and did

so

without thc least effect.

being roused hy Dr. Capron, Miss Bruckett instantly
started from her chair, and, to our astonishment, passed
twice round the room, with a rapid and sure step, avoiding
"On
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every individual and article of fumlture, and saying that
she 'could not, and would not, stay where there were so
She then hurried through the parlor to the
many people.'
door of the entry, seized its handle instantly and unerringly,

and, turning her face towards us, opened it, and gained the
outer step, where Dr. Capron took .her arm, and, persuading
her to return, seated her in the chair she had left, when she
was again introduced toall the strangers present; the tlrst
introduction

been made while she

having

was

in her natural

state, the last while in the magnetic state,
"Dr Capron then requested a tumbler of water to be
brought, and, after drinking about half of it himself, he
roused Miss B. who had apparently sunk into a profound and
quiet sleep, as she afterwards did repeatedly, and requested
She did so, when Mr. Harrington
her to drink some of it.
drew to a corner of the room, and, after writing on a slip of
paper, beckoned me to him, and simply held the paper before
Will the contents of the lumbkr
me, on which was written,
'

to be castor

oil,'

or

words to that effect.

He then beckoned to

who went to him, and, reading the sentence,
a nod that he would cheerfully do it; and, re-

Dr.

Capron,
indicated by

taking his seat, which was placed between two and three
feet before Miss Brackett, he said, without moving a limb, or

uttering

a

syllable

more-

'Come, Lurena, drink a little of this, and you will feel
better, I thiuk;' alluding, as I supposed, to a severe headache, of which she had spoken to us in the course of our
conversation, before the doctor's entrance.
"

"
She raised the tumbler to her lips, and suddenly replaced
lt in her lap, with evident nausea and aversion.
'
"
Dr C.
Come, drink a little of it. It is very good.'
'
"Miss B.
Goodl' moving her lips; 'you know it is not

good.

1

"

Dr C.

"

Miss B.

"Dr. C.

'

Why 1'
Why 'I
'

It makes

me

sick.'

'

0, no; drink one mouthful)
She did so; and, had she witnessed the ceremony of taking pure castor a thousand times, the apparent effect on her
"

lould not have been
"Mr,

more

Harrington again

true to nature.

summoned the doctor, and whis-
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percd,
'

Wil,

too low to be heard
now, that it is

by

muy?

any other person in the room,
He tumed, and repeated only

words resembling those used in the hrst experiment. On
looking into the tumbler, she seemed to smile ironically, and
said"
'Drink

this! drink this/ you know I cannot) with an
which any one, seeing snui to be

expression of countenance
the contents of

a

tumbler about to be drank

oi,

must have

assumed.
"
I then

requested Dr. C., ln the tame manner, to 'will :Y
pleasant lemonade! After long persuasion, without a
word or gesture, however, which could have indicated the
nature of my request, on Dr. C.'s part, she put the tumbler
cautiously to her lips, and, tasting, drank the whole of the
to be

water that

remained.

"

Dr. C.

"

Miss B.

Well, Lurena, how do you like that ?'

it's very good, but a little too aour.'
of the strangers present now requested, in a
that he would ' wdl the tumbler to be ,jilled with an

"Some

whisper,

'

'Why,

one

the-area/m.'

I sat at Miss B.'s

elbow, and watched both her

and Dr. C. 's words and motions. Colluslon, or
like a secret understanding between them in what

countenance

anything

followed, I belaeoa to have been impossible.
Dr. C.
Come, Lurena, drink what I have got for you
"

'

You will ilnd lt very good.'
Rousing, she looked into the empty tumbler, and
tinued silent. On further inquiry, she saidnow.
"

"

con-

You know I cannot drink it.'

"Dr. C.
"Miss B.

'Why'I'
'

1'os been

waitingfor a spoon this ha{fhour.'
brought and given her. She raised the
tumbler. and, imitating to perfection the manner of a lady
taking an ice-cream in a fashionable and elegant circle, she
tlnished it, and replaced the tumbler in her lap, as one waiting for a servant to take it.
"Dr. C.
'Well, is not that good?'
Miss B.
Yes, it's very good, but a little too highly Bef
"A spoon

was

"

then

'

vored for me.'
I should have mentioned that, while
hand to her face in apparent pain.
"

eating it, she put bt
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'What is the matter with your facet'

"Dr. C.

'WM/, it makes my teeth adw : :Ta so co&1.'
requested Dr. Capron to take the tumhzer from
her, and, in a whisper scarcely audiblc lo him, to 'will a black
kitten to be in her lap.'
He assented, and, taking his seat before her, as I did mine at her side, he said, without previously
muttering a syllable, even in whisper, to any one, or making
"Miss B.

"I

then

the least motion, 'Lurena, come, wake up, and see what you
have in your lap.' She seemed gradually to wake.
`What
have you in your lapt' Looking down, she instantly began

draw her

to

up with aversion at the

arms

object

seen, but

remained silent.
"

Dr. C. 'What is the matter?

"Drawing her
fended, 'Prettyt

arms
no.

~....`n't take it!

Is it not prettyt'

still farther up, she said, evidently ofWhat have you put that in my lap for?

I won'tl'
'

"Dr. C.
"

'0, yes; take it.'

Miss B. 'I won't.'
Dr C. 'Well, it' you do not like it, give it to me.'
Liftit precisely as one would by the nape of the neck, and

"

ing
tossing it, she said, 'There, take the dirty bhzck thing./'
"The preceding exp :riments were tried, in consequence of
our having heard that similar ones had been made without

failure in any instance; and I am as certain as I am of bi-ing
able to see or hear anything directly before me, that no direc-

tion, either by

magnetizer

a

whisper,

to the

I gave Dr. C. could
one
"

'

to

pause, or gesture, was given by the
and I know that the directions

magnetized;

not have been

anticipated by

him

or

any

Roxbury,

and

else.
I

now

requested

Dr.

Capron

to take her to

stop in front of the Universalist meeting-house

tom of the

hi11,'

as

the nearest

prominent object

at the bot~

to

my

own

house.
'

Well, Lurena, Mr. Kent wishes us to go to RoxWill you go?
"Miss B. 'Yes, I should like to go very well.'
'"Dr. C,
'In what way shall we go?
We will go through the air, if you please, and
"Miss B.
"Dr. C.

bury

'

and visit his house.

'

'

I should like to go high)
"Dr. C., at

3°

l1i8h?'

some

one's

suggestion.

'Why

do you wish to
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'
'
Miss B
Why, to avoid the steeples and trees that will
be in our way!
The appearance manifested on her passage from place to
'

has been

place
and
"

'

described

correctly

by

In about

others.

one

half minutes, Dr C. said'
Well Lurena. have we got therel'

a
'

Miss B,

Yes.

we

have;

'

with

an

appearance of exhaus-

tion.

"At this moment. Dr.
munication with her,
the hour arrived. I
see

the

Capron proposed

to

put

me

in

com-

he had engagements to attend to at
requested, however, that I might first
as

you take the guidance of her, as I was wholly ignorant of
manner of it
Dr. C. mentioned that this might be as

well, and introduced you.
"

Bracket, how do you do? I

'Miss

Mr. H.

to meet you in

Roxbury)
Why, Mr. Hartshorn,

'

"Miss B

how

am

very

came

happy

you to be

heret'
"Mr H
"You

'I

am

here

on a

visit.'

_

present were led up
introduced, after she was magnetized. Mr.
Harrmgton now requested you to ask her what she saw.
"Mr. H. 'Well, Miss Brackett, what building have we
were not

and mentioned

in the

room

when all

or

here?
"Miss B

Why

for yourself,
"Mr II

as

do you ask that question?
as I can.

Why,

"Mr H
_

You

can seo

~

Yes, but I should like to know how

"Miss B
"Miss B

well

it is

a

we

agree!

large meeting-house.'

Weli. look round, look up; what o'¢lo¢k is itf'
after apparent examination.
'It ha.: no clock:

This is correct
'

'

Mr, H
'

What do you see? Are there any lightst'
are
and what strange people they are in Rox-

Yes there

bury,

to have

reach

higher

llghts on posts in the daytime! If I could only
E, would take them down, it looks so silly.'

Mr Harrington now directed you to ask what she
before the meet|ng~house.
°

'

Miss B

'

Mr. H

'

Mies

R

I

see n

building."

What sort of a building is itl'
'It is a brick one.' Correct.

saw
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"Mr.
"

at Mr.

H.,

Brackett,

Harrington's suggestion.
building. Are we

will go to this
Yes,.we are.'

we

Miss

'Now,
therei'

'

Miss B.

"Mr. H.

'Well, should you like

to go

in, and

what

see

there may be theret'
Miss B.
I should.'
"

'

"

Mr. H., after a moment's pause. ' What do you see? '
"Miss B.
O, how beautiful these are! How good they
'

tastel'

She then

appeared to eat some kind of fruit; but,
suddenly stopping, said, 'O, I forgot; I have no money, sir;
I beg your pardon; and apparently laid down what she held
'

in her hand.

"Mr. H.

'What

are

you

eating,

Miss Brackett?

Do you

wish for

money? Here it is.'
Miss B., smiling with evident pleasure. 'I thank you;'
and seeming to take up the fruit again and eat it, said, How
pleasant it is l It is so good I think I'1l take another! She
"

'

did

so.

.

"

Mr. H.,
"
Miss B.

'

What sort of fruit is it 2'
by direction.
I don't hardly know. They are apples or pears.
They taste very good.'
Mr. H.
'Well, Miss Brackett, look round and see what
else you may like. It will refresh you to take something after
your rapid joumey.' In afcw moments, putting her left hand
under the chin, she seemed like one attempting to crack A
'

'

"

hard-shelled

nut with the teeth.

"Mn H.

'What have you there 'I'
'Why, it's a Caatalia nut, and

"Miss B.

can't crack it;'
"Mr, H.

'

'

"Miss B.
a

hard that I

'

Caatana nut ?
it

so

with still greater eiort.
You mean, do you not, the
Castalia nut ?

trying

Yes; I don't know what you call it; but Icall

Oaafalzlz nut"

"Mr. H.

'Wf-ll, shall

tleman.

'

we

go

now

?'

please. But, O, I haven't paid
There, sir;' laying, as it were, money

"~Miss B.

If you

the genupon

a

counter.
"

one,

llay

The building where this

imaginary scene passed

is

a

brick

Tho
present as a West India goods store.
after my retum from Providence, I called at this store

occupied

at
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inquired, first, whether the storekeeper had any fruit for
on Wednesday evening.
He replied in the affirmative,

and directed

me

apples which he said had been
days. On tasting one, I certainly

to a basket of

the counter three

on

or

four

should not have doubted the correctness of Miss B. 's taste, had
she been present when she seemed to enjoy them so much.
'Have you any Castana nuts?' 'You will izind them in the winnext to the door.'
They rrcre there in one of the three dal

dow

visions

ofa box, containing defer: nt kinds of nuts.

"At the door of the store you will remember having put
me in communication with her.
Miss Brackett, here is our mutual friend, Mr.
"Mr. H.
Kent, who was introduced to you in Providence.'
'

"

'

Good-evening, Miss Brackett; I am very glad to see you
Roxbury ;' taking her hand.
"Miss B. 'Why, Mr. Kent, how did you get here so soon?
with apparent surprise and emphasis.

in

"

'

"

Miss B.

I followed you in the railroad cars.'
In the cars! That is impossible!
'

not travel so fast in the

You could

through the air."
Well, suppose, then, that I came in the stage/
Miss B.
'In the stage! You have just said you came in
the cars!
Your stories do not seem to Iumy together," smiling.
'°'I confess, Miss Brackett, that I cannot tell you how I
came; but that is of no consequence; it is certain I nm here,
and wish you to go with me to my house, a short distance
"

cars as

I did

'

"

from this.
"Miss B.
"After

and

a

giving

Will you attend me 2'
'Yes, sir, I will.'
time suflicicnt to conduct her
two or three

back and start
'

again.

directions, I said,

I believe I

am

only afew steps,

'

Stop, we must go
wrong.' She laughed
'

you laughing nt, Miss Brackett?
"Miss B.
'Why, I am laughing at the fact that you, a
gentleman, should invite me to attend you to your house,

audibly.

What

are

when you don'tk1ww the way there ymtrse{f!' I cheerfully confess, sir, that my feelings at this moment, in consequenco.of
what I had witnessed and heard after her arrival in

Roxbury,

very much resembled those of an oratoricnl tyro, who has lost
the place in his manuscript, nnd stands before un audience

evidently waiting

for

words, which it is

not in his power to
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command

at faultl

utterly

I did not feel certain that I

should select such landmarks and

use

such terms

would be

as

'

guide auch 4 companion to the house, and said, I am
very free to acknowledge, Miss Brackett, that you may have a
better guide, under my direction, and here is our friend, Mr.
Hartshorn, who will take you in churge.'
to

aura

'

'

"

Will you go with me to Mr. Kent's 'I
Mr. H.
'I will;for he does not
"Miss B., with evident pleasantry.
seem to know tlw way tlwre himfselff'
'

"

Mr. H., by direction
the right, Miss Brackett.
See 'Z A
"Miss B.

We are now at the first
What do you see T'
large brick house."

'

"

"

see

Mr H.
'I

tavern 'I'

a

I think it is.'
may be.
We will go forward a little.
'It

Miss B.

"

see

'Is it

H.

"ML

corner on

'

What do you

'

Miss B., after
it

'

a

pause.

I shall not tell you, for you

can

yourself.'

whether we agree in opinion.'
large barn.' The stable by which
she must pass measures ninety feet by thirty-two.
Is there anything on the top of it? Look up.'
"Mr. H.
Miss B., after looking up.
Why, what curious people
there are here! They keep lamps on posts burning in the daytime, and put creatures on their barns! There is on this livery
stable an unusually large gilded vane, in the form of a horse.
"

'I wish to

Mr. H.

'It's

"Miss B.

a

see

very

'

'

"

"Mr H.

'We will

the leftshand
'

pause, Are
"
Miss B.
'

Mr. H.

'

Miss B.
'Miz H

you had
random

corner

we
'

'

go forward, cross
is Mr. Kent's house.'

now

there 'Z

a

street, and on
After a short

'

Yes.'
What is there before his house 'I'
tell you, for you know.'

'I sha'n't

'0, yes, tell

never seen

me.

Is there any

my house, your

yard here 1' As
question was put at
°

'

Miss B

'

Mr. H

"Miss B
"Mn H
'

Miss B.

Yard?
'

What sort of

one

is iti'

do you ask such
'Is it a gravelled onel"

Why

No, it is
I

I

Yes."

a

questions!

'

green one; you know it is.'

She
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seemed here,
tritled with.

"Mr. H.
left.
"

Are

as

in several other instances, to feel that she was

Her

'Well,
'

Miss B.

we

there?

we

"Miz H.,

answer was

Yes.

by

will

'I

and enter the

room on

the

'

What

'

a
'

direction.

Brussels, Kidderminster,
"Miss B.

correct.

goin

or

handsome carpet this isl
a carpet is it? Is it

What kind of
what is it?'

what to call it. It's a very
handsome one, but it is not woolkn! The carpet is a painted
canvas, one which had been purchased at the factory and

hardly know

laid down a short time before.
"
I was here again put in communication with her. 'Well,
Miss Brackett, you see me now at home, and I wish you to look
round this room and tell me what you think of the different

objects here.'
"Miss B., apparently looking at the wall. 'O, what ts
beautiful picture this is! It would be perfect if the hair of
the lady was pushed a little farther back. It comes too low
over the forhead.'
Speaking in a Whisper to herself, 'Oh,
what hairl it spoils it. I wish I could push it back;' motioning with her tlngcrs, as if attempting to do so. 'How
The picture described is a Chinese
beautiful that arm isl'
copy of a lady holding a kitten in her arms. and hangs nearest the door.
Although it has been there three years, I was
unconscious of any striking defect in the hair, but found, on
my return, that no artist, with perfect eyes and the most discriminating taste, could have made more just criticism upon
it than she did.
the same, in
others.

Her remark upon the arm was precisely
have repeatedly heard made by

words, that I

"'We
will now, Miss Brackett, pass on, if you please.
What do you see here?
See! what you see, sir-a tab1e.'
Miss B.
Is there anything over it?'
"Miss B. 'O, that lady is perfect. How beautiful she
is! with earnest emphasis. The painting over the table is a
Chinese copy also, of a full-length portrait of the Maid of
Athens; and was correctly described.
'

"

"

'

'

'

'

"

'

Is there

"Miss B.

anything on

this table?

'Yes; and they

are

'

the handsomest of the kind
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I

ever

into
"

'I must look

How very beautiful these arel

saw.

one

of them.'

'

Well, Miss Brackett, open and look into it."
"Miss B., seeming to make an unsuccessful attempt.
can`t; it is locked.'
"At your

'You

suggestion.

through

the top

I shall not look

through

can

look

'I

of it.'
~

the
"

Misa B. ' No; 1 wait me key.
of such a one as this is.'

cover
'

Well,

here is the

key;' putting

the ends of my

ilngers

to hers.

"Miss B,

trying it,

and

handing

not tit'
"

it back

It does

again.

_

'

Oh, I have given you the wrong one. This is the key.'
"Miss B., holding it up, and looking nt it with a smile.
'What a pretty, cunning little key this is! I never saw one
of such a color.'
Inserting and carefully tumiug it, she

opened

the box, and seemed to admire the inside. There
the table two Chinese work-boxes, having the usual
within, and, what I believe is not common, a very

were on

pieces

beautiful cluster of ilowers
of each, with
pearance. The key

a

cover

painted on white satin, in the
third, resembling them in external ap-

was

described with

amusing

and

singu-

lar accuracy; and I found, on my return, that Mrs. K. had
locked the outside work-box, in compliance with our agreement before I left

room, she

she

home, that she should make what striking
me and
every one else, in my

unknown to

alterations,

I, in

pleased.

saw on

the

a

few moments, asked what else
my own mind a large book qf

table, hating in

paintings
blobqfofre

onnbe paper, uh ith I 'remembered

learn her

opinion.

the

"

'Iwish you
thing before itt'
"Miss
that isl
"

"

in

'

there

on

0, what

What is its color?
'

9.

large,

singular and splendid
and of such

a

'

large

one,

urn

color.'

'
-

I don't know what color to call it;'
The urn
It looks white-red.'
undertone.

was a

this ta-

curious to

She smiled, but would make no reply.
to look at the Hreplace.
Is there any

never saw one so

Miss B.

an

was

now

'Yes.

B.

I

learing

work-bores, of whose merits I

speaking
standing
of polished variegated porphyry.
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"

'Ne/w, Miss Brackett, look over the mantel-piece; look
Is there anything therei'
Miss B., speaking with evident emotion and veneration.
O, how beautiful-beautiful!
And, as she spoke, she bent
forward, folded her arms on. her breast, and put herself
exactly in the attitude of our Saviour, as he is painted in a

high.
"

'

'

miniature which represents him at the moment when he
This painting is on ivory, three
said, 'Thy will be done.'
inches square in the clear, set in a deep and broad gilt frame,
hangs about one and a half feet over the mantel-piece.

and
It

was

received from Canton, and placed there but a few
and I know that no indimkiual in Amerika, accept

days before,

I coptinuedmy family, had then sem it.
'
" '
What do you see, Miss Brackett?
"

raising her eyes. 'What
large one?

Miss B.,

"

'

Is it

'

"Miss B.
"

'

Is it

"Miss

a

beautiful

picture that isl'

'

a

as

No: it's

small

as

a

the

very small
one

one.

opposite?

It's too small."

'

'Yes; why, you know it is

B.

as

small

again!

Correct.
"

Well, look down; is there any thing under itt'
'

"Miss B.

You know there is.'

"

What is it?

"

Miss B.,

was,
our
"

'

It's an image of Chnlst'
There
promptly.
standing directly under the picture, a cast~iron image of
Saviour bearing his cross, in bass-relief.
'

What

'

do you see here?
'What large and beautiful

more

"Miss B.
"

'

'Vasesi

"Miss B,
There

How many

are

there?

vases

these arel

'

'

'

Why, you can see as well as I do. There are
_four glass shades, or vases, covering large
qxecimms of Chinese rice-paper flowers; two of them touch~
ing each other at each end of a. long and broad mautel-piece.
We will now, if you please, go into the other room, and
two.'

were

"

what may he there.'
"Miss B. ' Stop amoment; I want to rest me

see

A sofa stands between the
my head aches.'
door, by which she would naturally pass.
"In

a

few moments.

'Will you go now?'

"

Miss B.

"

And what do you Rnd in this roomf'

'

Yes, I will.'

on

this sofa;
and

fireplace
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"Miss B.
don't like this

'Whatl

are

room so

well

there
as

pictures

here too?

But I

the other.'

do not? Look round, it you please, and tell me
pictures are.'
"Miss B.
'Why, I don't know what they are. There is
There was no meh picture in
one that looks like an apostle]
the room, although there had been but a few days before.
'O,
these are beautiful.
0, they are beautiful, very beautiful!
What are they?
"Miss B.
'Why, this book of pictures. Don't you see
"

'You

what the

'

"

themt'
'

",Where are they?
On thepzhnovforte.
Miss B.

But I must go back into
the pictures there.'
I found, on my return, that Mrs. K had removed this book
from thetabkin theotkerroom, wherel leftit, tothe piano, in
this room; and, in sport, phwed a cofee-pot in its stead.
'

"

the other

room.

I want to look

longer at

Whether or not this was the oljeet smiled at, but not mentioned,
I kara others to decide.
Returning with my charge to the
other room, I requested Dr. Capron, who had now come in,
to receive her from me.

her in

looking

at the

He did so, and, after indulging
a short time, on which she

pictures

made the

same remarksas before, he saidWell, Lurena, Mr. Kent wishes us now
Will you go?
"Miss B.
'Yes, I will.'
"

to go

up-stairs.

'

'

"Dr. C.*
"

'

We will go up and enter the left-hand door.'
see here?'

What do you
"Miss B. 'Seel
"

'

I

see a

lady.'

'How is she dressedt'

"Dr. C.

Her

'

"Miss B.

Why,

correct.

that is

ing and smiling, as she
you how ohi you are./'
"Dr. C.

'

"Miss B.,
"Dr. C.

'

a polite question!
Madam," bow.
spoke, the gentkman wishes me to aah
'

How old do you think she is?'
raising her eyes. 'I don't know.

think she is about

I should

twenty)

Are there any other persons in the roomf'

These and many of the succeeding questions
Dr. C. being nnacquainted with my house.
*

answer was

How old is shell'

were

put by mydlreetiun,
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"Miss B. 'No.'
Hn. K was the only per|o1tup,¢'n tho
at the time.
There were, however, two children asleep
in the bed.
We will now go forward and downstairs, and
Dr. C.
pass through the left-hand door.'
"What sort of room is it?'
'It's a large kitchen? Correct. In ashorttims
Miss B.
she seemed to be sipping something.
"Dr. C. 'What have you found, Lurena-anything to
eatl'
"Miss B. 'Eatl no. lt's water, and very good water, too.'

chamber,

'

"

"

There is in the

corner

of this kitchen

a

small

table,

on

which

my cook keeps habitually a water-pail, and generally a longhandled tin dipper in it. On my return, I inquired of her if
she remembered

certainly whether there was water left in the
evening mentioned. She replied that she was
certain of having left it half full, in consequence of Bnding
more water in the boiler than she expected on that even ing.
This pail, however, I found, without letting any one know
the object of my examination, to be left empty when my
domestic retired, four nights in succession. I now directed
Dr. Capron to take her into the next apartment, 'the pumproom, with a lattice front,' forgetting, in my astonishment at
what had passed before me, that there was an intermediate
pail

on

the

room.

"Dr. C. 'Well,

we

sort of room is it?

will

now

go into the next

TOOID.

What

'

"Miss B. Why, this is a kitchen too,onI_|/it iaacmallorona'
Correct.
"Dr. C. 'We will go through the next one, and take the
'
left-hand door into another room. Are we there?
"Miss B. 'Yes, but,'with evident surprise, 'why daH they
tell me Mr. Kent was a minister? It £sn't true. He'a a
'

achoolmaaler/

'

Dr. C. looked at me, and appeared, at least,
patient was here at fault. You will re-

to believe that his

member

having

assured me, sir,

on

the

evening

when

we

before the Franklin House in Providence. that you
had mentioned me, both to Miss Brackett and Dr. Cap-

separated
only
though I

ron,

as a

minister.

had been

a

On my

stating

minister, she

was

to

the latter

correct,

he

that, al-

said,

A
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Why 'do

schoolmaster. Lurena?
mastert'
'

"MissB.

He has

these

eayhe

Why, youcaythiatihisroom,

maater, because tlulr ia
one.

you

a

pictures

is

a

school-

andlwslsa school-

sclwobroom.

And I

here too.

And what

never saw

such

a

singular desks

are! He has chairs fixed instead of seats." It would have

impossible for
sunlight, to give a
been

than she did

patience

a

perfect eyes,
description

I could not at this

yourself,

moment

conducted to the

to have her

acter and contents of

neither to

person with

more accurate

which, I

to Dr.

was

Capron,

room

and in broad
of this

room

repress my imabove, the char-

sure, could be known

to Miss

Bruckett,

nor

to

else in Providence, except Mr. Harrington, who had
totally silent on the subject, from the fact that I had myself scrupulously guarded against giving the least hint of
them to any one, that less than three days had elapsed since
any
been

one

my letter of introduction to you was written, that I was a
perfect stranger to your brother in Boston, who penned it,
and that to entertain a moment's suspicion of collusion be~
the gentleman who obtained it for me by
intelligence of the truth might have been secretly
communicated, would be a gross and unpardonable insult to
unimpeachable integrity.
Dr. C. at length said, Come, Lurena, we will mw go out
tween him and

which any

'

"

qf this room, and up stairs into the room above, which Mr.
'
Will you go?
Kent wishes us to sec.
'
"Miss B.
I
can't
Stop.
go up yet. I must sit down in
this chair and rest me; my head aches."
"Dr. C. 'Well, sit down; we need not bein haste."
then made

He

few motions with the hands before her, after
which she soon roused, and said, in reply to his invitation, 'I
a

don`t want to go up these stairs."
Dr. C. 'Why?'
'

"Miss B. 'Because

so steep and twisting!
ApThey are the hardest stairs I ever
went up.'
The stairs leading to the room above are in one
corner of the school-room, not out of it; are 'steep
and

parently making

an

twisting, and have
same
`

they

effort,

more

are

'

than

once

complaint while ascending

Dr C

Well,

are

occasioned in others the

them.

you in the room?

'
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Miss B.

man

keeps

Yes.

Why,

Mr. Kent isl

He is
I must

a museum.

a

is it

possible?

minister and

What

a

singular

schoolmaster, and
all these things. I could stay

see

a

days; yes, a month. How many things there
arel'
While she appeared to examine objects, I requested
Dr. C. to question her in relation to what she saw. He did so.
"Miss B.
Why, what a ourzbus window that is! I never
And only
saw one before that went clear across a rooml
here four

dve

or

'

He has got it full behind the windows, too.
The glass seems to magnify them.'

look!

large things!
tonishment

this moment

was at

"

large

Dr. C. 'What
'

"Miss B.
"

Dr. C.

"

Miss B.

a

bust of

to

the

'

There is

the room, ha secure my ayzaratiu,
articles connected with natural history.

window, orpartitzbn,
and several

complete.

What

My asa glass

across

do you see? Look up.'
that is very handsome!
What is it?'
now

Why,

'

It looks like marble!

plaster
partition.

of

as I supposed,
pedestal against

Alludlng,

Paris, standing

on a

'

"Dr. C.
Are there any shells herei'
"Miss B.
Why do you ask me that question, when you
'
know I have just put one into your hand?
There were shells
'

After she had seemed to examine the dif-

within her reach.

objects around, with the diderent sensations which
they were adapted to produce, I requested Dr. C. to take her
to a friend's house in this place; but she refused decidedly to
ferent

saying, she would leave this room to see no other one in
Roxbury. She was then charged to remember some of the
things, with a view to have them described the next day, asgo,

sured that she miaht retum to look at my cabinets
as long as, she pleased.

when, and

stay
"

Reconducted to Providence in the

Roxbury, re-entering
instantly said,
Why, there
came

to

the

'

room

are

whom I have not been introduced!
and she
distant
and
"

was

she

Metcalfe, she
gentlemen here, to

'

It was acknowledged,
gentlemen, strangers, from a
the room. between her leaving

State, who had entered
eight

as

at Mr.

introduced to these

returning
In

two

same manner

to

or

Providence.

ten

days after,

called upon me and expressed

the parents of Mr. Harrington
wish to see my cabinets, saying

a
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that

they had received a letter from him (he had not yet rehome), mentioning that Miss Brackett had returned

turned
to

them, and spent the night in examination, after being put
magnetic sleep, that she had described to Miss Met-

into the

calf, the

next day, certain objects which he mentioned, but
they had decided not to name, until they had seen for
themselves. We went to the room, where they found every
object Mr. H. had speciiled in his letter-a bust of Milton,
a large table in the centre of the room, several pictures scattered on one side of it, which belong to a perspective box,
and a box covered with paper, which strikingly resembles
what Miss Brackett said it was-'something like Mosaic work)
I could not account for her recognition of Milton's bust, seen,

which

as

it was, in

a

teacher's room,

than his would be

or

'

museum) where any other

likely
place, until I found, on
being requested by'a gentleman to examine it, what I had
forgotten-the name, Milton) written deeply and legibly on
the back of it, which touched a board partition.
"I am aware, sir, that there may seem to be indelicacy in
thus exposing to the public the objects to be found in a private dwelling, and I would, if I could, have avoided it.
But
I promised, at the moment of leaving you, to describe and
place at your disposal an account of what I saw and heard.
It is right to keep that promise; and, in doing this, I have
felt obliged to give literally the questions asked and answers
to have

'

You haue, according to my best recollectabn, the whole
truth, without reservation or intentabnal coloring. The facts,

returned.

they appeared to me, are at your disposal. With the inferences to be drawn from them I have nothing here to do,
and cheerfully leave the subject with those who may think it
as

worthy either of their ridicule or serious consideration, calmly
and humbly asking for myself, 'What shall we do with these

thing"

,
"

Yours, very respectfully and truly,
"Bmmmm Kam."

FROM KB.

JOSEPH HARRINGTON, JB.

"Roxnua1, November 29, 1887.

present at the abovementioned interview of my friend, Mr. Kent, with Miss Brackett; and with
"DEAR Bm: I

was

'

Arrnxprx.
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a few unimportant particulars, wherein my
dnes
not
distinctly serve me, I bear unhesitating wit»
memory
in his comness to the truth of every statement contained

the

exception of

Unless

munication.

our senses were

judgments thoroughly bewildered,

grossly deceived, or our
were, on the evening
and unexplained mental

we

referred to, spectators of wonderful
of truth
phenomena. And most desirous must every lover
receive
be, that the subject of 'Animal Magnetism' should
that attention which it merits, and that its juggles, if it posrevelations be
sess any, should be exposed, or its astounding
its
and
mysterious
corroborated by accumulated testimony,
If your humble servant, sir, has been
nature unravelled.
duped, hardly less wonderful is the dexterity of the impostors
than somnambulism itself.
~

"

With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
"Josnrn Hannuwrox, Jn.
"Mr. T. C. HmrmoaN."
"

FROM lm. FREDERICK S.

CHURCH.

"Psovmnrcl, September 1, 157

"Mr. T. C. Huvrsnolurz
"

Sm: In

a

conversation with you a few evenings ago, you
short sketch of what I had seen of the phe-

asked of

me a

nomenon

called somnambulism.

i

"

In reply. I can only say that my observation has been coniined principally to one case, and that of a young lady of this
city, known to you. I iirst saw her the latter part of May,
and having previously heard much, but seen nothing. I was,
like most

lated to

others, rather increduhus respecting the facts

me

by

those who had witnessed them.

After

rc-

seeing

her put into an apparently sound and quiet sleep, from which
she could not be awakened by any of the means usually em-

ployed

to

rouse

to show the

persons, the magnetizer proceeded
of his wdl, by causing her to see things
in imagination; for instance, to drink

sleeping

influence

which existed only
water from an empty cup. and to eat bread, fruit, cake, etc.,
from an empty plate. She was also made to see and describe
distinctly the number of persons in the room, articles of small
size

wrapped

in many thicknesses of

cloth,

or

in the

pockets
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of the persons present. Having known of her being sent
abroad and describing persons and things, and having found

her descriptions

to be

generally correct,

where

proof

was

to

be had, I was once induced to request her being sent to the
Island of Cuba, knowing that, if she could describe things
there of which neither she nor any one present, save myself,

conception, it would, in my mind, put
spiritual eisabn beyond the possibility of a
doubt. The request was complied with, by sending her along
the seafcoast in a southwesterly direction, until she came to
the peninsula of Florida. She was then directed to go directly south over the sea, until she came to land. Not more
than half a minute elapsed before she announced her arrival.
She was then told to seek a city. It was almost immediately
found, and, being called on to describe the entrance from the
sea, I was satisiled she was at Matanzas.
Wishing at that
had the most remote

the matter of her

time to have her at

about

sixty miles,

Havana, she

until she

came

was

directed to go west
city, which she

to another

by the harbor, and relate what
going in, she described a large
stone building, unhnished, which I knew to be a new prison
then building. likewise the city walls, mounted with cannon,
the shipping and the harbor generally, with the forts on the
opposite side of the entrance, Moro Castle, Castle Blanco, the
lighthouse, etc. Leading questions were of course avoided.
She also described correctly the quay, the launches loading from an open shed, with many persons there collected,
standing, smoking, etc.; which place is used as akind of Exchange, where the 'merchants do most congregate."
She was then directed to enter a large build ing in that
vicinity-the Cathedral; and her description of it was very
did.
she

Being

saw on

told to enter it

the

right-hand

side

"

"

so far as my memory served, was very correct.
asked what kind of church it was, she replied she

minute, and,

Being

did not know, having never seen anything of the kind before. Observing a number of priests officiating at the altar,
was directed to them.
On being asked their
probable age, she said that 'two were nearly bald, and three,
although very youns. were beginning to be so;' fully satlsfy~
ing me tl. ;t she recognized the priest with the shaven crown."
She saw one bearing a bright vessel, suspended by a chain,

her attention

'
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from whence issued

a

smoke, which he swung before; and

engaged apparently at prayer_ and kneeling before the
altar. Occasionaliy a lid would close over it, and the smoke
cease, when it would be handed to a boy in attendance, then
taken back again, and so used several times during the ceremony. She described with exactness the organ as being very
small for so large a building, and much out of place, which
is the fact being situated in an arch of the ceiling above the
capitals of the columns, the door of the altar as being beauti~
fully inlaid with marble, in mosaic; also the .many and
splendid paintings on the walls.

others

"

At another time, she visited Matanzas. describing the
IH the harbor with sutiicicnt exactness for me to

vessels

identify
the

one

in which I

was

interested; the quay or landing;
on the border, and a

public square, with orangetrees

marble statucin the centre; the church at that place, with
the peculiar architecture and location of the town; to-

gether

with the interior of the

naments, etc.,

including

a

church, the altar, statues,

miniature

brig suspended

or-

from llle

ceiling, by some pious individual, who had been saved from
shipwreck by praying heartily to his patron saint, and thus
fullllled his vows by dedicating the said vessel to his or ner
glory.
I recognized, by her descrption, three iadies of my acquaintance at their residence. And her whole description,
"

far as my memory could be relied on, was strictly correct
I would observe, that, on first being sent to Cuba. no name
of place was given her, and nearly ten days elapsed netore
I met her again, when she asked me where she had been sent,
so

as

in a foreign country, the apentirely different from anything

she knew it must have been

pearance of things being
she had before seen.
"

I close

so

by giving you the

assurance

of my most implicit
facts. and not at-

belief in what I have witnessed, only stating
tempting to account for them.
Respectfully yours,
-

"

"Faanaaxcx S. Crruaca'

L
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`

NOTE

XXIX.-Page 187.

It may be that Deleuze had then in his mind the lamented
who had published his work on physiology a few

Georget,

I am sure the reader will be obliged to me for
years before.
translating the brief notice of him taken by M. Foissac,
page 288.
"The experiments at the Hotel Dieu have

proved the realparticular agent, entirely independent of the patitent's imagination. Those of La Salpétriere afford instances
of the extraordinary phenomena of somnambulism, produced
and tested by men who are an ornament to science, and whose
talents and integrity no person has yet dared to dispute. If
was not the love of the marvellous, nor of notoriety, which
induced M. Georget to study the subject. In his work ov
madness, he inserted the following passage: So longas these
magnetizers perform their experiments in the dark, with the
aid of their abettors; so long as they do not work their mir.
aclea before the Academy of Sciences or the Faculty of
Medicine, they will permit us to omit the trouble of refuting
But Georget's incredulity havtheir reveries or their faith.
ing been shaken by the experiments of the Hotel Dieu, he
examined with distrust what he at iirst rejected with disdain;
and, six months after having written the preceding lines, he
added, in a note. while his work was in the press, that he
had since witnessed several magnetic phenomena, and that
he had himself put to sleep several of his convalescent patients,
and caused them to speak, of which we shall present a very
succinct analysis.
When he put his somnambulists in communication with
a sick person, they immediately experienceda pain, an uneasiness, and sometimes a sharp aEection in the corresponding organs. It often happened that they were immediately
attacked with epilepsy and hysterical fits when they touched
persons atilicted with these maladies, just before the attacks
ity

of

a

'

'

"

came

on.*

"A somnambulist, who had an inflammation of the left
lobe of the lungs, said she saw very well, and as if with her
*Soemtsonu'an|mh|ionofpaln.
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eyes, the organs of her chest, and, in fact, gave a very
markable description of them.
The heart, said she. is
veloped by a membrane to which it does not adhere; it
ceives

vessels,

seven

two of

which, appearing largest,

reen-

re-

were

agitated by a peculiar movement. The disordered lobe appeared very red, resembling the liver in some parts, and presenting grayish spots in several others. The healthy _lobe
hada rosy appearance.

minished,
not

see

she saw less

at all.

There

In proportion as the inflammation diand less clearly, and dnally could

was a

relapse,

but it was limited to the diseased
no more

seen.
'

Georget

and

lucidity retumed;

lobe, the other organs being

observed several facts of the

same

kind.
"

The therapeutic

of his somnambulists presented
They rarely employed any but
daily made use of in their pres-

resources

very remarkable.
those remedies which were

nothing

ence--bleeding, leeches, baths, moxas, blisters, and few poHe always administered ererything they prescribed for

tions.

themselves, and nezer had reason to repent of doing it. 'It
curious,' says he, to see them, when awake, exelaim
'

was

against their own prescriptions while blisters or moxns were
in preparation.' One of them, however, caused eighteen or
twenty moxas to be applied to herself, several setons or issues, and a great number of blisters, in the space of eighteen
months.
"

pleasure, deprive his somnambulists of
was totally insensible to the lively
irritation of hot water deeply charged with ground mustard~
seed, and even to the burning of the moxa- abuming and
irritation which were extremely painful, when, by his will,
the skin resumed its sensibility.
He suspended the muscular power of his somnambulists
Georget could,

sensation.

at

The skin

"

same success. sometimes in one part, and sometimes
another, and sometimes in all. One day, he tried this
power upon the respiratory muscles. and he produced such
an immobility of the thorax, and sucli danger of suifocation,
as
very much to alarm himself, and make him determine to
attempt nothing of the kind again. He says that, if one were
to recall a patient from the somnamhulic state without having
restored motion to the muscles, and their proper faculties to

with the
in

the
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.

paralysis of the muscles and of sensation will
Nothing could equal the suprise and fright

senses, a

continue*
which such

a

phenomenon caused

it for the first time. whether it.

speech

or

'

of motion.

to a person who

experienced
hearing of
singular phenomenon and

were

The most

the loss of

the most

worthy of attention," continues Georget relates to
the foreknowledge of organic action more or less distant in
point of time. I have seen, porifirely seen. a qreat many times.
somnambfulists announce, several hours several days, twenty days
beforehand, the hour, the minute even, of the attack of epileptic
and hyatenbjits, and qf the menstrual eruptions and indicate
the duratrbn and the intensity of the attacks-things whzeh were
eractly verified!
"Six months after
many other

new

and

writing this
extraordinary

article he had observed
facts.

He

promised. in

a

note, to report an instance in the chapter on epilepsy; but
when, in his second volume, he traced the history of that

disease, he added that the
the

publication

of these

ism induced him to

reason

put it off

nevertheless, the person

which had made him defer

phenomena

to the article on

to another

to whom he

period.

referred had

MagnetHe _says,

displayed

to

prevision and clairvoyance so astonishing. that
he had never read any thing so extraordinary in any work on
Magnetism; not eren in those of Petetin.
This somnambulist, Pétronille, declared that a great fright

him instances of

"

would

cure

her.

After she had been thrown into one, she

as-

sured herfriends, while in somnambulism, that she was radic»
ally cured. In fact, she experienced no new attack during
three months, while before she used to have two every day.
The author of Cures ejfeeted in France," states. in his first
'

"

volume, page 259, that this patient Pétronille, said, one day,
to Dr Londe. one of the French physicians sent into Poland
to observe the

cholera, that

in

fifteen

days

affair of honor, and would be wounded.
this fact to his memorandum, without
to it' and he

appeared

to

have

he would have

Dr. Londe

an

consigned

attaching importance
forgotten it, when. fifteen days

I have the authority ol' two magnetizern in this place, to state this fact
having fallen within their own practice: but the subjects, on being
plunged again into the magnetic state, were relleved,md then were swab
ened treo from pain.
°

u
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afterwards, he received

s

sword cut from the hand of

one

of

his associates
'

no

In the

'Physiology of

mention ot' the

:he .Mrvoua

System

Georget

of his somnambulisls,

names

nor

makes
of thc

where he made nts experiments, nor ot' me numerous
witnesses, physicians and others who were convinced, like

place

himself.

'

It

is

because

says he

'

we

Zwe

in an

age when at is
'

permilted
"

ouroeuef an M(lgll£lli87ll.`
we reconcile this timidity with the courageous
in his work he renders to all useful discoveries,

to conceal

How shall

homage which
and especially to Magnetism!
and his silence

The true

reason

of his

reserve

displeasing those who had the
the hospitals, who had severely interdlcted
nature.
He proposed to publish, at some

was

administration ot

all essays ol tha'
future day more in

the fear of

detaii, if his time should permit him, the
He

result of his observations

the last interview I had with

expressed

his desire to me, in

him; he wished

to recommence

his experiments, and give himself up wholly to new researches.
'
'For I am persuaded, said he to me, that great truths have

escaped observers, but. far from accusing them of exag~
geration I rather believe, they have in their recitals kept
below the

reality.

I

believe,

for

example,

that there is

no

perfect mode of treatment but that which aomnantbultstrprcsonlho
for themselves, ana that zz als possible to render then admirable
mstmet servloeable to others. In one disease, (jluxton da poitrme,)

physician knows that bleeding is necessary, but he does
precise moment of the operation, at what vein it
ought to be done, and the exact quantity of blood it is
every

not know the

necessary to draw, etc.'
'
He then read to me the details of his first.
the

Salpétriére.

The

woman

whom he

experiment at
magnetized became

aomuambulous, and, in the midst of great agitation, told him
that at a certain period, she would be attacked by a serious
disease, and die of it, at such a day and such an hour. Geor
get, not then knowing any works in which facts of this kind
were mentioned, and
ignorant that somnambultsts could
themselves give the

previsions, believed
Full ot terror and
the time

indicated,

had toreseenv

means

of turning aside the elIects of their
necessity be accomplished.

it must of

grief,

he hastened to awake her; and, at
a victim to the disease which she

she fell
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"Georget died at
liantly begun, in the

the commencement of

a career so

bril-

midst of the labors he had sketched out
for himself, and of his dreams of the future. All the
physiological facts which he had observed with so much care are

probably lost. to science; for, since his death, no person has
spoken of publishing the notes which he left. But he himself
rendered a last, a striking homage to the principles of MugI will not finish
netism, by these words, inserted in his will:
this document without adding to it. an important declaration.
In 1821, in my work on the "Phyu2>logy of the Nervous System," I proudly professed materialism. The preceding year,
I had published a treatise on "Mad1wss," in which are laid
down principles contrary to, or at least different from the
ideas in agreement with, the general belief, (pp. 48, 51, 52,
1l4); and hardly had I published the "Physiology of the Ng;-_
vous System," when new meditations upon a very extraordinary phenomenon-somnambulism-Would permit me no
longer to doubt of the existence in us, and out of us, of an intelligent principle, altogether diferent from material e.z~z1stenaes.
In regard to this matIt is, if you please, the soul and God.
ter, I have a pro/'ouml cone-zktzbn, founded upon facts winch are
'not to be controverted. This declaration will not see the light,
until no one can doubt its sincerity or suspect my intentions.
If I cannot publish it myself, I urgently entreat the persons
who may take notice of it, at the opening of the present tesLament, that is to say, after my death, to give it all the publicity possible. March 1, 1826."'
'

NOTE XXX.
mom moans B. LOCKWOOD.

"REs1='Ec'rEn Fnrmm: In the appendix to the second part
of thy translation of 'Deleuzds Practical Inst'ruct¢on,' I notice
a

number of

cures

that have been either

wholly

or

partially

the agency of Animal Magnetism. It seems
desirable to record as many cases of this kind ns facts will

efiected

permit.

through
If

an

unbeliever be told of

being magnetized,

an

individual who, after

has ceased to be aiilicted

by

a

malady

that

had been hanging about him perhaps tor years, he will be
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very likely to reply, It wasn't Magnetism; it will happen so
sometimes.'
Chance, however, can only be brought to bear
against solitary instances. By multiplying cases, retreat,
under
"

cover

of

'

It will happen

sometimes,'will be

so

It is for this reason that I take additional

pleasure

cut of.

incom-

plying with thy request.
"G. C-, for four or tlve winters, has been subject to
(as he, and those who have attended him, termed

the croup
it), so that

scarcely the space of two weeks, during either of
these winters, elapsed, without his becoming an inmate of
the nursery, until the 12th month, 13th day, 1836, when I
magnet ized him,

not

only wishing

to cure his disease.

had

a

No medicine

to

put him asleep, but also

was

used; yet

he has not

retum of it since.

following facts go to 'show that 'the phenomena of
Magnetism are not produced solely through the influIn endeavoring to ascertain this
ence of the imagination!
point, in the early part of my experimenting, frequent occasion was taken to magnetize an individual when he was totally ignorant of my intention, and when his mind was closely
engaged with other things. For example, when he was studiously endeavoring to solve some mathematical question, or
to commit some passage to memory, I have repeatedly caused
him to sleep, simply by the action of my will; being, in some
cases, with my face towards him, in some with it from him;
"The

Animal

sometimes in the same, at others in a. different room; generally in the same house, but occasionally at a much greater
distance. On one occasion, we were at dinner, he at one
table and I at another, and so situated that my face could not
When I went to the table, I had not even
seen by him.

be

thought of magnetizing

at that

time; but,

as

his mind ap-

to be very far from Magnetism, it seemed to be a very
favorable opportunity to test the point; and, although no one

peared

around
three
that

me suspected what was going on, yet, in less than
minutes, his head dropped upon the shoulder of the one

was

next to him.

round, and

I then awnked him, when he turned
by which I understood

cast a look towards me,

that he knew what I had been

doing.

In this and the other

instances alluded to, it would be absurd to endeavor to mam-

tain that his

imagination produced

the result.

'The

phe-
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of Animal Magnetism are not produced, therefore,
'solely through the intluence of the imagination!
Ulairaoyanco-After putting a patient asleep; I left him
for the purpose of ascertaining the correctness of his account
of what was transpiring at a distance. He was in communinomena

'°

cation wilh C. W. J.

With me were M. B. H. and J. C. On
return, after an absence of about an hour, C. W. J. informed us that the magnetized had traced our course; said that
'
I fell down on some ice in the path,' etc.
He said further,
our

that while

walk,
told

we

us.

returning, just before we came to a ropelaughed very loud at something which M. B. H.

we were

all

He

wam

correct in all these instances.

"Respectfully,
"

`

"Txolus C. H.m'rsuomw."_

Moses B. LOCKWOOD.

NOTE XXH.
LETTERS F801 PHYSICIAN8.
13011 nn.

curmn,

or New mxrsnmn.
"

Nssmu, November 8. 1837.

"Sm, The second number of your translation of Deleuze's
work was duly received. No encomium of mine can add to
its intrinsic merit. The chapters On the precaution in the
choke of a magnetkerf and,' Magnetism applied to disease in
00711l86flb7l with medicine' need only to be read to be appreciated
by the moral, the intelligent, and the humane. As your
'

appendix is intended to record facts and observaby American citizens, I send you a few cases.
Neurabia or Tab Doulourcuzr.-I was called to see Miss

valuable

tions made
"

E. M., of this town. The disease was contlned to the right
side of the face, the portzb dura of anatomists being diseased.
This was of long standing. I proposed the trial of Magnetism.

To this she assented.

Somnamhulism occurred in

a

slept a little time, I awoke her.
The pain was gone. I repeated Magnetism several times.
There has been no return of the pain.
"Neuralgzh, after jillinga canbua tooth.-Miss D. applied
to s skilful dental surgeon, Dr. J. M. Reed, for advice relafew minutes.

After she had
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tive to a carious tooth.

Dr. R. filled the tooth with

gold

being exposed and very sensitive, the
filling was of necessity removed. It was replaced and removed several times, the young lady not being able to
endure the pain caused by the pressure of the gold on
foil.

But, the

nerve

the sensitive and diseased

trifacial

nerve

nerve.

had become

All the branches of the

painful.

After the' tooth had

applied to me to render my aid in giving relief by Magnetism. At the iirst sitting, the pain was com
pletely removed, but sleep was not induced. In a little time,
there was a partial return of the pain, and I again magnetized her. At this sitting, she became a lucid somnambulist.
the pain was entirely removed, and has not returned. From
been tillcd, she

the result of this and

some

other cases, I think

Magnetism_

worthy the attention of dental surgeons.
"Delirium Tremeno--June 20, 1837.-Mr. S. L., amicted
with delirium tremens, caused by the free use of stimulating
drinks, applied to me for medical advice, having passed sev

days and nights without sleep, and having used opiates
large doses without benefit. I tried the etiect of Magnet
ism. In a little time, it caused tranquillity, followed by
sleep. I repeated it two or threetimes, and the man was
eral

in

able to

resume

his usual business.

In this form of disease,

increase of action, with a diminution of the
powers of the system, I think patients may receive much
benedt from the use ot Magnetism.
when there is

an

"Bronchitic.-Aug.
laboring under
cough, dyspnma, pain
been

ders.

27.-Miss A.

C. for two years had
chronic bronchitis, characterized by
in the chest and between the shoul-

After

trying many things, she consented to make
Magnetism. She was magnetized several times. At
each sitting, the dyspnma, pain and cough were removed.
This I could effect without induencing any other part of the
system The paroxysms of coughing and dyspnma became
less severe and less frequent, but her circumstances prevented her from continuing the use of Magnetism but a little
trial of

time

She is

now

"Dyspepsm

and

much better, but not well.

Spinal Irfriiation- Miss F. F.

for some

years had been atliicted with pain in the stomach and back,
sttegdcd with soreness, appetite capricious, and when food
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'taken it caused much distress. Under the circum~
stances, at her request, I magnetized her. It caused sleep_
was

free

sweating, and complete relief from pain. Magnetism
repeated several times. The pain in the back and
stomach, and distress after taking food, were completely removed. In this case, the patient became a lucid somnambulist. After the disease was removed, this lady ceased to he
asomnambulist, and was not susceptible of magnetic influence.
This is worthy of observation in using Magnetism as

was

remedial agent.
"Partial Paralysis.-A few months since, I was consulted
by Miss. S. H., who for more than four years had been troubled with pain in the back part of the head, and want of
a

feeling and strength

of the muscles on one side, something
like the wry neck. I advised a trial of Magnetism, as she
had been under diferent methods of treatment, and had received

no

benefit.

To this she consented.

At the first sit-

ting, imperfect sleep was induced, followed by very free
sweating in the paralyzed part. I repeated Magnetism several
days in succession. The pain in the head was removed, and
sensibility and mobility restored to the parts paralyzed. In
She is now pex-_
this case, somnambulism was complete.
fectly well.
"Ikadaclw and Dyapepsth.-A few months since, I was
called to see a lady from Chelmsford, Mass., who for some
two years had been afilictcd with much pain and heat in the
stomach and chest, and a peculiar, heavy pain in the head,
for which she had tried many things, and had found no relief. This case was attended with pallor of the skin, and
great coldness of the extremities. I made use of gentle aperient medicine and Magnetism.
At the first sitting, the pain
in the head and stomach was much increased primarily, but
this was followed in a little time by relief from pain, free
sweating, and warmth in the skin and extremities. I continued to magnetize this lady for about two weeks, once each
flay. The effects after each sitting were the same as at first;
hut the primary increzwc of pain gradually diminished, until
the magnetic action was quite agreeable. The disease in the
head, lungs, and stomach was completely removed in about
_

three weeks;

and this

lady

has since remained well.
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Hepatitis and Cephalalgia.-About three months since, Miss
applied to me for medical advice relative to a pain in the
head and the region of the liver. Her food caused much
distress. These complaints were of some years' standing, for
A.

which she had taken much medicine. She had been salivated three times for thc pain in the side, without benefit. At
her

request, I tried Magnetism.

completely removed

after

a

The

few

pain in the head was
sittings, and returned no

more, but the side

was not bettered.
I applied a blister to
right side, and continued the use of Magnetism. The
pain in the region of the liver yielded immediately, and has
This lady is now perfectly well. In this
not since returned.
ease Magnetism and vesication mutually aided each other.
Chronic Injlammahbn qf the stomach and bowels.-In the
early part of last summer, I was applied to by Mrs. B. A.
It was her desire to be magnetized.
for medical advice.
This was one of the most complicated cases of disease I ever
For more than ten years, this lady had been amicted
saw.
with great pain in the head, dizziness, want of sleep; and so
great was this that she said she had not slept one night soundly
for many years, and frequently passed many nights in sue.

the

"

cession without sleep. There was 'constant pain in the left
side, steady pain and gorcncss in the stomach and bowels, at~
tended with frequent paroxysms of vomiting bl mod, with dis~
of the

charges
tion

of

the

same

bowels

per
was

anum.

At these

attended with

times, tumefacsevere

pains

re-

retention of urine, and pain in voiding the
Fond and all things taken into the stomach caused

sembling colic,
same.

great distress, if

not

rejected.

This had been the

case

for

many years. These are afew of the leading symptoms. She
had applied to many medical men for aid, and was nothing
`

bettered.
I commenced the treatment by trying the power of Magnetism. At the third sitting, complete magnetic sleep was
produced. I continued this for some days, and I found that
her rest became better, the cephalic and abdominal pains less
After some little time, I ceased magnetizing this
severe.
lady myself, and Mrs. Cutter commenced magnetizing her.
"

From time to time, I gave such medicines as the case seemed
Mrs. A. became
to require, with external counter~h'ritation.
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lucid somnambulist, examined herself, and directed such
These prescriptions I
as she said would be of benefit.
followed, as they appeared to me to be proper. She is now
comparatively well. She sleeps well, and has been able to eat
anything for months without uneasiness or pain. The pain
and dizziness in her head very much lessened. The pain,
with discharges of blood from the stomach and bowels, is en-

a

things

tirely

removed.

Within

a

The

urinary trouble

is much relieved.

few days, she examined herself when in the

magnetic

She said that Magnetism had been of great benetlt to
her, but that the medicine she had taken had been very important. She said that the blood vomited came from a sore
state.

in the stomach, and not from the bowels, as I had supposed;
and that this was cured by Magnetism and a particular medi-

cine, and that it
was
are

the

was now

of the food's

cause

eight large

completely welL
distressing her.

This, she says,

She says there
the inside of the bowels, where there
time.
She says the bladder is small,

scars on

for a long
and will never be well; but it is now somewhat better. She
has been uniform in her assertions at the different times she
were sores

has examined herself.

I might mention that she says her
head has been much benented by Magnetism, but is not well,
and never will be. She said her side would bewell; and such
is the case, at this time. In this case, I think the union of
medicine and Magnetism has been very happy, and the results

highly satisfactory in removing a mass of disease which
many good judges had deemed incurable. This and some
other cases treated by me this season fully sustain many of
the remarks of the excellent Deleuze in his

connection of

Magnetism with

mimbulism-

"

on

the

on som-

Yours, etc.,
H

"

chapter

medicine, and in that

Hr. Tnolns C. Han'rsnomv."

Gem' Gunn'

FBOKTHEBAHE.
"

"

Nampa, November R9, 1887.
are at your disposal; do

Sm: The following observations
with them as you may think proper.

serving physician

and others that

diseases in which there is

a

we

lt is known to the ob-

frequently

meet with

local increase of vital power

or
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action.

These are, in

general, characterized by preternatural

heat, arterial throbbing, swelling, and frequently pain,

monly

termed inflammation.

com-

We also meet with diseases in

which there is

an apparent diminution of the local, and, it
may be, general vital forces, distinguished by a diminution
of heat, arterial action, and contraction of the sizeof the
parts, commonly seen in cases of paralysis and debiliating

diseases.

Now, it is obvious to any person, that, in most

remedy producing

the

cases,

uniform etfects would not be
Cetenk
proper in the two above-named classes of disease.
parabus, if it benefited the one, it would injure the other.
a

same

if the mngnetizer cannot modify the eiects of
the influence which he may exert, he cannot beneilt diseases
of a sthenic and asthenic character by this agent. It will be

Consequently,

by my remarks, that I think it highly necessary for the
magnetizer to be a person well acquainted with the causes
and Chuhwter of diseases, or that he should act under the
direction of some person who has this knowledge. Magnetism should not be used at haphazard to cure diseases by
every ignorant person, or any ignorant person, who may by
seen

chance have learned that he has this natural and inherent
power. If this careis pursued,Magnetisrn may continue repuIn relation to the ability which I postable and useful.

of modifying this intluence,
alone, either sedative, stimulant,
sess

as to cause, by my will
soporiiic effects, I have

so
or

been making observations for some time, and upon diHerent
persons, and am satisfied that it can be done, although dif~
ilcult. To accomplish it easily, I am obliged to keep in mind
the relative anatomy of the ditferent parts of the system, par-

ticularly

that of the nervous

The

system.

following are

my

'

observations

on

this

point:

"About the middle of November, I accidentally met a lad
a son of Mr. Wm. Lovejoy, who was obliged to
use two crutches, in consequence of a complete paralysis of

in the street,
one

leg,

from thf-

hip downward.

He is about

seven

old. and has been in this stnte more than five years.
said to have followed, and to have been caused bv. a

fever,

Ile could

move

thc toes of the diseased limb

years
It is

severe
a

very

brought tu my olllce, and I took one of his
hands, and held it alittle time, and then passed my fingers

little.

He

was
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his

arm a few times, with the intention to paralyze his
I then asked him tc move his arm, and he could not.

arm,

There had been

nothing said

relative to

Magnetism

in his

presence and consequently imagination was not on the alert.
A short time after I saw the boy at Mr. Lovejoy's house.

making any remarks concemlng my desires, I took
his hand. with the intention to put the boy to sleep.
In
about one minute, he wasin a profound sleep. In a short
Withou~

time, I awoke him. and then passed my fingers over the diseased limb several times. This limb is always cold. After
being magnetnzcd as above named. I examined the limb, and
found it of an icy coldness, and no mobility in the toes
On the following day, I egaincalled, and found the limb
'

with its wonted coldness.
tention of

removing

loss of motion.

In

move

msgnetized, with the incausing the least

a

few minutes, the limb became

quite

the other, with some moisture, and he
the toes much more freely.. In the experiments

warm, as much so

could

I then

the coldness without

as

the limb, the head was not adected. In these diferent
experiments the lad and those present were not made aware
on

my intention until after magnetizing.
"1 have obtained similar results on many diierent persons;
but the above 1 deem satisfactory, as the age and eircum~
oi

stances of the

lad, and his entire ignorance of Magnetism,

preclude the probability of that
agent, imagination, being in the

active and almost universal

field of this experiment.
"CALVIN Gunn'
"Mr. Tnoms C. HARTBHORN."

FROM DR. CLEVELAND.
"

Pawrunr, December 10, 1887.
"Dam Sm, On the 81st of May last, I was called to see
a lady about
Mrs
tlfty years old, whom I found labor-_

under

a violent inflammation of the chest.
On the 8d
of June. her Symptoms became
alarming. At a consultation
ol' physicians her case was considered
quite hopeless. Her

ing

Puise

was

mtermitting,

her extremities cold; she had

a

par-

delirium. awakefulness that had continued forty-eight
hours, restlessness, and extreme distress in the system gen°l'¢i1v. and especially in the chest Further attempts were
ua.
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made to procure

sleep, which, as heretofore. proved unOpium, in its various preparations, was resorted
to, both internally and externally, with no other effect than
aggravation of sulfering. From idiosyncrasy, she was never
able to procure rest from this drug. At the expiration of
availing.

twelve hours, I found her appearance still worse, symptoms
of mortidcation being more decided.
"Under the circumstances, I was induced to magnetize her,

though I had but slight hopes of aiording relief. At the
thirty minutes, I threw her into n quiet sleep. My
own surprise was surpassed by that of her friends, who were
entirely ignorant of the cause of her sudden and unexpected
end of

relief.

ing

any

She awoke at the end of two hours, without exhibitparticular change in her appearance, except agreater

regularity
again,

culation
"

of the pulse.

and warmth

She

was

In

a

few hours, she

restored

to the

also

was

magnetized

extremities; the cir-

improved.
mngnetized a third time, and awoke twenty-four
the iirst operation, with her reason perfectly re-

was

'

was

hours after

stored.

From this time, her disease assumed a more favorShe was occasionally magnetized with much
relief, until her natural sleep was restored, and recovery
ensued.
ablc turn.

"

Not much doubt

can exist as to the cause of the changes
place during the twenty hours alluded to above,
as no other means than Magnetism was made use of during
that time; and without this, it is more than probable that the
case would have terminated fatally.
On the 31st of August of the present year, I was called
upon to attend Mrs.-,* who was sudering a _severe and
deep-seated pain in the breasts, arising from a scrofulous a£l'ec»
tion. Although there was no obstruction to the flow of milk
upon the application of the child or of the pump, yet the
pain produced by them was almost insupportable. The ordinary rneans had been resorted to, but not successfully, even
in the slightest degree. Her sufferings, on the contrary, were
daily increased, until other organs, from a peculiar sympathy

which took

-

"

'
The tranelamr had convex-sed with the husband of this lady, a reapactf
able trader of this city, in relation to this cue, before he received Dr. C.'a

account ot it. which eonirma that

gentleman's

statement.

Arrmrnrx.

~
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well known to nursing women, became atfected to sneh a
degree, that the application of the child or of the pump induced such violcnt spasms, that it became absolutely necessary to abandon the use of both
the superabundance of milk.
"

Recourse

the

as

means

of

removing

had to

Magnetism. Sleep was produced in
sensibility so far suspended that, instead
of its requiring several persons to continc her to the bed, as
heretofore, while attempting to nurse the child, she expressed
the greatest delight while it was nursing, turned ber face
towards it (her eyes being closed), and caressed and Iondlcd
was

and

forty minutes,

it in the most aifectionate
tain

I cautioned her to

manner.

re-

knowledge of her impressions when she awoke, to
she replied, You need not fear; I never shall forget

a

'

which

them l'
"

being necessary for me to leave her, I asked her how
she would sleep; to which she promptly replied, 'A

It

long

Week I'
"

Her friends

beingunwilling that

I should leave her in the

magnetic state, I remained two hours, during which time hcr
sleep was uninterrupted. I then left her. with the assurance
that I would return as soon aspossible.
About six hours
afterwards, I found her suflerin g, though less severely than
The same pleasant effects followed in the second
magnetic sleep; into which she was immediately thrown.
After directing some necessary arrangements for the night,

before.

I put her in communication with her husband and the nurse,
and retired, leaving a request that I should be called if occasion

required it.
calling again

"On
was

the next morning at 5 o'clock, she
magnetic state, having been so seven hours,
had been removed to another bed, had taken

still in the

although

she

refreshments several times herself, and attended
demands of her child.
"

Her

suierings from this

permanent relief
taken

place in

was

one

not

duly

to

time became less severe,

obtained until

a

although
suppuration had

of her breasts.

"Yours,

~

_

H

"Kr, 'l'. C. Hmrmonn."

the

Tn°°"° Cmvm'"m°
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_

DR. UTLEY.
"

Paovrmmcz, October 18, IST.

injustice to withhold
recently come under my observation,
appertaining to the subject in which you are interested.
Notwithstanding my former scepticism in reference to this
matter, I must, when constrained by incontrovertible evidence, own myself a believer.
After having heard much from credible authority, and
witnessed some astounding facts myself in two cases, I resolved, if a favorable opportunity ever presented, to ascertain whether I had the power of eiecting what is denominated the magnetic sleep ; and, in compliance with your request, I submit to your disposal the detail of the following
"

DEAR Sm

some

:

I feel that I should do

facts that have

"

case :
"

_

Mrs. W. C. is about

of age. Her health
had been very feeble several months. and she had been most
of the time under medical treatment. One day, as I was
leaving the room of the patient, I was requested by several of

twenty-six years

those who were present, among whom was the husband and
mother, together with the patient, to magnetize her; they

having reference to the operation as a remedy for her restles
nights, and violent pain in the head, with which she had
been adiicted several weeks.

In

answer

to them, I acknowl-

edged my inexperience in the subject. However, after they
had repeated their importunities, with an evident expression
of scepticism depicted in their countenances, 1 asked the patient if she

willing I
in regard

was

sincere in her request.

should make the trial,
to it.

although

She said she
she

was

was

sceptical

"

Thus privileged, I made a persevering effort by manipulating,accompanied with concentration of thought, and all the
benevolent and pure emotions Iwas
capable of feeling towards

regard
trial.

8

at
þÿf ¬U0W-being,

the

same

time somewhat faithless ill

W my success 5 but determined to make

After

a

thorough

about twenty minutes, I discovered in the patient an inclination to close the
eyes. This apPearance evidenced nothing more than an inclination to nat~
ural sleep, as would beconsequent
upon soothing the net

manipulating
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vous

system in this

manner.

After

continuing the manipula

tions about ten minutes more, her chest heaved with a sigh,
and sho completely closed her eyes as in n natural sleep. Still

my success as to its being a magnetic sleep, I
would test it. I passed my right hand at a distance
from her left, and willed her to take my hand. She as

doubting
thought I

promptly obeyed
quest.

as

though

she had consented to

I became convinced that

a

a

magnetic sleep

verbal

re-

was

produced. I then, to satisfy myself and others present that
there was no deception on her part, bandaged her eyes with
several thicknesses of a handkerchief, with portions of it
next the nose. which precaufor her, under any circumstances,
I then brought my hands
to use her natural organs of sight.
together at a distance from hers, and rotated my thumbs over

placed upon

the inner

tion rendered it

canthus,

impossible

each other, with a mental request that she should do likewise,
which desire she as promptly obeyed as though she had seen

the motion of my thumbs with her naked eyes, and heard my
voice with her natural organs of hearing. I then reversed
the motion of my thumbs, and every motion and position of
my hands, thumbs, fingers, and arms was responded to by
her in obedience to my will, as though they had been directed
and moved by my own muscles and powers of volition. I
then tried her powers of speech, and asked her if her head
was free from pain.
She said it was. I asked her if she felt
comfortable in every other respect. She said sho did. I
then tested her disceming powers. I held my watch to the
back of her head, and requested her to tell which side of
was next to:hcr head.
She answered correctly. 'Can you
discern the hands of my watch ?' 'Yes.'
'Will you tell
me what time it is Y'
She answered, but not correctly within several minutes. I then asked her if she could see the

it

clock which

the patrknt,

was

or

in

an

adjoining room.

any others in the

mom

It

where

was
we

imposs125l¢f0f
were, to sea It

with natural

'
Call Y°"
She said she could see it.
the hands of the clock 'P'
'Yea' 'Will you tell me
the time by it 'I' She told to a minute. The same question!

WE

in reference to the time, bythe clock, were
repeafed in the
course of her sleep, and answered correctly. I then requested
her to tell me how many persons there were present m the

APPIFDII.
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She hesitated about long enough to count them,
I asked her in what position and
She told
what part of the room certain individuals were.
I promiscuously placed the hands of those

room.

and

answered correctly.

correctly.

present in hers, and requested

her to

designate and

call

by

the person whose hand she had hold of. She told
correctly, with one or two exceptions, which mistakes were
the question a second time; and after
corrected on
name

asking

various otherexperiments to test the magnetic vision, I requested her to wake at such a minute by my watch. She
passed over the appointed time about five minutes, with
all the appearances of rousing from her usual sleep. I

asked her if she felt refreshed from her recent sleep. Said
she: 'I feel refreshed, and free from pain in my head; but
I have been in nn indescrit
have not been in a natural sleep.
bable state, and felt perfectly obedient to what you desired
me

to

do, but

cannot now recollect what

particular requests

you made when I was in that state!
This want of recollection corresponds with other reports
upon the subject; for I did not will her to remember the ex°'

periments that were performed. Afterinformmg her of_some
astonishing facts in regard to them. she expressed doubts of
the propriety of putting one into such a state, and manifested
an unwillingness ever to be magnetlzed again, but taking
into consideration its rcmedim ctfects .n ner case. I thought
I should do right to insist upon n repetition and obtained the
privilege but three subsequent ttmcs. the fourth and nast
time in the presence of Dr. þÿMlll ¬lẁho had been my consultinformation and evi.
ing physician in the case. and for further
and others instituted by
to these
dence in

experiments
regard
himself, you are referred to him for testimony!

Yours with much esteem,
L Umm
"Mr T. C. HARTSHORR."
"

at

_

,.1...iL1-

*

Her complaint

MT 'ood
and ner stomach was apt to wletl
*° N"
But after bf-ins masnettzed t HDPGU'
nutrtment :the also
measure the power of retaining

was

flyspepsla

a short time after eating,

acquired. in a :renter
slept without the anodynen

which she had formerfy taken,
of the
a patient of ms, and her description

Dr. 'Miller sent her to examine
dlsorderwas strikingly correct.
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FROM DB.

TOOTHAKEI.
"

CAiBBIDGlPOB1', December 6,

"Mr, T. C. Hurrsnonn:
"Dent Sm: Yours of the 2d

1887.
~

inst.

was

duly

received:

engagements have been such, that, till the
present moment, I have had no opportunity of answering it. I
since which my

perfectly willing to furnish you with any facts within my
knowledge, on the subject of Animal Magnetism, which are
The detail of some
of a character suited to a popular work.
cures. in which I have used it successfully as a remedy, would
am

be better suited to the columns of n medical
they may at some future time appear.

journal,

where

was directed particularly to the subject of
Magnetism, nearly a year since, 'by the urgent
solicitation of s literary friend, that I should read the report
of the French Academy. I was, at first, entirely incredulous,
But I soon found
and unwilling even to read attentively.

My

attention

Animal

was testimony of such a character in its favor, as to
demand of every physician a candid examination of the
sulject. Furtherto satisfy myself of the reality of the alleged
phenomena, I commenced experiments upon a girl, aged

there

idiocy and mania were combined
subject for experiments, as there
was no possibility of deception.
After two or three sittings,
I succeeded in producing evident drowsiness, as was apparent
to al. present
She gaped several times, dreuled, and pre
sented other phenomena, common hnrbingers to sleep.
When in this state, she will always start suddenly, as if to relieve herself or its spell, and has never gone into a sound magabout sixteen.

I thought her

in

a

whose

case

favorable

netic sieep. On one occasion, she immediately after left the
room. and went up-stairs into her sleeping chamber alone,
which she had never before done in her life
"

These experiments, made on such a subject, so far conme of the reality of nnatural power of this kind, given

vinced

by his Creator, that I determined to test it by
experiments, when opportunity offered. I consequently soon tried thc manipulations on a young lady of
lymphatic temperament, and plethoric habit, who was in

to

man

further
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rather poor health at the time. At the second or third sitting,
sound magnetic sleep was produced, yet she nevel

atolerably
became

a

somnambulist, strictly, and would wakeif I

con-

versed much with her.
The third subject of my experiments, Mrs. M., who was
an entire unbeliever in lt, became a somnambulist by three
"

I am certain she iscapable of receiving
or four sittings.
impressions, when in the magnetic state, by the will alone.
April 13th, magnetized her the sixth time. While she was

eating aseed-cake, I willed to have it taste bitter, without sayinga word or making a sign. She immediately said, 'It is
assour

asswill,' and threw it away.

'It is bitter.'

I gave her

wmed it to be brown
it was; she

a

bread._

She

soon

after said,

of wheat bread to eat, and
I then asked what kind of bread

piece

said, 'Brown.'

"April 20th.-Magnetized her in presence of several litergentlemen of this place. The experiments were proposed
by them, singly, to me, in another room, that there might be
no
possibility of her hearing. I gave her an empty tumbler,
and asked her to drink some lemonade; at the same time I
ary

willed it to be ka. She made the motions of drinking, and
'
'
What is it?
said, It tastes sickish.'
'I`ea,' she answered.
Also by will ma/de an apple taste bitter, and, soon after, sweet
'

'

honey. These and other similar experiments were entirely
satisfactory to those gentlemen who proposed them, though
they were previously somewhat incredulous.
"May 2d.-Mngnetized the same patient. There were
aa

present Drs. J. V. C. Smith,* editor of the 'Medical and
Surgical Journal,' and Leland, of Boston. Standing at some
distance from her, I willed her to wake. She said, Don`t be
'

Smith wrote for me to have a
willing
pleasant apple she was eating taste like a cranberry. She
immediately said, 'It tastes very sour;' and, after much solicitation to tell what it tasted like, she said. 'Cranberry.
I knew before, but would not tell, you are always asking so
me

to wake.'

Dr.

many questions!
given mc some ncconnt of these experiments, previous
writing to Dr. Toothakcr. Many physicians in Boston and its vicinity nre engaged in investigating the utility of Mesmerlsm u an auxiliary in medical treatment.-Tram.
*

Dr. Smith had

to my
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"With respect to clairvoyance,,I am perfectly satisded she
has at times seen objects that she could not possibly have
seen when awake.
But, as she complains of severe headache
after much etfort to see, and my principal object has been the
restoration of her

health, I seldom

of this kind.

one

At

time, she

urge her with

experiments

sat with her back

towards

the door of another room, and a lady present passed
through
the door, and selected a book from n large number that were
upon the bureau, which she brought privately, and held over
the head of Mrs. M., then in magnetic sleep.
I asked her
what was held over her head.
She said, ' A book,' and after-

wards told the title.

There

was

no

leading question put

to

elicit the answer, nor could I think of any circumstance by
which she would be induced to guess right.'
I must there'

fore infer that she did

it. To this some may obactually
suppose that I informed her mentally, or by the
will. I answer, it was impossible, as I avoided seeing it my.
self till she told what it was.
see

ject, and

"

June

man

17th.-Magnetized

Mrs. M.

She examined

a

gentle-

in poor health, and told correctly his disease,
of such a character that I could not have detected it

who

was

though
by any external examination; and I knew nothing of it, even
by conjecture, till she told. I was informed by them both
that she knew nothing of it before, and must infer that she
saw it, as she said she did.
It was a disease of a portion of
the alimentary canal. for which he had formerly been under
treatment at the Massachusetts General Hospital a long
time.
"

I

either

can

by

establish
will

or

by

a

communication

contact.

between her and others,

This I have done with six

or

persons at a time, having them join hands. Ihave been
careful to ascertain that a communication may thus be es-

eight

tablished without the aid of the will.

In support of the

theory of some physiologists, that there is a nervous fluid, of
an extremely subtile character, by tho agency of which the
brain and the nerves are enabled to perform their peculiar
functions, I will add, that a much longer time is requisite to
establish

a

communication with several persons than with
destroyed for about the same length of

one; and it is not

time after I let go the hand of the

one

farthest from the

som-
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It likewise

nambulist.

requires a longer

time to establish a

communication with some persons than with others. This
part of the subject, however, needs further investigationthan
I have yet been able to give it.
"Mrs. M. has been aiilicted with

afections of

painful

a

and chronic disease, which seemed to
bid deiiance to the whole _catalogue of remedies in the matenb

distressing character,

medaba, but which have been much relieved by the use of
Magnetism as a remedy. In truth, she seems to be fast re-

covering
"

the health of former years.
subject on whom I experimented.

was put into
Ihave, in this

The fourth

the somnambulic state at the second trial.

twice, obtained decided evidence in favor of
She was in the magnetic sleep-her eyes
closed. I took a newspaper from my pocket, I had just got
at the ofllce, and handed it to her.
She began to read it. A
lady present then so blinded her eyes as to be perfectly certain she could not see the least thing if awake, and yet she
case, once or

clairvoyance.

continued to read. I could not have informed her mentally,
for I had not read it; and she afterwards told me she had not
before seen it. I have frequently relieved this patient of inthe use of Magnetism.
A short time before
magnetized, she applied to me for advice. assuring
that, for nearly or quite a year previously, she had been

tense

she
me

pain by

was

a constant headache, and had used leeches and
remedies, without much effect. After being magnetized a few times, she said her headache was cured. It

amicted with
other

six

was

or

eight

months since, and she has had

no

return of a

permanent headache.
"

I have

sexes.

sleep
girls

magnetized several other individuals of both
A little boy, aged tive years, was put into a profound
in Bfteen minutes, at the tirst trial. Also, two little

were

magnetized

these have the
was so

far

about

experiments

magnetized,

as

easily;

but with

been continued.

the first trial, that he

none

A young
was

of

man

utterly

un-

keep his eyes open, but did not sleep. The same effect. with slight sleep, was produced upon a gentlemen who
is engaged in investigating the subject. Probably further
experiments would produce the state of somnambulism
able to

him.

-
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"I have
could add

special

one

other distinct

nothing

new

with

case

of somnambnlism; but I
to it that would be of

regard

interest.

"I have, in this statement of facts relative to magnetic
phenomena, and the cure of disease, far out-written my own

prescribed limits.
with

I have

necessarily

vritten

hastily,

but

ardent desire that the whole truth may be known
relative to so mysterious and deeply-interesting a subject, I
an

submit it to your disposal.
"I 8111, dear sir,
"

_

Very truly yours,
"Saxon A. Toonuxan."

1301! HONBIEUI B.

F.

BUGARD..

"Bos'rou, November 10, IM.

"Mr, T. C. Hsnrsnonuz
"Dun Sm: I have just received your favor of the 7th
lust. Only two of my cases have been published. One ot'
these was the Brat given to the public in this part of the country
-that of Mrs. Russell, of this city, which appeared in the
'Boston Medical and Surgical Journal] of the precise date
mn ignorant, and I have no copy to send you.
Although I am much interested inthe subject, I um sorry
be obliged to say that I have been prevented from devoting

of which I
"

to

to it the attention it deserves.

The little information I

can

Mons. Bugard is now attending lectures in Boston, with the design of
entering the medical profession. And, as his course of preparatory studies
will soon be nnlshed, he has a rlghtto be placed hero among the physicians
*

who have been

so

kind

as

to fnmlsh the communications embraced lu this

advantage of carrying into his profession the practice of Magnetism, which places one more agent tn the hands of medical
men-calculated not to superaeda the use of remedies, but to atd their operation. I! any one deirea to know how fur this practice obtains ln the north of
Europe, he wlll and a brief account, and some references toforelgn authorittes,tn the work of Dr. Poyen, recently published, entitled Progress Q/
Animal Alfagrulhm in New England"-a work which, from the great variety of facts which lt contains, is highly interesting, and, from the great
number of respectable names avouching them, in worthy of contldenoe.
Of Dr. Poyen's tldellty, those who know hlru well do not entertain a doubt.
He labors under the disadvantage of having introduced a subject entirely
new to the nnlettered, and of
having been most liberally vtllned by men
note.

He will have the

"

who misunderstood his character.

(fi
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you shall be cheerfully granted It will consist of a
few facts only. As to the names of the persons alluded to
in them, I do not feel authorized to give more than the initial

give

publication; but, on personal application, I shall
happy to give any one whatever proofs he may desire.
One day, in the fall of 1885, I was requested to magnetize Mrs. R., a widow lady of almost forty years of age, who

letters for
be

"

had been, for several years, afflicted with the tic douloureux
in the lower part of the spine, and with palpitations of the
heart. When I went to see her, she had not for a fortnight
left her chamber, which was in the fourth story, and she
could not move, without assistance, from her bed to her
chair, or from her chair to her bed. She wished to be mag-

netized, because all other remedies had proved of no avail:
but, being entirely ignorant of what Magnetism is, she had

merely fallen in with the suggestion of some one that it
might prove beneficial to her. After I had magnetized her
only three times, she was so much better that she was able to
go down into her kitchen, and attend to her daily occupations.
At the fourth or fifth sitting, she became a somnambuhst.
Her health improved so much and so rapidly, that, on the
day succeeding the seventh sitting, although she was not
perfectly cured, she found herself so well that she went on a
visit to Salem, where some of her relations resided.
One day, after putting this lady into somnambulism, I requested her daughter, a girl about nine years of age, to speak
to her.

but

She addressed her mother several times, calling aloud;
no answer, she burst into tears, thinking ner

receiving

mother to be dead.

I took her little hand, and,

placing

it

in

Her
the hand of her mother, told her to speak to her again.
mother immediately answered her call, and the countenance
of the child beamed with

joy

at the

certainty of

her

being

alive.
"
This lady was prevailed upon to take another magnetizer.
because I refused to make her an object of exhibition to the
curious. But her health. instead of improving. grew worse,

new magnetizer, Dr.
D., who magnetized her
for the purpose of making experiments, wotud have
unmercifully sent her to the grave, had she not refused to
continue the treatment. I mention this circumstance, be-

and her

merely

he
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cause

it aiords

Deleuze

striking proof

a

in his 'Practical

of what is observed by
as well as by other

lnstruction,'

relative tc the dangers that frequently attend the
a former successful magnetizer.
change
'
Last iu~nmer was a year since I was requested to mag.
netize Mrs. F who, with other affections, had a pain between
authors

of

,

At the second sitting, she experienced a senpain moving about, following the motion of
She soon lost herself in a sleep, or at least in a
my hands.
and I left her. The pain left her too, for she
sleep,
partial
the shoulders.

sation like the

felt

n no more

"At another time, this lady was suEering from the tic douloureux in the face. In the afternoon, when I came in to give
a lesson in French to her two daughters, she was in the same
room

with

us_

and in such

an

agony that I offered to relieve

Magnetism. She assented to the trial. She
had been magnetized hardly ten minutes, when I thought she
was sound asleep; but she opened her eyes, and said that her
her

bythe

use

of

I then left her, to attend to the French

pain had subsided.

lessons which being finished, I requested one of the young
ladies to see how her mother was, she having retired into

another room. She went, and returned, saying that her mother
I understand that she has not
was entirely free from pain
been attacked since,
often.
'

"About

French
violent

though

she had

formerly

a

year ago, I had occasion to magnetize Mrs. L., a
years, had been afflicted with

lrldy. Wl10, for many
penodical headaches,

some more serious

affections.

with excessive

The

day

she felt much better, and she continued

idly.

suiered pretty

-

vomitings, and
sitting,
to improve very raps
sixth or seventh day

after the first

However, on the morning of the
of her treatment, at about 10 o'clock, her husband came to
tell me that his wife had a violent headache, and a very great

disposition to vomit. I immediately repaired to see her. She
was sitting
by the ire, having prepared some tea to aid the
tendency I magnetized her head only, before she had taken
anything She soon felt better, and in half an hour the pain
had almost subsided. I left her. In the evening, I retumed,
and found her very well. She said she had not vomited. and,
at 1 o`clock, she had dined with a
very good appetite.
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Whatismosttoberemarked in

magnetized,

thiscase'ls,that,bef0rebeing

headache took her, it never
subsided until she had vomited to exhaustion.
"About a year ago, I was called on by Mr. H., who requested me to mngnetize his wife. This lady was suffering
whenever

severely with' the

such

a

tic douloureux in the face.

She had been

less aifected with it for several years, and had now
suiered for several weeks, without tlndiug any relief in the
more or

remedies of the best physicians of this city.

I

magnetized

her several times without much apparent effect during the
operation, but she slept much better afterwards. I think she

put asleep only twice, though I magnetized her about
fifteen times. Her health, however, was gradually improving; the tic douloureux had subsided; and last week she told
me, in the presence of several persons, that it had not rewas

turned.
"It is not
man, a. Mr.

had had

an

dyspeptic.
tic

quite a year since I
to magnetize him.

douloureux.

state of

only

was

requested by

and not the

constipation

tive times.

The

for

gentle-

a.

month.

after the drst

or

He had been in

dyspcpsia.

nearly

day

For two

a

three years, he
aifection of the stomach, and been treated asa
His physician dually declared his case to be the

V.,

a

1

magnetized him
sitting, he felt much

better, and had satisfactory evacuations. His health improved so much that he renounced the project he had formed
of going to Cuba for hls restoration. I would observe that it
is not true that Magnetism always has the eiect of Killing the
heart with tender and grateful sentiments- for this Mr. V.
has not yet come to my rooms to thank me for the goodl

have done him, although he found the way thither to request
my services.
"One evenintr. last winter. I went to see my friends, Dr.
Benjamin H. West and Dr. Ruel W. Lawton, who boarded

together. and occupied the same
were brought in during my visit.
L. said

room.

Early

Some refreshments
in the

evening,

Dr.

to me:

"'Monsieur
Bugard, I know that you have magnetized
several persons; I wish you would give me some information
on the subject of Magnetism; I should like to have
my mind
latistled; I do not know what to think of it.'
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'We11,' said I, 'I

published

on

the

can

add but very little to what has been
are willing, I will try to

subject; but, if you

magnetize you.'

"Although I think
good health, I made
cause

it very wrong to rnagnetize a person in
him this proposal the more readily be-

his constitution is rather feeble.

"

'Very well,' replied he.
"I began to magnetize him. For a quarter of an hour, he
seemed much inclined to laugh; but I soon perceived I could
produce an oifect upon him. I therefore continued thc manipulations, and in less than half an hour from the time of
commencing he was perfectly asleep. Whilst he was lu that
state, Dr. West and I indulged ourselves in demolishing the
refreshments. About aquarter of an hour had elapsed, when
Dr. Lawton wildly opened his eyes.
"

I immediately put my right hand on the pit of his stomach, exerting my will to put him asleep. This was done in
less than half

a

minute.

Then Dr. West and I went

on

de-

molishing as before; and ten minutes had hardly elapsed when
Dr. L. opened his eyes upon us.
I again placed my right hand upon his epigastrium, and
my left on his thigh, grasping it near the knee, putting forth
the power of volition: and again Dr. L. went to sleep in
"

less than
"

no

time.

On his

awaking, about ten minutes afterwards, I asked
him what he thought then of Magnetism.
Well, sir, my
scepticism is rather shaken) was the reply.
Receive the expressions of consideration with which I am
'

"

"

Your most obedient servant,
"B. F. Bnomn."

mon nn.

BENJAMIN

uas1mm..*
"Bos'roN, October Z), 1887.

"Dau: Sm: I
your letter before.

you an apology for not replying to
But the truth is, it was not in my POW"

owe

* I wrote to Dr.
Haskell, ln relation to the case of natural somnamhultrm
which occurred at Gloucester. Mass., in IRM. I wished to uvvvriuill
whether the subject of that case had ever been hrouzht under the iutlucnce

of Meemertsm,

as

three other elmllar

cases

have been.

yorthyofattauion, uitembraeeaan opinion

Ideem his reply
which In lmportant,t! cor-
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relative to the

inquiries you
expectation of receiving
some further details from a brother of mine residingin Gloucesto send

saw

you

anything satisfactory

tit to make.

And

as

I

in

was

ter, whom I had commissioned to make inquires of Mr.
Blatchford, in particular, on those points which had a bearing on Animal Magnetism, your object, as well as mine,

Yesterday, I heard from
likely to see, him for
anything comes to my knowledge, calcu-

would bo best answered

him; but he had
some

When

time.

by delay.

not seen,

nor

was

light on this intricate subject, I will forward
delay, that it may obtain all the publicity possi-

lated to throw
it without

ble.

In the meanwhile,

knowing my views
them without

supposing

on

reserve.

as

you

one

somewhat desirous of
to express

There is

that somnambnlism

transmitted from

seem

it, I shall take the liberty

nothing unphilosophical in
may be induced by an agency

individual to another.

At the

time, whenever and however it takes place, it is

a

same

disease,

disorders, has not only a tendency to
superinduce other diseases of the same class.
I cannot but regard the practice of it as ininrious to those on
whom it is exercised, and, when its nature is fully understood, as morally wrong, except in those cases in wlukh 42 ab
You have my permission to
made use qf as a remedial agent.
insert this opinion in a note to your translation, and combat
it if you think it erroneous.
I have never magnetized any
one, nor have I made myself acquainted with the steps by
and, like all

nervous

recur, but to

which it is done.
not

The interest which I have taken in it is

practical, but theoretical.

Yours

"Mr. Tnorus. C. HAn'rsnonN."

respectfully'
HB' HASKEU*

"¢C¢. and which deu~r'¢-s weight from the scientific attainment: of him
who advances tt.

The case of young Blatchfonl ls given in a communication to the editor of the " Boston Medical and Surgical Joumal," of June

24, 1837, by Dr. Haskell. Dr. H. isalso the author of an ingenious ardcleon
Animal Magnetism which appeared in the same journal, September Hi,
1887.
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NOTE XXXII.
slmzzvo THROUGH on QUE sU19sT.4Nc'zs.
FROM ISAAC

THIIRBER, ESQ.
"

"Dinan Sm:

Paovmlxcx, November4, 1887.

I take the

opportimity, which a few moments of leisure now afford me, to give you an account of a
recent visit of Miss B., the blind young lady, to my house.
As I suppose you to desire an account merely of the phenomena then exhibited while under the magnetic influence. I
shall notice briefly the facts in relation to them only. Miss
B. came to my house on the morning of the 28th of October, with a view to pass the day with my family: at about
the close of the day, she was put into the magnetic sleep by
Dr. C. At first, she appeared to be in a state entirely senseless; from this apparent slumber she was aroused by having
her attention directed to the objects around her. Dr. C.
then left her in communication with myself and family,
with directions to awake precisely at 6 o'clock.
During this
interval; Miss. B. appeared cheerful, much disposed to converse, and, at times, quite playful. While in conversation,
she expressed adesire to examine the arrangement of the
house, the furniture, etc. lu passing through the different
rooms, she noticed and moved various articles.

jects

She

was

dark room, in which the largest obcould not be discerned by any one who was not pos-

then conducted into

a

clock

than ordinary powers of vision. On being
give the time by the clock which was in the
she immediately stepped to the corner in which the
stood, and replied, 'It is twenty-three minutes past

1ive.'

The

sessed of

requested
room,

more

to

answer was

any other object in the
'What
the pictures'

correct.
room.

I then asked her if she
She

pictures?'

replied,
'This

'I

one

am

saw

looking

over

at

the fire-

place! The picture alluded to is composed of various
emblems, together with acertiiicate of membership to an institution in this town. Miss B. described the emblems of justice, wealth, industry, and also the certificate, and mentioned
the place in the picture which each of them occupied. When
speaking of the emblem of wealth, I requested her to place
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'

my Unger upon it. On admitting light into the room, I
found my finger pointing to a small figure representing
Wealth dispensing her gifts from the horn of plenty
I
would here state that Miss B. was never before in this room.
and was entirely ignorant of the furniture which it contained.
obtained the evidence of cialrvoyance 1 gave
sealed paper containing a sentence. which I requested
her to read. She held the paper to the side :af her head for

"Having

her

a

the space of about
without apparently

one

and then returned tt to

minute

noticing its
letter during

me

No further notice

contents.

was taken of the
Some time after
her sleep.
she awoke. she gave the substance of the letter to one of my
family. This being communicated to me_ I requested Miss

B. to write down the sentence inside, that it might be presented, in her own handwriting, to a company that wound
meet with her at Mr. J. M.`s on the following evening; at
which time the sentence

presented,

was so

words: 'In

thas latter days
ceiw their eight] The letter

as

in the

following

former times the bland rathen brought forward. the

tn

was

seals of which until this time had not been broken. neither had
the sentence

vidual.

It

or

any part of it been communicated to any indt
opened by Rev Mr. Stetson of Medford in

was

presence of Rev. E. B. Hall of th1sc|ty_ Mr Jesse Metcalt
and a number of others, and found to contain the same sen
as that written by Miss B, dltlering only in the spell~
mg of two words. The sentence was wrrttcn on a. slip of
paper, and this phzced between two mecca of sheet load, the

tence

whole enclosed

in an

envelope
'

in a letter form.

Yours. etc..
"

Isaac Tmmam.

"ML T C. Han'rsnon1v."

FROM MR.

GEORGE HUNT.

"PRov1n|mc|. November Q, 1887.
"

Mr. Tnonas C Hanrsnonn

"
SIR' Having heard much of the wonderfull powers of
Miss Brackett, under the magnetic .ntiuenve :ma In-mg rathcr
sceptical as to her ability to see and describe objects that were

previously
believing,

unknown to her and ainwno were ln attendanceat the

time, that she md not

see

the real

object of
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her description as it existed, but the mere image of it Zn the
mind of her magnetizer or in the minds of those who were in
communication with her-I was induced to try the experiment alluded to in your note.
I took a wooden box, made of half-inch stock, measuring
eight inches by fourteen, perfectly tight, and lilled it with
I presented it to Mr.
various articles curiously arranged.
Metcalf for Miss B.'s inspection. On inquiring about the re~
sult of her examination, I was informed that she took the
"

box, and held it

over

pressed leaves, and
to enter the

head, and saw

her

some

great variety of dried
Capron requested her
edected through the key-hole, or

llowers.

box, which she

a

Dr.

do not remember which-and then mentioned two
books, one pamphlet with ablue cover, one card, marked L. M.,
and a substance that looked like tow, which I suppose was
the

top-I

the bird's nest made

things

use

on

this occasion, the greater part

was

her to breathe, and she
"

of

made ot tow. She said there were many other
in the box, but the air was so confined that it troubled

of which

Her

was

obliged

to come out.

it went, was correct, except as
In this, however, she was correct as to the sulto the nest.
stsnce she saw.
In the conclusion of her remarks on the

description,

so

far

as

box and contents, she seemed to think it belonged to some
old maid. The result of this experiment is in every way satisfactory to me, so far as it goes, inasmuch asno one knew the
contents of the box except myself.
Every article was packed
that

could have fonned any conception of
by shaking, or otherwise disturbing
If these facts wil. aid you, you are welcome to them.

close.

so

no one

what the box contained
lt.

"Yours

respectfully,
"

Gnonen Hun."

In the eighth note of part Brst, several instances of the
power of producing paralysis

are

given;

and I there stated that

the power gained by the practice of Magnetism may be found
effectual in producing it without' having a communication

previously established. The following letter from Dr. Knox,
of New York, gives well-authenticated evidence that the con-

jecture

was

not unfounded:
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FROM DB. KNOX.
"

"Mn T. C. Hanrsnonx:
"Drum Sm: You requested
some

Pnovmxxcz, September 34, 1837.
me

facts in Animal

though

Magnetism
cannot certainly attach

I

yet, if you

can

make any

use

of

to communicate to you

which I had observed

Al~

much

importance to' them.
them, they are perfectly at

your service.
"A few evenings

since, being in company where the subject of Animal Magnetism-at present so engrossing a theme
-was the topic of conversation, I was requested to magnetize some person present for the amusement of the company.
This I declined, remarking, at the same time, that I had frequently known peculiar sensations produced locally by the

magnetic passes, and otfering to make the attempt. In this,
much beyond my own expectation, and to the amusement
of the company, I was completely successful. The magnetic
operations, continued during two minutes, produced complete palsy of the left arm. Besides the complete annihilation of muscular power, the arm lost, to a certain de~
gree, its sensibility, and its temperature was somewhat
reduced. Tho firm health and previous scepticism of the
subject of this experiment conspired to render the result
remarkable; while her unquestionable veracity, her eloquent
look of surprise, and her reiterated assertions, precluded all
suspicion of imposition. There were present, on this occasion, Dr. Parsons, and General Greene, of Providence.
I have frequently made the same experiment, and, in the
majority of cases, some peculiar sensations have been the result; generally a sense of weight in the arm, a degree of immobility, when compared with the other arm, and, though
less frequently, a sense of pricking. such as occurs when the
Whether these results are
arm or foot is said to be asleep.
the product of an excited imagination, or xt direct influence
of the will of tho magnetizer, I shrll not attempt to decide.
"

At the

same

somewhat

must

than

candidly

avow

philosophical,

that

a

scepticism,

with which I

com-

investigation ot' the claims of Animal Magnetism,
vanquished by facts which I have witnessed (and

menced the

has been

time, I

'more
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less than ocular demonstration I did not feel inclined to =id~

mit), and by

the curious results

cases, have followed my

be understood

own

which, in

experiments.

a

diversity

I do not wish

of
ui

declaring my belief ln all that magnetizers
or their patients, much less the retailers at second-hand of
magnetic miracles, have asserted. Much allowance must be
made for credulity, a love of the marvelous, and that pro~
pensity, so common, to make the most of the easy faith of
our neighbors.
Yet, after all these deductions, I apprehend
there will remain a reaiduum of unimpeachable testimony for
facts which have hitherto been considered as warring with
the laws of nature, and as possible only on the supposition of
miraculous interposition.
"By the politeness of Dr. Capron, I have had several opportunities of seeing Miss Brackett, whose case he has deas

tailed in the first number of your translation. To test the
lucidity of this somnambulist, I resorted to an experiment
which had

previously

been

frequently tried, and, according to
respectable witnesses, with comnote of four lines, directed to Miss

the assertions of the most

plete success. I
Brackett, to the
sible clew.

wrote

a

contents of which she could have

I enclosed it in two

envelopes,

no posthat the writ-

so

covered by four folds of paper. I sealed it with four
wax seals, and impressed it with a peculiar

ing was

wafers and four

device.

No

light.

strong, could render it possible
anything written within. This
somnambulist, and two days after Dr.

however

to discover that there

left with the

was

returned it to

Capron
ten

on

the outer

which she could
to

the

lt, I

illegible

was

me

with the contents of the note writ-

envelope, with
not decipher.

character of the

the

exception

This was,

no

handwriting,

of one word,
doubt, owing

as,

on

opening

convinced I could not have read it myself but from
recollection.
She likewise wrote 'sentiments' instead of
was

'selections'-another mistake

certainly

attributable to the

The note contained seventeen words, which
known to no one but myself. It was returned as it was

same cause.
were

given,

the slighest appearance of having been
crumpled. The supposition of the removal or

without

handled

or

opening of the seals was out of the questionf The idea that
the discovery was a happy conjecture is absurd. To resort
f.
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mathematical expression, the chance of such a solubeing unity, no number short of infinity could represent
opposite chances. Such facts as these, I grant, require

a

tion
the

for their establishment

a mass of evidence, great in proportion to their marvellous character. Yet such a weight of
testimony is rapidly accumulating, lf it does not already

exist,

as must shake the
incredulity of the most sceptical.
The denial that any proof can establish such facts, involves
principles no less dangerous than those by which the celebrated Hume vainly sought to overthrow the evidence ot'

Christianity.

,.

Rupecuuuy yours,
"J. R. Knut."
.

l

NOTEE

xxxm.

.UFHVBLBEITY T0 PAW
FBO! DB. EBTEN.
"

PBDVIDIICI, November 18, IW.

"Dnm Bm,-In the appendix of Deleuze, I tind it givenin
the notes

opinion that the somnambulist_always appears'
magnetizer is doing. and therefore he cannot perform a surgical operation without producing pun.
I am led by the experiments which I have tried, to think
this is not always the case. I think the patient, in the somnambulic state, may sometimes know what the magnetizer is
doing, even while he is performing a surgical operation, and
may assist in the operation, and still be insensible to pain.
This perhaps depends very much upon the degree of sympathy which the operator has for his patient-a sympathy
that induces apprehensions lest the patient should suffer
under the operation.
On the 28th of October ultimo, a lady, in company with
as an

to know what the

"

friend of hers, called on me to have some teeth filled. One,
in particular, was so badly decayed, and so sensitive, that
a

the touch of an instrument produced severe pain, so much
_so that she could not endure to have it filled until she was
magnetized. Knowing that she had been frequently magnet-

ized, I obtained permission

to make use of it on this occa-

Arrzimrx.
lion,

to ascertain whether I could

or

operation without producing pain.

magnetic sleep
entire
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could not

the

perform

I threw her into the

in about five minutes.

I then removed that

ot the tooth which was

carious, without remembrane, and filled the cavity. During the whole time, she showed no indications of pain. She

portion

garding

the

appeared

nerve or

to know

I

everything

was

doing,

talked about the

operation, opened her mouth when I approached her with
an instrument, and closed it again when I withdrew it.
I
asked her if the

operation

was

painful, and

she said it

was

in the least.
"The

not

l

pain

of

the carious

removing

where the

nerve

isgreater

than that of

and membrane

are

portion of a tooth,
exposed, as in this case,

the tooth.

extracting

I should not

have illled this tooth, on account of the insuiferable pain
thatwould have naturally attended the work, and which
would have followed it, had the patient not been magnetized.
"

I filled two

or

three other teeth while the

the somnambulic state;

but the

one

to which

patient was in
particular refer-

has been made above, is the only one that would
naturally be attended with much pain. Before I awoke her,
I inquired if the tooth ached; she said it did not, and that
On being awaked, she immediately
it was perfectly easy.
clapped her hand to her face, and said her tooth ached. I
advised her to keep the illling in, to give it a trial, and see if
it would not stop aching. The next evening, she sent for
ence

me, and informed
ever

since it

was

that her tooth had continued to ache

me

filled, and

was

moved the

dlling,

producing
violently.

the desired effect.

She

and

was

applied

then
some

aching violently.

I

re-

kreosote, but without

The tooth continued to ache

afterwards

magnetized; and,

while in

that state, she asked for a knitting-needle, which was given
her. She heated the needle, and thrust it into her tooth with
lier

own

this she

hand, for the purpose of destroying the

nerve.

In

The operation which she performed
with her own hands. she said, did not produce pain.
"For further satisfaction, I cut around one of her teeth
with

a

was

successful.

gum lancet while she

was

in the somnambulic state,

placed a pair of extracting instruments upon the tooth,
lnd pulled quite hard, giving it a rotary motion with as much
and

arrnnmx.
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I asked
as the tooth would bear without starting it.
her if what I had done did not hurt. She said she did not feel
it, for I had not pulled any. She then took up the instrument which Ihad laid down, and wished to extract thc tooth
force

I

herself.

placed the instrument upon her tooth, when she
hands, and pulled with so much force
obliged to exert my strength to prevent her from

seized it with both
that I was

starting it. The instrument bore so hard upon the tooth and
She still said she felt no pain,
gums as to start the blood.
and she certainly showed no indications of it. She bore the
whole without changing countenance,
that indicated pain.
"

or

moving

a

muscle

I think I could havo extracted either of her teeth with-

out her

being sensible of pain,
gratify curiosity.

but did not wish to sacrihce

a

tooth to
"

When she

was in my oiilce the Brat time, I had occasion
artitlcial tooth from a small box in a closet, which
had been shut, and into which she could not have looked had

to take

an

she been awake, and in the chair where she then was. She
immediately told me that I had taken it from a box in the

closet, and, rising up, she carried it back

although
°f teeth'

there

were
"

to the same

several others Blled with the

Yours

respectfully,

box,

same sort

"W. T. Esmrt."

NOTE XXXIV.
FBOH IDL AHERICUS V.
"

POTTER.

Suwrooa Seamus,

September 14,151

DEAR Bm: I embrace the tlrst opportunity to give you the
Infomation you asked in regard to the eiects of Magnetism
"

about the
upon men. I am not prepared to speak positively
relative susceptibility of the two sexes, as I have attempted
dimto magnetize but few men; yet I think them the most
cult to magnetize. I speak of susceptibility because I be~
lieve the action depends as much upon a certain constitu-

tional

adaptation

"

magnetized

I

upon the health of the subject.
Mr. Angell, a gentleman of Providence, ol

as
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very active and rather
I closed his eyes
in about ilve minutes. Afterwards, I found no ditilculty in
doing it in about two, so that he could not open them. I
have done it more than once at the distance of half a mile.

about

twenty~llve,

I

able

was never

magnetized
"

in

good health,

temperament.

nervous

to

him six

of

At the tlrst

a

sitting,

get him beyond this state, although I
or

eight

times for the purpose.
sitting, I c`losed a gentleman's

In tive minutes, at thc tirst

eyes (Mr. Rogers, attorney), at Saratoga Springs, so that he
I have not attempted since.
could not open them.
"In

ordinary cases, when we wish to convince a man of the
anything, we desire and try to open his eyes. But, in

truth of

this case, you will perceive I have taken a course élean conI convinced Mr. Rogers of my magnetic power by
closing his eyes in spite of his teeth. To tell the truth, he

trary.

I
a good grace, and he is now Him in the faith.
witling will infer from this that we mean to blind
people merely to impose upon their imaginations, or that Mr.
Rogers rushed blindly into a belief in Magnetism, without seeg
ing a reason for his sudden conversion.
"After a sitting of about twenty minutes with a young
man of our city, I found him unable to raise his hand, or
even speak, with evident symptoms of somnambulismmltliough
he was not asleep. After two more sittings, of about the
same lime, he progressed
very sensibly, so much so that I
could act considerably upon the muscles of his arm; yet I
think it would take two or three more
sittings to make this
a perfect case.
His health appears to be good, but he has a

yielded
trust

with

no

_

very slender constitution.
"At the B0liCilaltion of a gentleman at
Newport, I magnetized
a very active colored man, a waiter at the
Bellevue Hotel, of

constitution and excellent health. In about
forty
minutes, he was unable to speak or move. I raised and extended his arm at an elevation of about
thirty degrees, and
kept it there at will for more than fifteen minutes; although I

strong

naked him at several diferent times to
not do it

drop

his arm, he could

unaccompanied by my will. When the influence was
thrown off, he did not know that his arm had been moved.
I saw symptoms of
somnambulism, but had no further op-

portunity

to continue the

experiments.

This

man

had never
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heard of Magnetism before. No other case occurs to my mind
worth mentioning at this time*
"On my passage from Providence to this place, by the
carelessness of the driver who was to take me at Springdeld,
I was left, and obliged to wait for the next day's stage.
Having seen an account, some four or tive years since, of a
girl who was a natural somnambulist at that place, I dctermined to
Dr. Belden

see
was

her, if she
her

be fotmd.

was to

physician

doctor, and stated my business.

courteously, and
information.

was

I learned that

at the time. I called upon the

He

received

perfectly willing

to

me

give

me

very
any

On my declaring it to be my conviction that I

produce the same phenomena by magnetization, which
formerly exhibited in a natural way, he expressed his entire unbelief, yet was willing I should try the experiment,
with the young lady's consent.
I found her to be a girl about the age of nineteen, and
having the appearance of the most perfect health. I sat
down before her, holding her thumbs, and in four minuta
she was entirely insensible to all external objectsnl
"Dr. Belden informed me that the appearance of the girl
was the same as formerly, when in that state, except that she
is much more calm. There was some diiliculty in waking
her. He appeared to express his conviction of the power of
Magnetism, from the singular and striking eKect pmduced in this case.
could
she

"

"

Since my arrival here, I. have been solicited to prove the
existence of the magnetic power by magnetizing various in-

dividuals.

Among them was Mrs. F-Q about twenty-tive
light complexion, hair, and eyes, the daughter of
Judge Cowing. She had been subject to tic douloureux, but
years old,
was

not ntllicted with it at the time.

mind and

a

cultivated taste.

minutes, she experienced
second

sitting,

the next

*Since this letter

In

sense

in

of numbness.

thirty

minutes

a

At the
state-of

written, Mr. Potter has magnetized nveral

A

men.
+

was

a

day,

She possesses a tine
sitting of twenty

At the Brst

a

letter from Dr. Belden to the translator, thlsstatement ls oammnd-

Dr, Belden died in 1843.
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tranquillity was

induced and

a

total loss of muscular power.

At the third, the above symptoms were much increased
The fourth sitting was at the house of Mr. J. W. Westcott.
In twenty minutes. her eyes
closed, and she obeyed a

were

mental request, by raising her hand several times. From this
state, she passed into the most perfect ecstasy, with violent
and. energetic action of the hands and the muscles of her

face, frequently exclaiming, 'O, what thoughts! if I could
The motion of her hands and
only clothe them in wordsl'
the changes of her expression were as if she were acting some
Sometimes she burst into violent screams
a tragedy.
laughter. After throwing otf the inHucnce_ she continued
the same state for about an hour, till it gradually wore oi.

part in
of
in

enabled to go home. Before it wore oif,
wide open, she continued the motions of tho
hands and watched them, without being able to stop them,
conversing, at the same time, upon other subjects. She sat

and

she

her eyes

was

being

played upon the piano, without experiencing any
ditllculty; but, as soon ns she left oi playing,-the motions returned. though less violently.
The next sitting was attended with the same results, but

down and

"

of much shorter duration.
or

tive others,
"

My

next

were

Mr. Westcott and

lady, and

four

present.

patient was Miss Maria Read, sixteen years of
July last, under the medical attendance of Dr.

age the 4th of

I understood, from Dr. Allen, that she had suiiered
of strength, and great nervousness, so that
she could gig; hold anything in her hand. She was troubled,
and a loss of appetite. Dark
moreover, with an obstruction,

Steele.

a

total

prostration

complexion and

eyes.
In twenty minnteg, ghc went into a magnetic state. resem
answer the '-IUCSUODS Of
bling natural sleep. She would not
Sometimes she Wflllld UISWCY IPS ill 8
others or of myself.
could muse her by '- mise- but
low
Other
H

persons
whisper.
*I
f0'
by speaking to her. She was magnetized 01100 d3Y
The eilect upon her. ns I Rm l"f°l'med
ten or fifteen days.
by her mother and herself. is a re-establishment of the strength
not

of her

nerves,

and

an

improvement

in her

general heallll

"At Saratoga, I put the lady of General Smith asleep 'Il
nfteen minutes. For some time, she was unable to speak;
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but, when I commenced waking her, she requested me to let
her remain in that state, because she 'felt so happy! At 1

o'clock, she wished

to remain until

at 2

dinner-time, which

was

.

"I then asked her husband to inform me, at 2 o'clock, if
was not right.
When the bell rang for dinner,

everything

General Smith went to her room, took Mrs. S.

by

the hand,

and went down to the table, where she was immediately taken
xll
He went back with her to her room, seawd her, and re
turned to the table
A2 3 o clock he came to her room, and
found her

nearly senseless, quite deranged, and
excruciating pain in the head, stomach.
and bowels.
He placed her upon the bed, and applied frictions over the chest and limbs, without giving relief.
Al
though it roused her alittle, she remained in the same state
suffering

until 7

on

the door,

the most

o'clock, when Mr. Hubbard chanced

informed

me

that Mrs. S.

not ascribe it to

was

to meet me, and

dangerouslypill;

but he did

I went forthwith to her room,
above described. I placed one hand

Magnetism,

where I found her

as

upon her forehead, and the other upon her waist, and in dve
minutes she was entirely restored.
General Smith should
have informed me, as I had particularly
soon as she was taken ill at <linner~time.

"October 7th,

Albany.

requested

Miss S-, fair

him to,

as

complexion, hair,

and eyes. I drew my hand, for two minutes, from the shoul
der of the left arm to the ends of the lingers, slightly touch

ing

them.

arm.
was a

She

complained of great sense
Monday, at 9 o'clock in

On the next

pnin

in the muscle of the left forearm.

tinued from the time I had
she

of weakness in the
the morning, there

magnetized

it

on

This had

Saturday,

able to raise any small weight or to use it.
stored the arm in tive minutes, after a continued
was not

so

con-

that

I

re-

paralysis of

thirty-six

hours.

"While in

Albany, I got acquainted with Dr. March, who,
you well know, lectures on anatomy, and whose anatomical collection, by.the-by, is an exceedingly line one. My
as

friend, Mr. G., threw Dr. March's little daughter. seven years
old, into a magnetic sleep in about ten minutes, without touching fur, and without using the manipulalwm. To ascertain
What effect could be produced at a distance, Mr. G. and Pro
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fessor McKee

being

being

at the

with the little

girl

Temperance Hotel, and

at his

own

Dr. March

house, about fifty rods

distant, he put her into somnambulism in ilve minutes.
"This was only the fourth time of magnetizing her; and
she not only did not know of the attempt, but Dr. March
kept her reading. She dropped her book, and fell asleep.

Hadley, Esq., and another gentleman, a physician,
Troy, were present.
"She has since been magnetized in. the presence of Drs.
James and George McNaughton, Dr. Peck, and about twenty
others, of the ilrst respectability. Dr. March put her to sleep
"A. K.

both from

easily.

"

magnetized Mr. John Perry, in the presence
Marcy, Mr. Attorney-General Butler, and several
physicians, among whom was Dr. March. Sitting at the distance of six feet from Mr. Perry, he began to magnetize him
mentally. In llve minutes, his eyes were set wide open, but
he took no notice of things.
ln seven minutes, he closed
them, and began to tremble nervously, and his whole frame
The convulsions were violent, stamping and strikto shake.
ing with his tists, and they continued about half an hour. By
placing the hand upon the bare neck and breast, and the
upper part ot the stomach, he finally succeeded in waking
him, after carrying him out into the street*
"At the second sitting, I threw him into the same state, in
"Mr, G. also

of Governor

presence of Professor McKee and Dr. March, and the effects
When spoken to, he would not anwere about the same.

He is

swer.

an

active, healthy, intelligent young

"Judge Spreicker
was so

was

much aifected

as

also

man.

magnetized four times.

He

not to be able to answer any one but

* Mesmer maintained that these convulsions were useful.
He endeavored
lo produce them, and the great power with which he was endued was thus
exhibited in an extraordinary degree. Experience, however, has shown that

they

arc

sometimes attended with edects which

fatal

nor

pemianent.

At

present, the magnetizc-rs

are
use

bad, though neither
their influence sooth

and tlnd its etlects

salutary. Their patients are, hmvevei sometimes
thrown into convulsions. when the nctlnn is too great. or not sustained by
'l'h<firmness of purpose.
Messrs. Potter are abundantly able to prove the
lnzly.

arialeftce of the
means of

magnetic

.

power.

But to ascertain the true value of lt

alleviating and curing the sick, demands incessant practice.

have been several times successfully employed by

#1181130 their patients.-Trwu.

_

physicians

in this

as a

They

city to

Aeo

nrnsmx.

A

unbeliever eveti after seeing

Mr. G. The judge was an
of somnsmbulism. He is

ready

now

to

testify

a case

to the power

of this agent.
At the house of Rev. Mr.
"

principal

of the Female

Wycof, in the presence of the
Academy, ,Dr. James McNaughton,

and others, I magnetized Miss Van N., about seventeen years
of age, light hair, light eyes, and good health through life.
She settled down from mirth and laughter, in live minutes,
In n few minutes more
to a vacant stare, without winking.
she closed her eyes.

slight trembling of the frame.
but myself. She
motions in thirty seconds.

There

was a

In fifteen minutes, she would
was

awaked

by

reversed

answer no one

"

Yours,
"Asmaxcos V. Porrnn.

"Ma Tnonus C. HAn'rsaoaN."

NOTE

XXXV.-Page

219.

Deleuze says that the iniiuence of the magnetizer will be
even in the waking state.: I have evidence of a very
curious nature in proof of this assertion.
felt

Every one who takes the true way to convince himself of
the existence of the agent called Mesmerism, that is, by attempting the proofs on individuals whose state of health he
desires to benedt, will find nothing more common than this
influence over somnambulists. Georget seems not to have
known this, for he might have prevented the repugnanee
which his patients manifested when they were served with
and blisters of their own prescription. The reader is
referred to the letter of Dr. Robbins, nt the twenty-sixth
note, for some curious results. In a subsequent letter, that

moxas

gentleman

states that he does not find

cious with all.

the plan equally effica-

Aninveterate attachment to

tobaccoin its

various shapes has been entirely destroyed, though the patient, a young medical student of about twenty years of age,
knew nothing of the cause of it while in the ordinary state.
but I am informed that the attachweeks have

Many

elapsed,

yet revived.
I
It is not therefore so extraordinary that any article of -food.

ment has not

_

'i_

i
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magnetized with the design ol' changing its taste, and
presented to the somnamhulist, should retain its induced
qualities long after he is awakened from sleep. Any person

'when

mer;ly put in communication with one may do this
satisfaction, without saying a word of his intenI have tried this successfully,
tion, even to the patient.
changing a piece of wheat bread into cake, a part of which
was eaten immediately and pronounced to be cake, and the
next day the rest was eaten while the patient, who was blind,
was in the ordinary state, and did not know that she had had
the piece in her hand. How far the experiment would suc~
who is
to his

own

ceed with

one

who possesses

vision, I have

never

yet

opportunities to ascertain. I 'have in
the same manner imparted a peculiar taste to water.
"Dr. Robbins has tried experiments of the same kind. One
availed

myself

of my

.

of these he relates in

power of
gave

one

a

recent note to me, which exhibits this

tastes in a very striking degree.
He
of his somnambnlists a clove to eat, and told her to

transfusing

a piece of cinnawaking, she had some of it remaining in her
mouth, and thought it was in reality cinnamon, while another

recollect. after waking, that she had eaten
mon.

On

clove which she ate had its proper taste. At another time,
when she was asleep, he gave her a piece of aloes, not in-

forming her what it was, and told her to have it taste on her
awaking like liquorice. Observing it upon the table after
waking, she mistook it for opium ; but, on being told to
taste it, she did so, and recognized at once the nauseous
Suchis one of the powers of this unsweet of liquorice.
known agent. It changes the most disgusting bitter in the
whole makria medica into the most intense ,sweet. If any
thinks these experiments were not made with snililcient

one

care, it is easy for him to

obtain the

repeat them in many ways. if he

being put. in communication with
somnambulist.
"
There is another power closely allied to this, which is no
less surprising. You can induce a desire for a particular
species of food at a particular hour of the day. A trial
of this was recently made by Dr. Cleveland, of Pawtuxet.
can

privilege

of

a

The

patient, without knowing anything about the induence
day befow. called for I-he several

which had been exerted thc
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articles which had been specided for each of the three daily
meals. The patient's want of appetite for several weeks in
succession was the reason for pursuing this course, and it
was

successful.

completely

Dr. Cleveland
who

enjoyed

a

once

called upon another of his

patients,
anticipating a choice
advised 'her to sleep an hour

good appetite, and

article of food for dinner.

He

was

before dinner; and, while she was in the Mesmeric state, he
told her that she must not eat of the dish she was anticipat-

ing, but
awaking,

of another

one, which

he

specined.

On

her

but the nurse, who knew the
doctor's intention, she refused to partake of the viand,
though it was urged upon her as being well prepared and
no one

being present

palatable ; but she called for the substituted food, on which
she dined with relish, without suspecting the cause of the
change wrought in her appetite.
Dr. Cleveland has also
ments of

a

succeededin several other experi-

useful nature, the particulars of which I
'letters from him which are now before me. One

highly

have in

some

ol' these

was

spirit of charitable feeling towards
an object of the patieut's hatred and indignation. Thus far the spirit of forgiveness still prevails,
although the somnambulist knows nothing
about the influence exerted by the magnetizer to produce this
happy result.
Some other experiments have been made by him upon several somnambulists to excite cheerfulness, hope, and order,
respectively, which were attended with success the most
complete.
I state these things not to excite the marvellousness of the
reader, but with the design of enforcing the precepts of
Deleuze, wherein, to the minds of men who are not sumciently acquainted with the subject, he seems to beover~
cautious; for instance, in the chapter on somnambulism, and
That
espocinllv in his f~'°npter on the choice of a ~77l4'lg1l»0f!}£7'
one r-ou'd tfikn f-flvnntage of the magnetic sleep, in some innn

to induce

a

individuel who had rendered himself

»~tnn<-es. tn suhscrve

an

evil purpose,

seems

now

to me uu-

qumstionnlwlf-_ But the physician has drugs of most potent
eiect. a drop or two of which would be immediate in its
action, whether the recipient be in good or in bad health;
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aid of Mesmerism, the process is slow, uncertain,
and tedious, and seldom effective on persons who are not
already prostrated by disease. The physician is one on whom
we bestow our confidence in an especial manner, and there-

whileby the

fore

careful, in the tirst place, to choose one on whom
depend; having regard not wholly to his skill, but to
certain qualities of the head andthe heart which vindicate
our choice.
If the physician we have chosen proposes to try
Mesmerism in aid of his remedies, we do not require the
exertion of greater conddence than we already repose in him,
ii' we have been governed by the right motive, and have made
no mistake in our choice.
He is the proper person to employ
this agent, provided he is in good health, and has the good
sense to make a trial in spite of his prepossesslons against it.
Yet there are certain requisites in a magnetizer which we
do not tind in some physicians.
I cannot do better than to
recommend the reading of thc two chapters referred to above.
The principles advanced in them derive support from the
facts embraced in this note, and from the experience of many
physicians with whom I have couversed. Many men of science are heartily engaged in the investigation, not, I trust,
with partisan feelings, but with the sincere desire of doing
good; and at this very time, though the first excitement is
nearly over, there are more _somnambulists and more patients
under treatment than at any previous period. They may be
stated at several hundreds in this and the adjoining States.
The number of somnambulists referred to in this appendix is
upward of sixty, leaving out those who are merely thrown
we are

we can

into the Mesmeric state, who

are

much

more numerous.

ized

hy
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LETTERS F201 PHYSIUILNH.
FROM DB.

DOUGLAS.

"Hanufrox

N.Y.Jnne28, 1848.

"Dean Sm' I received yours of 21st inst. thls day, and in
compliance with your request, proceed to give you a detail
of a few, out of many cases which have occurred under
my 'own
disease.
"

Casa

Mrs.--_
in

severe

treatment, of the

ellects

jirat.-July, 1842, evening.

of

I

Mesmerism upon

was

called to visit

I found her in the seventh month of pregnancy, and
labor, which had continued nearly all day. The

were now as frequent as
every four or live minutes.
and very urgent. An examination showed the on uteri to he
suihciently dilated to admit the ilnger with considerable

pains

play, and the tense membrane was plainly felt. She had
been, during the whole aftemoon, much stupeiled with
opium, in the hope of deferring her contlnement until my return, having been absent during the day. She expressed a
perfect determination to have nothing done to retard the
She had been in the same condition in
progress of labor.
her last two pregnancies at the same period, and all the

employed to prevent premature delivery had only
prolonged her suffering. She had sent for me to hasten, and
Without saying anything, I laid my
not retard her delivery.
means

4.65
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hand

carelessly

outside of her dress,

pain, after doing so,
scarcely waked her, and
first

over

The

the uterus.

obviously lighter, the second

was

l

the third did not nppeatr.

re~

hour, during which she slept undisturbed. 1 directed the husband to repeat the process, if the pain returned.
mnine l

nn

expressing the confident belief that my hand could
nothing to do with producing the result which had
followed, he promised compliance. On visiting her the following evening, I was informed by the husband that her
pains had returned twice since my former visit, and he had
found himselfa better doctor than I, for he had perfectly
stopped them in five minutes. They recurred a few times
afterwards, and were allayed by the same means with the
same facility.
About two months from this period, she was
delivered of a. large and healthy child.
After

have had

'

"

Case second.-In

May, 1843,

I visited Mrs.-, a young
abortion at an early period.

married lady, who had suffered

one

She

same

was

Knowing

about the

at

now

and had had

regular labor pains

her

be

to

period

a

susceptible

very

second

time,

for the last twelve hours.
to

the

Mes

influence, I laid my hand over the uterus, and the
next pain did not occur.
She has had several attacks of labor pains since, and the husband informs me that she is so
mei-ic

sensitive that she

never

has

a

single pain

after he

lays

his

hand upon her.
"

Uaao third.-March 29. 1842.

Visited Miss T.,

a

girl

of

eleven years of age, who had been attacked, the
previous day, with acute rheumatism, which had located in
the knees, ancles and feet. These parts were swollen, hot,

about ten

or

red, and intensely tender und painful. She had slept none
the previous night, and was loudly crying with pain. The
pulse was over 120, with thirst and hot skin. The slightest
motion of the affected joints could not beborne. I requested the father to lay his hands on the affected parts and
make passes over them, expressing the hope that it would
afford her relief.

deemed

so

about tive

useless
nr

He chose to be excused from what he
In
process, but at length consented.

a

six minutes she ceased to groan, and talked
In
not ache at all.

cheerfully, saying that her limbs did
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from ten to dfteen minutes, she

was perfectly relieved, not
only from pain, but tenderness also; and suffered her joints
to be pressed and moved freely in every direction, declaring
that there was not the slightest tenderness. About the middle of the following night, the pain returned, and was removed by the same process with equal promptitude. Twentyfonr hours from this, it again returned, and was removed to

return no more.

"Cass fourth.-In April last, I was attacked with rheuIt increased during the day, and was so
painful at night that I was unable to sleep. At three o'clock

matism of the feet.
in the

morning,

I sent

across

the

pain had become extremely intense, and

the street for Dr. J.

_Babcock. He applied his
hand and made passes over it for dfteen or twenty minutes,
when the pain entirely subsided, leaving slight soreness in
joint. I resumed my ordinary business in the morning,
slight lameness, which disappeared during the day
without any recurrence of the pain.
one

with

"Ch|ojifZh.-In the Spring of 1842, I sudered a bronchial
attack, which. in the afternoon of the second day, had become severe, and was attended with tightness of the chest,
great soreness of the chest and throat, shortness of breath,
incessant and harrassing cough, considerable feverishness, and
such

adegree of hoarseness that it was difficult toemit a sound
a whisper.
By the application of the same hand for

above

an hour, to the throat and chest, I was so
of
all these symptoms, that I could not asrelieved
perfectly
certain from any feeling, that I had a cold or was in the slightI did not feel the least disposition to
est degree unwell.

about

a

quarter of

cough again during

the

evening

or

night, though I believe I

did not pass tlve minutes during the previous afternoon
without coughing. The change was palpable to others as
well as myself, in the immediate and almost entire restoration
of my voice.
In the morning, the Mesmeric influence
seemed to have passed off, and my disease resumed its
course, but so much improved that I did not deem it necesary to trouble my friend for another application of the

remedy. If
expression, I

I

might

be allowed to

would say that it

was

use

such

a

form of

three-quarters cured.

nw srrnimix.
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I cannot doubt but another

ered tlie

application would

have rend-

complete.

cure

"Case su-th.-In March, 1842, I attended Miss

spinal adection.

It was extremely

--,

for

a

tender-very slight pressure
of

intense pain on the spot, and in distant parts
communication with the
system connected by nervous
faintness.
and
By passing the
the
spine pressed,
parts of

producing
the

was
the spine for a few minutes, the tenderness
was bome
of
that
pressure
so
degree
any
entirely removed,
to make two long
without inconvenience. I then proceeded
one on each side of the
with
caustic
issues
potash,
and deep
she declared that she
the whole

hand

over

operation,

During

spine.

but the same sensation of
did not suder the slightest pain,
she experienced from the passage of my
which
pleasure
Just at the close of the operation, she
hand in Mesmerizing
of sickness of stomach, an effect which I have

complained

often witnessed,
are made at the
vere

pain

moved in

on

Mesmerizmg

same

time

over

from these issues was
a

few moments,

by

the

back, unless

the stomach.

some passes
The most se-

subsequently at any time re»
passing the hand over

some one

them.

under
"Uasa seventh.-InFebruary, 18%, I visited Miss -,
for two
following circumstances. She had been troubled

the

three years with a. chronic aiection of the stomach, ettended with indigestion and vomiting of her food. She had
recently been attended by a quack, who had pursued a stim

or

ulating
of the

This had brought

treatment

mucous

on

acute indammation

membrane of the stomach and

with uncontrollable

vomiting and

bowels, attended

diarrhcea.

After some

extended to the serous mem~
days
brane, attended by obstinate constipation, and great pain
and tumcfactton of the bowels. When I saw her, she had
the inflammation had

vomited

almost

incessantly

for ten

days, retaining nothing

stomach, she had had no evwcuations from the bowels
lor tour or five days, and the tumefactxon was as great
The pain was constant
as the integumcnts would admit.

upon the

Olher symptoms were alarming. The
and covered with a ciammy sweat
and
sunken,
pale
--the pulse was a weak and almost undistinguishable flutter.

and

face

terribly
was

severe.
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the bed-side, and redecting with great anxiety
probable impotency of medicine in such a state of
being extremely probable that mortitication was
take place, or was already taking place. I almost un-

Standing by
upon the
things, it

about to

consciously and from habit, laid my band upon her stomach
and made passes over it and the bowels. In u few minutes
she ceased groaning, and on being asked if she was easy, she
'

replied, easier! In a few minutes after, on being asked
again she replied, perfectly easy, and my sickness at stomach
is gone.' Her pulse became distinct and full, and her face,
from a deathly paleness, became dashed. I proposed giving
'

dose of castor oil, but

was assured that that article
I however turned out a
very nauseous to her.
full dose, raised her head and presented it to her, requesting
her to take it. She swallowed it deliberately, sipping it clean

her

a

was

always

from the cup, without manifesting the least dislike. She lay
asleep, and at perfect ease, for about four hours,

apparently

when she waked and

soon

made

an

effort to vomit.

This

sickness was at once allayed by the same means, Rnd the oil
repeated. During the night it produced its desired edect, and
every immediately alarming symptom had disappeared. By
the daily application of Mesmerism, she was in a few days
tolerably comfortable. But the bowels, though comparatively
free from pain, retained the tenderness and tumefaction. I
had often removed the tendemess in

I had
usual

stopped.
one day,

I

nution of the fulness.
more

suinrised

a

few minutes, and there
little longer than

Continuing the process a
was surprised to observe

an

obvious dimi-

Continuing it some time longer, I was

to find it

disappear altogether.

Their pree-

ent softness and ilatness contrasted very strangely with the
This was
former fulness, extreme hardness and distention.

often

repeated afterwards, with uniformly

the

same

result-

the great fulness and hardness being perfectly removed in
about fifteen minutes, leaving the abdomen entirely dat and
soft

This process
and tenderness was

was

repeated, till

the

tendency

to fulness

Since that time, other cases,
of great tumefaction from intlammation of bowels, removed
in the same manner, have come under my observation. The
above

overcome.

patient, under the daily intluence of Mesmerism, finally

recovered from her

superinduced

attack of acute disease and

nw Arrrrnnxx.
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her

original chronic affection. I have no hesitation
nting to this agent the preservation of her life.
"

in attrib

The above

are a few ordinary examples illustrative of a
important fact in Mesmerism, viz., the power of that
agent to annihilate irritability or sensibility to pain, and thus

most

one of the most powerful exciting causes of a continuation of disease, and one of the most obstinate obstacles in
the way of its removal. It supplies a desideratum in medi-

to remove

cine.
"At the time of

addressing you in 1889, I was in the _ininquiry, with a variety of phenomena which
I had elicited, and which surprised and puzzled me. Unac
quainted with any practical magnctist, I Wm under the
necessity of prosecuting, to some extent, an independent
course of inquiry, which has gradually cleared
away the
ditilculties, and led to many clear and definite results. My
little work on Mesmerism was intended to give the practical
information I possessed at the time of its publication, and
supply the place, at less troume, of the numerous lettersl
was obliged to write in answer to inquiries addressed to me.
clpient stage

of

I will send you a copy. It muy, to some extent,
Since its publication, my
of your inquiries.

some

experience discovers

increased

many

answer

greatly
imperfections init, and

It hns, however, more than answered my exin directing the attention of the community, and
of the medical profession, to the subject.

some errors.

pectations
especially

of disease of various character to which I
Mesmerism with benefit, are innumerable. I
have never seen an amputation under its intiuence, but I
have performed a large number of minor and every-day
operations by its aid without pain, as cupping on tender
places upon which the least pressure could not be made
"

The

have

cases

applied

pain before mngnetizing, the insertion of setonl,
making large and deep issues with caustic potash, blistering
without

in irritable habits, etc,
"I have witnessed the

most surprising relief 'and cures in
following diseases, viz.: asthma, (a perfect cure of
the most distressing breathing in fifteen minutes); colds attended with great hoarseness, sore throat, tightness of the
all of the
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and

distressing cough; angina pectoris (a perfect cure
minutes); acute rheumatism (many striking and surprising cases); inflammation of the bowels, gastritis, dyspepsin, spinal irritation, after-pains of the most severe character,
headache, clysmcnorrhcsa, toothaches, universal pain attending attacks of fever, extreme and painful fatigue, habitual
slceplessness, etc.
Respectfully yours,

lungs,
in

few

a

"

"Ma

HJ' S' D°UGI'AB'

T. C. HAm'sHoaN."

FROM DB. BARRETL
"

_

Dnan Sm: I

"

am

_

Fenaxsrvmu, N. Y., June 14.,18|B.

gratified

to learn that you are

engaged

in the work of which you speak. I have paid some attention
to the subject, but have had access to no very extensive work.

I

am

satisfied that it has claims which but few -medical

present duly appreciate.

at
on

person in the Mesmeric

n

men

I have

performed no amputation
state, although I have the most

perfect confidence that it may be done.
I will briedy state to you such cases as have come under
my notice; and shall behappy if .I can do anything to aid
you in the furtherance of your object.
Miss E. J., aged 18, was attacked in January last with
plcurisy. On being magnetized, the breathing became easy
and free; but the pain and difficulty of breathing returned on
her being restored to consciousness.
She was again magnet»
ized, and bled until some degree of faintness was manifest,
without her being conscious of anything
having been done;
"

"

she felt much better.

only

She

was

then put into the Mes-

m°"i¢ 9'-"W

Plied

W

5815113 Mid a blister. plaster, 'six by eight inches, apthe Side, which remained six
hours; at the end of

W11i¢l1 tillw it
W"

WM

f°m°V0d» Mid

found to have drawn and dlled well.

It

dressing given; she, during the time,
"PPUCUUY enjoyed quiet sleep, and perfectly unconscious of
having been bled or blistered. The incision made on bleediUS» WM without soreness, which was quite diEe|-ent from
a

tlwse made in the waking slate,
and
"

as

the

case was a severe one

required repeated bleedings.
I

am

satisfied the

cure was

much facilitated

by bringing
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to my aid

She was afterward amicted with the
I extracted a large molar tooth, and she was not
conscious of it; nor did she miss it until some half hone
when her attention was directed to it. Miss S. E also had a
molar tooth extracted while in the Mesmeric state without
being conscious of it, or even moving a muscle-the soreness
in either case following the operation was trilling compared
to what it had been when they had had teeth extracted

Magnetism.

teethache;

before.
"Miss E. C. hasbeen ahlicted with

spinal irritation for
several years, so much so that she has been connned to her
bed for several months; she could not bem the least pressure
about the

spine.

On

cupped without
magnetize the part

and
to

being magnetized she could be scarilied
any pain, and it only became necessary
to which I wished to apply the cup.

"
A son of Mr. G., 14 years old, had been subject to natural somnambulism, in which the organs of self-esteem and
combativeness seemed to be the most active, though in char-

In these paroxysms he would
was naturally ditlldent.
pay no respect to age; whatever came in his way he considered himself equal to, as regards mental and physical powers.
These paroxysms would last from two to four hours. Whatacter he

ever attempts were made to arouse him served to excite his
combative feelings, and he was ready to encounter anything

that

came

in his way.

The paroxysm could be

brought

on

at any time when he was asleep, by partially arousing him
and leaving him to himself for a fcw minutes.
He would

get up and put something on him, sometimes his clothes, at
others some portion of the bedclothes, and present himself
wherever the

family were. The tlrst time that he was attempted to be magnetized in these paroxysms, the effect was
but partial; on the second attempt the eiect was fully produced; and by exciting other portions of the brain, he became
perfectly quiet, and has not had a pa/rozylm nina, now (hut
'"°"""'

"Yours, in much haste,
"

"ML T_ O_ HnTm0m_»

Sonouon Banmrrr.
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Incl DB. CLEVELAND.
_

"

Paovmncs, August 4, 1848.
"Dum Sm,-In compliance with your request I have
made several experiments upon the memory, or rather upon
the power of recalling events, which have proved very sat-

isfactory.
"The drst

experiment consisted

in

inducing

the mind to

recall, or to be impressed with all or any of the past events
of life, back to the earliest period possible. Many incidents
of maturer years, which had long been forgotten, were mena perfect remembrance ot their occurrence, not,

tioned with

however, by the ordinary means of the accidental association
of ideas, but, as it were, by a sudden impression. The
events of earlier life, without that clearness of memory as to
their

certainty, were very distinctly and minutely recalled
described, as were those that occurred at a period of life
so early as not tobe substantiated by the evidence of memory, but appearing like dreams. Events that took place before the magnetized was ten months old, were by her perfectly
and very minutely described, although she had to depend
upon the testimony of others, as to their reality. Individuals
were described and called by name, whom she had not seen,
or whose names she had not heard mentioned, since she was
The events of
two years old, more than twenty years ago.
more to her like a
and
childhood
early
appeared
infancy
dream than a reality. The restraints under which she was
placed when she became able to creep about house-the clrand

down-stairs and the person who took
peculiar favorites, etc.,
etc.,-all of which occurred before she was eleven months
old, were described with much feeling and accuracy, as tested
cumstance of

falling

her up-her tlrst attempts to walk-her

by the recollection of others of the family, who were surprised at her mentioning them without knowing the reason
of her doing so.
'I'hese exercises were continued two days. The mind was
then directed to the recalling of particular events. I say directed, for in these experiments my subject was not con"

sulted.

The intluence

was

exerted while she

netic state, and arrangements made the
their going into action.

was

in

a

magto

day previous
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Bo pertect

the

was

success

of this second

experiment,

that sermons, prayers, etc., which she had heard seventeen
years ago_ when only eight years of age, and which had not
been thought ot for years, were so perfectly recalled that

readily repeat large portions of them.
"Thus ezpsrhnents have resultsdwith soooralpafhbntswitla
the same success.
I have also been enabled to direct the mind to any sub
ject for study and meditation. with the greatest intensity and
abstractedness, for any given period of time.
she could

'

"I have been induced to communicate these
with the

hope

that

observations,

others, better qualified, may be led

to lm-

prove thereon, and reduce them to some important results.
"In the eighth chapter of the Practical Instmction, some obare made on the trammimbn qf pain.
My own
One of my paexperience accords with that of Deleuze.
tients a lady twenty-five years of age, was atllicted with an
injlammatwhm of the mucous membrane of the throat; for which I
had, on a former occasion, treated her in the ordinary way

servations

She was now so unwell as to
very poor success.
be unable to swallow anything but Huids.
After being Meswith

merized twice, she was enabled, the next day, to partake of
food as usual. But as for myself, I found it very troublesome to eat; my throat was inflamed, exhibiting un actual

transference of the symptoms of her disorder to myself. As
this was not the customary fee for medical service I went on
the third day, and told my patient that I meant to return

complaint which had been transferred

the
'

I then made

to me.

few passes from my own throat towards
hers. The succeeding day I found myself relieved, and my
patient was aillicted as before.
"

so

n

to yield readily to the Mesmerie action,
practice is concerned. A short time agoI
ca'led upon to visit a lady twenty-two years of age, who

Neuralgia

far

was

as

my

had for four

seems

own

days

been

prostrated by

a severe

nervous

pain

in the head

She could neither sit up, nor endure to be
raised from the bed. She was cured in three visits, within
thirt; -six hours, so as to attend to her affairs in perfect
heal!
"

L

T sudden blow

or

shock has been known to throw psr~
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sons into a sort of somnambullc state; and before I relate
the next case, I will give the relation once made to me by a
carpenter. He was at work on a building; he fell from the
staging to the ground. 'Ae [struck theyroundf said lie, 'I

suddenly bounded up, seeming to have a new body,and to be
standing among the spectators baking at myold one. I saw
them trying to bring it lo. Imade several fruitless ejforte to reenwr my body, and _finally succeeded !
"TE'l'ANUB.--A scutlle which I witnessed 'took place in the
'

street between two men at ashort distance from my resi-

dence.

I seized

one

of them who had thrown the

down, and held him fast;

but

as

the fallen

man was

other

rising,

antagonist directly in the eye.
a heavy boot; he
staggered and fell, struggling to rise again repeatedly, and plunging headlongto the ground. Frightful spasms and convulsions and furious raving succeeded. He was taken to has
own house, by three or four men, where he continued to rave
and rattle on incoherently, taking no notice of any one present.
Opium was exhibited without effect. There was great difilculty in swallowing, on account of the spasmodic affection,
and an appearance like one laboring under hydropohobla. It
required two or three men to hold him.
Intending to Mesmerize him, I could scarcely retain his
hands, which he twitched from me several times with violence. But I persevered,and at length, in ten or dfteen minutes, the spasms began to yield. In about thiriy minutes he
recognized me, expressing great satisfaction at my having
come to see him, still taking no notice of any one else, but
being perfectly quiet. (He seemed all the time to suppose
himself in a certain old building in Foster.)
he received

The blow

a

kick from his

was

very

severe

and from

"

"

I then put him in communication with his wife, of

whose presence he was not before aware.
He expressed
his joy at seeing her. and talked of his being still kept in
that
"

'

infernal old building] meaning the house in Foster.
As he remained tranquil, I left him for the night in com-

munication with his wife,

directing

her to iritlzdrnm her

com-

of the hand, if he should prove troubleThis she was obliged to do, and
some before my return.
he could no longer recognize her, or be conscious of her
munwahon

presence.

by a

wave
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"In the morning, I found him in the same condition, er.
cept the tetanic symptoms, talking wildly as before. As soon
I took his hand, he recognized me, complained of his
situation, and wanted me to go home with him. The hint this

as

I took him home in the usual Hecmernb way.
as we arrived, his whole appearance
changed.
He seemed pleased and called for his wife, whom he forth-

suggested,
"As

soon

with discovered in another part of the house, putting together
fuel for

a

tire.

(A

passage

or

two rooms, and both doors
'

Now I want to

see

entry intervened between the

shut.)

were

my wife-I

see

His words

her-she is

were:

making a Ere

in the bed~room.'
"

When his wife came in, I established the communication
between them, and shortly after restored him to the natural
state.
His recovery ensued without any return of the
telanic symptoms.
The peculiar state of the
servable; for, in ordinary cases, tetanus is not

patient is obaccompanied
by delirium, which in this case may be accounted for by the
injury sustained by the brain. It is characterized by the
powers of thought and sensation remaining unimpaired, and
this distinguishes it from epilepsy. The Mesmerlc, or rather
aomnambulic state, may be brought on by an accident of this
nature, as in the instance given above, of a carpenter's falling from a scatfold.
"You will recollect, my dear sir, that in 1887, I wrote you
letter in reference to the influence which may be exerted
over the faculties of somnambullsts, especially cIiee1_-fulness,
hope, order, and charity. That letter was not published in
a

your Appendix, but I perceive that you have referred to it,
and quoted the very words of it on the 107th page of the Apto your first edition) which was issued in 1837. I refer to this, because, although I did not make use of manipulation, I by that extract gave a hint to the phrenologist,

pendix

which is

certainly prior

to any date hitherto claimed

who have discovered the

manipulatory

the °'8°|1U-

by those
exciting

Yours, etc.,
H

"Mn T. C. Hanrsnonn.

process of

"

's00PlK0§0f the preeentedltion.
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Pnovmnral, August 1, 186.
"Dan Sm: Since you informed me of your intention
or publishing a revised edition of your translation of Deleuzes Praetwat lmtruotaon in Animal Hagnetilm, and desired that 1

might communicate to you anything upon this
subject which I deemed of sullicient interest, to insert in the
Append|x,il has occurred to me that it might not be uninteresting to the public to be brietiy informed of the sequel of
the case of Miss L Brackett, some account of which I furnished for the former edition of this work.
'

This

interesting, as being
public attention, and
investigation of the sub-

case appears to me the more
ot the ilrst which attracted much

one

gave

ject

a more

impulse to the
Magnetism, than it

decided

of Animal

derived from any other

source.

"Had it not been for

city and vicinity,

a

few

cases

which occurred in this

improbable that it would have been
in a great measure neglected, and comparatively little known
upon this subject, in this country, at this time.
Besides, it
appears to me that justice to Miss Brackett demands some
it is not

further notice of her
"

case.

It will berecollected

by all who had any knowledge

events of the year
were

the

cause

try, that she, in common, it is true with others,
slandered by those who had no
of her
nelismi 'md UWWS

knowledge

'D

was
or

basely
Mag

of

her peculiar situation, she has been

W Wait

obliged
culpate
It

of the

1837, ln which the cases above referred to
of so much excitement
throughout the coun-

her

PB'-lelltly. for time and circumstances to exfrom the imputation of witchcraft or
imposture.

be
P0C1|iHl'ly gratifying to her, however, as well as to
her friends, to bc conscious of
having outlived this slander,
and to know that the time has arrived
when no one, who is

"lift

not

either

sume to

wilfully ignorant or blindly prejudiced, will predeny the occasional existence of the phenomena de

veloped in her

Among
I know ot

which

a

an

case

the

cases

which have

come

to my

knowledge,

interesting than this-no one in
greater number ot the somnamhulic phenomena
no

one

more
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have been

developed

some new

phases

the

cause
are

better

been
"

or were

more

clearly manifested.

science, and manner
understood, rather than because

more

If

observed, it is perhaps beof conducting experiments,

have since been

the

subjects have

lucid.

Before Miss Braekett left Providence, she had good reafor hoping that her health and sight would ultimately

sons

be perfectly restored, should the magnetic treatment, to
which she had then been subjected for four or tive months,
be continued. The recovery of her voice, the improvement

sight and general health, which were evidently the
effect of this treatment, were the grounds of those hopes;
but she was doomed to a diferent fate.
of her

'

Her friends, who were at a distance, and had not the
of obtaining correct information respecting Magnet-

means

ism, believing all the idle and ridiculous reports which
so rife, thought proper to remove her.

were

then
"

This injudicious measure, and the exciting circumstance
attending it, inaddition to the discontinuance of the magnetic treatment, were the cause of ar very unfavorable
in her health, both of body and mind.
"

From the

indisposition

thrown, she did

into which she

not recover

for

was

than

more

change

at that time
a

year and

a

half.
"After having been magnetized almost daily for so long
time, it is not strange that some marked change should folIt should
low the sudden discontinuance of the practice.
be remarked, that her mind had been somewhat deranged at
times, revious to her commencing this treatment, but that
she
since been perfectly sane, except on a few occasion!
a

hat?

when

some

other persons than

myself

were

permitted

to mag-

'

netize her.

supervention of some disorganizing disease in her
after her leaving Providence, destroyed all hope
nf her sight ever being restored; and as soon as her health
was sutiiciently improved, she was admitted into the Perkins
Institution for the Blind; her destination when I incidentally became acquainted with her. Since she has been at the
institution, she has frequently been magnetlzed, and until
within the last year, continued to be as susceptible and
"'I`he

e~¢=s=, soon
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clalrvoyant as

when in Providence, six years ago. Within
the last year, however, although she can be put into the
magnetic state, she has nothing of this power; which she accotmts for by having gained a more perfect state of health.
"That she has been very much benefited by the magnetic
treatment, neither she, nor any one who is acquainted with
her case, entertains a doubt; and if she has not been
entirely

restored, she has been sustained and rendered comparatively
comfortable, under a much greater load of amiction than

usually

falls to the lot of

"She has

now

which time her

humanity!

been at

the institution five years,

intelligence, industry, and exemplary

during
conduct

have secured to her a comfortable and agreeable home, the
esteem, the sincere, und to her, invaluable friendship of the

Superintendent, and the love and affection of the inmates of
generally.
"Having, for the last five or six years, given but little attention to the subject of Animal Magnetism-only practising
it occasionally, asa medical agent, I have not been able to
carry into effect the intention expressed, in my former cornmunicatiou of following out a classification of the phethe institution

nomena, and

thereby arriving

at some rational

theory;

as, how-

ever, I had at that time formed an opinion upon this subject,
and adopted a theory, founded upon my previous observa-

tions and rellections, which I thought it would be premature
to publish, and as I have not yet seen any well-grounded
reasons

for

changing

the views which I then entertained, I

theory into
dilliculty of

will endeavor to mould this

telligible

a

form,

as

the

limited time will admit.
sesses

as

Should it appear

suflicient merit to be

condensed and in-

the

brought before

subject

and my

to you that it pos-

the

public,

it will

be at your disposal.
This theory, which from the commencement of my practice iu Magnetism, has appeared to me to be the most satis"

*
Among other adictions, any of which were snfilclent to weigh down the
strongest heart, she has. for the last three years, been ln a great measure
deprived of the use of her lower limbs, in consequence of an injury received
upon her spine. This has of course dhnidshed very much her ability of
being useful ln the institution, and deprived her of the opportunity of resplng that amount of benetlt from an education, which she might have other-

wise

expected.

Q

znwarrmmx.
I

ls based

the

upon
factory,
al of which I believe
ses,

the
viz.:

or are

ingl,

legitimate

That there is

'

following principles and hypothe

to he demonstrable

inferences of well

pervadtng

by experiments,

grounded

reason-

the whole created universe,

mconceivably line, elastic, invisible, tmponderahle fluid

an

or

medium of communication, and a bond of
union to ali its parts; that this tluid is everywhere essenaura_ serving as a

tially
ent

the same, but is manifested under

modilications, among which

a

number of difer-

Electricity, Electro-Mag.
Galvanism, Mineral Magnetism, Animal
are

nettsm, Voltalsm or
Magnetism, Elective and Cohesive Attraction, and Attraction
ot Gravitation, and consequently that the same agent that
gives impulse and motion to the
them in their respective
upon

an

heavenly bodies,

and retains

spheres, puts in motion the wheel
Electro-magnetic apparatus, and binds together the

matter in the smallest pebble; that through the
agency of this iluid, everything in nature has a particular
sphere of action; and that no material body, however nearly

particles of

remotely situated, can act upon, or inlluence another,
except through some medium; that nervous fluid, sensorial
power, energy of the brain, etc., of diBerent authors, are
or

so many names for Animal
Magnetism, or a manifestation of this general principle. in connection with living

only

animal matter, and that the phenomena to which the ge;-mg
Magnetism and Mesmerism are

Animal
are

peculiar

or

abnormal

popularly applied,

developments

of this

modification.

particular

"This fluid I 9"PPose to be the
primum mobde or main
°f Cfeahid llalllre. and that in whatever
way it may at
first h""'° been b"°"F5ht into existence and
into

9P|'iD$

put

the

operation,

quantity is ever the same, and cannot as a whole be in~
creased or diminished. but is
constantly varying in particular
places and objects. We know not but it may he the tluld
which fills that space in the universe, which would otherwise
be n vacuum. the ether of the
ancients, the soul of nature, an
emanatton from God himself.

"It would he
each of these

tunity

interesting to enter into a consideration of
hypotheses particularly, but the want of oppor

and the

impossibility df condensing

such

a mass

of
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matter into

a

reasonable compass, for a communication of this
me to limit myself to a few remarks.

kind, will oblige

a duid or agent as above supposed, I
by all who duly consider the subject,
whatever may be thought of the views I have taken of its
various modifications; without it, in fact, the works of creation would be incomplete, as we would see a thousand eilfects
for which there would be no assignable cause.
Indeed, few
natural phenomena can be accounted for upon any other sup-

"That there is such

think will be admitted

position.
"

When in conversation with

a

learned gentleman, six years

since, I suggested the idea that electricity, galvanism, the
vous

same

ner-

Buid, etc., might he only different manifestations of the
fluid. he observed that it

was

unphilosophical

ute these various eifects to the same

taught,

on

principles

to attrib-

agent; that philosophy

the contrary, that there were more elementary
formerly been supposed, and therefore

than had

that these diderent manifestations

were

more

likely

to be

dependent upon
ple in physics, is

distinct agents. This, as a general princino doubt true; I can but believe, however,
that the instance under consideration is an exception to the
rule.

_

galvanism, electromagnetism, and the nervous duid are identical, I see no
reason why the other properties of matter which have been enumeratcd above. including light and heat, may not be equally
referable to the same general principle.
"If itcan be established that electricty,

"

'Every step] says an anonymous writer in the 'Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal,' Sept. 10, 1887, 'made in the
prozress of science, tends farther to generalize the laws which
regulate the motions and affections of matter. Gravitation,
electricity. magnetism, liarht, heat, chemical attraction, have
approximated
what

they

so far towards unity, that it is easier to
say in
resemble each other, than to point out in what

they difl'er.'
"A great number and variety of experiments. which are
familar to every one at all conversant with the subject, have

been made to establish the identity of the nervous and galvanic tluids, which, though there are some who think diferantly, I believe has been very conclusively done.
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seems to have summed up and put into
form most of what is known upon the subjects
of which he treats, in speaking of the principle of life, observes, 'Every one in the present day, has some knowledge
"

Dr. Good, who

agreeable

an

galvinism and voltaism; every one has witnessed some
of those curious and astonishing effects which the voltaic
tluid is capable of operating on the muscles of an animal for

of

many hours after death; and it only remains to be added,
that since the discovery of this extraordinary power, oxygen
has in its turn fallen a sacridce to the voltaic tluid, and this
last has been contemplated
constituting the principle of

by

numerous

physiologists

as

fluid received into the
animal system from without, and stimulating its diferent organs into vital action.'
"

'of

life;

as a

The identity,' says Wilson Phillip, in his work on Life,
galvanic electricity and nervous intluence, is established
'

'

by these experiments l'
"In the experiments above referred to, the galvanic Uuid
~

has often been substituted for the nervous, and the functions
dependent upon a supply of this power, have been performed

in the same manner as though they had received this necessary stimulus directly from the sensorium.
"The supposition that galvanic electricity and sensorial
of the same general
power are only different developments

principle,

derives great support from the fact that there

are

occasional instances of persons in whom this iluid accumuIi-i8
lates to such an excess as to exhibit Svlliible þÿ ¬ff ¬C'»S~

long since

not

there

was

published

what

appeared

to be an

authentic account of a lady, in a neighboring State, Wll0.
or had applied to any
when approached by another person,
of electricity, gave
conductors
the
of
part of her body any
oi electric sparks, like one who had been highly charged
with this fluid
"

A similar

by

an

electrical machine.

case was

communicated

to

'Silliman's

Jouma1,'

and republished in the 'Boston Medical and Surgical Journal]
that I shall
24, 1843. which is so much to the point

January

take the

liberty

to transcribe it:

-Dr.
Extraordinary Casa of Elcctrtkal
Hosford, of Oxford, N. II., relates, in the last number of "Sil"

'
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liman's Journal," the
currence

of

unusual

an

This

ary, 1837.
dle of the

a lady in that town, who became
electricity at the time of the ocaurora borealis, on the 25th of Janu-

case

unconsciously charged

of

with

extraordinary state

continued until the mid~

following May, during most of which time she was
capable of giving electrical sparks to every conducting body
within the

that

came

her

finger

metallic

was

body,

a

sphere of her electrical induence. When

brought within onesixteenth of an inch of a
spark that was heard, seen. and felt, passed

every second. When seated motionless, with her feet on the
iron stove-hearth, three or four sparks per minute would pass
to the stove, notwithstanding the insulation of her shoes and
silk hosiery. When most favorably circumstanced, four sparks
per minute, of one inch and a half, would pass from the end
of her tlnger to a brass ball on the stove; these were quite
brilliant, distinctly seen and heard in any part of alarge room,
and sharply felt when they passed to another person. These
were so often repeated, that there was no doubt
left of their actual occurrence. The lady had no internal
evidence of this faculty, which was only manifest to her when

experiments

sparks left her. Her health had never been good, though
she had seldom been confined to her bed. She had suffered
much from unseated neuralgia in various parts of her system,
for some months previous to her electrical development. Her
the

health is

now

phenomena
it

was an

better than for many years. Dr. H. thinks this
not caused by the aurora alluded to, but that

was

appendage

of the animal

system.'

"

The astonishing electric powers of the gymnotus or electric eel, and of the torpedo, are well known instances of the
same condition of the animal system, continuing permanently.

In these fishes, this power, which appears to be a weapon of
defence, is evidently under the control of the will.
"

'Tho

hook'd`torpedo, with instinctive

force,

magic from its secret source ;
And through the hook, the llne, the taper pole,
Throws to th' odendlng arm his stern control.
The peleled fishermen, ln dumb surprise,
Feels through his frame the chllllng vapors rlse,
Drops the vain rod, and seems ln stlffenlng pain,
Cslls all his

Home frost-tlxed wanderer o'er the icy

plain)

484
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I:now_' says Dr. Good, from whom the above
st :nothing of the medium through which

quoted,

'

this animal operates, and have
an electric or voltaic aura, and

no

dimcultyin referring

can even

it to

trace a kind of vol-

taic apparatus in its structure."
It is through the medium of the sensorial power or nervous tiuid, the identity of which with the galvanic I consider
"

established beyond a reasonable doubt, that the mind acts
upon the different organs of the body, and stimulates them
into an obedience to will ; it ls, as it were, the messenger of
the

sensorium, and if

ganization,

and forms

not life
a

itself, is

as

essential to it

connecting link between

as or-

the intellec-

tual soul and inert matter.
"

In whatever manner this fluid is generated, whether secreted from the blood, and consequently derived from the
alimcnts taken into the system, or absorbed from the sur-

rounding atmosphere,

and other

objects

with which the

body

may come ln contact, its production and concentration in an
available state, is imdoubtedly a function of the brain and its
appendages, which may in this particular be compared to a

From this battery, it is conducted od more
constantly, through appropriate conductors, to supply
the expenditure in the ditferent parts of the system. To the
heart, respiratory and other organs whose functions are constant and involuntary, the supply, in a state of health, is nec-

galvanic battery.
or

less

but to those organs whose functions are
under the control of the will, and not constant, it is irregular,
and proportioned to the demand. It is necessary to observe
that I have reference here to the sensible or more obvious

essarily continuous;

effects of the sensorial power ; and that excitability, or a suaceptibility of being stimulated into action, is dependent upon
the constant presence of a greater or less proportion of this
'

comparatively latent state.
I have assumed as a principle that through the medium
under consideration everything in nature, every heavenly
body, from the largest suns to the smallest satellites, every
human being, animal, vegetable, and even the most minute
particle of matter, has a particular sphere of action and reciprocal intluence, varied perhaps by circumstances with
which we are unacquainted, and limited by laws, few of
same

principle,

which is in

"

which

are

yet understood.

a

new

"This

sphere

its most obvious
of the

nervous
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of action, in the animal system, at least, in
manifestation, is limited by the extremities
illaments. If we will a hand or finger to

particular direction, the motion is instantaneously
performed, every other part of the system, perhaps. remaming at rest. This action is evident to our senses, and it xs
cqally evident to our reason, that some messenger must have
been sent to the muscles performing the motion, informing
move in a

them of the

that there 'is

requirements of
some

the

will,

ethereal medium

or

through

in other

words.

which the mind

The sensorial power is limited here,
acts upon these organs.
however, only in its most obvious operations ; it has, even in

ordinary influences,

its

a

much

action, which is manifested in

a

the indescribable iniiuence that

others,
the

an

same

more

extended sphere of

thousand different

ways:-

persons have over
intiuence which cannot be imaginary or mistaken
some

thoughts occurring simultaneously

dividuals who

are

to

diferent in-

in the presence of each other ; the

induence

exerted by some persons over horses, dogs. and other animals,
and which is sometimes known to disarm the fury of the
most enraged and vicious wild beasts of the forest.

"Fascination, or charming, and the torporitlc influence of
individuals, and even tribes, over poisonous serpents

some

and

scorpions, completely disarming

them of their

deadly

powers, is probably allied to that of the torpedo and electric
eel, and may be exerted at the pleasure of the possessor.
"
A circumstance worthy of notice, which varies very much
the potency of the sensorial iniluence, and enlarges its sphere
of action, and which may also be considered among its natural operations, is a state of joy or grief, anger, etc., producing
that wonderful and most useful atfection, sympathy ; an atfection of which I am not aware that any very satisfactory
explanation has ever been given.
"

and

The excitement of joy. grief, and other strong emotions
passions, rapidly increases the production of the senso-

nal duid, and an unusual accumulation in the sensorium is
the consequence. This over-charged state of the sensorium
is the cause of a more than ordinary radiation or projection
of this tluid, increasing very much its influence. This radiation may be compared to light passing od from luminous
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or to currents of gnivnnism passing from one metal
another--and all who may he within the sphere of its action, and who are sufiiciently susceptible, will experience
The kind of
from its inliucncc the emotion of sympathy.

bodies

to

emotion

or

passion giving

rise to the accumulation

fies the induence that the emotion caused is of the
ture as the

so

modi-

same na-

original.

person must have observed the different degrees
with which he symp tthize-1 with different individuals, under

"Every

what appear to be the same circumstances, and perhaps has
reproachetl himself with cold-hcarteduess, because he did not
feel that emotion of the

soul,

and that irresistible How of

moisture to the eye, which he conceived such distresses of his
fellow-beings should excite. Who has not, on the contrary,

experienced

this emotion in

a

degree

which did not

seem

called for by the circumstances of the case Y This may be
accounted for by the various degrees of nervous induence
which diierent persons are capable of exerting, and also by
degrees of susceptibility of different individuals;

the various

even of the same individual at dilferent times.
"Dr. Good, under the article Sympathy and Fascination,
'
says, The corollary, then, resulting from these observations,
in the animal system, as well as in organic nature,
that
is,

and

bodies in various instances act where they are not, and
through channels of influence or communication with which
we are altogether unacquaintedf
Perhaps there is no saying more frequently repeated or
more generally believed, figuratively, than the old one, that
the devil is always near when you are talking about him'
"

'

Ilow often

are we

accosted with

about

'

How do you do l

We

were

And I would

just talking
youl'
inquire if it is not
only possible. but even probable, that that principle which
emanates from the sensorium, constituting a medium of communication aud reciprocal influence, may not precede an in~
dividual, and being, of course. strongly directed, by the will,
upon those persons whom he expects to see at the place of his
destination, excite in their sensoria thoughts, and consequently conversatinn about him?
The sympathies between different parts of the same body
"

are

numerous, and

so

familiar to every one,

as

to render it

NEW
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unnecessary to make any farther remark upon this subject,
than to suggest the idea that they are dependent upon unusual accumulations in the particular organs which are the
seat of disease, and that a radiation or projection may take

place

from these organs, which have become

so

many distinct

batteries, and falling upon such other parts of the system
are obnoxious to the sympathetic inhuence, produce more

as
or

less functional derangement.
In connection with this part of the subject, it would be interesting to make some remarks upon the sympathies and
"

other affections of

my present

design

plants,
to

do

but it would bo

more

incompatible with

than to allude to this interest-

ing topic. Here too we have evidences that everything has
its sphere of action and communication, as is exemplified by
the reciprocal attraction and inliuence observed between the
different parts of the same do wcr, and between different
Bowers somewhat remote from each other, when the males
and females are situated in different houses. Were vegetables
endowed with locomotion,

we

should doubtless witness

more

daring exploits among them than swimming the Hellespont,
if we may judge from the conduct of the gallant Vallesneria,
aquatic and diaacious plant, the

an

male blossom of which

is snid

to cast itself upon the bosom of the waters and heroicnlly float away in search of a bride, and when he arrives
within a certain distance of her dwelling, to approach it even
against the wind and current.
"Design is evident in every department of

ing

is left to chance.
"

And the

nature.

Noth-

poet has truly said that-

'All nature ls but art, unknown to

thee,

All chance, direction which thou canst not see.'
"

sphere of reciprocal iniiuence of plants is not consympathy manifested between different parts of
the same plant, or plants of the same species, hut is occasionally met with in a sensible degree between those which are
The effect
lr culiarly sensitive and living animal matter.
produced upon the sensitive plant, by handling, is a familial
The

fined to the

instance.
"

'

Weak with nice sense, the chaste Mimosa stands,
from each rude touch withdraws her timid hands."
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"Dr.

Darwin,

clined to the

u>Ps..'mx.

from whom these lines

are quoted, is in~
dropping and collapse
touched, are owing to a

that the sudden

opinion

of the leatiets of this plant, when
'
numbness or paralysis consequent to too violent irritation,
like the faintings of animals from pain or fatigue."

"The supposition that both are the edeets of exhaustion
of what in animals is called the sensorial power is probably
correct, but in the case of the sensitive plant the eiect is so
sudden that it appears more rational to suppose that the electric

or sensorial Buid is conducted od
suddenly by the hand,
which may have a greater aflinity for it.
"The phenomena heretofore very imperfectly considered

are among the more constant and natural operations of this
universal magnetic or galvanic fluid, the existence and universal diffusion of which has been assumed as a principle.

There is still another class of

stant,

more

which

are

in their

irregular

phenomena

which

less

con-

imperfectly understood. To these
Magnetism and Mesmerism are popularly

but very

terms Animal

are

manifestations, and the laws of
the
ap-

plied.
"In

to the use of the term Animal

Magnetism, I see
urged against any
other that has been suggested, and as it has already obtained
general currency, not only here, but if I mistake not, throughout Europe, it will not be easily supplanted by that of Mesmerism, which some have adopted.
The process of putting the system into this peculiar or abnormal condition called somnambul m, by manipulating, or
mngnetizing, as owing its discovery to Mesmer, may properly
be called Mesmerizing; but when speaking of the lluid itself,
I know of no good reason for the exchange. Should the term
Mesmerism be generally adopted, the compound one, Phrenomagnetism would require to be exchanged for Phreno-Mes
merism. as there would not be a proper correspondence beregard

greater objection

no

to it than

might

be

"

tween the terms.

"Tho term Pathetism has also of late been proposed, and
exclusively employed in 'The Magnet] aperiodical pub-

almost

lished in New York,

philologist enough

by La Roy Sunderland, and I am not
discover any objection to the term

to

itself, but I very much doubt the propriety of introducing

5
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any

new

terms, unlesswe
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are sure

that

ter than the old ones, but also that
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they are
they will

not

be

only betgenerally

adopted
'

we

If the view which I have taken of the subject be correct,
shall tlnd no term more expressive of the thing meant

than Animal

Magnetism, or Animal Electricity, until we have
general agent, from which to derive

a

scientidc term for the

a

part of the

name

of each of its modifications.

the process of magnetizing, or Mesrnerizing, the sensorial iiuid may be increased or diminished in the whole sys~
tem, or any particular part of it, according to the will of the

"By

magnetizer and the manner of performing the operation,
thereby communicating to the diferent organs of the body
increased action and power,
that of which

or

they are possessed.

depriving them,
All the

at

will, of

phenomena of

som-

nambulism may be accounted for by the diierent conditions
of the system, in respect to the quantity and distribution of
the iluid above referred to.

principle,

and

n

state of

Exhaust the sensorium of this

coldness and stiffness

resembling

death is the consequence. A case of this kind I witnessed in
the summer of '37, in a young lady, who was magnetized by

Dr. B., of this city. There was in this case complete insensibility to all surrounding objects and to pain; to test which a
sumcient number of experiments was instituted. Deprive an
organ of its necessary proportion of it, and it will be paralyzed and cease to obey the will: but communicate gg the
same
organ. by a strong effort of the will, an increased pro-

and unusual energy will be produced.
A considerable number of experiments have lately been witnessed by
the public in this city, which very conclusively establish the

portion,

truth of the
one

which

foregoing remark;
appeared to me the

ing was that of diminishing' the
its pulsations nearly one-third in
There could be
"

no

experiments the
interesting and convinc~
action of the heart, reducing

among these

most

the

course

of

a

few minutes

collusion here.

But it is unnecessary to particular-ize. my design being to
a
theory which, if well grounded, every one can apply

propose
to

practice-if not, it will be

a

waste of words to dwell upon

particulars.
"Never

having given

muchattention to

Phreno-magnet
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lsm, this being

branch of the

subject which has taken its
opportunity of experimenting, I feel
inadequate to express an opinion upon it; I would briedy
observe, however, that although I do not know of any experiments which conclusively establish the position that the dit'ferent organs of the brain can be magnetically excited singly,
thus conllrming the truth of both of the sciences incontrovertibly, I can conceive of no reason why this may not be
the fact; as there is nothing in the supposition that is opposed
to the principles of either.
Most of what are now called Phreno-magnetic phenomena
I have, it is true, witnessed in my own patients, especially
a

rise since I have had

an

"

Miss Brackett, from an eiort of the will, without even thinking that the brain was constituted of many different organs,

performing their

functions in

some measure

independently

of

I may be allowed to suggest, that the experimenter will flnd it ditllcult to distinguish between the direct

each other.

edect upon an organ, and the operation of his will,
to make a proper allowance for the habits of the
somnambulist.

magnetic

as

well

"

as

That

persons, in certain conditions, have a peculiar
a peculiar sense, or a
faculty of using their
senses in such a manner as to be enabled to obtain
some

kind of vision,

ordinary
knowledge through
senses

some

other channel than that of these

in their natural state, is

a

fact

so

well established, that

I believe no rational man, at this time, with the usual means
of information, controverts it, however much it may militnte
against his own preconceived opinions, or those of the philosophers, the dogmns of whom he may have adopted as his
rule of faith.

has

To account for this strange phenomenon, which
as well ns in the mag-

frequently occurred spontaneously,

netic

sleep,

is much

more

of its existence-not

diflicult than to establish the truth

an uncommon

case, in the

mysterious

works of nature.

"The only approximation to a satisfactory hypothesis, it
appears to me, is based upon the foregoing premises. If these
premises are correct, we may suppose, that in certain peculinr conditions of the system the sensorlum may be preter-

nnturnlly charged with the scnsorinl, galvanic, or as it may
Will; propriety be called, intelligent principle, and that an
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unusual emanation

or

This radiation I have

radiation may be the consequence.
to light passing of from

compared

luminous bodies, and may extend to indetlnite distances,
taking its impulse and direction from the will; and, being
endued with the greatest imaginable susceptibility, receive
impressions from the objects to which it may be directed, and
communicatate them, probably, through some undulatory or
vibratory motion, to the sensorium. Impressions made
through this medium upon the brain or sensorium, which is
supposed to be in an exalted condition, are taken cognizance
of, and the mind perceives them in the same manner that it
does those which are made through the ordinary inlets or
`

senses.
"

In the

foregoing hypothesis,

we

have also the

only rational

explanation of mental communication, or the understanding of
the will without the

use

of

language,

an

occasional operation

of the mind familiar to every one who has seen much of somnambulism. It would seem that with persons in a highly

magnetic condition, there is a commingling of spirits, not
only with those individuals with whom they may be in communication, but sometimes, also, with others, as though there
were an atmosphere of thought, and this sensorial emanation
were sumciently sensitive to receive distinct impressions from
similar emauations from the sensoria of others.
It may not be irrelevant to the subject to observe in this
place, that through the agency of clairvoyance we are enabled
"

explain and reconcile with human reason many marvellous and otherwise incredible phenomena, both of ancient
and modern times, which have obtained general belief among
to

mankind, but which have been rejected
who

are

too

bigoted

as

fabulous

to admit the existence o! any

by a few
phenome-

by their philosophy. I
sight, ecstasy, trance, magic, fortune-telling, witchcraft, fascination or charming, and the annon

which cannot be accounted for

have reference to second
cient oracles.

"I

am

not unaware that there

the oracles

entirely by priestcraft,

are

some

who account for

and others

by

what is but

little worse, the machinations of the devil. That the former
has been a fruitful source of imnosture and deception, through
all ages, I shall not attempt to controvert, but I believe it will
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be admitted

been

were a

cent
ern

by every candid person, that there must have
other agency concerned in these oracles, which
species of fortune-telling conducted upon a magniti~

some

scale, and claimed

times,

an

alliance with the

this art is contlned to

and the artiticers

are

vulgarly

In mod-

gods.

humble circumstances,
believed to 'make a league'
more

very ditferent being, who is supposed to claim their
souls after death, as a recompense for his services while they
with

a

permitted to remain in their earthly tabernacles.
"Rollin, after endeavoring as it appears to me with but little success, to discredit the Oraclcs,_ by the ambiguity of the
are

'

of the Gods in giving their answers, says, It must,
be confessed, however, that sometimes the answer of the Oracle was clear and cireumstantial,' and then relates two cases in

language

eorroboration of this reluctant confession.
dently nothing more nor less than cases of

These

were

clairvoyance,

evi-

such

ashave been often witnessed in this city.
"All or many of the circumstances related of the Oracles
are such as to establish almost conclusively that the answers
were
some

the
the

given by somnambulists.

appears

It

that the

instances omciated at different Oracles.
of

sybil

Delphos,

In

sybil

in

speaking of

this author observes that 'she

was

at

time the sybil of

Delphos, Eurythria, Babylon, Cuma
and many other places, from having resided in them all.'
The manner of producing the magnetic or somnambulic
same

"

condition appears to have been very different from magnet
izing as practised at this time. It is probable, however, that
historians were not acquainted with the whole process, just

enough having been permitted to escape through the walls of
the temples to confound the curious without enlightening
Or it is possible that this condition
them.
may be produced
by intoxicating exbalations
with which
"

we are at

Whether

they

the

or vapors
arising from substances
this time unaoquainted.

priests and priestesses themselves knew how

enabled to divine what

was hidden to others, is
doubt, but it is not impossible that they really be
lieved in some divine assistance, being themselves deceived,
were

matter of

rather than

they

who consulted them.

"The ridiculous

manner

occasional truth of the

in which Rollin accounts for the

Oracles, is

one

of the many instances

nw
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us that the greatest men are not exempt from
prejudices and superstitious of the age in which they

which prove to
the

live.

~

-

sleep appears to be of two kinds,
both of which are explicable upon the principle of an emanation from the sensorium. In one kind the mind receives

"Dreaming

in natural

distinct and true

present
in

or

magnetic

of

objects

or

somnambulism.

This is

clairvoyance occurring

spontaneously,

dances."
In the other kind, impressions
"

intelligent principle

will,

and events, whether
it is supposed to do

same manner as

instances of which are too numeto be set down to the accotmt of 'remarkable coinci-

naturally
rous

impressions

remote, in the

and

are

made upon the

same

to the sensorium ; but the

conveyed

which in other conditions directs its

operations,

and the

perceptive faculties, being dormant and inactive, these im.
pressions are consequently vague and indistinct, and perception obscure and fleeting.
Why there should be so great a difference in the suscep~
tibility of different individuals to the magnetic influence is
dililcult to explain, but it is probably dependent upon the
quantity of that portion of the sensorial fluid which is constantly present in every part of the living system, constituting excitability, and upon the dikerent degrees of affinity
"

which diiferent individuals have for this fluid.
"The impossibility of putting every person to sleep by
magnetizing is a sumcient reason with some for disbelieving
everything connected with the subject; I see no reason, however, why they should not, upon the same principle. refuse to
believe that opium will produce sleep; for it is well known
that this drug not only frequently fails to produce that eiect,
but

even

makes

some

persons

more

wakeful; and, I may add

oporandi of Magnetism is no more difllcult
to comprehend than that of opium.
Although it is impossible to put some individuals into
the magnetic sleep, I believe every one is susceptible in some
degree to its influence, and that it will frequently have a re~
medial eiiect without the slightest somnolency being pro-

that the modus

I

"

duced.
"

Believing

_

as

I do in the universal diduslon of the mag
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netic

principle, I

animals and

even

deem it not unreasonable to suppose that
vegetables may also be in a greater or less

degree susceptible
"

to its intlnence.

'
~

That many diseases both general and local are dependent
some irregularity in the supply of the sensorlal duid,

upon

a deilcient production of it in the senimperfection in the conductors, is generally admitted, though scarcely any two authors employ the
same language, in expressing their views upon this subject.
Whatever the cause of the deilcient or imequal distribution
of this agent, it may often be considered as the primary derangement, and as the cause of a corresponding derangement

either from

resulting
sorium

or

from

some

in the circulation of the blood, and the performance of other
functions necessary to health and life. These are the primary
of diseases, and if arrested here there may
restoration to health without any serious consequences,
but being allowed to go on, disorganization may follow, and
or

forming stages

be

a

if

an

important

organ be

sequence.
The proximate
"

causes

implicated,
of diseases

death will be the
are

of

so

obscure

con-

a na-

but very imperfectly understood. All the
different theories, of which there are a great number, are
ture that

they

are

founded upon hypotheses. The closest observations and most
profound researches extend no further than the effects of
unknown cause, which has preceded. The obvious reaof this is the inscrutable nature of life. Until we know
more of life, we shall remain in ignorance of the proximate
some
son

causes
"

of disease.

The most eminent

men

in the

profession, however,

directed their researches to the sensorium,

as

have

the fountain-

head of diseased action.

Dr. Cullen, who seems to have had very clear views of
the sensorlal tluid the_ energy of the brain':
'
and says, all nervous power commences in the encephalon~
"

the

subject, calls

'

it consists in a motion, beginning in the brain. and propa
grated frnm thence into the nervous ilbres. in which a con~
traction is to be produced. The power by which this motion
is

'the energy of the brain.
we name," says he
therefore consider every modification of the motions

propagated,

and

we

produced

as

modifications of this

energy-'

mm
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"The theories of Brown and Darwin

are

founded upon

the doctrine of accumulated and exhausted

sensorial power; only another mode of
agent referred to by Cullen.

excitabillty or
describing the same

"As the doctrine that the primary derangement in most
diseases is in the sensorium is generally acknowledged, it ls
matter of wonder that more attention has not been bestowed
upon investigating the means of preventing and curing them
the agency of the sensorial tlnid, before disorganizaf
tion of the solids takes place.
"This branch of the healing art, which has been left in a

through

great

measure

uncultivated until the present age, is

beginning
importance demands.
subject be continued with

receive that attention which its

to

Should the investigation of this

perseverance and in a proper manner, there can be no doubt
that some further useful and interesting discoveries will be
the result.
"

The exciting causes of epidemic diseases have been
sought for in vain in the sensible conditions and various
changes of the atmosphere. The degrees of heat, moisture,
the proportions of its constituent elements, the wind, etc.,
have all been carefully observed, without throwing any light
upon this obscure subject, but to prove that those properties, whether natural or adventitious, the proportions of
which are susceptible of measurement or detection, have no
agency in producing those affections, except as accessories;
and I would inquire to what source we shall direct our re~
searches for these causes, lf not to that universal but
less property of all matter, whose eB`ects are so

name-

evident,

whose essence has

so

far eluded

but

discovery.

"In my former communication to
you, I expressed my
of the remedial effects of
magnetizlng; and this
has been strengthened
by my subsequent experience
and observation. I am, in fact, as well
in the be-

opinion
opinion

grounded

lief that many nervous and other
diseases, ln which disorgtnizntion of the solids has not taken place, may be cured or
palliated by this means, as I am that electricity and galvan-

sometimes produce beneficial effects; and even where disorganization has taken place, some benedt may be derived
from it, by diminishing excitement and relieving pain.
ism
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""In the present imperfect state of

our knowledge of the
of disease, and the manner of applying this remedy,
we shall always be in danger of making a wrong application
of it, and consequently of defeating, rather than accomplish

causes

ing

our

object.

fallen into

It is from this

disrepute and neglect,

cause

that

not that its

electricity

has

properties,

or

the character of diseases have changed.
"I do not feel competent to enter fully into the various
methods of magnetizing in ditlereut diseases, neither should I
deem it necessary or proper on the present occasion, having
exceeded the limits of my original design; but I will

already

liberty to make a very few general remarks, which
I presume will be found applicable to a large proportion of
the cases likely to be benellted hy this treatment.
take the

treating diseases by maguetizing, as well as other
we should endeavor, as far as
possible, in
the first place, to ascertain by the symptoms the nature of
the affection; whether there is a surplus or deficiency of sensorial power in the system generally, or in any particular
part where the disease may be located. We shall thereby
establish a mode of proceeding which will aid very essentially the concentration of the will, and consequently angmcnt the efect of the manipulations.
"In the second place, before attempting to operate partic~
ulnrly upon the diseased part, we should, if possible, establish a communication with the patient, by magnetizing the
brain and its appendages, the spinal cord, etc., as our suc"In

remedial agents,

will be much

cess

more

certain than if

we commence

upon

system. I do
preparation
not, however, consider this indispensably necessary, as
much benefit will sometimes be derived from an exclusively
the disease without this

of the

local operation.
"

Coldness, pnleness, and loss of motion

dications of

a

deficient

supply

or

feeling

are

in-

of the vital fluid; heat, red-

swelling and pmn indicate a snpornhnndance, and
In the tlrst of these
an unequal distrihnlinn of lt.
states, we should endeavor to restore heat and action, by
communicating to the part the magnetic or vivifylng prlnci~
ple; in the second, our eiorts should be directed to calling
it off, and thereby diminishing excitement, and assisting naness,

spasms
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ture in

_

to a healthy condition: in the last,
equalize the excitement, by diiusing
the fluid over the system.
"Allow mc, sir, to say, in conclusion, that no one can be
more sensible than myself, of the imperfect manner in which
I have fullilled my promise of moulding this theory into a
condensed and intelligible form, and it is with some degree
of reluctance that I consent to its publication.
our

restorlng the part

object will be

to

'

"As

for whatever faults may be observed in
matter, to the diillculty of the subject and my limlted time, I may add, and hope a due allowance will be made
for, the frequent interruptions incident to a professional life.

apology

an

manner or

"

Respectfully yours,

,,

G CAPBON

"Mr, T. C. HABTBHORN."
[The workof Wilson Philip, quoted at
"
The Vital Functlons."]

the 48itd page ln the above

article,

is entitled

I

NOTE XXXVII.

following letter, from Dr. Buchanan,
by all who have had an opportuexperiments. His classes in New York,

Nauaonoor.-The

will be read with interest

nity

to witness his

Boston, and other places, have been formed among men of
science and literature, and composed chiedy of such, embracing many physicians; and they have, in several published reports, expressed a very favorable opinion, both of Dr.
Buchanan as a man, and of his system, as demonstrable by
experiments. Some accounts of these experiments, which

performed on persons in the natural state, have been
given in the periodicals: but the public will soon have Dr.
Buchanan's exposition of his own system. Dr. Buchanan
possesses learning and science, and the talent of applying
are

His error, if he has fallen into one, may consist in
the absence of the ns foluntattis in his experiments; for he says that some of these eiects can be produced
by the will alone. But whatever fate may befall his theory,
them.

supposing

his facts are very novel in character, and easy to be tested;
and cannot fail to attract the attention of philosophic minds.
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Pnovmnwl, April 12, 1848.

"

Bm' The sketch of the principles of Neurology which
you desire may be given in a few words, notwithstanding
the intricacy and magnitude of the science. It would require
a library to give us a just and full conception of the subject,
although the cardinal principles of the science may he stated

single page.
"The science of

on a

It

expounds

is the whole science of

Neurology

the functions of the

these functions
the laws of his

we

man.

brain, and proves that in

may learn all his mental powers and all
lt proves that the mind of man

physiology.

is a microcosm, in which we may discover indications of the
laws and facts of external nature.

discovery which I tirst
April, 1841, that the
human brain could be excited and compelled to manifest the
functions of its different convolutions. By pursuing this discovery, and exciting each convolution so as to make its
functions predominate over all others (as for instance, by exciting Alimentiveness until hunger became uncontrollable),
I have succeeded in demonstrating the mental functions of the
different organs, which in most respects are in harmony with
the theory of Gall and Bpurzheim, and in establishing the
controlling power of the brain over the physiological phenomena of the body.
"An intricate system of Phrenology and Physiology has
been developed by my experiments, which might very propBut as this system has been
erly be called Anthropology.
developed by experiments upon the brain, and as the nervous
substance of the body is the seat of its vital powers, that science which expounds the human vital functions is
merely the
"

This science

owes

publicly announced

science of the

its

origin

to the

in the month of

nervous

substance, and should therefore

he

called

Neurology.
"By the term nervous substance,

to the
vous
us

encephalon, which is
substance in the body.

the whole science of

cation with the

I. have

especial reference
important mass of ner
study of its functions gives

the most

man.

The

The mind holds its communi-

physical world through
its connecting link with the-body, and

the brain, which forms
which transmits its vo-

htions and its continual induence to the

body.

The

body
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receives

an

irrtlnite

diversity

of

phvsiologlal

or

powers

im-

pulses frorn the braln,contintally modifying ltscirculation, secretions, respiration, caloritlcation, nutrition, health, disease,
`

etc., as well as its muscular movements.
"
The brain, therefore, being the common theatre of physiology and psychology, is the place in which to study both.
Take each of the convolutions and parts of convolutionaexcitethem to a manifestation of their functions, and we may
learn the

source

of each

Thus

faculty.

brain, when excited, makes

us

one

portion

of the

benevolent, another selfish;

another makes
makes

us laugh, another makes us weep; another
violently angry, another makes us love the whole
race. Again, the physiological phenoniena are equally

ns

human

one part of the brain makes us strong, mother
weak; one makes us go to sleep, another makes us
wide awake as soon as it is excited; one makes us hot,
another makes us cold; one accelerates, and another retards
the action of the bowels; one accelerates, and another suppresses the respiration; one develops and another suppresses

distinct;

makes

us

perspiration,

etc.,

etc.

Thus every

system may be excited, arrested,

controlling
"The

or

physiological

act of the

modihed, by exciting the

organs ln the brain.

phenomena developed in the processes of Animal

Magnetism

are

thus traced to their

physiological

causes:

somnolence, sleep, strength, paralysis, clalrvoyance, sympa-

thy,

the

etc.,

are

volitlonary power of the operator over the subject,
merely the displays of certain faculties belonging in
degrees to different individuals, according to their

various
endowment of the organs whence these faculties or tendencies arise.
"All the Mesmeric conditions may be produced or controlled by direct operations upon the organs of the braln.
too simple, indeed, for
as possible;
are as

They

that love of

simple
display and

wonder which belongs to the

unre-

ilecting. No apparatus is necessary-no particular state of
body or mind. No formal process or preparation of any kind
whatever.

It is onfy necessary that you flnd a person of impressible
temperament, which is indicated generally bythe largeness
of the pupils of the eyes, and by a general delicacy or soft"

ness

of the

organization.

50°
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an individual, if you hold your hand
touching, as by bringing the tips of your
ilugers near the palm of his hand, he will feel a slight sensation of coldness in less than one minute, which will be quite
distinct as you move your dngers along toward the extremiHe will also feel very peculiar
ties of his without touching.
eiects if you touch each of your tingers to the corresponding
tlnger of his hand. Each Unger will give him a diiferent
impression.
"Having thus ascertained his impressibility, place your
dngers gently in contact with his temples, about one inch or
one inch and a half horizontally behind the external angle of
the brow on tlfe temples (upon the spot marked in the Neurological Diagram, Somnolmce), and you will in a few minutes
(Dve or ten) perceive a winking of the eyelids and a drowsy
influence, which gradually increases until he cannot keep his

When you Und such

near

to his without

eyes open.

"By brushing oi the excitement from the spot which you
have touched, and placing your hand upon the upper part of
the occiput, he will be restored.
"

In this experiment you
unpleasant effects, from the
_

may on some persons produce
excitement of the neighboring

These may be removed by dispersive frictious.
the head very lightly.
If successful in this experiment, you may then excite

organs.

touching
"

other organs of the brain, and bring out all their functionsin the same manner. Thus you may take the Neurological

and verify every function which is located upon it,
if you iind a constitution sutllciently impressible to give
striking manifestations.

Diagram,

"

operating in this manner is extremely simple.
acquire it, and may use it to relieve pain or
disease, by learning the principles of Neurology, which point
out the proper organs to he excited for any specific result.
This process, however, is not the principal aim of the science.
It is applicable to a comparatively small number of persons;
The experiments upon the human brain answer their great
purpose by revealing the nature of msn-the laws of his
physiology.
They furnish us a science competent to guide our moral,
The art of

Any

one

may

_

"
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They give clearness to
physiology-they make pathology and therapeutics intelligible, and they give us a new basis and a new philosophy for
mental, and physical education.

the science of medicine.
"

during this summer, I hope to be able to pubsketching in outline"the principles of this intriVery respectfully,

Some time

lish

a

volume

cate science.

"

Your humble servant,

"Mn T_ 0_ Hmrsnonw,

"Jos. R. BUCHANAN.
'

NOTE XXXVIII.
In

giving

battery,

directions for the construction of the magnetic
points out the danger of making use of

Deleuze

The fluid might convey
are poisonous.
patients, in the same manner as the Galvanic
known to transmit acids and alkalies, through inter-

metals whose oxides
the

poison

iluid is

to the

mediate substances.
The following experiments by Dr. Buchanan prove, with
apparent conclusiveness, the justice of this caution. It is extracted from the report of the New York committee published
in the

by

Dr.

names

"

Evening Post" of Dec. 6, 1842. The report is signed
Forry, Wm. C. Bryant, and J. L. O'Sullivan, whose
are not unfavorably known to the
public.

"The committee now proceeded to the house of Mrs. R.
The Bret experiments consisted in the application of medicines
in the same manner as was practised at the previous sitting
for the purpose of ascertaining to what extent a medirinal
Dr. Forry
influence may be imparted through the haml.
having brought with him six diEerent articles of the materia

medaba, each was tried successively; and as none of the parcels (each being enclosed in double papers) had any labels,
the results could not he anticipated, as the contents of each
A decided
paper were unknown even to Dr. Forry himself.
eiect was usually produced in the course of thirty seconds:
and most of the eifects which did

occur were

similar to those

observed in the usual mode of administering such medicines.
_In those cases in which it was necessary for her to describe
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her

the

feelings,

oessful

gazd
fect

as

experiment would not, of

course, be so mo

when the effects would exhibit themselves.

In

re

sulphate of quinine, however, she described the efwith much correctness, as 'cooling and strengthening?
to

The narcotics, however, told their own story, and in language,
too, admitting of no two-fold meaning. A paper, for instande,
in her hand

placed

was

(it being

at the same time held

by

Dr. Buchanan), which speedily produced so powerful a narcotic etlect as to create some alarm: and it was some min.
utes before she could be recovered by Dr. Buchanan from
its

poisonous induence.

As she

was

being restored

to a state

of consciousness, she made several efforts to vomit, but after
the lapse of eight or ten minutes, during which time various
were made for her relief, she seemed quite recovered.
examination, the paper was found to contain the extract

passes
On

(Jamestown weed.) One of the papers which
previously tried, and found to produce an irritating eifect and copperish taste of the mouth,' and which had
of stramonium
had been

'

been laid aside for

subsequent trial, was nowagain presented,
now perhaps proved less
irritating, she
described as
stimulating, heating, and exciting] to 3
greater degree than she could well bear. This was opened
and found to contain Cayenne pepper. Another paper'was
The ei!ect,

it

as

'

which induced narcotic and

sickening ed'ects someIt was immediately
removed, and the paper, on being opened, was found to contain
opium."

presented

what similar to those of the stramonium.

observed here that Dr. Buchanan's experi~
detailed were made upon an impressible person
in the natural state; and are therefore conclusive.
He calls
It

ought

to be

ments above

the agent

by which one individual makes a physiological impression upon another, when in contact. Neuraura, an appropriate name until it shall he identified with the universal
This Huid, says Dr. B., is radiated and
from the human hand.

fluid of LaPh1ce.

conducted

freely

It should be remembered that Mcsmer maintained the

ex-

istence of such a fluid, and perhaps justice as well as convenience would suggest the propriety of continuing to call it
the Mesmeric fluid; in the same manner as we call the one
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discovered
name

by Galvani,

in such

a case

represent the

to

the Galvanic fluid.

An

arbitrary

has

same

peculiar advantages, for it continues
thingin the whole progress of ascience.

Whereas it is well known that several names, such as animal
electricity, derived from resemblances and partial develop-

ments, have been thrown aside in the
tion.

course

of

investiga.

NOTE XXXIX.

'

The Rev. Dr. Packard, of Shelbume, in Massachusetts.
pastoral relations, and where he was ordained

where he held

nearly dfty years previously, having been subiected to injurious reports in consequence of the attention which he bestowed upon Mesmerism, caused a council to convene in
August, 1841, before whom he laid the whole subject,

gether with the evidences of
produced through its agency.

the

good

to-

effects which hc had

The report of that council is here given, as published in
"
Boston Courier "of Nov. 28, 1842.
We are acquaint"

the

"

"

with the Rev. Dr.
ed," says the editor of the Courier,"
Packard, and we believe him to be too shrewd to be imposed
upon, and too honest to

practise imposition

upon others."

of ommcil converted August 18, 1841, at the house,* and
by the request, of Rev. Theophilus Packard, D. D., in' Shelburne, constlsting of Bev. Moses Miller, qf West Hawley, Rev.
Amarzkth Ulutndler, qf Greenfield, Rev. T1/kr Thatcher, of
Hawley, and Res. Edward Ihtchcock, of Amherst.

Result

"

The council

were

requested by Dr.

whether, in the attentionhe hadgiven

to

Packard to consider

Animal

Magnetism,

Mesmerism, as it is called, there was any reason for thc
report, circulated in the community, that he has acted insannlstently with his ministerial character, or even by satanic inor

fluence!

And whether,

on

the other hand, he has not,

in

adjmlmed to the meeting-house. and cnmmnnlcntions made
hearing and investigation were in public. And lc-at vulgar
prejudice should make misrepresentations nf nts verlml state-ments lu-fnrl
the council, he made them from documents written out und preserved.
*

The council

to them and thc
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successfully, applied mental agency to the re
suffering 'I
In deciding these questions, the council are by no means
prepared to stand forth as advocates of Animal Magnetism in
the abstract.
They cannot but admit, however, that experi~
ments on this subject, some of which have been made`in the
most cautious and satisfactory manner, have disclosed remarkable facts, not apparently explicable by the principles
some measure

lief of the sick and
"

These facts appear to have an
the doctrine of

of any established science.

important bearing upon mental philosophy,
materialism, and the
with

a

cure

of diseases.

Sound~

philosophy,

should be examined and rc-examined,
carefulncss and accuracy proportionate to their mar

then, dictates

that

they

vellous and

important character.
deciding beforehand, aa some do, that they
cannot be true because they are so marvellous; or because we
fear they are contrary to established principles of religion;
or, instead of imputing them, as others do, to a satanic
agency, let them be put to the test of the severest investigation. For we need never fear that the development of any
truth, which Providence may place within our reach, will,
The
when fully understood, be otherwise than beneficial.
earlier discoveries* in almost every physical science have
created alarm in timid minds, lest they should become an en
gine with which to assail religion and morality. But their
full development has shown them to be only allies and
"Instead of

friends.

.

"If these views

correct, Animal Magnetism deserves
examination; since it seems, so far as we understand it, to
hold a close relation to theology and human comfort; and lt
ls
so

surely
far

as

an

he

are

appropriate study of the minister of the Gospel,
can make its pursuit consistent with his more im-

portant duties.

Particularly

proper do the council regard lt
For it is well known that during a long
life, he has devoted his attention to mental science, and who
would wish him to pass by this new and interesting, and al
If this were his only object, why
most unexplored ileld?
for Dr. Packard.

should he not be

permitted

to close

a

long

and useful life in

*
Every new discovery ln science ls a further discovery of the goodness ol
God, and in some way or other for practical use to llllll.
-

lmazw

researches

interesting and apparently

so

sos

arrnunix.
of useful

tendency!

when it is known that, by the settlement of an
able and faithful colleague, much leisure time has been se-

Especially,

cured to him?

Who would have believed that

a

man, whose

praise has so long been in all the churches, should be subjected, on this account, in the nineteenth century, and in the
centre of New England, to ridicule, and even to the suspicion
of acting under satanic influence? The council, however, are
happy to say that no evidence has been presented to them
that the people of Shelburne have originated, or circulated,
or believed these imputations; and they have too much conddence in the intelligence and Christian candor of that people,
But they ex.
to believe that they can obtain a footing here.
ist abroad; and as the reputation of Dr. Packard is, in a
property of the Christian Church, the council feel
themselves called upon to bear strong testimony against them.
On these grounds, the council feel as if Dr. Packard would
be fully vindicated from the evil and ridiculous surmises
sense, the

busy few have circulated to his injury.
they have evidence also of a decided character, set
before them, to show that a still more powerful motive, by
which he has been actuated in his attention to this subject, is
a benevolent desire to relieve the sick and suffering.
This
which

a

"But

has led him to examine

more

than two hundred

cases

of

clairwyance; and of the
nature of the diseases, and the remedies prescribed, and the
ascertained results. a careful record has been kept. This was
presented to the council, and certainly forms a most' curious
and remarkable collection of evidence on the subject, which
they cannot but hope will some day be made public. The
council by no means assume the place of medical men, nor
decide whether the remedies prescribed were tle very best;
but if they can place any confidence in the testimony of the
sick thcnnelves, or of their frunde. or of several respectable
phynezkma, they cannot doubt but important relief and appar-

diseases, by

means

of Mesmeric

ent cure were often the result.
And in the fnct that Dr.
*Packard has persisted in these otlices to the sick in spite of
the obloquy he has incurred; and that he has never lectured
on

the subject, or performed experiments before invited audi
or for mere gratitlcation of curiosity, and that instead

ences,
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of prodt, he has incurred pecimiary loss, they have strong
evidence that his motives were benevolent. He may perhaps
have devoted more time and effort to these labors than other
duties would justify; nor do the council feel called upon to
decide, whether in a worldly point of view, he has taken the
But they bear the most demost judicious course possible.
cided testimony to the benevolence and purity of his motives,
and express their undiminished contidence in his Christian
and ministerial character.
"And although they do not understand that this council
was called with any special reference to the church and people of Shelburne, they cannot but express their best wishes,
and their fervent prayers, for their future peace and prosperity, under the ministrations of their long-tried and beloved
°

'

Pastor.

"Moses MILLER, Moderator.

"EDWARD Hrrcncocx, Scribe."

Some
who

are

communications have beeif received from persons
not willing to give their names.
The translator has

therefore avoided all allusion

even

to the facts contained in

them, being desirous of presenting such accounts as are duly
authenticated. In this manner he is obliged to omit some undoubted cases of medical interest, and some curious phenomThe caution observed in this particular at the comena.
mencement of his

of his

work, enables him

correspondents

has

statement hitherto made

now

to say that

no one

expressed a desire to withdraw any
in this appendix; but, on the con~

trary, all subsequent experience

has confirmed

their faith and

corroborated their facts.
An exception, however, is made in favor of the following
statement. because the translator has permission to refer to
the gentleman who makes it; and because his authority is

acknowledged by

all who know

him,

to be

worthy

of confi-

dence.
This gentleman rom-ntly visited Portland.
Hcgives the
following account of an interview with a somnambullst.
"The next morning after my arrival in Portland, I went

into

a

store where I was not

personally known,

and where
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some gentlemen were discoursing about a somnamhulisfs
having discovered concealed property.
On my expressing a total dishelief,_and a desire to wit
ness something of this kind, one of the gentlemen offered to
"

accompany

me

magnetizing

to the residence of

Mr. Tarbox, who

was

his wife.-

"N either the gentleman who went with me, nor any other
person in Portland, knew me or the place of my residence.
And, as I afterwards found out, neither the husband nor the
wife had
"

ever

been to Providence.

thrown into the mesmeric state, she was asked
'
'Can you tell me this gentleman's name?

Being

by

Mr. T.,
"
I will omit the

questions put to her, after observing that
give no clue to any one as to myself, nor to
When she gave a correct
her by asking leading questions.
account, I gave no sign to signify its correctness; and when
I

was

careful to

she gave an incorrect account, I observed the same conduct.
She made two mistakes only, and these she discovered and

corrected

gaining

almost

immediately,

without the

any infomation from any gesture

mine.

or

possibility

of

exclamation of

_

"First, she told my

name.

Being asked

how she knew lt,
She next indl-

written in my pocket-book.
cated Providence, R. I., as my residence.

she said it

was

"

My name and residence were printed
was in the inside pocket of
pocket-book
My
was

in

large

letters.

my frock coat. I
not in communication with the somnambulist
during my

'visit

"ML Tarbox sent her to

Providence,

where she gave

a

°0''°°t a°C°"U¢ Of my house and
family; and mentioned the
As I have no children, I was at a
P1'69¢D0° 0f two Cllildfffn-

loss to

conjecture whose they were. and thought her in error;
but having minuted down the precise time-half-past eleven
0'0l0¢k-and remembering lt was the general election in
Rhode Island, on my return I ascertained her to be correct.
Bhe also declared them not to be my children.
"She was then asked by Mr. T., not at my
whether I

was a

married

man.

She

replied

suggestion,

that I had been

married twice, and gave an account of the number of chit
dren I had had, and lost; and also their sex.
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"She was then directed to ascertain what my profession is,
and to look round and ilnd my place of business.
After awhile, she found it and described its exterior and
"

interior.

She said that the stove

was

such

as

she had never

before, having wires inside of it. While busied in the
description, she suddenly started back, and gave as a reason

seen

the appearance of the hands of one of my workmen:
they had been burnt very badly.

saying

I

"The stove is

young man's

ingly,

one

of the

hands and

The

self-regulating air-tights.

arms

had been bumt, and shock-

too.

"She described my iron safe as a black cupboard under
my desk: and being requested to look into it, she declared
she could not, for it was iron. She, however, looked into the
stove, without being requested to do so.
"On being asked whether there

was

achnrch

near

my

she described its

general appearance; saying however,
it had no steeple, but voluntarily correcting her error, and
declaring it a very high one, the highest she ever saw. She
said the church was in a large green yard, full of young
trees, and my shop in the same yard; which you know corresponds well with the fact.
shop,

"

In order to

tised,

complete the view of Mesmerism

the translator obtained from Mr. Silas

as now

prac-

Allen, of Bos~

ton, a number of certificates of cures wrought upon his pntients. Most of them were prescribed for by alady under.
his charge, whose somnambulic powers are often called
into requisition, and whose character is worthy of contldence.

specliled are. Palpitation and Enlarge
years' duration; severe Cough and
Raising»Blood, Salt Rheum, dangerously Ulcerated Foot,
Liver Complaint, General Debility of the System, etc. And
Among

the diseases

ment of the Heart, of ten

among the names of the certitlers are, Mrs. Tileaton, Boston,
49 Hanover street; Parlrer Barnes. R A. N Atwood. George

Paul, Boston; Dorcas Hill, Samuel WZ Brmnn, Bethahh R
Brown, Julah A. Lewis, Tlwmzu Ei Roberta Ci Woodward,
Lowell; H Wi Buxton, Nashua, N. H.: Dr. Charles Slratton,

Keene, N. H.
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The cures
because

upon children

peculiarly interest
through
the agency of the imagination.
Indeed, the imagination
-often acts powerfully in aiding the results of ordinary medi_

ing,

wrought
we

are

cannot suppose them to be affected

cines; and it is didlcult
with and modihes the

to

decide how much it interferes

of the physician. Dr. Clevecalled to a child three days oldjtroubled with convulsions, which had lasted, twenty-four hours. He placed
one hand upon its head, and made passes with the other
along
its body. Thu convulsions ceased in live minutes, and the
child went into a quiet slumber.
land

practice

was

(From the Bangor Courier.)

Swrgsbal Opdratsbnf-AHome Casa and a Strong One.-Au
operation has been performed in this city which goes far to
establish the fact that there is something fn Mesmerism beyond
all dispute. Mrs. Davis, of Eddington, has sudered for some
time with a tumor in the right shoulder, and was advised by
her physician to have it removed.
While thinking upon the
subject she heard of Animal Magnetism, and came into the
~

city

several

days

since to have its elfects tried upon her. Mr
city, who has recently been practising

Wm. E. Small, of this

Magnetism among his friends and found to be a successful
mgnetizer, was called upon and succeeded in mesmerizing
This was repeated
or in putting her into a magnetic sleep.
several times within a few days, when the physician and several friends met for the purpose of removing the tumor by a
surgical operation. The excitement of the preparation, Mrs,
Davis remarked, was so great that she doubted whether Mr
Small would he able to mesmerize her sufficiently for endurthe operation.
Mr. Small commenced magnetizing her,
and in eleven minutes she fell asleep, and the operation was
continued as much longer, when the surgeon, Dr. George

ing

B. Rich, made

an

incision

about two inches in
mor, which

was

the

the shoulder,
inserted

about half the size of

n

over
a

the rumor. of

hook into the tu-

hen

s

egg, and dis-

dressed the wound.
operation. Mrs. Davis manifested

sected it out, and

During

in

length_ nnd

-

some

slight

uneasiness. like a person in n troubled dream. and one or two
slight spasms in the opposite arm. On being taken out of
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sleep she

was

told that they had

not been able to extract

her tumor, to which she replied that she had feared they
would not, as she was so much excited about it. She wus at
length apprised of the result, of which she was previously

quite unconscious, and the only sensation of which she was
in any way conscious was that of being asleep, and wishing
Nor has she suffered any
to wake up, but not being able.
pain since.

~

Wo have this statement, substantially, from those who
were present: the parties are of the highest respectability,
and have

no

motive for

an erroneous

(From

a

statement.

Cincinnati Paper.)

Bqpkd by Magnetism.-Every day is bringing out
performed by Animal Magnetism,which appears
now to be the great agent in every operation of nature.
From putting people to sleep and making them expose the
secrets of other people, it has become the powerful instrument in the hands of medical science to effect the cure of
diseases. The "Pittsburg Intelligencer" gives the result of a
Death

new

wonders

marvellous

case

of this kind, which occurred there last week.

A Mrs. Erkson had been contlned to her bed since the latter
part of last May, with a disease generally known as "_milk

leg."

She

room,

or

was

take

a

unable to leave her bed to walk

step, except by the aid of

a

crutch

across
or

the

stick;

and the greatest caution and watchfulness were necessary to
prevent her death. On Sunday, 81st July, she was induced
to submit to be thrown into a Mesmeric sleep.
Witt: the
greatest ditliculty she was moved from the bed to the chair.
and in about thirty minutes Dr. Ewing had her in a sound
magnetic slumber, which continued about two hours, during
which several successful experiments were made in neurolShe was then awakened, and, to the asogy and sympathy.
tonishment of herself and friends, got up and walked about
the room, up-stairs and down-stairs, and through every room
in the house, without the aid of a crutch or stick, as if nothAnother experiment was tried, and it had the
ing ailed her.
effect of removing every trace of the disease. Dr. Ewing is

city, and Mr. and Mrs. Erkson are both
highly respectable, and their statements are entitled to full

well known in that

credence.

nw ufrnrmxx.
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NOTE XLI.
"

Pl0YlDl'lfCl, August 4, 1848.
Dun Sm : An interesting case recently occurred to me,
which exemplifies the power of the mesmeric agency to
quicken the faculties. A gentleman wished me to mesmerlze his wife, who limi been for some time troubled with a
"

nervous

After

excitabilily.

a

few

she

sittings,

was

entirely

reached further than a
state of demi-somnambulism, during which she would accompany her husband with her voice, while he was playing upon
freed from this affection.

the

She

harmonlcon, improvising

never

as

Some'

che mug.

stanzss of

pieces were written down by her husband, and they
possess great merit.
This lady had published some pieces of verse exhibiting
a due poetic temperament, which seems thus to have been
these
"

excited to action. When in the natural state, she could not
compose in verse without giving thought and attention to
the

subject and

tion would be

metre ; but

when mesmerized, her composi-

to the tune

adapted

played.

One of my friends was recently attacked by a severe
nervous headache, to which complaint he is periodically subject, and which commonly lasts from 86 to 48 hours. He was
"

in great distress at 9 o'clock in the evening, from which I relieved him completely in an hour and a half, and left him enjoying aquiet sleep. I shall probably be able to cure this

tendency by operating

whenever he has another attack.

"I have succeeded in giving great relief to a young lady
who was in danger of falling a victim to a spinal complaint.
She

was

not

clalrvoyant,

""°"~

Resp"

but

was

perfectly

mm y yours,

"

obedient to

vo-

Isaac Tnuanan.

"Mr. T. C. H.m'rsuomv."

"

produced npon persons who, bqfore the opera(of mesmerizing) was begun, were in a state of immnl
bility; those which have taken place upon other persons,
after the operation itself had reduced them to that state; and,
also, the etfects produced upon brutes-no longer permit it u
tion

The etfects
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proximity of two .animated bodies, in a
position, and with the help of certain motions, do produce a real efect, wholly independent qf the imaginataim of
either.
It is also evident that these t-Heats are owing to a
communication which takes place between the nervous
systems of the two parties."-Caviar, Anatomth Gompareé,
badoubted that the
certain

Tom. IL
"

The

extraordinary phenomena which result from the exsensibility of the nervous system in some persons,
have given birth to a variety of opinions, on the existence of
It is natural
a new agent, denominated Animal Magnetism.
treme

influence of those

to suppose that the

and that it

can

be disturbed

easily

causes

is very weak,
circum-

by accidental

stances, but it would be unfair to conclude that it never exists,
in many cases, it does not manifest itself.

merely because,
We

are so

far from

being acquainted

with all the

agencieaof

nature, and with their ditferent modes of action, that it
would be unphilosophical to deny their existence, because in
the present state of our knowledge they are unexplainable to
us."-La Place, Trailé
p. 41.

Analytiqua

NOTE

Magmtism
to the word

the

use

a

of it in

XLII.--Page

Seimas.-As objections

B'obab|'1i£é|,

824.
are

sometimes made

applied to Mesmerism, I have avoided
the appendix; but as some of my correspond-

scicnce,

ents have used

du Chlcul da

as

it, and

as

Deleuze himself does not hesitate

to do so. it may he expedient to consider whether it is entitled to that appellntion.

We apply the term to any

subject

of

study

that has

cer-

music, electricity, Galvanism. The
whole science of electricity, so fm' as it is known, according to

tain tixed

principles,

to the Franklinian

ns

theory.

is based upon two

principles.

But there aremnny facts not rednciblc to-these two principles; perhaps they refer to laws not yr-t discovered. lts rot

Magnetism and to Galvanism is not ascertheory mpposea them to be moditications of the same
agent .If _it were necessary for _all the principles to be de,

lation

to terrestrial

tained;
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veloped,

before

a

subject is dignified

with the

name

of sci#

ence, we may have been too hasty in regard to electricity.
And if we were to examine the claims of all the other

branches of human

them, by the

same

knowledge to this term, we should tind
argument, equally unfounded; for every

of them may have unexplored or undiscovered laws.
we should not have a single science.

one

Properly speaking,
,

if

Again,

we

limit the

application

to those

subjects

which

of discovered laws, how shall we determine the number that is necessary? If more than two are

have

a

certain

then

required,
Every
serve

_number

one

tbat

electricity

ls

no

science.

who reads the Practical

Mesmérism has

two

Imtructxkm, will obprinciples, which

fundamental

'

to be

in its

application.
First, this agent must be employed with attentibn.
Secondly, it must be employed with the proper intentabn.
If any one objects that these principles refer solely to the
conditions of its action. it is easy to say the same thing of
the two laws of electricity, which do not pretend to explain
are

regarded

the agent itself.
The laws of both of these

further, there

are

agents

are

easily

demonstrated

certain circumstances which

are

requisite

It cannot, therefore
be urged with propriety, that Mesmerism is improperly termed
a science, simply because its effects are not
always producibefore the demonstration

can

be made.

ble:

nor can it be
urged from the consideration that we do
perfectly know the circumstances which impede its action.
Electricity would itself be a science, if we were ignorant of
the disturbing cause arising from the moisture of the atmosphere.

not

Neither can the existence or the non-existence of a fluid
determine this question, or affect it in the least.
Electricity
°°""0t
be Pfvved to be a iiuid.
The light which we seo
when we apply the
discharger to a Leyden jar, may be noth
ing more than the sudden and violent compression of the at
mosphere, which attends the restoration of the equilibrium
If there is a tiuid it is invisible; otherwise we should see it in
the Leyden jar when fully
charged.

Since we cannot suppose eifects without an agent, and
since the eifects of Mesmerism are readily demonstrated, we
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must suppose an agent.
The controlling laws of this agent
are to be traced in these eHects_
The knowledge and the

application
s

so far as they are known, constitute
imperfectly formed.

of these laws

science. however

It may be further obeerved, that there is a distinction beapplication of the rules of this science,

tween the manual

knowledge of its laws and anomalies; which exhibits
analogy with electricity, for the latter can be practised as an art, medically; or studied as a scien@» PhilosophicU
ully.
and

a

another

_
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NOTICES.

To show the favor with which this work was received
when the first edition was published, we append a few notices of the press:

_

(Extracts from Providence Papers, noticing the First Edition.)

Mr. Thomas C. liartshom, of this city, has published
Part I. of the work of J. P. F. Deleuze, with the title of
"
"
Practical Instruction in Animal Magnetism.
We have

sceptical as to this subject, probably because we have
pains to obtain evidences of its truth; and we have
probably been prevented from seeking these evidences, first,
because we did not wish to be carried away by a momentary
excitement; and second, because, as we frankly confess, we
ever

been

taken

have

no

no

desire to be convinced of its truth, until satisded

that, if true, lt will be productive of
and which
But

we

as to

more

than

evil;

pressing

avo-

good

do not believe.

th" work before us,

though

other

cations have

prevented us from giving it a thorough perusal,
there are two things for which we can vouch. Whatever
Mr. H. does, is well done; and, therefore, the public may
have the utmost contldence in his translation as being a faithful and

elegant

one; and be assured that his own notes are

penned with the

utmost

degree

of candor and

good feeling.-

B0Pl¢5laban Harald.
We have been favored with

a

copy of awork entitled "Part

First, Practical Instruction in Animal Magnetism, by J. P.
F. Deleuze, translated from the Paris edition by Thomas 0.
521
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The work is very neatly got up, and from I
same, the work ofthe translator ap~

Hartshorn."

hasty examination of the

pears to have been faithfully and ably performed. Mr.
Hartshorn has given great attention to this subject, and we
know of no person better qualified than himself to favor the

public with a full history of Animal Magnetism and its variPublic curiosity is now so
ous developments in this region.
highly excited, and the interest felt in this subject by scientific
men, especially of the medical profession, is now so great,
that nothing short of a full and complete investigation of the
extraordinary phenomena of Magnetism will satisfy the demand of the public.-Daily Gowier.
We have been favored with the perusal of the proof sheets
of this work, now in the press of B. Cranston do Co., and
which will be published at the close of the coming week,

Considering

the excitement which the

subject of Animal Mag.

netism has made of late and is still destined to make in this
more particularly in consequence of the astonishing
developments of its power that have been made for months pest
trnnspiring in this city and vicinity, we are glad to see our recommendations acted upon, and to learn that the public are
about to be furnished with information touching the whole
matter, in the appendix cf the present work.-Dady Journal.

country,

The translation of Deleuze's

from which

through
stores.

we

made

a

work

on

Animal Magnetism,

few extracts while it

was

passing

the press. is now published and on sale at our bookBesides the contents of the orginal work, it has much

additional matter in the form of notes, relative to some of the
cases that have occured in this quarter. We recommend both
believers and unbelievers to
what
be

purchase and read it; and reiterate

time since stated, that implicit reliance may
in Mr. T. C. Hartshorn, as a translator and anno-

we some

placed

tator.-Ibid.
(From the ll wton Medical and Surgical Journal.)

AMIMAL MAGNETISM.

Although

public

a

variety of facts have been given

within the last year. to convince the

to the

medical
that

profession
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there is

some truth in Animal Magnetism, we have been unwmeddle with the matter of late, for fear of being
considered either a dupe, or a tool in the hands of designing

willing

knaves. But the

recentdevelopments in the city of Providence
well authenticated by members of our own profession,
that we cannot withhold some notice of them without doing a

are so

manifest

injustice to our patrons, who have aright to expect
chronology of all events occuring in the circle of professional observation.
With these explanatory remarks, we
shall republish, from an appendix to Deleuze, just pbblished
at Providence, the following statements of Dr. Webb, Dr.
Capron, and others, whose reputations place them entirely
above the suspicion of a design to impose upon the world.a

fair

Vol. 17, page 89.
Dole-uzs's Practibal Instruction in Ambnal Magnetism is a very

exciting

little

work, translated by Thomas C. Hartshorn, of

Providence.

A page will hereafter be devoted to a further
In the meantime, being on sale, we recommend it
to the candid perusal of the profession.-Ibid, col. 17, page 98.

notice.

Aside from any particular feeling of dislike or partiality
for the subject of Animal Magnetism, candor obliges us to
acknowledge that this compact manual is a very captivating

production.

There is

a

peculiar manifestation

of

honesty

in

the author, who writes what he considers to be substantially
true, without any reference to the opinions of the world.
Having no guile himself,he seems to be unwilling to believe that
any one else can be influenced by bad motives. Fullyaware
of the ridicule to which the devotees of Mesmerism have
been subjected, he shows no disposition to shun the criticisms
of those who have endeavored, from the very beginning, to
overthrow the labors of those who are toiling in this new

held of

philosophy.

Magnetism, unless some
acquainted with the facts which
are continually being presented 'l
To be so thoroughly obstinate as neither to hear, see, nor read, is virtually closing our
eyes against the admission of those few rays of light, which
men of science and of the highest respectability are concenWhat

are we

to

know of Animal

exertion is made to become
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ti-ating for our immediate benefit. The mere act of express
ing a supreme contempt for the assertions of those who hav!
witnessed,

over

and

over

again,

in diEerent

countries, pre-

cisely the same phenomena in individuals who were the subjects of this newly discovered power, will not overthrow it,
till collusion and deep hypocrisy can be found to have been
at the bottom of every case, both in the operator and patient.
The translator of this work has certainly presented the

profession

with

an

uncommonly well-digested treatise,

hanced in value by his

own

en-

notes and the corroborative tes-

timony of eminent physicians. There is an orderly arrangement perceivable in it, which gives character at once to the
matter, however doubtful we may be in relation to the reality of the details.
When the second part is published, which cannot be de-

ferred very long, we have it in view to enter into a more minute
consideration of the probable value of Magnetism, as an

agent in the cure of diseases.

It should not be forgotten that
biographical sketch of the life and services of Deleuu
is worth the price of the book.-Ibki, col. 17, page 118.
the
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Address Fowtsn & WELLS Co., Publis/refs, 753 Eraadway, N. K
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MIND;

UENTAL SCIENCE CONSIDERED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE PRINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY,
aln

IN RELATION T0 NODERN PHYSIOLOGY.

By

I-lssar S. Danton, A.M., M.D., and _Inns MCNBILL, A.B. Illustra
ted with over xoo Portraits and Diagrams. xzmo, extra cloth, .I.50.

Thlscontrlbutiontotbesclenceofmindhssbeen madeln responseto the demand
ol the time for a work embod
the grand principles of
as they an
advanced
of mental ph osophy, who
understood and applied to-day
an
the
doctrine
Combe.
swept
taught by Gall, Spuraheim,
'

Engle

exgonentl

Phrenologly,

The following, from the Table of Oontants, shows the scope of the workr
General Prlnelples; Of the Temperarnents; Structure of the Brain and Skull;
Classilimtion of the Faculties; The Selhsh Organs; The Intellect; The
of the Social Functions; The
Semi-Intellectual Faculties; The
Sellish Sentiments; The Moral and
eligious Sentiments; How to Examine Heads; How Character is Manifested; The Action of the Faculand Education; Value
ties; The Relation of Phrenology to
of Phrenology as an Art; Phrenology an
hysiology; Objections and
Connrmations by the Physiologists; Phrenology in General Literature.

Orgms

Memflgsics

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
"

Phrenologyis

no

longerathing laugh-

efl at. The sdentiic researches of the
last twenty years have demonstrated the
of
fearful and wonderful
matter, not only with mln , but with
what we call moral gualities. Thereby,
the divine origin of 'our
we believe,
frame' has been newly illustrated, and
the
psychology continued ; and
ln the P renologiial Chan we are disposed to Gnd a species of 'urim and thummlm,' revealing, if not the Creator's will
concerning us, at least His revelation of
above work is,
e
wi out ou
popular presentation of the science which has yet been
made. lt conin itself strictly to facts,
and is not written in the Interest of any
'
theory) lt is made very
y its copious Illustrations, pictorial an
narrative, and the whole is brought down
on
to the latest
ow
o
and suggative
edge."-Chrz'rtt2m nlellzgtncer, M K

comglicatlon

Sdlpltural

e|s&ntialdcha:"'ac'tler.be;he

interesting

get

lnlosnatlon

eyartment

this ckuldoufx
-

"VVhetl1er a reader be inclined tobelieve Phrenology or not, he must End the
volume a mine ol interest, pther many
suggestions of the highest value, and rise
from its
with clearer views of the
natu re o mind an d th e respo nslbilitl es cl
human life. The work constitutes a complete text~book on the subject."-hr¢.rby~
hnhn journal, Phhdelphkl.
"
ln ' Brain and Mind' the reader will
find the fundamental ideas on which Fhre~
nology rests fully set forth and
and the science clearly and pract
y
treated. It is not at all necessary for the
readerlo be a believer in the science to
of the latest exposition of
enjoy the
its methods.
he literature of the science
ls extensive, but so tar as we know then
is no one book which so comprehensively
'
as
Brain and Mind ' detines its limits and
treats of its principles so thoroughly, not
alone
philosophically, but also in their
practical relation to the everyday life ol
man."-Cal. Adwrtrlur.

rerusal

mam

study

In style and treatment it is adapted to the general reader, abounds with valuable Instruction expressed in clear, practical tenns, and the work constitutes by far the but
and is adapted to both private and das study.
Text-book on
The illustrationsol t e pecial Organs and Faculties are for the most
from
hem
portraits of men and women whose characters are known, and great pains
.aken to exem lily with accuracy the signiticance of the text in each case.
For the
and character the work is of the highest value. By mall, pon
ludent of

Phrenology gublished,

me

maid

said, onreceiptofprlee, .50..50.Address,

Address,

FOWLER & WELLS C0.. Publishers, 753

Broadway,

ll. Y.
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to its nature and wise

NEW Yoal, Angra! 8, |8&.
"Jennie Juno" says:
and feel personal; obliged tc
Gsrrazltxz-I have read " For Girls" with
and that mothers not only
the author for writing a book that is very much
Hrs. Shepherd has executed
ran, but ought to pl; e in the hands of their
said many things which mother'
adimcult task with _img nent and discretion. She
ind it dihicult to say to their
some
daughters, unless forced by
ant or circumstances,
"
which alas, may
their warning some too late.
For Girls" is free from the
of its kind, it is neither prnchy nor didactic.
lt talks freely and
vices of most wor
familiarly with those it is written to benefit, and some of its counsels would he as wel
heeded byourboys,asourgirla.
Respectfullyyours,
U rs. J C- CROLY.

(r:&ed,
dauilgxers.

gave

.

_

Irs. Caroline B. Winslow, H. D., of Washington, D. C., in

editorial in the
Abtha. says: lt is abook we most heartily and unreservedly recommend to parents,
guardians, and friends of
girls to put in the hands of their daughters and their
ward; lt fully supplies a
existing need, and completes the instruction ordinarily
our
book is rendered
given
igh-schools and
uaean
more
mporta.nt,asittreatswi
peect
om,andinavrise,
that are entirely neglected by most teachers ol
ahaste, and digniied manner,
None ut a woman with a crystalline intellect, and a pure
physiology
ng heart, could have written this clean, thoughtful, and simply scientific description
of our sexual system, and our moral obligation to
it thoroughly, and guard it
or act, from
any impurity
ignorance, abuse,
It
won our en
an
a
ro'
an
en
'sts
us
as a champion an
earty
riend,
to do all in our power for its sale,
the pecuniary compensation of its author, but
for
the
girls, who
wives, mothers, and
le
ve
i asi e our amxor an
ve ente
into rest."
ers, a ter we
an

"

lrilpbgftiolog iin

molar

hgefdhis

subgzcts

.....

gethogglkit

frogs
ing?

yung
ng]

study

notpgr

the lasting golgddof cgrr

injury thrloug
areit}oabe

0;

tergchers,

Drs. S. W. & Mary
Dodds, physicians, with a large practice in St. Louis, llo., ay:
"
The hook ' For Grrls,' which we have carefully examined, is a valuable work, much
whether the daughters or their mothers would be most
needed, and it is diflicult to
on will no doubt find ready sale for it, all the more, U
benefited by a perusal of lt.
there ls hardly another book yet published that would take the place of it."

sa`y

"
Mrs. Shepherd has earned the
Jewett Telford, of Denver, Colorado, says:
title o 'apostle to the girls.' No careful mother need hesitate to place this little bool
it her dau hter's hands, and the probabilities are that she will herself learn some help
ful
reading it. While there is no attempt made to solve all the mysteries
to know of her own organism, and the care of what is
of being, what every girl
so 'fearfully and wonderful y made,' is here treated in a manner at once pranial.
modest, sensible, and reverent."

lar?
lessonsiay

ought

"

Pltrmalugrkal youmal says: A book designed for girls should be written by
be perfect; it being understood as a matter of course that she
indicate
thorough familiarity with the subject she discusses. The author of this boogossames
of the feminine organizasn unumal acquaintance with the anatomy and
tion, also a ready acquaintance with the other p ases of social rt-lationship belonging
tt: woman in her every-day life; with a more than common discrimination in gleanin;
iust such material from general professional experience as is best adapted to ner pnThe style of tne book ts clear, simply colloquial, and has nothing
poses.
pmlish, or morbid about it. lt is bright without being llippant in thought, agreeable
reading Iithout awakening anything of the sensual or exciting. lt concems the healtl.
lulness and the well-being of the girls who are soon to become wives and mothers of the
fb:

a woman to

I

physiology

world.
va

There B no doubt but what many of the seeds of diseases in women are sowed
and therefore this book should he placed in the handsof svsy young
and of even mother of a dauzhter in the land."

girlhood,
man.

_...___-
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Tm: Rreirr Renxrtorts or 'rua Summa-Disclosin the Laws of
Not Marry.
Selection, and showing Who May and
ientiiic Treatise. By Samoan R. WELLS One vo., 12mo, 250
A
pages; plain muslin, price, 50;infancygiltbinding,32. 50; in fancy gilt binding, 32.
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following: Marriage a Divine
unliiications for Matrimony; The Right Age to Many;
Institution;
Motives for
Cousins, when
arrying; Marriages of
or Short;
Justiilable; Conjugal Selection-Ailinities; Courts
of Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of al Nations;
Duty
Ethics of
Second Marri es, are they Admissible; Jealousy-and Divorce- Celibacy-Its Cause and
ure; Causes of
Ancient and Modern; Polygam
and
Pantagamy; Love Signs in the
Among

the

subjects treated

are

the

Consanguinitg-of
ip-Long
Marri%e;
"Separation
Sensible Love
Read {`hem;
Features, and How
The Poct's
The
Phys§¥nomy;
odel Husband and the
to

Letters-Examples;

Wife;

Mode! Wife-their Mutual Obligations, Privileges, and Duties; The
Poetry of Love, Courtshi and Marriage-Being a Practical Guide to all
the Relations of HAPPY
Here are some of' the contents, compiled from the Index, which give a
more definite idea of the scope and objects of the work:

QIVEDLOCK.
,

Development and Renewal of the Social
Afectlonsz Inordlnate Alcctlon; Function
of Adhesiveness and Amativeness ; Admiratlon not Love; Addresses Declined,
How to Do lt: The Bible on Marriage;
Matrimonial
True
Beauty;
Cellbacy and Hea b; Cellbacy and Crlme;
for
Facts
in Relation to
Marrylng

Mo-

the

Marrlafe amonig Ancients;
"'a2°.';a°""3;.'r"2t°"°t.."a:
stome:
;
in the
§:Fiepects;theMarrlageagéeremonlcs
and in the Greek
Early

:§'°°

n

iacopal,
Cgurches

Roman,
and

Jewish
Marriage
Bargains;
Exhortation: Prayer; Suaker: Ethics of
Marriage: Health and guns;
aniage; Haeéy
Motgy;
arrlage-when PermisConsangulneous
wo! Conjugul Selection; Conjumsmages;
sible:
ages; Mlgmage Maxima; Borganar
Lo ve,
ur? §¢»uty' mgn ifot i
M oney, r
Harmony Coujugal Resemblances of
§s.lusoands and Wives; Pleasure of Court- forMan'ylng; Advice the Married; Man
c

n

~

or

or

a

or

ome

or

t

ve

to

ship; Conlldence in Love; Duty of Cheerhxlness; Woman's Constancy; Laws and
Remedy for Divorce' Drifting; Economy;
Etiquette of Long
Falling
ln Love; Forbearanoe:
hom Great Men
Marry; Glrls of the Period;
ing; Good Habits Essential ; How to W n
Love; Honeymoon: The Model Husband-

i1ngn§ements;

Housekeep-

Home, How

to

Make lt

Mutual

Happyx;otel and
Conjugal
Help:
Glu Life: luhabltlveness;
Harmon?errlble Eflects
of Morbid

Jealousy; Jullet`s Confession;
Kisses; Kat.e's Proposal; Parental Love,
How to Win lt; Declarations of Love; Not
to be Ashamed of lt
Romantic Love; Second Love' ls Love lllnchanzeablet Should
Parents
ttertt e
Song;
ngra u a ry
Things; Love s Seasons; Its
-

J).ove-Llefters; LI;o;c
Philosophy-

and Woman Contrasted~
fined; Mau-imomax

Monogamy De-

Mammonm
Pollteuess; Legal Rlghtso Married Wom-

Fldollayz

System; Man`s Require
ments; The Maiden's Cbolce; Letten of
When
to
Napoleon;
Pantagamy at Oneida Dc ed:
and Mental Soun
Relatives;
ness ;
ers; The Shaken:
Sea
ness;
Something to Do; Wed ng
in Sweden ; emptatlons of the Unmarried;
Talnte:
Hereditary
Temperaments: TrlWomen Make
tllng; Too Much to Do:
Lesson
for
Wives:
Love;
ld It;
Wife and I: Yes, How a Lady
Plain Talk with a Young Man:
ofaYoung Lady and much more, cove n
of Marriage. A
the whole
Gi!!-Book or all seasons.
en: The Mormon

Pbyfiral
Step-Mot
ing;

Pogntbe gliestlonz
eddllrég
Single-

-

Mew

cddlng'Gll'ts;
Soliloguy

ground

beautlfti

'l'ho DOOI is handsomely printed and beautifully bound. lt was in
tended more especially for young peo le, but may be read with iuterd
osttoan addr
e.
f
th »>=° dt °' th
nreeeq!
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FOR EOIMIE
Also

olspted
for
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Beseler for

Grammar,

READING.

lllgln Schools, and
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runy

nruinnua,
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'lent-bool

alll District Schools.

Cloth, tame,
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A wr-tk almost as wonderful as tne subject of which it treats. The motive is to teach
that the most beautiful, and, at the same time, the most wonderful thing in nature
one can read these chapters without feeling that the authors have ar:oom
exr task.which the body rs the " Hollle Be8llifll,"
book is 3"
The building of the house H
and its inhabitant the °°
all Wonderful."
shown from foundation to roof, and then we are taken through the different rooms,
and their wonders and beauties displayed to us, and all this time we are being taught
knowing it-Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene, with practial sp
I

muééhaidhno
Tge

allego%in

--almost

witgout

phcatronsan suggstions.
We are then introduced to the inhabitant of the house, "THE MA! WOKDERFUL'
and Ieam of his growth, development, and habits. We also become
with
the guests whom he entertains, and Gnd that some of them are dou
ill acquaintsome
and
while
others
are
some
ba.d,
wicked,
ances,
decidedly
very good company,
Under this form we learn of food, drink, and the effects of narootia and stimulants.

aggualnted

The Table of Contents

by Chapters

has these

striking subjects:

"
"
The " Foundations," which are the bones. The Walls me the muscle, while ths
"
The head ls an " Observatory '
skin and hair are called the
Siding and
of "Telescopes,"a.n
in which are found a
radiating from it are the nerves ooo"
"
and "
The communications are kept up with
pared to a Telegrap
the "Kitchen," "Dining-Room," "Bu er's Pantry," "Laundry," and
"
or L
The house is heated by a " Fumace," vhich is also a
llanufactory."
"
I'
the house without mystery, for it contains a number of
ysterious Chambets."
"
over by various " Guardand
watched
ls protected
a wonderful
Alarm,"
Burglar
by
"
ians." A pair of charming "Windows" adnm the
Facade," and a "Whispering
offers a delightful labyrinth for our wanderings.
ln act, the book is more wonderful than a fairy tale, more
interesting
the present
a romance, and more replete with valuable truths t.han any book o

Shingles."
PhouograJ;>h."

gair

"En§ine."

Sugar

Galle?"
:gan

lntenselty

{'he

ating
Vie

authors-husband and wife-are both regular physicians, and beside gr-u~lu~
ln the best
America, spent three years under the best lnstruaon in

Tlbleay'

Paris,

stéhtflsdof

an

n

on.

have been teachers and knor » what will aid both teacher and scholar,
to teach
teachers will be called
and have kept in rnind the fact that
'hese subjects who will feel the need of ai s, which they will Gnd in t e quutious,
so ananged with exponents in the text that the lessons are easilv compro-

ugon

mary

whlchedare

The book will berent

mail,

post-nz#
receipt
Address
lowhomspedaltermxv2{lbeglven.
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THE FAMILY 'i3HYSlCIAN,

A READY PRESCRIBEB AFD HYGIINIC ADVISED, WITH Rlllllllwl 10
THB CAUSES. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF DISEASE.

'WHAT
We

THEY SAY"-NUTICES 0F THE PRESS.

give s few of the
the most

!'t

received:

favorable notices which this work has

the author's works, and ls well
onau d fu nc ti ouso fthe

of

possesses
practical
uttliitlv
te
ofanicof
gl
organlaatl
=daptedframe.th lad k Tribune.
work ls
to

ere

ve

umsn

ew

eransccnrs

es

or

The
sdmlrsbly simple, clear, and ful., and no popular work that ws evor
had half its claims to notlce. We hope lt
s wlde clrculstlon.
[ts
lalsslon ls s most important one. It lies at the fonn tion of all other missions of
reform. Let the world be informed in
other
tothe laws ol' health, and
reform will have tts
clured. Till t en, every etfort for moral and lute actual
can be on y partially and leebly etfectlve.-Boston Ledger.
lthout the fear of our
before our eyes, we say that this ts a
book to have in lsmll es.
t contains much valuable lnstruotlon ln the
very
art o preserving and restoring health, which every man ol' common sense, who
understands
about the human frame. wlll seo at once ls. and mustbe,
t
sound and rvlla le.
almost any day, be the means of saving s valnah.s
e conviction that
life. We are honestly of
In the land would
u
esseu
andd ocore
t
'bill s, lfth eywo dresdlt andfll
oow its sages
comp
saw

maLhave

regard

waly

improvement
,ood

every

family physician

angthlngl

l!

might,
ltéuumlalnts
gregattonalut.

evwhousnhold

ous.-

The dllferent

upon whleh lt treats number over nine hundred tu each ot
the cause, and the manner of treatment an plum tn 318.-

cases

w"l;¥:'l;ntl;1;_'
z'mptoma,
ls not
ne.

a subject relating to health but what lt treats upon, lu an able msnrd Gaulte.
Its
pszes abound with thousands of facts and suggestions of the llghest llaportanes to all. Uhrlallan
It ls the best work of the
nd we have ever seen upon the subject, and ought to
be tn every faintly.-Advertiser.
It ls very elaborate and ls one of the very best of medical works. Every faustly
should have a
qf the West.
lt ls worth lta weight ln gold.-Elleworrlt Herald.
We know of no book comparable to thls ss THB BOOK for s family. Ualsnsble

There

uer.-

36

-

copy.-étar

Democrat.

able and excellent work, and cue which we can heartily recommend
It ls a
rts to be.-Sctentde American.
to every faml y; lt ls everythnug that lts name pu
a
cannot tall to exert s salutary
ec upon
u
m u
more
no
ln
lt a
and one which should
n.
In n
amepossessono :very am :.- saver
with lts_ contents
save many
worth of drugs. and svdt
of
newer
em
o
lcaavaewmou
t.
nd
egsrdtot h st
the
senses
csc
.an
ea
ro
s
|
t
u
uus
oonyare

very

also

.little vary co]1:l|&rehe|:'sk%a?;:uableg'c:k.
Filhave lgcsltaxrc; p'1}onoEnclnS N51 uegul bglg;
will
do2l?r:'
Famlllsrltg
la|'i_y weari uysbasd mouth? slcxnessi-;Hudcgl world.
gm
llskasts og harimau l'ra1me,rw)l£ich wéll hlg
w'E1nter:se?tl::l:ea§:r,
h£r$>nt.-M En;fa1\r?f:
andtglrtovs
acceptable leelaraglven,
V
recwrywhEh"t;|'::not lg
lt ls exceed
comprehenslvc, and well llluetrated. It contains
frost dnl
of lnformatlon ugly sound advice. which every reader. whatever his views
medlllmerous exam

s

am

a

sn

an

dne, would consider valuable.-New York Courier.
of

complete
Illh the cure _/br
A

encyclnrmclla
each
UVGIE
(erase.-Dag
wget
to readers
ltagrgzthand eondtllone.-Pltuaadphta Daily neue.
structulér? dl

The Author has brought
human
use

disease to which the human famllyls hdr,
~o|:.
er a mass of information .n reference to the
lts treatment. whlch will render his work of (rest

an
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6. Combativeness.

3.

Friendship.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
is

known In Americn and Europe, having been before the
and
a plnce ln literature exclusively its mm, vis.

widely

En,

Inman

rudlns

oacuptying
a

world lift

:

study

cl

ure.

lthulang metvrlththespprovalofthepress and
Introducing the Jourumr. md extending an interest in the

a

mesnsuf

thepe?le,sndu
ject,
hsveoprqurgl
lithosrhzph
su

we

n symPllreloloflcal Cllirt. This is a handsome
bolicnl head, in which the relative location of each of the orgnns ls
-'tr by spedgl
the function of each in the human mind.
sketches are not simply outlines, ns shown above, but
of them are lit.
and coloring ln themselves,
the student to
tlegemao(
locate thefurrltiaan 'tolmprel hrs mlndwlthacorrectlden of their prime
|'\l\'|¢'°l\l»
I
resented by n scene ln a ln1vyer's odee,
For instance, Combatlveloll is
has led to an
when a
ls
SCCTOUYCHQII
shown
;
by
n ticture of
e
of the moon ;
attempting to vlsrt n hen-roost by the
lt represents Acquhltlveneslg n
the teller'| desk in a
tcher-'s shop ls
made to stsnd for Dentrnctlvenen ; the familiar scene of the "Good
"
Snmarltan exhibits the ir-mu. noe of llenovolonee ; Sulrllnlty ls pictured
o( the Yosemite Valley.
by a sketch of the gnnd
'l'he Chart also contains n p nted Key, giving the names md deinltiom of the difa future o(
fdmt faculties. The whole picture is very omamentsl, and must

n. new

dexelllustrating
utisticdedfn

_

mdwll?;leh>

nngryzlegpute

dlsageement
cunnigox

liilat

mme?

poculinrnttractionwherever ltlsseen; nothlngllkeitfordulgnmstove
inhhbeinge§
when procur-able.
lt ls rnountedwlthr-ings for

hsnglngonthewnll,

nndwlll

M fm the

,orschooh Theheaditvelfislbouttwelve
widebandabout rg! 24 inches. Price, $l.nq_
hrll
colors, on heavy plate
It
blrshed and oflered as 1 special prem um for subscribers to the l'l|rel0will d the PhrmoI
cal Journal for x885. To those who prefer
ml Bust ns a premium. The Journal ls published at a.oo n year, with I cnt;

hmne,oEce,lib

I! llthognphelduzr

extra

required when the Chart

paper,

or

Bust is sent.
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Single Number,

FOWLEB Q: WELLS C0-, Publisherl, 753

ao cents.

Bronrlwsy,

Ajdli
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WORKS BY NELSON SIZER.
CHOICE OI' PUBSUl'l'8; or, What to Do and Why. describing
Seventy-Bve Trades sud Professlons_ and the Tetuperaments and Talents

required for each;

with Portraits and

Thinkmany successful
"
Associate Editor of the
P|mst|ot.oot~
American Instltuts
of
etc.
12mo, extra cloth, 508 pp. Prlce .75..75.
This work Bl s a place
no other.
Whoever has to eam s l1v1n|
ord to do without lt.
hy labor of head or hand, can not
ers and Workers.
nat.

By Nsuol
Jotrnlan," Vice-Presldent

Biographies of

Stine,
and Teacher ln. the

Phrenoloiy,"

o

"

,

attemptednt?

'°

The work is sdeslderatum."-l|l4rUcsun (Chicago).
"
It presents many ,ludlclqus counsels.
"N PUYPWU °f W0 WWW' 1| 1°
mistakes ln the choice of a pro eeston.
Bls remarks on the different trades are
olten highly orlgtnal." -New
IHNM.

P"°'(°'"

"

A remarkable book, calcnle'ed to do
deal of good."-Boston (WINNI-

a vast

'""W'-

|
t

"

The deslgt. of this hook le to ind!
ut, t, "er, mm M, ml," ,Mk md
to ,dune mm for
ilu*

Yorbi 'M

"__B_A",¢,,y

JW,.M|_

HOW T0 TEACH ACCORDING T0 TENIPEBAHIBNT AND
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT or, Phrenology In the School-room and tht
Prire .50..50.
With many Illuetratfons. limo, extra cloth, 851
One o the
dlmcnltles ln the tmlulng of children ar ses from not un
deretanding t elr temperament and dlsposltlon. This work points out clearly
the constitutional dlderencas, and how to make the most of each.
-

Family.

pp.

gcatest

"
This work opens a new held to the
eonslderatlon ot the teacher. It should

"

This ls an entlrely
intended for

bogk
sn

at

rove o

new

feature lu s

teachers,
:he nies!!vantage
ea

themlfw-Zge Hcmogst.

tc

he in the library of every parent and
No teacher should neglect to read
teacher."-New Blgland Journal of
this well-written eontrlbutloh to the
Iducadon.
cause ot' education."-Christian
In"
It abounds lu valuable
"
ere 1 s a
aa e al o :gem sense
to all who are
ln the uslncss
o I education, an
teachers will hs
I s ada ted to resdl
ln the work,
ln the
to welcome tt."-11| Commontsmlly as well aa n the study o glad
the teacher. '-New York Tribune.
waallh, Boston.
"

etagaged

suggestions ""5r°§°"

Y

ni

£311

FOBTY YEARS IN PIIBRNOLOGY: Bmbraclnz Recollections of
limo. extra cloth, 418 pp. Prlce .50..50.
History, Auecdote, and
The volume ls dlled with
witty,
lntory, anecdotes. and lncldenta,
and
droll, and startling. Every page sparkles with
packed with
to be lost, and wtll he warmly welcotu
tscta too
'by every reader from

Experience.

the age

o

Food
twelve

gathetlc,

reall?

to

eighty

years.

THOUGHTS ON DOMESTIC Ll FE; or, Marriage Vlndlealed
ann Fuss Lou Exroesn.
limo. paper. 15 cents.
This work contains a sharp Analysis o( the soclal nature. tn some respects

quite orlglual.
THE EDUCATION OF 1°llE` FEELING! AND AFFECTIONS. By Cnsaus Blur. Edited, with Notes and lllnstratlons from the
thlrd London Edttlou_ hy Nsuou Stun. limo, extra cloth, 01.50.
TOBACCO : Its Elfecta on the llumun
'ith Notes, Add!
telleclual. and Moral. By Dr. Wu.t.u| A. Al..l`OT'l'.
and Illustrations by Nluos Stun. lbl pn. Paper,prlce 25 cents.
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Bent hy matl, posrfpald,

to

any address.

Azz-nts wanted.

FOWLER t WELLS CO.. Publishers, 753

Address

Broadway F Y

'ine NATURAL CURE: CONSUMPTION, DvsP1=:Ps|A
Nsnvous DISEASES, GoU'r, RHEUMATISM, INsou.
NIA (SLEEPLESSNESS
BRIGHT'S DISEASE, Etc.
BY C. E. PAGE, M.
tzMo, CLOTH, $1.00.
,

.

A FEW OF THE MANY NOTES FROM READERS.
"
Haverhill, Mass., says: Dr. Page's ex lanatien of the cola
J. Ruse,
of tile boolt~it ia, in fact. in
question is a one worth the price ofa hundred
o sickness."
valuable. going to the very root of the quetioncortex
Mrs. W. 0. Tttotarson, 7| Irving Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.. says: "I wish eve-y
hiend I have could read it, and,only that hygienists never harbor
that
'

_{r.,

ilhfeelizr.

enemies
made ear in
might not chance to Gnd it. I owe much to the tnxths
attendance of the
Cure, and it ia certain that to it and the
author, my sister-in-law owes her life and ptesent ro ust health."

mgatural

'

Erofeaaional

FROM A TEACH ER.
Mn. S. S. Gun, teacher in the
Brooklyn. N. Y.,saya: "My
t is book ('
recommended
atural Cure ') to me. Thanks
friend, Mrs.' Thompson,
to her and
the book,' my old headaches tmuble me no more ; I am betterin every
so much and with
way. I never could
so_little fatigue and I am mn
that all my intellectual wo
is of better quality than it ever was before."

Adelphi Acadeng,

°

aecomgiah

-

FROM A HUSBAND.
D. THOl|!S0l¢ Iac, N. H., says: "Through following the advtce in 'Natural
Cure' my headaches. which have tortured me at frequent intervals for forty
retum no more.
Formerly I could not work for _three days at a time, now work
For this. as well as for the restoration of my wife to health, after wa
right
'
had given er up as fatally sick, I have to thank Dr. Page and The Natural Cure.' 'P
*

lynn,

along;

'

FROM THE WIFE.
"

I can not well express
Mrs. S. E. D. Trtoursou, Lee. N. H , says:
gratitude for the benelit I have received from the book and its author's person eonn~
sel. Condemned to die, l am now well. It is truly wonderful how the power ol
tsting is increased under the inlluence of the regimen prscribed. l have dialibured many copies of this book, and have known of a lynloagadhnuiccwrrl
Janirhrd lor good, and other wonderful
biliaunuu rrmwed, fcrnmial
'
wrought, by means. of t e regimen formulated in Natural Cure.' A
'lt
is
full
of
for those who wish to liveinclean
remarked:
encouragement
fnen
'
nod|es.'
Another said: It has proved to me that_I have been committing slow
suicide) Our minister says: ' I have modified my diet and feel like a new man." "
To this Mrs. Thompson adds, for the autltor'| first book, " How Tu Fsxn Tlll
BABY ": "l have known ofa number of babes changed from coliclty. fretful chil~
to
well ones, making them a delight to their parents, ny following im
vtce.'

ml

changes

:Sen

hagg/n/rr

happy

WILLIAM C. LAIGLIY, Newport, R. I.,says: "While all would be henehted from
reading it, lwonld especially commend tt to those who, from inherited feeblenesa,
nr. like myself. had declined deeply, feel the need of making the most of their limlted powers. I may add, that this work bears evidence that the authnr has had
wide range, and extensive reading, together with a natural itness for
and hygienic research, keen perception of natural law and tact in its app icatron."
Mrs. Dr. Dntsuottl, x3o West 44th Street, New York, says: "You
ol
'
dl
my opinion of* Natural Cure when I tell you that l ambuymg it of the
by the dozen to distribute among my patients."
Tull. P »ru|.A|t Science Mos-rn|.v for September, :BB speaks hi hl of the work.
"
doaing with, the public has in this work a most
Till ATI.A¥TlC MONTHLY for August, 1883, says:
lt is an efort ll
wmlon-sense views of preserving and restoring health."
on
of
ICI by mail, post-paid,
receipt
price, $x.oo. Address

physiological

u

`

,

valuaitle manuafofitygiene."
"

Fowum & WELLS Co., Publishers,
15-4 Broadway, Nl' Ydl.
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HEALTH IN THE HOUSEHOLD;
HYGIENIC

COOKERY.

By SUSANNA W. nouns,
One

large

xzmo

vol., 6oo pp.,

extra cloth or

1u.n.

oil~cloth.

Price, *2.00.

The author of this work is specially

qualified for her task, as she is both
and a practical housekeeper.
It is unquestionably the best
work ever written on the healthful preparation of food, and should be in
the hands of every housekeeper who wishes to prepare food healthfully and
palatably. The best way and the reason why are given. It is complete in
every department. To show something of what is thought of this work, we
copy a few brief extracts from the many
a

physician

0|-'

N0'l'lCES

,

"Thls work contains
glves directions for

THE PRESS.

:ood deal of excellent advlca about wholesome food. and
many dishes ln a way that wlll make luxuries for IDG
pr uctlons of Nature whleh are now lost by a vlclous eook~

a

of
preparing
s
palate
tgtvnu many
own :bmp
ary.
-

_

"
to be fully the equal ln all respects
Another book an cookery. and one that
and superior to many of its predecessors.
to be blended with
lmpllclty ls
wfth all the enjoymeuts of the table, and healt and happiness wllh an
science,
and every taste will llud ln Mrs. Dodds' book,
ample househol llberallly.
material wlthln its means of grasp or efllcleut kltchsn administration."-LC X Blur.
"
The book can not fall to be of great value ln every household to those who wlll lntelllgently appreciate the anthor's stand-point. And there are but few who wl ll not conlt
better lnorm
n
tant ennt or neu s.'-Sden
astnls
lnerm
eo
merlrlm.
'°
She evidently knows what -he
wrltlng about, and her book is eminently practical upon every page. It ls more than a book of reclpes for making soups, and ples. and
cake ; lt ls an educator of how to make the home the abode of healthful people."- TM
Inter 0a¢an. Chicago, Ill
The book la s good one, and should be given s place ln every well-regulated cuisine'
-Indiana
la Journal.
"As
work on the subject of healthful cookery there la no other ln
whlch
so clearly and squarely to the unls
the
print
superlor, and which
uenstandln of an avenge housekeeper. -I
tkworder.
'°
In
book Dr. Dndds deals with the whole subject sclcnlldcally, and yer has
made her instructions
practical. The book will certslnly prove useful, and lf
be
without doubt human llfe would be considera
en
rl.
y'° en
ls a cook- ook prepared by an educated lady physician. It seems to be a
which ordinarily has
aenslble addition to the volumlnous literature on this
to the hygienic character of the preparations wh ch are described."'r
srald.
'°
based
Thls one seems to us to be most sensible and practical, while
selenfar less
tlde
short. the best. If it were ln every household, t ere would
t e world."-Soslll and Wat.
"
here ls much good sense ln the book, and there ls plenty of occasion for attacking
the ordlnary methods of cooltlnz, as well as the common
of dlet."-Har-ning Star.
"
She seta forth the why and wherefore of c lokery, an devotes the larger pontlon of
th e werktoh
t oss a-uc
'l es assentla.l to goodblood , strong bdl
o
es, an dvlgo rous m lnda"
Nels Haom Begum-_

gapears

economdy

#ought

Everytpurve

pedeglat wraulldnbe aplwlc mixes lg ourhpeoplae zinerulliy would betzzpgii
lf

flatly
'

a%mprehenslve

brlnas

thhs

sublect

entirely
'tglptfceptls cggld uulvérviyvfxgowed,
Bite
'-Sgrln
_

subjectq

ve?

Ex reéarence

ylet

principles-ln
mlseryrln

una

Hayle

-

.

sent to any address, by mail. post-paid, on receipt of
Auerrrs WANTED, to whom special terms will be given. Send

The work will be

price, $2.00..00.
for

terms.

Address

l"0WLEl£ 02 WELLS C0., Publishers, 753 Broadway, New York.
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SIGNS 9? GHLHAGTIR,
ll msnlfestsd In Temperament snd External Forms,
In the Hurnsn Fsce Dlvlne.
Br B. R.

Enrma 'Pnnxnonoozcm

WELLS,

Largo 12mo, 768 pp. ,With

more

Lhsn 1,000

sna

eepeelelly

Joann..

lngrsvlngs.

lllsselraslng Physieg-mossy, Anatomy, Plwelology, ltlsselegy, Ilstdegy, and Nasser-ul History.

in which sll

thu h
oolrnmnfsxvn, thorough, and practical Work,
A lnownon
the sub}ect. t.nst»edts8ys|.emnttzed, Kxplslned, l]lnst.rsted.sndApplIe|.
Physlognomy ls here shown to be no mere hndlhl specnlstlon, but s consistent end welloonsldered system of Cherscler-resdlng, bssed on the esnsbllsbed maths of Phydolg
snd Phrsaology, snd oonllrmed by Bthnology, ss well ss by the pecnllsrltles dlndividnnls. lt lsnosbsu-sctlon, hntsomethlngto be msde nseml: somethlngwobeprnaieel
by everybody md ln sll places. snd msde nn etllclent help in thu. noblest of sll studiesthe Study of lan. It is resdlly understood snd u resdlly spplled. The following
of the leading topics discussed snd explained ln this gras: lllnsuued work:

m

some

incl

4

ua-'ro

lllfeglfl sud m%\;e.||-lx wrlwgs.ding rug
25. '?""'"°.':; ...'°....'H...
g=:'
'f.:.,,.,.,.__'*fsgma
°° em,
of Ph
General
Beslth sud f°i"scsse, to (gens
PF'D0|g0| wlilchlognomy,
chsnoLhe Physlologlcsl
snd
Idlocgow
naeelons, to Personal lmprvvemmt,
ter-resdlng ls and must. be bssed.
and to Clmrscter-Rlcsdl
generllly. UID
Fewsperasnonn.-Th And ¢ Doc- ity of Phynlognomy, Sei?-lmprovemlat.
Prodoue
muse of ell

tense

.

s n

ws on

or

trines
New

-

B nrzhelm'e

Clusglmtlon

now

Dszcrl |.lo?- The
ln
ihere.
use

Practical P
slognoww.-Genenl
tio llonth,
lonns of
the
Chin, the sws snd
lhe Chee , the Forehesd. me Hnlr
Beard, the Complexion. the Neck md
Bsnds
the

Fseeetqfhe Eyes.
Nosehthe

Taxa

%.rr,ht.h&Dress.
Blinking
hui Fo;1.6dtheo¥o|ce
with lllnsu-stiuns.
e

e

Bsnds,

e

e

,

llhsehgy.-Th R.sces,tnclnd

Chacselsn. the
the
with th
Nsdonsl

llonxllsn,

Nong:

the

numerous

Tywl.

Amerlesn

in

lgxsnsf

Hnlsy and the Anicsn,

subdlvlslons:

each inusu-sud.

Also

Animal

Typem- Gnd!

'Instinct

and

d

Intdl-

Besson -Ami

snce,
ends snd Anlmsl Types smong ln.

levelled ll
-

"Line of

Pslmiqry.
Lila" ln thepeclmenshnmsn nsnd.

t

.

I
thin
hundred noved lan snd
ed-What. Physlognomy ssys of them.
The Great Secret.-Howto
And How ID he Benntllhl-Mentsl
ics-very interesting. very ueelhl.
Aristotle and Bt. Paul.-A lah!
Hesd-Views of Lua---lllnstrstlve Anne

Uharooter-Bandsaw omeggnhndtr
»-

b

dates-Detecdngsilngnn byhishne.

No one an reed thlshook without lnnsr\\st.w'lt.hou¢|es| pmdt..
"Knowledge ls
pow¢,"nndth1sl|e'mplmtlm.llytrneofslnow1adgeofmen-ofhlunsn chsrnnl. ls
w\ohssltts"mseterofthes|m.sdou;"snd snybodymsyhsve|twhowll.l.mdld\|
\\|K"l£'\f»0flll£|l"\lld|h0l'@\0¢MllIgQl|)0I'l0ll||
lmprovmxent.
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HEADS §FA G ES HOW T0 STUDY THEM
'

_

Complete Manual of
and Physiognomy for the People.
A

Phrenology

By PR0l'. NELSON SIZER. Ind H. S. DRAYTON, M. D.
Fully Illustrated. Ootuvo, extra cloth, l1.00; paper edition, 40 cents.
ll c'aim to know

something of H010 to Read Character, but very
Signs nf Character as shown in the Head
and Face. The subject is one of great importance, and in this work
the authors, Prof. Nelson Sizes, the phrenological examiner at the rooms of
Fowler & Wells Co., and Dr. H. S. Drayton, the editor of the P/zrmvlajral
journal, have considered it from a practical standpoint, and the subject il
so simplified as to be of great interest and easily understood.
The demand for standard publications of low price has increased greatiy
with the tendency of many bookmakers to meet it.
Pop\ular editions of the
few understand all the

poets, historians, scientists have fallen in line with the hundreds and thous-

cheap editions of the better classes of novels ; and now, in response to
often-expressed want of the studious and curious, we have this voluminous
Heads and Faces
from the point of view of
yet very low-priced treatise on
Phrenology, Physiognomy, and Physiology. Although so low-priced, as we
have noted above, it is no flimsy, patched-up volume, but a careful, honest
work, replete with instruction, fresh in thought, suggestive and inspiring.
There are nearly two hundred illustrations, exhibiting a great variety of faces.
human and animal, and many other interesting features of the much-sided
subject that is considered. Taken at length it is one of the most complete
books on face-study that has been issued by its publishers, and is a book
The style in which it has
that must create a demand wherever it is seen.
been produced, the excellent paper, good presswork, numerous illustrations,
and elegant, engaging cover, make it a phenomenon even in this cheap book
day. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price, 40 cts. Aczrrrs \vAN'l`l`.D.
ands of

the

"

Address, FOWLER 61, WELLS

"

CO., Publishers,

753

Broadway,

New York.

PUBLISHED

wonxs

FOWLER

BY

WELLS CO.. New York.

&

PlIRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOGNOHY.
Plrsnologleal Journal and Science New Ph
Hxavm.-Devoted to Ethnology, Physiology, Phrenology,Physor

Sociology,

lofnomy, Paiyfhology,
ucation, Literature,
ograplzi,
wi
Measures
Reform,
etc.,
Mankind
Elevate, and
Imsrove
and SpirituPhysically, Menta
B

to

Monthly, Q2. 6%

slly.
s

number.

a

Bound von

year

-

ss.o6.

20c.

Expressions its Anatomy and Philoso hy.
Illustrated by Sir Charles

of

Signs
Cmnagrdnofzs minifested
through
External Forms,
om

;

or,

and
and
in the " HumanFace
Divine."
ith more than One
Thousand Illustrations. By Samuel
R. Wells.
In one 12mo volume,
768 pages, muslin, $5.00; ln heavy
calf, marbled edges, 88.00; Turkey
morocco, full gilt, $10.00.

Temperament

especlagy

"The treatise of Mr. Wells, which ls ld-

and profusely illustrated,
mlrably
ls probs. ly the most complete hand-book
Additional Notes and Illussubject ln the langungef-I Y.
trations by Snnrn. R. Wszus. 81.
BC.

Bell?

grlnted
gpgiuthe

Education of the Feelings and Alleo- How to read Character.-A new ll.rlons.
Charles Brav.
Edited by
lustrated Hand-book of Phrenology
Nusox Bxzxu. Cloth, 01.50.
and
for Studenu and
Thlswork gives full and dellnlte directions for the cultivation or restraining of
all 'the faculties relating to the leellngs
orallectlons.

Combe's

8 stem

of

Bngravlngs.

Phrenology;

With 100
81.25.
C0mhe's Constitution of Ilan; Con.
sidered in Relation to extemal objects. With twenty cngravings,
and portrait of author. $1.25.
"

"Tr gagnstltutlan og M331
should be sgqvizxted.
I

Y

I0

81'

ls

a

SVG! y

wora

P\l P

0ombs's Lectures on Phrenology;
with Notes, an Essay on the PhreMode of Investigation,
Historical Sketch, by A.
Boaumum, M.D. $1.25.

nologlcal
and

an

00mbs's Moral

Physiognomy,

Examiners, with a chart for recording the sizes ofthe different Organs
of the brain in the Delineation of
of 170 EnCharacter ; with
Wells. $1.25.
gravings. By S.

l;£WBl'd

Wedlockg
or 'mx

of

or, The
ans.

Bight Relations
Disclosing the hw:

Conjugal Selection,

and show-

ByB.B.
ells. OL50; gilt,
.00.
lv1;,gWhoMayMarr;é
or, Mental Science
Accordanee with
the Principles of Phrenclo
and
in Relation to Modern
H. S. Daarrox M. D., asm J.
Nzn. 81.50.

_Brain and Hind ;
Considered

in

Phyxs&oEi.

This ls the latest and best work pubor. the
a complete textf
Duties of Man consldere in his ln- lished.of It constitutes
book
Phrenology ls rofusely lllnatrsb
divldnal, Domestic, and Social Ca- ed, and well adapted toghe lllB0f|\n\ldHl"~

Phllosophiy;

pacities. $1.25.
How to Study Character; or, the Indications ol' Character,

as maui.
tested in the general
of the
Tau: Basis ron -run SOKENCI or
head and the form of the ace. H.
Mum.
Including a Review of
S. Daarrox, M. D. Illus. Mc.
Bain's Criticism of Phrenolngy.
By Thos. A. Hyde. 50c. ; clo. $1 00. How to Study Pllrenology.-With
New Descriptive Chart, for the Use
Suggestions to Students, Lists of
Best Works, Constitutions for Sociof examiners in the Delineation of
Character.
eties, etc. 12mo, paper, 100.
By S. R. Wells. 25c.

share

PHREYOLOGY AND 1'HYSIOGN0l[Y.
Choice of Pursuits; or, What to Do The Science ofthe Hind applied to
a1mWn!. Describing
the
Trades and Professions. an
Temperaments and Talents
for each. With Portraits and
raphies of many successful Thin
Workers. By Nelson Sizer.

Seventg~tlve
reqgired
iog-

-

gr: #gd

How to Teach According to Temrxmumrrr ann Msrrrn. Dnvanornam'
room

or.

Phrenology in the School-

and the

Sizer.

$1.50.

Forty Years ln
bracing Recollections

Phrenologyi-Ent
of
istory,

Anecdotes and

Experience.

$1.50.

Thoughts on Domestic Life; or,
Marriage Vindicated and Free Love
Exposed. 25c.
Cathechlsm of Phrenology.-Illustrating the Principles of the Science
by means of Questions and Answers.
Revised and enlarged by Nelson
Slzer.

60c.

Beads and Faces; llow to

Study

Manual

of
Phrenology and hysiognomy for
the People. By Prof. Nelson Sizcr
and H. B. Drayton, M.D. Nearly
200 octavo pages and 200 illustra.
tions, price in paper, 40c.; ex.
clo. $1.00.
Turn.

A
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All claim to know something of How to
Read Character but very few understand
all the Signs of ('}ha.raeber as shown In the
Head and Face. 'l`his Is a study of which
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The boo is
have always new text boo
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lemory and Intellectual Improvesnzvr, applied to Self-Education
and Juvenile Instruction.
S. Fowuta. 81.00.

The bat work
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the

ment.

trated.

upslied
y 0.
$1.00.
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0.

t

upon the Mind; The Analysis of
the Mental Faculties and how to
develop and train them; The
of Education and of the
Schoo. and Normal Methods of
teaching the common En lish
branches. By Prof. U. J.

Theory

Igorr-

autn.

Profusely illustrated. 01.50.

Laws and

to lluman

Improve-

8. Fowler.

Gxonoa Couna. and a Review of
the Science of Phrenology from the
period of its discovery by Dr. Gnu.
to the time of the visit or' Gaoaon
Comm to the United Stntvs, with a
portrait of Dr. Srunzmcm. by Nanuu Carats, L.L.D. Ex, clo. $1.25.

Education and Self-

Cournars;

Illus-

Improvement
"Physiol-

Comfrising

Mental," "Selfogv. Animal an
culture and Perfection of Charac"
and
Intellectual Imter,"
Memory
By 0. S. Fowun.
ne large vol. Illus.
$8.00.

grovement."

Self-Culture and Perfection ofCmaurrnn; Includin
of Children and

the

Management
þÿ ¬'outh.
$1.00.

One of the best of the authors works.

Animal and Mental 2
the Preservation and
Restoration of Health of Body and
Power of Mind. $1.00.

Physiology,
pplie

to

Phrenology Proved, Illustrated, and
arrnlan.
Embracing an Analysis

of the
Powers lu
their Various
egrees of Developand
location
of
the
Phrenoment,
logical Organs. The Mental Phenomena produced by their com.
hined action, and the location of
the faculties amply illustrated. By
the Fowler Brothers. $1.25.

Primary)Mental

Self-Instructor in

subject.

Hereditary Descent.-Its
Facts

the Human

Includingx
and
eir influence

Tcmperaments

By Nelson Reminiscences or Da. Srunznsru sun

Family.

Illustrated.

Tn/teams:

Pmrsxonoor.
dred

Phrenology and

With over One Hunand a Chart for
or the
Recording of

Engravings

Phrenologists,
Phrenological Development.
the Fowler Brothers.

75c.
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PHRENOLOGY AND PHY SIOGNOMY.

Phronologlcal llscellun
1-asrzn

Amman

or

of

its Elementary PrimelFomman on 'rn N/rrunl or
Mm. By J. G. Spursheim. 81.25.

Iynaauonoor

Pnvsloouoxn, from 1865 to
1878 combined in one volume, containing over 400 illustrations, many
portraits and biographies of distin-

runs

ASD

guished personages. 81.50.
Bedneld'a

Ilns-'Educating

Physiog-

and Animals.

Philosogz-

icalCatechism. Sixth'Edition.
byJ. G. Spur:lar_ged and improved
he1m,M.D. 50cents.
-

lental Sclence.-Aeof Phreore the Annology. Delivered
By Rev.
thropological Soclety.
G. S. Weaver. Illustrated. 01.00.

Lectures

cording

or, resemblances Between

Nosn;

Mig)

Comparative

Natural Laws oflan.-A

Illustrated.

on

to the

Philoistgmhy

Phrenology and the Scriptures.- Phrenological Bnst.-Showing the
the Harmony between
latest classitlcation and exact loca-

Showing
Phreno ogy and the Bible.

15 cents.

_tion ot the Organs of the Brain.
ltisdlvrdedsoastoahow eachindividnal Organ on one side; with
all the groups-Social, Executive,
Intellectual. and Moral-classitled,
size (not mailon the other.
cents.
ab1e)..Smallcents. Small

Phrenological Chart.

A Symbolical
12 inches across, Lithoin colors, on paper 19 x 24
ches, mounted for hanging on the
wall, or suitable for framing. 81.00.
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Library of llesmerlsm and Psychol- | Practical Instructions
Msoxwrlsu. By J. P.
the

oov.-Comprising

Philoscgphy

In Animal
F. Deleuae.
Translated by Thomas C. Hart;hom. New and Revised edition,
with an appendix of notes by the
Translator, and Letters from Eminent Physicians, and others. $200.00.

of Mesmensm, C airvoyance,
ental Electricity. -Fssomniou. or
the Power of Charmin
Illustrain conting the Principles of
nection with Spirlt and Matter.Tn: Msoaooosu, or the Universe
History of Salem Witchcraft.-A
Without, being an unfolding of the
review of Charles W. Upham's great
of
Creation
and
the
CorresWork from the Edinburgh Ronin,
plan
of
Truths.-Tn:
PHILOSwith Notes by Samuel R. Wells,
pondence
om! or Enacmxosr. Psrononoovz
containing, also, The Planchette
the Doctrine of Impressions, includMystery, Spiritualism, by Mrs.
Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Dr.
ing the connection between Mind
and Matter also, the Treatment of
Doddridge's Dream. 81.00.
or the SclFascination ; or, the Phllosoph of
ence of the Soul, considered PhysCnsaxnuo.
Illustrating the
lologically and Philosophically;
ciples of Life in connection with
with an
Notes
containing
Appendix
Spirit and Matter. By J. B. New.
of Mesmenc and Psychical experl.
man, M.D.
.00..00.
ence and Illustrations of the Brain
How to lllagnetlze, or
and Nervous System.
AND Cuxavorarzoz.-A
ractical
of Mesmevlsm.-Ry Dr.
Treatise on the Choice, Manage.
John nvee Dnds.
501-1-nts,
Illl'lll and Capabilities of
Subjects,
Phllosorh y ul' Electrical l'sy4~|ml-fgry,
with instructions un tht- llc-thnd of
A course of Twelve Lectures. §1.00.
Procedure. By J. V. Wilson 85c.
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Susanna

by

Dodds, M. D. l2mo.

or

ex.

.

housekeepln book.,

pleasutii

prepared

Household Remedies.-For the prevalent Disorders of the Human Orby Felix Oswald, M. D.
21110. pp. 229. .00..00.

psnism.

The author of this work ls one of the
keenest and most critical writers on medlcsl subjects now before the puhllc; he
writes soundly and practically, He ls sn
of
entliusiastlc apostle ol' the
will w n
giene. We predict that his
many converts to the (sith and prove a
ol
valuable sid to those who are
"
for
more llg t."
the faith but are
Among the special s lments herein considered are Consumption, Asthma., Dyspepsla, Climatic Fevers, Enterle Disorders,
Nervous Muladles, (htarrh, Pleurlsy, ew.

hy-

asklnf

The

already]

Temperaments, or Vunrrms

or

allegory

teaching
Physiolog

an
Principles of
Hygiene, and the effects of tlmulants and Narcotics, by Drs. C. B.
and Mary A. Allen. .50..50.

by this sdmlra le

productive

Hygiene, Health, Ro.

the

clo, $2.00..00.

will not be
it ls so
puzzled
sim le, systematic, practical and withal
of much household
not only by means of the delle ous l'
from lt recipes, but through the
asv ug ot labor and care to the housewlfe_
A novice ln

on

The Han Wonderful in the House
BuU'm='U1..-A.n

To all
h en]
t dl
talul
to
the
s
boon. The accomplished physician the
gentle mother the modest irl, and the
wide-awake
will
leisure
ln its perusal.
It ls wholly
any
book previous! published on the subject,
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teacher that propsrcits cannot sdord to do with-

buxn:n°body°{hlsubr:»1 Psi-ll prgfe
gud
unlike

school-boy

shqrongb

griistlve
on

The Family Physician.-A Ready
Prescriber and Hygienic Adviser,
With

Reference to the Nature,
Causes, Prevention and Treatment
of Diseases, Accidents and Casualties of every kind, with s Glossary snd copious Index. lllustrsted with nearly three hundred engravings, by Joel Shew, M. D. 83.

CONSTITUTION nt Mas, How to Feed the Baby to Make her
considered in their relation to MenHssrxrnv mn Hurr, by C. E. Page,
tal Character and Practical Affairs
M. D. 12mo., third edition, revised
of Life. With an Introduction by
and enlarged. Paper, 50c. extra
H. S. Drayton, A. M.. Editor of the
cloth, 75c.
Pnnasonoclo/u. Jotmmu.. 150 PorThis ls the most lm
tant work ever
on the
infant dlettraits and other illustrations, by D.
et cs.
H. Jacques, M. D. .50..50.
Psrsxou.

sublxto!

ptrbllshed

_

Hnrrs The Nstnral Cure ef

Consumption,

llow to Grow Handsome, or
rowsnn Passion. Plmraonort. and

Constipation, Bright's Disease, Neu-

the Philosophy of Human Beauty,
showing How to Acquire and ReHealth and
tain Bodily
Symmetry,
life and avoid
Vigor, secure

ralgis, Rheumatism. Colds, Fevers,
etc.
How these Disorders Originste. and How to Prevent Them.
By C. E. Page, M. D., cloth, .00..00.

long

an
deformities of
New Edition, .00..00.

the intlrmities

age.

ledleal Electricity.-A Manuel for
Students. showing the most Scientltlc and Rational Application to all
forms of Diseases. of the different
combinations of Electricity, Gal-

vanlsm.

Elf-ctro-Magnetism. Mag-

neto-Eluctricity. and Human
netism. by W. White, M. D.

Ma

-

.65..65.

Horses,
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um -mam

Farr.

A Manual of Horse Hygiene. Invaluable to the veteran or the novice, pointing out the true sources of
disease, and how to prevent and
counteract them. By C. E. Page,
M. D. Paper 50c.; cloth 75c.
This lathebesthookontheosreof
horses ever published, worth many times
lts cost to every horse owner.

HEALTH BOOKS.
The Movement Cure.-The History Management of Infancy,

Physiolog-

and Philosophy of this System of
xou. um DIOBAL Tnuruasr. With
Medical Treatment, with examples
Notes and a Supplementary Chap
of Single Movements, The Princiter, 31.25.
ples of Massage, and directions for Diet
Question.-Giving the Reason
their Use in various Forms of
Wh , from " Health in the HouseChronic Diseases.
New edition by
by S. W. Dodds, M. D. 2512.
G. H. Taylor. M. D. $1.50.
Health llisoellany. -An important
the Principles and
collection of Health Papers. Nearin all
directions for its
ly 100 octavo pages. 25c.
Forms of Chronic
iseases, by G.
H. Taylor, M. D. $1.00.
Bow to Be Well, or Common Sense
Maman. Hromsa. A book for the
The Science of a New Llfe.-By
directions for the
People,
John Cowan, M. D. Ex. clo. 83.00.
Treatment an Cure of Acute Diseases witliout the use of Drug MedTobacco: Irs Pnvsiou., IN'rzu.aofun. AND Mona. Ersacrs ox rn:
icines; also General Ilints on
Hmmm Svs-mu,
Health. $1.00.
by Dr. Alcott.
New and revised edition with notes
Foreordained.-A
Story of Heredity
and additions by N. Sizer. 25c.
and of
Parental Influences,
Life.-The
Sober and
l2mo. pp. 90.
bserver.
by an
Letters of Louis
Discourses an
Paper, 50c.; extra cloth, 75c.
and
Comaro on a Bober
Temperate
Consumption, its Prevention and
Life. 600.
Cure by the Movement Cure. 25c.
James
and
B
Smoking
Drinking.
y
Notes on Beauty, vigor and DevelParton. 50c.; cloth, 75c.
How to Acquire
oPanzN'r:
or,
Food and Diet With observations
Plumpness of Form. Strength of
'on the Dietetical Regimen, suited
Limb and Beauty of Complexion.
for Disordered States of the
Illustrated. 10c.
tive Organs, by J. Pereira, M.
.,
Tea and Coffee.-'I'heir Physical, InF.R.S. $1.50.
tellectual and Moral Effects on the
Human System, by Dr. Alcott.
Principles Applied to the Preservaand the
'norl or HuL1'u
New and revised edition with notes
ment of Ph sical and Mentn Eduand additions by Nelson Sizer. 25c.
Combo, M. D.
cation, by
Accidents and Emergencies. a
ide
Illustrated, cloth, $1.50.
for the
ment in
Water Cure in Chronic Diseases.
leeding. Cuts. Sprains,
An Exposition of the Causes, ProgDislocatious. Burns and
Sca ds. Bites of Mad Dogs, Chok.
ress, and Temiination of various
Chronic Diseases of the Digestive
ing, Poisons, Fits, Sunstrokes,
Nerves, Limbs and
Drowning, etc., by Alfred Smee,
Organs.
with Notes and additions by R. T.
Skin, and o their Treatment by
Means.
New and revised
Water and other
Trail, M. D.
$1.25.
edition. 25c.
By J. M. Gully, M.
Science of Ilnman Life. With a cop- Special List.-We have in addition
to
the above, Private Medical
ious Index and Biographical Sketch
Works and Treatises. This Special
ofthe author. Sylvester Graham.
List will be sent on receipt of stamp.
Illustrated, $8.00.
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WDRKS 0N IIYGIENE BY R. T. TRALL, ll. D.
These works may be considered standard from the reformatury
hygienic standpoint. Thousands of people owe their
lives and good health to their teaching.
llydropathlc Encyclopedia.-A Sys-

$31 of] Hydrc;p31hyHand Hygieine.
sto o

o

Digteticsgind

e

H
and

uman

o

dropathic

;

Coévk-

Practice of Water-

or the Digestive Processes. with
the Symptoms and Treatment of
D spepsia and other Disorders.

llfnstrated.

$1.00.

Theory
The llother's Hygienic Hand-Book
Treatment; Special Pathology and
for the Normal Develo ment and
the
Hydro-Therapeutics, including
Training of Women andp Children,
and
Causes,
Nature,
Symptoms
and the Treatment of their Disery;

Treatment of all known diseases;
Application of Hydropathy to Midthe Nursery with nearly
One
housand Pages, including a
Glossary. '2 vols. in one. $4.

wiferyiand

Hand-Book.-Intended
llygelnio
ctical Guide for the Sick-room.

as

eases.

$1.00.
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Popular
of the tructures, FuncPhysiology.-A
xposition
tions and Relations of the Human
Preservation of

gstiela
eat

.

25the
.

B

The True Temperance Platform.of the Fallacy of
An
Arranged alphabetically. $1.25.
Alcoho xc Medication. (50 cents.
Illustrated Family Gymnasium.the
The Alcoholic Controversy.-A Remet o s o
a pyin
view of the Westminster Review on
nastic.
Vothe Physiological Errors of TeetoCalisthentic,
cal Exercises to the Development
talism. 50 cents.

Exlpositlon

Conlgaigingt

'most Gimproved
gnesipgthicylrnd

of the Bodily Orzans, the invigoration of their functions, thc preservation of Health, and the Cure of
Diseases and Deformities. $1.25.

The

llydropathlc Cook-Book,

with

Recipes for Cooking on Hyzienic
Principles. Containing also. a Philo-

sophical Exposition of the Relations of Food to Health; the Chemical Elements and Proximate Constitution of Alimentary Princi les;
the Nutritive Properties of all
of Alimcnts; the Relative value of
Vegetable and Animal Substances;
the Selection and Preservation of
Dietetic Material, etc. $1.00.

Einds

Fruits and Farlnacea the

Proper

llnrnan ¥)olele.rIts
Thighysioo
oogy élpatomy,
erapeuries andgqhaining, wiih Ruies of
Order for
50
.

at

Lyceums.

cents.

The True HeaIlngArt: on, Hvennno

Drug Medication. An Address
delivered before the Smithsonian
Washington. D. C. 25 cts.;
clo.
cents.
oc.

Institgxée,

Water-Cure

for the million.-'nts
of Water-Cure Explained,
for Bathing, Dieting, Exercising, Recipes for Cooking, etc..
etc.
Directions for Home Treatment.
Paper, 15 cts.
rocesses

Ftules

Hyifeian

Home

Cook-Book:

on,

PALATABLE Foon
Coxnunwrs. 25 cts.; clo.,

su.'r||11UL AND

wrrrtour
MAN.-Being an attempt
50 cents.
by History, Anatomy,
Physiology. and Chemistry that the Diseases of Throat and`Lungs.I ncluding
and its Proper
Original, Natural and Best Diet of
cents.
Man is derived from the Vegetable
'l` atment.
Kingdom. By John Smith. With The-rhath.-Its History and Uses in
llealth and Disease. 25c.; clo., 50c.
Notes by Trall. $1.25.
Digestion and Dyspepsia.-A Com- A Health Catechism.-Questions
and Answers. With lllua. 10 c.
plete Explanation ot the Physiology
'

Foon

to
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prove
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MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
land-Books for Home

Improve-
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How to Write," " How to Talk,"
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How to Behave," and "How to
do Business." One 12mo vol., $2.00.
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How to Write.-A Manual of ComThe Christian Household.-Embma
position and Letter-Writing. 60c.
ing the Husband, Wife, Father,
How to Talk.-A Pocket Manual of
Mother, Child, Brother and Sister,
Conversation and Debate, more
by Rev. G. S. Weaver. 75c.
than Five Hundred Common MisWeaver's Works for the Young,
takes in Speaking Corrected. 60c.
"
Hopes and Helps for
Ilan to Behave.-A Pocket Manual
Guide
to Correct Personal Habits, with
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Deliberative Assemblies. 60c.
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anguages.
B; gi V. Petit. Cloth, 60c.
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How to
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5c.
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Rev. G. S. Weaver. $1.00.
Aims and Aids for I-llrls and Young
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Girls and Young
Women," " Ways of Life; or. the
Right Way and the Wrong Way."
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for
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The

Emphatlc

Diaglottz

Containing

the Original Greek
ext of Tn:
New Tsar/nmzrr, with an interWord-for-Word English
Transalion; I New Emphatic
Version based on the Interhnearv
Translation, on the Readings of the
Vatican Manuscript, by Ben'amin
Wilson. 884 pp., $4.00; ex.,

lineary

$5.61

A Bachelor's Talks about larrled
Lum Asn Tumcs An.:/loner, by
Rev. William Aikman, D.D. $1.50.
lts Members.
and
Wives.

The Family and
Including Husbands
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MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
The Children of the Bible.
By
Fanny L. Armstrong, with an
Introduction
Frances E. Wil.
C. T. U. clo., 81.
lard, Pres. N.
The Temperance Reformation.-Its

gy

.

History from

the tirst Temperance
the U. S. to the Adoption
sine Liquor Law. 81.00.
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Fables.-With
lEsog'
dl s Illustrations.
Seventy Splen~
One
12mo,
of the
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fancy cloth, gilt edges, .00..00.
Man, with illustra-

Art. Science and Mystery of Coach
In
Carriage. and Car Palntiu
cluding the Improvements gn Fin
Gilding, Bronzing, Staining, Val
nishing, Polishing, Copying, Let
Scrolling, and Omameuting
B. Gardner. .00..00.
By
How to Keep a Store;
Experience of Thirt Years, in er
chandizing. By S.
Terry. 81.50
.
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.

embodylngglu

How to Raise Fruit.-A Hand-book
Guide to the Cultivatiol
and
tons and
otee hy S. R. Wells.
anagement of Fruit Trees,
and of Grapes and Small Fruits.
tinted paper, clo. full gilt, 81.00.
With Descriptions of the Best and
Gems of Goldsmith; "The TravelMost Popular Varieties. Illustrated.
er," "The Deserted Village," "The
By Thomas Gregg. .00..00.
Hermit." With notes and
and
Illustrations,
Biograp ical How to be Weather-Wise.-A new
View of our Weather System, by
Sketch of the great author. One
I. P. Noyes. 25c.
vol., fancy cloth, full gilt. .00..00.
The Bime of the Ancient Mariner. How to Live.-Saving and Wasting
or, Domestic Economy Illustrated
In Seven Parts.
By Samuel T.
by the Life of two Families of
Coleridge. With new illus. by ChapOpposite Character, Habits, and
man, fancy clo., full gilt, 01.00.
Practices, Useful Lessons in HouseImmortality Inherent in Nature.
keeping, and Hints How to Live,
Sumner Barlow, author 61
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ex. cloth, full gilt. 60c.
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olon Robinson. .00..00.
How to Paint.-A Complete Com.
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pendium of the Art. Designed for
A New, Cheap, and Superior Mode
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statement of the Methods
of
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results in Plain and Fancy Painting
of
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ing,
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